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NOTE ON PRONUNCIATION
V O W E L S:
a
i
u
e
o
r

as
as
as
as
as
as

u in cut
i in pit
u in put
a in made
o in code
ri in writ

ft
I

0
ai
au
m

as a in father
as i in machine
as u in rule
as i in rite
as ow in how
nasalizes the preceding vowel

C O N S O N A N T S:
k, t, p as the unaspirated k and p in skin and spin.
kh, th, ph as the aspirated k and p in kin and pin.
t and d as soft i and d as pronounced in French and Italian.
th as tk in thumb or the aspirated t in French qnd Italian.
dh as dh or the aspirated d as pronounced in French and Italian.
ch as the ch in chunk.
chh as the same, aspirated.
A as the ng in song.
n as the n in Spanish senor.
g as the g in gun.
gh and bh can be heard as the gh and bh in doghouse and clubhouse, when
pronounced quickly.
t, th, d> dh, Q as /, th, d, dh, and n pronounced with the tip of the tongue
near the roof of the mouth,
sh as the sh in sheet.
$ as the same, pronounced with the tongue near the roof of the mouth.
ACCENT:
On the next to final syllable if that is long, otherwise on the nearest long
syllable before it, and on the first syllable if none are long. A long syllable
is one which consists of a long vowel (ft, I, Q, e, o), a diphthong (ai, au),
or a short vowel (a, i, u, r) followed by more than one consonant (except
h as in kh, bh, etc.).
NOTE:
In other books, the consonants here represented by ch, chh, and sh will
often be found as c, ch, and Ô.
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PREFACE

main aim in this work has been to give a clear, comprehensive
and critical account of the various systems of Indian philosophy. It is
hoped that the book will be found useful by all those who want a clear
and accurate exposition of the development of Indian philosophical
thought in one volume which is neither too small nor too big. I shall
feel amply rewarded if it arouses a genuine interest in Indian philosophy.
The work is based on my study of the original sources and on my
lectures to the post-graduate classes in the Banaras Hindu University
for a number of years and I must accept responsibility for the interpre
tations. On almost all fundamental points I have either quoted from the
original texts or referred to them to enable the interested reader to
compare the interpretations with the texts. Throughout the exposition
of the different systems which involves criticism and evaluation, I have
tried to be fair and impartial to them and to present many difficult and
obscure points in as clear and correct a manner as I could. Ignorance
of Indian philosophy, specially of Buddhism and Vedanta, is still
profound and has given rise to un-informed or ill-informed accounts
and misleading criticisms. It has been my aim to remove such miscon
ceptions. Honest difference of opinion in interpretation is legitimate
in philosophy, but it does not entitle us to impose our own pre
conceived notions on a system which are repelled by its original texts.
The work is only an outline of a vast subject and has no pretensions to
completeness.
In the chapters dealing with Mahäyäna Buddhism and Advaita
Vedanta, I have incorporated substantial material from my thesis on
‘Dialectic in Buddhism and Vedanta* approved for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy by the University of Allahabad. I have also
incorporated some relevant material here and there from my thesis on
‘The Reign of Dialectic in Philosophy— Indian and Western* approved
for the degree of Doctor of Letters by the University of Allahabad.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge my obligations to the eminent scholars
who or whose works have been a source of help and inspiration to me.
I have derived much help from the works on Indian philosophy by
Dr. S. N. Dasgupta, Prof. M. Hiriyanna and Dr. S. Radhakrishnan.
I
am deeply obliged to Prof. A. C. Mukerji (retired Professor of
Philosophy, Allahabad University) for his kind help and affectionate
encouragement. I record my profound obligations to Prof. R. D.
M
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Ranade, Prof. H. D. Bhattacharyya and Dr. Amaranatha Jha who are
no more with us now.
This work was first published in India in 1952 under the title
Indian Philosophy. Its revised British edition was published by Messrs.
Rider & Co. of the Hutchinson Publishing Group, London, in i960
under the title A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy. It is a pleasure
to know that an American edition of this book is called for and I thank
my publishers, Barnes & Noble, Inc., New York, for bringing it out.
CHANDRADHAR
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SHARMA

Chapter One
TH E VEDAS AND THE UPANISADS
I
INTRODUCTION

etymological meaning of the word ‘philosophy* is ‘love of
learning*. It signifies a natural and a necessary urge in human
beings to know themselves and the world in which they ‘live
and move and have their being*. It is impossible for man to live without
a philosophy. The choice, as Aldous Huxley puts it, is not ‘between
metaphysic and no metaphysic; it is always between a good metaphysic
and a bad metaphysic*.
Western Philosophy has remained more or Jess true to the etymologi
cal meaning of ‘philosophy’, in being essentially an intellectual quest
for truth. Indian Philosophy has been, however, intensely spiritual and
has always emphasized the need of practical realization of truth. The
word ‘darshana* means ‘vision* and also the ‘instrument of vision*. It
stands for the direct, immediate and intuitive vision of Reality, the
actual perception o f Truth, and also includes the means which lead to
this realization. ‘See the Self* (ätmä va are drastavyah) is the keynote
of all schools of Indian Philosophy. And this is the reason why most
of the schools of Indian Philosophy are also religious sects. Annihilation
of the three kinds of pains— ädhyatmika (physical and mental sufferings
produced by natural and intra-organic causes), ädhibhautika (physical
and mental sufferings produced by natural and extra-organic causes),
and ädhidaivika (physical and mental sufferings produced by super
natural and extra-organic causes)— and realization of supreme happiness
is the end, and shravana (hearing the truth), manana (intellectual con
viction after critical analysis) and nididhyâsana (practical realization) are
the means— in almost all the schools of Indian Philosophy.
The Vedas are the oldest extant literary monument of the Aryan
mind. The origin of Indian Philosophy may be easily traced in the
Vedas. Indian Philosophy, as an autonomous system, has developed
practically unaffected by external influences. Unfortunately our know
ledge of the Vedic period is, even to this day, too meagre and imperfect.
The absence of chronological data, the complete indifference of the
ancient Indians towards personal histories, the archaic character of the
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Vedic Sanskrit, the break in tradition, and the biased orthodox colouring
of interpretation, which instead of a help often proves a hinderance, are
some of the main reasons due to which our knowledge about this
period remains mostly shrouded in mystery and vagueness.
The name ‘Veda* (knowledge) stands for the Mantras and the
Brâhmanas (mantra-brähmanayor veda-nämadheyam). Mantra means
a hymn addressed to some god or goddess. The collection of the Mantras
is called ‘Samhitä*. There are four Samhitäs— Rk, Säma, Yajuh and
Atharva. These are said to be compiled for the smooth performance of
the Vedic sacrifices. A Vedic sacrifice needs four main priests— Hotä,
who addresses hymns in praise of the gods to invoke their presence and
participation in the sacrifice; Udgätä, who sings the hymns in sweet
musical tones to entertain and please the gods; Adhvaryu, who performs
the sacrifice according to the strict ritualistic code and gives offerings
to the gods; and Brahma, who is the general supervisor well-versed in
all the Vedas. The four Samhitäs are said to be compiled to fulfil the
needs of these four main priests— Rk for the Hotä, Säma for the Udgätä,
Yajuh for the Adhvaryu and Atharva for the Brahmä. Sometimes
the Vedas are referred to only as ‘Trayï,* omitting the Atharva. Rk
means a verse, Säma means a song; Yajuh means a prose passage. Thus
we see that the Samhitä-bhäga or the Mantra-portion of the Veda is the
Hymnology addressed to the various gods and goddesses. Rk-Samhitä is
regarded as the oldest and also the most important. The Rsis of the
Vedas are not the authors, but only the ‘seers’ of the Mantras (rsayo
mantra-drastärah). The Brâhmanas, unlike the Mantras, are written in
prose. They are the elaboration of the complicated ritualism of the
Vedas. They deal with the rules and regulations laid down for the
performance of the rites and the sacrifices. Their name ‘Brähmana*
is derived from the word ‘Brahman* which originally means a
prayer. There is little philosophy in these, though some philoso
phical ideas flash here and there in the course of some speculative
digressions. The appendages to these Brâhmanas are called Aranyakas
mainly because they were composed in the calmness of the forests.
The Aranyakas mark the transition from the ritualistic to the philosophic
thought. We find here a mystic interpretation of the Vedic sacrifices.
The concluding portions of the Aranyakas are called the Upanisads.
These are intensely philosophical and spiritual and may be rightly
regarded as the cream of the Vedic philosophy. The Mantras and the
Brâhmanas are called the Karma-Kända or the portion dealing with the
sacrificial actions, and the Aranyakas and the Upanisads are called the
Jnanä-Kända or the portion dealing with knowledge. Some people
include the Aranyakas in the Karma-Kärida. Really speaking, they
represent a transition from the Karma-Kända to the Jnanä-Kända. The
Upanisads are also known as ‘Vedänta* or ‘the end of the Veda*, firstly
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because they are literally the concluding portion, the end, of the Vedas,
and secondly because they are the essence, the cream, the height, of the
Vedic philosophy.
II
TH E

VEDAS

are concerned here only with the philosophical thought of the
Vedic period. As we have already remarked, we find little philosophy
in the pre-Upanisadic thought. But the seeds of the important philo
sophical trends might be easily traced there. Moreover, there has been
a gradual development of the philosophical thought from the Mantras
and the Brâhmanas through the Aranyakas to the Upanisads. It is said
that we can notice a transition from the naturalistic and anthropo
morphic polytheism through transcendent monotheism to immanent
monism in the pre-Upanisadic philosophy. The personified forces of
nature first changed into real gods and these later on, became mere
forms of one personal and transcendental God, the ‘Custodian of the
Cosmic and Moral Order*, who Himself, later on, passed into the
immanent Purusa. The Upanisads developed this Purusa into Brahman
or Atman which is both immanent and transcendent. The Mantra
portion has been called the religion of Nature, of the poets ; the Brähmana ritualism, the religion of Law, of the priests; the Upanisadic
portion the religion of Spirit, of the philosophers.
The above-mentioned conception of the development of preUpanisadic thought is to be taken in a very reserved sense. The western
scholars and some of the Indian scholars, inspired by and even obsessed
with the western interpretation, are apt to believe that when the early
Vedic Aryans, who were primitive, if not semi-civilized and semibarbarous, settled down and began to wonder at the charming and the
tempting and to fear the terrible and the destructive aspects of nature,
they personified them in an anthropomorphic fashion and called them
gods and goddesses and began to worship them. This was the stage of
naturalistic and anthropomorphic polytheism. Then gradually poly
theism yielded place to monotheism and the latter to monism. Max
Müller introduces ‘henotheism* as a transitional stage from polytheism
to monotheism. Henotheism means ‘belief in one only God*, because the
Vedic Aryans regarded any god they were praising as the most supreme
and the only God. If this western interpretation is taken literally and
in its entirety, we have no hesitation in saying that it is based on an
ignorance of the Vedic literature. Neither polytheism nor henotheism
nor even monotheism can be taken as the key-note of the early Vedic
philosophy. The root-fallacy in the western interpretation lies in the
mistaken belief that the Vedic seers were simply inspired by primitive
we
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wonder and awe towards the forces of nature. On the other extreme is
the orthodox view that the Vedas are authorless and eternal, which too
cannot be philosophically sustained. The correct position seems to us
to be that the Vedic sages were greatly intellectual and intensely spiritual
personages who in their mystic moments came face to face with Reality
and this mystic experience, this direct intuitive spiritual insight over
flew in literature as the Vedic hymns. The key-note of the Vedic hymns
is the same spiritual monism, the same immanent conception of the
identity-in-difference which ultimately transcends even itself, the same
indescribable absolutism which holds both monism and pluralism
within its bosom and which ultimately transcends both, which we find so
beautifully and poetically developed in the Upanisads. T o read anthro
pomorphic polytheism and then henotheism and monotheism in the
Vedas is, to borrow a phrase from Gaudapäda, to see the foot-prints of
birds in the air. If there were polytheism in the Vedas, how is it that the
binding principle of this world, the Supreme Soul of this Universe, the
Guardian of this Cosmos, is so much emphasized and repeated? Again,
in the ordinary course when polytheism leads to monotheism, the most
powerful god among the hierarchy of gods is enthroned as the ruler of
this universe. But this is conspicuous by its absence in the Vedas.
Instead of taking the trouble of coining the word ‘henotheism*, Max
Muller could have simply said that the gods are regarded as mere
manifestation of the Supreme God so that when any god was praised
he was not praised in his individual capacity, but merely as the mani
festation of the Supreme God. The gods are praised; yet not the gods,
but God is praised through them. So there is no question of crude
monotheism also in the Vedas. Hence there is no development from
polytheism through monotheism to monism, but only of monism from
the first Mantra portion to the last Upanisadic portion.
Let us take some illustrations. ‘The One Real, the wise declare as
many*.1 ‘Purusa is all this, all that was, and all that shall be*.2 ‘The real
essence of the gods is one*.3 ‘The same Real is worshipped as Uktha
in the Rk, as Agni in the Yajuh and as Mahâvrata in the Säma*.4 ‘Aditi,
the Boundless, is the sky, the air, the mother, the father, the son, all
the gods and all the men, all that is, all that was and all that shall be*.6
‘He is the Custodian of the Rta (Truth), the binding Soul of the universe,
the unity-in-difference in the cosmic and the moral order’.6 The gods
also are the guardians of the Truth (rtasya gopä); even the rivers flow
in this Rta (rtamarpanti sindhavah)*. ‘Only the wise, the wide awake,
the mindful, know the ultimate Abode of the Lord*.7 ‘We make sacrifices
to the ultimate Lord of the universe, who runs through every particle
1 ekam sad viprä bahudhä vadami.— Rgveda, I. 164. 46. 1 Puruça cvedam sarvam
yad bhûtam yachcha bhavyam.— Ibid, X . 90. 9 Ibid, III. 55. 4 Aitareya Aranvaka, III. 2. 3. 12 . 4 Rgveda, I. 89. 10. 4 Ibid, X . 190. 1. 1 Viçnoryat paramani
padam.— Ibid, I. 22. 21.
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of this universe, the whole existence, and who is Blissful and Inde
scribable*.1 ‘Desireless, self-possessed, immortal, self-proved, ever full
of Bliss, inferior to none, ever-young and everlasting is He, the Soul
of this universe; through His knowledge alone can one spurn death*.2
‘There was neither Being nor non-Being, neither air nor sky, neither
death nor immortality, neither night nor day; That One breathed
calmly, self-sustained; nought else beyond it lay.*8 ‘The Indescribable
is the ground of all names and forms, the support of all the creation*.4
‘All the gods form the body of this World-Soul*.6 ‘He is immanent in
all this creation and yet He transcends it.*4
I ll
TH E U PAN ISAD S

now come to the Upanisads which are the concluding portion as
well as the cream o f the Veda and are therefore rightly called ‘Vedanta*.
The word ‘Upanisad* is derived from the root ‘sad* which means (i) to
sit down, (ii) to destroy and (iii) to loosen. ‘Upa* means ‘near by* and *ni*
means ‘devotedly”. The word therefore means the sitting down of the
disciple near his teacher in a devoted manner to receive instruction about
the highest Reality which loosens all doubts and destroys all ignorance
of the disciple. Gradually the word came to signify any secret teaching
about Reality and it is used by the Upanisads in this sense (rahasya or
guhya vidyä). The Muktikopanisad gives the number of the Upani
sads as 108. But ten or eleven Upanisads are regarded as important
and authentic, on which Shankarâchârya has commented. These are:
Isha, Kena, Katha, Prashna, Mundaka, Mändükya, Taittiriya, Aitareya,
Chhändogya and Brhadaranyaka. The teaching, being the highest, was
imparted at private sittings only to the qualified disciples. Heraclitus
has also said that if men care for gold, they must dig for it or be content
with straw. If one wants pearls, one has to dive deep into the ocean or
be content with pebbles on the shore.
The traditional view holds that the Upanisads as Revealed Texts
teach the same doctrine. But there has been extremely wide difference
in their interpretation. The problems discussed in them as well as their
unique style make them liable to many interpretations. All their
teachings are not equally prominent. Some are mere flashes of thought;
some are only hinted at; some are slightly developed; some are
mentioned by the way; while some are often repeated, emphasized and
we

1 kasmai D e viya haviçâ vidhema.— Ib id ,X . 121. 1. * tameva vidvàn na bibhâya mytyor
àtmànam dhiram ajaram yuvânam.— Atharvaveda, X . 8. 44. tameva viditvâ 'timftyum eti nänyab panthä vidyate ayanäya.— Yajurveda. 3 nâsadâsit no sadâsït tadânïm.
— Rgveda, X . 129. 4 Atharvaveda, X I. 9. 1. 6Nirukta, V II. 4. 9. 6 pâdo'sya vish vi
bhutâni tripädasyä'mrtam divi.— Rgveda, X . 90. 3
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thoroughly dealt with. There is an essential unity of purpose in them.
They emphasize the same fundamental doctrine which may be called
monistic idealism or idealistic monism. These poetic-philosophic works
are full of grand imagery, extremely charming and lucid expression
abounding in crystal clarity (prasäda guna). T o the mind, they bring
sound philosophical doctrines and to the heart, peace and freedom.
They are full of Änanda or Supreme Joy out of which all things arise,
by which they live and into which they return again. Passionate yearning
for knowledge, restless striving after truth, and a ceaseless search for
Reality have found a most touching expression in them. Deussen says
that the Upanifadic seers have thrown, ‘if not the most scientific, yet
still the most intimate and immediate light upon the last secret of
existence,* and that there are in them ‘philosophical conceptions un
equalled in India or perhaps anywhere else in the world*. Prof. Wintemitz
writes that these old thinkers ‘wrestle so earnestly for the truth and in
their philosophical poems the eternally unsatisfied human yearning for
knowledge has been expressed so fervently* that these works are
invaluable for mankind. Some of them match the Platonic Dialogues.
Impressed by them the great German philosopher Schopenhauer
declared: ‘In the whole world there is no study so beneficial and so
elevating. It has been the solace of my life and it will be the solace of
my death*. Such masterly works have always been ‘the ridicule of fools
and the endless meditation of sages*.
The Upanisads develop the monistic ideas scattered in the Samhitäs.
During the Brahmana period, these scattered philosophical ideas were
almost overlooked and emphasis was laid on merely the rigorous ritualis
tic sacrifices. The Äranyakas mark the shifting of the emphasis from the
ritualistic to the philosophical thought which work was completed by
the Upanisads. The Upanisads tell us that the Vedas— the storehouse
of knowledge— have been breathed forth from Him;1 but they regard
the Karma-Kända as secondary, being only a help to purify the mind
by which purification one is made fit to receive the real teaching about
Brahman. Thus we find the sage Närada telling Sanatkumära: ‘ I know
the Rgveda, sir, the Yajuh, the Säma, with all these I know only the
Mantras and the sacred books, I do not know the Self . . . I have heard
from persons like you that only he who knows the Self goes beyond
sorrow*.3 The Mundaka tells us: ‘Two kinds of knowledge must be
known, the higher and the lower. The lower knowledge is that which
the RJc, Säma, Atharva, Ceremonial, Grammar give . . . but the higher
knowledge is that by which the immortal Brahman is known*.3 In the
Gîta also the Lord asks Arjuna to rise above the three Gunas, telling
him that the Vedas deal with the three Gunas and that he who has
known Brahman has little to do with the Vedas.4 Sometimes the Mantras
1 Bfh. 2. 4. 10.

* Chhàn. 7. 2.

* Munçjaka I. 1. 4-5.
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4 G iti 2. 45-46.

are interpreted as subjective symbolism or pyschological spiritualism
concealed in a concrete and material way to hide the truth from the
profane and reveal it only to the qualified and the initiated. Thus
Sürya signifies intelligence, Agni will, Soma feeling; Ashvamedha
means meditation where the whole universe is offered as the horse and
desires are sacrificed and true spiritual autonomy (sväräjya) is attained.
The Brähmana ceremonialism is often contrasted with spiritual medi
tation. There is a satirical passage in the Chhändogya where dogs are
described as marching in a procession like the priests saying: ‘Aum!
Let us eat, Aum! Let us drink etc.'1 Thus the complicated and rigorous
ritualism and ceremonialism of the Brâhmanas was fortunately arrested
in the Upanisads. But it is important to note that the criticisms are
directed against ritualism and ceremonialism only and not against the
lofty philosophical conceptions found in the Mantras, which are faith
fully acknowledged and developed.
IV
ATMAN

individual self stands self-proved and is always immediately
felt and known. One is absolutely certain about the existence of one’s
own self and there can be neither doubt nor denial regarding its
existence. The individual self is the highest thing we know and it is the
nearest approach to the Absolute, though it is not itself the Absolute.
In fact the individual self is a mixture of the real and the unreal, a knot
of the existent and the non-existent, a coupling of the true and the false.
It is a product of Ignorance. But its essence is the light of the Absolute.
Its real nature is pure consciousness, self-shining and self-proved and
always the same. It is called the ultimate witness or the Säksi and as such
is one with the Absolute. The senses, the mind, the intellect, feeling
and will, the internal organ are all products of Avidyä and they invariably
surround the individual self and constitute its ‘individuality’. But the
self really is above them, being the Absolute.
The word ‘Atman’ originally meant life-breath and then gradually
acquired the meanings of feeling, mind, soul and spirit. Shahkarächärya
quotes an old verse giving the different connotations of the word
‘Atman*. The verse says that ‘Atman* means that which pervades all;
which is the subject and which knows, experiences and illuminates the
objects; and which remains immortal and always the same.2
The true self has been the main topic of investigation in the Upanisads.
Socrates of ancient Greece has also persistently advocated the supreme
the

1 Chhändogya I. 12. 4-5. * yadâpnoti yadâdatte yachchâtti viçayâniha. yachchâsya
santato bhàvas tasmäd âtmeti kïrtyate.— Shahkara’s Com . on Kafha 2. 1. 1.
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necessity of ‘Know Thyself*. We may select three Upaniçads— the
Chhändogya, the Mändükya and the Katha, for our present purpose.
In a dialogue between Prajâpati and Indra, narrated in the Chhändogya,1
we find a development of the concept of the self from the waking or the
bodily self through the dreaming or the empirical self and the self in
deep dreamless sleep to the Absolute Self. The gods and the demons,
the dialogue tells us, sent Indra and Virochana respectively, to Prajâpati,
to learn the teaching about the self. The teacher asked them to undergo
penance for thirty-two years to qualify themselves to receive the teach
ing. After fulfilling the prescribed condition, both come to Prajâpati
who teaches them that the self is that which is seen when one looks into
another’s eye or into water or a mirror. Virochana was satisfied and went
away. But Indra began to think thus: How can the self be the reflection
of the body? Or, how can it be identified with the body itself? If the
body is well adorned and well dressed this self also is well adorned and
well dressed. If the body is beautiful, this self also is beautiful; if the
body is blind or lame or crippled, this self also is blind or lame or
crippled; in fact if the body perishes, this self also should perish
together with it. There is no good in this. Being dissatisfied, Indra
approaches Prajâpati again and tells him his doubts and difficulties.
Prajâpati now tells him that he who is seen in dreams roaming freely,
i.e., the dreaming subject, is the self. Indra, again doubts thus: Though
this self is not vitiated with the defects and faults of the body, though
it cannot be said to be perishing along with the body, yet it appears as
if this self feels afraid and terrified, as if it is being chased and struck,
it appears to be conscious of pain and to be weeping. There is no good
in this also. Indra again returns to Prajâpati and tells him his doubts.
This time Prajâpati teaches him that the enjoyer of deep dreamless
sleep is the self. But Indra feels his difficulties. The self, he thinks, in
deep sleep reduces itself to mere abstraction. There are no objects to be
felt, to be known, to be enjoyed. This self appears to be absolutely
unconscious— knowing nothing, feeling nothing, willing nothing. It is
a zero, a cipher. There is no good in this too. And again he approaches
Präjapati and tells him his doubts. The teacher is now very much
pleased with the ability of the disciple. And now follows the real
teaching: Dear Indra! The body is not the self, though it exists for the
self. The dream-experiences are not the self, though they have a
meaning only for the self. The self is not an abstract formal principle of
deep sleep too. The eye, the body, the mental states, the presentation
continuum, the stream of consciousness— are all mere instruments and
objects of the self. The self is the ground of waking, dream and sleep
states and yet it transcends them all. The self is universal, immanent
as well as transcendent. The whole universe lives and moves and breathes
w i n . 3-12.
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in it. It is immortal, self-luminous, self-proved and beyond doubts and
denials, as the very principle which makes all doubts, denials and
thoughts possible. It is the ultimate subject which can never become
an object and which is to be necessarily presupposed by all knowledge.
This dialogue brings out the essential nature of the self and has very
important implications. The empiricism of Locke and Berkeley and the
scepticism of Hume, the flux of Heraclitus, William James and Bergson,
the Copernican revolution of Kant and the abiding contribution of
Hegel, the positions of Green, Bradley and McTaggart— all have been
long before anticipated in this dialogue. The self, surely, cannot be
identified with the body, senses or the internal organ, nor can it be
regarded as a mere by-product of matter. The bodily self or the waking
self identifies itself with its contents— body, senses, mind, wife, son,
daughter, sister, father, mother, brother, relation, friend. It stretches
itself and identifies itself with the objects and feels as if they constitute
its being, as if it is incomplete, nay, no more, without them. But in
fact that which can be known as an object can never itself be the
subject. It cannot be a mere bundle of the qualities. It cannot be the
empirical self. Dreams have been selected by Prajäpati because here
the objects have to be framed by the mind independently of the body
or the senses. In the waking life, the objects are there apart from and
outside of the mind which are only known and not created by it. Here
the mind is helped by the senses which take the fleeting and scattered
manifold of sense-impressions caused by external objects to the mind
which arranges them into order and gives meaning and unity to them.
But in the dreams, the mind has to function alone and fabricate
imaginary objects for itself. It is the state, therefore, of perception
without sensation. The self in the waking as well as in the dream state
is ever changing and therefore cannot be the real self. The self must
persist throughout the changes as their knower. The ego, limited by
space and time, by birth and death, is a miserable creature. Indra, not
being able to find the self in the waking and dreaming states, anticipates
Heraclitus, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, William James and Bergson, and
also some of the Buddhists. There is only change and you can never
bathe twice in the same river, says Heraclitus. Locke regards the mind
as a tabula rasa, a blank tablet, by itself as good as nothing, on which
experience writes with the fingers of sensation and perception. There
fore ‘in sleep and trances the mind exists not* declares Berkeley. ‘Every
drowsy nod explodes the self theory* says Locke. T can never catch
my self ’ says Hume, ‘whenever I try, I always stumble at some senseimpression or idea.' ‘The so-called “ self” is only a stream of thought;’
declares William James, ‘the passing thought itself is the thinker.’
These empiricists, sceptics and pragmatists take the self as a mere
bundle of ideas. Indra also came to the same conclusion. The self in
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waking and in dreams is ever changing, tortured, chased, vanishing.
There is no good in this. What we get here is only a fleeting mass o f
qualities, the scattered manifold of sense-impressions or ideas, and no
permanent self. The same conclusion is arrived at by Bradley also. Indra
rightly thinks that in the deep sleep the self becomes a mere abstraction
as there are no contents at all. A contentiess self in the empirical life is
an impossibility. The self, as subject, must oppose itself to an object.
But in deep sleep there are no objects at all, neither real nor imaginary.
Hence in the absence of the objects the self also ceases to exist. T h e
Copernican revolution of Kant is the celebrated doctrine which he
introduced into European Philosophy that knowledge requires both
sensation and thought, that ‘concepts without percepts are empty
and percepts without concepts are blind’, and that every knowledge
situation necessarily presupposes the self, the ‘transcendental unity o f
pure apperception’ which is not a category of unity, but the fundamental
postulate of all knowledge which makes possible the play of categories.
The abiding contribution of Hegel has been the persistent insistence
that the self should not be taken as a substance but as a subject and that
this subject does not mean the empirical ego but the transcendental and
yet immanent Absolute Idea running though the categories which are
the various stages of the development of thought. Green, M cTaggart
and others have emphasized the same point. In fact, the foundation o f
this true Idealism was already laid down, many centuries before Kant
and Hegel, in the Upanisads. Prajäpati’s emphasis on the fact that the
true self is the ultimate subject, the fundamental postulate of all know
ledge, the transcendental background of the empirical trinity o f
knowledge, knower and known, the self-luminous and the self-proved
pure consciousness which manifests itself as the subject and the object,
as the self and the not-self, and which at once overreaches that division ;l
Yâjnavalkya’s declaration in the Brhadâranyaka that the self, the ultimate
knower, can never be known as an object because it knows all objects,
and yet it does not reduce itself to an abstraction because never is the
knowledge of the knower destroyed, never is the sight of the seer
destroyed; that when the sun has set, when the moon has set, and when
the fire is extinguished, the self alone shines in its light;2 the thundering
assertion in the Katha that ‘Not there the sun shines, nor the moon or
the stars, not these lightnings either. Where then could this fire be?
Everything shines only after the shining spirit; through its light all this
shines;’3 and in the Mündaka ‘The fire is its head, the moon and the
sun are its eyes, the four quarters of the sky its ears, the Vedas are its
speech, the wind is its breath, the universe is its heart, for verily it is
the immanent self of all beings;’4 are sufficient to prove our assertion.
Prajapati teaches Indra that the real self illumines consciousness but
1 Chhândogya V i l i . 12.
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itself is not in consciousness. The Atman is the transcendental back
ground of both self and not-self, and none can doubt its reality.
In the Mândükya Upanisad also we find a similar analysis of conscious
ness. We are told that the self in the waking state enjoys gross objects,
it has the consciousness of the external world and is called ‘Vishva*.
In the dreaming state it enjoys subtle objects, it has the consciousness
of the internal world and creates its own imaginary objects and is called
‘Taijasa*. In the state of sound sleep there is no object, neither gross
nor subtle, and hence no subject; the subject-object duality is trans
cended and here the self is called ‘Prajna’. In sleep we have absence of
pain. We have neither desires nor dreams. We have the shadow of the
supreme bliss. It is called shadow because we do not enjoy positive bliss.
Ignorance persists in its negative aspect of concealment in this state,
although its power o f projection is arrested. Ignorance and unconscious
ness remain in this state and therefore a higher positive state is necessary.
This is the fourth state of the self, a state of pure consciousness where,
like the deep sleep, there is no subject-object duality, but unlike it there
is enjoyment of positive bliss. All ignorance vanishes here. The self
shines in its own light as the ultimate subject without reducing itself to
a mere abstraction. This is the true self, the foundation of all existence
and the presupposition of all knowledge. It cannot be fully described
for descriptions are possible only in the empirical state of subjectobject duality. It can be realized directly and intuitively. It is called
‘Turiya*, the Fourth, or ‘Amätra’, the Measureless. It is calm, non-dual,
blissful and all-consciousness where all plurality is merged. Aumkära
with its parts A -U -M , the waking, dreaming and sleeping states, is its
symbol. This self is the common ground of all these states. It manifests
itself in these three states and yet in its own nature it transcends them all.
In the Katha Upanisad, the Atman is said to be the ultimate reality.
T h e objects are the roads, the body is the chariot, the senses are the
horses, the mind is the reins, the intellect is the charioteer, the ego is
the enjoyer and the Atman is the Lord sitting in the chariot.1 The
senses are further compared to good and bad horses. Plato in his
Phaedrus has also compared them to the white and the black horses.
T h e Katha further states that the senses are higher than the objects,
the mind is higher than the senses, the intellect is higher than the
mind, the subtle reason (mahat) is higher than the intellect, the Unmani
fest (avyakta) is higher than the subtle reason, and the Purusa (ätman)
is higher than the Unmanifest, and there is nothing higher than the
Purusa which is the ultimate end, the highest reality.3 Objects, senses,
mind, intellect, reason— all exist for the self and serve its purpose. It is
the self that is immanent in them and gives them life and meaning. But
these cannot be identified with the self, for it transcends them all.
1 Kafha 2 . 3-4.

* Ibid.

This is the cru?: of the teaching imparted to Nachiketä by Yama. The
self is immortal, self-proved and self-luminous and can only be directly
realized by transcending the empirical subject-object duality.
V
BRAHMAN

the objective side this ultimate reality is called Brahman. The
word is derived from the root *Brh* which means to grow or to evolve.
In the beginning it meant sacrifice, then prayer and then it acquired
its present meaning of ultimate reality which evolves itself as this world.
Brahman is that which spontaneously bursts forth as nature and
soul. It is the ultimate cause of this universe. In the Chhändogya,
it is cryptically described as ‘Tajjalân*1— as that (tat) from which
the world arises (ja), into which it returns (la), and by which it is
supported and it lives (an). In the Taittiriya, Brahman is defined as
that from which all these beings are born, by which they live, and
into which they are reabsorbed.2 The evolution of the elements is
given in this order: From Brahman arises ether, from ether air, from
air fire, from fire water and from water earth. But the real theory of
evolution is given in the doctrine of the five sheaths (koshas) in the
Taittiriya.3 The lowest level is that of matter (annamaya). Matter is
unconscious and dead and cannot account for life. It is purely on the
physical plane. Brahman cannot rest content with matter. The purpose
of matter is fulfilled only when life is evolved. The highest state of
matter is therefore life. Though matter cannot account for life, yet
there can be no life without matter. The inorganic matter must be
transformed into organic life. Hence the second state of evolution is life
(pränamaya). Now we are on the biological plane. The vegetable life
(osadhayah) emerges first. But the vegetable life must lead to the
animal life. The vegetable products must be transformed into living
animal cells. Life pervades the universe and binds man with the rest of
creation. But the destiny of life is fulfilled only when consciousness is
evolved. Hence the third state of evolution is mind or perceptual
Consciousness (manomaya). Here we are on the mental or psychological
plane. This state is shared by lower animals with men. Mind or con
sciousness remains in the lower animal life at the level of instinct and
reflex action. Human beings have also got instincts and reflex actions
and these play an important part in determining the human life. But
brute instinct is mute and rebels against itself. It wants to express itself.
It is on the level of infra-relational undifferentiated feeling. The subjectobject duality is absent here because it has not yet been evolved. The
from
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end of this instinctive consciousness will be fulfilled only when a
higher principle has been evolved where consciousness becomes selfconscious or rational. Hence the fourth state of evolution is self-con
scious reason (vijnânamaya). Here we are on the metaphysical plane.
This state is the sole monopoly of human beings. Reason becomes selfconscious only at this state and this fact distinguishes human beings
from lower animals. Arts, sciences, aesthetics, morals, poetry, philo
sophy, religion, all become possible only at this state. The empirical
trinity of knower, knowledge and known has been evolved. But even
this will not suffice. There is a higher experience of which we get a
negative glimpse in the empirical life and which cannot be accounted
for by mere intellect. The relational and analytical, the discursive and
dichotomous intellect points to something higher as its end in which
it wants to merge itself. The subject-object duality wants to transcend
itself ; not that it wants to fall back on the instinctive undifferentiated
feeling which it has left far behind, but it wants to fulfil its destiny by
merging itself in the Absolute, the Abode of Bliss, where there is no
trace of duality and plurality. The fifth and the highest state of evolu
tion, therefore, is the non-dual bliss (änandamaya). Here we are on the
mystic plane. The empirical trinity of knower, known and knowledge
has been fused into a transcendental unity. Here philosophy terminates.
This Brahman, the supreme Reality, transcends all, yet it underlies all
as their background. The lower is not lost or annihilated; it is simply
transformed in the higher. Matter is not lost in life; life is not lost
in mind; mind is not lost in reason; reason is not lost in bliss. Brahman
pervades them all. It is the immanent inner controller of all (antaryâmin) and the self o f all (sarva-bhütäntarätmä). As all spokes are con
tained in the axle and the wheel, so all beings, all gods, all worlds,
all organs are contained in the Universal Self, the Brahman.1 This
is the Brahman, the self-luminous, the immortal, the support of
all the worlds, the highest and leaving nothing beyond it.2 Matter is its
body, it is its soul ; the individual souls are its body, it is their soul. It
holds the self and the not-self together which are equally its own mani
festations and yet in its own nature it transcends both.V
I
VI
BRAHMAN

AND

ATMAN

have seen that the same reality is called from the subjective side
as ‘Atman* and from the objective side as ‘ Brahman*. The two terms
are used as synonyms. The Absolute of the Upanisads manifests
itself as the subject as well as the object and transcends them both.

w e
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The Absolute is as certain as the Atman and also as infinite as the
Brahman. This blending of the subject and the object in a transcen
dental principle, this synthesis of the self and the not-self in the
Absolute, this dialectical march of pure self-consciousness from the
subject through the object to its own synthetic nature was arrived at
by the Upanisadic sages centuries before Hegel, and many many
years before Plato was born. T o quote Deussen: ‘It was here that for the
first time the original thinkers of the Upanisads, to their immortal
honour, found it when they recognized our Atman, our inmost indi
vidual being, as the Brahman, the inmost being of universal nature and
of all her phenomena*.1 ‘That thou art’ (tat tvam asi) is the great saying
(mahäväkya) of the Upanisads. ‘I am Brahman.* ‘Atman is Brahman.*
‘I am that.* ‘I am the non-dual Bliss.’ The subject lacked infinitude and
the object lacked certitude. The Absolute has both infinitude and
certitude. The self and the not-self are equally manifestations o f the
Absolute and are at bottom one. The individual self is, in fact, no
longer individual, but universal. The microcosm and the macrocosm
are blended together. In microcosm we find the three states of waking,
dreaming and sound sleep and we find the self as the Fourth, the
immanent yet transcendent reality. In macrocosm waking (jagrat)
corresponds to Virât, dreaming (svapna) to Hiranyagarbha, deep sleep
(susupti) to Ishvara, and the Fourth (turiya) to Brahman. In macro
cosm, body corresponds to Virât, life and mind correspond to Hiranya
garbha, self-consciousness corresponds to Ishvara and bliss corresponds
to Brahman. The Absolute is Pure Existence, Pure Knowledge, and
Pure Bliss— all in one. It is called Sachhidänanda. It is Satyam (Truth),
Jnänam (Knowledge) and Anantam (Infinite). It is Truth, Goodness
and Beauty— Satyam-Shivam-Sundaram. By knowing it the unseen
becomes the seen, the unknown becomes the known, the unthought of
becomes the thought of.
All this is beautifully described in theChhândogya in a dialogue between
Uddälaka and Shvetaketu.2 The father teaches his son Shvetaketu thus:
‘In the beginning Sat alone was, without a second. It thought “ M ay
I be many” .* Then it evolved itself into this manifold world. Thou, O
Shvetaketu! art that— ‘Tat tvam asi Shvetaketo!*. This teaching blends
the subject with the object, the indubitable with the infinite, the
microcosm with the macrocosm, the self with the not-self. None of them
can be taken as independent and separate. Both are relative terms and
like the two sides of the same coin, both are manifestations of the same
Sat. The Sat runs through them (tadevänuprävishat) and constitutes
their being. Yet the Sat cannot be confined to them. In its own nature
it transcends them both. The individual self of Shvetaketu of which he
is immediately conscious and absolutely certain is identified with the
P h ilo so p h y o f the Upaniçads, p. 40.
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infinite objective reality which is the cause of this universe including
the individual selves and the world of matter. But how can a portion of
the effect be identified with the whole cause? How can the self of
Shvetaketu which is itself an effect along with others (i.e., other selves
and matter) be one with the cause, the Brahman? How can the private
and the limited self of Shvetaketu be the cause of this entire universe?
T h e answer is that both the self and the not-self are mere manifestations
o f the Absolute. The Absolute is immanent in them all and constitutes
their being. The self of Shvetaketu is one with the Universal Self which
is immanent in it. T live, yet not I, but God liveth in me/
This Brahman is described in two ways in the Upanisads. It is called
cosmic, all-comprehensive, full of all good qualities— Saprapancha,
Saguna and Savishesa. And it is also called acosmic, qualityless, indeter
minate, indescribable— Nisprapancha, Nirguna, Nirvishesa and Anirvachaniya. This distinction is the root of the celebrated distinction made
by Shankarächärya between God and the Absolute. The former is called
lower Brahman (apara Brahma) or Ishvara, and the latter higher
Brahman (para Brahma) or the Absolute. God is the personal aspect of
the Absolute and the Absolute is the impersonal aspect of God. Matter,
self and God are only manifestations of the Absolute. But Rämänujächärya has challenged this distinction. T o him, the Absolute is the
personal and the immanent God, and matter and selves alike form His
real body, He, being the soul of nature and the soul of souls. Ramanuja
interprets the Upanisads in the sense of Brahma-parinama-väda;
Brahman really transforms Himself as the world of matter and of souls.
Shankara interprets them in the sense of Brahma-vivarta-vâda;
Brahman unreally appears, through Ignorance, as the world of matter
and of souls. Shankara does not deny the existence of a personal God.
He is the highest appearance admitted by Advaitism.
The cosmic Brahman is regarded as the cause of production, main
tenance and destruction of this universe. All beings arise from Him, live
in Him and are absorbed in Him.1 The Mändükya calls Him ‘the lord
o f all, the knower of all, the inner controller of all, the fans et origo of all,
the final haven of all'. Like sparks arising from fire, like earthen-ware
arising out of earth, like gold ornaments being made out of gold, like
cob-web coming out of a spider, like hair coming out of the body, like
the lustre shooting out of a pearl, like the musical sound coming out of
a lute, the entire creation arises out of Brahman. Just as when clay is
known, everything made out of clay becomes known, for it is only ‘name
and form', the reality being only clay, similarly when Brahman, the
cause is known, everything, being a mere effect, becomes known, for
the effects are only names and forms, the reality is Brahman alone. In
the Bfhadäranyaka we are told that nature is the body of God Who is
1 Chh. 3. 14. I. ; T aitt. 3. I.

its soul. Earth, water, fire, air, ether, the sun, the moon, the stars, the
sky, the quarters, the rivers, the mountains, in fact, all beings, all
creatures, all life, all senses, all speech, all minds are the body of God.
God is immanent in them all and controls them from within and holds
them together. He knows them all, but they do not know Him, for how
can the body know the soul? He who knows this Antaryämin, knows the
Ätman, knows the Brahman, knows the Vedas, knows all the worlds,
in fact, he knows all.1 God is not only the soul of nature, He is also the
soul of souls. T he souls are His body; He is their soul. The souls are
souls in relation to the bodies, but in relation to God, they become His
body and He becomes their soul. Just as the spokes are held together
inthe axle and the wheel, so all the souls are held together in the Supreme
Soul.2 Just as sparks emanate from fire, so all the souls emanate from
the Supreme Soul.3
The acosmic Brahman is the transcendental Absolute, the Turiya or
the Fourth, the Amätra or the Measureless, the Anirvachaniya or the
Indescribable. It is the foundational consciousness, the fundamental
postulate of all knowledge. It holds the subjective and the objective
world in a transcendental unity. It is the background of the empirical
trinity of knowledge, knower and known. It is the indubitable ultimate
knower which is presupposed by all affirmations and negations, all
positions and doubts and denials. It is self-luminous and self-proved.
The discursive intellect cannot know it for the ultimate subject cannot
be made an object of knowledge. As Kant says: ‘What I must presup
pose in order to know an object, I cannot know as an object.* How can
he be known by whom all this is known? How, O dear, can the knower
be known?4 All speech together with the mind turns away unable to
reach it.6 The eye does not go there, nor does speech, nor does mind.
We cannot know it. We cannot teach it.6 The Absolute can be best
described only in a negative way, though it is not itself negated by it.
Yâjnavalkya describes it thus: ‘This is the imperishable, O Gârgî, which
wise people adore— not gross, not subtle, not short, not long, without
shadow, without darkness, without air, without space, without attach
ment, without taste, without smell, without sight, without ears, without
speech, without mind, without light, without breath, without mouth,
and without either inside or outside. It does not eat anything nor can
anything eat it.*7 Lest this description should be mistaken as mere
solipsism and pure nonsense, Yâjnavalkya is cautious enough to add
immediately that ‘never is the sight of the seer destroyed; never is the
knowledge of the knower destroyed,* that when it is said that the Absolute
does not see what is really meant is that it sees and yet does not see.
There is nothing outside it which it may see. The Eternal knower, the
1Bfh.
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self-luminous Real shines forth by itself.1 Silence is the ultimate
philosophy and Yajnavalkya has to tell Gârgî: Gârgï! ask not too much,
ask not too much, otherwise thy head will fall.2 In the Kena we are
told; That which cannot be spoken by the speech, but by which speech
is made possible; that which cannot be thought by the mind, but by
which, they say, the mind thinks; that which cannot be seen by the eye,
but by which the eye is made to see; that which cannot be heard by the
ear, but by which the ear is made to hear; that which does not breathe,
but by which breath is made possible, know that alone to be the Brah
man, not this which they worship outside.3 Brahman is known to him
who says he does not know it and it is unknown to him who says he
knows it.4 The meaning is that he who knows the Brahman as the
Indescribable really knows its nature and he who thinks that Brahman
can be adequately described by the finite mind misses its nature. The
empirical and negative description of the Absolute by means of neti
neti (not this, not this) or ‘the neither-nor* necessarily presupposes
the affirmation of the Absolute as all-Comprehensive and culminates
in the transcendental Absolute which goes beyond both negation and
affirmation. The neti neti negates all descriptions about the Brahman,
but not the Brahman itself. In fact, the Absolute is the Existence of all
existences, the Truth of all truths, the Reality of all realities.3 Realizing
this, a wise person should remain merged in it and transcending all
categories of the intellect, should acquire child-like innocence.6 There
is no plurality here. Those who are engrossed in plurality go on revolving
in the cycle of birth and death. Fear proceeds from diversity. Unity is
fearlessness. Grief and delusion are gone for him who realizes this
unity.7 All joys fade into insignificance before the supreme Joy of
Brahman.8 Just as rivers, leaving their names and forms, merge in the
ocean, so a wise man, arising above name and form, becomes one with the
Absolute.® He who knows Brahman becomes Brahman. This is the
secret teaching. Only by knowing it can one cross the ocean of birthahd-death; there is no other way for liberation.10V
I
V II
MÄYÄ

OR A V ID Y Ä

it is said that the doctrine of Mäyä or Avidyä is either
borrowed by Shankara from Buddhism or it is a fabrication of the
fertile brain of Shankara. Both these views are wrong. The fact is that
the theory of Mäyä is present in the Upanisads and Shankara has
elaborated it like a true thinker. Prof. R. D. Ranade, in his great work,
so m etim es

1 Ibid 4. 3. 23.
* Ibid 3. 6. I.
* Kena 1, 4-8.
* Ibid 2, 3.
* Brh 2. 3. 6.
• Ib id 3. 5. I.
M sha 7 ;T a it t . 2. 7. 1.
*Taitt. 2, 8, 1*4.
9 Mup^aka, 3, 2, 8.
10 Shvetishvatara 6, 15.
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‘A Constructive Survey of Upanisadic Philosophy*, has rightly pointed
out the origin of this doctrine in the Upanisads. He gives the following
points:
“ (i) Isha tells us that the veil that covers the truth is golden, so
rich, gaudy and dazzling that it takes away the mind of the
observer from the inner contents. (Isha, 15.)
(2) Katha says how people live in ignorance and thinking them
selves wise, move about wandering, like blind men following
the blind. (1, 2, 4-5.)
(3) Mundaka compares ignorance to a knot which a man has to
untie before he gets possession of the self in the recess of his
own heart. (II, 1, 10.)
(4) Chhändogya tells us that knowledge is power and ignorance
is impotence. (I, 1, 10.)
(5) Brhadäranyaka compares Unreality to Not-being, to Dark
ness and to Death. (I, 3, 28.)
(6) Prashna tells us that we cannot reach the world of Brahman
unless we have shaken off the crookedness in us, the false
hood, the illusion. (I, 16.)
(7) Brhadäranyaka tells us ‘as if there were a duality* implying
thereby that there is really no duality. Mäyä is a semblance,
an as-it-were, an appearance. (II, 4, 14.)
(8) Chhändogya tells us that Atman is the only Reality, every
thing else is merely a word, a mode and a name. (VI, 1, 4.)
(9) Shvetäshvatara describes God as a Mäyin who creates this
world by His power. (IV, 9.)**V
I
VIII
UPANISADS,

THE

SOURCE OF

INDIAN

PHILOSOPHY

Upanisads are rightly regarded as the fountain-head of all Indian
philosophy. Bloomfield remarks: ‘There is no important form of Hindu
thought, heterodox Buddhism included, which is not rooted in the
Upanisads.* Dr. S. Radhakrishnan says: ‘Later systems of philosophy
display an almost pathetic anxiety to accomodate their doctrines to the
views of the Upanisads, even if they cannot father them all on them.’
Prof. R. D. Ranade says: ‘The Upanisads constitute that lofty eminence
of philosophy, which from its various sides gives birth to rivulets of
thought, which, as they progress onwards towards the sea of life, gather
strength by the inflow of innumerable tributaries of speculation which
intermittently join these rivulets, so as to make a huge expanse of waters
at the place where they meet the ocean of life.’
The Bramha-sütra claims to be an aphoristic summary of the
the
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Upanisads. The Gita is the milk milked out of the Upanisad-cows and
is particularly influenced by the Katha and the Isha. The various
Ächäryas of Vedanta— Shankara, Ramanuja, Nimbarka, Madhva and
Vallabha— have always regarded the Upanisads as the sacred texts and
have interpreted them so as to make them suit their theories. The hetero
dox Jainism has taken its idealism and its doctrine of Karma from the
Upanisads. The heterodox Buddhism derives its idealism, monism,
absolutism, the theory of momentariness of all worldly things, the theory
of Karma, the .distinction between the empirical and the absolute
standpoints, and the theory that Ignorance is the root-cause of this
cycle of birth-and-death and that Nirvana can be attained by right
knowledge alone, from the Upanisads. Sänkhya derives from them the
doctrine of Prakrti (from Shvetâshvatara), the theory of the three
Gunas (from the three colours in the Chhândogya), the doctrine of
Purusa, the relation of mind, intellect and soul (from Katha), the
doctrine of Linga-sharira (from Prashna). Yoga is rooted in Shvetâsh
vatara. Katha speaks of Dhäranä and Mundaka speaks of the soul as a
mere onlooker. Isha preaches the combination of Karma and Jnäna;
Mimämsä takes up Karma; Vedanta takes up Jnäna; and some writers
take up the combination itself.1

1 For a detailed study o f this the reader is referred to Prof. R. D. Ranade’s 'A Construc
tive Survey o f Upani$adic Philosophy*.

*9

Chapter Two
BHAGAVADGÏTÀ
I
INTRODUCTION

literally means ‘ The Lord’s Song*, i.e., the
philosophical discourse of Lord Krsna to persuade the reluctant
Arjuna to fight. It is the most popular and sacred book o f the
Hindus and is contained in the Bhisma-Parva of the Mahabhârata,
the greatest Sanskrit epic.
Various are the praises showered on this work both by Indian and
European scholars. Lokamânya Tilak calls it ‘a most luminous and
priceless gem which gives peace to afflicted souls and makes us masters
of spiritual wisdom*. Mahämanä Mâlavîyaji sees a unique synthesis o f
‘the highest knowledge, the purest love and the most luminous action*
in it. Mahatma Gandhi calls it ‘the universal mother whose door is
wide open to anyone who knocks,* and further says that ‘a true votary
of the Gita does not know what disappointment is. He ever dwells in
perennial joy and peace that passeth understanding*. The Gita deals
with metaphysics, religion and ethics, and has been rightly called the
‘Gospel of Humanity*.
The central teaching of the Gîta can be beautifully summarized in
this sentence of Annie Besant: ‘Lt is meant to lift the aspirant from the
lower levels of renunciation, where objects are renounced, to the loftier
heights where desires are dead, and w'here the Yogi dwells in calm and
ceaseless contemplation, while his body and mind are actively employed
in discharging the duties that fall to his lot in life.* The Gita tries to
build up a philosophy of Karma based on Jnâna and supported by Bhakti
in a beautiful manner.
In the beginning we find Arjuna horrified at the thought that he has
to fight with his relatives and friends and he says to Krsna that he can
foresee no advantage in killing relatives and he flatly refuses to fight—
*1 would not like to kill these, even though I may be killed by them*.1
Kfsna, then, proceeds to instruct him that it is his duty as a prince, as
a warrior, as a righteous man to fight against evil and restore peace and
hagavadgitä

B
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order. Some people have tried to read in the Gita a ‘cult of murder’.
But this simply shows to what extent a noble work can be misinterpreted.
T o fight against evil is the duty of man. T o make the situation poignant
relatives and beloved friends and revered elders stand on both sides and
Arjuna has to vindicate his claim, he has to follow his Svabhäva and
Svadharma. It is a significant fact that though Lord Krsna in the
beginning repeatedly asks Arjuna to fight, in the end when the teaching
has been imparted to him, the Lord simply says— ‘Do as you please.’
II
BEING

fundamental metaphysical teaching of the Gîta is that ‘of the
unreal there is no being, and of the real there is no non-being’.1 The
soul is indestructible (avinashi), eternal (nitya), unborn (aja), undimin
ishing (avyaya), all-pervasive (sarva-gata), immovable (achala), ancient
(sanâtana), unmanifest (avyakta), unthinkable (achintya) and immutable
(avikärya). Only bodies are destroyed, not the soul. It is neither born
nor does it die. It is immortal and everlasting. Not being subject to
birth and death, it cannot perish along with the body. Just as a person
casts off worn-out garments and puts on the new ones, so does the soul
cast off worn-out bodies and enters into others that are new.2 The
infinite underlies and animates all finite existences, and the soul being
essentially one with it, is not affected by birth and death, by growth
and decay, by finitude or change, ‘even though our body be “ dust
returning unto dust’’ ’ . He who sees the Ultimate Reality seated equally
in all beings and unperishing within the perishing, sees truly.3I
th e

III
YOGA

Gîta represents a unique synthesis of Action, Devotion and
Knowledge. Man is a complex of intellect, will and emotion; he is a
being who thinks, wills and feels. Intellect has given rise to the philoso
phy of Knowledge; will to the philosophy of Action; and emotion to
the philosophy of Devotion. Modern Psychology teaches us that these
three aspects of mind are distinguishable only in thought and not
divisible in reality. There is no watertight division separating one from
the rest. The teaching of the Gïtâ is in keeping with this view. T o quote
D r. S. Radhakrishnan : ‘The Absolute reveals itself to those seeking for
knowledge as the Eternal Light, clear and radiant as the sun at noon-day ;
th e

1 II, 16. nâsato vidyate bhâvo nàbhâvo vidyate aatab*
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* V I, 29.

to those struggling for virtue as the Eternal Righteousness, steadfast and
impartial ; and to those emotionally inclined as Eternal Love and Beauty
of Holiness/ Different people attain the same goal of salvation by these
three different paths of knowledge, action and devotion.
All these three ultimately stand synthesised. This synthesis is called
‘Yoga*. The literal meaning of the word is union, i.e., of the individual
with the Absolute. It means equanimity or balance of mind (samatva).
It means the higher perspective of action which comes through detach
ment (karmasu kaushalam). The Yogi is the ideal ascetic who curbs
his passions and maintains calmness in cold and heat, in joy and sorrow,
in honour and dishonour.1 ‘As a lamp flickers not in a windless place,
that is the simile for the Yogi who curbs his thoughts and yields himself
entirely to absorption/2 We find the following beautiful description o f
Yoga : ‘Where seeing the self by the self, one is satisfied in oneself; where
one experiences the absolute bliss, known only to higher reason, but
ever beyond the senses, and standing where one swerves not from the
truth ; where no other gain is considered greater, and where one is not
moved by the greatest pain— that state free from misery is Yoga/8 A
Yogi is a Sthita-prajna— one firmly rooted in higher reason and unmoved
by the pairs of opposites. He attains to the highest state of Brahman
(Brähmi-sthiti), where he is never bewildered (nainäm präpya vimuhyati) and from which he never falls down (yad gatvâ na nivartante).
IV
JNANA

Yoga is essentially and predominantly the path of knowledge.
The Yogi’s ideal is self-realization which cannot be attained without
knowledge. Even the devotees are granted knowledge by the Lord so
that they may realize the goal.4 Yoga, bereft of knowledge, is an impos
sibility. We may weaken the power of the senses by fasting and abstain
ing from necessities, but unless we rise above the relish and the desire,
the psychological attachment to the sense-objects, we are not true
Yogis. And this relish can go away only with the rise of true knowledge.5
How high the Gita places knowledge can be seen from the following:
‘Even the most sinful man can cross over the ocean of Samsara by means
of the boat of knowledge alone. As a fire well-kindled reduces fuel to
ashes, so the fire of knowledge reduces all actions to ashes. The culmina
tion of action is in knowledge. Having obtained knowledge, one soon
embraces peace. There is nothing purer than knowledge’.6 The knower
is identified by the Lord with His own self.7
this

l VI , 7, 8; X IV , 24, 25. *VI, 19. *VI, 20, 23. 4dadâmi buddhiyogam tam yena
mâmupayânti te. X , io. M I, 59. ®nahi jfiânena sadfsham pavitramiha vidyate,
IV , 38. 7jfiànïtvàtmaiva me matam, V II, 18.
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V
KARMA
r m a y o g a is not opposed to Jnänavoga. In fact, the former is
possible only when the latter is attained. No embodied being can com
pletely renounce actions.1 The constituent Guças of Prakrti, Sattva,
Rajas and Tamas, necessarily give rise to actions. As Wordsworth says:

Ka

‘The eye cannot choose but see,
We cannot bid the car be still,
Our bodies feel where’er they be
Against or with our will/
T h e universe itself depends on actions.2 Inertia is not liberty, but death.
Work keeps up the cycle of the universe and it is the duty of every
individual to help it. He who does not do so and finds pleasure in the
senses is sinful and lives in vain.3 The ideal of the Gita is not negativism,
asceticism or escapism. It is not negation of actions, but performance
o f actions in a detached spirit. It is not Naiskarmya, but Niskäma
Karma. The giving up is not of action itself, but of interest, desire, fruit,
attachment regarding action. Desire binds a man; he should therefore
act in such a way when action does not bind. The Gita synthesises both
Pravrtti and Nivitti. As Prof. M. Hiriyanna says: ‘The Gita-teaching
stands not for renunciation of action, but for renunciation in action/ It is
emphatically stated that Samnyäsa does not mean the renunciation of
action, but of interest, desire and attachment; it means the giving up
of the fruit of all work.4 Actions are our sphere; fruits are not our
concern. We should never be attached to the fruits of actions and at the
same time we should never be inactive.5 And without knowledge,
renunciation of desire and attachment is not possible. So only a true
jnânî can perform niskäma karma. Therefore the Gita says: Only fools
and not wise people speak of jnäna and karma as different and opposed;
really they are one.6
Here arises an apparent contradiction in the Gïtâ where it is also
remarked that for him who has realized the self, who is enjoying the bliss
of the self, and who remains ever satisfied in the supreme peace of the
self, for him there remains nothing to be done.7 This verse emphasises
the word ‘tasya* (‘for him’). The perfect man has no axe of his own to
grind. He simply acts for the good of the people. The Lord Himself,
1 nahi dehabhfta shaky am tyaktum karmànyasheçatah, X V II I, n . 1 loko'yam
karmabhandhanab» III» 9* * III. >6. 4 k&myânim karmanâm nyisam sannyitam
kavayo vidufr, X V II I, 2 . * 11, 47. • sinkhyayogau pfthag bâlab pravadanti na
pap^itâh, V , 4. 7 tasya käryam na vidyate, H I, 17.
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though He has nothing to accomplish for Himself, acts for the benefit
of humanity. The perfect man also has to work for the benefit of
humanity (loka-sangraha) in the spirit of perfect detachment, disinterest,
selflessness, with no desire to reap the fruit. He alone is capable of doing
so. The liberated ‘cave-dweller’ in Plato goes again into the cave to free
others. He who performs actions in a detached manner, thinking himself
to be a mere instrument of God, is not contaminated by sin like the lotusleaf, though living in water, yet not being contaminated by it.1 But the
Gita definitely recognizes a supra-social state for the liberated sage. He
cannot be forced to work. He may not be living in society, yet his very
presence in the world confers benefits upon humanity, like the presence
of the sun.
An objection is raised here that absolutely disinterested action is a
psychological impossibility. But it is not valid. Firstly, the liberated
sage has risen much above the psychological plane. He is on the trans
cendental mystic plane and empirical injunctions and prohibitions,
ordinary rules of practice, and psychological rules do not apply to him.
Intellect cannot grasp this state; it can only point towards it. Secondly,
for the aspirant, we may say that the Gita recommends, not the annihi
lation of all desires, but the merging of all desires in one supreme desire—
the desire for the development of spiritual life. All actions, therefore,
should be inspired by this supreme desire. The betterment of our
spiritual life is the single motive and the only end prescribed for all our
actions.
VI
BHAKTI

or devotion is defined as disinterested service to God. So
it is a form of Karma. And disinterested action, as we have seen, is not
possible without knowledge. Hence Bhakti too, like Niskama Karma,
can be performed only by a true j nani. Only he can completely resign
himself to the Lord. The devotee is confident of the guarantee given by
the Lord— ‘Never does M y devotee perish’2 and ‘The doer of good
never comes to grief’.8 The Lord says: ‘Even if a very ill-conducted man
worships me, not worshipping any one else, he must certainly be deemed
to be good, for he has well resolved. He soon becomes devout of heart
and obtains lasting tranquillity. O Arjuna, know firmly that My devotee
is never ruined. He who does M y work, who yields himself upto Me,
who is devoted to Me, void of attachment, without hatred to anyone,
0 Arjuna, comes to Me.’4
Bh

akt
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1 lipyate na sa pâpena padmapatraxn ivâmbhasà, V, io.
IX , 31.
9V I, 40. M X , 30, 31, 34.
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'n a me bhaktah pronashyati,

T h e object of devotion is the personal God, the Purusottama on
Whose mercy the devotee has to throw himself utterly. Absolute
dependence and utter faith are very necessary. The Lord says : ‘Merge
thy mind in Me, be M y devotee, prostrate thyself before Me, thou
shalt come upto Me. I pledge thee My Word; thou art dear to Me.
Abandoning all dharmas come unto Me alone for shelter; sorrow not,
I will liberate thee from all sins’.1 The Lord Himself lifts up His
devotees from the ocean of birth-and-death.2 The love of God is the
supreme Love and every other form of it is an imperfect manifestation
of this supreme Love. Out of the four kinds of devotees— the suffering
(ärta), the seeker for truth (jijnäsu), the self-interested (arthârthï), and
the wise (jnânï), the last one is the best. He alone knows that the Lord
pervades the entire universe (väsudevah sarvam). He sees the Lord in
everything and everything in the Lord.3 He knows that all is strung on
God, like pearls on a string,4 that God is the immanent inner controller
of all. ‘When devotion is perfect, then the individual and his God
become suffused into one spiritual ecstasy, and reveal themselves as
aspects of one life. Absolute monism is therefore the completion of the
dualism with which the devotional consciousness starts.*

V II
GITA AND UPANISADS

we see that Jnâna is the most important thing, being the very
essence of Reality. Karma and Bhakti, understood in their proper
senses, are only manifestations of jnâna. Without jnâna, liberation is
impossible and so is detachment or renunciation in action and so is
disinterested devotion to God. The Lord has to give knowledge to his
devotees so that they may reach Him. There is nothing purer than
knowledge.
There is undoubedly a great influence of the Upanisads on the Gîtâ.
Tradition also supports this view when it makes Shri Krsna a cow-herd
milking the celestial milk of Gîtâ from the Upanisads pictured as cows,
Arjuna acting as a calf, for the sake of the wise.6 In the Gîtâ the abso
lutism of the Upanisads is tinged with theism. Lord Krsna is a personal
G od; He is the Creator, eternal and imperishable, and yet He takes birth
in the world to preserve Dharma when it is going down.6 But ultimately,
theism culminates in absolutism which is the highest note. Reality is
transcendent as well as immanent.
th u s

1 X V I I I , 65, 66. * tcçâmaham samuddhartä mftyusamsârasâgarât, X II, 7. ' V I I ,
16, 17, 19. 4mayi sarvamidam protam autre maniganä iva, V II, 7. 6sarvopani$ado
gàvo dogdhà Gopàlanandanah. Pàrtho vatsah sudhlr bhoktä dugdham Gitämj-tam
mahat. • IV , 7, 8.
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vin
G IT A

AND

SÄNKHYA

scholars see the influence of Sänkhya on the Gita. Certainly there
are some striking similarities between them, but there are differences
also. For example, let us compare Katha and Gita here with Sänkhya.
In the Katha we find that the senses are higher than the objects; the
mind is higher than the senses; the intellect is higher than the mind;
the Mahat is higher than the intellect; the Avyakta is higher than the
Mahat ; and the Purusa is higher than the Avyakta ; and there is nothing
higher than the Purusa which is the Limit, the Ultimate End.1 In the
Gita we find : the senses are higher than the objects ; the mind is higher
than the senses ; the intellect is higher than the mind ; and He that is
higher than the intellect is the Ultimate End.2 The Gita also uses the
words: ‘the three qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas*, ‘Prakrti*,
‘Purusa’, ‘Avyakta* etc. Some scholars opine that this suggests the
influence of Sänkhya on the Gita. Moreover, the Gita uses the words
‘Sänkhya* and ‘Yoga* also. But we may explain, following Shankarächârya, that Sänkhya means ‘knowledge* and Yoga means ‘action* in
the Gitä. And it is precisely in this sense that these words are used here.
The words ‘Avyakta* and ‘Prakfti* mean the unmanifest power of God.
We may explain them as due to the influence of the Upanisads, e.g.
Katha cited above, unless we are prepared to believe that Katha itself
is influenced by Sänkhya which is a very controversial point. Further,
the important differences between the Gitä and the Sänkhya might be
noted. The Prakfti of the Gitä is not an independent entity, but only
the power of God. The Purusa here means the Jiva who is regarded as a
part of God.3 God is immanent in all and He is the Purusottama, the
supreme Soul. The plurality of souls is, therefore, out of question. The
ideal of the Gitä is the positive and blissful union with the Absolute,
and not the negative Kaivalya of the Sänkhya.IX

some

IX
GENERAL

of the contradictions, though they are only apparent and super
ficial to us, in the Gitä have led scholars to different opinions. Some
explain them as due to the fact that the Gitä is not a systematic philo
sophical work, but a mystic poem. On the other hand, some scholars try
to explain them by saying that there are certain interpolations in it.
some

1 Katha, II, 3 ,4 .

*111,4 2 .
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Some say that the Gita was originally pantheistic, but later on, was
made theistic by the devotees of Visnu. This is absurd because Lord
Krsna is essentially a personal God and theism is quite dominant in the
Gita. Accepting this position, Garbe made an attempt to reconstruct
the original Gita by pointing out the interpolations in it which, he
thought, were made by the Vedäntic philosophers. Prof. Winternitz
agreed with Garbe, but some repeated studies of the Gita afterwards
made him admit that it taught ‘theism tinged with pantheism*. He,
therefore, did not regard those passages where Krsna speaks of Himself
as immanent in the world as interpolated; but he still believed with
Garbe, that the passages which suddenly describe Brahman without
reference to Krsna (II, 72; V, 6-7-10 etc.) as well as those which
glorify rituals and sacrifices (III, 9-18 etc.) were interpolated. Perhaps,
some more revisions of the Gita would have made Prof. Winternitz
allow some more concessions. Dr. Belvelkar has tried to show that
there are no interpolations in the Gita. We are also tempted to agree
with Dr. Belvelkar. In our view, the root-fallacy lies in believing that
theism and pantheism, that qualified monism and unqualified monism
are opposed to each other. At least they are not so in Indian Philosophy.
T h e unqualified monists are absolutists and they never quarrel with
qualified monists ; on the other hand, they admit qualified monism as the
highest appearance which we have. They only say that it is not final, that
there is one step more to be taken when similarity merges in transcen
dental unity and all qualifications merge in the Absolute. In our view
this is amply illustrated by the teachings of the Gita.
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Chapter Three
MATERIALISM
I
INTRODUCTION

school of Materialism in India seems to be very old. Referfences
are found to it in the epics and in the early Buddhistic literature.
Garbe says: ‘Several vestiges show that even in the pre-Buddhistic India proclaimers of purely materialistic doctrines appeared.*1 It
must have arisen as a protest against the excessive monkdom of the
Brähmana priests. The externals of ritualism which ignored the sub
stance and emphasized the shadow, the idealism of the Upanisads
unsuited to the commoners, the political and the social crises rampant
in that age, the exploitation of the masses by the petty rulers, monks
and the wealthy class, the lust and greed and petty dissensions in an
unstable society paved the way for the rise of Materialism in India in
the post-Upanisadic and pre-Buddhistic age. But Materialism in Indian
Philosophy has never been a force. Born in discontent, it soon died in
serious thought. Though the materialistic way of life, the way of enjoy
ing the pleasures of the senses and the flesh is as old as humanity itself
and will surely last as long as humanity lasts, yet Materialism as meta
physics has never found favour with the Indian philosophers. Jainism
and Buddhism arose immediately and supplied the ethical and spiritual
background which ejected Materialism.
Brhaspati, a heretical teacher, is regarded as the traditional founder
of this school. His Sütra, which we have no reason to doubt, has unfortu
nately perished. Sometimes this Brhaspati is equated with the teacher
of the gods who propagated materialism among the Asuras so that they
might be ruined. Chärväka, after whose name this school is so called,
is said to be the chief disciple of Brhaspati. According to another view,
Chärväka is the name of the founder of this school. According to still
another view, the word ‘Chärväka* is not a proper name, but a common
name given to a materialist, and it signifies a person who believes in
'eat, drink and be merry* (the root ‘charv’ means to eat), or a person
who eats up his own words, or who eats up all moral and ethical con
siderations,2 or a person who is ‘sweet-tongued* (chäruväk) and

T
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1 T h e Philosophy o f Ancient India, p. 25.
Chärväkäh.

2 charvante puriyapâpâdikam vastujätam iti
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therefore whose doctrine is superficially attractive. Another synonym
of Charväka is Lokäyata which means a commoner and therefore,
by implication, a man of low and unrefined taste. Nästika-Shiromani
or an ‘arch-heretic* is another name for a materialist. In Rämäyana,
they are called ‘fools who think themselves to be wise and who are
experts in leading people to doom and ruin’ .1 References to them are
also found in Mahäbhärata and Manusarhhitâ.12 In Majjhima Nikäya, i,
we find a reference to Ajitakeshakambalin, a materialist, probably so
called because he must be having a blanket of hair with him, who
believed only in perception and in four elements. Shântaraksita also refers
to him as Kambalashvatara (the man with a blanket and a mule).3
No original work of this school is extant with the single exception of
a much later work, Tattvopaplavasimha of Jayaräshi Bhatta, published
by the Oriental Institute of Baroda in 1940. It is therefore very difficult
to have a correct idea of it. Our chief sources of information are given
in the works of the other schools. But this is done only to refute materia
lism. Thus we find the tenets of materialism often misrepresented. The
weak points in this school are exaggerated and the strong points are
omitted. So we get only a faint caricature and not a true picture. The
Sarva-darshana-sangraha gives a summary of this school, but that too
seems to be based on such accounts. It is indeed very difficult to believe
that Materialism which is allowed the status of an independent school of
Indian Philosophy should really be so crude and degenerate as it is
painted. But in the absence of the original works, we have to remain
satisfied with these meagre and one-sided accounts.
II
SOURCES

the second Act of the allegorical play called Prabodhachandrodaya,
Krsnapati Mishra sums up the teachings of Materialism thus: ‘Lokäyata
is the only Shästra; perception is the only authority; earth, water,
fire and air are the only elements; enjoyment is the only end of human
existence; mind is only a product of matter. There is no other world:
death means liberation.* Some of the important Sütras of Brhaspati
which are quoted in the various philosophical writings may be gleaned
as follows:
in

(1) Earth, water, fire and air are the elements.4*
(2) Bodies, senses and objects are the results of the different
combinations of elements.6
1 Râmâyana, Ayodyâkânçla, 100, 38. *Shântiparva 1414, 1430-42; Manu III, 150,
161; IV , 30, 6x, 163. * Tattvasarigraha, 1864. 4pfthivyaptejoväyuriti tattvàni.
5 tatsamudàye sharirendriyaviçayasarhjftâ.
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fa) Consciousness arises from matter like the intoxicating quality
of wine arising from fermented yeast.1
(4) The soul is nothing but the conscious body.2
(5) Enjoyment is the only end of human life.3
(6) Death alone is liberation.4
The Sarva-darshana-sangraha5 gives the following summary of the
Chàrvàka position:
‘There is no heaven, no final liberation, nor any soul in another
world ; nor do the actions of the four castes, orders etc. produce any
real effect. The Agnihotra, the three Vedas, the ascetic's three staves
and smearing one's self with ashes, were made by Nature as the
livelihood of those destitute of knowledge and manliness. If a beast
slain in the Jyotistoma rite will itself go to heaven, why then does not
the sacrificer forthwith offer his own father?. . . If beings in heaven
are gratified by our offering the Shrâddha here, then why not give
the food down below to those who are standing on the house top?
While life remains let a man live happily, let him feed on ghee (clari
fied butter) even though he runs in debt ; when once the body becomes
ashes, how can it ever return here? . . . (All the ceremonies are) a
means of livelihood (for) Brâhmarias. The three authors of the Vedas
were buffoons, knaves and demons.'Il
I ll
EPISTEMOLOGY

epistemological doctrine of the Chärväka school is that percep
tion (pratyaksa) is the only means of valid knowledge. The validity
even of inference is rejected. Inference is said to be a mere leap in the
dark. We proceed here from the known to the unknown and there is no
certainty in this, though some inferences may turn out to be accidentally
true. A general proposition may be true in perceived cases, but there is
no guarantee that it will hold true even in unperceived cases. Deductive
inference is vitiated by the fallacy of petitio principii. It is merely an
argument in a circle since the conclusion is already contained in the
major premise the validity of which is not proved. Inductive inference
undertakes to prove the validity of the major premise of deductive
inference. But induction too is uncertain because it proceeds unwarrentedly from the known to the unknown. In order to distinguish true
induction from simple enumeration, it is pointed out that the former,
unlike the latter, is based on a causal relationship which means invariable

the

1kiQvidibhyo madashaktivad vijftinam.
evaikafr puruçârthab.

* chaitanyavishiçtab kiyah pimigah.
‘ maraoamevä'pavargah. ‘ Chapter I.
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association or vyäpti. Vyäpti therefore is the nerve of all inference.
But the Chärväka challenges this universal and invariable relationship
of concomitance and regards it a mere guess-work. Perception does not
prove this vyäpti. Nor can it be proved by inference, for inference itself
is said to presuppose its validity. Testimony too cannot prove it, for,
firstly, testimony itself is not a valid means of knowledge and secondly,
if testimony proves vyäpti, inference would become dependent on
testimony and then none would be able to infer anything by himself.
Hence inference cannot be regarded as a valid source of knowledge.
Induction is uncertain and deduction is argument in a circle.
The logicians, therefore, find themselves stuck up in the mud of
inference.1
It is interesting here to note that Shünyaväda Buddhism and Advaita
Vedänta also have rejected the ultimate validity of inference. There has
been a long controversy between Udayana, the logician and Shriharsa,
the Vedäntin regarding the validity of inference and Shiharsa has
denounced all attempts to prove the validity of inference. But there is a
radical difference between the Chärväka view on the one hand, and the
Shünyaväda and the Vedänta view on the other. The Chärväka accepts
the validity of perception and thereby upholds the truth of the means of
valid knowledge, though he rejects all other means of knowledge as
invalid. But the Shünyavädin and the Advaitin reject the ultimate
validity of all means of knowledge as such including perception, though
they insist on the empirical validity of all means of knowledge. The
distinction between ultimate and empirical knowledge is unknown
to the Chärväka. To accept the validity of perception and, at the same
time and from the same standpoint, to reject the validity of inference is
a thoughtless self-contradiction.
The crude Chärväka position has been vehemently criticized by all
systems of Indian Philosophy all of which have maintained the validity
of at least perception and inference. To refuse the validity of inference
from the empirical standpoint is to refuse to think and discuss. All
thoughts, all discussions, all doctrines, all affirmations and denials, all
proofs and disproofs are made possible by inference. The Chärväka
view that perception is valid and inference is invalid is itself a result of
inference. The Chärväka can understand others only through inference
and make others understand him only through inference. Thoughts and
ideas, not being material objects, cannot be perceived; they can only
be inferred. Hence the self-refuted Charväka position is called sheer
nonsense and no system of philosophy. Perception itself which is
regarded as valid by the Chärväka is often found untrue. We perceive
the earth as flat but it is almost round. We perceive the earth as static
1 visheçe'nugamâbhâvât sâmànye siddhasâdhanât.
agnâ vâdidantinab-
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but it is moving round the sun. We perceive the disc of the sun as of
a small size, but it is much bigger than the size of the earth. Such' per
ceptual knowledge is contradicted by inference. Moreover, pure peiception in the sense of mere sensation cannot be regarded as a means
of knowledge unless conception or thought has arranged into order and
has given meaning and significance to the loose threads of sense-data.
The Chärväka cannot support his views without giving reasons which
presuppose the validity of inference.1

IV
METAPHYSICS

Chärväka admits the existence of four elements— earth, water,
fire and air— only and he rejects the fifth, the ether, because it is not
perceived but inferred. Similarly, soul and God and the Hereafter are
rejected. Everything which exists, including the mind, is due to a
particular combination of these four elements. The elements are eternal,
but their combinations undergo production and dissolution. Conscious
ness is regarded as a mere product of matter. It is produced w'hen the
elements combine in a certain proportion. It is found always associated
with the body and vanishes when the body disintegrates. Just as the
combination of betel, areca nut and lime produces the red colour,2 or
just as fermented yeast produces the intoxicating quality in the wine,3
though the ingredients separately do not possess either the red colour
or the intoxicating quality, similarly a particular combination of the
elements produces consciousness, though the elements separately do
not possess it. Consciousness is the result of an emergent and dialectical
evolution. It is an epi-phenomenon, a by-product of matter. Given the
four elements and their particular combination, consciousness manifests
itself in the living body. ‘Matter secretes mind as liver secretes bile.*
The so-called soul is simply the conscious living body. God is not
necessary to account for the world and the values are a foolish aberra
tion. Sadänanda in his Vedäntasära mentions four different materialistic
schools. One identifies the soul with the gross body (sthüla sharira);
another with the senses (indriya); another with vital breaths (präna)
and the last with the mental organ (manas).4 All the schools agree
in regarding the soul as a product of matter. Shäntaraksita says
that the materialist Kambaläshvatara maintains the view that
consciousness arises out of the material body associated with vital
breaths.5
th e

1 Tattvasangraha, K . 1456. * Sarvasiddhäntasahgraha, 27. 3 Sarvadarshanasahgraha,
ch. I. 4 Vedäntasära, p 26-27. 6 Tattvasangraha, K . 1864.
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Severe and contemptuous criticism has been levelled against this
doctrine by all schools of Indian Philosophy. If consciousness means
self-consciousness as it means in the human beings, then it cannot be
identified with the living body. The animals also possess the living body,
but not rational consciousness. The Chärväka replies that it is a particu
lar combination of the elements which obtains only in the human body
that produces consciousness and that therefore living human body and
consciousness are always associated together and nobody has seen con
sciousness apart from the living human body. But the argument is
wrong. If consciousness is an essential property of the human body,
it should be inseparable from it as the Chärväka claims. But it is not.
In swoons, fits, epilepsy, dreamless sleep etc. the living body is seen
without consciousness. And on the other hand, in dreams, consciousness
is seen without the living body. When a dreamer awakes, he disowns
the dream-body but owns the dream-consciousness. The dream-objects
are sublated in the waking life, but the dream-consciousness is not
contradicted even in the waking life. When a person gets up after
seeing a tiger in a dream, he realizes that the tiger is unreal, being only
a dream-tiger, but the fact that he saw a tiger in a dream remains a fact
even in the waking life. This proves that consciousness persists through
the three stages of waking life, dream life and deep sleep life and is much
superior to material body which is its instrument and not its cause.
Moreover, the subject, the knowcr cannot be reduced to the object, the
known, since all objects presuppose the existence of the subject. Again,
the subject is the enjoyer and the object is the enjoyed and the two
cannot be identified. Again, the mere fact that consciousness is not
experienced without the material body, is no argument to prove that it
is a mere product of matter. The eye, e.g., cannot see in darkness. Sight
is not possible without light, yet light cannot be regarded as the cause
o f sight. Mere co-existence is not causation. The two horns of a bull
which are always found together cannot be regarded as causally related.
T h e body is a mere instrument for the manifestation of consciousness
and cannot be regarded as its cause. Moreover, if consciousness is a
property of the body, it must be perceived like other material properties,
But it is neither smelt nor tasted nor seen nor touched nor heard. Again,
if consciousness is a property of the body, then there should be no
consciousness of the body, for why should the body, qualified to produce
consciousness, itself stand in need of being manifested by consciousness?
Further, if it is a property of matter, then like other material properties
it should be known by all in the same manner and should not be private.
But we find that consciousness is intimately private and consciousness
of an individual cannot be shared by others. Again, if the existence of
the soul surviving death cannot be demonstrated, its non-existence too
cannot be so demonstrated.
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V
ETHICS

IN Ethics the Chärväka regards sensual pleasure as the summum bonum
of life. Eat, drink and be merry, for once the body is reduced to ashes,
there is no hope of coming back here again. There is no other world.
There is no soul surviving death. Religion is the means of livelihood
of the priests. All values are mere phantoms created by a diseased
mind. The Ethics of the Chärväka is a crude individual hedonism;
pleasure of the senses in this life and that too of the individual is the
sole end. Out of the four human values— Dharma, Artha, Kama and
Moksa— only Kama or sensual pleasure is regarded as the end and
Artha or wealth is regarded as the means to realize that end, while
Dharma and Moksa are altogether rejected. Pleasure is regarded as
mixed up with pain, but that is no reason why it should not be acquired.
‘Nobody casts away the grain because of the husk/1 Should nobody
cook because of beggars? Should nobody sow seeds because of
animals?2
Rejection of the authority of the Veda and the denouncement of the
Brahmana priests must have considerably helped the downfall of the
Chärväkas. But it is not the sole cause, since the Jainas and the Buddhists
also have been equally contemptuous towards them. Rejection of God
also is not so much responsible for their downfall, because the Jainas,
the Buddhists, the Sänkhyas and the Mîmâmsakas too do not believe in
the existence of God. The denial of the soul is shared along with Materi
alism by some schools of Buddhism also. The assertion of the reality
of matter is shared with Materialism by all schools of realistic pluralism.
The theoretical reduction of the mind to the matter also cannot be
regarded as the main cause to merit universal contempt that has fallen
to the lot of the Chärväka. The individual hedonism also has an appeal
to the animal in man and pleasure, in fact, is desired by all. The main
cause, therefore, should be sought for in the Chärväka’s denial of all
human values which make life worth living. Life without values is the
animal life, not the human life. Sensual pleasure is a very faint shadow
of the supreme pleasure. There is a qualitative difference in pleasure.
The pleasure of the pig is certainly not the same as the pleasure of the
philosopher. It was for this reason that, later on, distinction was made
between Crude and Refined Materialists. The celebrated work Kämasütra of Vätsyäyana, recommending the desirability of pleasure including
sensual pleasure, yet regards Dharma or the moral values as the supreme
end of life and says that acquision of pleasure should be in conformitv
with Dharma. Vätsyäyana recommends a harmonious cultivation of all
1 Sarvadarshanasarigraha, p. 4.
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the three values of life— Dharma, Artha and Kama. No value should be
rejected, suppressed or even looked down.1 As man after all is also a
biological animal, satisfaction of the senses is as natural as the satisfac
tion of hunger or thirst. But because man is not merely a biological
animal, but also a psychological and a moral creature, a rational and
a self-conscious person capable of realizing the values, he should,
therefore, instead of falling down to the level of the beast, transform
the animal pleasure into human pleasure by means of urbanity, selfcontrol, education, culture and spiritual discipline.

1 parasparasyinupaghatakam trivargam seveta, Kâmasûtra, Ch. 2.
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Chapter Four
JAINISM
I
INTRODUCTION

word Jainism is derived from ‘Jina’ which means ‘conqueror*
— one who has conquered his passions and desires. It is applied
to the liberated souls who have conquered passions and desires
and karmas and obtained emancipation. The Jainas believe in 24
Tirthankaras or ‘ Founders of the Faith* through whom their faith has
come down from fabulous antiquity. Of these, the first was Rsabhadeva
and the last, Mahâvïra, the great spiritual hero, whose name was Vardhamâna. Mahâvïra, the last of the prophets, cannot be regarded as the
founder of Jainism, because even before him, Jaina teachings were
existent. But Mahâvïra gave a new orientation to that faith and for all
practical purposes, modern Jainism may be rightly regarded as a result
of his teachings. He flourished in the sixth century b . c . and was a
contemporary of the Buddha. His predecessor, the 23rd Tirthankara,
Pärshvanätha is also a historical personage who lived in the eighth or
ninth century B.c.

T

he

II
KNOWLEDGE

Jainas classify knowledge into immediate (aparoksa) and mediate
(paroksa). Immediate knowledge is further divided into Avadhi,
Manahparyäya and Kevala; and mediate knowledge into Mati and
Shruta. Perceptual knowledge which is ordinarily called immediate, is
admitted to be relatively so by Jainism and therefore included in mediate
and not immediate knowledge. It is included under Mati. Pure percep
tion in the sense o f mere sensation cannot rank the title of knowledge.
It must be given meaning and arranged into order by conception or
thought. Perceptual knowledge therefore is regarded as mediate since
it presupposes the activity of thought. Mati includes both perceptual
and inferential knowledge. Shruta means knowledge derived from
authority. Thus Mati and Shruta which are the two kinds of mediate
knowledge have as their instruments perception, inference and authority,
the

the three Pramänas admitted by Jainism. Avadhi-jnäna, Manahparyäya-jnäna and Kevala-jnäna, are the three kinds of immediate
knowledge which may be called extra-ordinary and extra-sensory
perceptions. Avadhi is clairvoyance; Manahparyäya is telepathy; and
Kevala is omniscience. Avadhi is direct knowledge of things even at a
distance of space or time. It is called Avadhi or ‘limited’ because it
functions within a particular area and up to a particular time. It cannot
go beyond spatial and temporal limits. Manah-paryäya is direct know
ledge of the thoughts of others. This too is limited by spatial and tem
poral conditions. In both Avadhi and Manahparyäya, the soul has
direct knowledge unaided by the senses or the mind. Hence they are
called immediate, though limited. Kevala-jnäna is unlimited and abso
lute knowledge. It can be acquired only by the liberated souls. It is not
limited by space, time or object. Besides these five kinds of right know
ledge, we have three kinds of wrong knowledge— Sarhshaya or doubt,
Viparyaya or mistake and Anadhyavasäya or wrong knowledge through
indifference.
I ll
PR A M Ä N A AND N AYA

may again be divided into two kinds— Pramäna or
knowledge of a thing as it is, and Naya or knowledge of a thing in its
relation. Naya means a standpoint of thought from which we make
a statement about a thing.1 All truth is relative to our standpoints. Partial
knowledge of one of the innumerable aspects of a thing is called ‘naya’.2
Judgment based on this partial knowledge is also included in ‘naya’.
There are seven ‘nayas’ of which the first four are called ‘Artha-naya’
because they relate to objects or meanings, and the last three are called
‘Shabda-naya* because they relate to words. When taken as absolute,
a ‘naya’ becomes a fallacy— ‘nayäbhäsa*.
The first is the ‘Naigama-naya’. From this standpoint we look at a
thing as having both universal and particular qualities and we do not
distinguish between them. It becomes fallacious when both universals
and particulars are regarded as separately real and absolute, as is done
by Nyäya-Vaishesika. The second is the ‘Sangraha-naya’. Here we
emphasize the universal qualities and ignore the particulars where they
are manifested. It becomes fallacious when universals alone are treated
as absolutely real and particulars are rejected as unreal, as is done by
Sänkhya and Advaita Vedanta. The third is the ‘Vyavahära-naya’ which
is the conventional point of view based on empirical knowledge. Here
things are taken as concrete particulars and their specific features are
kn o w ledg e

1 ekade$havi$hi$to'rtho nayasya viçayo matah, Nyäyävatära, 29. 3 nïyate gamyate
arthaikadesho'neneti naya}?, Syâdvâdaratnâkara, p. 8. Also Äptarmmämsä, X , 106.
D — CS1 P
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emphasized. It becomes fallacious when particulars alone are viewed as
real and universals are rejected as unreal, as is done by Materialism and
Buddhist realistic pluralism. The fourth is called ‘Rjusütra-naya*. Here
the real is identified with the momentary. The particulars are reduced to
a series of moments and any given moment is regarded as real. When
this partial truth is mistaken to be the whole truth, it becomes fallacious,
as in some schools of Buddhism. Among the nayas which refer to words,
the first is called ‘Shabda-naya*. It means that a word is necessarily related
to the meaning which it signifies. Every word refers either to a thing or
quality or relation or action. The second is ‘Samabhirüda-naya* which
distinguishes terms according to their roots. For example, the word
‘Pankaja* literally means ‘born of mud’ and signifies any creature or
plant bom of mud, but its meaning has been conventionally restricted
to ‘lotus* only. Similarly the word ‘gauh’ means ‘any thing which
moves’, but has conventionally become restricted to signify only a ‘cow*.
The third is called ‘Evambhüta-naya* which is a specialized form of the
second. According to it, a name should be applied to an object only
when its meaning is fulfilled. For example, a cow should be called ‘gauh’
only when it moves and not when it is lying down.
Each naya or point of view represents only one of the innumerable
aspects possessed by a thing from which we may attempt to know or
describe it. When any such partial viewpoint is mistaken for the whole
truth, we have a ‘nayâbhâsa’ or a fallacy. The ‘nayas’ are also distin
guished as ‘Dravyarthika* or from the point of view of substance which
takes into account the permanent nature and unity of things, and as
‘Paryäyäthika’ or from the point of view of modes which takes into
account the passing modifications and the diversity of things. When
a thing is taken to be either as permanent only or as momentary only,
either as one only or as many only, fallacies arise.IV
IV
ANEKÄNTAVÄDA

Jaina metaphysics is a realistic and relativistic pluralism. It is
called Anekäntaväda or the doctrine of the manyness of reality. Matter
(pudgaia) and spirit (jlva) are regarded as separate and independent
realities. There are innumerable material atoms and innumerable indi
vidual souls which are all separately and independently real. And each
atom and each soul possesses innumerable aspects of its own. A thing
has got an infinite number of characteristics of its own.1 Every object
possesses innumerable positive and negative characters. It is not possible
for us, ordinary people, to know all the qualities of a thing. We can know

the

1 anantadharmakam

vastu.

anantadharmâtmakameva
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tattvam— Anyayoga, p. 22.

only some qualities of some things. T o know all the aspects of a thing
is to become omniscient. Therefore the Jainas say that he who knows
all the qualities of one thing, knows all the qualities of all things, and
he who knows all the qualities of all things, knows all the qualities of
one thing.1 Human knowledge is necessarily relative and limited and
so are all our judgments. This epistemological and logical theory of
the Jainas is called ‘Syädväda*. As a matter of fact, both Anekän
taväda and Syädväda are the two aspects of the same teaching— realistic
and relativistic pluralism. They are like the two sides of the same coin.
The metaphysical side that reality has innumerable characters is called
Anekäntaväda, while the epistemological and logical side that we can
know only some aspects of reality and that therefore all our judgments
are necessarily relative, is called Syädväda.
A thing has many characters and it exists independently. It is called
substance (dravya). It persists in and through all attributes and modes.
Substance is defined as that which possesses qualities and modes.2 Out
of these innumerable qualities of a substance, some are permanent
and essential, while others are changing and accidental. The former are
called attributes (guna) and the latter modes (paryäya). Substance
and attributes are inseparable because the latter are the permanent
essence of the substance and cannot remain without it. Modes or modi
fications are changing and accidental. Reality is a unity-and-difference
or difference-and-unity. Viewed from the point of view of substance,
a thing is one and permanent and real; viewed from the point of view of
modes, it is many and momentary and unreal. Jainism here becomes a
‘theological mean, between Brahmanism and Early Buddhism’. Brah
manism emphasizes the one, the permanent, the real; Early Buddhism
emphasizes the many, the changing, the unreal; Jainism points out that
both are the two sides of the same thing. Substance, therefore, is also
defined as that which possesses the three characteristics of production,
destruction and permanence.3 Substance has its unchanging essence
and therefore is permanent. But it also has its changing modes and
therefore is subject to origination and decay. T o mistake any one-sided
and partial view as the whole truth is to commit the fallacy of
Ekäntaväda. As Jainism takes into account all these partial views, it is
called Anekäntaväda.
V
SYÄDVÄDA

which is also called Sapta-bhangi-naya is the theory of
relativity of knowledge. Sapta-bhangi-naya means ‘dialectic of the seven

syädväda

1 eko bhâvah sarvathS vena df^ ah sarve bhâvâh sarvathâ tena df$tâh.
* gunaparyäyavad dravyam.— Tattvärthasütra, V, 37.
3 utpâdavyayadhrauvyasamyuktam
sat.— Ibid, V, 29.
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steps* or ‘the theory of seven-fold judgment*. The word ‘syät’ literally
means probable, perhaps, may be. And Syädväda is sometimes translated
as the theory of probability or the doctrine of the may-be. But it is not
in the literal sense of probability that the word syät is used here.
Probability suggests scepticism and Jainism is not scepticism. Some
times the word ‘syät* is translated as ‘somehow*. But this too smacks of
agnosticism and Jainism, again, is not agnosticism. The word ‘syät* is
used here in the sense of the relative and the correct translation of
Syädväda is the theory of Relativity of knowledge. Reality has infinite
aspects which are all relative and we can know only some of these
aspects. All our judgments, therefore, are necessarily relative, condi
tional and limited. ‘Syät* or ‘Relatively speaking* or ‘Viewed from a
particular view-point which is necessarily related to other view-points*
must precede all our judgments. Absolute affirmation and absolute
negation both are wrong. All judgments are conditional. This is not a
self-contradictory position because the very nature of reality is indeter
minate and infinitely complex and because affirmation and negation
both are not made from the same standpoint. The difficulty of predica
tion is solved by maintaining that the subject and the predicate are
identical from the point of view of substance and different from the
point of view of modes. Hence categorical or absolute predication is
ruled out as erroneous. All judgments are double-edged. Affirmation
presupposes negation as much as negation presupposes affirmation. The
infinitely complex reality (ananta-dharmakam vastu) admits of all
opposite predicates from different standpoints. It is real as well as
unreal (sadasadätmakam). It is universal as well as particular (vyävrtyanugamätmakam). It is permanent as well as momentary (nityänityasvarupam). It is one as well as many (anekamekätmakam).1 Viewed from
the point of view of substance, it is real, universal, permanent and one;
viewed from the point of view of modes, it is unreal, particular, momen
tary and many.2 The Jainas are fond of quoting the old story of the six
blind men and the elephant. The blind men put their hands on the
different parts of the elephant and each tried to describe the whole
animal from the part touched by him. Thus the man who caught the
ear said the elephant was like a country-made fan ; the person touching
the leg said the elephant was like a pillar; the holder of the trunk said
it was like a python; the feeler of the tail said it was like a rope; the
person who touched the side said the animal was like a wall ; and the
man who touched the forehead said the elephant was like the breast.
And all the six quarrelled among themselves, each one asserting that
his description alone was correct. But he who can see the whole elephant
can easily know that each blind man feels only a part of the elephant
which he mistakes to be the whole animal. Almost all philosophical,
1 Anyayogavyavachchedikâ, 25.
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ideological and religious differences and disputes are mainly due to
mistaking a partial truth for the whole truth. Our judgments represent
different aspects of the manysided reality and can claim only partial
truth. This view makes Jainism catholic, broad-minded and tolerant.
It teaches respect for others’ points of view.
We can know an object in three ways through durniti, naya and
pramäna. Mistaking a partial truth for the whole and the absolute truth
is called ‘durniti’ or ‘bad judgment’, e.g., the insistence that an object
is absolutely real (sadeva). A mere statement of a relative truth without
calling it either absolute or relative is called ‘naya’ or ‘judgment*, e.g.,
the statement that an object is real (sat). A statement of a partial truth
knowing that it is only partial, relative and conditional and has possi
bility of being differently interpreted from different points of view is
called ‘pramäna’ or ‘valid judgment* (syät sat).1 Every naya in order to
become pramäna must be qualified by syät. Syät is said to be the symbol
of truth.2 It is relative and successive knowledge.3 It removes all
contradictions among different points of view.4 To reject ‘syät’ is to
embrace unwarranted absolutism which is directly contradicted by
experience.5
Everything exists from the point of view of its own substance, space,
time and form and it does not exist from the point of view of other’s
substance, space, time and form. When wc say ‘This table exists’, we
cannot mean that this table exists absolutely and unconditionally. Our
knowledge of the table is necessarily relative. The table has got innumer
able characteristics out of which we can know only some. The table exists
in itself as an absolutely real and infinitely complex reality; only our
knowledge of it is relative. For us the table must exist in its own matter
as made of wood, in its own form as having a particular shape, length,
breadth and height, at a particular space and at a particular time. It
does not exist in other matter, other form and at other space and time.
So a table is both existent and non-existent viewed from different
standpoints and there is no contradiction in it.
The Jaina logic distinguishes seven forms of judgment. Each
judgment, being relative, is preceded by the word ‘syät’. This is
Syädväda or Sapta-bhangi-naya. The seven steps are as follows:—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Syädasti: Relatively, a thing is real.
Syännästi: Relatively, a thing is unreal.
Syädasti nästi : Relatively, a thing is both real and unreal.
Syâdavaktavyam : Relatively, a thing is indescribable.
Syädasti cha avaktavyam: Relatively, a thing is real and is
indescribable.

1 sadeva sat syät sad iti tridhärtho mïycta dumîti-naya-pramânaib, Ibid, 28. * syätkärab satyaiäftchhanab-— Aptamunämsä, X , 112. 3 kramabhävi cha yajjnanam
syädvadanayasamskrtam, X , 101. 4 Ibid, I, 20. 3 Ibid, I, 7.
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(6) Syânnâsti cha avaktavyam: Relatively, a thing is unreal and
is indescribable.
(7) Syadasti cha nästi cha avaktavyam : Relatively, a thing is real,
unreal and indescribable.
From the point of view of one’s own substance, everything is, while
from the point of view of other’s substance, everything is not. As we
have just remarked that we can know a thing in relation to its own
matter, form, space and time as a positive reality, while in relation to
other’s matter, form, space and time it becomes a negative entity. When
we affirm the two different stand-points successively we get the third
judgment— a thing is both real and unreal (of course in two different
senses). If we affirm or deny both existence and non-existence simul
taneously to any thing, if we assert or negate the two different aspects
of being and non-being together, the thing baffles all description. It
becomes indescribable, i.e., either both real and unreal simultaneously
or neither real nor unreal. This is the fourth judgment. The remaining
three are the combinations of the fourth with the first, second and
third respectively.
VI
C R I T I C I S M OF S Y Ä D V Ä D A

Buddhists and the Vedäntins have criticized Svldväda as a selfcontradictory doctrine. Taking the word ‘syät’ in its popular sense of
probability, they have found it easy to condemn this theory. Contra
dictory attributes like existence and non-existence cannot belong to the
same thing in the same sense. Like light and darkness they cannot
remain together. Dharmaklrti says: These shameless and naked Jainas
make contradictory statements like a mad man.1 Shäntaraksita says that
Syâdvâda which combines the real and the unreal, the existent and the
non-existent, the one and the many, the identity and the difference, the
universal and the particular, is like a mad man’s cry.2 Similarly,
Shankarachärya also says that Syâdvâda appears like the words of a
lunatic. You cannot blow hot and cold in the same breath. Unity and
plurality, permanence and momentariness, reality and unreality cannot
remain at the same time and in the same thing, like light and darkness.3
Râmânuja also says that contradictory attributes such as existence and
non-existence, like light and darkness, can never be combined.
But these criticisms are off the mark. Jainism never says that contra
dictory attributes belong to the same thing at the same time and in the
same sense. Anekântavâda asserts that the real has infinite attributes
the

1 Pramâna-Vârtika, I, 182-185.
II, 2. 33 -

* Tattva-Sarigraha, 311-327.
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because it is an identity-and-difference and that though, from the stand
point of substance, it is a unity, permanent and real, yet from the stand
point of modes, it is a plurality, changing and unreal. A thing is regarded
as real from the view-point of its own matter, form, space and time; and
it is regarded as unreal, not from the same standpoint, but from the
view-point of other’s matter, form, space and time. There is no room
for contradiction here.1 The very nature of reality is infinitely complex
and it, being an identity-and-difference, admits of contradictory attri
butes from different points of view which are all partial and relative.
Existence, non-existence, both existence and non-existence successively,
and indescribability are attributed to a thing from different view-points.
Not understanding this and fearing imaginary contradictions and
mistaking partial and relative views as absolute, fools fall from the right
position.2
The Vedântin levels another charge against Syädväda. He says that
no theory can be sustained by mere probability. If everything is probable,
then Syädväda, by its own assertion, becomes only probable. The Jainas
might retort that Syädväda does not mean the theory of probability,
that it is not self-condemned scepticism, but it means the theory of
relativity of knowledge. All judgments are relative and conditional and
all truth is partial. But even now, the objection of Shankarächärya
stands with full force. Relativity itself cannot be sustained without the
Absolute. If all truth is partial, then Syädväda itself is only partially
true and therefore partially false. Relativity itself is related to the
Absolute and presupposes its existence. The fact that all our judgments
are relative requires us to presuppose an Absolute in which all the
relatives fall and through which they are manifested.
When we examine the seven steps in the Syädväda, we find that the
last three are superflous and redundant. They are merely the combina
tion of the fourth with the first, second and third respectively. If we
take to combinations, we may have as many steps as we like. The retort
of Kumärila that thus instead of seven steps you may have hundred
steps3 seems to be quite right to us. Hence only the first four steps are
real. These are not the inventions of the Jainas. They are borrowed from
the famous ‘Chatuskotis’ or the four categories of thought accepted by
Buddhism and Vedänta. It, is significant to note in this connection that
the doctrine of Syädväda in its fully developed form of seven steps is
found perhaps for the first time in Kundakunda’s Panchästikäya and
Pravachanasära.4Two passages have been traced in theJaina canon which
contain a reference to the Syädväda. They are in the Bhagavatïsütra
1 svarüpa-dravya-k$ctra-kâ!a-bhâvaih sattvam, pararùpa-dravya-kçetra-kâla-bhâvais
tvasattvam. tadâ kva virodhâ-vakâshah?— Svâdvâdamanjarï, p. 176-7. s Anyayoga,
24. 3 saptabhangîprasâdena shatabhangyapi jâyate. 4 siya atthi natthi uhayam avvattavvam puno ya tattidayam. davvam khu sattabhangain âdesavascna sarhbhavadi,
Panchâstikàyasâra, 14.
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and are quoted by Mallavädi in his Naya-chakra. One reference
runs thus— ‘Relatively, the soul is knowledge; relatively, the soul is
ignorance’ ;1 and the other— ‘Relatively, the soul exists; relatively, the
soul does not exist; relatively, the soul is indescribable’.2 Here at the
most only three steps are mentioned. In the Buddhist ‘Digha-nikaya*
and ‘Majjhima-nikäya’ we find references to the four categories o f
thought— ‘is’, ‘is not*, ‘both is and is not’, and ‘neither is nor is not’ .3
In our opinion, therefore, Syädväda is definitely influenced by the
Anirvachaniyatä-väda of Shünyaväda Buddhism and Advaita Vedanta.
Jainism rightly points out that all our knowledge is necessarily
relative, conditional and partial. All human knowledge is empirical and
therefore relative. The Buddhist doctrine of Dependent Origination
(pratityasamutpäda) also tells us that all things have dependent and
conditional origination and are therefore relative. Shünyaväda, Vijnänavâda and Advaita Vedanta have always maintained the necessarily
relative character of our empirical knowledge. But while they have
made a distinction between the empirical and the absolute, the pheno
menal and the noumenal, the conditional and the unconditional, the
Samvrti and the Paramärtha or the Paratantra and the Parinispanna or
the Vyavahara and the Paramärtha, Jainism has bluntly refused to make
any such distinction. It refuses to rise higher than the relative. It has
a bias against absolutism and in favour of common sense realistic
pluralism. Being wedded to common sense realism and having pinned
its faith to seeming pluralism, Jainism has conveniently forgotten the
implications of its own logic and has refused to rise above the relative.
Syädväda gives us only seven scattered forms of judgments and makes
no attempt to synthesize them. These seven forms of judgment are
like scattered pearls or beads or flowers. They cannot be woven into a
philosophical garland in the absence of the Absolute which alone can
act as the thread. The relatives are bound together in the Absolute. It is
the Absolute which gives life, meaning and significance to the relatives.
If you throw away the Absolute, you cannot have even the relatives.
If you reject the noumenal, you cannot retain even the phenomenal.
Syädväda itself becomes relative and partial. The Jainas do not give us
a real identity-m-difference. What they give is merely identity plus
difference. But reality is not a mathematical sum total of partial view
points. The Absolute is not all the relatives put together. The Jainas
forget that organic synthesis and not arithmetical addition is the secret
of reality. They forget their prejudice against absolutism when they
absolutely assert that their teaching alone represents the whole truth,
while all other systems give partial truths. Some schools teach Being,
Permanence, Identity and Universality, while others teach Non-being,
1 äyä siya ì^àije siya arçnâne. 2 siya äyä, siya no àyâ, siya avattavvam äyä.
’Sâmartfiaphalasutta’ , Brahmajâlasutta.
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Momentariness, Plurality and Particularly. The Jainas have combined
both, thinking that a mere combination of partial truths will give them
the whole truth. But this is not the way of reaching truth. The Jainas
make a distinction between sakalâdesha and vikalädesha. The scattered
partial truths are called vikalädesha. But when they are put together
they become the whole truth which is called sakalâdesha. Like the
Shünyavädins and the Vedäntins, the Jainas also have criticized one
view by advancing the arguments of its opposite view and the latter by
means of the arguments given by the former. Thus they criticize
permanence through the arguments in favour of momentariness and the
latter through the arguments supporting the former. They criticize
satkäryaväda through asatkäryaväda and vice versa. And so on. But while
the Shünyavädins and the Vedäntins synthesize the two partial views
into a higher reality, the Jainas simply put them together and think they
have reached the whole truth thus impartially. All other views are partial
and defective; but if they are put down together, they become the Jaina
view and Lo! by the magic lamp of Aladin all their defects vanish over
night and they represent the whole truth! Thus Yashovijaya says that
the Jaina view is evidently the best because it has woven together
all the nayas in it.1 But the difficulty is that the nayas have not been
woven together; they have been simply put together. The Absolute is
the only thread which can weave them together and it has been wantonly
thrown away by Jainism. He further says that Anekäntaväda is impartial
and treats all the nayas equally like one’s own children.2This impartiality
is rather dangerous as it goes against the qualitative differences in the
nayas. Hemachandra also says that other systems are relative and partial
and fight against one another, while Jainism alone is impartial because
it puts all the nayas together.3 It is forgotten that a mere pooling together
of the nayas by no means removes their contradictions. For this a proper
synthesis is required which will unify all the nayas, preserve their merits
and remove their defects. In the absence of the Absolute, this synthesis
is an impossibility for Jainism. Again, to say that other systems, being
relative and partial, are like fire-flies giving only broken light, while
Jainism alone, being the complete truth, is like the luminous sun, is to
make a half-hearted confession of Absolutism, for by a mere addition
of the light of innumerable fire-flies you cannot have the light of the
sun.4 So far as other systems are concerned, they are repeatedly
accused by the Jainas of committing the fallacy of mistaking a relative
truth to be the absolute truth. They are called Ekäntaväda. Jainism alone
is said to be really relative— Anekäntaväda, and relativity is proclaimed
to be the only truth. Thus, by its own assertion Jainism becomes partially
false. And in practice this relativity is often forgotten. Jainism is often
1 sarvair nayair gumphitä.— Adhyätmasära.
gavyavachchedikä, 8.
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9 Anyavoga,
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4 A yo-

made an exception and absolute validity is claimed for it. While all
other teachings are relatively real, the Jaina teaching is held to be
absolutely real. This goes against the Jaina doctrine itself. If relativity
is the only truth, how can the Jaina teaching be absolutely true? How
can a mere bundle of the relatives become itself Absolute? Hemachandra, for example, commits this fallacy when in his religious zeal he
proclaims in a loud and solemn voice before his opponents that Vïtarâga
is the only God and that Anckänta is the only philosophy.1 Is it not a
confession of Absolutism? Akalanka, Vidyänanda, Siddhasena, Samantabhadra, Haribhadra, Vadideva, Hemachandra, Mallisena and others
have criticized and refuted the views of other systems. It is interesting
to note that their objections are almost the same as those which are used
by the Buddhist and the Vedäntin dialecticians, so far as other systems
are concerned. For example, the Jainas say: If the effect pre-exists in
its cause, it is already an existent fact and needs no repeated birth; if the
effect does not pre-exist in its cause, it is like a sky-flower and cannot
be produced. If reality is eternal and permanent, change becomes
impossible, for how can the eternal change? If reality is momentary and
fleeting, change becomes impossible, for what is that which changes?
And so on. The whole offshoot of these dialectics is that without
Anekänta we cannot explain reality; without Anekänta, pain and
pleasure, actions and fruits, bondage and liberation, good and evil,
existence and non-existence, one and many, permanence and change,
universal and particular— all become impossible. Hence the opponents
are out to destroy the world which is to be preserved only by the
Jainas.12 The Buddhists and the Vedäntins also claim the same thing
for themselves.3 They say that all objects of thought are necessarily
relative and so if reality is to be experienced, it can be realized only by
transcending the categories of thought and merging them in the
Absolute. The Absolute is immanent in all the categories and gives life
and meaning to them. Everything throbs with its presence. The whole
world is the manifestation of the Absolute. Hence if the reality of the
world is to be preserved, it can be done only by transcending the world,
otherwise even the empirical will be lost to us. The relatives are pre
served only because they are synthesized in the Absolute. The Jainas,
on the other hand, want to preserve the relatives by throwing away the
Absolute and by combining the relatives together. The Jainas, the
Buddhists and the Vedäntins all join in saying that the world is not
absolutely real and that it is not absolutely unreal also. But whereas the
Buddhists and the Vedäntins say that because the world is neither real
nor unreal, it is indescribable and false, and ultimately it is non-different
1 na Vîtarâgât paramasti daivatam na châpyanekântamrtc nayasthitih, Ibid, 2.8
2 Anyayoga, 27. Aptamîmâmsâ, III, 40. a Màdhyarnika-Kârikà, X X I V , 36. Chandrakïrti’s Com . on M K ., p. 67. Brahma-siddhi, p. 9.
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from the Absolute where it is transcended, the Jainas say that because
the world is neither absolutely real nor absolutely unreal, it is both real
and unreal from different points of view, They refuse to go higher. But
putting together different standpoints does not solve the contradictions
o f the world. The Jainas criticize the conception of the indescribable
as self-contradictory.1 They have forgotten that they themselves have
made a place for the indescribable in the fourth step of the sapta-bhang!.
T h e avaktavya is also the anirvachaniya which is neither real nor unreal.
Moreover, the Buddhists and the Vedäntins also agree that the indes
cribable world is self-contradictory and if you want to remove the
contradiction, you have to transcend the world. If you throw away the
Absolute in your zeal to preserve the relative, you lose not only
the Absolute but also the relative. And this is exactly what the Jainas
have done.
The conception of Kevala-jnana or absolute knowledge is a half
hearted confession of Absolutism made by Jainism in spite of its
Syädväda. The highest kind of knowledge is called Kevala-jnäna
which is pure, full, perfect, direct, immediate and intuitive omniscience.
It constitutes the essence of the soul in its pure and undefiled condition.
A s it is held to be perfect and intuitive omniscience, it is supraempirical, absolute and transcendental. This is certainly an admission
o f Absolutism. Though the Jainas have always explicitly rejected the
distinction between the empirical and the transcendental, yet they have
by implication always admitted it. Ousted from the front-door, it has
crept in through the back-door. The distinction is vital and has always
been maintained in some form or the other by all great philosophers of
the world. The Kato and Ano of Heraclitus; the opinion and truth of
Parmenides; the world and the form of Socrates; the sense and the
idea of Plato; the matter and the mover of Aristotle; the modes and
the substance of Spinoza ; the phenomenal and the noumenal of Kant ;
the illusion and the absolute of Hegel ; the appearance and reality of
Bradley; the Preyas and the Shreyas; the Aparä Vidyä and Para Vidyä
o f the Upanisads; the Samvrti and Paramärtha of Shünyaväda; the
Parikalpita and Parinispanna of Vijnänaväda; the Vyavahära and Para
märtha of Vedanta are some instances in point. In Jainism this distinc
tion appears as the distinction between the indirect (paroksa) and the
direct (aparoksa) knowledge (perceptual knowledge which is ordinarily
regarded as direct, is here called indirect); between Syädväda, the
relative knowledge and Kevalajnäna, the absolute knowledge; between
Naya (the relative view point) and Pramäna (knowledge of the thing-initself); between Vyavahära or Samvyavahära or Vyavaharana and
Paramärtha ; between Abhütärtha and Bhütärtha ; between Paryäya and
Dravya.
1 Àptamimâmsâ, III, 49-50.
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The fundamental fallacy of Jainism that the whole truth means
only a mathematical sum total of relative truths vitiates their Kevalajnäna also. The absolute knowledge is viewed as a hodge-podge bundle
of the relative tit-bits. The strong bias in favour of pluralistic realism
and against absolutism prevents Jainism to realize the implications of
its own logic. They remain content with common sense pluralism and
feel no need for any synthesis. Yet Absolutism and synthetical philo
sophy raise their heads here and there in Jainism. Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
rightly remarks: 'In our opinion the Jaina logic leads us to a monistic
idealism, and so far as the Jainas shrink from it they are untrue to their
own logic. . . . The theory of relativity cannot be logically sustained
without the hypothesis of an absolute__ If Jaina logic does not recognize
the need for this principle . . . it is because it takes a partial view for the
whole truth. . . . The Jainas cannot logically support a theory of plural
ism.’1 Prof. Hiriyanna also says: 'The half-hearted character of the
Jaina inquiry is reflected in the seven-fold mode of predication (saptabhangi), which stops at giving us the several partial views together,
without attempting to overcome the opposition in them by a proper
synthesis. . . . The reason for it, if it is not prejudice against Absolutism,
is the desire to keep close to common beliefs.’2
We have already pointed out that the distinction between Paroksa
and Aparoksa, between Syädväda and Kevala-jnäna, between Naya and
Pramäna, between Paryäya and Dravya, between Abhutärtha and
Bhütartha, between Vyavahära and Paramartha is a half-hearted con
fession of Absolutism made by Jainism. But as outwardly, the Jainas
undermine the distinction between the phenomenal and the noumenal,
what they give us as the absolute knowledge is in fact not really
absolute, but a crude caricature of the absolute, being merely a sum
total of the relatives. Thus Samantabhadra says that Syädväda and
Kevala-jnana both illuminate all reality; the only difference between
them is that Syädväda does so in a relative and indirect manner, while
Kevala-jnäna does it in the absolute and direct manner.3 Kevala-jnäna
illuminates all things simultaneously and intuitively, while Syädväda
does so successively and partially.4 Hemachandra says that other systems,
being relative and partial, fight against each other and destroy each other,
while Jainism which gives the whole truth remains undefeated.6 This
reminds us of Gaudapäda’s remark that it is only the dualists who fight
against one another in order to prove their respective theses, while
Advaita quarrels with none.6 Vardhamäna Mahävira takes the place of
the Absolute and is identified with Pure Self. He is beyond senses, speech
* Indian Philosophy, p. 305, 306, 308. 2 Outlines o f Indian Philosophy, p. 172, 173.
3 syidvâdakevalajnâne sarvatattvaprakäshane. hhedah sakçâdasâkçâchcha hyavastvanyatamam bhavet, Aptamlmârhsâ, X , 105.
4 tattvajftänam pramâiiam te yugapat
sarvabhäsanam. kramabhâvi ch a yajjnânam syâdvSdanayasamsk|tam. * Anyayoga,
26. 6 M âçdükya-Kârikâ, III, 17.
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and thought and is the indescribable pure consciousness undefiled by any
impurity.1 Just as all water comes from the ocean through the clouds,
flows into the form of rivers and ultimately merges through the rivers
into the ocean, similarly all relative view-points arise from the Absolute
and ultimately merge themselves in the Absolute. Just as the ocean is
implicit in the rivers but not explicitly visible, though the rivers
explicitly merge in the ocean, similarly the Absolute is implicit in the
relative view-points which explicitly merge in the Absolute.12 Here the
Absolute asserts itself in Jainism and Siddhasena has given vent to it.
Nobody would like to deny Anekäntaväda and Syädväda provided they
are legitimately restricted to the phenomenal only.3 No doubt, the
phenomenal world cannot be rightly explained without them, but they
themselves cannot be rightly explained without the Absolute. Kundakunda often approaches Absolutism. He clearly states the distinction
between the empirical and the absolute view-points. Vyavahära is
empirically true and ultimately false; it is only the Shuddha-naya, the
Paramärtha which is ultimately true.4*Kundakunda goes to the extent
of frankly saying that even Knowledge, Conduct and Faith, the three
Jewels of Jainism, which are regarded by Umâsvâmî as the Path of
Liberation,6 are true only from the empirical standpoint; from the
absolute standpoint, there is neither Knowledge nor Conduct nor
Faith, because the ultimate knower is the Pure Self.6 The importance
of the empirical standpoint lies in the fact that it is the only means
available to us. We can go to the higher only through the lower. Without
vyavahära, Paramärtha cannot be taught, just as a Mlechha cannot be
talked to except through his language.7 The commentator Amrtachandra explains that vyavahära should be valued as the only means to
reach Paramärtha, but it should not be treated as the end, for Para
märtha should not be degraded to vyavahära.8 Nägärjuna and Äryadeva,
the Shünyavädins, also say exactly the same thing.® Amrtachandra
further says that just as a baby who has not yet learnt to walk requires
the helping hand of an adult, but when he has grown up and has learnt
to walk, no longer requires the helping hand, similarly a person, who
remains on the empirical plane, needs the empirical standpoint, but
when he has arisen higher to the Absolute, he sees everything as a
1 Anyayoga, i ; Ayoga, i. * udadhaviva sarvasindhavah samudirnästvayi nätha
d ila v a li, na cha tàsu bhavän pradrshyate pravibhaktäsu saritsvivodadhih, Sid 
dhasena. C f. rüchïnâm vaichitryäd etc. in Mahimna-stotra; Mundaka, II, 8; Gita,
X I, 28; Raghuvamsha, X , 2. 9 jena vina logassa vivahäro savvahä na nivvadai,
Siddhasena. 4 vavahâro’bhüyattho bhùyattho dcsido du suddhaçao.— Samayasära.
4 samyag-darshana-jfiâna-châritrâpi mokçamàrgah.— Tattvârthasûtra. ®vavahärepu
vadissai çânissa charitta dassanam nänam. navi çânam na charittam na dassanam
jàrçago suddho.— Samayasära, 7.
7 jaha navi sakkamanajjo anajjabhäsam vina
ugäheum. taha vavahärcna vin i paramatthu vayesanamasakkam.— Ibid, 8. Ä Ibid,
p. 20. 9 vyavahâramanâshritya paramärtho na deshyate— M K ., X X IV , 10. nänyayä
bhâçayâ mlechchah shakyo grähayitum yathä. na laukikamjte lokah shakyo
grähayitum tathä.— Chatuhishataka, K , 194.
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manifestation of Consciousness and realizes that nothing except Pure
Consciousness is.1 The Nayas do not arise; the Pramâças are set at
rest; the Niksepachakra fades into nothingness; what else can we say?
When this self-luminous Absolute which transcends all is directly
realized through intuition» all duality vanishes.2 He who knows the self
as neither bound nor defiled, neither one nor many, knows the whole
teaching of the Jina.3 The essence of the self lies in the fact that it
transcends all relative view-points.4 Those who have left the partiality
of the relative view-points far behind, who ever dwell in the essential
nature of the self, who have acquired mental peace by transcending the
meshes of the categories of finite thought, they alone really drink nectar,
they alone really enjoy immortality.6 He who has realized the truth and
has arisen above the relative view-points of the intellect, always sees the
eternal consciousness and nothing but consciousness.6 Ignorance is the
cause of bondage and pure knowledge of the self which transcends all
difference is the cause of liberation.7 He who sleeps over Vyavahâra
awakes in Paramärtha, and he who is awake in Vyavahâra sleeps over
Paramartha.8 Is this not Absolutism?
V II
CATEGORIES

have seen that substance, according to Jainism, has infinite characters
and is subject to production, destruction and permanence. The whole
universe is brought under the two everlasting, uncreated, eternal and
co-existing categories which are called Jiva and Ajiva. Jiva means
the conscious spit it and Ajiva means the unconscious non-spirit. A jiva
includes not only matter which is called ‘Pudgala’, but also space,
motion, rest and time. Spirit, matter, motion, rest and space (respec
tively called jiva, pudgaia, dharma, adharma and äkäsha) are described
as asti-kâyà dravyas or substances which possess constituent parts
extending in space; while time (käla) is the only anasti-käya dravya
which has no extension in space.
Jiva is generally the same as the Atman or the Purusa in other plura
listic schools with this important difference that it is identified with life
of which consciousness is said to be the essence. Like the monads o f
we

1 tadapi paramama rtham chichchamatkâramâtram paravirahitamantahpashyatâm
naiça kiftchit— Com . on Samayasära, p. 29.
* kimaparamabhidadhmo d h àm n i
sarvankaçe smin anubhavamupayâte bhâti na dvaitameva— Ibid, p. 35. 9 jo passadi
appânam abaddhaputtham ananpamavisesam apadesasuttamajjham passadi jin asäsanam savvam.— Samayasära, 15. 4 pakkhâtikkanto puna bhapndi jo so sam ayasâro.—
Ibid, 142. 9 vikalpajâlachyutashântachittâs ta eva sâkçâd amftam pibanti— C o m .
on Samayasära, p. 202. 6 yastattvavedi chyutapakçapâtas tasvâsti nityam kh alu
chichchideva.
7 ajflânameva bandhahetuh, jrtânameva mokçahetuh— Ibid, p. 223.
tato nirastasa-mastabhedam âtmasvabhâvabhütam jflânamevaikam âlam hyam — Ib id ,
291. 8 Mok-çapràbhrta, 31. C f. G itâ, II, 69.
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Leibnitz, the Jivas of Jainism are qualitatively alike and only quanti
tatively different and the whole universe is literally filled with them.
T h e jivas are divided first into those who are liberated (mukta) and
those who are bound (baddha). The bound souls are further divided into
mobile (trasa) and immobile (sthävara). The latter live in the atoms of
earth, water, fire and air and in the vegetable kingdom and have only
one sense— that of touch. The mobile souls are again classified as
those who have two senses (e.g. worms), three senses (e.g. ants), four
senses (e.g. wasps, bees etc.) and five senses (e.g. higher animals and
men).
Consciousness is regarded as the essence of the soul (chetanâlaksano
jivah). Every soul from the lowest to the highest possesses consciousness.
T h e degrees of consciousness may vary according to the obstacles of
karma. The lowest souls which inhabit material atoms appear to be
lifeless and unconscious, but in fact life and consciousness are prelent
in them though in a dormant form. Purest consciousness is found in the
emancipated souls where there is no shred of karma. All souls are really
alike. The degrees of consciousness are due merely to the karmaobstacles. The soul in its intrinsic nature possesses Infinite Faith,
Infinite Knowledge, Infinite Bliss and Infinite Power.1 In the case of the
bound souls these characteristics are obscured by karma. A jiva is a real
knower (jnätä), a real agent (kartä) and a real experient (bhoktä). It is
included in the astikäya dravyas because its constituents possess exten
sion in space. But it does not extend in space like matter. It is like the
light. Just as the light fills the space where it is burning and just as
many lights may remain in the same place without coming into conflict
with one another, similarly the soul fills the space and many souls may
remain together without any conflict. Though itself formless, it takes
the form of the body which it illuminates. The soul of an ant is as big as
the body of it and the soul of an elephant is as big as the elephant itself.
T h e soul is coextensive with the body. Though we find souls in this
world as embodied and as possessing the senses and the manas which
help the souls to know, yet really the body, the senses and the manas
are obstructions placed by karma and hinder the souls in their direct
knowledge. Knowledge is not a property of the soul ; it is its very essence.
Every soul, therefore, can directly and immediately know everything if
it is not obstructed by matter. Freedom from matter means omniscience
and emancipation.
The category of Ajiva is divided into matter (pudgaia), space (äkäsha),
motion (dharma), rest (adharma) and time (käla). They are all without
life and consciousness. Time is anastikâya because it does not extend
in space. It is infinite. It is not perceived, but inferred from its charac1 ananta

darshana, an anta jfiâna, ananta sukha and an anta vîrya are called anantachatuçtaya.
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teristics which make possible continuity (vartanä), modification (parit
aria), activity (kriyä), ‘now’ or ‘new* (paratva), and ‘then* or ‘old*
(aparatva). It is one and indivisible. Some Jaina writers have distin
guished between real (pâramarthika) and empirical (vyävahärika) time.
The former makes continuity or duration possible and is infinite,
one and indivisible. The latter can be divided into moments, hours,
days, months and years and makes other changes, except duration,
possible.
Like time, space is also infinite, eternal and imperceptible. It is
inferred as the condition of extension. All substances except time have
extension and extension is afforded only by space. Space itself is not
extension; it is the locus of extension. Two kinds of space are distin
guished. In one, motion is possible and it is called Lokäkäsha or filled
space ; in the other, motion is not possible and it is called Alokäkäsha or
empty space. The former contains all the worlds where life and move
ment are; the latter stretches itself infinitely beyond the former. At
the summit of Lokäkäsha is Siddhashilä, the Abode of the Liberated
Souls.
Dharma and Adharma are used here not in their popular sense of
merit and demerit, but in the technical sense of the conditions of move
ment and rest. Like space and time, these also are eternal and impercep
tible. They are inferred as the conditions which help motion and rest
respectively. They are formless and passive. Dharma cannot generate
motion nor can Adharma arrest it. They only help or favour motion or
rest, like water helping the motion of a fish or like earth supportingthings
which rest on it.
Matter is called Pudgaia which means that which is liable to integra
tion and disintegration (purayanti galanti cha). This word is used in
Buddhism in the sense of a soul, while in Jainism it is used for matter.
An atom (anu) is supposed to be the smallest part of matter which cannot
be further divided. Compound objects (sanghäta or skandha) of the
material world including senses, mind (manas) and breath are the com
binations of atoms. Matter possesses the four qualities of colour, taste,
smell and touch. Sound is regarded not as a quality, as other systems
have done, but only as a modification (parinäma) of matter. These atoms
are supposed to house the souls. Like the ancient Greek atomists
Democritus and Leucippus and unlike the Nyäya-Vaishesika thinkers,
the Jainas do not maintain any qualitative difference in the atoms. All
atoms are qualitatively alike and indistinguishable. They become
differentiated by developing the qualities of colour, taste, smell and
touch. Hence the distinction of the elements of earth, water, fire and
air is secondary and transmutation of elements is quite possible. Matter
in its subtle form constitutes karma which infiltrates into the souls and
binds them to samsära.
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vin
BONDAGE AND L IBERA TIO N

is the link which unites the soul to the body. Ignorance of
truth and four passions— anger (krodha), greed (lobha), pride (mäna)
and delusion (mäyä) which are called kasâya or sticky substances where
karmic particles stick, attract the flow of karmic matter towards the
soul. The state when karmic particles actually begin to flow towards
the soul to bind it is called Asrava or flow. The state when these particles
actually infiltrate into the soul and bind it is called Bandha or bondage.
The ideal bondage (bhäva-bandha) of the soul takes place as soon as it
has bad disposition and the material bondage (dravya-bandha) takes
place when there is actual influx of karma into the soul. In bondage, the
karmic matter unites with the soul by intimate interpenetration, just as
water unites with milk or fire unites with the red-hot iron ball. It is for
this reason that we find life and consciousness in every part of the body.
By the possession and practice of right faith, knowledge and conduct,
the influx of fresh karma is stopped. This state is called samvara or
stoppage. Then, the already existing karma must be exhausted. This
state is called Nirjarä or wearing out. When the last particle of karma has
been exhausted ‘the partnership between soul and matter is dissolved’,
and the soul shines in its intrinsic nature of infinite faith, knowledge,
bliss and power. This state is called Moksa or liberation. Here kevalajnäna or omniscience is attained. The liberated soul transcends samsara
and goes straight to siddha-shilä at the top of the world and dwells
there in eternal knowledge and bliss. Bondage, therefore, means union
of the soul with matter and consequently liberation means separation
of matter from the soul. We, conscious living souls, find ourselves bound
to karmic matter and the end of our life is to remove this karmic dross
and legain our intrinsic nature. Hence Jainism is primarily an ethical
teaching and its aim is the perfection of the soul. Asrava or the flow of
matter towards the soul is the cause of bondage and samvara or the
stoppage of this flow is the cause of liberation. Everything else in Jainism
is said to be the elaboration of this fundamental teaching. These five
states together with the Jiva and the Ajiva make the seven principles of
Jainism. Sometimes virtue (punya) and vice (papa) arc added to these
seven to make up the nine categories of Jainism.
Passions attract the flow of karmic matter into the souls. And passions
are due to ignorance. So ignorance is the real cause of bondage. Here
Jainism agrees with Sänkhya, Buddhism and Vedanta. Now, ignorance
can be removed only by knowledge. So right knowledge is the cause of
liberation. This right knowledge is produced by faith in the teachings
karm a
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of the omniscient Tirthankaras. Hence faith is necessary. And it is'right
conduct which perfects knowledge since theory without practice is
empty and practice without theory is blind. Right knowledge dawns
when all the karmas are destroyed by right conduct. Hence right faith,
right conduct and right knowledge all the three together form the path
of liberation which is the joint effect of these three. Right faith (samyak
darshana), knowledge (jnäna) and conduct (chäritra) are the three
Jewels (tri-ratna) of Jainism. They are inseparably bound up and
perfection of one goes with the perfection of the other two.
IX
ET HIC S AND

RELIGION

Jaina Sangha or community contains monks and nuns, and laybrothers and lay-sisters. In Buddhism the clergy and the laity were not
organically connected and the former were emphasized at the expense
of the latter. In Jainism the two are organically related and the difference
between them is only one of degree and not of kind. Laymen are
afforded opportunities to rise to the spiritual height of the monks by
easy steps. There is only one fundamental five-fold spiritual discipline
in Jainism. In the case of monkdom it is extremely strict, rigid and
puritanic, while in the case of lay life it is modified. The five vows of
the clergy are called ‘Great Vows* (mahi-vrata), while those of the laity
are called ‘Small Vows* (anu-vrata). These five vows are: (i) Ahimsä
or non-injury in thought, word and deed, including negative abstention
from inflicting positive injury to any being, as well as positive help
to any suffering creature; (2) Satya or truth in thought, word and deed;
(3) Asteya or not to steal, i.e., not to take by thought, word or action,
anything to which one is not entitled; (4) Brahmacharya or abstention
from self-indulgence by thought, speech or action; and (5) Aparigraha
or renunciation by thought, word and deed. In the case of the monks,
these are to be followed very rigorously. But in the case of the laymen,
they are modified and diluted. For example, Brahmacharya is restricted
to chastity and Aparigraha to contentment.
Jainism like Buddhism is a religion without God. The Jainas are
sometimes called ‘nästikas’ or heretics. If nâstika means one who denies
the spirit, the ethical conduct and the life beyond, the Chärväka is the
only system in Indian Philosophy which can be called nâstika. Jainism,
like Buddhism and in a sense even more than Buddhism, is intensely
spiritual and ethical. The Jainas, therefore, are not atheistic in this sense.
Denial of God does not necessarily mean atheism in Indian Philosophy.
Otherwise, the Sänkhya and the Mîmâmsâ which do not believe in the
existence of God, would not have been called orthodox. The word
the
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'nâstika*, therefore, is used for him who denies the authority of the Veda.
In this sense Jainism like Buddhism is nästika. Moreover, though
Jainism denies God, it does not deny godhead. Every liberated soul is
a god. The Tirthankaras who were mortal beings like us, but obtained
liberation through personal efforts, are always there to inspire us. We
are all potential Jinas, for what man has done man can do. Jainism is a
religion of self-help. There is no necessity of bringing in God to explain
creation, for the world was never created. Production, destruction and
permanence characterize all substances. Things have creation and
dissolution because of their modes. Strictly speaking, there is no room
for devotion in Jainism. The fire of asceticism must burn all emotions
and desires to ashes. But the common Jaina due to the weakness of man
has not been able to rise to this strict logic and has, under the influence
of Brahmanism, deified the Tirthankaras, has built temples for them,
has worshipped their idols, and has shown the same devotion to them
as other Hindu orthodox people have shown to their gods.
X
GENERAL ESTIMATE

criticising the doctrines of Syädväda and Anekântavâda, we
have pointed out in detail that the doctrine of relativism cannot be
logically sustained without Absolutism and that Absolutism remains
implied in Jainism as the necessary implication of its logic in spite of its
superficial protests. The same bias against Absolutism is responsible
for the pluralism of souls and material elements. Though the Jivas are
intrinsically all alike and all possess infinite faith, knowledge, bliss and
power, yet they must exist separately. All the material elements are
reduced to one category of Pudgaia and all of them and even their
atoms are all declared to be qualitative alike. When Jainism has rejected
all qualitative differences in souls as well as in atoms, why should it
inconsistently stick to numerical differences which are only nominal and
not real? No attempt is made to synthesize JIva and Pudgaia, spirit and
matter, subject and object, into a higher unity. It is very important here
to remember that while Sânkhya maintains absolute distinction between
Prakjti and Purusa which never really come into contact, Jainism does
not take this distinction as absolute. Spirit and matter are really united.
Jïva and Pudgaia imply each other. They are always found together.
But the problem before Jainism is: How can spirit and matter really
unite? Spirit is regarded as possessing pure consciousness, pure bliss,
pure power, pure faith. Matter is regarded as unconscious, lifeless
and a dangerous obstruction. Karma is supposed to be the link which
binds the soul to matter. Karma is due to passions. Passions are due
w h ile
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to ignorance. Now the question is: How can the soul which is pure
consciousness and power be really tinged with ignorance, passions
and karma? If ignorance and karma are inseparable from the soul,
liberation is impossible; if ignorance and karma are external to the
soul, bondage is impossible. The Jainas have no real answer to this
question. No realistic pluralism can give a satisfactory answer to
this question. Jainism says that experience tells us that we never find
spirit and matter as separate entities. They are always presented to
us as mixed up and inter-acting. So the union of spirit and matter is
to be regarded as beginningless. But if spirit is really tied to a real and
beginningless matter, the Jainas should give up all hopes of liberation,
for that which is beginningless and real, cannot be removed. Why not
frankly admit that all this show is due to beginningless Avidyä? Why
not regard spirit and matter as the two aspects of the same reality which
ultimately transcends them both? Nobody denies relativity and plurality
in this empirical world. The only thing is that this relativity and plurality
is not the final truth. It may be actual but not real. If kevala-jnana is a
reality, if the inherent nature of the spirit is pure consciousness and pure
bliss, if ignorance is the root-cause of bondage, if the union of the soul
with matter is beginningless, if relativity and plurality are the necessities
of empirical life, then Jainism has necessarily to accept the Absolute
in order to avoid the contradictions which its bias in favour of commonsense realism and relativistic pluralism has made it subject to.
XI
SECTS

OF JA IN ISM

is divided into two sects called Shvetämbara or ‘white-clad*
and Digambara or ‘sky-clad* or nude. Both follow the teachings of the
Jina. The differences between them do not affect the fundamental
philosophical doctrines. The differences are only in some minor details
of faith and practice. The Digambaras are more rigorous and puritanic,
while the Shvetämbaras are more accommodating. The rule of being
white-clad or nude is, it is important to remember, only for the highest
monks and not for the laymen nor for the inferior monks. According
to the Shvetämbaras, the highest monks should wear white robes, while
according to the Digambaras, they should give up even clothes. The
Digambaras maintain that the perfect saint (Kevali) needs no food and
that women cannot obtain liberation (without being born as men in
next life), and that the original canon of Mahâvïra’s teachings is lost,
while the Shvetämbaras reject these views.

jainism

Chapter Five
E A R L Y B U D D H IS M
I
INTRODUCTION

was in the sixth century B.c. that the world saw the Light of Asia,
that perfect embodiment of knowledge, courage, love and sacrifice
whose heart overflowed with purest emotion on seeing that human
life was essentially fraught with misery and pain, that a shallow opti
mism was rooted in a deep pessimism, that behind the superficial
momentary glow of sensual pleasure there lay the misery of old age,
sickness and death ; who, moved by that spectacle to seek a remedy for
men’s ills, at the age of twenty-nine, boldly left not only the material
luxuries of the Shâkya kingdom but also his beloved wife, whose exqui
site beauty and lovely nature were renowned far and wide, and still more
beloved new-born son, who had cemented the tie of love between his
parents; who in short, kicked away gold, women and fame, the three
universal fetters for man; and who, after six years* rigorous religious
austerities, at last found enlightenment as he lay emaciated under a tree
near Gaya, dispelling the dark clouds of ignorance and conquering
Mära, the Prince of Evil; who then preached the truth he had dis
covered, without distinction of caste, creed or colour. Thus Buddha
taught. And Buddhism was embraced by the rich and the poor, the
high and the low, the intellectual and the dull alike. It spread like wild
fire far and wide from the lofty Himalayas to Cape Camorin and ranged
beyond the frontiers of its homeland to Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Malaya,
Java, Sumatra and then again to Nepal, Tibet, Mongolia, Korea, China
and Japan. It became a world-religion and a great cultural force at
least in Asia.
Prince Siddhärtha has gone, but the Buddha remains. The Four
Noble Truths and the Noble Eightfold Path have a meaning for us even
today. The Enlightenment which dawned upon the mortal Siddhärtha
and transformed him into the immortal Buddha, serves us even today.
The Dharma-chakra, the Wheel of the Law, first turned by the Buddha
at the deer park in Sarnath still revolves. The Great Decease of the
Buddha at Kushinärä (modern Kasaya, District Gorakhpur) at the ripe
old age of eighty-two, so vividly described in the Mahâparinirvânasütra,
proves it beyond doubt that every one of us is a potential Buddha.

I

T
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II
LITERATURE

is divided into many philosophical schools and has a vast
literature. It is very difficult to say what exactly are the teachings o f
Buddha himself and what are the interpretations, amplifications and
elaborations put upon them by the disciples. The teachings of Buddha
were oral and were recorded much later by his disciples. Buddha was
primarily an ethical teacher and a social reformer than a theoretical
philosopher. He referred to a number of metaphysical views prevalent
in his times and condemned them as futile. Whenever metaphysical
questions were put to him, he avoided them saying that they were
neither profitable nor conducive to the highest good. ‘Philosophy purifies
none, peace alone does.* He is reported to have said in one of the Suttas :
‘Surely do I know much more than what I have told you. And wherefore,
my disciples, have I not told you that? Because, my disciples, it bring
you no profit, it does not conduce to progress in holiness, because it does
not lead to the turning from the earthly, to the subjection of all desire,
to the cessation of the transitory, to peace, to knowledge, to illumina
tion, to Nirvana.*1 He repeatedly told his disciples: ‘Two things only,
my disciples, do I teach— misery and the cessation of misery.* Human
existence is full of misery and pain. Our immediate duty, therefore, is
to get rid of this misery and pain. If instead we bother about barren
metaphysical speculations, we behave like that foolish man whose heart
is pierced by a poisonous arrow and who, instead of taking it out whiles
away his time on idle speculation about the origin, the size, the metal,
the maker and the shooter of the arrow.2
A few weeks after Buddha*s death (circa 483 B .c .) the first Buddhist
Council was held at Râja-grha to establish the canon of the Vinaya, the
Discipline of the Order. After about a century, there arose a violent
controversy on certain points of the Vinaya, which led to a schism and
divided the Buddhists into Sthaviravädins and Mahäsärighikas. The
Second Buddhist Council was held at Vaishali to do away with the ten
controversial points of the Vinaya. The Third Buddhist Council was
summoned by Ashoka, the Great, at Pätaliputra (circa 249 B .c .) in which
about one thousand monks participated. Its object was to compile a
canon of the Doctrine of the Elders (Sthaviraväda). The present Pali
Canon was probably compiled by this Council. Gradually Sthaviravida
was divided into eleven and the other into nine schools, thus making
the twenty schools of Hinayäna mentioned by Vasumitra. The most
important school of Hinayäna was Sarvästiväda. The Fourth Buddhist
buddhism

1 O ldenberg: Buddha, p. 204.
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* Majjhimanikâya, 63.

Council was held in the first or second century a .d . under King Kaniska
to reconsider and compile the tenets of the Sarvâstivâda school.
The Pali Canon is called ‘Tipitaka’ or the Three Baskets. The first
Basket is the Vinaya-Pitaka which deals with the discipline of the Order.
The second is the Sutta-Pitaka which is said to be a compilation of the
utterances of the Master himself and consists of five collections called
Nikäyas— Digha, Majjhima, Anguttara, Samvutta and Khuddaka. The
third is called Abhidhamma-Pitaka which deals with philosophical dis
cussions. Besides these, there is a vast non-canonical Pâli literature
including Müinda-Panho, Dipavamsa, Mahävamsa, Visuddhi-magga
and a rich commentary literature on the Tipitaka.
The above is the literature of the Hînayânasectwhichiscompilcdlong
after the death of Buddha. Some Buddhists who felt that it did not
present the real teachings of the Master and contained many horrible
misinterpretations of Buddha’s teachings, called themselves Mahâyânîs,
dubbing the others as Hïnayanïs and had a separate literature in Sanskrit.
I ll
TEACHINGS

OF

THE

BUDDHA

u n d e r these circumstances, it is difficult to say what exactly are the
teachings of the Buddha who was mainly an ethical teacher and a mystic
rathei than a metaphysician and who preached only orally. Yet, a fairly
good account of his teachings can be gleaned. It may be said to be three
fold— The Four Noble Truths, the Noble Eightfold Path and the Doc
trine of Dependent Origination.
The Four Noble Truths (arya satya) are:— 12

(1) There is suffering (duhkha): Life is full of misery and pain.
Even the so-called pleasures are really fraught with pain.
There is always fear lest we may lose the so-called pleasures
and their loss involves pain. Indulgence also results in pain.
That there is suffering in this world is a fact of common
experience. Poverty, disease, old age, death, selfishness,
meanness, greed, anger, hatred, quarrels, bickerings, con
flicts, exploitation are rampant in this world. That life is full
of suffering none can deny.
(2) There is a cause of suffering (duhkha-samudaya): Everything
has a cause. Nothing comes out of nothing— ex nihilo nihil
fit. The existence of every event depends upon its causes
and conditions. Everything in this world is conditional,
relative, limited. Suffering being a fact, it must have a cause.
It must depend on some conditions. ‘This being, that arises’,
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‘the cause being present, the effect arises', is the causal law
of Dependent Origination.
(3) There is a cessation of suffering (duhkha-nirodha) : Because
everything arises depending on some causes and conditions,
therefore if these causes and conditions are removed the effect
must also cease. The cause being removed, the effect ceases
to exist. Everything being conditional and relative is neces
sarily momentary and what is momentary must perish. That
which is born must die. Production implies destruction.
(4) There is a way leading to this cessation of suffering (duhkhanirodha-gâminî pratipat): There is an ethical and spiritual
path by following which misery may be removed and
liberation attained. This is the Noble Eight-fold Path.
The Noble Eight-fold Path consists of eight steps which are: (1)
Right faith (samyag drsti), (2) right resolve (sankalpa), (3) right speech
(väk), (4) right action (karmänta), (5) right living (âjîva), (6) right effort
(vyäyäma), (7) right thought (smrti) and (8) right concentration (samädhi). This is open to the clergy and the laity alike.
In the old books we also find mention of a triple path consisting of
Shïla or right conduct, Samädhi or right concentration and Prajhâ or
right knowledge. They roughly correspond to Darshana, Jhäna and
Chäritra of Jainism. Shïla and Samädhi lead to Prajnä which is the direct
cause of liberation.
Buddha’s ethical ‘middle path' is like the ‘golden mean' of Aristotle.
Self-induleence and self-mortification are equally ruled out. In his very
first Sermon at Säranätha he said: ‘There are two extremes, O monks,
from which he who leads a religious life must abstain. One is a life of
pleasure, devoted to desire and enjoyment: that is base, ignoble,
unspiritual, unworthy, unreal. The other is a life of mortification: it is
gloomy, unworthy, unreal. The Perfect One, O monks, is removed from
both these extremes and has discovered the way which lies between
them, the middle way which enlightens the eyes, enlightens the mind,
which leads to rest, to knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nirvana.’1
This is the Noble Eight-fold Path contained in the Fourth Noble
Truths.
IV
PRATlTYASAM U TPÄD A

doctrine of Pratïtyasamutpâda o r Dependent Origination is the
foundation of all the teachings of the Buddha. It is contained in the
Second Noble Truth which gives us the cause of suffering, and in the
Third Noble Truth which shows the cessation of suffering. Suffering

t h e

1 Oldenberg: Buddha, p. 127.
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is Samsara; cessation of suffering is Nirvana. Both are only aspects of
the same Reality. Pratityasamutpada, viewed from the point of view of
relativity is Samsara; while viewed from the point of view of reality,
it is Nirvana.1 It is relativity and dependent causation as well as the
Absolute, for it is the Absolute itself which appears as relative and acts
as the binding thread giving them unity and meaning. Pratityasamutpäda tells us that in the empirical world dominated by the intellect
everything is relative, conditional, dependent, subject to birth and death
and therefore impermanent. The causal formula is: ‘This being, that
arises/2 i.e., ‘Depending on the cause, the effect arises/ Thus every
object of thought is necessarily relative. And because it is relative, it is
neither absolutely real (for it is subject to death) nor absolutely unreal
(for it appears to arise). All phenomenal things hang between reality
and nothingness, avoiding both the extremes. They are like the appear
ances of the Vedäntic Avidyä or Maya. It is in this sense that Buddha
calls the doctrine the Middle Path, Madhyamä Pratipaty which avoids
both etemalism and nihilism. Buddha identifies it with the Bodhi, the
Enlightenment which dawned upon him under the shade of the bo
tree in Gaya and which transformed the mortal Siddhärtha into the
immortal Buddha. He also identifies it with the Dharma, the Law:
‘He who sees the Pratityasamutpada sees the Dharma, and he who sees
the Dharma sees the Pratityasamutpada/ Failure to grasp it is the cause
o f misery. Its knowledge leads to the cessation of misery. Nâgâijuna
salutes Buddha as the best among the teachers, who taught the blessed
doctrine of Pratityasamutpada which leads to the cessation of plurality
and to bliss.3 Shantaraksita also does the same.4
Troubled by the sight of disease, old age and death, Buddha left his
home to find a solution of the misery of earthly life. Pratityasamutpada
is the solution which he found. Why do we suffer misery and pain? Why
do we suffer old age and death? Because we are born. Why are we born?
Because there is a will to be born. Why should there be this will to
become? Because we cling to the objects of the world. Why do we have
this clinging? Because we crave to enjoy the objects of this world. Why
do we have this craving, this thirst for enjoyment? Because of senseexperience. Why do we have this sense-experience? Because of senseobject-contact. Why do we have this contact? Because of the six senseorgans (the sixth sense being the mind). Why do we have the six senseorgans? Because of the psycho-physical organism. Why do we have this
organism? Because of the initial consciousness of the embryo. Why do
we have this consciousness? Because of our predispositions or impres
sions of Karma. Why do we have these impressions? Because of Ignor
ance. Hence Ignorance is the root-cause of all suffering.
1 Mâdhyamika-Kârika, 25, 9.
2 a$min sati, idam bhavati.
Opening Verse. 4 Tettvasangraha, Opening Verse.
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9 Mâdhyamika-Kârika

Thus we get the twelve links of the Causa! Wheel of Dependent
Origination:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Ignorance (avidyâ).
Impressions of karmic forces (samskara).
Initial consciousness of the embryo (vijnäna).
Psycho-physical organism (näma-rupa).
Six sense-organs including mind (sadäyatana).
Sense-object-contact (sparsha).
Sense-experience (vedanä).
Thirst for sense-enjoyment (trsna).
Clinging to this enjoyment (upädäna).
Will to be born (bhava).
Birth or rebirth (jäti).
Old age and death (jarâ-marana).

Out of these twelve links the first two are related to past life, the last
two to future life and the rest to present life. This is the cycle of birthand-death. This is the twelve-spoked wheel of Dependent Origination.
This is the vicious circle of causation. It does not end with death. Death
is only a beginning of a new life. It is called Bhava-chakra, Samsârachakra, Janma-marana-chakra, Dharma-chakra, Pratityasamutpadachakra etc. It can be destroyed only when its root-cause, Ignorance,
is destroyed. Otherwise, Ignorance being present, impressions arise;
impressions being present, initial consciousness arises and so on. And
Ignorance can be destroyed only by Knowledge. So Knowledge is the
sole means of liberation. Ignorance is bondage; Knowledge is liberation.
An analysis of these twelve links shows their psychological significance.
It is important here to note that life is not regarded by Buddha as a
product of the blind play of mechanical nature, but as due to the internal
urge, the life-force, the e*latt vital, the will to be born.
The doctrine of Dependent Origination is the central teaching of the
Buddha and his other teachings can be easily deduced from it as corol
laries. The theory of Karma is based on this, being an implication of the
law of causation. Our present life is due to the impressions of the
Karmas of the past life and it will shape our future life. Ignorance and
Karma go on determining each other in a vicious circle. Again, the theory
of Momentariness (ksana-bhanga-vada) is also a corollary of Depen
dent Origination. Because things depend on their causes and conditions,
because things are relative, dependent, conditional and finite, they must
be momentary. T o say that a thing arises depending on its cause is to
admit that it is momentary, for when the cause is removed the thing will
cease to be. That which arises, that which is born, that which is pro
duced, must necessarily be subject to death and destruction. And that
which is subject to death and destruction is not permanent. And that
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which is not permanent is momentary. The theory of No-Ego (nairätmyaväda), the theory that the individual ego is ultimately false is also
based on this doctrine. When everything is momentary, the ego is also
momentary and therefore relative and false. The theory that the socalled matter is unreal, that there is no material substance (sanghâtaväda) is also derived from this doctrine. Matter, being momentary, is
relative and therefore ultimately unreal. The theory of causal efficiency
(artha-kriyä-käritva) is also based on it, because each preceding link is
causally efficient to produce the succeeding link and thus the capacity
to produce an effect becomes the criterion of existence.
V
HÏNAYÂNA

AND

MAHÄYANA

above account represents the teachings of the Buddha himself.
T h ey have been variously interpreted and developed by his disciples
and this accounts for the different schools of Buddhism. Religiously
Buddhism is divided into two important sects— Hinayâna and Mahäyäna. Hinayâna, like Jainism, is a religion without God, Karma taking
the place of God. Relying on the words of Buddha: ‘Be a light unto
thyself’ (âtmadîpo bhava), and his last words: ‘And now, brethren, I take
m y leave of you: all the constituents of being are transitory; work out
your salvation with diligence,’1 Hinayâna emphasises liberation for and
by the individual himself. It is the difficult path of self-help. Its goal is
Arhathood or the state of the ideal saint who obtains personal salvation,
Nibbäna, which is regarded as the extinction of all misery. Mahâyana,
the Great Vehicle, the Big Ship, which can accommodate a much larger
number of people and can safely and securely take them to the shore of
Nirvana from the troubled waters of the ocean of Samsara, dubs
earlier Buddhism as Hinayâna, the small vehicle. The idea of liberation
in Hinayâna is said to be negative and egoistic. Mahâyana believes that
Nirvana is not a negative cessation of misery but a positive state of bliss.
Its ideal saint is Bodhisattva who defers his own salvation in order to
work for the salvation of others. Buddha is here transformed into God
and worshipped as such. He is identified with transcendental reality
and is said to possess the power of reincarnation. The Buddha is the
Absolute Self running through all the so-called individual selves. He is
the Noumenon behind all phenomena. The Bodhisattva is he who
attains perfect wisdom, ever dwells in it, and inspired by the love of all
beings, ceaselessly works for their salvation which is to be obtained
here in this world. He is ready to suffer gladly so that he may liberate
others. He is guided by the spirit of the Buddha who said: ‘Let all the
th e

1 Mahâparinirvâna Sûtra, V I, i,
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sins and miseries of the world fall upon my shoulders, so that all the
beings may be liberated from them.’1 Dry asceticism of the Hinayäna is
replaced by an enlightened and loving interest in this world. The nega
tive and individual conception of Nirvana is replaced by the positively
blissful and universal conception of it. The denial of God is replaced
with the Buddha’s Divinity. The explosion of matter and mind by
reducing them to the series of momentary atoms and momentary ideas
respectively, is replaced by the admission of the relative reality of both,
the transcendental reality being the Absolute, the Luminous Body of
the Buddha. The greatness of the Mahäyäna lies in its spirit of selfless
service of humanity, its accommodating spirit and its missionary zeal.
The Mahäyänists are reasonably proud of their faith as a progressive
and dynamic religion which throbs with vitality because it has the
capacity to adapt itself with the changing environmental conditions,
preserving its essentials intact.
The oldest school of Hinayäna Buddhism is the Sthaviravâda (Theraväda in Pali) or the ‘Doctrine of the Elders*. The present Pâli Canon is
the canon of this school. Its Sanskrit counterpart which is more philo
sophical is known as Sarvästiväda or the doctrine which maintains the
existence of all things, physical as well as mental. Gradually, from
Sarvästiväda or Vaibhäsika branched off another school called Sauträntika which was more critical in outlook.
The Sarvästiväda school cannot be said to be the real teaching of the
Buddha. It has ignored some important implications in the teachings of
the Master and has misinterpreted many. Some of the main doctrines
of the Buddha have been taken to their reductio ad absurdum pitch. A s a
matter of fact, there was nothing in the teachings of the Buddha which
would seriously militate against the Upanisads. The Lamp of Dharma
bequeathed by the Buddha to his disciples was borrowed from the
Upanisads. But the Hinayäna made the constant and the luminous light
of this Lamp flickering and faint.2 ‘The Säkyan mission*, says Mrs.
Rhys Davids, ‘was out “ not to destroy, but to fulfil**, to enlarge and
enhance the accepted faith-in-God of their day, not by asseverating
or denying, but by making it more vital. It were Brahmans who became
the leading disciples.*3 The Hinayäna, therefore, represents not the
real teaching of the Buddha, but, as Mrs. Rhys Davids says, ‘the verbal
superstructures, the formulas often being held up as what he (Buddha)
taught.*4 Mahäyäna also says that Hinayäna philosophy is either due
to the adjustment in the teaching by the Buddha to suit the needs o f the
less qualified disciples (upäya-kaushalya) or due to their lack of under
standing the real significance of the teachings of the Master.
1 kalikalu$akftâni yarn loke mayi tâni patantu vim uchyatim hi lokah. 8 See m y
Dialectic in Buddhism and Vedanta.
* A Manual of Buddhism, p. 194.4 Ibid ,
preface, IX.
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us give the main tenets of the Sarvästiväda or the Vaibhâsika
school which the Sauträntikas also admit. Sarvästiväda denies out
right the existence of God whose place is taken by the Buddha and the
theory of Karma. The so-called soul is reduced to a series of fleeting
ideas. The so-called matter is nothing more than a series of momentary
atoms of earth, water, fire and air. Everything is momentary. Change is
the rule of the universe. Liberation is the extinction of all desires and
passions.
The most important doctrine of this school is Ksanabhangavada, i.e.,
the theory of Momentariness. Sometimes it is also called Santänaväda
or the theory of Flux or Ceaseless Flow. It is applicable to mind and
matter alike for both are momentary. Sometimes it is also referred to as
Sahghätaväda or the theory of Aggregates which means that the socalled ‘soul' is only an aggregate of the five fleeting Skandhas, and the
so-called ‘matter’ is only an aggregate of the momentary atoms. The
denial of an eternal substance, spiritual as well as material, is called
Pudgala-nairâtmya.
Everything is momentary. Nothing is permanent. Body, sensation,
perception, disposition, consciousness, all these are impermanent and
sorrowful. There is neither being nor not-being, but only becoming.
Reality is a stream of becoming. Life is a series of manifestations of
becoming. There is no ‘thing’ which changes; only ceaseless change
goes on. Everything is merely a link in the chain, a spoke in the wheel, a
transitory phase in the series. Everything is conditional, dependent,
relative, pratîtyasamutpanna. Everything is subject to birth and death,
to production and destruction, to creation and decay. There is nothing,
human or divine, that is permanent. T o quote the excellent words of
Shelley:
‘Worlds on worlds are rolling ever,
From creation to decay,
Like the bubbles on a river,
Sparkling, bursting, borne away.*
l e t

‘Everything is sorrow (sarvam duhkham); everything is devoid of
self (sarvam anätma); everything is momentary (sarvam ksanikam)*
is said to be the roaring of the Sugata-Lion (saugata simhanäda). Two
classical similes are given to illustrate the doctrine of universal momen
tariness, that of the stream of a river and that of the flame of a lamp.
Heraclitus said: ‘You cannot bathe twice into the same river.’ Hume
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said: ‘ I never can catch “ myself” . Whenever I try, I stumble on this or
that perception.* William James said: ‘The passing thought itself is the
thinker.* Bergson said: ‘Everything is a manifestation of the flow of
É'ian Vital' A river is not the same river the next moment. The water
in which you have once taken your dip has flown away and has been
replaced by another water. A river is only a continuous flow of different
waters. Similarly a flame is not one and the same flame. It is a series of
different flames. One volume of water or one flame continually succeeds
another volume of water or another flame. The rapidity of succession
preserves continuity which is not broken. Similarity is mistaken as
identity or sameness. The so-called ‘same flame* is only a succession of
so many similar flames, each flame lasting for a moment. The fact that
a flame is a scries of so many similar flames can be easily noticed when
in a hurricane lantern, due to some defect, the succession of flames is
obstructed and one flame succeeds another after a slight interval.
Identity, therefore, is nothing but continuity of becoming. The seed
becomes the tree through different stages. The child becomes the old
man through different stages. Rapidity of succession gives rise to the
illusion of unity or identity or permanence. ‘Just as a chariot wheel in
rolling rolls only at one point of the tyre, and in resting rests only at one
point; in exactly the same way the life of a living being lasts only for the
period of one thought. As soon as that thought has ceased the living
being is said to have ceased.*1 ‘The wheel of the cosmic order goes on
without maker, without beginning.’2
Buddha avoided the extremes of eternalism and nihilism. He denied
the ultimate reality of the empirical self, though he asserted its empirical
reality. He is reported to have said: ‘ If I, Ananda, when the wandering
monk Vachchhagotta asked me: “ Is there the ego?’* had answered:
“ The ego is,’* then that Ananda, would have confirmed the doctrine
of the Samanas and Brähmanas who believe in permanence. If I,
Ananda, when the wandering monk Vachchhagotta asked me: “ Is there
the ego?** had answered: “ The ego is not,’ * then that, Ananda, would
have confirmed the doctrine of the Samanas and the Brähmanas, who
believe in annihilation.’ Buddha said: ‘O, ye monks, I am going to point
out to you the burden as well-as the carrier of the burden: the five states
are the burden and the pudgaia is the carrier of the burden; he who holds
that there is no ego is a man with false notions.* And he also said : ‘O, ye
monks, the body is not the eternal ego. Nor do feeling, perception,
disposition and consciousness together constitute the eternal ego; he
who holds that there is an eternal ego is a man with false notions.’ The
Hinayana interprets this wrongly as an outright denial of the ego and
reduces it to the five states. The soul is a bundle of the five Skandhas—
rüpa or matter, vedanä or feeling, sâmjna or perception, samskära or

1 Buddhagho$a:

Visuddhimagga, viii.
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* Ibid, xvii.

disposition and vijnäna or consciousness. The first skandha is material.
It is the physical organism with which the other four psychical skandhas
are invariably associated in empirical life. The soul or the psycho
physical organism is an aggregate of these five factors. The body may
be more lasting, but the soul is ever restless. There is no underlying unity.
These five skandhas are also found as the links in the Wheel of Depen
dent Origination. Samjnä is mentioned there as nama and the entire
psycho-physical organism is taken together in the fourth link as nämarüpa. Vedanä is the seventh, samskära is the second and vijnäna is the
third link. Only these five states of consciousness (including the material
frame) are real ; the mind or the ego or the soul is unreal. The soul is an
aggregate of the body, the sensations and the ideas. All this is beautifully
illustrated in the ‘Questions of King Milinda* (Milinda-panho), a
dialogue between King Milinda (perhaps the Greek King Menander)
and a Buddhist sage Nägasena. Some extracts from this dialogue may
be profitably quoted here :
‘And Milinda began by asking, “ How is your Reverence known,
and what, sir, is your name?”
“ I am known as Nägasena, O King, and it is by that name that my
brethren in the faith address me, yet this is only a generally under
stood term, a designation in common use. For there is no permanent
individuality (no soul) involved in the matter.”
Then Milanda said: “ If there be no permanent soul involved in the
matter, who is it, pray, that enjoys robes, food and lodging? Who is
it that lives a life of righteousness? Who is it who devotes himself to
meditation? Who is it who attains Nirvana? . . . There is neither
merit nor demerit; there is neither doer nor causer of good or evil
deeds; there is neither fruit nor result of good or evil Karma. If, most
reverend Nagasena, we are to think that were a man to kill you there
would be no murder, then it follows that there are no real masters or
teachers in your Order, and that your ordinations are void.. . . Do you
mean to say that the hair on the body is Nagasena?”
“ I don’t say that, great king.”
“ Or is it the nails, the teeth, the skin, the flesh, the nerves, or the
brain, or any or all of these, that is Nagasena?”
And to each of these he answered no.
“ Is it the skandha of rüpa, or vedanä, or samjnä, or samskära, or
vijnäna, that is Nägasena?”
And to each of these he answered no.
“ Then is it all these skandhas combined that are Nägasena?”
“ No, great king.”
“ But is there anything outside the five skandhas that is Nägasena?”
And still he answered no.

And then the venerable Nägasena asked king Milinda: “ Great
King hast thou come on foot, or in a chariot?”
“ I came in a chariot, sire.”
“ Then define the chariot. Is the pole the chariot? Is the axle the
chariot? Are the wheels or the spokes, or the framework or the yoke
or the goad that is the chariot?”
And to each of these he answered no.
“ Then is it all these parts put together that are the chariot?”
“ No, sir.”
“ But is there anything outside them that is the chariot?”
And still he answered no.
And then the venerable Nägasena said: “ Just as the ‘chariot’ on
account of its having all these things— the pole, the axle, the wheels,
the spokes, the framework, the yoke and the goad— comes under the
generally understood symbol, the designation in common use, of
‘chariot*, similarly ‘soul* or ‘individuality’ or ‘being’ or ‘personality*
is only a generally understood symbol, the designation in common
use, for the five skandhas. There is no permanent soul involved in the
matter.” *1
It is important to remember that both mind and matter, ‘soul’
and ‘chariot’ alike, are reduced to mere conventional symbols for the
aggregate of ideas or of atoms. The soul is a stream of ideas. The
matter is a stream of atoms of the four elements— earth, water, fire,
and air.
Hïnayânism admits action without an agent, transmigration without
a transmigrating soul. It is the ‘character’ which transmigrates, not the
‘soul*. Karma is an impersonal law which works by itself. Unlike the
orthodox Hindu ‘Karma*, the Bauddha ‘Karma* does not depend on any
divine power. And also unlike the Jaina ‘ Karma’, the Bauddha ‘Karma*
is not subtle matter pulling down the soul from its spiritual height. The
theory of Karma is an impersonal law and it works by itself without
needing any agent or soul.
In upholding all these doctrines, the Vaibhäsika and the Sautrântika
are in agreement. They differ in the following:12
(1) The Vaibhäsika attaches supreme importance to the
commentaries called Mahävibhäsä and Vibhäsä on an
Abhidharma treatise called Abhidharma-jnäna-prasthäna,
w'hile the Sautrântika attaches supreme importance to the
Süträntas or Sütras of the Sütrapitaka. Hence their names.
(2) The Vaibhäsika, like Descartes and some modern neo
realists, believes in direct realism and may be called a
presentationist, while the Sautrântika, like Locke and some
1 Milindapafiho, ii, 1, 1.
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modern critical realists, believes in the ‘copy theory of ideas’
and may be called a representationist. According to the
Vaibhäsika, external objects are directly known in perception.
He believes in Bâhya-pratyaksa-vâda. The Sautrântika, on
the other hand, believes in Bâhyânumeyavâda because,
according to him, external objects are not directly perceived,
but only indirectly inferred. We do not know the thing-initself or the svalaksana. We know only ideas which are copies
or mental pictures of reality and from these copies we infer
the existence of the originals. The criticism of the Vaib
häsika against this view is that if we do not know the originals,
we cannot even say that our ideas are the copies of the
things-in-themselves.
(3) The Vaibhäsika accepts seventy-five dharmas, the ultimate
momentary elements of existence; the Sautrântika cuts their
number down to forty-three and treats the rest as a result of
mental construction.
(4) The Sautrântika is more critical and like Kant emphasizes
the a priori element of thought-construction (kalpanä or
vikalpa) in knowledge and paves the way for Vijnänaväda.
V II
NIRVÄNA

ideal saint of both the schools of Hïnayâna is the Arhat who has
simply ‘blown* himself out of existence by annihilating all desires and
passions. The ideal is said to be negative, individual and selfish. Nibbäna is said to be a negative cessation of all earthly miseries. It is given
in the third Noble Truth about the cessation of suffering. It is often
compared with the extinction of the flame of a lamp.1 Just as a lamp
when it becomes extinguished goes neither hither nor thither, neither
to the earth nor to the sky, neither to this direction nor to that, it has
been utterly blown out on account of the oil being consumed; similarly
a sage obtains Nirvana when the desires and the passions have been
consumed; he goes neither this way nor that, but obtains utter peace.2
T h e very word ‘Nirvana* means ‘blowing out*. It is the dissolution of
the five skandhas. It is the cessation of all activities (chittavrttinirodha)
and of all becoming (bhavanirodha). But there are many verses and
passages in the Pâli Canon which emphatically reject this negative
conception of Nirvana. Here the real nature of Buddha’s teachings
bursts forth breaking the outward covering of the Hïnayâna. Nirvana
is identified with positive bliss. It is said to be the highest and the
th e

1 nibbanti dhïrà yathàyam padipo— Suttanipàta, Ratansutta.
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* Saundarananda.

indestructible state.1 It is the fearless goal.2 It gives happiness here and
hereafter.3 It is the highest bliss.4 We are even told that to mistake
Nirvana as annihilation is ‘a wicked heresy’.6 This repudiates the views
of Rhys Davids, Oldenberg and Paul Dahlke and the earlier view o f
Mrs. Rhys Davids that Nirvana is only negative extinction. Unfortu
nately, the Pali Canon gives both the negative and the positive
descriptions of Nirvana and Hinayäna inclines towards the former.

VIII
GENERAL

ESTIMATE

Nirvana is to be taken as positive bliss, the theory of momentariness
would be relegated to the sphere of the empirical alone. Momentariness
is inconsistent with ethical life and with spiritual experience. I f it is
given universal application, it contradicts even the empirical life. T o
negate the distinction between the empirical and the absolute and to
grant mistaken absolute application to momentariness is not only to
lose the Absolute which is wantonly thrown away, but to lose even the
empirical. The essential objection of King Milinda that if the soul is
a flux of momentary ideas, then who is it that preforms acts and who is
it that reaps their fruits? remains unanswered. T o maintain action
without an agent is to have a marriage without a bride, an ‘alehouse
without a customer’, a drama without an actor. The charge of vicarious
liability asserts itself. The momentaiy idea which performs an action
vanishes without reaping its fruit (krtapranäsha), and another momen
tary idea reaps the fruit of an action it never performed (akrtâbhyâgama). The ethical theory of Karma is thus thrown overboard. Bondage
and liberation both become impossible. One momentary idea is bound
and another is liberated. Suffering itself is momentary. So why should
a person at all try to overcome suffering when he himself together with
the suffering will vanish in the next moment? Thus the first noble truth
and the other three which presuppose it become useless. T he noble
eightfold path too becomes uninspiring. The very aim of the Buddha
becomes defeated. Hinayäna answers these charges by saying that the
preceding link does not perish before transmitting its content to the
succeeding link and so the continuity is never broken. The successor
bears all the burden of the predecessor. The law of Karma, being an
impersonal force, makes action possible without an agent and trans
migration without a transmigrating soul. Bondage means the flow of an
impure series beginning with Ignorance, while liberation means the
if

1 nibhftnam padam arhrhutam .— Suttan pâta, Vijanasutta.
2 r.ibbànam akutobhayam.— ltivuttaka, 112. 5 iha riandati pechcha riandati.— Dhammapada, 18. 4 nibbànam paramani sukham.— Ibid, 203. * Samyuttanikàya, III, 109.
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transformation of this flow into that of a pure series beginning with
Knowledge. But all these answers are unavailing. Knowledge itself
becomes impossible without a synthesizing subject. Perception, concep
tion, memory and recognition all become impossible without such a
subject. One perception cannot perceive another. The momentary idea
cannot ideate itself. Without the self, the ‘transcendental unity of pure
apperception*, the foundational consciousness, the synthesizing subject,
perceptions remain at the level of scattered sense-data and cannot
become knowledge. He who experiences the flux is, for that very reason,
above the flux. Identity of the subject cannot be explained away by
similarity, for, firstly, similarity cannot account for identity, and secondly,
similarity itself presupposes identity. There must be a self which is not
itself momentary to recognize and compare two things as similar. The
different pieces of empirical consciousness must be connected in one
self-consciousness. It is the permanent self which unites all the scattered
ideas and weaves them into knowledge. This is the essence of the classic
criticism offered by Shankarächärya against the theory of Momentariness.
Hemachandra, a great Jaina writer, also says that the theory of Momen
tariness makes the law of Karma, bondage, liberation, empirical life,
recognition and memory impossible.1 The theory of Momentariness,
therefore, cannot be upheld without a permanent self.
Thus the Sarvästiväda school of Hinayänism which is a radical
pluralism based on the doctrine of Universal Momentariness is a bundle
of contradictions. Though outwardly it says it believes in the reality
of all, yet in fact it has undermined the reality of all. It has reduced mind
to momentary ideas, matter to momentary atoms and God to the relics
o f the Buddha’s body.

1 krtapran 4*hàkftakarmabhogabhavapramokçasmftibhai?gado?ân. upekçya sâkçât kçanabhangamichchhannahn mahâsâhasikab paraste.— Anyayoga, 18.
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Chapter Six
SHÜNYAVÄDA
I
ASHVAGHOSA,

THE FIRST

EXPOUNDER

OF

SYSTEMATIC

MAHÄYÄNA

great philosophical work of Ashvaghosa, the Mahäyänashraddhotpäda-shästra or the ‘Awakening of Faith in the Mahäyana’ which entitles him to the rank of the first systematic
expounder of Mahäyäna is not available in original Sanskrit.1 It has
been translated into English from the Chinese translation of Paramärtha
by D. T . Suzuki and also by T . Richard. Our study of Ashvaghosa is
mainly based on these two translations.
Ashvaghosa tells us that after Buddha’s Nirvana, there were very
few persons who could understand the real implication of the manysided teachings of Buddha, and that therefore the object of his Shästra
is to unfold the fundamental teaching of the Tathägata as against the
errors of the laymen (prthag-jana) and of the Hinayânists— the Shrävakas and the Pratyekabuddhas.2
Reality is Tathatä. As the ultimate Existence, it is called Bhütatathatä; as Pure Spirit it is called Bodhi or Prajnä or Alayavijnana; as
a Harmonious Whole, it is called Dharmakäya or Dharmadhätu; and
as Bliss having infinite merits, it is called Tathägatagarbha. Viewed from
the empirical standpoint, it is samsara or the cycle of birth and death;
viewed from the ultimate standpoint, it is Nirvana or the realization of
positive bliss. It is essentially Indescribable because intellect cannot
compass if. It is beyond the four categories of the understanding. It is
neither existence nor non-existence nor both nor neither; it is neither
unity nor plurality nor both nor neithei ; it is neither affirmation nor
negation nor both nor neither.3 When it is said that all worldly things are
unreal what is meant is that they are only phenomenally real. The
Absolute is the ultimate Reality. All phenomena arc found to be
merely relative. Relativity (pratityasamutpâda) is the work of Ignorance.

T

he

1 Profs. Takakusu and W intem itz maintain that Ashvaghosa is not the author o f
this work. But we think Prof. Suzuki has given strong arguments to prove and
support the Chinese tradition that Ashvaghosa is the author o f this work. * The
Awakening o f Faith in the Mahäyäna: Suzuki, p. 47. Richard, p. 1. 3 Ibid, Suzuki,
P- 59 -
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Ignorance has no existence of its own, yet it is not entirely unreal
as it produces the objective world. ‘ It is wrong to take the work
of Ignorance as ultimate and to forget the foundation on which it
stan d s/1

Relational intellect cannot give us Reality. ‘When one can apprehend
that which is behind (discursive) thought, one is on the way to Buddhist
Wisdom* says Ashvaghosa.2 ‘The reason why the Tathägata nevertheless
endeavours to instruct by means of words and definitions is through
his good and excellent skilfulness. He only provisionally makes use of
words and definitions to lead all beings, while his real object is to make
them abandon symbolism and directly enter into Reality.'3 But intellect
all the same is not to be annihilated. Ashvaghosa emphatically asserts
that ‘If we dispense with finite enlightenment, we cannot conceive of
true enlightenment’.4 It is Reason itself which appears as intellect.
The Absolute itself through Ignorance appears as this manifold world
of phenomena. Just as, says Ashvaghosa, calm water of the ocean, on
account of wind, appears as waves, similarly consciousness, on account
of ignorance, appears as finite intellects.6 Just as clay is transformed
into various kinds of pottery, similarly One Consciousness manifests
itself as so many finite intellects.6 Absolute Suchness, ultimately
speaking, transcends everything. But tainted with Ignorance it manifests
itself as Conditional Suchness. And our phenomenal world, subjective
as well as objective, is the result of the sport of this Conditional Suchness.
When true knowledge dawns we realize that we are no more finite beings
but Absolute Suchness itself. This is the self-existent immortal Reality,
Calm and Blissful, which must be realized.7 Buddha, the Shining Sun
of Enlightenment, kindly rises in this world to destroy the darkness of
Ignorance. A Bodhisattva, though he has realized what is to be realized
and though for him nothing remains to be done, yet, following the
example of Buddha, he has, out of compassion, to defer his own Nirvana
in order to liberate those who are still entangled in the meshes of
suffering.3
There is hardly any important doctrine in any school of Mahäyäna
which cannot be traced back to Ashvaghosa. The point that Reality is
Indescribable and beyond all the categories of intellect and that there
fore it can be called neither Shfinya nor Ashünya nor both nor neither,
was developed by Shünyaväda, and the point that Reality is Conscious
ness was developed by Vijnänaväda.

1 Outlines o f Mahäyäna Buddhism : Suzuki, p. 124. 2 T h e Awakening of Faith in the
Mahäyäna: Richard, p. 7.
* Ibid, Suzuki, p. 112.
4 Ibid, Richard, p. 10.
5 Sec
Richard, p. 8.
6 See Richard, p. 11. 7 shäntam shivam sâkçikuruçva dharmam.
kçeman padam nai$(hikam achyutam tat. Saundarananda, X V I, 26 and 27. 8 Saun
darananda, X V II I, 54.
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II
SHÖNYAVÄDA

is one o f the most important schools of Buddhism.
Nägärjuna cannot be called its founder because it was present before
him in the Mahäyäna Sütras, some of which are prior even to Ashvaghosa, and in Ashvaghosa. Nägarjuna is only the first systematic expoun
der of Shünyaväda. However it is to the glory of Nägarjuna that he seized
these threads and wove them into unity; it is to the greatness of Nägärjuna that he developed these more or less scattered ideas almost to
perfection in a thoroughly consistent manner.
Shünyavädins call themselves Mädhyamikas or the followers of the
Middle Path realized by Buddha during his Enlightenment, which Path,
avoiding the errors of existence and non-existence, affirmation and
negation, eternalism and nihilism, also at once transcends both the
extremes. It is a great irony of fate that the followers of such a path are
condemned by some as nihilists.
Unfortunately the word ‘Shünya* has been gravely misunderstood.
The literal meaning of the word which is negation or void has been the
cause of much misunderstanding. The word is used by the M ä
dhyamikas in a different philosophical sense. Ignoring the real philoso
phical meaning of the word ‘Shünya’ and taking it only in its literal
sense, many thinkers, eastern and western, ancient, medieval and modern
have unfortunately committed that horrible blunder which has led
them to thoroughly misunderstand Shünyaväda and to condemn it as a
hopeless scepticism and a self-condemned nihilism. Shünya, according
to the Mädhyamika, we emphatically maintain, does not mean a
‘nothing’ or an ‘empty void* or a ‘negative abyss*. Shünya essentially
means Indescribable (avächya or anabhiläpya) as it is beyond the
four categories of intellect (chatuskoti-vinirmukta). It is Reality
which ultimately transcends existence, non-existence, both and neither.
It is neither affirmation nor negation nor both nor neither. Empirically
it means Relativity (pratïtya-samutpâda) which is phenomena
(samsara); absolutely it means Reality (tattva) which is release from
plurality (nirvana). The world is Indescribable because it is neither
existent nor non-existent; the Absolute is Indescribable because it
is transcendental and no category of intellect can adequately describe it.
Everything is Shünya: appearances are Svabhâva-shünya or devoid of
ultimate reality and Reality is Prapancha-shunya or devoid of plurality.
Thus Shünya is used in a double sense. It means the relative as well as
the Absolute. It means Relativity as well as Reality. It means Samsara
as well as Nirvana. That which is phenomenal, that which is dependent
s h ü n y a v ä d a
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and conditional and therefore relative cannot he called ultimately real,
even as borrowed wealth cannot be called real capital. All appearances
(dharmas) being relative (pratîtyasamutpanna), have no real origination
(paramarthato'nutpanna) and are therefore devoid of ultimate reality
(svabhâva-shünya or nissvabhäva or anätman). But they are not abso
lutely unreal. They must belong to Reality. It is the Real itself which
appears. And this Real is the Absolute, the Non-dual Harmonious Whole
in which all plurality is merged (prapanchashûnya or nisprapancha or
advaya tattva). Shünya therefore does not mean ‘void’ ; it means, on the
other hand, ‘devoid*, so far as appearances are concerned ‘of ultimate
reality’, and so far as Reality is concerned, ‘of plurality*. It is clearly
wrong to translate the word ‘Shünya* as ‘nothing or void*; and even to
translate it as ‘Relativity* as Prof. Stcherbatsky has done, is but to
represent only one aspect of it.
Ashvaghosa said that Tathatä is neither Shunya nor Ashünya nor both
nor neither because it transcends all categories of the intellect. ‘All
things in the w orld from beg in n in g are neither m atter nor m in d (e m p i'

rical ego), nor consciousness (momentary and individual), nor non-being,
nor being; they are after all, inexplicable.*1 But this does not mean that
there is no reality because it is the Real itself which appears. ‘The divine
nature of the Absolute Reality is not unreal.* 2
The Shünyavädins take ‘existence’, ‘is’, ‘affirmation’, ‘being’ in the
sense of absolute existence or ultimate reality; it means Eternalism.
Those who maintain that the world exists are committing a great error
because when we penetrate deep we find that this entire world with all
its manifold phenomena is essentially relative and therefore ultimately
unreal. And those who advocate non-existence or non-being are also
committing a great error because they are denying even the pheno
menal reality of the world. They are condemned by the Shünyavädins
as nihilists (nästikas). Eternalism and Nihilism are both false. Intellect
which is essentially discursive, analytic and relational involves itself in
contradictions. All that can be grasped by it is essentially relative. It
gives us four categories— existence, non-existence, both and neither—
and involves itself in sixty-two antinomies.3 It cannot give us Reality.
Reality transcends all the categories and reconciles all the antinomies
of intellect. It is to be directly realized through spiritual experience. It
is the Non-dual Absolute in which all plurality is merged. We must rise
above the subject-object duality of the intellect and the plurality of
the phenomena.

1 T h e Awakening o f Faith in the Mahâyâna: Suzuki, p. i n - 1 2 .
p. 26. * Dîghaïukâya, 1, Saddharmapuo<^anka, p. 48.
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t h e Saddharma-pundarika-Sütra says: Not knowing that in the reign
of intellect, Relativity holds the sway, not knowing that everything
phenomenal is dependent, not knowing that ‘this being, that arises*
is the empirical law called Dependent Origination, people, like blindborn men, go on revolving in the wheel of Birth-and-Death that is
Samsara.1 He who knows that all empirical dharmas are Shünya or
devoid of self-reality, knows the supreme wisdom of the Buddhas.2 He
who knows that all worldly objects are like illusion and dreams, essence
less like a plantain trunk, only echoes of Reality, that there is neither
bondage nor release, that all dharmas are absolutely equal, that in fact
difference does not exist, knows the truth and attains to the immortal
blissful Nirvana.3
It is declared again and again in the Astasâsharikâ Prajnâpâramitâ
that no object of thought can resist ultimate scrutiny, that every pheno
menal object, when taken to be ultimately real, will be found self
contradictory or shünya ; the mere fact that it is an object of finite intellect
proves that it has only conditional relative existence. The five skandhas
are an illusion. There is no ‘person* that can be liberated nor is there
any doctrine by which he may be liberated; there is no ‘person* that
can be bound nor is there anything by which he may be bound. The
‘thinghood’ of a thing is an illusion. Nothing has an origination. There
is no element, no person, no dharma. Mahäyäna is a self-contradiction.
Nirvana is an illusion. Even if there is anything greater than Nirvana,
that too will be only an illusion.4 A Bodhisattva is a mere dream. Even
the Buddha is only a name. Even the Perfect Wisdom itself is a mere
name. Dreams, echoes, reflections, images, mirage, illusion, magic,
void— such are all objects of intellect.6 The Shatasâhasrikâ Prajnâ
pâramitâ also condemns all dharmas as illusory. They have neither
origination nor decay, they neither increase nor decrease, they are neither
suffering nor its cessation, they are neither affirmation nor negation,
neither eternal nor momentary, neither shünya nor ashünya.6 They are
mere names and forms. They are Maya. And Mäyä is declared to be an
inconsistent category which cannot resist dialectical scrutiny and which
is ultimately found to be neither existent nor non-existent.7 All pheno
mena are mere names; they are only a convention, a usage, a practical

1 Saddharmapunçlarïka. p. 139. 2 Ibid, p. 138. 3 Saddharmapundarika, p. 142-3.
‘ nirvanamapi mäyopamam svapnopamam. Astasâhasrika, p. 40. 5 Ibid, p. 25, 39,
196, 198, 200, 205, 279, 483, 484.
6 Shatasâhasrikâ, p. 119, 120, 185, 262.
7 namarüpameva mäyä mäyaiva nämarüpam Ibid, p. 898. tnäyäyäh padam na vidyate,
Ibid, p. 1209.
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compromise.1 The Lankävatära also condemns them to be like an illusion,
a dream, a mirage, a hare's horn, a barren woman's son, a magic city,
the double moon, a moving fire-brand presenting an appearance of a
circle, a hair seen floating in the atmosphere by defective vision, an
empty space, a sky-flower, a mere echo, a reflection, a painting, a puppet
like mechanism, which can be called neither existent nor non-existent.2
The Lalitavistara,3 the Samâdhirâja} and the Suvarnaprabhäsa5 also
join in such descriptions.
The Lankävatära tells us that intellect gives us discrimination (vikalpa)
and dualism (dvaita), not Reality. The entire phenomenal practices of
the world depend on the four categories of the intellect.6 Entangled in
these categories, people do not try to realize Reality through mystic vision.
Consciousness (jnäna) has got two aspects: the first is called intellect
(tarka) which proceeds with the subject-object duality; the second is
spiritual experience (prajna) which enables us to realize the Formless
and Unqualified Absolute.7 Those who are entangled in the meshes of
intellect are worse than dogs and they can never know the Real.8Just as
elephants are stuck in deep mud, so are these fools entangled in language,
in letters, words and names.® ‘Everything has a cause* and ‘nothing has a
cause' ; ‘everything is eternal' and ‘everything is momentary' ; everything
is unity’ and ‘everything is plurality'; ‘everything is expressible' and
‘everything is inexpressible'; ‘soul exists’ and ‘soul does not exist':
‘matter exists* and ‘matter does not exist* ; ‘the other world exists' and
‘the other world does not exist’ ; ‘there is liberation' and ‘there is no
liberation'— all this is gross and crude philosophy (lokäyata). In real
philosophy we have to transcend the categories of intellect.10
Thus it becomes clear that the change from Hïnayana to Mahäyäna
was a revolution from a radical pluralism (dharmaväda) to a radical
Absolutism (advayaväda), from dogmatism (dfstiväda) to criticism
(shQnyaväda), from the plurality of the momentary elements (dharma
väda) to the essential unity underlying them (dharmatavada), from the
unreality of an eternal substance (pudgala-nairätmya) to the unreality
of all elements (dharmanairätmya).

IV
s h ü n y a v ä d a
b e f o r e
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t h e m ig h t y s tr o k e s o f t h e d e s tr u c tiv e d ia le c tic o f

a n d h is c o m m e n ta to r

Chandrakirti

Nägärjuna

th e e n tir e s tr u c tu r e o f p h e n o m e n a l

1 yachcha prajnaptidharm am tasya notpädo na nirodho'nyatra samjfiâsamketamätrepa vyavah riyate, Ibid. p. 325. * Lankävatära, p. 22, 5 1,6 2 , 84, 85, 90, 95, 105.
* Set* page* 164, 165, and 169. 4 Set* page* 15 and 17. 4 See page* 19, 20, and 32.
* Châtuçkotikam cha Mah&mate! lokavyavahârab-— Lartkâvatàra, p. 88. 7 Ibid,
p. 130. * Ibid. p. 167. 9 Ibid, p. 1 13. 10 Ibid, p. 176, 177.
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objects crumbles down like a house of cards or a palace on sand. The
external objects and the individual subject, matter, motion, causality,
time, space, thinghood, qualities, relation, attributes, substance, soul,
God, religion, morality, the four Noble Truths, Nirvana and the Buddha
are all found to be hypostatised relations. But from the empirical view
point they are all quite real, though ultimately they are all merged in
the bosom of the Absolute.
In the very first stanza of his Mädhyamika-Kärikä, Nägärjuna gives
his famous eight ‘No’-es and in the next salutes Buddha, the perfectly
Enlightened and the greatest of all teachers, who has taught Pratîtyasamutpäda which, viewed from the absolute standpoint is blissful Nirvana
itself wherein all plurality is merged. From the absolute standpoint
there is neither destruction nor production, neither nihilism nor eternalism, neither unity nor plurality, neither coming in nor going out.1
Nagärjuna opens his w'ork by boldly proclaiming the doctrine of
No-origination. Never and nowhere can anything be produced. A thing
can originate neither out of itself nor out of a not-self nor out of both
nor out of neither.2 A thing cannot arise out of itself. If the effect is
already existent in its cause, it is already an existing fact requiring no
further production; if the effect does not exist in its cause, nothing can
produce it for nothing can produce a hare’s horn or a barren woman’s
son. And if a thing cannot arise out of itself, how can it arise out of a notself? Again, to say that a thing can arise out of both itself and not-self
is to maintain that light and darkness can remain together. And certainly
nothing can arise at random and uncaused. Chandrakîrti also gives
similar arguments.3
Nagärjuna then examines the four conditions (pratyaya) of the
Hïnayâna. A producing cause (hetu) is an impossibility because if a
cause has no essence it is like a hare’s horn, and how can a cause have
any essence when neither an existent thing nor a non-existent thing nor
a thing which is both, can be produced. So is the case with an object
(älambana). If in the beginning, a subject arises independently of an
object, how can that subject afterwards depend on its objective counter
part? Again, when things do not exist, how can they disappear? There
fore there can be no immediately preceding moment (samanantara).
Moreover, if an immediately preceding moment disappears, how can it
be a cause? If a seed is destroyed, then what is that which will be called
the cause of a sprout? Again, if things are relative they cannot have an
independent existence or ultimate reality. And a thing which is not
1 anirodham anutpâdam anuchchhedam ashäshvatam. anekärtham an&n&rtham
anâgamam anirgamam. yah pratîtyasamutpâdam prapaftchopashamam shivam.
deshayâmâsa Sambuddhas tarn vande vadatäm varam.— Mädhyamika Kârikâ, p. i i .
* na svato nàpi parato na dvâbhyâm nâpyahetutah. utpannâ jâtu vidyante bhâvàb
kvachana kechana. Ibid, I, i. 5 See his Madhyamakävatära as quoted in his M âdhyamikavrtti on pages 13, 36 and 38.
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real can be neither produced nor destroyed. So the decisive factor
(adhipati) or the formula ‘this being, that arises* (asmin sati idam bhavati)
becomes nonsense. Hence in none of these four pratyayas, neither
singly nor jointly, can wc find the so-called ‘effect*. And if it docs not
exist in them, how can it be produced out of them? If the effect pre
exists in the cause, then milk should be called curd and threads should
be called cloth. And if the effect does not pre-exist in the cause, then
curd should be produced out of water and cloth should be produced
out of reeds. In the former case, the effect is already an existent fact
and its repeated birth is nonsense; in the latter case, the effect is like
a hare’s horn and cannot be produced. So production in all cases is an
impossibility. Both cause and effect are relative and therefore causality
is only an appearance, not reality.1
Motion is impossible. We cannot travel a path which has already
been travelled, nor can we travel a path which is not yet travelled. And
a path which has neither been travelled nor yet to be travelled, is also
not being travelled. The mover does not move; the non-mover of course
does not move. What is that third, then, which is neither a mover nor
a non-mover, which can move? Hence motion, mover and destination
are all unreal. Similarly, the seer, the seen and the sight are also unreal.2
The five skandhas are also unreal. For example, matter (rüpa) does
not exist. If matter exists then it can have no cause because it is already
existent; and if it does not exist then too it can have no cause because
then it is a non-entity like a hare’s horn; and uncaused matter is
impossible. So matter is unreal. Similarly feeling (vedanä), conception
(samjnä), forces (samskära), and even individual consciousness (vijnâna)
are all unreal.3 The elements of earth, water, fire and air and space are
all unreal.4
We know only the attributes or qualities, we do not know the sub
stance or the thing. Without attributes we cannot know a substance and
without a substance attributes cannot exist. But attributes exist neither
in the substance nor outside it. Where, then, can they exist? Substance
and attributes are neither the same nor different. Both are therefore
relative and unreal. Moreover, production, continuance and destruction
can characterize a composite substance (sarhskrta) neither singly nor
jointly. Production is impossible because nothing can originate. And if
there is no production, how can there be continuance and destruction?
They are like an illusion, a dream, a magic city of the Gandharvas. And
when they are unreal, a composite substance is also unreal.5
The individual self is also unreal. It is neither identical with nor
different from the five skandhas. Buddha’s teaching is Dependent
Origination which is relativity. It is neither eternalism nor nihilism.
Therefore neither those who uphold the identity of the individual self
1 Ibid: I, 7-14.

* Ibid; II and III.

* Ibid, IV.
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4 Ibid, V .

8 Ibid, V II.

and the skandhas nor those who advocate their difference, know the
real teaching of the Buddha.1 If the Ego be the same as the skandhas,
then it too, like them, will be subject to birth and death; and if the Ego
be different from the skandhas, it cannot be known.2 When the *1 * and
the ‘mine* cease to function the entire structure of the universe—
subjective as well as objective— crumbles to the ground. The skandhas
no more operate. The cycle of birth and death comes to a stand-still.3
Buddha said that the universe is beginningless and endless. And it is
an accepted canon of logic, urges Nägärjuna, that if a thing does not
exist in the beginning and in the end, it cannot exist in the middle
also.4 Hence beginning, middle and end; birth, persistence and death
are all unreal. Not only the universe in beginningless but all objects of
intellect are equally beginningless and hence middleless and endless 6
Change too is impossible. If the changeless does not exist, then what
is it that changes? And if a thing is changeless, how can it change?
If Reality does not exist, then what is that which appears? And if it is
Reality, how can it be an appearance?6
The subject, the object and the subject-object relation are unreal.7
Action and its result are also unreal. If action really exists, it will be
eternal and actionless. Then all phenomenal practices will collapse.
Suffering, actions, bodies, doers, results are all unreal. They are like
an illusion, a magic city, a dream, a mirage.8 Time is also unreal because
past, present and future are all relative.®
Even the Buddha, the Tathägata is only an illusion. He is neither
identical with nor different from the skandhas. He is really Shünya.
We cannot say whether he exists or does not exist or does both or
neither, either after Nirvana or even during lifetime. He transcends all
categories of finite thought.10
Intellect gives rise to the famous fourteen antinomies which Buddha
answered by silence. We cannot say whether the world is finite (antavän)
or not or both or neither (1-4). We cannot say whether the world is
permanent (shäshvata) or not or both or neither (5-8). We cannot say
whether the Tathägata, after Nirvana is existent or not or both or
neither (9-12). We cannot say whether matter and mind are identical
or not (13-14). These antinomies, says Nägärjuna, are insoluble by
intellect. They are all relative and therefore mere appearances.11
The Four Noble Truths are also unreal. There is neither suffering
nor its cause nor its cessation nor the way towards its cessation. The
three Jewels are also unreal. There is neither the Order, nor the
Religion, nor the Buddha.12
* Ibid, X , 16. * Ibid, X V I I I , I. * Ibid, X V I I I , 4. 4 naivägram nävaram yasya tasya
madhyam kuto bhavet? Ibid, X I, 2. 5 Ibid, X I, 8. ®kasya syâdanyathàbhâvah svabhävashchenna vidyate, kasya syâdanyathàbhâvah svabhävo yadi vidyate? Ibid, X I I I , 4.
7 Ibid, X IV , 3. • Ibid, X V II , 33. 9 Ibid, X IX . 10 Ibid, X X II. 11 Ibid, X X V ,
21-23. 11 Ibid, X X IV .
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Nirvana itself is an illusion. Bondage and release are relative and
therefore unreal. Neither the forces nor the ego can be either bound or
liberated. Neither that which is the skandhas nor that which is not the
skandhas can be either bound or liberated. Neither that which is bound
nor that which is unbound nor that which is both nor that which is
neither can be either bound or liberated.1 He who thinks like this:
‘Transcending the five skandhas, I shall obtain liberation’, is still
entangled in the terrible clutches of the skandhas themselves.2 There
is no bondage and consequently no liberation. Both are relative and
hence unreal. When neither Samsara is destroyed nor Nirvana is
attained, why should Samsara and Nirvana be at all imagined.3
Again, Nirvana cannot be existence because then, like other existing
things, it will be subject to birth and death. And then it will have a cause
also and will be based on the Skandhas like all other Samskrta dharmas.
Nirvana cannot be non-existence too for then it will not be independent
as non-existence necessarily depends upon existence. Nirvana cannot
be both existence and non-existence together for the very conception
is absurd and self-contradictory. Existence and non-existence are
absolutely opposed like light and darkness. How can they exist simul
taneously in one place? Again, Nirvana cannot be neither existence nor
non-existence for then it will not be conceived at all. Hence if Nirväpa
is neither existence nor non-existence nor both nor neither, it is only
an appearance, not reality.4
Aryadeva, Chandraktrti and Shantideva also condemn all worldobjects to be mere illusions and appearances. But as their arguments
are essentially similar to those of Nâgârjuna, it is not desirable to repeat
them.
V
M AHÄYÄNA-SÜTRAS:

CONSTRUCTIVE

DIALECTIC

Shünyavädin is neither a thorough-going sceptic nor a cheap nihilist
who doubts and denies the existence of everything for its own sake or
who relishes in shouting that he does not exist. His object is simply to
show that all world-objects when taken to be ultimately real, will be
found self-contradictory and relative and hence mere appearances.
True, he indulges in condemning all phenomena to be like illusion,
dream, mirage, sky-flower, son of a barren woman, magic etc. etc.
which suggest that they are something absolutely unreal. But this is not
his real object. He indulges in such descriptions simply to emphasize the
ultimate unreality of all phenomena. He emphatically asserts again and
again that he is not a nihilist who advocates absolute negation, that he,
on the other hand, maintains the empirical reality of all phenomena.
the

1 Ibid, X V I, 4-8.

2 Ibid, X V I, 9.

* Ibid, X V I, 10.

8l

4 Ibid, X X V , 4-16.

He knows that absolute negation is impossible because it necessarily
presupposes affirmation. He only denies the ultimate reality of both
affirmation and negation. He condemns intellect from the ultimate
standpoint only for he knows that its authority is unquestionable in the
empirical world. He wants that we should rise above the categories and
the contradictions of the intellect and embrace Reality. He asserts that it
is the Real itself which appears. He maintains that Reality is immanent in
appearances and yet it transcends them all, that Reality is the Non-dual
Absolute, Blissful and beyond intellect, where all plurality is merged. This
is the constructive side of the dialectic in Shünyaväda which we propose
to consider now. Here intellect is transformed into Pure Experience.
The Saddharma-pundarika tells us that as long as we are entangled
in the categories of the intellect we are like blind-born men completely
in the dark; when we reach the limit where finite thought confesses its
weakness and points towards Reality our blindness is cured but our
vision is still blurred; it is only when we embrace Pure Knowledge of the
Buddha that we gain true vision. This is Reality which is Calm and
Deep and Pure Knowledge of the Buddha, which transcends intellect
and which is to be directly realized through pure knowledge. It is the
Most Excellent and the Final Enlightenment (uttama agra bodhi) by
which we become one with the Buddha.1
There are six Perfections (päramitäs)of which the last and the highest is
the Supreme or Perfect Knowledge (prajnä-paramitä). The Açtasâhasrikâ
Prajüä-päramitä declares it to be clear and transparent like the sky, to
be devoid of plurality, to be beyond finite thought, Indescribable,
Divine Mother, One with the Buddha just as moonlight is one with the
moon, terrible to the fools but most affectionate to the wise, the Seal
of the Law, the Light of Existence, the Trumpet of Religion, the
Vision of the Doctrine, the Body of Bliss, and the only Path towards
Liberation.2 It is Reality itself. It is Indescribable and Unthinkable in the
sense that intellect fails to describe it adequately. Here the cries of
intellect are satisfied and its contradictions reconciled.3 It is subtler than
the subtle, and profounder than the profound.4 Here all desires and all
doubts are set at rest.6 There are two standpoints— the empirical and
the absolute. The former deals with the categories of intellect (koti),
with name and form (näma-rupa), with dependence (nimitta), with
relativity (vikalpa or sanga), with practical compromises (näma-mätra),
with phenomena or appearances (vyavahara or samvrti) ; the latter trans
cends the former and deals with Perfect Knowledge (prajnä-parämitä)
which is Non-dual (advaya), Independent (animitta), Real (sära) and
Absolute (paramärtha).6 Ultimately it is the Real which appears. The

1 Saddharma-pundarika, p.

134, 29, 39, 116. 8 A s t a s â h a s r i k â P r a j ä ä - p ä r a m i t ä , pp. 1-3
and 529. • Ibid, pp. 52-53, 192. 4 Ibid, p. 38. 6 Ibid, p. 176. * Ibid, pp. 177,
191, 192, 274, 356 , 444 -
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Real is at once immanent and transcendent. The suchness of all dharmas
is the suchness of Reality. The phenomenal is the noumenal and the
noumenal is the phenomenal. Appearances are Reality. They are
grounded in the Real, the Bralunan which at once transcends the duality
of the relative and the absolute. They are not two reals set against each
other. They are not diverse, they do not form a duality,1 It is only from
the absolute standpoint that we realize the true nature of the world.
But the phenomenal is not to be utterly condemned; intellect need not
commit suicide because it is from the phenomenal that we can go to the
noumenal, it is from the lower that we can go to the higher. From the
empirical viewpoint, the Buddha, the Bodhisattvas, Religion, Morality,
Doctrine, Truth, Nirvana, nay all the dharmas do exist.2 We shall rise
to the Absolute, not by denying the relative, but by transcending it
with its own help. If a ship capsizes in the sea, those among the crew
who catch hold of some small canoe or a piece of wood or a log or even
a corpse will reach the shore. But those who will not are sure to be
drowned. Similarly those who will take the help of the True Doctrine,
of Rational Faith, of the Six Perfections, however phenomenal they
may ultimately be, will reach the Absolute, the safe, the immortal and
the blissful shore of Nirvana. But those who deny the phenomenal
will be surely drowned in it.3 Just as an old man too weak to stand
alone can be taken to the destination by his friends, similarly we who
cannot realize the Truth with the help of the intellect alone, may
be helped by our true friends, the Six Perfections.4 In an unbaked
earthen pot we cannot fetch water. If we do so we shall spoil both the
pot and the water. The pot will become a lump of mud and the water
will become muddy. In order to have clear water we shall have to use
a fully baked pot.6 T o transcend the phenomenal we shall have to take
the help of the fully mature phenomenal intellect itself. Those who
deny it will be themselves destroyed and will destroy others.6
The Lankävatära also declares Reality to be Spiritual Experience
which is beyond the categories of the intellect, beyond discrimination
(vikalpa) and dualism (dvaita), and which can be directly realized by the
Pure Knowledge of the Buddha. Buddhas become Enlightened by trans
cending the dualism of the intellect, by realizing the ultimate unreality
of all objects (dharma-nairätmya) and of empirical subjects (pudgalanairätmya), by removing the screen of suffering (kleshävarana) and of
ignorance in the form of objects covering the Real (jneyävarana). Reality
is Silence. From that night when Buddha became Enlightened up to that
night when he attained Nirvana, not a single word was uttered by him.
The teaching of Buddha is truly beyond language. He who teaches with
1 na Subhüte! Tathatâvinirmukto'nyah kashchid dharma upalabhyate. (p. 453) . . .
sarvadharmä nägachchhanti na gachchhanti na raivante na virajyante asaktäb
aangâsangavigatàh Brahmabhùtâh. (pp. 476-477).
2 Ibid, p. 23.
3 Ibid, p. 236.
4 Ibid, pp. 290-291, 396-397. 4 Ibid, pp. 287-288.
Ibid, p. 181.
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words merely babbles for Reality is beyond language and intellect.1 The
Buddha is beyond all plurality. And that which is beyond plurality is
Reality for it is beyond intellect.2A finger is needed to point at the moon,
but the finger itself should not be mistaken for the moon. Similarly the
Absolute is preached through the phenomenal, but the phenomenal
should not be mistaken for the Absolute.3 Ultimately even this distinction
is transcended. Appearances are Reality. Like Samsara and Nirvana, all
things are non-dual.4 Reality is not to be sought for apart from pheno
mena. Shünyaväda is not nihilism. True, the Astasähasrikä says that
even if the Buddha, the Perfectly Enlightened shouts at the top of his
voice for aeons and aeons innumerable like the sand-particles of the
Ganga that ‘a thing exists’, ‘a thing exists*, there certainly can be no
‘thing* that has had or has or will have an origination nor can there be
a ‘thing* that has had or has or will have a cessation.6 But this should
not be understood in the sense of utter negation. It only means, as the
Lahkävatära says,6 that all things are unoriginated and are indescribable
because they can be described neither as existent nor as non-existent
nor as both. They are merely relative and so ultimately unreal. ShGnya,
therefore, is not merely negative. It is far better to entertain, from the
empirical standpoint, an idea of Existence or Affirmation, as big in
magnitude as the Sumeru mountain, than to understand by ‘Shünyatä* a ‘mere nothing*. One who maintains in a self-contradictory
manner the existence of a ‘mere nothing’ is a self-condemned nihilist.7
O f the seven kinds of Shunyata, mere negation is the worst (sarvajaghanyä). The best is the Paramärthäryajnänamahä-shünyatä which
is the Absolute itself that can be realized by Pure Experience which
follows the knowledge that all things are essentially inexpressible
(sarvadharmanirabhiläpya-shünyatä).8 Existence and non-existence,
purity and impurity, etc. etc., says the Samädhiräja Sütra, are the
cries of intellect. The ‘Middle Path* avoids the errors of both these
extremes and at once transcends the extremes as well as the middle*.®
The practical way by which the intellect may be transformed into
Spiritual Experience is indicated by four Meditations (dhyäna), three
Samädhis, and ten stages of Bodhisattvahood. In the first Meditation,
there is the working of intellect (savitarka, savichära) and there is
pleasure (priti, sukha). In the second, intellect is in the process of giving
place to Vision (avitarka, avichära) and pleasure to higher happiness
(samadhijapriti-sukha, ätma-samprasäda). In the third, intellect ceases
(avicharä) and pleasure ends (nisprltika) and there is only higher happiness
1 avachanam Buddhavachanam . . . yok$arapatitam dharmam deshayati sa pralapati
nirakçaratvâd dharmasya. Lahkävatära pp. 142-143, 194. * yat sarvaprapanchätitam sa Tathägatah, Ibid, p. 190. 9 Ibid, pp. 223-224. 4 Ibid, p. 76. 4 A$ta$âhasrikä, p. 47. 4 buddhyâ vivichyarr.ânânâm svabhâvo nâvadhâryate. tasmâdanabhilapyâste ntbsvabhâvâshcha deshitâb, Lahkävatära p. 116 7 Ibid, p. 146. 8 Ibid,
p. 74.
9 tasmadubhe anta vivarjayitvâ madhye'pi sthânam na karoti p a n j a b i
Samädhiräja, p. 30.
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(sukhavihära). In the fourth, intellect becomes one with Experience;
pain and pleasure are transcended (aduhkhâsukha) and this yields a
sort of unique bliss (vihâra).1 In the first Samädhi (shönyatä-samädhi)
we know that the phenomenal is devoid of ultimate reality (svabhävashünya) and that Reality is' devoid of plurality (prapancha-shünya). In
the second (änimitta-samädhi) we know the real cause of everything, we
know that it is the Real itself which through Ignorance appears as the
world of plurality. In the third (apranihita-samâdhi) we directly embrace
Reality which transcends the categories of the intellect.2 In the first
Stage (pramudita) a Bodhisattva, realizing the inability of intellect,
begins, with great pleasure, his quest for true knowledge. In the second
(vimalä) he acquires the ten noble deeds. In the third (präbhäkari) he
knows the subject-object duality and the categories of intellect to be
unreal. In the fourth (archismati) all doubts and cries of intellect are set
at rest. In the fifth (sudurjayä) he understands the empirical and the
absolute points of view. In the sixth (abhimukhi) the Ego is conquered
and Dependent Origination is fully understood. In the seventh (dürangamä) fchünyatä in its double aspects is fully realized. In the eighth
(achalä) absolute non-duality of appearances and Reality is realized. In
the ninth (sâdhumati) constant contact with Reality is attained. And in
the tenth (dharma-meghä) he becomes one with the Real, the Absolute
and like an heir-apparent is consecrated with ‘Pure Knowledge*.3 He
then defers his Nirvana in order to liberate others. He carries the suffer
ing humanity in the Great Ship of the True Doctrine from the stormy
sea of birth-and-death to the eternal and blissful shore of Nirvana.4 He
makes the people burning with suffering cool by the showers of know
ledge.5 He blows the Trumpet of the True Law and the Conch of the
True Doctrine; he lights the Torch of the Divine Truth and rains the
showers of the Sacred Religion.6 If one does not understand the truth,
it is his fault, not the fault of the teacher, nor of the doctrine, just as if a
patient does not take the medicine, it is his fault, not the fault of the
doctor nor of the medicine.7
VI
SHÜNYAVÄDA:

CONSTRUCTIVE

DIALECTIC

defines Reality (tattva) as that which can only be directly
realized, that which is Calm and Blissful, that where all plurality is
merged, that where all cries of intellect are satisfied, that which is the
Non-dual Absolute.8 Buddha*s teaching relates to two aspects of

nägärjuna

1 Shatasâhasrikâ, p. 1443; Lalitavistara, pp. 129 and 34.3. * Shatasähasrika, pp.
1439-1440. * Dnshabhûmikasùtra, pp. 25-86. 4 Lalitavistara, p. 216. Râjtrapàlaparipprhchâ. p. 14. 5 Ibid, p. 45. ®Suvarmprabhäsa, p. 33. 7 Samâdhirija. p. 31.
6 aparapratyavnm shintam prapanchairaprapanchitam. nirvikalpam anânirtham état
tatevasy? Iuk$ai<am, MâJhyumika-Kârikâ, X V III, 9.
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Truth— the empirical and the absolute. The first is Samvrti or
Vyavahära; the second is Paramärtha. Those who do not know these
two standpoints cannot understand the teaching of the Buddha.1
Samvrti is a sort of covering. It hides the real truth. It is a workable
reality, a practical makeshift, a necessary compromise. In the end it is
no truth at all. But this can be realized from the absolute standpoint
only. Though this distinction is a distinction within and by finite
thought itself, yet it has got to be transcended. Intellect must be trans
formed into Spiritual Experience. But this distinction is quite valid in
the phenomenal sphere. The empirical cannot be condemned by its own
logic. A dreamer, while he is dreaming, cannot condemn his own dream.
Pure negation is an impossibility. It necessarily pre-supposes affirmation.
Even an illusion, a mirage, a dream, a reflection, as such exists. Appear
ances are not to be utterly condemned because it is only through the
low'er that we can go to the higher.
Nägärjuna explains the meaning of Shünyatä. It has a double
aspect. In the realm of the phenomenal it means Svabhâva-shünyatâ or
Nissvabhävatä. It means that appearances are devoid of ultimate reality
It is Pratitya-samutpada or Relativity. It means that everything that
can be grasped by the intellect is necessarily relative. It is the Madhyama-märga or the Middle Path between affirmation and negation—
a Path which ultimately transcends both.2 The twelve-linked Wheel of
Causation beginning with Ignorance and ending with Decay-and-Death
will go on revolving unless and until its root-cause, Ignorance, is des
troyed. And this can be destroyed by knowledge alone.3 This knowledge
is the knowledge of Reality. Shünyatä, in its second aspect, is therefore
Reality itself whçrein all plurality is merged, all categories of intellect
are transcended.4 Absolutely speaking, Reality is neither Shünya nor
Ashünya nor both nor neither. It is called Shünya only from the empiri
cal standpoint.6 In the phenomenal, Relativity reigns supreme. What is
not relative is for intellect as good as nothing. But it does not mean that
we should take Relativity itself as the final truth. T o do so is to refuse
to rise above the phenomenal. Relativity itself is relative. It is related
to the Absolute without which it loses all meaning. The Buddhas have
preached Shünyatä in order to enable us to rise above all the entangling
categories of the intellect. Those who take Shünyatä in the sense of
a category of intellect, in the sense of affirmation or negation or both
or neither are incorrigible and hopeless and are destined to doom.6
Chandrakïrti quotes Ratnaküta-Sütra to the effect: A doctor administers
1 dve satye samupâshricya Buddhànàm dharmadeshanä. lokasamvfti&atyancha satyaächa
paramârthatab- ye'nayor na vijânanti vibhâgam satyayor dvayoh. te tattvam na
vijânanti gambhîram Buddhashâsane. Ibid, X X IV , 8-9. ‘ yah pratityasam utpâdab
shûnyatâm tâm prachakçmahe. sà prajüaptir upâdâya pratipat saiva madhyam â, Ibid,
X X IV , 18.
4 Ibid, X X V I, i l . * Ibid, X V II I, 5. 6 Ibid, X X II, 11.
6 shûnyatâ

s a iv ttd i^ In âm proktâ nibsarap am Jinaib ycçâm tu sh ü n y a tâ d p tis tâ n a sâd h y ân
babhâçire, Ib id , X I I I , 8.
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a very strong purgative to a patient of constipation. Now, that purgative,
after throwing all impurities out of the abdomen, should itself also come
out. If that strong purgative does not itself come out but remains in the
abdomen, do you think, O Käshyapa, that that person is cured?1
Shünyatä, if wrongly understood in the sense of any category of intellect,
will surely sound the philosophical death-knell of the person who
misunderstands it, just as a snake, if carelessly caught, will bite the
person who catches it and will kill him by its poison or just as wrong
knowledge may create havoc or tantra, if wrongly practised, will destroy
the person who practises it.2 Knowing that Shünyatä cannot be easily
grasped, the Buddha just after his Enlightenment, became silent and
uninclined towards teaching.3 But if rightly understood Shünyatä itself
is Nirväna.
People, says Nägärjuna, not understanding the meaning of Shünya,
accuse us of nihilism. Taking Shünya in the sense of mere negation
they urge that we have negated all phenomena, that we have utterly
denied the Four Noble Truths, the Bondage and Liberation, the Order,
the Religion and even the Buddha, and that we have logically no room
even for practical compromises.4 We reply: These people do not under
stand even the meaning of Shünyatä much less its real significance.
Misunderstanding Shünyatä in the sense of mere negation, they
wrongly criticize it and charge us with defects which our doctrine does
not possess.5 Shünyatä is the negation of all views and is itself not a
view. It is the realization by thought, at a higher level of dialectical selfconsciousness, of its relative self-contradictory nature and of its inability
to reveal the Real and an attempt to rise above and merge in spiritual
experience.
If everything is Ashünya, then it must exist independently and must
be absolutely real. Then there should be no dependent origination and
hence no production, no destruction, no bondage, no liberation, no
Noble Truths, no Order, no Religion and no Buddha. Everything,
being real, should be eternal and motionless. Then there should be no
change, no motion, no world. Thus those who maintain the absolute
reality of world-objects undermine the distinction between the relative
and the absolute with the result that they lose even the phenomenal.
They deny Dependent Origination and by denying Relativity they
negate all phenomena and all worldly practices.6 On the other hand, if
everything is Shünya in the sense of absolute negation, then the world
cannot be called even an appearance. Verily the hare’s horn does not
even appear. Absolute negation is an impossibility. It must logically
pre-suppose affirmation. Again, if everything is Shünya in the sense of
1 MSdhyamikn-Vrtti, p. 248.
* Mädhyamika-Kärikä, X X IV , 11.
* Ibid, X X IV ,
12.
4 Ibid, X X IV , 1-6.
5 Ibid, X X IV , 7 and 13. 6 sarvasamvyavahàrânshcha
laukikän pratibädhase. vat pratïtvasamutpâdashùnyatâm pratibädhase, Ibid,
X X I V , 36.
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being relative then too there is no production, no destruction, no
bondage and no liberation.1 This view is also one-sided because Rela
tivity itself is relative; it is related to the Absolute without which it
becomes meaningless.
We, the Shünyavädins, take Shünyatä in its double aspect. We know
that phenomena are essentially relative and therefore ultimately unreal,
and we also know that Reality is the Non-dual Absolute where all
plurality is merged. Therefore we alone, and not our opponents, can
truly understand and explain the reality and the worth of all appearances
together with their intellectual, ethical and religious implications. It is
we, who know that Relativity reigns supreme in the phenomenal world,
who can realize the true significance of Dependent Origination and of
the four Noble Truths.2
In his Vigraha-Vyâvarttanï, Nägärjuna gives the anticipated objections
of the opponents against Shünyatä and then refutes all of them. The
arguments of the opponents are:
(i) Shünyatä which denies the existence of all dharmas is not
true:
(а) Because the arguments used for the existence of Shünyatä
are also unreal;
(б) And if they are not unreal, they undermine the Shünyavädin's premises for then he at least maintains the
reality of his arguments ;
(c) And Shünyaväda has no promana to establish itself.
Nägärjuna replies:
(i) Shünyatä which denies the ultimate reality of all dharmas is
true:
(a) Because the ultimate unreality of words and arguments
does not render Shünyatä unreal. By Shünyatä we do
not mean mere negation; by it we mean Dependent
Origination or Relativity.3
(b) Ourargumentsdonotundermineour premises. We do not
say: This particular argument of ours is true while all
others are false. We say: All arguments are ultimately
unreal.4 Absolutely speaking, we have no thesis to prove
and hence no words and no arguments. How can we
be charged with defects then? But from the empirical
standpoint we admit the reality of arguments because
the phenomenal cannot be condemned by its own logic.5
1 Ibid, X X V , I.
* Ibid, X X IV , 40.
3 Vij»rnhavyävarttani, Kärikä, 22, 67.
4 yadi hi vayam brürnah idam vachanam ashünyam shesäh sarvabhâvâh shünyâ
iti tato vai$amikatvani syat. na chaitadevam— Ibid, p. 12.
4 lbid, p. 14.
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(c) The validity of pramänas themselves cannot be estab
lished. A means of cognition (pramäna), like fire, cannot
prove itself. If fire can enkindle itself, it will also bum
itself. If fire can enkindle itself and other subjects, then
surely darkness too will cover itself and other objects.
A pramäna cannot be established by another pramäna
for it will lead to infinite regress. A pramâna cannot be
proved by an object of cognition (prameya). The opponent
admits that a prameya is to be proved by pramänas. If
he now admits that pramänas, in their turn, are to be
proved by prameyas, his argument amounts to this
laughable position: a father begets a son; now that son
in his turn, should beget his own father. And of course a
pramäna cannot be proved at random. The validity of
pramänas, therefore, can be established neither by them
selves nor by other pramänas nor by prameyas nor by
accident.1
Reality is above refutation and non-refutation. We do not negate
anything. There is nothing which can be negated. Even the charge that
the Shünyavädin negates everything is made by our opponent. We,
however, go beyond affirmation and negation.2
In his Ratnävali, Nägärjuna says that just as a learned grammarian
may teach even the alphabets, similarly Buddha taught according to the
capacity of his disciples. T o the ordinary people he taught affirmation so
that they may avoid all evil deeds. T o the médiocres he taught negation
so that they may realize the unreality of the ego. Both these are based on
duality. T o the best he taught the blissful ShGnya, the deeper truth,
terrible to the fools but kind to the wrise.4 Nägärjuna condemns nihilism
(nästikya) by saying that negation leads to hell; affirmation leads to
heaven; and non-dual truth which transcends affirmation and negation
leads to liberation.5 This Pure Knowledge where affirmation and nega
tion, good and evil, heaven and hell are merged, is called Liberation by
the wise.6 From the absolute standpoint we have no thesis, no morality,
no intellect, because they are all grounded in Pure Knowledge (bodhi),
the Reality. How can we be condemned as nihilists then?7 Negation is
possible only as a destruction or as an antithesis of affirmation. But when
there is no affirmation, how can there be any negation?8 Synthesis alone
is real. Both thesis and antithesis are appearances. The universe there
fore is neither real nor unreal, and hence only an appearance.9 Please ask
the Sänkhyas, the Vaishesikas, the Jainas, the Soul-upholders and the
Skandhavädins whether they declare the world as ‘neither existent nor
1 Ibid , K . 32-52. 2 Ibid, K . 64.
* Ratnävali, IV , 94.
I, 57.
6 Ibid, I, 45.
7 Ibid, I, 60. 8 Ibid, I, 72.
paramârthatab, Ibid, II, 4-5.
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* Ibid. IV , 95-96.
6 Ibid,
9 iti satyänrtätito loko'yam

non-existent.*1 The Real transcends all categories of intellect and the
phenomenal is the relative as it is ‘neither real nor unreal*— this is the
noble Present of our Religion, the Deep Truth, the Nectar of the
Teaching of the Buddha.2
What is called the phenomenal world or the cycle of birth-and-death
from the empirical standpoint, viewed through the glasses of Causation
and Relativity, that very world is called Nirvana or the Absolute, from
the ultimate standpoint, viewed without Causation and Relativity.3
Bondage, viewed sub specie aeternitatis, is Liberation. The Absolute is
its appearances. There is not the slightest difference between Samsara
and Nirvana.4 Those who want to bring the non-dual Buddha within
the four categories of the intellect cannot realize the Tathägata,
entangled as they are in the meshes of plurality.5 The essential nature
of all objects, like Nirvana, is beyond production and destruction.
When this truth is realized, the subject-object duality is transcended
and the cries of intellect are satisfied. Intellect is transformed into
realization. Philosophy is equated with silence.6 From the absolute
standpoint, to no person, at no place, no doctrine was ever taught
by the Buddha.7 He, out of compassion for all beings, descended
to the phenomenal level and preached the truth in order to enable us to
rise above all the categories of the intellect, to shake off all plurality
and to directly realize Reality.8 Reality cannot be realized by negating
appearances. We can rise to the higher only through the lower. We can
not give even an idea of the Absolute without the helpofthephenomenal.
And if we know nothing about the Absolute, how can we try to realize it?0
Thus it is that he who has realized the truth of Shünyatä, realizes the
meaning and significance of everything and can explain everything. On
the other hand he who has not realized the truth of Shünyatä, fails to
realize the meaning and significance of anything and can explain nothing.10
Aryadeva says that the world is like a moving fire-brand, a magical
creation, a dream, an illusion, a reflection, an echo, a mirage, a passing
cloud.11 But he also preserves the empirical reality of all phenomena.
Egoism, he says, is far better than nihilism. Our doctrine is not nihilism.
Nihilism trembles with fear even at the very name of our doctrine.12 It
is true Nairätmya as it transcends the empirical ego. It is terrible to the
false notions. It is non-dual and blissful. It can be realized only by the
Buddhas.13 However, it can be preached only from the phenomenal
Ibid, I, 61.
2 Ibid, I, 6 2 .
3 ya âjavaftjavlbhâva upâdâya pratîtya va. so'pratitySnupâdàya nirvânamupadishyate, M ädhyamika-Kärikä, X X V , 9. 4 Ibid, X X V ,
20. 6 Ibid, X X i l , 15. 6 Ibid X V II I, 7.
7 sarvopalambhopashamah prapanchopashamah shival). na kvachit kasyachit kashchid dharmo Buddhena deshitah, Ibid,
X X V , 24.
6 sarvadfçtiprahânâya yah aaddharmam adeshayat, Ibid, X X V II, 30.
9 vyavahàramanâshritya paramârtho na deshyate. paramârtham anägamya nirvânam
nädhigamyate, Ibid, X X IV , io. 10 sarvaheha yujyate tasya shünyatä yasya yujyate.
sarvam na yujyate tasya shünyam yasya na yujyate. Ibid, X X IV , 14; Vigrahavyâvarttanî, K . 71. 11 Chatuhshataka, Verse, 325.
19 Ibid, 287. 289. 19 Ibid, 288.
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standpoint. One can explain a thing to a Mlechchha only when one
speaks his language. Similarly one can explain Reality only when one
descends to the level of thought and language.1 Reality transcends
intellect and he who seeks to prove neither existence nor non-existence
nor both can never be refuted.2
Reality, according to Äryadeva is the Pure Self (chitta). In its real
nature, it is above discrimination, is absolutely pure, unoriginated,
uncontaminated, and self-luminous. On account of ignorance it appears
as intellect, even as a white marble appears as coloured on account of
a coloured object placed near it. The Jewel of Self appears to be fouled
with the mud of Ignorance. A wise person should at once busy himself
with clearing away this mud instead of increasing it.3 Ignorance (avidyä)
is error (bhränti). Just as when ‘shell’ is known the ‘shell-silver’ vanishes,
when ‘rope’ is known the ‘rope-snake’ vanishes, similarly when know
ledge dawns ienorance vanishes.4
Chandraklrti fully supports and explains Nägärjuna. The PrâsârigikaMädhyamika school of Buddhapälita which condemns logic is upheld
by Chandraklrti against the Svatantra-Madhyamika School of Bhävaviveka which wants to support Shünyaväda by independent reasoning.5
Chandrakirti says that for him who accepts the ultimate validity of
logic the Mädhyamika system is a hindrance rather than a help.6 Logic
has only a negative value for us. We only refute the theory of our oppo
nent without, however, accepting the converse view. Our words are not
policemen. They cannot arrest us. They simply enable us to express
something.7 Ultimately every argument is either unreal (asiddha) or
self-contradictory (viruddha). But then, urges the opponent, is not this
very argument, being an argument, ultimately unreal or self-contradic
tory? Chandrakirti replies: this objection is valid only against those who
give an independent status to reasoning. For us logic has only pheno
menal validity. We simply repudiate the arguments of our opponents.
We have no thesis of our own to prove. We are not positively proving
that every argument is either unreal or self-contradictory for the simple
reason that we cannot do so. We accept the empirical reality of logic,
but it is a reality which ultimately undermines itself. From the absolute
point of view Reality is silence. But we descend to the phenomenal and
point out to our opponent that his thesis cannot be supported even by
his own logic. We have no thesis of our own. We only demonstrate
negatively that every argument is ultimately unreal because selfcontradictory.8 Criticism of all views is itself not a view; rejection of all
theories is itself not a theory.
1 Ibid, 194. * sadasatsadasachcheti yasya pakço na vidyatc. upâlambhash chirenäpi
taaya vaktum na shakyate, Ibid, 400. 9 Chittavishuddhi-prakarana, 4 Ibid, 66-88.
5 M ädhy^m ika-Vftti, pp. 24-25.
a Ibid, p. 25.
7 Ibid, p. 24.
8 na vayam
svatantram anumânam prayufijmahe, parapratijfiâniçedhaphalatvâd asmad anumänânâm. Ibid, p. 34.
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The objection of our opponent is based on a confusion between the
two standpoints we have repeatedly advocated. From the absolute
standpoint we have no thesis to prove, no belief to uphold, no assertion
to maintain, simply because Reality is beyond all duality, beyond all
theses and anti-theses, beyond all belief and doubt, beyond all assertion
and denial. We do not maintain any belief for the simple reason that we
do not have any doubt. Belief and doubt are correlatives. One is the
thesis; the other is antithesis. One is impossible without the other. And
because we do not have any doubt, we cannot have any belief. What
should we then try to support by arguments? Why should we inquire
into the number, definition, and object of Pramanas? We transcend all
cries of finite thought.1 From the absolute standpoint we cannot say
whether we believe or do not believe in arguments. How can we utter
even a word? Ultimately silence is the highest philosophy. Reality cannot
tolerate any plurality or duality.2 When saints preach Reality, they do
not put forward their own arguments. They simply resort to intellect
as a practical necessity and make others understand by common argu
ments and methods that Reality is beyond all the categories of intellect.3
Chandrakirti vehemently criticizes the Svatantra-Vijnänaväda School
of Dihnaga. He says that the efforts of the Buddhist logicians to improve
on the Naiyâyikas are futile. Logic has, after all, only phenomenal
reality. If the cognition of objects depends upon the means of cognition
(pramana), then upon what do these pramanas themselves depend?
Nâgârjuna has made it clear in his Vigrahavyävarttanl that a pramâna can
be established neither by itself nor by any other pramana nor by prameya
nor at random.4
Dihnaga maintains that knowledge is the result of constructive thought
and pure sensation. Words are relational and so they can give us only
the universal (sämänya), not the Real which is a unique momentary
particular or a thing-in-itself (svalaksana) which can be realized
by self-consciousness (svasamvitti). It is the indescribable Real.
Chandrakirti points out that the Svalaksana cannot be self-conscious.
He quotes a passage from the Ratnachüda-pariprchchä to the effect that
consciousness cannot apprehend itself just as the edge of a sw'ord
cannot cut itself or the tip of a finger cannot touch itself.6 Both subject
and object are relative and therefore ultimately unreal. If fire can
enkindle itself it will equally burn itself. Again, the Svalaksana cannot be
called indescribable (avächya). It is not like our Shünya. For us Reality
is indescribable because no category of intellect can adequately describe
it. Intellect always proceeds with dichotomy and is forced to land in
antinomies. Ultimately both the thesis and the antithesis are unreal.
Dinnäga wants that both should be viewed as indescribable and this is
1 Ibid, pp. 53-57.
8 faram àrtho hyäryänäm tûçoïmbhâvah, Ibid, p. 57.
p. 57. 4 Ibid, p. 59. * Ibid, p. 62.
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impossible.1 Moreover, the Svalaksana cannot be regarded as an abso
lute reality because of the momentariness and the plurality of these
so-called reals. It is as relative as any universal. In fact, it involves a
double relation, that of sense and thought, and that of ‘in-itself’ and ‘not
in-itself’. A ‘thing-in-itself’ loses all meaning unless it is contrasted with
a thing which is ‘not in-itself'. Both Svalaksana and Sämänyalaksana
are correlatives. And what is relative is only an appearance, not Reality.2
Although Dinnäga apparently accepts the distinction between the
phenomenal and the absolute by admitting the absolute reality of the
Svalaksana, yet really he is undermining this distinction by his trans
cendental logic. His Svalaksana is not absolute but only relative and
hence Dinnäga does not have even the phenomenal reality because
without an Absolute, the phenomenal itself ceases to be phenomenal.
This distinction is fundamental and it must be maintained otherwise
we lose even the phenomenal.3
From the absolute standpoint we declare the phenomenal to be a
mere appearance but by doing so we do not undermine its empirical
reality. Even the Buddha has preached his doctrine from the pheno
menal point of view according to our common logic.4 Ultimately there
is neither Samsara nor Nirvana. When there is no Samsara how can it
be destroyed? The non-existent 'snake' wrongly superimposed on a
rope in darkness is not ‘destroyed' when in light we recognize the thing
to be only a rope.6 Shûnyatâ is taught to enable us to rise above all
categories. If someone wrongly understands Shûnyatâ in the sense of
a category his case is hopeless. If a seller says to a buyer: ‘I shall
sell nothing to you’, and that buyer replies: ‘Please sell to me this
“ nothing” ,’ how can that foolish buyer be convinced about that
‘nothing’?6
We are not nihilists, says Chandrakirti, because our doctrine trans
cends both affirmation and negation. We show the non-dual path which
leads to the blissful city of Nirvana. We do not deny empirical reality
to phenomena; we simply say that they are ultimately unreal.7 Suppose
a person has committed theft. Now a man, not knowing this, gives
evidence, simply prompted by the enemies of the thief, before a court
that that person is the thief. Another man who caught the thief flagrante
delicto also gives evidence to the same effect. The evidence in both
cases is the same. But the former man is a liar even though he has
unintentionally spoken the truth, while the latter man is truthful because
he knows and has intentionally told the truth. The difference between
the nihilist and the Mädhyamika is the difference between the former
and the latter.8 Moreover, the nihilist, in a self-contradictory manner,
1 Ibid, p. 64. * Ibid, pp. 66-88. 8 Ibid, pp. 67-69. 4 laukika eva darshane sthitvä
Buddhânàm bha?avatàm dharmadeshanà, Ibid, p. 75. 4 vastukachintäyäm tu
sariisära eva nästi. tat kuto'sya parikçayah pradipâvasthâyâm rajjùragaparikçavavat,
Ibid, p. 220. 6 Ibid, pp. 247-2.(8. 7 na vayam näatikäh, Ibid, p. 329. 8 Ibid, p. 368.
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denies everything, while the Mädhyamika admits the empirical reality
of everything.1 It is only from the absolute standpoint that he declares
the phenomenal to be unreal. Thus his doctrine transcends affirmation
as well as negation. Shünyatä, from this standpoint, because it is devoid
of all plurality, is Nirvana itself.2
Reality is non-dual, blissful, beyond plurality and finite thought.
It can only be directly realized. But it cannot be realized by denying
the phenomenal which must be accepted as a practical necessity. Just
as a person who desires to fetch water must have some vessel, similarly
he who wants to rise to Nirvana must accept the phenomenal as relatively
real.3 Ultimately there are no degrees of truth and Reality. But pheno
menally they exist. Chandrakirti compares phenomena to a staircase
in which each step is higher— through which we reach the Palace of
Reality.4
Samvrti is ‘covering’. It hides the real nature of all things. It also
means dependent origination (paraspara-sambhavana) or relativity. It
is a practical reality (sarhketa).6 It is ignorance (avidyä) or delusion
(moha) which covers Reality and gives a false view.6 The true aspect
is Reality; the false is appearance. A man of defective vision sees hair
floating in the atmosphere. But his experience cannot contradict the
true experience of persons of good vision who see no hair. Similarly
phenomenal intellect cannot contradict Pure Knowledge.7Theempirical
truth is only a means (upâya); the absolute truth is the end (upeya).8
Chandrakirti further distinguishes two aspects in the phenomenal
reality itself— that which is phenomenally true (tathyasamvrti) and that
which is phenomenally false (mithyasamvjti). When people with rightly
functioning sense-organs, recognize things as real, those things are
phenomenally true, and those things which are perceived when the
sense-organs are not properly functioning, e.g., things in a dream,
a mirage, hair in the atmosphere, double-moon etc., are phenomenally
false.® Thus Chandrakirti recognizes the Pratibhäsa and the Vyavahära
of Vedanta by splitting Samvrti into two. Ultimately however, every
thing phenomenal, because relative, is unreal. From this standpoint
Reality is equated with silence. But because the distinction between the
phenomenal and the absolute is itself not absolute, Reality from the
phenomenal standpoint is heard and preached.10
In the much-inspired verses of his Bodhicharyävatära, Shäntidevay
1 Ibid, p. 368. 2 shùnyataiva sarvaprapafichanivfttilak$aoatvàn nirvânam ityuchyate,
Ibid, P -3 5 1 .
* Ibid, p. 494. 4 Chatuhshataka-Vftti, p. 8. 4 samantâd varanam
aamvptib ajftânam hi sam vftir iti uchyate. parasparasambhavanam vft sam vftir
anyonyasamäshrayena.
athavâ sam vjtüi samketo lokavyavahirah, M . K . V ftti,
p.492. * Màdhyamakàvatàra as quoted in Bodhicharyâvatârapaftjikâ, 353. 7 Ibid ,
p. 369.
6 upâyabhûtam vyavahârasatyam upeyabhûtam paramftrthasatyam, Ib id ,
p. 372. 9 Ibid, p. 353. 10 anak$araaya dharmasya shm tib kâ deschanft cha kô?
shruyate deshyate châpi samäropäd anakçarah. Quoted in the M àdhyam ika-Vrtti,
p. 264.
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the last great philosopher of Shünyaväda, praises the Bodhi-chitta or
the True Self which is Pure Consciousness. He who wants to overcome
the manifold miseries of this world, who wants to remove the innu
merable sufferings of all beings, and who wants to enjoy immeasurable
happiness, should never cease to direct his thought towards Supreme
Enlightenment.1 The realization of the True Self which is Pure Know
ledge can at once turn an impure mortal into the Pure Buddha.2 We
should translate into practice what we read. Mere reading is insufficient.
A patient will not be cured if he does not take the medicine but simply
reads the prescription.3 When all other beings, like myself, like happiness
and hate fear and pain, then what is the difference between my ‘ego*
and their ‘ego* that I should protect myself and not others.4 We must
defer our Nirvana for the sake of the liberation of other beings. If we
are ready to sacrifice everything for the benefit of humanity, if we
earnestly work for the salvation of all beings, then oceans of bliss will
be for us which will far excel the so-called pleasure of selfish and
individual liberation.5
Truth has got two aspects— the conditional and the absolute. The
Absolute is the transcendent which is beyond finite intellect and the con
ditional is the finite intellect itself.6 The conditional is contradicted by
the absolute, but not vice versa. Even among the philosopher-saints
there are degrees. The higher subiate the lower. These degrees represent
different stages in the development from intellect to spiritual realization.7
We deny only the ultimate reality, not the relative existence, of
phenomena. But we do not stop here. Afterwards we transcend even
Relativity itself. By transcending Relativity we transcend intellect itself.
When there is neither affirmation nor negation, then intellect, finding
no categories for its support, merges in the Absolute.8 Buddha has
taught his doctrine to enable us to overcome all suffering and thus to
become real Bhiksus (bhinnaklesho bhiksuh) and obtain Nirvana. But
as long as the duality of the subject and the object is not transcended,
neither Bhiksutâ nor Nirvana can be realized.9 Ignorance is of two
kinds: Ignorance due to suffering (kleshävarana), and Ignorance in the
form of objects covering the Real (jneyävarana). Shünyatä is the anti
thesis of Ignorance of both kinds. It is Pure Knowledge. Why should
one fear Shünyatä which really removes all fears?10

1 Bodhicharyâvatâra, I, 8.
2 Ibid, I, xo.
* Ibid, V , 109.
* Ibid, V III, 95-96.
* Ibid, V I II, xo8.
4 buddheragocharas tattvam buddhih samvftiruchyate, Ibid,
IX , 2. 7 Ibid, IX , 3-4. 8 Ibid, IX , 33, 35. 9 Ibid, 45. 10 kleshajfteyâvrtitamahpraripak?o hi shûnyatfl. shonvata duhkhashamant tatah kim jayate bhavam? Ibid,
IX , 55-56.
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Chapter Seven
VIjftÄNAVÄDA

I
IN T R O D U C T IO N

UST as the followers of Shunyavâda were called Shünyavâdins and
were also known as the Mädhyamikas because they adhered to the
Middle Path, similarly the followers of Vijnänavadä were called
Vijnänavädins and were also known as the Yogächäras because they
emphasized the importance of Yoga for the realization of Pure Know
ledge (bodhi) in order to become Buddha by going through all the ten
stages (bhumi) of Bodhisattvahood.
It is generally believed that Asanga is the founder of this School.
MM . Pt. Hara Prasad Shastri has pointed out that Maitreyanätha, the
teacher of Asanga, and not Asanga, is the real founder of this School.1
But even Maitreyanätha cannot be taken as its founder because, as we
have seen, Vijnänaväda was already present in the Lahkävatarä and in
Ashvaghosa. Maitreyanätha is its first systematic expounder. His fame
was overshadowed by his able disciple Asanga. Vijnänaväda reached its
zenith in Asanga’s younger brother Vasubandhu who alone has the
signal honour of being called ‘the Second Buddha*.2
Asanga in his Mahäyänäbhidharmasanqiti-shästra gives the following
seven major features of Mahäyäna:3
(1) Mahäyäna is comprehensive.
(2) It shows universal love for all beings.
(3) It displays wide intellectual outlook by denying the ultimate
reality of the object as well as of the subject and by admitting
the reality of Consciousness only.
(4) Its ideal saint is the Bodhisattva who has wonderful spiritual
energy to work for the salvation of all beings.
(5) It maintains that Buddha, by his Excellent Skilfulness
(upäya-kaushalya) preached according to the grasp and dis
position of different people.
(6) Its final aim is Buddhahood which can be attained by
undergoing the ten stages of Bodhisattvahood.
(7) A Buddha can satisfy the spiritul needs of all beings.
1

I n d ia n H i s t o r i c a l Q u a r t e r l y I , 1925, pp. 465!.
3 B u d d h is t L o g i c , Vol.
* See O u t l i n e s o f M a h ä y ä n a B u d d h is m , Suzuki, pp. 62-65.

p. 32.
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I, Stcherbatsky,

Asahga in his Mahâyânasarhparigraha-Shâstra gives the following ten
essential features of the Yogächära School:1
(1) T h e Alayavijnana is immanent in all beings.

(2) There are three kinds of knowledge— illusory, relative and
absolute.
(3) The objective world and the subjective ego are only mani
festations of the Universal Consciousness (Alaya).
(4) Six Perfections are emphasized.
(5) In order to realize Buddhahood we have to pass through the
ten stages of Bodhisattvahood.
(6) Mahäyäna is far superior to Hînayâna which is individualis
tic, selfish and narrow, and which has misunderstood the
teaching of Buddha.
(7) The goal is to become one, through Bodhi, with the Dharmakäya or Buddha's Body of Pure Existence.
(8) The subject-object duality is to be transcended and unity
with Pure Consciousness is to be attained.
(9) From the ultimate standpoint there is absolutely no difference
between Samsara and Nirvana; and Nirvana is to be realized
here and now by embracing ‘Sameness' (samatva) and by
discarding ‘Plurality* (nânâtva).
(10) Reality is Dharmakaya or Buddha’s Body of Pure Existence
which is at once Pure Consciousness and which manifests
itself from the point of view of Samsara, as Nirmänakäya
or the Body of Becoming, and from the point of view of
Nirvana, as Sambhogakäya or the Body of Bliss.I

II
LA&KÄVATÄRASÜTRA
w e
have seen that Ashvaghoça identified Tathatä with Bodhi or
Älayavijnäna and the latter with Tathâgatagarbha. The Lankâvatara
also did the same.
The Lankâvatara declares that all dharmas, except Consciousness,
are unreal. Consciousness-only is the established truth preached by the
Buddha. All the three worlds (käma, rüpa and arupa, i.e. of Matter,
Form and No-form) are the result of discrimination (vikalpa) or
thought-relations. No external object exists in reality. All that is, is
Consciousness.2
Though sometimes the Lankâvatara appears to support the doctrine
of crude Subjectivism, yet really it is pregnant with deeper expressions

1 Ibid, pp. 65-74.

* Larikivatfra, pp. 186, 158.
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which forbid us to draw such a conclusion. The external world is the
creation, not of the individual consciousness or mind (manas, chitta or
vijnäna), but of the Absolute Consciousness (Alaya or Tathägatagarbha).
The confusion arises on account of the loose use of the words ‘Manas*,
‘Chitta’ and ‘Vijnäna* by the Lankävatära.
Consciousness is first divided into individual consciousness (pravrttivijnäna) and Absolute Consciousness (Alaya-vijnäna). The former is
further divided into seven vijnänas. The six vijnänas of theSarvästivädins
(chaksu, ghräna, shrotra, jivhä and käya-vijnänas representing the five
sense-cognitions and Manovijnäna or normal consciousness) are
recognized and a seventh Manovijnäna (klista-manovijnäna) represent
ing Continuous Consciousness is added to them. This is a sort of
intermediary between the sixth Manovijnäna and the Alaya. By the
first five vijnänas, an object is imagined or rather sensed; by vijnäna
(manovijnäna) it is thought; by Manas (klista-manovijnäna) it is
perceived; and at the background of these all is the ‘synthetic unity of
apperception* called Chitta (Alaya).1
It is generally believed that Älayavijnäna is an ever-changing stream
of consciousness. But in the Lankävatära it is said to be a permanent
immortal and never-changing store-house of Consciousness which underlies
the apparent subject-object duality. It is declared to be one which
transcends the subject-object duality (grähya-grähakavisamyukta),
which is beyond production, existence and destruction (utpäda-sthitibhangavarjya), and beyond all the plurality of imagination (vikalpaprapancha-rahita), and which is to be directly realized by Pure Know
ledge (niräbhäsa-prajnä-gochara).2 The force behind creation is the
beginningless tendency inspired by Ignorance in the Alaya to manifest
itself as subject and as object. The locus (äshraya) and the object (visaya)
of this tendency is the Alaya itself. Creation, therefore, is the result of
this beginningless tendency inspired by Ignorance which leads to
plurality (anädikäla-prapancha-dausthulyaväsanä).3 Individual Pravrttivijnänas are manifestation of the Alaya. They are neither identical
with nor different from the Alaya. Just as a lump of earth is neither
identical with nor different from the atoms of earth or a gold ornament
from gold. If they were identical with the Alaya then their cessation
would also mean the cessation of the Alava; and if they w'ere different
from the Alaya, then they would not arise out of it.4 Alaya is the
ocean; Pravrtti-vijnänas are the waves. Just as the waves stirred by
the wind dance on the ocean, similarly the manifold individual vijnänas
stirred by the wind of objects which are the creation of Ignorance,
dance on the Alaya.6 The waves are neither identical with nor different
from the ocean, similarly the seven Pravrtti-vijnänas arc neither identical
with nor different from the Absolute Chitta or the Alaya. The plurality

,

1 Ibid, p. 46.

* Ibid, pp. 42-43.

’ Ibid, p. 38.
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4 Ibid, p. 38.

5 Ibid, p. 46.

of the waves is the manifestation of the ocean; the manifold vijnänas
are the manifestation of the Älaya. Ultimately there is not the slightest
difference between the individual vijnänas and the Älaya. It is only by
the discursive intellect that the Älaya is compared to the ocean and the
vijnänas to the waves. Ultimately the Älaya is Indescribable and trans
cends all categories of the intellect.1
The Älaya is also called the Tathägata-garbha or the Womb of the
Tathägata, pregnant with all possibilities and throbbing with seeds of
all vijnänas. Noticing that the Älaya comes very near the Brahman or
the Ätman of the Upanisads, the Lankävatära itself takes pains to dis
tinguish it from the Ätman of the Non-Buddhists (Tirthika): Mahämati
asks Bhagavän—Tathägatagarbha is declared by you, O Lord, to be
intrinsically shining or self-luminous (prakrti-prabhäsvara), to be
absolutely pure (ädi-vishuddha), to be immanent in all beings (sarvasattva-dehäntar-gata), to be immortal (nitya) and permanent (dhruva)
and eternal (shäshvata) and blissful (shiva). Then how, 0 Lord, is it not
similar to the Ätman of the Non-Buddhists? . . . Bhagavän replied:
No, Mahämati, the Tathägatagarbha is not similar to the Ätman be
cause it transcends all categories of finite thought (nirvikalpa), because
it is neither affirmation nor negation nor both nor neither, and because
it is to be directly realized by Spiritual Experience (niräbhäsa-gochra);
while the Ätman leads to Eternalism because it clings to affirmation.12*
We may however remark that Bhagavän of the Lankävatära clearly
forgets or poses to forget that the Ätman of the IJpanisads from which
is derived the Tathägatagarbha is also Nirvikalpa and Niräbhäsaprajnägochara.
Ill
ASAtiGA
IN his Mahäyäna~Süträlankära-Shästrayz Asanga clearly declares that
Mahäyäna cannot be realized by relational intellect. Intellect (tarka)
is based on Religious Texts (ägama-nishrita). It is only provisional, not
final, because what is held true today may be found untrue tomorrow
and what is held true by some may be found untrue by others (niyata).
It is partial, not all-pervasive or omniscient, because it cannot know
everything (avyäpi). It is phenomenal, not real (sämvrta). It leads to
dissatisfaction, woeful discussions, insoluble antinomies and misery—
‘Knowledge increaseth sorrow’ (khedavän). Only unwise persons cling
to it (bäläshraya). It cannot give us Reality.4
1 Ibid, pp. 47-48. * Ibid, pp. 77-79. 8 Prof. H. U i and Prof. Winternitz suggest that
this Shistra in all probability, is the work o f Maitrcyanâtha. Prof. U i also suggests
that the commentary is written by Vasubandhu. Prof. S . L evi regards the
Kâriksâ and the Com m entary as the work o f Asanga. W e agree with Prof. Levi.
4 Mahâyânasütrâlankâra, I, 12.
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Asanga tries to prove that every phenomenal thing, being relative, is
momentary. Everything which arises out of causes and conditions is
necessarily momentary. If it is not momentary then it will not come into
existence at all. The preceding moment is the cause of the succeeding
moment. If a thing were permanent, then how could it afterwards cease
to exist? The scriptures also tell that the Yogis realize that Sarhskäras
come into existence and cease every moment. Again, if a thing w'hich is
produced, afterwards becomes permanent, then does it become so by
itself or by any other cause? It cannot become permanent by itself
because afterwards it ceases to exist. And if it is not permanent by itself,
how can it be made permanent by anything else? Change is the law of
this universe. External objects do not exist outside of thought. The
empirical ego is also unreal. The water of a river is always flowing. Fresh
waters are coming in every moment. In a lamp one flame is continually
succeeding another. There is nothing in the world w'hich is not momen
tary.1
It is important to remember that it is only the phenomenal which is
declared to be momentary by Asanga and Vasubandhu.Momentariness
does not even touch Reality which is above all categories.
The Vijnänavädins deny the ultimate reality of the empirical self or
the ego. All miseries and sufferings come out of the false notion of the
T and the ‘Mine*. When the self does not exist really, how can it be
taken as a seer or a knower or a doer or an cnjoyer? When Buddha
preached the existence of the self it was only to attract the simpleminded and to encourage them to perform good deeds and to refrain
from evil ones. In reality there is no ego. If an ego really existed, then
there would be either liberation without any effort or no liberation at all.
The notion of the ego is due to beginningless Ignorance w'hich must be
overcome.2
It is important to remember that it is only the empirical self or the
ego which is declared to be unreal by Asanga and Vasubandhu. Pure
Consciousness or the Universal Self is not only admitted but is declared
to be the only Reality. By its very nature it is Self-luminous; all impuri
ties are adventitious.3
The Real, says Asanga, is essentially Non-dual. It is neither existence
nor non-existence, neither affirmation nor negation, neither identity
nor difference, neither one nor many, neither increasing nor decreasing,
neither pure nor impure, neither production nor destruction. It is beyond
Ignorance and beyond intellect.4
The ego is neither real nor unreal nor both real and unreal. It is
only an illusion (bhrama). Liberation, therefore, is only the destruc1 Mahâyânasütrâlankâra, pp. 149-154.
* Ibid, 154-159.
9 mataficha chittam
prakrtiprabhasvaram sndâ tadâgantukado$adü?itam, Ibid, X III, 19. 4 Ibid, V I , 1.
Also s c I X , 2a, 24. 26.
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tion of illusion or ignorance.1 How unfortunate it is that people
directly perceiving the truth of Dependent Origination forget it and
take recourse to a so-called independent ego! How deep-rooted is this
Ignorance which makes a complete fool of a man and tosses him like
a shuttlecock from affirmation to negation and from negation to affirma
tion ! What sort of Ignorance is this which obscures the truth and makes
a man fall upon either existence or non-existence?2 Truly speaking, there
is absolutely no difference between Bondage and Liberation. Still, from
the phenomenal point of view, we say that by good deeds and true
knowledge, the cycle of birth and death is stopped and liberation is
achieved.3 A Bodhisattva first realizes that external objects are only
imaginary and that mind alone exists. Then he realizes that individual
mind too is as much an imagination as any external object. Thus
shaking off all duality, he directly perceives the Absolute which is the
unity underlying phenomena (dharmadhâtu).4
The Supreme Reality wherein all categories merge removes all the
defects of the intellect just as a strong medicine removes the effect of
poison.5 By becoming one with the Reality, a Bodhisattva realizes the
Last Meditation (chaturtha-dhyâna; like turîya) and ever dwells in the
Blissful Brahman.6 He becomes fully qualified to work for the real
emancipation of humanity just as a bird, when it has developed full
wings, becomes able to soar high.7
When a vessel containing water is broken, reflection of the moon is
not visible in it. Similarly in impure persons the reflection of the Buddha
is not visible.8 But knowing the ultimate unreality of the ego and of the
dharmas and realizing that Reality is essentially non-dual, a wise man
will embrace it recognizing it to be Pure Consciousness. After that even
this recognition will be transcended and that indescribable state is called
Liberation where all the cries of intellect are satisfied and all its cate
gories are merged.9 Buddha has never taught the Doctrine by speech
because it is to be directly realized by Pure Consciousness.10 Every phe
nomenon is merged in the harmonious bosom of Reality. ‘No appearance
is so low that the Absolute does not embrace it’.11 Knowing this world
to be merely a composite of Forces (samskäras), knowing that the ego
and the objects do not exist, and knowing further that all this is merely
suffering, a wise man will leave far behind the baneful existence of the
empirical ego and will embrace the Universal Soul (mahätman).12
Setting on the right path, understanding the true doctrine of Nairätmya,
and clearly grasping the real meaning of Shönyatä, the Enlightened
1 tatashcha mok$o bhramamâtrasarik$avah, Ibid, V I, 2. 8 Ibid, V I, 4. 9 na chäntaram
kiftchana vidyate'nayoh sadarthavrtyâ shamajanmanoriha, Ibid, VI, 5. * Ibid, V I, 7.
* Ibid, V I, 9. * brâhmair vihârair viharatyudâraih, Ibid, V II, 3. 7 Ibid, V II, 8.
• Ibid, IX , 16.
• Ibid, X I, 47.
10 Ibid, X II, 2.
11 Dharmadhätur vinirmukto
yasmäd dharmo na vidvate, Ibid, X III 12.
** vihâya yo'narthamayätmadr$tim
mahätmadf?tim shrayate mahärthäm, Ibid, X IV , 37.
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Ones transcend the individual existence and realize the Pure Soul
(shuddhätman) and thus become one with that Universal Soul.1 This
is the Pure Existence of the Buddha and is called the Highest Soul
(paramätman).2 Rivers after rivers pour themselves into the Ocean, but
the Ocean is neither satisfied nor does it increase ; Buddhas after Buddhas
pour themselves into Reality, but the Absolute is neither satisfied nor
does it increase. How wonderful it is!3 Different rivers with different
waters flowing through different places are called only ‘rivers*; when
they merge in the ocean, they become one with it. No more are they
called ‘rivers*; they are ‘the ocean*. Similarly, different persons holding
different views are called ‘finite intellects*. But when they merge in the
Buddha, the Absolute, they become one with it; they are the Absolute.4
The Yogächäras stress the importance of different Vihäras and Bhümis
which purify a Bodhisattva just as fire purifies goLd5 and by which
discursive intellect is transformed into Spiritual Experience.
IV
V A S U B A N D H U : A B S O L U T I S M OF P U R E C O N S C I O U S N E S S

formerly belonged to the Sauträntika School though
he wrote his Kosha following the Käshmira-Vaibhäsika branch of
the Sarvästiväda School of Hinayäna.6 He was later on converted to
Vijnanaväda by his elder brother Asanga. Even in his earlier work, the
Abhidharmakosha, the influence of Mahäyäna is visible. Here the word
‘Abhidharma* is identified with Pure Knowledge together with its means.
It is declared that the phenomenal is like ‘water in a jar’, while the
Absolute is like the vast ocean.7 The intellect is transcended in the last
Meditation in which the meditator becomes one with the Real.8 This
Pure Knowledge is called Shrämanya as well as Brähmanya.®
In his Vijnapti-Mâtratâ-Siddhi: Vimshatikâ, with his own com
mentary on it, Vasubandhu proves that Reality is Pure Consciousness
and that external objects do not exist outside of thought, by refuting
the objections of the opponents. And in his Vijnapti-Mätratä-Siddhi:
Trimshikäy Vasubandhu develops his theory to fullness.
In Mahäyäna, the Vimshatikâ tells us, all the three worlds do not
exist outside of thought. Mind, thought, consciousness, knowledge are
synonyms.10 External objects depend on thought like the hair seen
VASUBANDHU

Buddhäb shuddhätmaläbhatväd gatä ätmamahätmatäm, Ibid, IX , 23.
1 anena
B u d dh in im anäsrave dhàtau paramàtmà vyavasthâpyate, Ibid, pp. 37*38. T h e
Mahâparinirvânasûtra o f the Sanskrit Canon identifies the Mahätman with the
Tathâgatagarbha just as the Lankâvatâra identifies the Alaya with the Tath&gata*
Î arbha. See Systems o f Buddhistic Thought: Yamakami Sogen, p. 25. * Ibid, IX , 55.
Ibid, IX , 82*85.
* Bodhisattvabhümi, given as an Appendix to the Dashabhûmika-Sûtra edited by Rahder, p. 10.
* Kâshmîra-Vibhâ$ikanîtisiddhah präyo
mayâ'yam kathito'bhidharmah, Abhidharmakosha, V I I I , 40.
7 Ibid, V I, 4.
1 mahibrahmatvam tatphalam, Ibid, V I I I , 23. * shrämapyam amalo märgah, Ibid,
V I, 51 and brâhmaçyameva tat, Ibid, V I, 54.
10 Vimshatikà-Vrtti on K ir ik i, 1.
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floating in the atmosphere or like the perception of the double-moon.1
T h e opponent urges that if external objects do not exist then we cannot
account for their spatial determination (desha-niyama), their temporal
determination (kâla-niyama), the indétermination of the perceiving
stream of consciousness (santananiyama) and the fruitful activity which
follows their knowledge (krtya-kriyä).2 If representations arise without
there being any external sense-objects, then how is it that an object is
seen in a particular place and a particular time? And how is it that all
persons, and not one person only, present at that particular place and
time perceive that particular object? And how is it that fruitful activity
is possible? If things like food, water, cloth, poison, weapons etc. seen
in a dream are purely imaginary and devoid of activity, it does not mean
that real food and real water also cannot satisfy hunger and thirst.
External objects therefore must exist.3
Vasubandhu replies: These four things mentioned by the opponent
do not justify independent existence of external objects because they
are found even in dreams and in hell where there are no external objects.
Even in a dream things like a city, a garden, a woman, a man etc. are
seen in a particular place and at a particular time and not in all places
and at all times. Fruitful activity too results from unreal dream-objects,
for the roaring of a dream-tiger causes real fear and disturbs sleep and
an erotic dream is followed by consequences which are physically real.
Again, all those persons, and not one of them only, who, on account of
their bad deeds, go to hell, see the same river of pus etc. Thus there is
indétermination of the stream of consciousness. So in dreams and in hell
all these four things are present though there are no external objects. The
infernal guards cannot be real because they themselves do not suffer
the agony of hell. The opponent admits that infernal guards are produced
by the force of the deeds of those persons who go to hell. But the force
or the impression (väsanä) of the deed is in consciousness, while its
result is wrongly imagined by the opponent to be outside consciousness.
How can it be possible? The impression as well as the result of the deed
must be in consciousness itself. Hence consciousness is the only reality.4
Consciousness manifests itself into subject as well as into object. It
arises out of its own seed and then it manifests itself as an external object.
Therefore Buddha said that there are two bases of cognition— internal
and external. By knowing this, one realizes that there is no personal ego
and that there are no external objects, as both are only manifestations
of consciousness.5
T he Indescribable Pure Consciousness which is to be directly
realized by the Buddhas can never be denied. It cannot be conceived by
1 Vimshatikâ, K . i. * radi vijnaptir anarthä niyamo deshakälayofr. santänasyaniyamaaheha yuktâ kftyakriyä na cha, Ibid. K . 2. 9 Vim shatikî-Vrtti on K . 2.
4 Vimshntikâ, K . 6-7. * Ibid, K . 9-10.
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intellect. The idea of Pure Consciousnessas conceived by finite thought
with the help of its category of ‘existence1 is also unreal. For, if it were
real, the conceptions of intellect would be real and this would undermine
the doctrine that Pure Consciousness alone exists. Pure Consciousness
cannot be grasped by intellect as an object. But this does not mean that
Pure Consciousness in itself does not exist. It can be directly realized
by Spiritual Experience which transcends the subject-object duality.1
Vasubandhu refutes other arguments of the opponent. Perception,
he says, cannot guarantee the existence of external objects because the
awareness is the same even in dreams and in the perception of the
double-moon. Memory too does not imply the perception of an external
object but only its consciousness. The opponent urges that if there is no
difference between dreaming and waking states then we should know
even when we are fully awake that external objects do not exist in the
manner in which we know that the dream-objects are unreal. T o this
objection Vasubandhu’s answer is that before we are fully awake we
cannot know that dream-objects are unreal. Things seen in a dream are
as real to the dreamer as any object is to us. It is only when we are
awake that we realize the unreality of dream-objects. Similarly, the
worldly people are slumbering in ignorance. They do not realize, as
long as they are under the infatuation of ignorance, that this world does
not really exist. It is only when true knowledge dawns that the fact that
Reality is Pure Consciousness can be realized.2 Intellect inevitably
involves itself in dualism. And unless the subject-object duality is
transcended, we cannot realize Reality.3 Vasubandhu concludes his
Vimshatikâ by pointing out that he has, according to the best of his
ability, proved that Reality is Pure Consciousness. But as this Reality
is beyond discursive intellect it cannot be fully grasped by it. It can be
only realized by transcending the subject-object duality, by going
beyond all the categories of intellect and by embracing Pure Conscious
ness, in short, by becoming a Buddha.4V
V
TH E ABSO LU TE

AND

ITS

APPEARANCES

in his Commentary on the Trimshikä tells us that the aim
of Vasubandhu in writing this treatise is to show the real meaning of
the ultimate unreality of the subject (pudgala-nairätmya) and of the
object (dharma-nairätmya). There are two kinds of Ignorance. The first

STHIRAMATI

1 yo bâlair dharmânâm svabhävo grâhya-grâhakâdih parikalpitas tena kalpit^na âtm&na
te$âm nairâtmyam na tvanabhilapyena âtmanâ yo Buddhânâm viçaya iti, VimshatikâV ftti on K . to.
* svapne drgviçayàbhâvam nâprabuddho'vagachchhati, Vimshatikâ,
K . 17. 9 Ibid on K . 21. 4 Vijàaptimâtratâsiddhih svashaktiaadrshi mayâ. kfteyam
sarvathâ sa tu na chintyà Buddhagocharah, Ibid, K . 22.
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is Kleshävarana, which leads to all sorts of suffering and is due to the
false notion of the reality of the individual subject. The second is
Jneyâvarana which screens the real nature of the objects and is due to
the false notion of the reality of external objects. T o destroy these two
kinds of Ignorance is the aim of Trimshikä. Some philosophers main
tain that even external objects, like consciousness, are absolutely real;
while others declare that even consciousness, like external objects, is
only relative and therefore unreal. To demolish these two extreme views
(ekäntavada) is also the aim of this treatise.
Some scholars maintain that Shünyaväda declares even consciousness
to be unreal. But in the last chapter we have shown that this is not the
case. It is very important to remember that it is only the individual
subject which is declared to be unreal by Shünyaväda. Vijnänaväda also
agrees here. Shünyaväda criticizes self-consciousness if it means con
sciousness of consciousness. Fire cannot burn itself. The edge of a sword
cannot cut itself. The tip of a finger cannot touch itself. Consciousness
of consciousness leads to infinite regress. But Shünyaväda maintains
the reality of Pure Consciousness. Nägärjuna himself identifies his
Pranpancha-Shünya Tattva with Bodhi or Prajnä. If the Bodhi of
Nägärjuna, the Chitta of Aryadeva and the Bodhi-Chitta of Shäntideva
are not Pure Consciousness or the Self-luminous Self which is the
Absolute, what else can they be?
Reality, says the Trimshikä, is Pure Consciousness. This Reality
(Vijnaptimätra) on account of its inherent power (shakti) suffers threefold
modification. First of all it manifests itself as Älayavijnäna or Vipäka
which is a Store-house Consciousness where the seeds of all phenomena
are present. Then this Universal Consciousness further manifests itself
in two forms. Firstly it takes the form of an individual subject or ego
(manana or klista manovijnäna), and secondly it manifests itself in the
form of the various mental states and of the so-called external objects
(visaya-vijnapti). Behind these three modifications is the permanent
background of eternal and unchanging Pure Consciousness (Vijnäna
or Vijnaptimätra).1
It is important to note the difference between the Alaya of the
Laiikävatära and the Alaya of Vasubandhu. The Älayavijnäna of the
Lankavatara which is identified with Tathägatagarbha or the Pure
Chitta is identical with the Vijnaptimätra of Vasubandhu. Both are
Pure Consciousness which is the permanent background of all pheno
mena, subjective as well as objective, and which ultimately transcends
the subject-object duality. The Älayavijnäna of Vasubandhu is only
a phenomenal manifestation of this Pure Consciousness. It contains the
seeds of all phenomena, subjective as well as objective (Sarva-bïjakam,
1 itmadharmopachâro hi vividho yah pravartate. vijfiânaparinàme'sau parinâmah sa
cha tridhâ. \ipäko mananàkhyashcha vijnaptir viçayasya cha, Trimshikä, K . i-a
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Kârikâ 2). It is a continually changing stream of consciousness like a
stream of water (vartate srotasaughavat, K. 4). When Buddhahood is
realized, its flow at once comes to an end (tasya vyavrtirarhatve, K. 5).
The individual self (klista manovijnâna) depends on the Alava and is
accompanied by four kinds of suffering— self-notion, self-delusion,
self-pride and self-love.1 It ceases to function when the false notion of
the ego is destroyed and when the categories of intellect are transcended.2
The third modification, the form of the objects, the mental states
(manovijnâna) and the so-called external objects (visaya-vijnâna),
which appears as the six Yijnänas (sadvidha) is of two kinds— pure
(kushala) and impure (akushala) and is accompanied by various suffer
ings (klesha) and sub-sufferings (upaklesha).3 These Yijnänas stand in
the same relation to the Alava as waves stand to water (tararigânâm
yathä jale, K. 15).
Thus we see that the subject as well as the object are only modifica
tions of the Alaya w’hich itself is only a modification of Pure Conscious
ness. Hence it is established that Pure Consciousness is the only Reality.4
YI
TRISVABHÄVA

Paramärtha of Shunyaväda is also called Parinispanna by
Vijnänaväda, and the Samvrti of Shünyaväda is further divided into
Paratantra and Parikalpita by Vijnänaväda. The former is the relative
while the latter is the imaginary. The Lankävatära says that the Parikal
pita is the purely imaginary like a hare’s horn or a barren woman’s child
or a sky-flower or a dream or a mirage or the perception of double
moon etc. ; the Paratantra is the relative which depends on causes and
conditions, which is based on discursive intellect, and which comes
under the realm of the phenomenal ; the Parinispanna is the Paramärtha,
the absolutely real which is based on spiritual experience which trans
cends the subject-object duality of the intellect and the plurality of
the phenomena, and which is variously called as Tathatä or Tathägatagarbha or Älayavijnäna or Aryajnäna or Samyagjnäna or PrajnäA
Maitreyanätha also says that the Parikalpita is the purely imaginary
or absolutely unreal (atyanta-shunya); the Paratantra is the relative
based on intellect (laukikagochara) ; and the Parinispanna is the abso
lutely real based on direct realization (avikalpa-jnäna-gochara).6 Asanga
says that the imaginary is a mere name (näma or jalpa); the relative is
also like an error (bhränti); it is an appearance (tasmin na tadbhävah),
t is conditional or phenomenal (samvrti), it is infected with
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1 Ibid, K . 6. 1 Ibid, K . 7. 5 Ibid, K . 8-9. 4 Ibid, K . 17.
67, 68, 222, 229. • Madhyântavibhâga, p. 19.
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* Lankävatära, pp. 56,

the subject-object duality of the intellect (grähyagrähaka-laksana).
Both the imaginary and the relative are indescribable because they can
be described neither as existent nor as non-existent. They are not
existent because they do not exist in fact; they are not non-existent
because they exist as an illusion or as an appearance. The Absolute,
which also is indescribable, being beyond intellect, is the only reality.1
Vasubandhu also observes that the imaginary is purely imagined by the
intellect; the relative arises out of causes and conditions; and the
absolute exists independently in itself and by itself.2 A ll these three
aspects are Nissvabhäva in three different senses. The imaginary is
devoid of existence (nissvabhäva) because it is absolutely unreal (though
it exists as a name or as an illusion) ; the relative is devoid of independent
existence (nissvabhäva) because it does not ultimately exist (though it
exists as an appearance);the absolute is devoid of thought-constructions
(nissvabhäva) because it cannot be grasped by any category of the
intellect (though it exists independently and by itself and can be directly
realized through spiritual experience.®)
V II

ABHÜTAPARIKALPA
Vijnänavädin also, like the Shünyavädin, warns us against a nihilis
tic misconception of shünyatä. Shünyatä is not absolute negation, but
negation of something in something. The superimposed alone can be
negated. That which is negated is unreal; but that which is the supporting ground of superimposition is real. Pure Consciousness, as the
transcendental background of all phenomena, is the only Reality; the
superimposed phenomena are all unreal. The only difference between
the Vijnänavädin and the Shünyavädin here is one of degree. The former
has given a clear and a detailed account of that which the latter has
allowed to remain more or less implicit. Herein lies one of the chief
merits of Vijnänaväda inasmuch as it has cleared the misunderstandings
and has left no scope for possible misconceptions about shünyatä. The
Vijnänavädin has done this by his conception of the abhütaparikalpa
which, like shünyatä, applies to both phenomena and noumenon. We
have explained in the foregoing chapter that shünyatä, when applied to
the Absolute, means prapancha-shünyatä or ‘the self-proved Absolute
devoid of all plurality of thought-constructions*, and, when applied to
phenomena, means svabhava-shünyatä or ‘the relative phenomenal
world devoid of independent existence*. Similarly, abhütaparikalpa,
when applied to the Absolute, means ‘the Real Transcendent Ground
t h e

1 Mahâyânasütrâlankâra, XÏ.

hyântavibhàga,

I, 6.

* Trirhshikä, K. xo-at.
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of all superimposed phenomena* (abhûtasya parikalpo yasmin sah) and
when applied to phenomena, means ‘the phenomenal world of subjectobject duality manifested by the self-creative energy of the Älaya, the
Constructive Consciousness* (abhûtasya parikalpo yasmät sah). The term
‘abhütaparikalpa* is usually used for Älayavijnäna (Constructive Con
sciousness), also known as the ashraya or the immanent supporting
ground of all phenomena. It is the dynamic stream of Constructive
Consciousness which manifests itself, through its own power of begin
ningless and transcendental Ignorance, as the phenomenal world of
subject-object duality. It is also called vikalpa (thought-constructing
energy) and paratantra (conditioned by causation; relative). Identified
with its contents, it is relative; viewed in its own essence, it is the
Absolute. The Absolute is at once immanent in phenomena as well as
transcendent to them. The abhütaparikalpa, as Älaya, is relative; it is
the connecting link between the Real and the unreal— its essence is the
Real and its contents are unreal. The word abhütaparikalpa is also used
for all the three svabhävas or levels of existence in three different senses.
The Absolute (parinispanna) is abhütaparikalpa in the sense of being
the Transcendental Non-dual Ground-Reality which is totally free of
all duality, not involving itself in superimposition, but allowing itself
to be indirectly superimposed upon (abhûtasya parikalpo yasmin sah).
The Relative (paratantra) is abhütaparikalpa in the sense of Construc
tive Consciousness which acts as the immanent ground constructing
the phenomenal world of subject-object duality through its own power
(abhûtasya parikalpo yasmät sah). The Imaginary (parikalpita) is
abhütaparikalpa in the sense of unreal subject-object duality which is
superimposed (abhütash châsau parikalpitah). All the individual subjects
as well as the objects in all the three worlds are declared to be imaginary
(parikalpita).1 Their support, the immanent Älaya, is said to be the
relative reality (paratantra).2 The Transcendental Ground-Reality,
where the Älaya is shorn of all its adventitious characters and thus
transcended (äshrayaparävrtti), is the absolute Reality (parinispanna).3
When the unreality of the external objects is realized, says Vasubandhu, the individual subject also becomes unreal because subject and
object being correlative, one cannot exist without the other. When the
subject-object duality is transcended, one dwells in the harmonious
bosom of the Absolute.4 As long as the individual consciousness does
not realize its essential unity with Pure Consciousness, so long will the
intellect go on giving rise to the subject-object duality.5 Ultimately even
the sentence— ‘Reality is Pure Consciousness* is also unreal because it
is an expression of the intellect itself. Intellect cannot grasp Reality by
1 abhûtaparikalpastu chitta-chaittâs tridhätukäh, Madhyântavibhâga, I, 9. * abhütaparikalpo'sti dvayam taira na vidyate, Ibid, I, 2. * shünyatâ vidyate tvatra tasyàmapi
sa vidyate, Ibid. 4 Trisvabhâvanirdesha, K . 36-37. *yâvad Yijfiaptimätratve vijfiànam
nâvatiçfhatc grähadvayasyänushayas tâvan na vinivartate. Trimshikà. K . 26.
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its category of existence. But this should not mean that Reality in itself
does not exist because it can be directly realized through Experience
which transcends the subject-object duality. Intellect wants to catch the
Absolute as an object and this it cannot do.1 This Pure Consciousness
transcends the intellect and all its categories as well as the plurality of
the phenomenal world. It is Pure and Undefiled Existence (anäsravo
dhätuh) ; it is beyond finite thought (achintyah) ; it is the Good (kushalah) ;
it is the Eternal (dhruvah); it is Blissful (sukhah); it is Liberation (vimukti); it is Buddha’s Body of Pure Existence (dharmakäya).2
Vili
GENERAL ESTIMATE

is generally believed that Vijnänaväda is a crude subjectivism w h i c h
denies the reality of the external objects and takes them as the projec
tions of the momentary Vijnänas, that it denies the existence of the Self
and maintains that it is nothing over and above the momentary ideas,
that it maintains the doctrine of constant flux, and that Reality, according
to it, is only the individual momentary Vijnäna. Our exposition of
Vijnänaväda, we are sure, deals a death-blow to all such and allied false
notions. In no standard work of the Vijnänaväda do we find any of these
doctrines. It is a great irony of fate that Shünyaväda should be con
demned as Nihilism and that Vijnänaväda which is Absolute Idealism
should be condemned as subjectivism advocating the doctrine of
Universal Flux.
We have clearly shown that the application of the theory of Momen
tariness is restricted by Vijnänaväda to phenomena only. It is only the
phenomenal which is momentary. And in this sphere momentariness
is emphasized. But momentariness does not even touch Reality. Reality,
truly speaking, transcends all the categories of the intellect. It is
neither momentary nor permanent. But from the phenomenal point of
view it must be described as the eternal, immortal and permanent
background of all momentary phenomena. We have also shown that it
is only the empirical self or the individual subject or the Ego that is
declared to be unreal by Vijnänaväda. The reality of Pure Consciousness
alone, variously called as Alayavijnäna (of the Lankävatära), Tathägatagarbha, Chittamätra, Vijnaptimätra, is emphatically maintained.
The Pure Consciousness transcends the dualism of'the subject and the
object as well as the plurality of phenomena. It is the same as the Selfluminous Self.
it

1 Vijnaptiroâtramevedam ityapi hyupalambhatah, Ibid, K . 27. * achitto'nupalambho'sau jnànam lokottarartcha tat, Ibid, K. 29. sa cvänäsravo dhâtur achintyah
kushalo dhruvah. sukho vimuktikäyo'sau dharmâkhyo yam Mahämuneb, Ibid, K . 30.
IO C )

Vijnänaväda cannot be called subjectivism. It is not the individual
consciousness (klista manovijnäna) as associated with other momentary
functional ideas (pravrttivijnäna) that creates the external world. The
external world is declared to be a manifestation or modification of
Absolute Consciousness. When the external world is declared to be
unreal what is meant is that it does not exist independently and outside
of Consciousness. True, the dream state and the waking state are
placed on a par. But it should not be forgotten that the Parikalpita is
distinguished from the Paratantra. Both agree in being ultimately unreal
and in existing inside Consciousness. They cannot break the adaman
tine circle of Consciousness. The subject and the object dance within
this circle which they cannot overstep. The objectivity of the external
world is not denied. The objects appear as objects to the subject which
perceives them. Only their objectivity does not fall outside of Conscious
ness because the distinction of the subject and the object is within
Consciousness itself which ultimately transcends the subject-object
duality. Consciousness is immanent in all phenomena and it is also the
permanent transcendental background of all phenomena.
M M . Pt. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya has raised an interesting point.
He says that the Pure Consciousness of Vasubandhu is not absolutely
permanent (kütastha-nitya) but only relatively so (äpeksika-nitya).
Pt. Bhattacharya distinguishes between ‘absolutely permanent* and
‘relatively permanent’. He calls the former as ‘Nitya’ and the latter as
‘Dhruva’. He says that Vasubandhu (in his Trimshikä, KSrika 30) uses
the word ‘Dhruva* and not ‘Nitya’ for his Vijnaptimätra. It is therefore
only relatively permanent or ‘enduring’ like a stream or a flame. It may
be called ‘Pravähanitya’ or ‘Santatinitya’.1
Pt. Bhattacharya is perfectly right in saying that the Alayavijnäna is
relatively permanent. Vasubandhu himself has made it clear that the
Alaya is only a phenomenal manifestation of Pure Consciousness and
is like a stream (srotasaughavat). It may be rightly called ‘Santati-nitya’.
But perhaps Pt. Bhattacharya fails to distinguish the Alayavijnäna of
Vasubandhu from his Vijnaptimätra. Pt. Bhattacharya is certainly wrong
in saying that the Vijnaptimätra is also relatively permanent. His dis
tinction between Nitya and Dhruva is not absolute because these words
are often used as synonyms by Buddhism as well as by Vedänta. The
words ‘Dhruva’, ‘Nitya’, ‘Ajara’, ‘Amara’, ‘ Shashvata’, ‘Kütastha’ etc.
are often used as synonyms. Vasubandhu uses the word ‘ Dhruva’ here
in the sense of the absolutely permanent. The Vijnaptimätra or the Pure
Consciousness which is the only Reality is not ‘enduring’ but ‘absolutely
permanent’. Sthiramati, the commentator on Vasubandhu, while
explaining the Kärikä in which Vijnaptimätra is declared to be ‘Dhruva’,
clearly points out that the word ‘ Dhruva’ means ‘Nitya*. This is sufficient
1 T h e Agamashastra o f Gau^apada, Introduction, p. C X L I I .
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to prove the falsity of Pt. Bhattacharya’s contention. Sthiramati openly
says that Vijnaptimatra is eternal and permanent; that it is blissful
because it is permanent for what is permanent is bliss and what is
momentary is misery.1
Vasubandhu’s system, therefore, is Absolute Idealism. In fact we
can say that in the Advaita Vedanta, Vijnaptimatra gives place to
Brahman or Atman, Alayavijnana to Ishvara, Klista Manovijnäna to
Jïva, Viçayavijnapti to Jagat, and Parinâma to Vivarta.

1 dhruvo nityatvâd akçayatayâ, sukhu nityatvâd eva. yadanityam (ad duhkliain ayaAcha
m tyab ityasmât sukhab. 'rrimshikâ-Hhâsya, p. 44.

Chapter Eight
SVATANTRA-VIJNÄNAVÄDA
I
INTRODUCTION

school is called Svatantra-Vijnänaväda or Svatantra-Yogächära or Sauträntika-Yogächara School of Buddhism. It accepts
the metaphysical truth of Vijnänaväda that Reality is Pure
Consciousness and wants to support it with independent logical argu
ments. It wants to combine the metaphysical Idealism of Vijnänaväda
with the logical and epistemological Critical Realism of the Sautrantika
School. We may call it the Logical School of Buddhism.
Vasubandhu’s disciple Dihnâga who founded this school is also the
founder of Medieval Indian Logic, just as Gotama is the founder of the
Ancient and Gangesha of the Modern Indian Logic. Founded by Dinnaga, fully elaborated and explained by Dharmakïrti, developed almost
to perfection by Shântarakçita, this school culminated in Kamalashila,
the last great teacher of Buddhism in India.1
Buddhist logic is at once logic, epistemology and metaphysics com
bined. It is logic because it deals with syllogism (parârthânumâna),
inference (svärthänumäna) and import of Words (apoha). It is epistemo
logy because it undertakes a thorough investigation of sense-perception
(pratyaksa), of the validity of knowledge (prämänya), and of the Means
of Cognition (pramäna). It is metaphysics because it discusses the real
nature of sensation and of thought and admits that Reality is supralogical.
Nägärjuna wrote Vigrahavyâvarttanï, a logical treatise. Asanga
introduced the Nyäya syllogism into Buddhism. Vasubandhu wrote
two logical treatises— Vädavidhi and Vâdavidhana. We are surprised to
find Dihnâga telling us that Vädavidhi is not the work of Vasubandhu.2
But our curiosity is satisfied by the commentator, Jinendrabuddhi who

T

h is

These Buddhists are generally regarded as Vijftänavädins and no distinction is made
between earlier Vijfiänaväda and this later form o f Vijnänaväda advocated hy these
writers. According to us this confusion between the original Vijftänaväda of Lankavatära, Asanga and Vasubandhu and this later development o f it by these writers
treated in this chapter has begot many worse confusions and has been mainly re
sponsible for giving rise to many misunderstandings. It is, therefore, very necessary
to treat these writers as belonging to a separate school which may be called SvatantraViinânavâda.
3 Pramäpa-Sumuchchaya, i, 14.
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points out that it Ms not what Vasubandhu would have said in his ripe
years; that it was composed while he was yet a Vaibhäsika. . . . In his
Vadavidhana, Vasubandhu is supposed to have corrected his formula
tions*.1 Dihnäga undertook to complete the logical teachings of his
master Vasubandhu and founded the Logical School.
It is very important to remember that though the Logical School
accepts the fundamental doctrine of Vijnänaväda that Reality is Pure
Consciousness, it rejects the permanence of Consciousness. Vijnänaväda
restricts the application of the theory of Momentariness to phenomena
only and openly declares Reality to be permanent Consciousness.
Svatantra-Vijnänaväda accepts that Reality is Pure Consciousness but
it universalizes the theory of Momentariness and openly declares even
this Pure Consciousness to be only momentary. Confessing that he
agreed with Vasubandhu in metaphysics, Dihnäga consented to remain
on the logical plane and under the disguise of supporting Absolute
Idealism with independent logical arguments, he really tried to revive
the theory of Momentariness in a subtle manner and actually busied
himself with logical revival in order to modify the Absolute Idealism of
Vasubandhu by trying to fuse it somehow with Critical Realism. A l
though the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins, Dihnäga, Dharmakirti, Shäntaraksita and all, pay lip-homage to Vasubandhu by confessing that so far
as ultimate reality is concerned they are following in the footsteps of
Vasubandhu, yet what they actually do is to undermine the whole
metaphysics of Vasubandhu by degrading his permanent Consciousness
to the level of a momentary Vijnäna or a unique momentary Particular
which they call Svalaksana. The Älayavijnäna and the Vijnaptimätra
are completely ignored by them.
Unfortunately the magnum opus of Dihnäga, the Pramäna-Samuchchaya, is not available in original Sanskrit. Only its first chapter has been
reconstructed into Sanskrit from its Tibetan Version by Mr. H. R.
Rangaswamy Iyenger. The Pramäna-Värtika of Dharmakirti and the
Tattva-Sangraha of Shäntaraksita are fortunately available in original.
The Naiyäyika and the Mimämsaka were the two major opponents
o f Buddhism at that time. Dihnäga had ruthlessly criticized the NyäyaSütras of Gotama and the Nyäya-Bhäsya of Vätsyäyana. Uddyotakara
in his Nyäya-Värtika refuted the charges of Dihnäga and defended the
Nyäya position. Dharmakirti in his Pramäna-Värtika demolished all the
arguments of LTddyotakara in such a merciless manner that the eminent
Advaitin, Vächaspati Mishra, at a much later date, had to comment on
Uddyotakara in his Nyäya-Värtika-Tätparya-Tikä in order to ‘rescue
the old argument-cows of Uddyotakara which were entangled in the
mud of Buddhistic criticism*. Dharmakirti’s attack on Mimämsä also was
so damaging that it provoked Kumärila to write his voluminous Sholka1 Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, Stcherbatsky, p. 30.
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Vartika to refute Buddhism and defend Mïmâmsâ. The attacks of the
Naiyäyikas and of the Mïmâmsakâs, in their turn, gave rise to the
writings of Shäntaraksita and Kamalashïla. Shäntaraksita in his Tattvasangraha and Kamalashïla in his Panjika on it, refute extensively all the
charges of the Naiyäyikas, especiallyof Uddyotakara, and of the Mïmâmsakas, especially of Kumarila, and criticize all other schools prevalent in
their time. But ultimately Buddhism could not resist the onslaught of
Brahmanism and was being rapidly ousted from the land of its birth.
Shäntaraksita himself was forced to retire to Tibet where he called his
disciple Kamalashïla also. Kamalashïla was the last great scholar of
Buddhism in India, though even after him up to a much later date,
a Buddhist scholar here and a Buddhist scholar there continued to write.
Thus it is that the Svatantra-Vijnanaväda school, after producing an
enormously rich philosophical literature by way of approval and by way
of criticism, came to an end and with it virtually ended Buddhist
philosophy in India.
Now, keeping this background in mind, we proceed to deal with this
school. Here we are concerned more with its metaphysical side than
with its logical side.
II
T H E R E V I V A L OF

T H E D O C T R I N E OF M O M E N T A R I N E S S

T H E Logical School maintains that sensation and thought are the two

radically different sources of knowledge. Sensation reflects the unique,
momentary, existent, ultimate reality (svalaksana). Thought conceives
a chain of moments by constructing relations and images (sämänyalaksana). Accordingly there are two sources of knowledge— perception
(pratyaksa) and inference (anumâna). Perception gives us direct, vivid
and concrete reflection o f the object. Inference gives us only indirect,

vague and abstract thought-constructions.
Right knowledge is successful or efficacious knowledge. Momentari
ness is equated with motion or change and efficiency is equated with
existence. The real is the causally efficient; the unreal is the inefficient.
T he ultimately existent, says Dharmakïrti, is the efficient.1 T he ineffi
cient is the unreal and we have nothing to do with its existence or non
existence just as a prospective bride has nothing to do with the beauty
or ugliness of a eunuch.2 A real fire is that which burns and cooks and
sheds light. A fire which neither burns nor cooks nor sheds light is unreal.
The ultimately existent is the momentary particular ‘thing-in-itself’.
It is the ‘this’, the ‘here’, the ‘now’, the ‘present moment of efficiency’.
It is indescribable and unutterable because it is shorn of all objectivized
1 arthakriyâsâmarthyalakçanam
Vârtika, I, 212.
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images. Everything else has only indirect, borrowed or second-rate
reality. A ll thought-relations are fictitious. They are a figment of the
imagination.
Existence is efficiency and efficiency is change. The changeless is the
inefficient and the inefficient is the unreal. Reality is motion or change.
It is instantaneous and kinetic. Only ceaseless change exists. Motion is
nothing but the moving thing itself ; efficiency is the efficient thing itself;
existence is the unique momentary particular itself. Motion, change,
efficiency, existence are only names for the momentary thing-in-itself.
Similarly, non-existence also is only a name for the thing annihilated.
Existence and non-existence are thus two different sides of the same
reality.
W e are told that reality is motion and we are also told that motion is
impossible. Motion is an illusion because things being momentary have
no time to move. Motion is only a series of immobilities. Flashes of
energy follow one another giving rise to an illusion of motion. In a
stream fresh waters are coming in every moment. In a lamp a series of
different flames presents an illusion of one flame. The apparent contra
diction is solved by the fact that motion is not something over and above
the moving things. Things themselves are motion.
Causality is not real production. It is only functional interdependence.
T he cause does not produce the effect. It has not time to do so. The
cause merely preceeds the effect and the effect merely follows the cause.
Existence is efficiency and efficiency itself is the cause. T h in g s arise

neither out of self nor out of not-self nor out of both nor out of neither.
They are not produced at all. The effects are merely functionally depen
dent upon their causes.1 All dharmas, therefore, are inactive and force
less (nirvyâpârâh akinchit-karäh sarvadharmâh). The seeming contra
diction that Reality is efficiency and that all elements are inactive is
solved by the fact that there is no efficiency over and above existence,
that existence itself is causal efficiency (sattaiva vyäprtih).
Dharmakîrti says that everything is momentary. Whatever is pro
duced must be destroyed. That which comes into existence and after
wards ceases to exist is called momentary. Reality is annihilation.
Change exists by itself and always. Reality is such that it is momentary.
Annihilation or destruction, therefore, does not require any cause.
Because annihilation is uncaused, it automatically follows everything.
Annihilation does not mean destruction of a positive entity. Hence the
view that a positive entity is destroyed should be rejected. So when
we say that a thing is destroyed what we really mean is that a thing is
momentary.2
Similarly Shantaraksita also observes that all produced things are
na svato nàpi parato na dväbhväm näpvahetutah.
pratitya yat samutpannam notpannam tat svabhävatah. * Pramäpa-vartika, I, 280.
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necessarily momentary because they do not depend for their destruction
on any cause. They are always and everywhere independent o f any
cause in regard to their destruction. The so-called causes of destruction
are entirely inefficacious and forceless.1 All entities, being produced,
are destroyed. Destruction, therefore, does not depend on any cause
except on the fact of being produced.
Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila maintain that destruction is neither
an entity nor a non-entity. Destruction is of two kinds. Firstly it means
the ‘momentary character of a thing’ (ksana-sthiti-dharma-rupavinäsha). This is transcendental impermanence. Secondly it means
‘disruption* (dhvamsa-röpa-näsha). This is empirical annihilation. An
entity itself, because it exists for a moment only, is called ‘destruction*.
This destruction has a cause. It is only disruption which is causeless.
When we admit that transcendental impermanence has a cause what
we mean is simply this that an entity is itself the cause of its destruction
because the very fact that a momentary entity is produced implies that
it is destroyed. There can be no other cause of its destruction.2 ‘T h e
character of coming immediately after the thing* (vastvanantarabhavitva)
does not belong to this destruction because this destruction is born along
with the production of the momentary thing itself.3 Again, disruption
too can have no cause. When we say that there is empirical annihilation
of a thing what we mean is simply that the thing is not there. This
destruction does not convey the affirmation of anything.
That thing which exists for a moment only is called momentary.
Ksana is not a time-moment. It is the character of being destroyed
immediately after being produced. The very nature of a thing to disap
pear after existing for one moment only is called 'Ksana*. That thing
which has this nature is called ‘Ksanika*. As a matter of fact there is
absolutely no difference between the momentary character and the
thing which is supposed to possess this momentary character. The
momentary character itself is the momentary thing. The distinction
is entirely a product of intellect. It is the creation of language.
Though ultimately unreal this distinction is justified in the empirical
world because the use of words depends on the pure whim of the
speaker.4
Only a momentary thing can exist because it alone can be efficient.
A permanent entity is inefficient and hence unreal. A permanent entity
should produce all its effects simultaneously because the efficient cause
being present there is no reason why its effects should be delayed. If
it is urged that a permanent entity can produce successive effects because
of its association with successive accessories (kraminah sahkärinah),
1 Tattva-sahgraha, K . 357.
* yo hi bhävah kçanasthâyi vinâsha iti givate, Ibid, K . 375.
* chalabhivasvarûpasya bhâvenaiva sahodayât, Ibid, K . 376.
4 utpâdântarâ'sthâyi
svarüpam yachcha vastunah. taduchyate kçapah so sti yasya tat k$ai?ikam matam,
Ibid, K . 388-389.

then the question arises whether the accessories work by producing
a peculiar modification (atishaya) in the permanent cause or they work
independently. In the former case, is the peculiar modification identical
with or different from the permanent cause? If it is identical, then it is
this peculiar modification, not the permanent entity, which is the cause;
if it is different, then how can it be related to the permanent entity?
In the latter case, how can a permanent cause tolerate the independent
functioning of the accessories? Again, the relation between the permanent
cause and its accessories cannot be of the nature of identity (tädätmya)
or of productivity (tadutpatti) because the accessories are different from
the permanent cause. Nor can it be of the nature of inherence (samavâya) because it is only of the nature of assistance (upakara). Again, if
the nature of the permanent cause together with its accessories is the
same as without them, then either the accessories are also permanent
and then should give rise to simultaneous creation, or they are useless.1
T he Naiyäyika and the Mimamsaka object that if things are momen
tary, then the theory of Karma is thrown overboard. An action is done
by one while its result befalls another. Moreover, how can recognition
be explained since there is no perceiver who can compare the present
with the past? How can a momentary cause which does not abide
till the production of the effect, produce it? How can bondage or
liberation belong to a momentary entity? Are not all efforts for liberation
futile?
Shântaraksita and Kamalashlla reply: Identity means only similarity.
Recognition is due to memory and memory is due to false imagination.
I f an entity perceived now is the same as perceived previously, then the
difficulty is that how can a cognition of the past apprehend a cognition
o f the present? The mistake is due to intellect. We know that a ‘flame*
is nothing but a series of different flames appearing and disappearing
every moment. Still we call it the ‘same flame*. It is only conventional.
Again, the notion of the ‘doer* or ‘enjoyer’ becomes possible in reference
to the supposed ‘unity of the chain or the series*. This unity is only a
creation of the intellect. It is not real.2 The formula of causation is ‘this
being produced, that is produced*. The preceding states produce the
subsequent states. The cause perishes after it has produced the effect,
not before. It perishes in the second moment. The causal efficiency
ceases immediately after the production of the effect. The effect is thus
produced by the causal efficiency of the first moment. And before the
production of the effect that efficiency does not cease. The Vaibhäsikas
maintain that the effect is produced at the third moment In their view,
of course, an effect is produced when the causal efficiency has ceased. But
in our view the cause comes into existence in the first moment and pro
duces the effect in the second moment and immediately after producing
1 Ibid, K. 397-424.
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* Ibid, K . 504.

it the cause ceases to exist.1 Cause and effect cannot be simultaneous
because the cause comes into existence in the first moment before the
effect is produced. The cause does not produce the effect holding it,
as it were, in a pair of tongs, nor does the effect arise clinging firmly to
the cause, as it were, like a lover passionately clinging to his beloved, by
reason of which cause and effect may be regarded as simultaneous.3
There is no causal operation separate from the cause. Causality itself is
efficiency. Causality means invariable antecedence (änantaryaniyama).
Existence means efficiency (sattaiva vyäprtih). The mere existence of
the cause is the efficient causal operation. Cause being present, effect
necessarily follows. Causality is the determination of the succeeding
states by the preceding states.2 In fact, there is neither a doer nor an
enjoyer. There is none who recognizes or remembers. What exists is
only a series of changing mental states; the ‘unity’ of the series is an
illusion. Every Ksana is a unique momentary existent. Persons engrossed
in false notions of the ‘Soul’ etc. do not perceive this truth. But those
who have fully realized this ultimate truth know very well that every
thing is in a perpetual flux, that the preceding moments invariably go
on determining the succeeding moments and knowing this they perform
good deeds.3 Bondage, therefore, means only the series of painful states
produced by ignorance and the rest, and liberation means the cessation
of this series and the consequent purity of mental states produced by
right knowledge.4
Indeed, the theory of Momentariness repudiates at one stroke all
metaphysical permanent entities like Primordial Matter, Self, God etc.
etc.8
I ll
TH E

PRAMÄNÄS

C O N F O R M I N G to the two kinds of Prameyas or objects of cognition
— the direct unique Particular given in pure sensation or pure conscious
ness and the indirect vague Universal given in thought-construction,
there are only two valid Pramanas or means of cognition— Perception
(pratyaksa) and Inference (anumäna).

Exposition of Perception :
According to Nyäya, perception is that non-illusive cognition which
is produced by the contact of the senses with external objects. For the
Svatantra-Vijnänavädin external objects do not exist outside of thought.
1 tasmâdanaçtit taddhetoh prathamak$anabhnâvinab. kâryamutpadyate ahaktad
dvitîyakçana eva tu., Ibid, K . 512. 1 sattaiva vyäpftistasyäm satyäm kàryodayo
yatah.
ya ânantaryaniyamah saiväpek$a'bhidhiyate, Ibid, K . 520*521.
* Ibid ,
K . 542. 4 käryakäranabhütäshcha taträ'vidyädayo matäh. bandhas tad vigam ädi$ti
muktir nirmalatâ dhiyah, Ibid, K . 544. 4 Ibid, K . 350.
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Dinnäga therefore defines perception as devoid of all thought-deter
minations, names, universals etc.1 The adjective *Non-illusive*(abhränta)
used by Asanga is dropped by Dinnäga as merely superfluous meaning
only ‘Non-constructivc* which idea is already conveyed by the adjective
‘devoid of all thought-determinations* (kalpanäpodha). The Vaishesika
maintains that an object qualified by five real predicables— generality,
particularity, relation, quality and action— is given in perception which
has two moments, the first moment consisting of pure sensation
(älochana-mätra) and the second moment consisting of determination.
The Naiyayika develops this into his indeterminate (nirvikalpa) and
determinate (savikalpa) perception. Dinnäga condemns these five
predicables to be mere fictions of the intellect. The only object of
perception is the unique momentary thing-in-itself shorn of all relations.
Dharmakîrti reintroduces the adjective ‘non-illusive’ in the definition
of perception because he thinks it necessary to exclude the sense-illu
sions like the perception of the double-moon as distinguished from the
illusions of thought. He therefore defines perception as devoid of all
thought-determinations and illusions.2 Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila
agree with Dharmakîrti and define perception as devoid of illusion and
determination which is the conceptual content.3
Exposition of Inference:
Inseparable connection or Vyäpti is the nerve of inference. In inference
an object is cognized through its ‘mark* or a valid ‘middle term* which
has three characteristics— (i) it is present in the probandum (anumeya),
(2) it is also present in that which is like the probandum, and (3) it is
absent in that which is not like the probandum. Inference for another
is a syllogism. The Nyaya syllogism has five members: (1) Thesis,
(2) Reason, (3) Example with inseparable connection, (4) Application,
and (5) Conclusion. Dinnäga and his followers reject Thesis, Reason,
and Conclusion and retain only two— (1) Example with Inseparable
Connection or the General Rule, and (2) Application which includes
Reason and Conclusion.
Prof. Dhruva has shown that Dinnäga cannot be credited with the
invention of Vyäpti as ‘the doctrine was held by Nyäya and Vaishesika
writers long before the time of Dinnäga.4*
It is important to note that for Dinnäga and his followers the validity
of inference is only on the phenomenal plane. Inference has no reference
to ultimate reality which is indescribable and beyond all thoughtdeterminations. ‘This whole business of probans and probandum,*
1 pratyakçam kalpanâpoçlham nâmajàtyàdyasamyutam, Pram&ça-Samuchchaya, I, 3.
Also Randle’s Fragments from Dinnäga, Fragment ‘A*.
* pratyakçam kalpanipodham abhrintam , N yiyabindu, i, 3. Pramäna-Vartika, iti, 123.
* abhilàpinï pratîtib
kulpauâ, Tattva-âaiigraha, K . 1214. 4 N jiya-Pravcsh a; Prof. D hruva; Introduction,
p. X X X I .

observes Dinnäga, 'depends on the relation of quality and possessor of
quality, a relation which is imposed by thought; and it has no reference
to an external existence and non-existence.*1 ‘Vächaspati Mishra quotes
a Buddhist who remarks that these relations considered as objective
realities are unfair dealers, who buy goods without ever paying any
equivalent.'2
Inference is the work of intellect. Although ultimately it has no
reference to Reality, yet in the phenomenal world its authority is
unquestionable. Refuting the charge of Bhartrhari that inference may
be invalidated on account of the difference in condition, place and time
and that an inference which is held true by some may be found false
by others of more developed intellect, Shäntaraksita remarks that a true
inference can never be invalidated by any body.3 Similarly, Dharmakirti
also remarks that fire shall always be inferred from smoke.4 Shäntarak
sita says that those who deny the validity of inference involve themselves
in self-contradiction because by their denial they pre-suppose the
validity of inference as they desire that their intention should be
inferred from their words.6
Criticism of other Pramänas:— The Svatantra-Vijnänavädins main
tain the validity of perception and inference only. All other Pramänas
can be either reduced to these two or they are no Pramänas at all. Verbal
Testimony (shabda) is valid only if it can be tested at the touch-stone
of reason. Analogy (upamäna) is a combination of perception and
memory. Implication (arthäpatti) can be easily reduced to Inference.
For example, we can say:
All fat persons who do not eat during day, eat during night.
(Major Premise).
Devadatta is a fat person who does not eat during day. (M inor
Premise).
Therefore fat Devadatta eats during night. (Conclusion).
Negation (abhäva) is either a non-entity or it is included in
Perception. Other Pramänas are no Pramänas at all.
Criticism of the Veda:— The Mïmârhsaka maintains that the Veda is
eternal. Words, meanings and their relationship are all eternal. T h e
injunctions and the prohibitions of the Veda are all that we need. T h e
Veda has neither a before nor an after; therefore it is authorless and
eternal. Dharmakirti, Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila bitterly criticize
this view: The Mimarhsaka says that ignorance, jealousy, hatred, etc.,
which are the causes of the unreliability of words are found in persons;
words of persons, therefore, are unreliable. The Buddhist retorts that
1 sarvo yam anumänänumeyabhävo budhyârûdhena dharmadharmibhävena na bahih
sadaaattvam apekçate. Fragment 'O ’.
* Ruddhisr Logic; Stcherbatsky, p. 247.
* Tattvasarigraha; K . 1477.
* Pramäpa-Värtika IV 53.
• Tattvasarigraha, K .
î 4 S6 .
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knowledge, non-jealousy non-hatred etc. which are the causes of the
reliability of words are found in persons; words of persons, therefore,
are reliable.1 It is only a person who can speak or write or understand
words. The Veda itself cannot reveal its meaning. It is indeed a wonder
that there are people who can uphold such a clearly absurd view that
because we do not remember the authors of the Veda, therefore the
Veda is not the creation of persons! Fie on the pitched darkness of igno
rance which pervades this world! This view can be valid only for the
blind followers who are ignorant of logic.2 By this logic many other works
also whose authors are not known will have to be regarded as authorless.
And absolute reliability shall have to be attached to those words of
heterodox outsiders, the origin of which cannot be traced, and to those
horrible customs of the Mlechchhas or the Pärasikas, like marrying one’s
own mother or daughter, the origin of which is not remembered.3 Again,
if the Mïmârhsaka thinks it his right to give peculiar meanings to such
ordinary words like ‘Svarga’, ‘Urvashf, etc. which occur in the Veda,
then who can reasonably check us if we proclaim that this sentence of
the Veda— ‘One who desires heaven should perform sacrifice’, means
that ‘One should eat the flesh of a dog’ or that ‘Buddha is omniscient’?4
T h e argument that because some sentences of the Veda are true, there
fore the entire Veda is true is clearly wrong because some sentences,
even of a trustworthy person, may be wrong while some sentences, even
o f an untrustworthy person, may be right. It is only the true words
o f trustworthy persons which do not contradict our experience that
should be recognized as the Agama.6 If the Mïmârhsaka is really eager
to establish the authority of the Veda, he should try to prove that the
Veda is the work of some faultless author of supra-normal vision who
has risen above all ignorance. Indeed, right words embodying truth and
goodness, and emanating from persons highly intelligent and merciful
do claim validity.6
T he authority of inference is unquestionable in this world. An
inference firmly rooted in facts cannot be set aside by the so-called
‘ Revealed Word’.7 The words of the Shästra, the truth of which is
proved by reasoning and the true words of any other trustworthy
person including oneself, are of equal validity.8 Dharmakirti says: in
respect to those things the truth of which can be proved by perception
or inference, even if we ignore the Shästra there is absolutely no harm.
And in respect to those things, the truth of which cannot be verified by
perception or inference, the Shästra too is impotent.9 Who has made it
a rule that for everything one should take recourse to the Shästra and
1 Pram äna-Värtika, I, 227.
1 Pramâna-Vârtika, I, 247. Tattva-Sangraha, K . 1509.
* Pramâna-Vârtika, I, 247; Svavriti, p. 456.
Tattva-Sangraha, K . 2447.
4 Pram âna-Vàrtika, I, 320, 322; Tattva-Sangraha, K . 3527. 4 PramàQa-Vàrtika,
I, 317.
4 Tattva-Sangraha. K . 2400, 3123, 2402. 7 Ibid, K . 2439. * PramänaVärtika, IV , 93. • Ibid, IV , 106.
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that without the authority of the Shästra one should not infer fire from
smoke? By whom are the simple-minded innocent persons, unable to
know the truth or falsehood by themselves, deluded to the belief that
for everything they should fall back on the Shästra? By whom, alas! are
these terrible fetters of the Shästra imposed upon the innocent folk?1
A husband with his own eyes saw his wife in an undesirable position
with another person. When he rebuked her, she cried addressing her
friends— ‘Oh friends, see the utter folly of my husband. He relies on his
bubble-like eyes and refuses to believe the words of his faithful wife1!
T o have blind faith in every word of the Shästra even at the expense of
perception and inference is like believing a corrupt woman at the cost
of one’s own eyes.2
IV
C R I T I C I S M OF THE C A T E G O R I E S OF N Y Ä Y A - V A I S H E S I K A
A S U B S T A N C E (dravya) is neither the same as nor different from its

qualities (guna). When we perceive anything, say a cloth, we see only
the qualities like colour, length, breadth, thickness, smoothness etc.,
we do not see any material substance.3 There are also no ‘wholes’ or
‘composite objects’ apart from parts. Only parts are real because we
perceive only parts, attributes, qualities. Without seeing the dewlap,
horns, hoofs etc, we do not see ‘the cow’. If ten pieces of gold are heated
into a lump, there is no difference in the weight. If the ‘whole’ has
anything besides the parts, the weight of the lump should have increased.
And if the ‘whole’ is nothing over and above the parts, then the ten
different pieces of gold should be called a lump.4
Again, if there are eternal atoms, then because they always remain
the same, all things should be produced from them either now or never,
either all at once or not at all. The laymen imagine a mass’, a ‘composite
object’ a ‘whole’ ; and people who do not understand the real nature of
reality, on the basis of this ‘mass’ assume atoms. In fact the word
‘substance* and the word ‘atom’ are only conventional; we may give
the name ‘Lord* to a beggar!6
The six categories and their properties cannot be related. The relation
between them can be neither of conjunction which is restricted to sub
stance, nor of inherence.6 When ‘substance’ docs not exist, then quali
ties etc. which depend on it also do not exist. The relation of inherence
too by which the qualities are supposed to be related to the substance
is a myth.
The category of action (karma) is also unreal because things being
'I b id , IV , 53-54.
* Pramâna-Vôrtika-Svavrtti, p. 613.
3 Pramàna-Vârtika, III,
202. 335 ; Tattva-Sangraha, K. 565. 4 Pramàna-Vârtika, IV, 154-158. 6 T attvaSangraha, K. 55a, 603, 604. • Ibid, K . 574-575.
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momentary have no time to move. And if things are permanent, they
cannot move. If motion is the essence of mover, rest is impossible;
if motion is the essence of non-mover, motion is impossible. If a thing
moves at one time and does not move at another, then it will be two
different things. Thus whether things are momentary or permanent,
says Shäntaraksita, motion is in both cases an impossibility.1
Because there are no ‘substances* there can be no specific particulars
(vishesa). They are mere moments.
Inherence (samaväya) is supposed to be the relation between the
parts and the whole and it is held to be eternal because its cause is not
known. But parts do not exist apart from the whole and there is no
whole over and above its parts. If cloth is different from threads then
it should appear in potsherds also; and if cloth is not different from
threads the latter should be called cloth. Again, if inherence is eternal,
then all things should become eternal.2
T he refutation of the categories of substance, qualities and motion
implies the refutation of the category of ‘Universal* (sämänya) which is
supposed to reside in the above three categories. The Universal is a
mere figment of the imagination. Dihnäga says: ‘ It is great dexterity
that what (the universal) resides in one place should, without moving
from that place, reside in what comes to exist in a place other than that
place. It is joined with this thing (which is now coming into existence)
in the place where the thing in question is; and yet it does not fail to
pervade the thing which is in that place. Is not this very wonderful?
It does not go there— and it was not there before; and yet it is there
afterwards— although it is not manifold, and does not quit its former
receptacle. What a series of difficulties!*3 Words, says Dharmakïrti,
depend on mere usage. Reality is the individual cow; ‘the universal cow*
is a figment of the imagination. The reality of the absolutely dissimilar
individuals is covered by the imagined universal. The universal therefore
is the result of the ‘covering* (samvrti) of the intellect.4 It is only a
practical necessity. If every individual was to be named, names would
have enormously increased. This work would have been impossible too.
Moreover, it would have been fruitless. Therefore in order to differen
tiate similar individuals of a so-called community from individuals of
other communities, the wise persons resorted to conventional names
and coined the Universal.4 Similarly Shäntaraksita also says that the
universal is a mere convention. People use the term ‘cow* (go) in respect
o f an object which serves the purpose of yielding milk etc. Thus
a convention in regard to that term is established. It is a mere
name.6
1 Ibid, K . 692-707. * Ibid, K. 835, 836, 854. * Randle: Fragments from D inniga,
F rg. Q. ; Translation Randle's, na yâti na cha tatrâsîd asti pashchän na chänshavat.
jahäti pürvam nädhäram aho! vyasanasantatih, Ibid, I, 70.
* Pramäna-Värtika,
69-71. Pram iça-Vârtika, I, 139. • Tattva-Sahgraha, K . 727-728.

Reality is the unique and absolutely dissimilar particular thing-initself. Intellect, words, names, concepts cannot even touch it. The
whole business of the probandum and the probans, of substance and
qualities, of unity and difference, belongs to the empirical reality, not
to the absolute momentary thing-in-itself. Reality neither gets united
nor does it differ. It cannot be the object of discursive intellect. Reality
is one particular thing-in-itself; how can intellect which is diversity
grasp it?1 It cannot be grasped by names and concepts for it transcends
language and intellect.2 No object of finite thought will resist ultimate
scrutiny. It is because the intellect cannot even touch Reality, that the
wise persons have declared that the more an object of intellect is dialec
tically examined the more will it give way.3
V
E X P O S I T I O N OF

THE D O C T R I N E OF A P O H A

DINNÄGA says that all words, all names, all concepts are necessarily
relative and so unreal. A word can be described only negatively. It can
express its meaning only by rejecting the opposite meaning. A ‘cow*
means a ‘not non-cow*. Names give us universals w'hich are purely
imaginary. Names, therefore, are illusory and negative. They do not
touch Reality which is real and affirmative though ultimately it trans
cends both affirmation and negation, nay, all categories of the intellect.
Dharmakirti too has repeatedly stressed that the thing-in-itself is
beyond language and intellect and that names and concepts are pure
imagination. They express themselves only through negation. Shäntaräksita also observes that conceptual notions and verbal expressions have
no real basis. Their only basis is the purely subjective imagination.4
The very essence of unique existents is that the object of a word
is never apprehended. Neither the thing-in-itself, nor the universal,
nor the relation to the universal, nor something which possesses the
universal, nor the form of the cognition of the object can really be
called the import of words. The thing-in-itself cannot be denoted by
words for it is beyond all convention, language and intellect. And
others are only a figment of the imagination.6
The Naiyäyikas and the Mïmârhsakas say that the Buddhists in
maintaining that the word ‘cow* denotes the universal ‘negation o f the
non-cow* admit, by this very expression, the reality of the universal
‘cow* as an entity. In fact, non-existence implies existence and negation
1 Pramäna-Värtika, I, 80.85,86,87,88,90,93,129,136; IV , 183-184. * nâbhidhânavikalpinäm vj-ttirasti svalakçane. savram vâggocharàtîtamürtir yena svalakçaçam, T attv aSariuraha. K . 734. • idam vastubalàvâtam yad vadami vipashchitah. yathâ vathârthâsh chintyante vishïryante tathâ tathâ, Pramâna-Vârtika, III, 209.
4 T attv aSaiiuraha. K . 860; Pramâoa-Yârtika, I, 73.
4 Tattva-Sarigraha, K . 870-872.
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necessarily prc-supposes affirmation. The cognition of the meaning of
words is always positive; it is never of the nature of Apoha. If the
negation of a negation is different from it then it is a positive thing; if
not, then cow becomes the same as the non-cow.
Shantaraksita and Kamalashila in refuting these objections remark:
Negation is of two kinds; (i) Relative negation or exclusion (paryudäsa),
and (2) Absolute negation or denial (nisedha). Relative negation too is
of two kinds; (a) due to difference of idea (buddhyätma), and (b) due
to difference of object (arthatma).1 In fact, things are absolutely dissimi
lar, yet on account of certain well-defined potencies (niyata-shakti)
some of them become the basis of the conception of similarity. On
account of this basis there arises a reflection (pratibimbaka) in cognition
which is wrongly grasped as *an object’. Apoha is the conception of this
reflection. The denotative function of the word consists only in the
production of this reflection. When this reflection is cognized, the
‘exclusion of other objects* follows by implication (sämarthya). The
notion of ‘other objects* is not a part of the reflection. Thus only the
relative negation is directly cognized while the absolute negation is
indirectly cognized by implication. Thus we see that there is no affirma
tion without negation.2
Apoha is the denotation of the word; the positive universal is a false
creation of the intellect. Truly speaking, words are neither synonymous
nor not-synonymous because they denote neither unity nor plurality.
In fact unity and plurality belong to real things only. Exclusions are
cognized by conceptual contents which are the result of conventional
ignorance. And these conceptual contents only, not things, differ
among themselves. Things-in-themselves are neither unified nor diver
sified; it is only the conceptual content that appears as diverse.3 The
object ‘cow’ and the object *non-cow* both are separate realities. Their
reality is well-established. It is only the word which is unreal because
it depends on the pure whim of the person using it. Words do not
cognize external objects. They cognize only their own reflections. And
on account of the force of ignorance words mistake their own internal
reflections to be external objects. This is all that they can do. Words
cannot even touch the object. No object can be denoted as qualified by
Apoha.4 Words can reflect individuals only and so the individuals may
be denoted by words. But words cannot reflect universals. So universals
can be neither denoted nor excluded by words. And even if they are
excluded they cannot become real. When a thing excludes another, it is
called its Apoha. But by this, neither the thing becomes negative nor
does the Apoha really become positive.5 Thus the ‘cow* which is a
'Tattva-San^raha, K . 1004.
1 Ibid, K . 1005-1006, 1011-1021.
• Ibid, K . 1047,
1049. Also Pramâna-Vârtika, I, 88.
* Ibid, K . 1066-1067. Also Pramäna-Värtika»
I, 80, 136. * Ibid, K . 1082.

‘negation of the non-cow* is a positive entity and is different from the
non-cow. But from the phenomenal standpoint, Apohas are recognized
as positive and so they cannot be taken to be mere nonentities. From
the ultimate standpoint however there can be no object which may be
denoted by Apoha for there is neither that which denotes nor that which
is denoted. Things being momentary, all this business is impossible.1
VI
CRITICISM

OF

THE PRIM ORDIAL
OF

MATTER

(PRAKÇTl)

SÄ&KHYA

Sânkhya maintains the existence of an eternal Prakrti, Pradhâna
or Avyakta, because all individual things are limited and finite, because
they imply a common cause, because one eternal Matter transforms
itself into various evolutes, because there is a distinction between cause
and effect and because the unity of the universe points to a single cause.
The effect, therefore, must pre-exist in the cause. Five reasons are
adduced for the doctrine of Satkâryavâda: (i) the nonexistent, like
the sky-lotus, cannot be produced; (2) the cause is always implied;
(3) everything cannot be produced by everything; (4) the efficient alone
can produce that for which it is efficient; and (5) the effect is the essence
of the cause.
Shântaraksita and Kamalashila criticize this doctrine as follows: The
arguments adduced by Sânkhya against Asat-kâryavâda can be urged
with equal force against its Satkâryavâda. We can say that the effect
does not pre-exist in the cause because (1) the existent cannot be pro
duced as its production will be a vain repetition; if curd pre-exists in
milk then milk should taste like curd; (2) because there is nothing to be
produced, there can be no implication of the cause and so (3) no specific
cause ; (4) no efficient cause ; and (5) no essence or operation of the cause.2
T o us Asat-kâryavâda too is a misnomer. We do not advocate the
production of a non-entity. What is produced is a thing itself which,
before its production, was non-existent. Reality itself is efficient causa
tion. Production means ‘becoming a thing*. This production has no
connection with existence or non-existence. It is related only to a non
existent concept. The seed of this conception is the fact that a thing
which exists for one moment only was non-existent in the preceding
moment. Production is the ‘own essence* of a thing which exists for
one moment only, irrespective of all connection with the past and the
future. In fact there is no non-existent entity which can be produced;
the view that the non-existent is produced is therefore purely imaginary.3
Again, even if the three qualities are admitted, the existence o f an
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1 Ibid, K . 1089.

2 Ibid, K . 16-21.

s Ibid, K . 33 - 3 3 ; Pafljikä, pp. 32-33.
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eternal Prakrti is not proved. An eternal is inefficient and can never
be a cause. Then creation should be simultaneous. If accessories are
admitted, then either they, and not the eternal Matter, are the causes
or they are useless.1 Again, it is highly absurd that Prakfti knows
only to perform and not to enjoy. Again, according to our view every
thing cannot be produced out of everything because the potency in the
causes varies. So without taking recourse to Prakrti, we can explain the
diversity in effects and causes by diversity in the potencies.2
V II
C R I T I C I S M OF GOD ( I s HVA RA )

says that an eternal God cannot be regarded as the
cause of this world. To Chaitra, a weapon causes a wound and a
medicine heals that up. Both the weapon and the medicine are regarded
as causes because they are momentary and capable of successful
activity. God is neither momentary nor is He efficient. If the opponent
is so fond of taking an inactive and inefficient entity like God to be
the cause of this world, he should better hold a dry trunk of a tree
as the cause of this universe. God is eternal and so He cannot change.
And unless He changes, He cannot be a cause. Moreover, it is diffi
cult to understand as to why an eternal God should acquire the power
to become the cause only at a particular time when He starts the
creation. An effect arises from a combination of causes and conditions.
Now, if any other thing except that particular combination is wrongly
regarded as the cause of that effect, then infinite regress is bound to
creep in. We shall have to search for a cause of God Himself and then
another cause of that cause and so on ad infinitum. The argument of the
opponent that creation implies the Creator, just as a pot implies a potter
is answered by Dharmakîrti by pointing out that though an effect pre
supposes a cause, yet all effects do not pre-suppose the same cause,
otherwise from fog we shall infer fire and even an ant-hill will be regarded
as the work of a potter. The capacity to produce an effect lies in a
combination of causes, not in eternal things like God.3
Shantaraksita and Kamalashila also point out that when there are
no composite objects in this world, how can there be an Intelligent
Being who is supposed to produce them? It is like proving that an ant
hill is the creation of a potter. Even objects like houses, stair-cases,
gates, towers etc. are made by persons who are many and who have
fleeting ideas. If the opponent means only this that all effects presuppose
an intelligent cause, we have no quarrel with him because we also
d h a r m a k
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1 Ibid, K . 19-20; Also Pramâça-Vârtika, I, 166-167.
V irtik a , II, 12-28.

* Ibid, K . 45.

8 Pramfina-

maintain that this diverse universe is the result of intelligent actions.
We only refute his one Intelligent and Eternal Creator. Logically
his eternal Creator should have His own cause and this cause should
have another cause and so on ad infinitum. Again» either God is a
nonentity like a sky-lotus and so incapable of producing anything,
or the entire creation should be simultaneous. If God depends on
accessories, He is not independent; if He does not, then creation should
be simultaneous.1
Again, why should God create this world at all? If He is determined
by someone else, He is not free. If he is prompted by compassion, He
should have made this world absolutely happy and not full of misery,
poverty, grief and pain. Moreover, before creation there were no objects
for whom compassion might have been felt by God. Again, if He is
guided in creating and destroying this world by good or bad actions of
persons, then He is not free. If He creates the world through sport, then
He is not even master of His own amusement as He depends on His
playful instincts. If creation is due to His very existence or nature, then
there must be simultaneous production. If He has no power to create
in the beginning, He cannot acquire it afterwards. If it is said that like
a spider gradually producing webs out of its very nature, God also
gradually produces this world out of His very nature, it is wrong, because
a spider does not, by its very nature, produce webs. What produces
them is the saliva which comes out of the mouth of the spider on account
of its eager desire to eat insects. If it is said that creation emanates from
God unintentionally, then how can God be called intelligent? Even a
fisherman thinks twice before he acts.2
The arguments which refute Prakrti and Ishvara, also refute their
joint causality as admitted by Yoga.
Nor can creation be at random without any cause. Even the lotus and
its filaments, sharpness of thorns, beauty of peacock-feathers etc. are
caused by seeds, earth, water etc.3V
I
VIII
CRITICISM

OF BRAH M AN

I F it is maintained that Brahman in itself is an undifferentiated unity
and appears as diversity only because of Ignorance, then we urge, say
Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila, that this unity is neither proved by
perception nor by inference. Moreover, Brahman cannot even produce
a cognition, for consciousness is successive and momentary. Brahman is
therefore like the son of a barren woman. Again, if Brahman is always of
1 Tattva-Sangraha, K . 56-87.
Pramâça-Vârtika, II, 180-182.

* Ibid, K . 156-169.
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3 Ibid, K . 113-115; A lso

the nature of Pure Consciousness, then Ignorance and its result bondage
are impossible. All persons without the least eifort on their part will be
emancipated. Again, if Ignorance is regarded as the essential nature of
Brahman, then liberation will be impossible. Again, Ignorance cannot
be viewed as something apart from and independent of Brahman for
then the monism will be destroyed. Further, it is improper to describe
Ignorance as ‘indescribable*, or even as something which can be
described ‘neither as existent nor as non-existent*, because in order to
be an entity, Ignorance must be either existent or non-existent. Again,
because Brahman is one, so bondage of one means the bondage of all
and liberation of one means the liberation of all.
For us, on the other hand, Ignorance is a disposition or force of false
attachment. For us bondage means a series of defiled cognitions pro
duced by Ignorance, while liberation means a series of pure cognitions
produced by Right Knowledge.1
IX
C R I T I C I S M OF THE S E LF ( Ä T M A N )

(a) O f the Self of the Followers of the Upaniçads : The Advaitins who
follow the Upanisads2 maintain that one eternal Consciousness is the
only reality which illusorily appears as subject and as object. Shântaraksita says that this view contains only a very slight error and that error
is that this Pure Self which is Pure Consciousness is regarded as eternal.3
We perceive only changing cognitions and so, apart from them there is
no eternal cognition. If there were only one eternal consciousness, then
how can the diverse cognitions be explained? They too will have to be
cognized all at once. If ultimate reality is one eternal consciousness, then
all distinction between wrong and right knowledge, between bondage
and liberation will be wiped off. And all Yogic practices for right know
ledge and consequent liberation will be useless.4
(6) O f the Self of Nyäya-Vaishesika: This School maintains that our
ideas must have a self which knows them and in which all our desires,
feelings and ideas inhere. Shântaraksita and Kamalashila point out that
knowledge does not require a knowerfor its illumination, nor do desires,
feelings and ideas require a receptacle like material things, for they are
regarded as immobile by the opponents. Consciousness itself when
associated with the notion of the Ego is called the Self. It has only
phenomenal reality. Ultimately it denotes nothing.6 Desires, feelings
1 Ibid, K . 144-151, 544; Also Panjikâ, 74*75; Also Pramâoa-Vârtika, II, 202-205.
* advaitadarshanâvalambinashcha aupaniçadikâh, Paftjika, p. 123. * te$âm alpâparâdhan tu darshanam nityatoktitah, Tatt'*a-Sangraha, K . 330. 4 Ibid, K . 338-335.
4 ahankârâshravatvena chittamàtmeti gîyate. samvfyâ, vastuvftyâ tu vi$ayo sya na
vidyate. Ibid, 204.
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and ideas are momentary and arise in succession like the material seed,
sprout and creeper etc. They do not need any permanent self to inhere.1
(c) O f the Self of Mimämsä:— Kumärila maintains that just as a snake
remains a snake, though sometimes it may assume a coiled and some
times a straight posture, similarly the self is essentially of the nature of
eternal and pure Consciousness, though it may pass through many
phases of feelings, volitions and thoughts. Self-conscioUsness proves
the existence of the Self and the fact of recognition repudiates the
No-soul theory. To this the Buddhists object that if the Self is regarded
as one eternal Consciousness, then all cognitions will have to be regarded
as one and eternal. Kumärila replies that the diversity of cognitions is
due to the diversity of objects. Just as fire which has the nature of
burning burns only those combustible objects which are presented to it
or just as a mirror or a crystal, though it has the power to reflect, reflects
only those objects which are put before it, similarly the Self, though it
is of the nature of eternal consciousness, apprehends only those sensedata which are presented to it by sense-organs. The Buddhists retort
that if cognitions are influenced by the changing functions of the senseorgans and the sense-objects, they cannot be regarded as one and eternal.
Moreover, the diversity of cognitions in dreams and hallucinations where
there is no objective counterpart will not be explained. Again, if fire
burns all combustible objects, then the whole world will be at once
reduced to ashes. Again, a mirror or a crystal which is itself momentary
is only an apparatus to produce an illusory image. Again, if the changing
feelings, volitions and thoughts etc. are identical with the Self, then
the Self will not be permanent; and if they are different from the Self,
then how can their change affect the Self? Again, the simile of the snake
is also wrong. The snake becomes coiled etc. because it is itself momen
tary. Had it been permanent like the Self it could have never changed.
In fact the Self or the ego-notion is due to beginningless ignorance.
There is no appréhender of the notion of the ‘ I*. Hence there is no
knower. Recognition is based on the false notion of memory and it cannot
prove the existence of the Self.2
(d) O f the Self of Sänkhya:— Sänkhya also maintains that the Self is
pure and eternal consciousness and is different from buddhi or the
faculty of cognition. Against this view it is urged by the Buddhists that
if the Self only enjoys what is reflected in buddhi, then are these reflec
tions identical with or different from the Self? If identical, then the Self
should also change with the reflections; if not, then the Self cannot
enjoy them. Again, if actions belong to buddhi while fruits belong to
the Self, then the charge of vicarious suffering stands. Again, if it is
said that Prakrti and Purusa work together like the blind and the lame,
and that Prakrti gives fruits to Purusa according to his desires, then how
1 Ibid, K . 191-217.

2 Ibid, K . 241-283.

is it that many times an intense desire for a thing is felt but the desired
thing is absent? Again, at the time of enjoyment, if there is modification
in the Puruça, he is not eternal; and if there is no modification in him,
he cannot be the enjoyer and Prakfti can be of no help to him. Moreover,
if Prakrti brings about this diverse creation in accordance with the Self’s
'desire to see’, then how can Prakrti be called Unconscious? T o hold that
Prakfti only knows to prepare delicious dishes but does not know to eat
them is highly absurd.1
Indeed intellect, volition, consciousness, knowledge, sentience are all
synonyms. There is no harm if Consciousness is described as the Self.
We only object to its being called eternal.'1
(e)
O f the Self of the Jainas:— The Jainas like the Mimämsakas
maintain that the Self is Consciousness. But they regard it as an Identityand-difference. As substance (dravya) it is identity and is inclusive
(anugamätmaka) ; and as ‘successive factors’ (paryäya), it is diversity
and is exclusive (vyavrttimat), just as a Man-Lion (Nara-Simha),
though one, has a double nature. But this view is absurd. Either pure
identity alone or pure difference alone can be logically maintained.
Both cannot exist side by side in the same entity. Man-Lion too is not
of a double nature. He is only an aggregate of fleeting atoms.3
The shameless and naked Jainas, says Dharmakïrti, make such non
sensical and contradictory remarks that Reality is both existence and
non-existence, unity and plurality, inclusion and exclusion. If it is so
then curd is curd as well as a camel. Then, when a person is asked to
eat curd, he should run to eat a camel!4
(/) O f the Self of the Vâtsîputrïyas:— These Hînayânists, says Shantaraksita, even though they call themselves Buddhists (saugatammanyâh),
uphold the Self under the name of the Pudgaia and declare it to be
neither identical with nor different from the five skandhas, to be neither
real nor unreal and hence to be indescrihable. They should know that
the Pudgaia is like a sky-lotus; it is ultimately unreal. In order to be an
‘entity’ a thing must be either real or unreal. Only a non-entity like a
sky-lotus can be called ‘indescribable*.6 Efficiency or successful activity
is the definition of existence. Only a momentary thing can be efficient
and therefore real. The indescribable cannot be called an existent
entity. Great persons like Vasubandhu etc. have successfully explained
the seeming contradictions in the scripture by pointing out that the
apparently contradictory teachings of the Merciful Buddha are due to
his Excellent Skill, that he provisionally taught the existence of the
Pudgaia only to remove the false notion of non-existence.6

1 Ibid, K . 288-300. * chaitanye chàtmashabdasya niveahe'pi na nah kçatib- nityatvam
tasya dubsidhyam akçyàdeh aaphalatvatab, Ibid, K . 302, 305. * Ibid, K . 311-327.
4 Praraipa-V&rtika, I, 182-185. 4 Tattva-Sangraha, K . 339. 4 Ibid, K . 348.
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in his Älambana-pariksä criticizes the atoms of the Vaibhâsikas and of the Vaishesikas and the arguments used by him are
similar to those used by Vasubandhu in his Vimshatikä. Consciousness
is the only reality. The so-called external objects do not exist indepen
dently and outside of consciousness. Consciousness manifests itself as
the subject as well as the object. The so-called external object is only
the ‘knowable-aspect* (grähya-bhäga) or the ‘object-condition* (älambana-pratyaya) of consciousness. Its objectivity is not denied for it is said
to appear as object to the knowing subject. Only its objectivity does not
fall outside of consciousness. The opponent objects that if the object is
a part of consciousness and appears simultaneously with it, then how
can it be a condition to consciousness itself? Dinnäga answers this by
pointing out that the object, the essence of which is consciousness and
which is only the knowable-aspect of consciousness, appears as if it is
something external and also serves as a condition to consciousness
because of its invariable association with consciousness and also because
of its transmitting the force in succession. The sense-organ is only the
force in consciousness which force acts as an auxiliary cause to enable
consciousness to manifest itself. This force is not something opposed to
consciousness for it is inside consciousness itself. Thus the object which
is only the knowable-aspect of consciousness and the sense-organ which
is only the force of consciousness go on determining each other from
beginningless time.1
Dharmaklrti also asserts that an object is nothing but relative existence
and the latter is nothing but dependence on causes and conditions. The
form in which consciousness manifests itself under causes and condi
tions is called an ‘external object*.2 The diversity among intellects is
due to the different mental dispositions (samskära) or forces (vâsanâ),
and not to the so-called plurality of external objects.1 When it is proved
that consciousness itself appears as an object, Dharmakirti says that he
himself does not know through what beginningless ignorance an
external object is taken to be real!4 Indeed to those whose vision is
blurred by magic, small round potsherds look like coins and pebbles
look like diamonds !5 It is only when philosophers, like elephants, close
their eyes from the ultimate reality and descend on the phenomenal

dinnäga

1 vadantarjficvarüpam hi bahir-vad avabhäsate, Älamb;ma-Pari!'$ä, K . 6-8. * Pram äna-Värtika, III, 224. 9 Ibid, III, 336. 4 Ibid, III, 353. * Ibid, III, 355.
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plane that they take external objects as a practical necessity.1 Reality is
Pure Consciousness. It manifests itself internally as subject and ex
ternally as object. But the distinction between internal and external
is within Consciousness itself. Consciousness is a unity. Its manifesta
tion as subject and object is therefore only an appearance, not reality.2
T h e subject-aspect and the object-aspect of Consciousness are mutually
relative. One without the other is unreal. Reality which is this non-dual
Pure Consciousness ultimately transcends the subject-object duality.3
Everything which can be defined, which can be brought under the
categories of intellect is an appearance and does not fall outside the
subject-object duality. Appearances, therefore, are declared to be
unreal because they are indefinable.4 It is only through Ignorance that
the non-dual Pure Consciousness appears as the duality of the subject
and the object.5 Like the external object, the internal subject is also
unreal. It is the ego-notion and is the root-cause of all suffering.® The
real Self is self-luminous Consciousness; all impurities are adven
titious.7
Shantaraksita and Kamalashïla call themselves Niräkära-Vijnänavädins or the upholders of Formless Consciousness. Shantaraksita
frankly confesses that the fact that Pure Consciousness is the ultimate
reality has been clearly established by eminent Ächäryas like Vasubandhu in his Vijnaptimatrata-siddhi and like Dinnäga in his Alambanapariksä, and that so far as ultimate reality is concerned he is following
the same path.8 Whether consciousness arises as formless (anirbhäsa)
or with form (sanirbhâsa) or with something else (anyanirbhäsa), the
fact is that it can never cognize any external object for the simple reason
that such object does not really exist.® Consciousness needs nothing
else for apprehension. Self-consciousness means the necessarily non
unconscious character of consciousness. It means that knowledge is
essentially self-luminous. The objection of Rumania that though
cognition is illuminative yet it needs a potent external object for its
function of apprehension is answered by pointing out that there is no
distinction between cognition and its function, that cognition means
apprehension of the object and that therefore it needs neither any
other function nor any external object.10
Consciousness ultimately transcends the subject-object duality. It is
‘without a second* (advaya). It needs neither a knowing subject nor a
known object. It isessentiallyself-luminous.11 The objection of Bhadanta
Shubhagupta that for proving that Consciousness is the ultimate reality
1 tadupekçitatattvârthaih kjtvâ gajanimîlanam. kevalam lokabuddhyaiva bdhyachintS
pratanyate, Ibid, III, 219. * Ibid, III, 212. * Ibid, III, 213. 4 Ibid, III, 215.
* avibhägo'pi buddhyätmä viparyâsitadarshanaih. grähyagrähakasamvittibhedavän
iva lakçyate, Ibid, III, 354. Ibid, II, 196. 7 prabhäsvaram idam chittam prakjtyS'gantavo malâji, Ibid, II, 208. 8 Vijnâptimâtratâsiddhir dhimadbhir vimaJflcrtâ.
aamâbhis tad dishä yätam paramàrthavinishchaye, Tattva-Sangraha, K . 2084
• Ibid, K . 1999. 10 Ibid, K. 20x7, 2022. 11 Ibid, K . 2079.
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the argument given is that consciousness is essentially consciousness,
which is no argument at all, is answered by pointing out that con
sciousness is essentially self-luminous and no external object can be
regarded as self-luminous. External object, therefore, cannot be real.
It is only a knowable-aspect of consciousness which on account of
ignorance appears as i f it is something external. Though a part of
consciousness, it becomes a condition to consciousness because it is
invariably associated with it.1 Pure Consciousness is self-luminous and
by its very nature is the essence of true knowledge. All impurities come
from outside. Consciousness, therefore, is essentially self-consciousness
because it is self-luminous and free from all impositions.2 Consciousness
really transcends the subject-object duality. Neither the subject nor
the object is ultimately real. The Buddhas have therefore declared
consciousness to be free from these two aberrations. Who will entertain
a wrong notion about consciousness unless he be confused with duality
and determination?3 This pure Consciousness is in fact the Pure Self.
True knowledge consists in the realization of this Pure Self (vishuddhâtma-darshana) and it arises when it is known that Ultimate Reality
is Pure Consciousness which is devoid of all adventitious impurities.4
This is the highest Truth taught by the Buddha, the Expounder of
Truth. It is the cause of all prosperity and ultimate Good. It is the
true Dharma for the wise people have declared that to be Dharma from
which prosperity and ultimate Good result. It has not been realized by
the non-Buddhist Keshava (of the Gita) and others.5
XI
E X P O S I T I O N OF THE BUDD HA
w i t h all religious fervour, Dharmakirti salutes the Buddha whom he
declares to be Pure Consciousness transcending all categories of the
intellect (vidhütakalpanäjäla); from whom rays of Consciousness burst
forth in every direction (samantasphuranatvit); who is Pure Existence
(dharmakäya); who is Deep and Pure Bliss (gambhirodarâ-mürti, i.e.
sambhogakäya); and who is full of compassion on all sides (samantabhadra, i.e. nirmänakäya.)6 But in strict conformity with his acute logic
he is forced to say that the Buddha is absolutely reliable, not because
he is omniscient, but because he possesses true knowledge, because he
knows and prescribes the means to achieve true knowledge to realize
what is good and what is bad.7 Dharmakirti thus denies omniscience
even to the Buddha. The Buddha is reliable because he possesses true

1 Ibid, K . 2082-2083. 1 Ibid. K - 3435 . 3437 - 8 Ibid, K . 3536, 3538. 4 etadeva hi
tajjfiänam yad vishuddhätmadarshanam. âgantukamaiâpetachittamâtratvavcdanât,
Ibid, K . 3535. * Ibid, K . 3486, 3540. 4 Pramäi?a-Värtikn, I, 1. * Ibid, II, 32.
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knowledge (jnänavän), because he is full of compassion (kârunikah)
and because he is overwhelmingly kind (dayâvân). His words are not
false because, having realized true knowledge and the right path, he has
prescribed them for all to practise.1 A reliable person should be neither
omniscient nor far-sighted. Omniscience in this world is impossible and
if far-sightedness is to be the criterion of truth, then let us all adore the
vultures !2
Shântaraksita, however, strongly differs from Dharmakïrti on this
point and emphatically declares the Buddha to be Omniscient. The
Mfmämsaka argues that an omniscient Being is impossible. One cannot
know even all the atoms and the hair of one’s body, how can one claim
to know everything? O f course one may call him ‘All-knowing’ (sarvavit)
who knows the meaning of the word ‘AH’ (sarva)! Moreover, if Buddha
is omniscient, why not Rapila? And if both, why the difference between
their teachings? It is possible for more intelligent persons to know
something more but not everything. By practice one may jump about
fifteen feet in the sky; but surely one cannot jump over eight miles,
though practice one may for innumerable times. It is said that the
Buddha is like the Chintämani Jewel and when he sits in meditation,
even the walls freely proclaim his teachings. Such absurd statements
can be believed only by those who have blind faith. We are not blind
followers. We want reasons.3
The objections of the Mïmâmsaka are answered by Shântaraksita
and Kamalahïla thus:
It is wrong to say that because the Omniscient Being is not perceived
therefore he does not exist. Mere non-apprehension cannot prove the
non-existence of a thing. Even if his existence is not proved there
should be only doubt about his existence, not certainty about his non
existence.4 Moreover, we maintain that an omniscient Being exists. He
cannot be perceived by ordinary people. How can a person perceive
the Omniscient unless he himself becomes Omniscient. Only the saints
can directly realize him. Or the Omniscient Being, being Self-luminous,
Himself sees Himself.6
We do not propound the existence of the Omniscient Being merely
on the authority of the scripture. When the inferential mark is present
why should recourse be taken to verbal testimony?6 In fact, omniscience
is nothing else than the highest stage of knowledge.7 The young one of
a regal swan cannot even come out of its nest. But through practice it
can fly even across the ocean. Similarly a man by acquiring true know
ledge through constant yogic practices can become the Buddha. The
Buddha for our benefit has proclaimed the doctrine of Nairâtmya which
1 Ibid, II, 145-146.
* Ibid, II, 33.
3 Tattva-Sangraha, K . 3269, 3270, 3311.
4 Ibid, K . 3276.
6 svayamevâtmanâtmânam âtmajyotiii sa pashyati, Ibid, K . 3290.
4 Ibid, K . 3510. 7 Pafijika, p. 908.
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is the unique Gateway to Bliss and which frightens the wrong doctrines.
One who has realized this truth cannot be tainted with any defect, for
defect and truth, like darkness and light, are opposed to each other. And
when there is no defect and no attachment, all ‘coverings* of ignorance
are removed and consequently Omniscience is realized and Oneness with
the Buddha is attained.1 When the truth that Consciousness is the only
reality and that ultimately there is no object (dharma-nairätmya) and
no subject (pudgala-nairätmya) is realized, the cycle of birth-and-death
comes to a standstill. This state is called Apavarga.2
The Merciful Buddha who is the true friend of all, has taught the
right doctrine to everybody without making any distinction of any
kind.3 The wise Brähmanas pay their respects to the Omniscient
Buddha.4 The real Brähmanas are those who have removed all their
sins by practising the teaching of Nairâtmya and they are to be found
in the religion founded by the Enlightened Sage.5 The spurious Bräh
manas, unable to defend their wrong views by means of sound argu
ments fall back upon the authority of the Veda. The Great Buddha, on
the other hand, confident of his power to expound the right doctrine
through reasonable arguments, curbing the arrogance of the maddened
elephant-like opponents, fearlessly roars like a lion in the following
manner:— ‘O Bhiksus, accept my words not out of mere respect
for me, but after testing them at the touchstone of reason, just as gold
is accepted as true by the wise after heating, cutting and rubbing against
the touchstone*.6

1 Tattva-Sangraha, K . 3322. 3338 - 3339 - 8 Ibid, K . 3488, 3491, 3539 , 3492 - * Ibid.
K . 3S69.
4 Ibid, K . 3512.
6 Ibid, K . 3589.
* ‘tàpâch chhcdâch cha nikasât
suvamam iva pançhtaib- parikçya bhikçavo! grâhyam mad vacho na tu gauravât'.
Ibid, quoted as K . 3588.

Chapter Nine
SÄftKHYA
I
INTRODUCTION

is undoubtedly one of the oldest systems of Indian Philo
sophy. We find references to the Sänkhya-Yoga doctrines in some
of the Upanisads, e.g., in the Chhändogya,1 the Prashna,2 the
Katha3 and particularly in the Shvetashvatara;4 in the Mahäbhärata;6
in the Gita;6 and in the Smrtis and the Puränas. Bädaräyana, the author
o f the Vedänta-sütra, repeatedly refers to the view whether the Sänkhya
can be regarded as the teaching of the Upanisads and rejects it,7 besides
undertaking refutation of the Sänkhya in the Tarkapäda on rational
grounds. Sharikarächärya regards it as the ‘main opponent’ (pradhänamalla) of Vedanta and says that though Sänkhya and Yoga are generally
accepted by the wise as conducive to the Highest Good, yet these systems
advocate dualism and cannot be supported by the Shruti. These words
are used in the Shruti and the Smrti in the sense of knowledge and
action respectively and words like Mahat, Avyakta etc. are used in the
sense of names and forms.8 The fact that Bädaräyana and Shankara are
keen to reject the view that Sänkhya, though accepted by the wise, is
not based on the Upanisads because it advocates dualism, suggests that
there must have been some thinkers belonging to the Sänkhya who
claimed it to be the teaching of the Upanisads. Though nothing can
be said with absolute certainty, it seems highly probable that the
Sänkhya in the beginning was based on the Upanisads and had accepted
the theistic Absolute, but later on, under the influence of the Jaina and
the Buddhist thought, it rejected theistic monism and was content with
spiritualistic pluralism and atheistic realism. And it is this Sänkhya to
which Bädaräyana and Shankara are opposed. This also explains why
some of the later Sänkhyas, e.g. Vijnänabhiksu in the sixteenth century,
tried to revive the earlier theism in Sänkhya.
Tradition regards Kapila as the founder of this system. But Sänkhyapravachana-sötra which is attributed to him is generally regarded by
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änkhya

3

1 V I, 4, I. 1 V I , 2. • I, , 10-13. * IV , 5, 10, 12, 16 ; V I, 10, 13, i8 .
Shfintiparva 303-308. * II, 3 9 ; II I, 42; V , 4-5. ’ I, , 5 -11 ; II, i, 1-3.

Bhàsya, I, 1, 5-10; I, 4, 1-3 and 28; II, 1, 3.
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scholars as a work of the fourteenth century a . d ., because it has not
been referred to by the earlier writers of the other schools, because it
criticizes the rival systems and because it wants to revive theism. So far
as theism is concerned, we maintain that the original Sänkhya was
theistic. But the fact that this work has been ignored and Ishvarakrsna’s Kärikä has been referred to instead by the other earlier writers,
as well as the fact that it criticizes other systems go against this work
being regarded as that of Rapila himself. As Ishvarakrsna himself speaks
of Rapila, Asuri, and Panchashikha, it seems probable that these were
historical personages whose works have been lost. Rapila certainly
flourished before Buddha and he must have composed Sähkhya-sütra
which work was unfortunately lost long ago. Ishvarakrsna’s SänkhyaRärikä seems to be the earliest available and the most popular work
of this system. Besides this we have Gaudapäda’s Sänkhya-Rärikäbhäsya, Vâchaspati Mishra’s Tattva-Raumudï and Vijnäna-bhiksu’s
Sâhkhya-pravachana-bhâsya.
The word ‘Sänkhya’ is derived from the word ‘Sankhya’ which means
right knowledge as well as number. The Gita uses this word in
the sense of knowledge, so does the Mahäbhärata at other places
also. Sänkhya means the philosophy of right knowledge (samyak
khyäti or jnäna). The system is predominantly intellectual and
theoretical. Right knowledge is the knowledge of the separation
of the Purusa from the Prakrti. Yoga, as the counterpart of
Sänkhya, means action or practice and tells us how the theoretical
metaphysical teachings of Sänkhya might be realized in actual practice.
Thus Sänkhya-Yoga forms one complete system, the former being the
theoretical while the latter being the practical aspect of the same
teaching. Sänkhya is also the philosophy of numbers, because it deals
with twenty-five categories. As a philosophy of numbers, it might have
influenced the Pythagorean philosophy.
Ishvarakrsna (fifth century a . d .) is the representative of the classical
Sänkhya which had divorced itself from the Upanisads under the
influence of Jainism and Buddhism, yet the Vedäntic teaching of abso
lutism with which the original Sänkhya was associated, asserts itself
implicitly in Ishvarakrsna. We have seen that absolutism is implicit in
Jainism and explicit in Mahäyäna Buddhism and we shall see how it is
implicit in Ishvarakrsna also.
Sänkhya maintains a clear-cut dualism between Purusa and Prakrti
and further maintains the plurality of the Purusas, and is silent on God.
It is a pluralistic spiritualism and an atheistic realism and an uncom
promising dualism.
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Il
T H E O R Y OF C A U S A T I O N

us first consider the SSnkhya theory of causation on which its
doctrine of Prakrti is based. The basic question involved in any theory
o f causation is: Does the effect pre-exist in its material cause? Those
who answer this question in the negative are called Asatkäryavädins,
while those who answer it in the affirmative are called Satkäryavädins.
According to the former, the effect is a new creation, a real beginning.
T h e effect (kärya) does not pre-exist (asat) in its material cause. Other
wise, there would be no sense in saying that it is produced or caused.
I f the pot already exists in the clay and the cloth in the threads and curd
in milk, then why should the potter exert himself in producing the pot
out of the clay, and why should not the threads serve the purpose of the
cloth and why should not milk taste like curd? Moreover, its production
would be its repeated birth which is nonsense. Nyäya, Vaishesika,
Hînayana Buddhism, Materialism and some followers of Mimämsä
believe in Asatkäryaväda, which is also known as Arambhaväda, i.e.,
the view that production is a new beginning. Materialism believes in
Svabhävaväda ; Hînayana Buddhism in Anitya-paramänuväda or
Ksanabhangaväda and Nyäya-Vaishesika and some followers of Mimä
msä in Nitya-paramänu-käranaväda. The Satkäryavädins, on the other
hand, believe that the effect is not a new creation, but only an explicit
manifestation of that which was implicitly contained in its material
cause. Here, another important question arises: Is the effect a real
transformation or an unreal appearance of its cause? Those who believe
that the effect is a real transformation of its cause are called Parinämavädins (parinäma= real modification); while those who believe that
it is an unreal appearance are called Vivartavädins (vivarta = unreal
appearance). Sàhkhya, Yoga and Ramanuja believe in Parinämaväda.
The view of Sankhya-Yoga is called Prakrti-parinäma-väda, while the
view of Ramanuja is called Brahma-parinämaväda. Shünyaväda,
Vijnänaväda and Shankara believe in Vivartaväda. Their views may be
respectively called Shünyatä-vivarta-vadä, Vijnäna-vivarta-väda and
Brahma-vivarta-väda. The view of Jainism and of Kumarila may be
called Sadasatkäryaväda because according to them the effect is both
real as well as unreal before its production— real as identical with the
cause and unreal as a modal change thereof, though ultimately both
incline towards Parinämaväda.
Sänkhya believes in Satkäryaväda. All material effects are the
modification (parinäma) of Prakrti. They pre-exist in the eternal bosom
let
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of Prakrti and simply come out of it at the time of creation and return to
it at the time of dissolution. There is neither new production nor utter
destruction. Production means development or manifestation (âvirbhäva); destruction means envelopment or dissolution (tirobhava).
Production is evolution; destruction is involution. Sänkhya gives five
arguments in support of Satkâryavâda :
(1) If the effect does not pre-exist in its cause, it becomes a mere
nonentity like the hare’s horn or the sky-flower and can
never be produced (asadakaranât).
(2) The effect is only a manifestation of its material cause,
because it is invariably connected with it (upädänagrahanat).
(3) Everything cannot be produced out of everything. This
suggests that the effect, before its manifestation, is implicit
in its material cause (sarvasambhaväbhävät).
(4) Only an efficient cause can produce that for which it is
potent. This again means that the effect, before its manifesta
tion, is potentially contained in its material cause. Production
is only an actualization of the potential (shaktasya shakyakaranät). Were it not so, then curd should be produced
out of water, and cloth out of reeds, and oil out of sandparticles.
(5) The effect is the essence of its material cause and as such
identical with it. When the obstructions in the way of
manifestation are removed, the effect naturally flows out of
its cause. The cause and the effect are the implicit and the
explicit stages of the same process. The cloth is contained
in the threads, the oil in the oil-seeds, the curd in the
milk. The effect pre-exists in its material cause
(karanabhävät).1Il
I ll
PRAKÇTI

theory that causation means a real transformation of the material
cause leads to the concept of Prakrti as the root-cause of the world of
objects. All worldly effects are latent in this uncaused cause, because
infinite regress has to be avoided. It is the potentiality of nature, ‘the
receptacle and nurse of all generation*. As the uncaused root-cause, it
is called Prakrti; as the first principle of this Universe, it is called
Pradhäna ; as the unmanifested state of all effects, it is known as Avyakta ;

the

1 asadakaraçâd upädänagrahanat sarvasambhaväbhävät.
karaçiabhâvâchcha satkâryam. Sänkhya-Kärikä, 9.
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shaktasya shakyakaraçiât

as the extremely subtle and imperceptible thing which is only inferred
from its products, it is called Anumâna; as the unintelligent and uncon
scious principle, it is called Jada; and as the ever-active unlimited power,
it is called Shakti. The products are caused, dependent, relative, many
and temporary as they are subject to birth and death or to production
and destruction; but Prakrti is uncaused, independent, absolute, one
and eternal, being beyond production and destruction. The extreme
subtleness of Prakrti makes it unmanifest and imperceptible; we infer
its existence through its products. Motion is inherent in it in the form
of Rajas. As the source of the inanimate world, it is unconscious. The
entire world of objects is implicit in the bosom of Prakrti. Evolution is
the explicit manifestation of this world of objects, while dissolution is
the returning of this world to Prakrti. Sankhya believes that conscious
ness cannot be regarded as the source of the inanimate world, as Vedanta
and Mahäyäna believe, because an intelligent principle cannot trans
form itself into the unintelligent world. On the other hand, the material
atoms of the physical elements too cannot be regarded as the cause of
this world, as Chärväkas, Nyäya and Vaishesika, Jainism and Hinayäna
Buddhism, and Mîmâmsâ wrongly believe, because they cannot explain
the subtle products of matter like intellect, mind and ego (these
are different from pure consciousness which belongs to Purusa alone,
and are regarded here as internal organs), and further because the
unity of the universe points to a single cause while the atoms are
scattered and many. Unintelligent, unmanifest, uncaused, ever-active,
imperceptible, eternal and one Prakrti alone is the final source of this
world of objects which is implicitly and potentially contained in its
bosom.
Sähkhya gives five proofs for the existence of Prakrti which are as
follows :
(1) All individual things in this world are limited, dependent,
conditional and finite. The finite cannot be the cause of the
universe. Logically we have to proceed from the finite to the
infinite, from the limited to the unlimited, from the peros to
the aperosy from the temporary to the permanent, from the
many to the one. And it is this infinite, unlimited, eternal
and all-pervading Prakrti which is the source of this universe
(bhedänäm parimänat).
(2) All worldly things possess certain common characteristics
by which they are capable of producing pleasure, pain and
indifference. Hence there must be a common source com
posed of three Gunas, from which all worldly things arise
(samanvayät).
(3) All effects arise from the activity of the potent cause. Evolu
tion means the manifestation of the hitherto implicit as the
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explicit. The activity which generates evolution must be
inherent in the world-cause. And this cause is, Prakrti
(käryatah pravrttescha).
(4) The effect differs from the cause and hence the limited effect
cannot be regarded as its own cause. The effect is the explicit
and the cause is the implicit state of the same process. The
effects, therefore, point to a world-cause where they are
potentially contained (kâranakâryavibhâgât).
(5) The unity of the universe points to a single cause. And this
cause is Prakrti. (avibhägat vaishvarüpyasya).1
Prakrti is said to be the unity of the three Gunas held in equilibrium
(gunânâm sämyävasthä). The three Gunas are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas.
They are the constituents of Prakrti and through it of the worldly
objects. Being subtle and imperceptible their existence is inferred from
their effects— pleasure, pain and indifference respectively. Although they
are called Gunas, yet they are not ordinary qualities or attributes like
the Nyâya-Vaishesika Gunas. They themselves possess qualities like
lightness, activity, heaviness etc. They are extremely fine and everchanging elements. They make up Prakrti which is nothing apart from
them. They are not the qualities which Prakrti, the substance, possesses;
on the other hand they themselves constitute Prakrti. They are
the factors or the constituents or the elements of Prakrti. They
are called Gunas2 because they are the elements of Prakriti which
alone is called substantive; or because they are subservient to the
end of the Purusa, or because they are intertwined, like three strands,
to make up the rope of Prakrti which binds the Purusas.
Sattva literally means real or existent and is responsible for the
manifestation of objects in consciousness. It is called goodness and
produces pleasure. It is light and bright, buoyant (laghu) and illumina
ting (prakâshaka). Luminosity of light, power of reflection, upward
movement, pleasure, happiness, contentment, bliss are all due to it. Its
colour is white. Rajas, which literally means foulness, is the principle
of motion. It produces pain. Restless activity, feverish effort and wild
stimulation are its results. It is mobile (chala) and stimulating (upastambhaka). Its colour is red. Tamas, which literally means darkness, is the
principle of inertia. It produces apathy and indifference. Ignorance,
sloth, confusion, bewilderment, passivity and negativity are its results.
It is heavy (guru) and enveloping (varanaka) and as such is opposed to
Sattva. It is also opposed to Rajas as it arrests activity. Its colour is dark.
These three gunas which constitute Prakrti are never separate. They
1 bhedânâm parimânât samanvayât Icäryatah pruvfttMhrha kfiranakfiryavihhSgSd
avibhâyûd vaishvarüpyasya, Sänkhya-Kärikä, 15. *Gupa means ‘quality*, 'secondary*
and ‘strand o f a rope*.

conflict and yet co-operate with one another and are always found
intermingled. They are compared to the oil, the wick and the flame of
a lamp, which, though opposed, yet co-operate to produce the light of
a lamp. They are imperceptible and are inferred from their effects. All
things are composed of these three gunas and their differences are due
to the different combinations of these gunas. The nature of a thing is
determined by the preponderance of a particular guna. Things are called
good, bad or indifferent; intelligent, active or slothful; pure, impure or
neutral, on account of the predominance of sattva, rajas or tamas respec
tively. When these gunas are held in a state of equilibrium, that state
is called Prakrti. Evolution of worldly objects does not take place at this
state. These gunas are said to be ever-changing. They cannot remain
static even for a moment. Change is said to be of two kinds— homogen
eous or sarüpa-parinäma and heterogeneous or virüpa-parinäma. During
the state of dissolution (pralaya) of the world, the gunas change homo
geneously, i.e., sattva changes into sattva, rajas into rajas and tamas into
tamas. This change does not disturb the equilibrium of the gunas and
unless the equilibrium is disturbed and one predominates over the
other two, evolution cannot take place. Evolution starts when there is
heterogeneous change in the gunas and one predominates over the
other two and brings about terrific commotion in the bosom of Prakrti.
The nature of these gunas is beautifully brought out in a Hindi
couplet by Rasalma. The poet says that the eyes of the beloved are
white, red and dark, and are full of nectar, intoxication and poison,
with the result that once they pierce the heart of the lover, he experi
ences the joy of life, the agony of restlessness and the inertia of death.
The recollection of the beloved gives him joy and makes life worth
living; separation causes acute pain and makes him restless; intensity
of love makes him forget everything and become inactive, unconscious
and almost dead.1 Sattva is white and is like nectar and gives joy; rajas
is red and is like intoxication and gives pain; tamas is dark and is like
poison and produces unconsciousness. ‘We bow to Prakrti,’ says Ishvarakrsna/the red-white-dark, the unborn mother and “ nurse and receptacle
of all generation” . ’2 Such is the conception of Prakrti in Sänkhya.IV
IV
PURUSA

THE other of the two co-present co-eternal realities of Sänkhya is the
Purusa, the principal of pure Consciousness. Purusa is the soul, the self,
the spirit, the subject, the knower. It is neither body nor senses nor
1 amî-halâhala-mada-hhare ahveta-ahyäma-ratanära. jiyata, marata, jhuki jhuki parata,
jehi chitavata ika b ira.
* ajimek&m Iohita-shukla-krççiàm bahvïh p raj äh »rjamänäm
namâmab-
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brain nor mind (manas) nor ego (ahankara) nor intellect (buddhi). It is
not a substance which possesses the quality of Consciousness. Conscious
ness is its essence. It is itself pure and transcendental Consciousness.
It is the ultimate knower which is the foundation of all knowledge. It is
the pure subject and as such can never become an object of knowledge.
It is the silent witness, the emancipated alone, the neutral seer, the
peaceful eternal. It is beyond time and space, beyond change and activity.
It is self-luminous and self-proved. It is uncaused, eternal and allpervading. It is the indubitable real, the postulate of knowledge, and
all doubts and denials pre-suppose its existence. It is called nistraigunya,
udâsînâ, akartä, kevala, madhyastha, sâksî, drastä, sadäprakäshasvarüpa,
and jnäta.1
Sänkhya gives the following five proofs for the existence of the
Purusa:
(1) All compound objects exist for the sake of the Purusa. The
body, the senses, the mind and the intellect are all means to
realize the end of the Purusa. The three gunas, the Prakrti,
the subtle body— all are said to serve the purpose of the self.
Evolution is teleological or purposive. Prakrti evolves itself
in order to serve the Purusa’s end. This proof is teleological
(sanghâtaparârthatvât).
(2) All objects are composed of the three gunas and therefore
logically presuppose the existence of the Purusa who is the
witness of these gunas and is himself beyond them. T h e
three gunas imply the conception of a nistraigunya— that
which is beyond them. This proof is logical (trigunädiviparyayät).
(3) There must be a transcendental synthetic unity of pure
Consciousness to co-ordinate all experiences. All knowledge
necessarily presupposes the existence of the self. The self
is the foundation (adhisthäna), the fundamental postulate of
all empirical knowledge. All affirmations and all negations
equally presuppose it. Without it, experience would not
become experience. This proof is ontological (adhisthänät).
(4) Non-intelligent Prakrti cannot experience its products. So
there must be an intelligent principle to experience the
worldly products of Prakrti. Prakrti is tlie enjoyed (bhogyä)
and so there must be an enjoyer (bhoktâ). All objects of the
world have the characteristics of producing pleasure, pain
and bewilderment. But pleasure, pain and bewilderment
have meaning only when there is a conscious principle to
1 tasmächcha viparyäsät siddham sâkçitvamasva puruçasva.
d f?trtvam akartrbhàvashcha, Sânkhya-Kânkâ, 19.
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kaivalyam mädhyastham

experience them. Hence Purusa must exist. This argument
is ethical (bhoktrbhâvât).
(5) There are persons who try to attain release from the sufferings
of the world. The desire for liberation and emancipation
implies the existence of a person who can try for and obtain
liberation. Aspiration presupposes the aspirant. This proof
is mystical or religious (kaivalyârtham pravrtteh).
Unlike Advaita Vedanta and like Jainism and Mimâmsâ, Sänkhya
believes in the plurality of the Purusas. Like the Jivas of the Jainas, the
souls of Ramanuja and the monads of Leibnitz, the Sänkhya Purusas
are subject to qualitative monism and quantitative pluralism. The selves
are all essentially alike; only numerically are they different. Their
essence is consciousness. Bliss is regarded as different from conscious
ness and is the product of the sattvaguna. Sänkhya gives the following
three arguments for proving the plurality of the Purusas:
(1) The souls have different sensory and motor organs and
undergo separate births and deaths. Had there been only
one Purusa, the birth or death of one should have meant
the birth or death of all and any particular experience of
pleasure, pain or indifference by one should have been
equally shared by all. Hence the souls must be many.
(2) If the self were one, bondange of one should have meant
bondage of all and liberation of one should have meant libera
tion of all. The activity of one should have made all persons
active and the sleep of one should have lulled into sleep all
other persons.
(3) Though the emancipated souls are all alike and differ only
in number as they are all beyond the three gunas, yet the
bound souls relatively differ in qualities also, since in some
sattva predominates, while in others rajas, and in still others
tamas.2 Hence their difference.V
V
EVOLUTION

have seen that Prakrti is regarded as essentially dynamic. If
motion were not inherent in Prakrti, it could not be given to it by any
outside agency; and if motion once ceased in Prakrti, it could not re
appear. Hence Prakrti is always changing.3 Even in dissolution, there is
w e

1 sanghâtaparârthatvât trigunâdiviparyayâd adhiçfhânât.
puruço'sti bhoktrbhâvât
kaivalyârtham pravftteshcha, Ibid, 17. 2 jananamaranakaranânâm pratmiyamâd
ayugapat pravftteshcha. puruçabahutvam siddham traigunyaviparyayâchchaiva.
1 pratik^oaparinâmino hi sarvabhâvâ rtc chitishaktch.
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homogeneous change (sarüpa or sajâtïya parinäma) in Prakrti when all
the three gunas are in the state of equilibrium. It is only when hetero
geneous change takes place and rajas vibrates and makes sattva and
tamas vibrate that the equilibrium is disturbed and evolution takes
place. Sattva, the principle of manifestation and rajas, the principle of
activity were formerly held in check by tamas, the principle of nonmanifestation and non-activity. But when rajas, the principle of activity
vibrates and makes the other two vibrate, the process of creation begins.
And creation is not the new creation of the worldly objects, but only
their manifestation. It is only making explicit of that which was formerly
implicit. Evolution is regarded as cyclic and not linear. There is no
continuous progress in one direction, but alternating periods of evolu
tion (sarga) and dissolution (pralaya) in a cyclic order. Evolution is again
said to be teleological and not mechanical or blind. Evolution takes
place for serving the purpose of the Purusa. Prakrti, the gunas, the
senses, the mind, the ego, the intellect, the subtle body— all are con
stantly serving the end of the Purusa. This end is either worldly experi
ence (bhoga) or liberation (apavarga). Purusa needs Prakrti for enjoy
ment as well as for liberation, for samsara as well as for Kaivalya.
Evolution supplies objects to be enjoyed to the Purusa and also works
for his liberation by enabling him to discriminate between himself and
Prakrti
Now the question is: How does evolution take place? Evidently when
heterogeneous motion arises and rajas disturbs the equilibrium of the
gunas. But how is the equilibrium disturbed? Sähkhya fails to answer
this question satisfactorily. The fundamental blunder of Sänkhya has
been to separate Prakrti and Purusa as absolute and independent entities.
As a matter of fact, the subject and the object are two aspects of the same
reality which holds them together and yet transcends them. All realistic
pluralism, of whatever brand it may be, has failed to answer this ques
tion satisfactorily. If Prakrti and Purusa are absolutely separate and
independent entities, then they can never unite together, nor can there
be any tertium quid to unite them. And if they cannot unite evolution
cannot take place. Sänkhya says that the disturbance of the equilibrium
of the gunas which starts evolution is made possible by the contact of
Purusa and Prakrti. Purusa without Prakrti is lame and Prakrti without
Purusa is blind. ‘Theory without practice is empty and practice without
theory is blind.* ‘Concepts without percepts arc empty and percepts
without concepts are blind.* Prakrti needs Purusa in order to be known,
to be seen, to be enjoyed (darshanärtham); and Purusa needs Prakrti in
order to enjoy (bhoga) and also in order to obtain liberation (apavarga),
in order to discriminate between himself and Prakrti and thereby obtain
emancipation (kaivalyärtham). If Prakrti and Purusa remain separate,
there is dissolution. For creation they must unite. Just as a lame man
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and a blind man can co-operate and the lame may sit on the shoulders
o f the blind and point to him the way, while the blind may walk and thus
both can reach the destination, though neither of them could have done
that separately, similarly the inactive Purusa and the non-intelligent
Prakrti co-operate to serve the end, and this union disturbs the equilib
rium of the gunas and leads to evolution.1 But how can the two opposed
and independent entities really come into contact? Sänkhya realizes this
difficulty and in order to avoid it says that there is no real contact between
Purusa and Prakrti and that only the proximity of the Purusa, only the
fact that Purusa is near to Prakrti (purusa-sannidhi-mätra), is sufficient
to disturb the equilibrium of the gunas and thus lead to evolution. But
here Sänkhya falls into another difficulty. The Purusa being always near
to Prakrti (for the inactive Purusa cannot move), evolution should never
stop and dissolution would become impossible. Evolution, then, would
be beginningless and the very conception of Prakrti as the state of
equilibrium of the three gunas would be impossible. Sahkhya finds
itself between these two horns of a dilemma— either no contact and
hence no evolution or else no equilibrium and hence no Prakrti and no
dissolution. In order to avoid these difficulties, Sänkhya now posits the
theory of the semblance of a contact (samyogäbhäsa). O f course, there is
no real contact (samvoga) between Purusa and Prakrti; there is the
semblance of a contact and it is this semblance which leads to evolution.
Purusa is reflected in the intellect (buddhi) and wrongly identifies
himself with his own reflection in the buddhi. It is this reflection of the
Purusa which comes into contact with Prakrti and not the Purusa
himself. But buddhi or mahat is regarded as the first evolute of Prakrti
and how can it arise before evolution to receive the reflection of the
Purusa? T o avoid this difficulty it is said that the Purusa is reflected in
the Prakrti itself. If so, then liberation and dissolution would become
impossible because Prakrti being always there and it being the essential
nature of the Purusa to identify himself with his reflection in the Prakrti,
he would never get liberation and the very purpose for which evolution
starts would get defeated. Moreover, the reflection being always there,
there would be no dissolution and so no equilibrium of the gunas and
hence no Prakrti. Again, if semblance of a contact is sufficient to disturb
the equilibrium, then evolution itself becomes a semblance of evolution,
an appearance only (vivarta) and no real transformation (parinäma) of
Prakrti. Thus we see that in order to defend the initial blunder of regard
ing Purusa and Prakrti as absolute and independent entities, Sänkhya
commits blunders after blunders.

1 puruçasya

darshanârtham kaivalyärtham tathâ pradhänasya. pangvandhavad ubhayor
api sarhyogas tatkftah sargah, Ibid, 21.
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VI
THE EVOLUTES

first product of the evolution is called Mahat, the Great. It is the
germ of this vast world of objects including intellect, ego and mind. It is
cosmic in its nature. But it has a psychological aspect also in which it is
called buddhi or intellect. Buddhi is distinguished from consciousness.
Purusa alone is pure consciousness. Buddhi or intellect, being the evo
lute of Prakrti, is material. It is made of finest matter and is thus capable
of reflecting clearly the consciousness of the Purusa, like a wireless set
capable of receiving the aerial waves. On account of the reflection of the
Purusa in it, it becomes apparently conscious and intelligent. The senses,
the mind and the ego function for buddhi or intellect which functions
directly for the Purusa. Its functions are said to be ascertainment and
decision. It arises when sattva predominates. Its original attributes are
virtue (dharma), knowledge (jnäna), detachment (vairägya) and power
(aishvarya). When it gets vitiated by tamas, these attributes are
replaced by their opposites. Memories and recollections are stored in
buddhi.
Mahat produces Ahankära. It is the principle of individuation. Its
function is to generate self-sense (abhimäna). It produces the notion of
the T and the ‘mine*. It is the individual ego-sense. Purusa wrongly
identifies himself with this ego and knows himself as the agent of actions,
desirer of desires and striver for ends, and possessor and enjoyer of ideas,
emotions and volitions and also of material objects. Ahankära is said to
be of three kinds:
t h e

(1) Vaikärika or sättvika, when sattva predominates. Viewed as
cosmic, it produces manas and five sensory organs and five
motor organs. Viewed as psychological, it produces good
deeds.
(2) Bhütädi or tämasa, when tamas predominates. Viewed as
cosmic, it produces the five subtle elements (tan-mätras).
Viewed as psychological, it leads to indifferent acts or to
idleness and sloth.
(3) Taijasa or räjasa, when rajas predominates. Viewed as cosmic,
it supplies the energy by which the Sättvika and the Tämasa
produce their respective evolutes. Viewed as psychological,
it produces evil deeds.
Manas or mind which arises from the Sättvika Ahankära is the subtle
and central sense-organ. It can come into contact with the several
sense-organs at the same time. According to the Nyäya-Vaishesika
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School, manas is eternal and atomic and cannot come into contact with
several senses simultaneously. According to Saiikhya, it is neither eternal
nor atomic. It is made up of parts and so can come into contact with the
different senses simultaneously. Sänkhya assigns to manas the important
function of synthesizing the sense-data into determinate perceptions,
passing them on to the ego, and carrying out the orders of the ego
through the motor organs.
The Sâttvika Ahahkâra produces, besides manas, the five sensory and
the five motor organs. The five sensory organs (jnänendriya) are the
functions of sight, smell, taste, touch and sound. According to the
Nyäya-Vaishesika, the five sensory organs are derived from the five
gross physical elements. But according to the Sänkhya, the five senses
are the functions of the mind and are derived from Ahahkâra. The five
motor organs (karmendriya) are the functions of speech, prehension,
movement, excretion and reproduction.
Buddhi, ahahkâra and manas represent the three psychological aspects
of knowing, willing and feeling or cognition, conation and affection
respectively. Sâhkhya calls them material and derives them from Prakrti.
They shine through the light of the Purusa and are apparently conscious.
All the three are called the internal organs or antahkarana and vital
breaths (pranas) are said to be their modifications. The five sensory
and the five motor organs together are called the ten external organs
or bähyakarana. These are the thirteen karanas or organs of the
Sänkhya.
From the Tâmasa Ahahkâra arise the five subtle essences which are
called Tanmätras or ‘things-in-themselves*. These are the essences of
sight, smell, taste, touch and sound. Unlike the Nyäya-Vaishesika ones,
they are not derived from the gross elements. Rather the gross elements
themselves arise out of these. They are neither the qualities nor the
differentia of the gross elements nor the functions which are the sensory
organs, but the subtle essences which produce the gross elements as
well as their qualities, From the essence of sound (shabdatanmäträ)
arises the clement of ether (äkäsha) together with the quality of sound.
From the essence of touch combined with the essence of sound, arises
the element of air together with the qualities of sound and touch. From
the subtle essence of colour or sight combined with those of sound and
touch, arises the element o f fire or light together with the qualities of
sound, touch and colour. From the essence of taste combined with those
of sound, touch and colour, arises the element of water together with the
qualities of sound, touch, colour and taste. And lastly, from the
essence of smell combined with those of sound, touch, colour and taste,
arises the element of earth together with the qualities of sound, touch,
colour, taste and smell.
Evolution is the play of these twenty-four principles which, together
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with the Purusa who is a mere spectator and outside the play of evolu
tion, are the twenty-five categories of Sähkhya. Out of these twenty-five
principles, the Purusa is neither a cause nor an effect; Prakrti is only
the cause and not the effect; Mahat, Ahankära and the five subtle
essences are both causes and effects; while the five sensory and the five
motor organs and the five gross elements and manas are effects only.1
This may be depicted by the following table :

3.

4.

Manas 5-9.

Sensory
organs

1.

Prakrti

2.

Mahat
Ahankära

10-14.

Motor
organs

15-19.

Tan-mâtrâs
|
20-24.
Mahâbhûtas
(The 25th is the Purusa, untouched by this evolution)

The evolution is teleological. Everything works to serve the purpose
of the Purusa though unconciously. Just as non-intelligent trees grow
fruits, or water flows on account of the declivity of the soil, or ironfilings are attracted towards a magnet, or milk flows through the udders
of the cow in order to nourish the calf, similarly everything uncon
sciously tends toserve the purposeof the Purusa, whether it is enjoyment
or liberation.2 Prakrti is the benefactress of Purusa. Though Purusa is
inactive and indifferent and devoid of qualities, yet the virtuous and the
generous Prakrti which is full of qualities and goodness ceaselessly works
through various means in a spirit of detachment for the realization of
the Purusa, without any benefit to herself.3 Prakrti works to liberate the
Purusa.4 There is immanent teleology in Prakrti. Though Purusa is
neither a cause nor an effect, yet relatively it is he who should be regarded
as the efficient cause as well as the final cause of evolution though
Sinkhya regards Prakrti as both the material and the efficient cause.
He is like Aristotle’s God, the unmoved mover who is beyond evolution.
God, the pure intelligence, like the Purusa, does not actively participate
in evolution. He is the end towards which the creation moves. And the
creation moves by His mere presence. The gunas, which mutually differ
and yet always co-operate, work like the oil, wick and flame of a lamp
and illuminate the entire purpose of the Purusa and present it to the
buddhi or the intellect.5 All the organs work for the realization of the
Purusa’s end and for no other end.6 The subtle body too works for the
sake of the Purusa’s end.7 Thus the whole creation unconsciously tends
1 mùlaprakftir avikrtir mahadâdyâh prakrtivikrtayah sapta. çodashakas tu vikäro na
prakftir na vikftih puruçah, Ibid, 3. * Ibid, 57. 3 Ibid, 60. 4 Ibid, 58. 6 Ib id ,
36. Ä Ibid, 31. 1 Ibid, 42.
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towards the realization of the purpose of the Purusa. And creation will
continue till all the Purusas are liberated. The entire evolution of Prakrti,
therefore, right from the first evolute, the Mahat, up to the last evolutes,
the gross elements, is for the purpose of liberating each individual
Purusa.1
V II
BONDAGE AND L IBE RA TIO N
t h e
earthly life is full of three kinds of pain. The first kind, called
ädhyätmika, is due to intra-organic psychophysical causes and includes
all mental and bodily sufferings. The second, âdhibhautika, is due to
extra-organic natural causes like men, beasts, birds, thorns etc. The
third, ädhidaivika, is due to supernatural causes like the planets,
elemental agencies, ghosts, demons etc. Wherever there are gunas there
are pains. Even the so-called pleasures lead to pain. Even the life in
heaven is subject to the gunas. The end of man is to get rid of these
three kinds of pain and sufferings. Liberation means complete cessation
of all sufferings which is the summum bonum, the highest end of life
(Apavarga or Purusärtha).
Purusa is free and pure consciousness. It is inactive, indifferent and
possesses no attributes. Really speaking, it is above time and space,
merit and demerit, bondage and liberation. It is only when it mistakes
its reflection in the buddhi for itself and identifies itself wrongly with
the internal organ— the intellect, the ego and the mind, that it is said
to be bound. It is the ego, and not the Purusa, which is bound. When the
Purusa realizes its own pure nature, it gets liberated which in fact it
always was. Hence bondage is due to ignorance or non-discrimination
between the self and the not-self and liberation is due to right knowledge
or discrimination between the self and the not-self. Liberation cannot be
obtained by means of actions. Karma, good or bad or indifferent, is the
function of the gunas and leads to bondage and not to liberation. Good
actions may lead to heaven and bad actions to hell but heaven and hell
alike, like this wordly life, are subject to pain. It is only knowledge which
leads to liberation because bondage is due to ignorance and ignorance
can be removed only by knowledge.2 The Jîva has to realize itself as the
pure Purusa through discrimination between Purusa and Prakrti.
Actions and fruits, merits and demerits, pleasure and pain all belong to
the not-self. The knowledge that ‘I am not (the not-self)*, that ‘nothing
is mine*, that ‘ego is unreal*, when constantly meditated upon, becomes
pure, incontrovertible and absolute and leads to liberation.3 Sânkhya

1 Ibid, $6.
* jnânena châpavargo viparyayàd içyate bandhah, Ibid, 44.
* evam
tattvâbhyâsân nàsmi na me näham ityaparisheçam.
aviparyayâd vishuddham
kevalam utpadyate jfianam, Ibid, 64.
1 51

admits both Jïvanmukti and Videhamukti. The moment right knowledge
dawns, the person becomes liberated here and now, even though he may
be embodied due to prärabdha karma. On account of the momentum
of past deeds, the body continues to exist for some time, just as the wheel
of a potter goes on revolving for some time due to previous momentum
even though the potter has withdrawn his hand from it. As the liberated
saint, though embodied, feels no association with the body, no new karma
gets accumulated as all karma loses causal energy.1 The final and the
absolute emancipation, the complete disembodied isolation automati
cally results after death.2 Sahkhya liberation is a state of complete
isolation, freedom from all pain, a return of the Purusa to its pure
nature as consciousness. There is no pleasure or happiness or bliss here,
for pleasure presupposes pain and is relative to it. Pleasure is the result
of sattva guna and liberation transcends all gunas.
Sähkhya believes that bondage and liberation alike are only pheno
menal. The bondage of the Purusa is a fiction. It is only the ego, the
product of Prakrti, which is bound. And consequently it is only the ego
which is liberated. Purusa, in its complete isolation, is untouched by
bondage and liberation. If Purusa were really bound, it could not have
obtained liberation even after hundred births, for real bondage can
never be destroyed. It is Prakrti which is bound and Prakrti which is
liberated. Ishvarakrsna frankly says: Purusa, therefore, is really neither
bound nor is it liberated nor does it transmigrate; bondage, liberation
and transmigration belong to Prakrti in its manifold forms.3 Prakrti
binds itself with its seven forms.4 There is nothing finer and subtler
than Prakrti; she is so shy that she never reappears before that Purusa
who has once ‘seen* her in her true colours.5 Just as a dancing girl
retires from the stage after entertaining the audience, similarly Prakrti
also retires after exhibiting herself to the Purusa.6V
I
VIII

GOD
the

original Sänkyha was monistic and theistic. But the classical
Sahkhya, perhaps under the influence of Materialism, Jainism and
Early Buddhism, became atheistic. It is orthodox because it believes in
the authority of the Veda. It does not establish the non-existence of God.
It only shows that Prakrti and Purusas are sufficient to explain this
universe and therefore there is no reason for postulating a hypothesis of
God. But some commentators have tried to repudiate the existence of
1 Ibid, 67.
* Ibid, 68.
* tasmân na badhyate'ddhä na muchyate näpi sarhsarati
kashchid. samsarati badhyate muchyate cha nânâshrayâ prakrtih, Ibid, 62. * Ibid, 63.
6 Frakfteh sukumärataram na kinchidastlti me matir bhavati. yâ dfçfâsmiti punar na
darshanam upaiti puruçasya, Ibid, 61. * Ibid, 59.
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God, while the later Sänkhya writers like Vijnânabhikçu have tried to
revive the necessity for admitting God. Those who repudiate the exis
tence of God give the following arguments: if God is affected by selfish
motives, He is not free ; if He is free, He will not create this world of
pain and misery. Either God is unjust and cruel or He is not free
and all-powerful. If He is determined by the law of Karma, He is not free;
if not, He is a tyrant. Again, God being pure knowledge, this material
world cannot spring from Him. The effects are implicitly contained in
their cause and the material world which is subject to change requires
an unintelligent and ever-changing cause and not a spiritual and
immutable God. Again, the eternal existence of the Purusas is inconsis
tent with God. If they are the parts of God, they must have some divine
power. If they are created by God, they are subject to destruction.
Hence there is no God.
IX
GENERAL ESTIMATE

us now proceed to give a critical estimate of the Sänkhya system.
T h e logic of the Sänkhya system, like that of Jainism, impels it to
embrace idealistic monism or absolutism but it clings, like Jainism, to
spiritualistic pluralism and dualistic realism. The fundamental blunder
of Sänkhya is to treat Prakfti and Purusa as absolutely separate and
independent realities. The Prakfti and Purusa of Sänkhya thus become
mere abstractions torn away from the context of concrete experience^
T he objecTand the subject are relative and not independent and abso
lute. Experience always unfolds them together. Like the two sides of the
same coin, they are the two aspects of the same reality. To dig a chasm
between them is to Undermine them both. And that is what Sänkhya has
done. The logic of Sänkhya requires it to maintain the ultimate reality of
the transcendental Purusa alone and to regard Prakfti as its inseparable
power. When this Purusa is reflected in its own power Prakrti, it
becomes the empirical ego, the Jiva, the phenomenal. Plurality belongs
to this Jiva, not to the transcendental Purusa. The subject and the object,
the Jiva and the Prakfti, are the two aspects of the Purusa which is their
transcendental background. It is the Purusa which sustains the empirical
dualism between Prakfti and Jiva and which finally transcends it. Every
Jiva is the potential Purusa and liberation consists in the actualization
o f this potentiality. This is the philosophy to which the Sänkhya logic
points and which is throughout implicit in Sänkhya, but which is
explicitly rejected by Sänkhya with the inevitable and unfortunate
result that Sänkhya has reduced itself to a bundle of contradictions.
If Prakfti and Purusa are absolute and independent, they can never
come into contact and hence there can be no evolution at all. As
l e t
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Shankara has pointed out, Prakrti being unintelligent and Purusa being
indifferent and there being no third principle, no tertium quid, there
can be no connection of the two. Neither real contact (sarhyoga) nor
semblance of contact (sarhyogâbhâsa) nor mere presence of Purusa
(sännidhya-mätra), as we have noticed above, can explain evolution.
Sahkhya realizes the mistake, but in order to defend the initial blunder
it commits blunders after blunders.1
The Sahkhya account of Prakrti makes it a mere abstraction, an
emptiness of pure object. The original state of Prakrti is not a harmony,
but only a tension of the three gunas. The gunas point to a state beyond
them. It is this state which gives harmony to the gunas and transcends
them. Prakrti does not do that. Hence it is not real. Reality is the Purusa
alone. Again, Prakrti is unconscious and unintelligent. How can it then
explain the teleology which is immanent in creation? If Prakrti is
unconscious and blind, evolution must be mechanical and blind and
there can be no freedom of the will. And if Prakrti and all its evolutes
from Mahat to the Mahäbhütas tend to serve the purpose of the Purusa,
it can be neither unconscious nor independent. Again, if Prakrti is blind
and non-intelligent, it cannot evolve this world which is full of harmony,
order, design and purpose. Stones, bricks and mortar cannot account
for the design of a building. Mere clay cannot fashion itself into a pot.
How can Prakrti explain the original impetus, the first push, the élan
vital which disturbs the equilibrium of the gunas? The argument that
Prakrti works unconsciously for the emancipation of the Purusa just as
unintelligent milk flows for the nourishment of the calf is untenable
because milk flows as there is a living cow and there is the motherly love
in the cow for the calf. Nor can the modification of Prakrti be compared
to that of grass which turns into milk. Grass becomes milk only when
it is eaten by a milch cowf, and not wfhcn it lies uneaten or is eaten by a
bull. The simile of the blind and the lame is also misleading since the
blind and the lame are both intelligent and active beings who can devise
plans to realize a common purpose, while Prakrti is unconscious and
Purusa is indifferent and there is no common purpose. The simile of
magnet and iron is also misleading because the proximity of the Purusa
being permanent, there would be no dissolution and hence no liberation
and the very state of Prakrti as the equilibrium of the gunas would be
impossible since the presence of the Purusa would never permit the state
of equilibrium. Moreover, activity is said to belong to Prakrti and enjoy
ment to Purusa. This overthrows the moral law of Karma and brings in
the charge of vicarious liability. Poor Purusa suffers for no fault of its own.
Prakrti performs actions and Purusa has to reap their fruits, good or bad.
And Prakrti knows how to make delicious dishes, but not to enjoy them!
Though Prakrti is called absolute and independent yet there is a note
1 Supr.i, pp. 158*0.
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o f relativism in the conception of Prakrti. As a triad of the gunas it
points towards the nistraigunya Purusa as the transcendental reality.
At every step, it shows its dependence on Purusa. It cannot evolve this
world by itself without being influenced by the Purusa— whether that
influence is due to real contact or semblance of contact or mere presence.
How can Prakrti be absolute then? An absolute Prakrti is a contradictionin-terms. If it is absolute why should it care to serve the purpose of the
Purusa? Does it not make it subservient to the Purusa? And if it is
unconscious and blind, how can it serve this purpose? Though Sänkhya
calls Prakrti as impersonal, yet its descriptions of Prakrti are full of
personal notes. Prakrti is called a dancing girl; she is feminine, she is
virtuous and generous; she is the benefactress of the Purusa; she serves
Purusa’s purpose in a spirit of perfect detachment for no gain to herself;
and yet she is blind; she is extremely delicate and shy and cannot stand
the eye of the Purusa; she is seven-rainbow-coloured and wants to
attract the Purusa. How can such Prakrti be absolute and impersonal?
Purusa is untouched by bondage, liberation and transmigration. It is
Prakrti who binds herself and liberates herself and transmigrates.
Prakrti is said to vanish for that Purusa who has ‘seen* her, though she
continues to exist for others. Does this not make Prakrti relative? If she
‘vanishes’, how can she be absolute and eternal? Why not frankly equate
Prakrti with Avidyä? Either maintain a plurality of Prakrtis or equate it
with Avidyä. These descriptions of Prakrti clearly show that Vedanta
is implicit in Sänkhya.
Sänkhya throughout makes a confusion between the Purusa, the
transcendental subject and the Jiva, the empirical ego, the product of
the reflection of Purusa in Buddhi or Mahat. Sänkhya rightly empha
sizes that the Purusa is pure consciousness and that it is the foundation
of all knowledge and that it is beyond bondage, liberation and trans
migration. Purusa has really nothing to do with the play of Prakrti.
It is a mere spectator and is not among the dramatis personae. It is not
contaminated by action. It is self-proved and self-shining. It is the
transcendental subject which appears as the phenomenal ego. We can
not derive consciousness from Prakrti or matter, nor can we regard
consciousness as a quality. The self is not a substance but a subject.
It is the Alone, the unseen seer, the transcendental Absolute. But
Sänkhya soon forgets its own position and reduces the ultimate Purusa
to the level of the phenomenal ego. Some of the proofs advanced in
support of the existence o f Purusa, are proofs only for the pheno
menal ego. Purusa is called enjoyer and Prakfti enjoyed. But if Purusa is
the transcendental subject, how can it be an enjoyer? If it is passive,
indifferent and inactive, how can it enjoy? Again, how can the trans
cendental reality be split into the many reals? How can there be a
plurality of the transcendental subjects, the Purusas? O f course, no
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one denies the plurality of the empirical egos, the Jivas. But the many
ness of the egos, the empirical souls, does not lead us to the manyness o f
the transcendental selves, the Purusas. In fact, all the arguments
advanced by Sänkhya to prove the plurality of the Purusas turn out to
be arguments to prove the plurality of the Jivas which none has ever
denied. Sänkhya proves the plurality of the Purusas by such flimsy
arguments that if there were only one Purusa, the birth or death or
bondage or liberation or experience of pleasure or pain or indifference
of one should lead to the same result in the case of all, forgetting its
own doctrine that the Purusa is not subject to birth or death or bondage
or liberation or any action. Realizing this grave defect, the commenta
tors like Vächaspati, Gaudapäda and Vîjnânabhiksu have maintained
the reality of one Purusa only. If Sänkhya can reduce all objects to one
Prakrti, why can it not reduce all the empirical souls to one Purusa by
the same logic? And why can Prakrti and the empirical Purusa be not
reduced to the Absolute Purusa by the same logic? Again, if all the
Purusas are essentially similar, if the essence of all is pure consciousness,
how can they be really many? Differences and distinctions constitute
individuality. If all the Purusas are essentially the same, there is no
meaning in proclaiming their quantitative plurality. Numerical plural
ism is sheer nonsense.
Another grave defect in Sänkhya is in its conception of liberation.
Liberation is regarded as a negative cessation of the three kinds of pain
and not as a state of positive bliss. Sänkhya feels that bliss is a product
of Sattva guna and cannot remain in liberation which is the state beyond
the gunas. But Sänkhya forgets that the bliss in liberation is not empirical
happiness produced by sattva. This bliss is also transcendental in charac
ter. It is beyond both pain and pleasure. What is related to pain is
empirical pleasure and not transcendental bliss. The negative Kaivalya
suggests an influence of the Hinayâna Nirvana. Will the liberated
Purusas, the eternally isolated units not represent 4a vast array of sad
personalities*? If liberation is an annihilation (näsmi, näham) of human
personality and not its perfection, the ideal of liberation is most unin
spiring. It must be substituted by an ideal of positively blissful eternal
existence in the bosom of the Absolute.
Sänkhya, therefore, should let its Prakrti glide into Avidyä, the
inseparable power of the Purusa; its Prakrti-parinäma-väda into Purusavivarta-väda ; its so-called empirical Purusa into phenomenal Jiva; its
negative Kaivalya into positively blissful Moksa, and should, instead of
maintaining the plurality of Purusas and creating an unbridgable chasm
between the subject and the object, recognize the Absolute Purusa, the
transcendental subject which gives life and meaning to the empirical
subject and object and holds them together and ultimately transcends
them both.

Chapter Ten
YOGA
I
INTRODUCTION

is the traditional founder of the Yoga system. The
word ‘Yoga* literally means ‘union*, i.e., spiritual union of the
individual soul with the Universal Soul and is used in this sense
in the Vedanta. The Gita defines Yoga as that state than which there is
nothing higher or worth realizing and firmly rooted in which a person
is never shaken even by the greatest pain; that state free from all pain
and misery is Yoga. According to Patanjali, Yoga does not mean union
but spiritual effort to attain perfection through the control of the body,
senses and mind, and through right discrimination between Purusa and
Prakrti.
Yoga is intimately allied to Sänkhya. The Gita calls them one. Yoga
means spiritual action and Sänkhya means knowledge. Sänkhya is
theory; Yoga is practice. For all practical purposes, Sänkhya and Yoga
may be treated as the theoretical and the practical sides of the same
system. Yoga mostly accepts the metaphysics and the epistemology of
Sänkhya. It shows the practical path by following which one may attain
Viveka-jnäna which alone leads to liberation. Yoga accepts the three
pramânas— perception, inference and testimony of Sänkhya and also
the twenty-five metaphysical principles. Yoga believes in God as the
highest Self distinct from other selves. Hence it is sometimes called
‘Seshvara Sänkhya’ or ‘theistic Sänkhya’ as distinct from classical
Sänkhya which is nirishvara or atheistic.
The Yoga-sütra is divided into four parts. The first is called Samädhipäda which deals with the nature and aim of concentration. The second,
Sädhanäpäda, explains the means to realize this end. The third, Vibhûtipâda, deals with the supra-normal powers which can be acquired
through Yoga. The fourth, Kaivalyapäda, describes the nature of
liberation and the reality of the transcendental self.
ATAftjALi
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II

C H IT T A AND ITS VRTTIS

is also known as Raja Yoga. Yoga is defined as the
cessation of the modifications of chitta.1 This cessation is through
meditation or concentration which is also called Yoga (yogah samädhih).
Chitta means the three internal organs of Sänkhya— buddhi or intellect,
ahankâra or ego and manas or mind. Chitta is the same as antahkarana.
It is mahat or buddhi which includes ahankâra and manas. Chitta is the
first evolute of Prakrti and has the predominance of Sattva. It is in itself
unconscious. But being finest and nearest to Purusa, it has the power to
reflect the Purusa and therefore appears as if it is conscious. When it
gets related to any object, it assumes the ‘form* of that object. This form
is called Vitti or modification. The light of consciousness which comes
from the Purusa and illuminates this ‘form* is called ‘jnäna’. Purusa is
essentially pure consciousness and is free from the limitations of
Prakrti. But it wrongly identifies itself with its reflection in the Chitta
and appears to be undergoing change and modification. Chitta, there
fore, is the physical medium for the manifestation of the spirit. Just as
in a red-hot iron ball, formless fire appears spherical and cold iron
appears hot, similarly on account of its reflection in the Chitta, Purusa
appears changing and Chitta appears conscious. Just as the moon appears
as moving when seen reflected in the moving waves, and waves appear as
luminous, similarly Purusa appears as undergoing modifications and
Chitta appears as conscious due to Purusa's reflection in it. When the
Purusa realizes that it is completely isolated and is only a passive
spectator, beyond the play of Prakrti, it ceases to identify itself with its
reflection in the Chitta with the result that the light is withdrawn and the
modifications of the Chitta fall to the ground. This cessation of the
modifications of the Chitta through meditation is called ‘Yoga'. It is
the return of the Purusa to its original perfection.
The modifications of the Chitta are of five kinds: (i) right cognition
(pramana), (2) wrong cognition (viparyaya), (3) verbal cognition or
imagination (vikalpa), (4) absence of cognition or sleep (nidrä), and (5)
memory (smrti). Right cognition is of three kinds: (a) perception
(pratyaksa), when the Chitta, through the sense-organs, comes into
contact with the external object and assumes its form, or comes into
contact with the internal mental state, (b) inference (anumäna), when
the Chitta cognizes the generic nature of things, and (r) verbal testimony
(shabda). Viparyaya is positively wrong knowledge like that of a ropesnake. Vikalpa is mere verbal cognition like that of a hare's horn. Nidrä
p ä t a ä j a l a

y o g a

1 yogashchittavrttinirodhah.
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is called absence of cognition, yet it is a mental modification because
after sleep a person says ‘I slept sound and knew nothing’ and therefore
there must be some mental modification to support this absence of
knowledge. Smfti is the recollection of past experience through the
impressions left behind.
In fact the Purusa is the eternally pure and transcendental conscious
ness. It is the Chitta with the reflection of the Purusa in it or the Purusa
as reflected in the Chitta, which is the phenomenal ego or Jïva, which
is subject to birth and death and transmigration and to all painful or
pleasurable experiences, and which imagines itself as the agent and the
enjoyer. There are five kinds of sufferings (klesha) to which it is subject.
These are: (i) ignorance (avidyâ), (2) egoism (asmitä), (3) attachment
(räga), (4) aversion (dvesa), and (5) clinging to life and instinctive fear
of death (abhinivesha). The bondage of the self is due to its wrong
identification with the mental modifications and liberation, therefore,
means the end of this wrong identification through proper discrimina
tion between Purusa and Prakrti and the consequent cessation of
the mental modifications. It is the aim of Yoga to bring about this
result.
There are five levels of mental life (chittabhümi). The differences in
the levels are due to the predominance of the different gunas. The lowest
level is called Ksipta or restless, because the mind here is restless due
to the excess of rajas and is tossed about like a shuttlecock between
different sense-objects. The second is called Müdha or torpid. The mind
here has the predominance of tamas and tends towards ignorance, sleep
and lethargy. The third is called Viksipta or distracted. Here sattva
predominates, but rajas also asserts itself at times.1 The fourth is called
Ekägra or concentrated. The mind here is entirely dominated by sattva,
and rajas and tamas are subdued. The mind becomes concentrated on
the object of meditation. The fifth and the highest level is called Niruddha or restricted. Here the mental modifications are arrested, though
their latent impressions remain. The first three levels are not at all
conducive to Yogic life. Only the last two are.

I ll
ASTÄNGA YOGA
y o g a advocates control over the body, the senses and the mind. It
does not want to kill the body; on the other hand, it recommends its
perfection. A sound mind needs a sound body. Sensual attachment and

1 Viksipta here does not mean 'extrem ely restless* (visheçena kfiptab) as its name sug
gests, but 'better than kçipta' (kçiptâd vishi$tab), because in kçipta rajas predominates
w hile in viksipta sattva predominates.
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passions distract the body as well as the mind. They must be conquered.
T o overcome them, Yoga gives us the Eightfold Path of Discipline
(Astänga Yoga):
(1) Yama: It means abstention and includes the five vows of
Jainism. It is abstention from injury through thought, word
or deed (ahimsä), from falsehood (satya), from stealing
(asteya), from passions and lust (brahmacharya), and from
avarice (aparigraha).
(2) Niyama: It is self-culture and includes external and internal
purification (shaucha), contentment (santosa), austerity
(tapas), study (svädhyäya) and devotion to God (Ishvarapranidhana).
(3) Asana: It means steady and comfortable posture. There are
various kinds of postures which are a physical help to
meditation. This is the discipline of the body.
(4) Pränayäma: It means control of breath and deals with
regulation of inhalation, retention and exhalation of breath.
It is beneficial to health and is highly conducive to the
concentration of the mind. But it must be performed under
expert guidance otherwise it may have bad after-effects.
(5) Pratyâhâra: It is control of the senses and consists in with
drawing the senses from their objects. Our senses have a
natural tendency to go to outward objects. They must be
checked and directed towards the internal goal. It is the
process of introversion.
These five are called external aids to Yoga (bahiranga
sâdhana), while the remaining three which follow are called
internal aids (antaranga sâdhana).
(6) Dhäranä: It is fixing the mind on the object of meditation
like the tip of the nose or the mid-point of the eyebrows or
the lotus of the heart or the image of the deity. The mind
must be steadfast like the unflickering flame of a lamp.
(7) Dhyäna : It means meditation and consists in the undisturbed
flow of thought round the object of meditation (pratyayaikatänatä). It is the steadfast contemplation without any break.
(8) Samädhi: It means concentration. This is the final step in
Yoga. Here the mind is completely absorbed in the object of
meditation. In dhyäna the act of meditation and the object
of meditation remain separate. But here they become one.
It is the highest means to realize the cessation of mental
modifications which is the end. It is the ecstatic state in which
the connection with the external world is broken and through
which one has to pass before obtaining liberation.
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IV
GOD
y o g a accepts the existence of God. The interest of Patanjali himself
in God seems to be practical, but the later Yogins have taken also a
theoretical interest in Him and have tried to prove His existence as a
necessary philosophical speculation. Patanjali defines God as a special
kind of Purusa who is always free from pains, actions, effects and
impressions.1 He is eternally free and was never bound nor has any
possibility of being bound. He is above the law of Karma. He is omnis
cient and omnipotent and omnipresent. He is perfection incarnate. He is
purest knowledge. He is the teacher of the rsis (sa pürvesämapi guruh)
and the teacher of the Veda. ‘Aum’ is His symbol. Devotion to God is
one of the surest means of obtaining concentration. The proofs advanced
for His existence are: (a) The Veda tell’s us that God exists; (ò) the law
of continuity tells us that there must be the highest limit of knowledge
and perfection which is God; (c) God is responsible for the association
and dissociation of Purusa and Prakrti; (d) devotion to God is the
surest way of obtaining concentration and thereby liberation.
But God of Yoga is not the creator, preserver or destroyer of this
world. He is only a special Purusa. He does not reward or punish the
souls. Innumerable Purusas and Prakrti, all eternals and absolutes, are
there to limit Him. He cannot grant liberation. He can only remove the
obstacles in the upward progress of the devotees. Directly He has
nothing to do with the bondage and the liberation of the Purusas.
Ignorance binds and discrimination between Prakrti and Purusa
liberates. The end of human life is not the union with God, but only
the separation of Purusa from Prakrti. Such a conception of God is
certainly unsatisfactory.
The Yoga system of Patanjali should not be confused with magic and
tantra and self-hypnotization. It is a great system of spiritual discipline
and has found favour with all schools of Indian Philosophy except the
Chärväka. It is founded on the metaphysics of Sänkhya and gives us
a practical path of purification and self-control in order to realize the
true nature of man.

1 kleshakarmavipâkâshayair aparàmntah puru?avishe$a Ishvarah, Yogasütra, 1, 24.
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Chapter Eleven
V A IS H E S IK A
I
INTRODUCTION

Vaishesika system is next to Sähkhya in origin and is of
greater antiquity than the Nyäya. It may be prior to and is
certainly not later than Buddhism and Jainism. The word is
derived from ‘Vishesa’ which means particularity or distinguishing
feature or distinction. The Vaishesika philosophy, therefore, is pluralis
tic realism which emphasizes that diversity is the soul of the universe.
The category of Vishesa or particularity is dealt with at length in this
system, and is regarded as the essence of things.
The founder of this system is Kanada who is also known as Kanabhuk,
Ulüka, and Kâshyapa. This system is also called after him as Kanada or
Aulüka darshana. He was called Kanada because he used to live as an
ascetic on the grains picked up from the fields. Kana (in addition to
meaning ‘grain’) also means a particle or a particular and the word
Kanada suggests one who lives on the philosophy of particularity—
vishesa.
Prashastapâda has written his classical Padärthadharmasahgraha
which is called a Bhäsya or Commentary on the Vaishesikasütra of
Kanada, but is really a very valuable independent treatise. It has been
commented upon by Udayana and Shridhara. The Vaishesika was,
later on, fused together with the Nyäya which accepted the ontology of
the former and developed it in the light of its epistemology. Thus Shiväditya, Laugäksi Bhaskara, Vishvanätha and Annambhatta treat of the
two systems together.

T

he

II
PADÄRTHA

Vaishesika system is regarded as conducive to the study of all
systems.1 Its main business is to deal with the categories and to unfold
its atomistic pluralism. A category is called padartha and the entire
universe is reduced to six or seven padârthas. Padartha literally means
1 Kâpâdam Pâpiniyaftcha sarvashâstropakârakam.
the

‘the meaning of a word* or ‘the object signified by a word*. All objects
of knowledge or all reals come under padärtha. Padärtha means an
object which can be thought (jneya) and named (abhidheya). The
Aristotelcan categories are the mere modes of predication and represent
a logical classification of predicates. The Kantian categories are the
moulds of the understanding under which things have to pass before
becoming knowable. The Hegelian categories are the dynamic stages
in the development of thought which is identified with reality. The
Vaishesika categories are different from them all. While the Aristotelean
categories are a logical classification of predicates only, the Vaishesika
categories are a metaphysical classification of all knowable objects or of
all reals. They are not, as the Kantian categories are, mere moulds of the
understanding. Nor are they, as the Hegelian categories are, dynamic
stages in the development of thought. Hegel’s is a philosophy of
Absolute Idealism, a dynamic and concrete Identity-in-difference. The
Vaishesika system is a pluralistic realism, a philosophy of identity and
difference, which emphasizes that the heart of reality consists in
difference. It is a mere catalogue of the knowables, an enumeration of
the diverse reals without any attempt to synthesize them.
Originally the Vaishesika believed in the six categories and the seventh,
that of abhäva or negation, was added later on. Though Kanada himself
speaks of abhäva, yet he does not give it the status of a category to
which it was raised only by the later Vaishesikas. The Vaishesika
divides all existent reals which are all objects of knowledge into tw*o
classes— bhäva or being and abhäva or non-being. Six categories come
under bhäva and the seventh is abhäva. All knowledge necessarily
points to an object beyond and independent of it.1 All that is real comes
under the object of knowledge and is called a padärtha. The seven
padärthas are: (i) substance (dravya), (2) quality (guna), (3) action
(karma), (4) generality (sämänya), (5) particularity (vishesa), (6)
inherence (samaväya), and (7) non-being (abhäva).Il

I ll
DRAVYA
o r dravya is defined as the substratum where actions and
qualities inhere and which is the coexistent material cause of the com
posite things produced from it.2 Substance signifies the self-subsis
tence, the absolute and independent nature of things. The category of
substance at once unfolds the pluralistic realism o f this system. Sub
stance is the substratum of qualities and actions. Without substance,
substance

1 na châviçayâ kächid upalabdhih.
Sec Vaisheçika-Sutra, I, 1, 15.

* kriyäguriavat samaväyikäraoam dravyam.

we cannot have qualities and actions for they cannot hang loose in the
air, but must be contained somewhere. Substance is the basis of
qualities and actions, actual or potential, present or future. Nor can
substance be defined apart from qualities and actions. Ultimate sub
stances are eternal, independent and individual and are either infinite
or infinitesimal. All compound substances (avayavidravya) which are
made of parts and arise out of the simple ultimate substance are
necessarily transient and impermanent and subject to production and
destruction. But simple ultimate substances which are the material
causes of the compound substances are eternal and not subject to
production and destruction. The dravyas are nine and include
material as well as spiritual substances. The Vaishesika philosophy is
pluralistic and realistic but not materialistic since it admits spiritual
substances. The nine substances are: (i) earth (prthivi), (2) water
(Ap), (3) fire (tejas), (4) air (väyu), (5) ether (äkäsha), (6) time (kala),
(7) space (dik), (8) spirit (ätman) and (9) mind or the internal organ
(manas).
Earth, water, fire and air really signify not the compound transient
objects made out of them, but the ultimate elements, the suprasensible
eternal partless unique atoms which are individual and infinitesimal.
Ether is not atomic but infinite and eternal. These five are called
elements (bhüta) and are physical. Each of them possesses a peculiar
quality which distinguishes it from the rest. The peculiar qualities of
earth, water, fire, air and ether are smell, taste, colour, touch and sound
respectively which are sensed by the five external senses. The external
senses are constituted by the respective elements whose specific qualities
are sensed by them— the sense of smell is constituted by the element of
earth and so on. The elements are the substrata of these qualities. Time
and space, like ether, are one each (eka), eternal (nitya) and all-pervading
(vibhu). They are imperceptible and infinite substances and are partless
and indivisible. They are conventionally spoken of as having parts and
divisions. Time is the cause of our cognitions of past, present and future
and of ‘younger* and ‘older*. Space (dik) is the cause of our cognitions
o f ‘east* and ‘west’ , ‘here’ and ‘there*, ‘near’ and ‘far’ and is different
from ether (äkäsha) which is the substratum of the quality of sound.
There are innumerable souls and each is an independent, individual,
eternal and all-pervading spiritual substance. It is the substratum of
the quality of consciousness. Consciousness is not the essence of the
self. It is not even an inseparable quality of the self. It is regarded
as an adventitious attribute possessed by the self. It is adventitious
because the self does not possess this quality during deep sleep.
The quality of consciousness must reside somewhere. It is not the
property of the body or the senses or even of mind. It resides in the self.
Other important qualities possessed by the self are desire (ichchhä)
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and volition (yatna). Jnäna, ichchhä and yatna are cognition, affection
and conation respectively. The fact that the self is the substance of these
qualities is directly known through expressions: *1 know’ , *1 am
happy’, ‘I want to do this’ etc. Mind (manas) is also regarded as a
substance. It is the internal sense (antarindriya). It is atomic; but unlike
the first four atomic dravyas, it does not give rise to compound objects.
It is many and each is eternal and imperceptible. Each self has a mind.
It is the organ through which the self comes into contact with the
objects. Its existence is inferred from the fact that the self must perceive
internal states of cognition, desire and conation through an internal
sense, just as it perceives external objects through external senses. M ore
over, in the perception of external objects the mind is selective and
active. We do not perceive colour, touch, taste, smell and sound simul
taneously, even though alt the external senses may be in contact with
their objects. Perception requires attention and attention is active
turning of the mind towards the object of perception. Hence in percep
tion, the self must fix the manas on the object of perception with
which the external sense is already in contact. Manas, therefore, is a
substance and it is atomic and partless and can come into contact with
one sense only at one time. These are the nine substances of the
Vaishesika. All of them are objective realities. Earth, water, fire, air,
and manas are atomic and eternal. The first four produce composite
things; manas does not. Earth, water, fire, air and ether are the five gross
elements. These and manas are physical. Soul is spiritual. Tim e and
space are objective and not subjective forms of experience. Ether, space,
time and soul arc all-pervading and eternal. Atoms, minds and souls
are infinite in number. Ether, space and time are one each.IV
IV
CUNA

second category is guija or quality. Unlike substance, it cannot
exist independently by itself and possesses no quality or action. It
inheres in a substance and depends for its existence on the substance
and is not a constitutive cause of anything. It is called an independent
reality because it can be conceived (prameya), thought (jneya) and
named (abhidheya) independently of a substance where it inheres. T h e
qualities are therefore called objective entities. They are not necessarily
eternal. They include both material and mental qualities. They are a
static and permanent feature of a substance, while action is a dynamic
and transient feature of a substance. A quality, therefore, is different
from both substance and action. It is defined by Kanada as ‘that which
inheres in a substance, w'hich does not possess quality or action, which

THK

does not produce any composite thing, and which is not the cause of
conjunction and disjunction like an action/1
Kanada mentions seventeen qualities to which seven more are added
by Prashastapäda. These twenty-four qualities are recognized by the
Nyäya-Vaishesika School. It is not necessary to mention them all as
their importance is not much philosophical. They include material as
well as spiritual properties. Smell is the quality of earth; taste of water;
colour of fire; touch of air; and sound of ether. Cognition, pleasure,
pain, desire, aversion, volition are the mental qualities which inhere in
the self.
V
KARMA

third category is Karma or action. Like quality, it belongs to and
inheres in a substance and cannot exist separately from it. But while a
quality is a static and permanent feature of a substance, an action is a
dynamic and transient feature of it. Unlike a quality, an action is the
cause of conjunction and disjunction. Action is said to be of five kinds:
(i) upward movement (utksepana), (2) downward movement (avaksepana), (3) contraction (äkunchana), (4) expansion (prasärana), and
(5) locomotion (gamana).
the

VI
SÄMÄNYA
t h e fourth category is Sämänya or generality. It is class-concept,
class-essence or universal. It is the common character of the things
which fall under the same class. The sämänya is more like the ‘universal’
than like the ‘genus*. The genus stands for the class and includes the
sub-classes or species. The sämänya stands, not for the class, but for
the common characteristic of certain individuals and does not include
the sub-classes. It is the universal by the possession of which different
individuals are referred to as belonging to one class. It is called eternal,
one and residing in many.2 It is one, though the individuals in which
it resides are many. It is eternal, though the individuals in which it
inheres are subject to birth and death, production and destruction. It is
common to many individuals. There is the class-essence of the universal
of man, called ‘man-ness* or ‘humanity*, which inheres in all individual
men. Similarly ‘cowness* inheres in all individual cows. Kanäda calls
generality and particularity as relative to thought (buddhyapeksa). But
this does not mean that the universal and the particular are mere sub
jective concepts in our mind. Both are objective realities. The system
is staunchly realistic. The universal has as much objective reality as the

1 Vai$hesikasûtra

I, 1, 16.

* nityam ekam anekânugatam saminyam.
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particular. It is not a subjective class-concept in our mind, but an
objective eternal timeless entity shared by many particulars and corre
sponding to a general idea or class-concept in our mind. The universals
reside in substances, qualities and actions.1 They are of two kinds,
higher and lower. The higher generality is that of ‘being’ (sattä). It
includes everything and itself is not included in anything. Every other
generality is lower because it covers a limited number of things and
cannot cover all things. A universal cannot subsist in another universal,
otherwise an individual may be a man, a cow, and a horse at the same
time. Only one universal subsists in all individuals of a class. What
subsists in one individual only, like etherness subsisting in ether, is not
a universal. Conjunction inheres in many substances it conjoins, but it
is not a universal since it is not eternal. Non-being is eternal and belongs
to many things, but it is not a universal since it does not inhere in them.
The three views of realism, conceptualism and nominalism with
which we are familiar in Western Logic appear in Indian Philosophy
in the schools of Nyäya-Vaishesika, Jainism and Vedanta, and Buddhism
respectively. Buddhistic Apohavâda is nominalism. According to it,
the universals are only names and not reals. A cow is called a ‘cow’, not
because it shares the universal ‘cowness’, but because it is different from
all objects which are ‘not-cow*. A cow, therefore, means a not non-cow.
There is no universal as a real ; it is only a name with a negative connota
tion. Other schools reject this view. Among them Jainism and Vedanta
believe in conceptualism. They maintain that the universal is not a mere
name. But they, unlike the realists, do not maintain objective and
independent reality of the universal over and above the particulars.
The universal exists apart from our mind in the particulars, but not
over and above them. In point of existence it is identical with the
particulars. The Nyäya-Vaishesika School is an advocate of realism.
It believes that both the particulars and the universals are separately
real.
V II
VISHESA
t h e fifth category is Vishesa or particularity. It enables us to perceive
things as different from one another. Every individual is a particular,
a single and a unique thing different from all others. It has got a
uniqueness of its own which constitutes its particularity. It is opposed
to generality. Generality is inclusive; particularity is exclusive. General
ity forms the basis of assimilation; particularity forms the basis of
discrimination. It is very important to remember that the compositive
objects of this world which we generally call ‘particular’ objects, are

1 dravyagunakarmavrtti.

not real ‘particulars* according to Nyâya-Vaishesika. Compound objects
can be easily distinguished from one another by the differences of their
parts. Thus no compound object, from the dyad to any gross object, is a
particular. It is only in the case of the simple ultimate eternal substances
which are otherwise alike that a need arises to postulate the category of
Vishesa in order to distinguish them from one another. Thus for
example, one atom is similar to another atom of the same element and
one soul is similar to another soul. Now, how to account for their separate
reality? Nyâya-Vaishesika, being a school of staunch realism, maintains
not only quantitative but also qualitative pluralism. One atom differs
from another not only in numerical existence but also in qualitative
existence. The category of Vishesa or particularity is invented to defend
this position and the Vaishesika derives its name from this. Each partless
ultimate substance has an original peculiarity of its own, an underived
uniqueness of its own which is called ‘particularity* or Vishesa. Vishesa,
therefore, is the differentium (vyavartaka) of ultimate eternal substances
(nityadravyavrtti) which are otherwise alike. There are innumerable
eternal Vishesas. They distinguish the substances where they inhere
from other substances and they also distinguish themselves from other
particularities. Though they, like qualities and actions, inhere in the
substances, yet they are a distinct category. The Vaishesika emphasizes
realistic pluralism. Atoms, souls, space, time and manas all have their
particularities.
VIII
SAM A V Ä Y A

sixth category is Samaväya or inseparable eternal relation called
‘inherence*. It is different from conjunction or samyoga which is a
separable and transient relation and is a quality (guna). Samaväya is an
independent category (padärtha). Kanada calls it the relation between
cause and effect. Prashastapäda defines it as ‘the relationship subsisting
among things that are inseparable, standing to one another in the
relation of the container and the contained, and being the basis of the
idea, “ this is in that**.*1 The things related by samaväya are inseparably
connected (ayutasiddha). It is ‘inseparable relationship*. It is eternal
because its production would involve infinite regress. It is imperceptible
and is inferred from the inseparable relation of two things. The things
which are inseparably connected are these : the part and the whole, the
quality and the substance, the action and the substance, the particular
and the universal, the Vishesa and the eternal substance.2 Samaväya is
th e

1 ayutasiddhänam ädhäryädhärabhütänäm yah sambandha ihapratyayahctuh sa
samaväyah.
1 yayor dvayor madhye ekam avinashyad aparàshritamevàvati?{hate
tâvayutasiddhau— avayavävayavinau, gunagupinau, kriyâkriyâvantau, jâti vyaktï,
visheçanityadravye cheti— Tarkasahgraha.

found in these. The whole inheres in the parts; a quality inheres in its
substance; an action inheres in its substance; the universal inheres in the
individual members of the same class; the particularity (vishesa) inheres
in its eternal substance. Samaväya is one and eternal relationship sub
sisting between two things inseparably connected.
IX
ABHÄVA

seventh category is Abhava or non-existence. Kanada does not
mention it as a separate category. It is added afterwards. The first six
categories are positive. This is negative. The other categories are
regarded as absolute, but this category is relative in its conception.
Absolute negation is an impossibility, a pseudo-idea. Negation neces
sarily presupposes some affirmation. The Vaishesika, being a realist,
believes that just as knowledge is different from the object known which
exists independently of that knowledge and necessarily points to some
object, similarly knowledge of negation isdifferentfromthethingncgatcd
and necessarily points to some object which is negated. Absence of an
object and knowledge of its absence are different. Non-existence is of
four kinds: (i) antecedent non-existence (prägabhäva), (2) subsequent
non-existence (pradhvamsäbhäva), (3) mutual non-existence (anyonyäbhlva), and (4) absolute non-existence (atyantäbhäva). The first is the
non-existence of a thing before its production. The second is the non
existence of a thing after its destruction. The third is the non-existence
of a thing as another thing which is different from it. The fourth is a
pseudo-idea, the absence of a relation between two things in the past,
the present and the future. A pot does not exist before its production;
nor after its destruction; nor as a cloth; nor is there a ‘liquid pot’ .
Antecedent negation has no beginning, but it has an end. It ends when
the thing is produced. Subsequent negation has a beginning, but has no
end. It begins when the thing is destroyed and has no end since the
same thing cannot be produced again. Mutual negation is exclusion and
is opposed to identity. It is both beginningless and endless. Absolute
negation is a pseudo-idea. It is both beginningless and endless. Hare’s
horn, barren woman’s child, sky-flower etc. are its classical examples.
Mutual negation or anyonyäbhäva means non-existence of a thing as
another thing— ‘S is not P\ The other three negations— antecedent,
subsequent and absolute— are called non-existence of correlation or
Samsargäbhäva which implies the non-existence of something in
something else— ‘S is not in P’. If antecedent negation is denied, then
all things would become beginningless; if subsequent negation is
denied, then all things would become eternal; if mutual negation is
the

denied, then all things would become indistinguishable; and if absolute
negation is denied, then all things would exist always and everywhere.
The view of non-existcnce is based on this ontological conception of the
Vaishesika.
X

ATOM ISM
L E T us now consider the Vaishesika theory of Atomism. Unlike the
Sänkhya-Yoga, the Nyäya-Vaishesika believes in the doctrine of
Asatkäryaväda which means that the effect does not pre-exist in its
cause. The effect is a new beginning, a fresh creation. Of course, it
presupposes a cause. But it is not contained implicitly in the cause nor
is it identical with the cause. The doctrine is also known as Arambhaväda
or Paramänukäranaväda. We find that the material objects of the world
are composed of parts and are subject to production and destruction.
They are divisible into smaller parts and the latter are further divisible
into still smaller parts. By this logic we have to accept the minutest
particle of matter which may not be further divisible. This indivisible,
partless and eternal particle of matter is called an atom (paramänu). All
physical things are produced by the combinations of atoms. Creation,
therefore, means the combination of atoms in different proportions
and destruction means the dissolution of such combinations. The
material cause of the universe is neither produced nor destroyed. It is
the eternal atoms. It is only the atomic combinations which are pro
duced and which are destroyed. These combinations do not form the
essential nature of the atoms nor do they pre-exist in them. Hence the
Nyâya-Vaishesika advocates Asatkäryaväda.
The atoms are said to be of four kinds— of earth, water, fire and air.
Ether or äkäsha is not atomic. It is one and all-pervading and affords
the medium for the combinations of the atoms. The atoms differ from
one another both in quantity and in quality. Each has a particularity
o f its own and exists as a separate reality. The atoms of earth, water,
fire and air differ in qualities also. Their qualities too are eternal. The
atoms of air are the finest of all and have the quality of touch. Theatoms
o f fire possess touch and colour. The atoms of water possess touch, colour
and taste. The atoms of earth possess touch, colour, taste, and smell.
Besides these all atoms have velocity, number, distinctness etc. The
qualities of compositive products are due to the qualities of the atoms.
T h e atoms possess the primary as well as the secondary qualities. They
are said to be spherical or globular (parimandala). They are co-eternal
with the souls and are the material cause of the world. They are inactive
and motionless in themselves. During dissolution, they remain inactive.
Motion is imparted to them by the Unseen Power (adrsta) of merit
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(dharma) and demerit (adharma) which resides in the individual souls
and wants to fructify in the form of enjoyment or suffering. They are
supra-sensible. The atoms combine in geometrical progression and not
in arithmetical one. They increase by multiplication and not by mere
addition. When motion is imparted to them by the Unseen Power, they
begin to vibrate (parispanda) and immediately change into dyads. A dyad
is produced by the combination of two atoms. The atoms are its inherent
cause; conjunction is its non-inherent cause; and the Unseen Power is its
efficient cause. An atom is indivisible, spherical and imperceptible. A
dyad (dvyanuka) is minute (anu), short (hrasva) and imperceptible.
Three dyads form a triad (trvanuka) which is great (mahat), long
(dirgha) and perceptible. And so on by geometrical progression till the
gross elements of earth, water, fire and air arise.
The Vaishesika Atomism is not materialistic because the Vaishesika
School admits the reality of the spiritual substances— souls and God—
and also admits the Law of Karma. The atoms are the material cause of
this world of which God, assisted by the Unseen Power, is the efficient
cause. The physical world presupposes the moral order. Evolution is due
to the Unseen Power consisting of merits and demerits of the individual
souls which want to bear fruits as enjoyments or sufferings to be
experienced by the souls.
The Vaishesika atomism agrees with the Greek atomism of Leucippus
and Democritus in regarding the atoms as the indivisible, partless,
imperceptible and ultimate portions of matter which are eternal and are
the material cause of this physical universe. But further than this there
is hardly any agreement. Leucippus and Democritus maintain only
quantitative or numerical differences in the atoms and regard them as
qualitatively alike. The Vaishesika maintains both quantitative and
qualitative differences in the atoms. The atoms of earth, water, hre and
air possess different qualities. Secondly, the Greek atomists regarded
atoms as devoid of secondary qualities, while the Vaishesika regards
them as possessing secondary qualities also. Thirdly, the Greek atomists
believed that atoms were essentially active and motion was inherent in
them, but the Vaishesika regards the atoms as essentially inactive and
motionless. Motion is imparted to them by the Unseen Power. Fourthly,
the Greek view held that atoms constituted even the souls, while the
Vaishesika distinguishes between the souls and the atoms and regards
them as co-eternal distinct entities, each possessing a particularity ot
its own. Fifthly, the Greek view was materialistic and the evolution
was thought of as mechanical, while the Vaishesika view is guided by
the spiritual and the moral law and the later Vaishesikas frankly admit
God as the efficient cause.
The Jaina conception of the atom, like that of the Greeks and the
Vaishesika, regards it as one, eternal and indivisible unit of the material
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elements. But it differs from the Vaishesika view and agrees with the
Greek view in that it maintains no qualitative differences among the
atoms. The atoms are all homogeneous and become differentiated into
heterogeneous elements by different combinations. Moreover, the
Jainas do not regard the qualities of the atoms as permanent, while the
Vaishesika does.
XI
GOD

Vaishesika believes in the authority of the Veda and in the moral
law of Karma. Kanada himself does not openly refer to God. His
aphorism— ‘The authority of the Veda is due to its being His (or their)
Word*,1 has been interpreted by the commentators in the sense that the
Veda is the Word of God. But the expression ‘Tadvachana* may also
mean that the Veda is the Word of the seers. But all great writers of the
Vaishesika and the Nyäya systems, including Prashastapâda, Shridhara
and Udayana, are openly theistic and some of them, e.g. Udayana, give
classical arguments to prove the existence of God. We cannot, therefore,
treat the founder of the Vaishesika as an atheist. Moreover, Kanada
believes in spiritualism and makes the physical universe subservient to
the moral order. The Veda is authoritative, but it is neither eternal nor
authorless. It is the Word of God and this makes it authoritative. God
is omniscient, eternal and perfect. He is the Lord. He is guided by the
Law of Karma representing the Unseen Power of merits and demerits.
The Unseen Power is unintelligent and needs God as the supervisor
and the controller. He is the efficient cause of the world of which the
eternal atoms are the material cause. Atoms and souls are co-present
and co-eternal with God. He cannot create them. He simply gives motion
to the atoms and sets the ball rolling. He is responsible for the first push,
the original impetus, and then the atoms go on combining.
the

X II
BONDAGE AND LIBERATION

Vaishesika also regards bondage as due to ignorance and liberation
as due to knowledge. The soul, due to ignorance, performs actions.
Actions lead to merits or demerits. They are due to attachment or
aversion and aim at obtaining pleasure or avoiding pain. If actions are in
conformity with the Veda’s injunctions, they lead to merit ; if they are
prohibited by the Veda, they lead to demerit. The merits and demerits
o f the individual souls make up the unseen moral power, the adpsta.
1 tadvachanâd Smnâyasya prâmânyam, I, i , 3; X , 2. 9.
th e
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According to the law of Karma, one has to reap the fruits of actions one
has performed whether they are good or bad according to the karmas
one performed. This adrsta, guided by God, imparts motion to the
atoms and leads to creation for the sake of enjoyment or suffering of the
individual souls. As long as the soul will go on performing actions, it
will be bound. T o get rid of bondage, the soul must stop actions.
Liberation comes through knowledge. When actions stop, new merits
and demerits do not get accumulated and old merits and demerits also
are gradually worn out. The soul is separated from the fetters of the
mind and the body and realizes its own pure nature. That is liberation
which is absolute cessation of all pain. The individual soul is treated
as a substance and knowledge, bliss etc. are regarded as its accidental
qualities which it may acquire when it is embodied. Hence in liberation
these qualities cannot exist because the soul here is not connected with
the mind (manas) and the body. Liberation is the cessation of all life,
all consciousness, all bliss, together with all pain and all qualities. It is
the qualityless, indeterminate, pure nature of the individual soul as pure
substance devoid of all qualities. The liberated soul retains its own
peculiar individuality and particularity and remains as it is— knowing
nothing, feeling nothing, doing nothing.
XIII
GENERAL ESTIMATE

now proceed to give a critical evaluation of the Vaishesika system.
The realistic pluralism of the Vaishesika is not a synthetic philosophy.
It is a mere common-sense explanation and may, at best, be regarded
as scientific analysis. The Vaishesika gives us a mere catalogue of
categories without making any attempt to synthesize them. Jainism,
Sänkhya-Yoga, Mahäyäna Buddhism and Vedanta mark an advance on
Nyâya-Vaishesika in this respect. Atomistic pluralism is no final
philosophy, but it is an important stage in the development of Indian
philosophy. It emphasizes scientific thinking and is an advance on the
materialistic standpoint.
I The Vaishesika gives us seven categories and treats them as ultimate
I objective existents, the independent reals. But we are told that quality
and action cannot exist without a substance and therefore depend on it.
How can we, then, raise quality and action to the same status as that of
substance? Universality, particularity and inherence, being necessarily
related to concepts, depend more on thought and cannot be raised to
the level of substance. Non-existence is evidently relative, being related
to existence and so cannot be treated as absolute. The only fundamental
category, therefore, is that of substance. This substance too cannot be
w e
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known in the absence of qualities and relations and reduces itself to
a mere ‘I-know-not-what\ a mere nothing. Again, this substance is
divided into nine eternal kinds. O f these, ether is imagined only to
provide medium for the combination of atoms and to act as a sub
stratum for the quality of sound, while space and time are intuitional
and mind is only an internal atomic organ. So there remain only the
atoms of earth, water, fire and air, and the souls. It is absurd to maintain
qualitative differences in the atoms. Hence the real metaphysical division
o f the reals should have been th e p hysical qtom sandthe spiritual souls.
Jainism and Säiikhya represent an advance on Nyäya-Vaishesika by
bringing the material entities under one common category of Pudgaia
and Prakrti respectively, though they too maintain spiritual pluralism
in spite of their logic. The atoms, the eternal material points, must be
united under one common category. And the account of the souls in
Jainism and Sankhya is much better than that in the Nyâya-Vaishe$ika
for which the soul is a mere substance and not a subject and conscious
ness is not its essence, but only an accidental quality.
The acceptance of negation as a separate category and the recognition
of inherence appear as two great advances made by the Vaishesika. But
the general atomistic and pluralistic and empirical character of the system
takes away much of their importance. The problem of negation is a very
important problem of modern epistemology and metaphysics. The
Vaishesika recognizes the important truth that affirmation and negation
existence and non-existence, thesis and anti-thesis presuppose each
other. But it does not try to reconcile them in a synthesis. It does not
feel the necessity of overcoming the conflict. Reality is a system where
all contradictions are reconciled and dualism is sublated. The realistic
pluralism chains the Vaishesika to mere common-sense analysis and
does not permit it to rise to the higher truth. The same is the case with
inherence. Inherence or the inseparable organic relationship is the pivot
of the Vaishesika system. The part and the whole, the particular and
the universalpthe quality and the substance are inseparably related. The
Vaishesika logic points to the fact that the whole is not a mere aggregate
of its parts, but is something over and above it. It is a Concrete Uni
versal, an Identity-in-difference, a synthesis reconciling the thesis and
thë^ântr-thesis within its bosom. Inherence, really, is coherence. It is an
organic and internal relation. And as such its importance can be realized
only by Absolute Idealism. No pluralistic realism can rise to this height.
And therefore the Vaishesika has failed to treat inherence as an organic
and internal relation or as real coherence. In the Vaishesika, inherence
has remained only partially inseparable and eternal relation and has not
become internal, organic and coherent. The Vaishesika maintains that
though qualities cannot remain without substance, though a composite
product cannot remain without the component parts, yet the substance
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çanrem ain without qualities and the universal can remain without
the particulars. In Vaishesika inherence, only one term depends upon
the other and is inseparable from it, but the other term can remain
independent and separable from the first. But as a matter of fact, both
the terms should have been regarded as mutually dependent and insepar
able and a need should have been felt to reconcile both the terms in a
higher unity.
Negation and inherence, being essentially the core of Absolute
Idealism, could not be developed by the pluralistic and realistic Vaishe
sika. But it could have developed the conception of ultimate particularity
or individuality, from which it derives its name, consistently with its
logic. Had it done that, it could have thrown some light on the problem
of individuation which is a taxing problem for Philosophy. But here
too the Vaishesika has not done justice to this conception. It has merely
hinted at it. Every atom and every soul has a uniqueness of its own.
But what is that which constitutes this uniqueness? The Vaishesika
does not attempt the answer.
Shankara has pointed out the contradictions in the Vaishesika cate
gories. His objections against the Vaishesika conception of Samaväya are
fundamental and may be noted here. Firstly, the distinction that
samyoga is a quality and samaväya is a category cannot be justified
because both are relations, may be, one is separable and the other
inseparable. Again, inherence being different from the two things which
it relates, stands in need of another inherence to relate it to them and
this second inherence requires a third and so on ad infinitum. Again, if
samaväya is not different from the terms it relates, then where does it
inhere? If it inheres in the first term, it cannot relate it with the second;
and if in the second, it cannot relate it with the first; and the same
samaväya cannot inhere in both the terms as it cannot be divided. Hence
inherence is impossible.
The categories of the Vaishesika arc mere assumptions and if we
proceed with assumptions wre may assume any number of categories we
like instead of six or seven.
The Atomism of the Vaishesika is also highly defective. The qualita
tive differences in the atoms cannot be upheld. If the atom of earth
possesses the greatest qualities and the atom of air the least, there should
be difference between their weight and magnitude. Moreover, if the
atoms possess qualities like smell, taste, touch, colour etc. how can they
be eternal? And if the qualities of the atoms are eternal and cannot be
separated from them, then why maintain that the qualities of the souls
can be separated from them in liberation, and why maintain that the
substance can remain without qualities? Again, if the cause transfers its
qualities to its effect, then why does the atom not transfer its spherical
nature to the dyad, and why does the dyad not transfer its minuteness
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and shortness to the triad etc. which are regarded great and long? Again,
if the effect does not pre-exist in the cause, then anything can be
produced out of anything, or the effect itself may become like the hare’s
horn for it is non-existent. Moreover, *on the Vaishesika hypothesis,
there can be no creation and no dissolution. Are the atoms essentially
active or inactive or both or neither? If active, then creation would
become permanent; if inactive, then creation would be impossible;
if both, the very conception is contradictory since activity and inactivity,
being opposed like light and darkness, cannot be combined; and if
neither, then the activity must come from outside agency. Now, is this
agency seen or unseen? If seen, it could not be present before creation.
And if unseen, then it being always present near the atoms, creation
would become permanent, and if the proximity of the Unseen Power
to the atoms is denied, then creation would be impossible. In all cases,
therefore, there can be no creation from atoms. It is no explanation of
this world that it is due to essentially inactive, imperceptible, eternal,
abstract material points. It is necessary to synthesize them and reduce
them to one common source.
The fate of individual souls is worse still. The individual soul is
regarded as a mere substance and consciousness is regarded as its
accidental property. The soul is treated just like an object. The object
has really devoured the subject. The soul is essentially unconscious and
is regarded as a mere substratum to receive consciousness which may
occasionally pour itself into it when the soul comes into contact with
the body, the senses and the manas. Any atom as well could have easily
done that. And like atoms, they are regarded as innumerable, each
having a peculiarity of its own. Barring the Chärväka position which
reduces the soul to a product of matter, the conception of the soul in
the Vaishesika is the most absurd and degrading in the whole field
of Indian Philosophy. Even Hînayâna Buddhism, though it has reduced
the soul to a stream of momentary ideas, has retained the throb of
consciousness intact.
The fate of God is no better. He is not the creator of this universe.
Innumerable atoms and innumerable souls are co-etemal and co-present
with Him to limit Him and to distort His glory and greatness. He has
been reduced to the status of a supervisor. And even as a supervisor His
hands and feet are chained by the shackles of the Law of Karma unfold
ing itself as the Adrsta. He has simply to pass on motion from the Unseen
Power to the atoms and to withdraw it when the time for dissolution
comes. He Himself, without adrsta, cannot give motion to the atoms.
In fact He has nothing vital to do with the souls. It is the Unseen
Power of the merits and the demerits of the souls that starts creation.
T he Vaishesika system could have easily done away with a God. The
liberated souls do not merge themselves in God, do not even share His
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knowledge and bliss, do not experience any communion with Him.
Bhakti has no place in this system, since God is powerless to help or
harm. The Vaishesika does not maintain any internal relation at all. The
atoms and the souls and God are all externally related to one another. As
a matter of fact, though God is regarded as the efficient cause of this
world, He is not even that. It is the Unseen Power which is the real
efficient cause. If it is said that the Unseen Power being unintelligent
requires the guidance of an intelligent person and God is that, we may
urge that God is regarded as the highest soul and if the liberated soul
is devoid of intelligence, God should also be devoid of intelligence or
He should be regarded as eternally bound since it is only in bondage
that a soul can possess intelligence.
The Vaishesika conception of liberation as the real state of the soul
free from all qualities reduces the soul to a mere nothing. The rootfallacy lies in viewing the subject just as an object. T o regard the soul
as a mere substance is ultimately to explode it. The soul is nothing if it
is not a subject and if consciousness is not its essence. True, the essence
of the soul is not the empirical and relative and analytical intellect or
understanding, nor is bliss in liberation identical with earthly happiness.
Discursive intellect presupposes the foundational consciousness, the
transcendental subject, and bliss in liberation transcends empirical
happiness and pain alike. This truth has been forgotten by the Vaishesika
and the result has been that we are offered a state of petrification as
liberation. A Vaisnava saint has said: It is far better to be born even
as a jackal in the lovely forest of Vrndävana than to desire the liberation
offered by the Vaishesika.1 Shankara calls the Vaishesika the ‘semidestroyer* of this world,2 as opposed to the Hïnayânï Bauddha who is
the ‘full destroyer*. Shriharsa condemns the Vaishesika philosophy as
the real Aulûka Darshana— owlish philosophy.3

1 varam Vfndavane ramye shrtfâlatvam vmomyaham. na cha Vaisheçikîm muktim
pràrthayâmi kadächana. * ardhavainâshika. * Aulûka darshana means the philo
sophy of Ulûka and Utüka is another name for Kanada and also means an owl.
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Chapter Twelve
NYÄYA
I
INTRODUCTION

sage Gotama is the founder of Nyäya School. He is also
known as Gautama and as Aksapada. Nyäya means argumenta
tion and suggests that the system is predominantly intellectual,
analytic, logical and epistemological. It is also called Tarkashästra or
the science of reasoning; Pramänashästra or the science of logic and
epistemology; Hetuvidyä or the science of causes; Vädavidyä or the
science of debate ; and Ânvïksikï or the science of critical study.
Gotama’s Nyäya-sütra was commented upon by Vätsyäyana in his
Nyäya-bhasya. On this Uddyotakara wrote his Värtika which was
commented upon by Vächaspati in his Tätparya-tikä. Udayana’s
Nyäya-kusumänjaü and Jayanta’s Nyäya-manjari are the other important
works of this school. The Navya-nyäya or the modem school of Indian
logic begins with the epoch-making Tattva-chintämaiji of Gangesha.
Väsudeva, Raghunätha, Mathuränätha, Jagadïsha and Gadâdhara are
the eminent logicians of this school.I

T

he

II
N Y Ä Y A AND VAISHESIKA

is a system of atomistic pluralism and logical realism. It is
allied to the Vaishesika system which is regarded as ‘Samänatantra’ or
similar philosophy. Vaishesika develops metaphysics and ontology;
Nyäya develops logic and epistemology. Both agree in viewing the
earthly life as full of suffering, as bondage of the soul and in regarding
liberation which is absolute cessation of suffering as the supreme end
of life. Both agree that bondage is due to ignorance of reality and
that liberation is due to right knowledge of reality. Vaishesika
takes up the exposition of reality and Nyäya takes up the expo
sition of right knowledge of reality. Nyäya mostly accepts the
Vaishesika metaphysics. But there are some important points of
difference between them which may be noted. Firstly, while the Vaishesika
n y ä y a
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recognizes seven categories and classifies all reals under them, the
Nyäya recognizes sixteen categories and includes all the seven categories
of the Vaishesika in one of them called Pramcya or the Knowable, the
second in the sixteen. The first category is Pramäna or the valid means
of knowledge. This clearly brings out the predominantly logical and
epistemological character of the Nyäya system. Secondly, while the
Vaishesika recognizes only two Pramänas— perception and inference
and reduces comparison and verbal authority to inference, the Nyäya
recognizes all the four as separate— perception, inference, comparison
and verbal authority.
I ll
KN O W LED GE AND PERCEPTION
k n o w l e d g e
(jfiäna) or cognition (buddhi) is defined as apprehen
sion (upalabdhi) or consciousness (anubhava). Nyäya, being realistic,
believes that knowledge reveals both the subject and the object which
are quite distinct from itself. All knowledge is a revelation or manifesta
tion of objects (arthaprakäsho buddhih). Just as a lamp manifests
physical things placed before it, so knowledge reveals all objects which
come before it. Knowledge may be valid or invalid. Valid knowledge
(pramä) is defined as the right apprehension of an object (yathärthänubhavah). It is the manifestation of an object as it is. Nyäya maintains
the theory of correspondence (paratali präinänya). Knowledge, in order
to be valid, must correspond to reality. Valid knowledge is produced
by the four valid means of knowledge— perception, inference, com
parison and testimony. Invalid knowledge includes memory (smrti),
doubt (samshaya), error (viparyaya) and hypothetical reasoning (tarka).
Memory is not valid because it is not presentative cognition but a
representative one. The object remembered is not directly presented
to the soul, but only indirectly recalled. Doubt is uncertainty in cogni
tion. Error is misapprehension as it does not correspond to the real
object. Hypothetical reasoning is no real knowledge. It is arguing like
this— ‘if there were no fire, there cannot be smoke’ . When you see a
rope as a rope you have right knowledge. If you are uncertain whether
it is a rope or a snake, you have doubt. If you recall the rope you have
seen, you have memory. If you mistake the rope for a snake, you have
error.
Knowledge is produced in the soul when it comes into contact with
the not-soul. It is an adventitious property of the soul which is generated
in it by the object. If the generating conditions are sound, knowledge
is valid; if they are defective, knowledge is invalid. A man of sound
vision sees a conch white, while a man suffering from jaundice secs it
yellow. Correspondence with the object is the nature of truth. If
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knowledge corresponds to its object, it is valid; if it does not, it is
invalid. Valid knowledge corresponds to its object (yathärtha and
avisamvädi) and leads to successful activity (pravjttisämarthya). Invalid
knowledge does not correspond to its object (ayathärtha and visamvädi) and leads to failure and disappointment (pravrttivisamväda).
Fire must bum and cook and shed light. If it does not, it is no fire.
Knowledge intrinsically is only a manifestation of objects. The ques
tion of its validity or invalidity is a subsequent question and depends
upon its correspondence with its object. Truth and falsity are extrinsic
characteristics of knowledge. They are apprehended by a subsequent
knowledge. They arise and are apprehended only when knowledge
has already arisen. They are neither intrinsic nor self-evident. Validity
and invalidity of knowledge arise (utpattau paratah prämänyam) after
knowledge has arisen, and they are known (jnaptau paratah prämänyam)
after knowledge has arisen and they have also arisen. Correspondence
is the content and successful activity is the test of truth. The Nyäya
theory of knowledge, therefore, is realistic and pragmatic; realistic as
regards the nature and pragmatic as regards the test of truth.
Perception, inference, comparison or analogy and verbal testimony
are the four kinds of valid knowledge. Let us consider them one
by one.
Gotama defines perception as ‘non-erroneous cognition which is
produced by the intercourse of the sense-organs with the objects, which
is not associated with a name and which is well-defined*.1 This defini
tion of perception excludes divine and yogic perception which is not
generated by the intercourse of the sense-organs with the objects. Hence
Vishvanätha has defined perception as ‘direct or immediate cognition
which is not derived through the instrumentality of any other cogni
tion*.2This definition includes ordinary as well as extra-ordinary percep
tion and excludes inference, comparison and testimony. Perception is
a kind of knowledge and is the attribute of the self. Ordinary perception
presupposes the sense-organs, the objects, the manas and the self and
their mutual contacts. The self comes into contact with the manas, the
manas with the sense-organs and the sense-organs with the objects. The
contact of the sense-organs with the objects is not possible unless the
manas first comes into contact with the sense-organs, and the contact
o f the manas with the sense-organs is not possible unless the self
com es into contact with the manas. Hence sense-object contact neces
sarily presupposes the manas-sense contact and the self-manas contact.
T h e sense-organs are derived from the elements whose specific qualities
o f smell, taste, colour, touch and sound are manifested by them. The
manas is the mediator between the self and the sense-organs. The external
1 indriyârthasannikarçotpannam

jnânam avyapadeshyam avyabhichâri vyavasàyâtm akam pratyakçam, N yâya-Sütra, I, i , 4.
* jfiànâkara^iakam jflânam pratyak^am.
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object» through the senses and the manas» makes an impression on the
self. The theory, therefore, is realistic.
The Naiyäyika maintains two stages in perception. The first is called
indeterminate or nirvikalpa and the second, determinate or savikalpa.
They are not two different kinds of perception, but only the earlier and
the later stages in the same complex process of perception. These two
stages arc recognized by Gotama in his definition of perception quoted
above. Perception is ‘ unassociated with a name’ (avyapadeshya) which
means ‘indeterminate’, and it is ‘well-defined’ (vyavasayatmaka) which
means ‘determinate’. All perception is determinate, but it is necessarily
preceded by an earlier stage when it is indeterminate. Nvâva recoenizes
the fundamental fact about knowledge which is said to be the distinct
contribution of Kant to western philosophy that knowledge involves
both sensation and conception. ‘Percepts without concepts are blind and
concepts without percepts are empty.’ Perception is a complex process
of experience involving both sensation and conception. All perception
we have is determinate because it is perceptual knowledge or perceptual
judgment. Sensation is the material and conception is the form of
knowledge. Bare sensation or simple apprehension is nirvikalpa percep
tion; perceptual judgment or relational apprehension is savikalpa
perception. Nyäya avoids the fallacy of the psychical staircase theory
that we have first sense-experience, then conception and then judg
ment. Perception is a complex presentative-representative process in
which we cannot really separate direct awareness from relational judg
ment. Indeterminate perception forms the material out of which
determinate perception is shaped, but they can be distinguished only in
thought and not divided in reafity. Nirvikalpa perception is the immedi
ate apprehension, the bare awareness, the direct sense-experience which
is undifferentiated and non-relational and is free from assimilation, dis
crimination, analysis and syntheis. The consciousness of the ‘that* is
not yet determined by the consciousness of the ‘what’. But as the ‘that*
cannot be really known as separated from the ‘what’, the ‘substance*
cannot be known apart from its ‘qualities’, we immediately come to
savikalpa perception where the mere awareness of the ‘that’ and the
‘what’ and their ‘inherence’ as something undifferentiated, unrelated,
dumb and inarticulate, is transformed into differentiated, relational,
conceptual and articulate knowledge involving assimilation, discrimina
tion, analysis and synthesis. For example, when we go, from broad day
light, into a dark cinema hall to see a matinée show, we first do not see
the seats or the audience clearly, but have only a dim sensation of the
objects present there which gradually reveal themselves to us ; the dim
sense-experience of the objects in the hall is indeterminate perception
while the clear perception of them is determinate perception. The mere
apprehension of some object as something, as the ‘that’, is indeterminate
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perception, while the clear perception of it together with its attributes
is determinate perception. We see in dusk a straight something lying on
the road and find out by going near it that it is a rope. We see a white
moving object at a distance and when it comes near we see it is a white
cow. The earlier stage is indeterminate and the later one determinate
perception. We are in a hurry to go somewhere and want to finish our
bath before starting. We do not know whether the water was cold and the
bath refreshing, though we did feel the coolness of water and the refresh
ing character of bath. We feel water and we feel its coolness but we do
not relate the two. Indeterminate perception presents the bare object
without any characterization. In determinate perception we relate the
substance with its attributes. The feeling of indeterminate perception
is psychological, but its knowledge is logical. As bare awareness, as mere
apprehension, we sense indeterminate perception, we feel it, but the
moment we try to know it even as ‘bare awareness* it has passed into
conception and has become determinate. Hence all our perception being
a cognition is determinate and is a perceptual judgment. We can sepa
rate indeterminate from determinate perception only in thought and
not in reality. Hence, though we feel indeterminate perception as a
psychological state of sense-experience, its knowledge even as indeter
minate perception is a result of logical deduction. We do feel it directly
but only as an awareness, not as a cognition. Mere apprehension, being
infra-relational, cannot be cognized. As cognition it is inferred after
wards when conception has transformed mere sensation into a percep
tual judgment.
Vätsyäyana says that if an object is perceived with its name we have
determinate perception; if it is perceived without its name, we have
indeterminate perception. Jayanta Bhatta says that indeterminate
perception apprehends substance, qualities and actions and universal
as separate and indistinct something and is devoid of any association
with a name, while determinate perception apprehends all these together
with a name. Gangesha Upädhyäya defines indeterminate perception
as the non-relational apprehension of an object devoid of all association
o f name, genus, differentia etc. Annam Bhatta defines it as the immediate
apprehension of an object as well as of its qualities, but without the
knowledge of the relation between them. The substance and the quali
ties, the ‘that’ and the ‘what* are felt separately and it is not appre
hended that those qualities inhere in that substance or that the 'what*
characterizes the ‘that*. Indeterminate perception is ‘mere acquaintance*
which William James calls ‘raw unverbalized experience’, while deter
minate perception is relational apprehension.
Perception, again, may be ordinary (laukika) or extraordinary (alaukika). When the sense-organs come into contact with the objects present
to them in the usual way, we have Laukika perception. And if the
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contact of the sense-organs with the objects is in an unusual way, i.e.,
if the objects are not ordinarily present to the senses but are conveyed
to them through an extraordinary medium, we have Alaukika percep
tion. Ordinary perception is of two kinds— internal (mänasa) and exter
nal (bähya). In internal perception, the mind (manas) which is the
internal organ comes into contact with the psychical states and processes
like cognition, affection, conation, desire, pain, pleasure, aversion etc.
External perception takes place when the five external organs of sense
come into contact with the external objects. It is of five kinds— visual,
auditory, tactual, gustatory and olfactory, brought about by the senseorgans of sight, sound, touch, taste and smell respectively when they
come into contact with the external objects. The external sense-organs
are composed of material elements of earth, water, fire, air, and ether
and therefore each senses the particular quality of its element. Thus
the sense-organ of smell is composed of the atoms of earth and perceives
smell which is the specific quality of earth and so on.
Extra-ordinary perception is of three kinds— sämänyalaksana,
jnänalaksana and yogaja. Sämänyalaksana perception is the perception
of the universals. According to Nyäya, the universal are a distinct class
of reals. They inhere in the particulars which belong to different classes
on account of the different universals inhering in them. An individual
belongs to a particular class because the universal of that class inheres
in it. Thus a cow becomes a cow because it has the universal cowness
inhering in it. Ordinarily wc perceive only the particulars and not the
universals. We perceive particular cows but we do not perceive a
‘universal cow*. Hence the Nyäya maintains that the universals are
perceived extraordinarily. Whenever we perceive a particular cow we
first perceive the ‘universal cowness’ inhering in it. The second kind of
extraordinary perception is called jnänalaksana perception. It is the
‘complicated’ perception through association. Sometimes different
sensations become associated and form one integrated perception. Here
an object is not directly presented to a sense-organ, but is revived
in memory through the past cognition of it and is perceived through
representation. For example, I look at a blooming rose from a dis
tance and say ‘I see a fragrant rose’. But how can fragrance be seen}
It can only be smelt. Fragrance can be perceived by the sense-organ
of smell and not by the sense-organ of vision which can perceive
only colour. Here the visual perception of the rose revives in memory
the idea of fragrance by association, which was perceived in the past
through the nose. The perception of the fragrant rose through the eye,
therefore, is called jnänalaksana perception or perception revived in
memory through the cognition (jnäna) of the object in the past. Other
examples of it are: ‘the piece of sandalwood looks fragrant’, ‘ice looks
cold’, ‘stone looks hard’, ‘tea looks hot’, etc. etc. The theory of illusion
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accepted by Nyäya called ‘Anyathäkhyäti* is based on this kind of
perception. When we mistake a rope for a snake» the idea of snake
perceived in the past is imported in memory through this extraordinary
jnänalaksana perception and is confused with the object (i.e., rope)
which is directly presented to the sense-organ. When shell is mistaken
for silver» the idea of silver perceived in the past in a shop (äpanastha)
(or anywhere else) is revived in memory through jnanalaksaiia percep
tion and is confused with the object (i.e., shell) which is directly
presented to the sense-organ. The past impression represents the object
to our mind. Error is due to a wrong synthesis of the presented and the
represented objects. The represented object is confused with the pre
sented one. The word ‘anyathä’ means ‘elsewise* and ‘elsewhere* and
both these senses are brought out in an erroneous perception. The
presented object is perceived elsewise and the represented object exists
elsewhere. The shell and the silver, the rope and the snake are both
separately real ; only their synthesis is unreal. The shell and the rope are
directly presented as the ‘this* (when we say: ‘ this is silver* or ‘ this is
a snake*), while the silver and the snake exist elsewhere and are revived
in memory through jnänalaksana perception. The third kind of extra
ordinary perception is called yogaja perception. This is the intuitive
and immediate perception of all objects, past, present and future,
possessed by the Yogins through the power of meditation. It is like the
Kevalajnäna of the Jainas, the Bodhi of the Buddhists, the Kaivalya of
the Särtkhya-Yoga and the Aparoksänubhüti of the Vedäntins. It is
intuitive, supra-sensuous and supra-relational.IV
IV
INFERENCE

second kind of knowledge i s anumä or inferential or relational
and its means is called anumäna or inference. It is defined as that cogni
tion which presupposes some other cognition. It is mediate and indirect
and arises through a ‘mark*, the ‘middle term* (finga or hetu) which is
invariably connected with the ‘major term* (sädhya). It is knowledge
(mäna) which arises after (anu) other knowledge. Invariable concomit
ance (vyâpti or avinäbhävaniyama) is the nerve of inference. The pres
ence of the middle term in the minor term is called paksadharmatä.
The invariable association of the middle term with the major term is
called vyâpti. The knowledge of paksadharmata as qualified by vyâpti
is called parämarsha. And inference is defined as knowledge arising
through parämarsha,1 i.e., the knowledge of the presence of the major

t h e
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in the minor through the middle which resides in the minor (paksadharmatä) and is invariably associated with the major (vyäpti). Like the
Aristotelian syllogism, the Indian inference has three terms. The major,
the minor and the middle are here called sädhya, paksa and linga or
hetu respectively. We know that smoke is invariably associated with
fire (vyäpti) and if we see smoke in a hill we conclude that there must
be fire in that hill. Hill is the minor term; fire is the major term; smoke
is the middle term. From the presence of smoke in the hill as qualified
by the knowledge that wherever there is smoke there is fire, we proceed
to infer the presence of fire in the hill. This is inference. Indian logic
does^not separate Reduction from induction. Inference_is a complex
process involving both. Indian logic also rejects the verbalist view of
logic. It studies thought as such and not the forms of thought alone.
The formal and the material logic are blended here. Verbal form forms
no integral part of the inference. This becomes clear from the division
of inference into svärtha (for oneself) and parärtha (for others). In the
former we do not require the formal statement of the different members
of inference. It is a psychological process. The latter, the parärtha which
is a syllogism, has to be presented in language and this has to be done
only to convince others. There are five members in the Nyäya syllogism.
The first is called Pratijnä or proposition. It is the logical statement
which is to be proved. The second is Hetu or ‘reason* which states the
reason for the establishment of the proposition. The third is called
Udäharaiia which gives the universal concomitance together with an
example. The fourth is Upanaya or the application of the universal
concomitance to the present case. And the fifth is Nigamana or conclu
sion drawn from the preceding propositions. These five propositions of
the Indian syllogism are called ‘members* or avayavas. The following
is a typical Nyäya syllogism:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

This hill has fire (pratijnä).
Because it has smoke (hetu).
Whatever has smoke has fire, e.g., an oven (udäharana).
This hill has smoke which is invariably associated with fire
(upanaya).
(5) Therefore this hill has fire (nigamana).

If we compare it with the Aristotelian syllogism which has only three
propositions, we will find that this Nyäya syllogism corresponds to the
Barbara (AAA) mood of the First Figure which is the strongest mood
of the strongest figure. Though the Nyäya syllogism has five and the
Aristotelian has three propositions, the terms in both are only three—
the sädhya or the major, the paksa or the minor and the hetu or the
middle. Out of the five propositions, two appear redundant and we may

easily leave out either the first two or the last two which are essentially
the same. The first coincides with the fifth and the second with the
fourth. If we omit the last two» the first three propositions correspond
with the conclusion, the minor premise and the major premise respec
tively. Or, if we omit the first two, the last three propositions correspond
to the major premise, the minor premise and the conclusion of the
Aristotelian syllogism. Hence if we leave out the first two members of
the Nyäya syllogism which are contained in the last two, we find that
it resembles the Aristotelian syllogism in the First Figure:
(1) All things which have smoke have fire (Major premise).
(2) This hill has smoke (Minor premise).
(3) Therefore this hill has fire (Conclusion).
And the typical Aristotelian syllogism may be stated in the Nyäya
form thus:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Socrates is mortal (pratijnä).
Because he is a man (hetu).
Whoever is a man is a mortal, e.g., Pythagoras (udäharana).
Socrates is a man who is invariably a mortal (upanaya).
Therefore Socrates is mortal (nigamana).

But there are certain real differences between the Nyäya and the
Aristotelian syllogism apart from the nominal difference between the
number of the propositions in each. The Aristotelian syllogism is only
deductive and formal, while the Nyäya syllogism is deductive-inductive
and formal-material. The Nyäya rightly regards deduction and induction
as inseparably related, as two aspects of the same process— the truth
now realized in western logic. Inference, according to Nyäya, is neither
from the universal to the particular nor from the particular to the
universal, but from the particular to the particular through the universal.
T he example is a special feature of the Nyäya syllogism and illustrates
the truth that the universal major premise is the result of a real induc
tion based on the law of causation and that induction and deduction
cannot be really separated. Again, while in the Aristotelian syllogism
the major and the minor terms stand apart in the premises though they
are connected by the middle term with each other, in the Nyäya syllog
ism all the three terms stand synthesized in the Upanaya. Again, while
the Aristotelian syllogism is verbalistic, the Nyäya recognizes the fact
that verbal form is not the essence of inference and is required only to
convince others. Some people like Dr. Vidyäbhüsana and Prof. Keith
have suggested that the Nyäya syllogism is influenced by Greek thought.
But it is absolutely false. We find the development of the Nyäya inference
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before Aristotle. There are also certain fundamental differences between
the two views and the view of Nyäya is accepted as better by the modern
western logicians also. The view that vyäpti, the nerve of inference, was
introduced by the Buddhist logician Dihnäga who was influenced by
Greek thought is also wrong. Vyäpti was recognized much before
Diiinäga,1 nor did he ‘borrow* his doctrine from Greece. It is more
reasonable to explain the similarities between the two as due to a
parallel development of thought. Indian logic has been a natural growth.
There are five characteristics of the middle term:
(1) It must be present in the minor term (paksadharmatâ); e.g.,
smoke must be present in the hill.
(2) It must be present in all positive instances in which the
major term is present; e.g., smoke must be present in the
kitchen where fire exists (sapaksasattva).
(3) It must be absent in all negative instances in which the
major term is absent; e.g., smoke must be absent in the lake
in which fire does not exist (vipaksäsattva).
(4) It must be non-incompatible with the minor term; e.g., it
must not prove the coolness of fire (abädhita).
(5) It must be qualified by the absence of counteracting reasons
which lead to a contradictory conclusion; e.g., ‘the fact of
being caused’ should not be used to prove the ‘eternality* of
sound (aviruddha).
Inference is generally regarded as of two kinds— Svärtha and Parärtha
which we have already discussed. Gotama speaks of three kinds of
inference— pûrvavat, shesavat and sämänyatodrsta. The first two are
based on causation and the last one on mere coexistence. A cause is the
invariable and unconditional antecedent of an effect and an effect is the
invariable and unconditional consequent of a cause. When we infer the
unperceived effect from a perceived cause we have pûrvavat inference,
e.g., when we infer future rain from dark clouds in the sky. When we
infer the unperceived cause from a perceived effect we have shesavat
inference, e.g., when we infer past rain from the swift muddy flooded
water of a river. When inference is based not on causation but on
uniformity of co-existence, it is called sämänyatodrsta, e.g., when we infer
cloven hoofs of an animal by its horns. According to another interpreta
tion, a pûrvavat inference is based on previous experience of universal
concomitance between two things, a shesavat inference is parishesa or
inference by elimination, and a sämänyatodrsta is inference by analogy.
Another classification of inference gives us the kevalänvayi, kevalavyatireki and anvayavyatireki inferences. It is based on the nature o f
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vyäpti and on the different methods of establishing it. The methods of
induction by which universal casual relationship is established may be
anvaya, vyatireka or both. The first corresponds to Mill's Method of
Agreement, the second to his Method of Difference, and the third to
his Joint Method of Agreement and Difference or the Method of Double
Agreement. We have kevalänvayi inference when the middle term is
always positively related to the major term. The terms agree only in
presence, there being no negative instance of their agreement in
absence, e.g.,
All knowable objects are nameable;
The pot is a knowable object;
The pot is nameable.
We have kevalavyatireki inference when the middle term is the
differentium of the minor term and is always negatively related to the
major term. The terms agree only in absence, there being no positive
instance of their agreement in presence, e.g.,
What is not different-from-other-elements has no smell;
The earth has smell;
The earth is different-from-other-elements.
We have anvayavyatireki inference when the middle term is both
positively and negatively related to the major term. The vyäpti between
the middle and the major is in respect of both presence and absence.
There is Double Agreement between the terms— they agree in presence
in the positive instances and they also agree in absence in the negative
instances; e.g.,
All things which have smoke have fire;
This hill has smoke;
.*. This hill has fire; and
No non-fiery things have smoke;
This hill has smoke;
.*. This hill is not non-fiery;
i.e., This hill has fire.
In Indian logic a fallacy is called hetvâbhasa. It means that the middle
term appears to be a reason but is not a valid reason. AH fallacies are
material fallacies. We have mentioned the five characteristics of a valid
middle term. When these are violated, we have fallacies. Five kinds of
fallacies are recognized:(i)
(i) Asiddha or Sädhyasama: This is the fallacy of the unproved
middle. The middle term must be present in the minor term

(paksadharmatä). If it is not, it is unproved. It is of three
kinds—
(a) äshrayäsiddha : The minor term is the locus of the middle
term. If the minor term is unreal, the middle term
cannot be present in it; e.g., ‘the sky-lotus is fragrant,
because it is a lotus, like the lotus of a lake’.
(b) svarüpäsiddha : Here the minor term is not unreal. But
the middle term cannot by its very nature be present in
the minor term; e.g., ‘sound is a quality, because it is
visible’. Here visibility cannot belong to sound which is
audible.
(c) vyäpyatväsiddha : Here vyâpti is conditional (sopädhika).
We cannot say, e.g., 'wherever there is fire there is
smoke’. Fire smokes only when it is associated with wet
fuel. A red-hot iron ball or clear fire does not smoke.
Hence 'association with wet fuel* is a condition necessary
to the aforesaid vyâpti. Being conditioned, the middle
term becomes fallacious if we say: ‘The hill has smoke
because it has fire’.
(2) Savyabhichära or Anaikäntika: This is the fallacy of the
irregular middle. It is of three kinds :
(a) Sädharana: Here the middle term is too wide. It is
present in both the sapaksa (positive) and the vipaksa
(negative) instances and violates the rule that the middle
should not be present in the negative instances (vipaksäsattva); e.g., 'the hill has fire because it is knowable’.
Here ‘knowable* is present in fiery as well as non-fiery
objects.
(è) Asädhärana: Here the middle term is too narrow. It is
present only in the paksa and neither in the sapaksa nor
in the vipaksa. It violates the rule that the middle term
should be present in the sapaksa (sapaksasattva); e.g.,
‘sound is eternal, because it is audible*. Here audibility
belongs to sound only and is present nowhere else.
(c) Anupasarhhäri : Here the middle term is non-exclusive.
The minor term is all-inclusive and leaves nothing by
way of sapaksa or vipaksa; e.g., 'all things are non
eternal, because they are knowable*.
(3) Satpratipakça : Here the middle term is contradicted by
another middle term. The reason is counter-balanced by
another reason. And both are of equal force; e.g., ‘sound is
eternal, because it is audible* and ‘sound is non-eternal,
because it is produced*. Here ‘audible* is counter-balanced by
‘produced’ and both are of equal force.
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(4) Bâdhita: It is the non-inferentially contradicted middle.
Here the middle term is contradicted by some other pramäna
and not by inference. It cannot prove the major term which
is disproved by another stronger source of valid knowledge ;
e.g., ‘fire is cold, because it is a substance*. Here the middle
term ‘substance* becomes contradicted because its major
term ‘coldness* is directly contradicted by perception.
(5) Viruddha: It is the contradictory middle. The middle term,
instead of being pervaded by the presence of the major
term, is pervaded by the absence of the major term. Instead
of proving the existence of the major term in the minor term,
it proves its non-existence therein; e.g., 'sound is eternal,
because it is produced*. Here ‘produced*, instead of proving
the eternality of sound, proves its non-eternality. Here the
middle term itself disproves the original proposition and
proves its contradictory, while in the savyabhichära the
middle term only fails to prove the conclusion, and in the
satpratipaksa the middle term is inferentially contradicted
by another middle term both of which are of equal force,
and in the bâdhita the middle term is non-inferentially
contradicted and the major is disproved by a stronger
pramäna other than inference.V
V
COMPARISON

third kind of valid cognition is Upamiti and its means is called
Upamâna. It is knowledge derived from comparison and roughly
corresponds to analogy. It has been defined as the knowledge of the
relation between a word and its denotation.1 It is produced by the know
ledge of resemblance or similarity. For example, a man who has never
seen a gavaya or a wild cow and does not know what it is, is told by a
person that a wild cow is an animal like a cow, subsequently comes
across a wild cow in a forest and recognizes it as the wild cow, then his
knowledge is due to upamâna. He has heard the word ‘gavaya* and has
been told that it is like a cow and now he himself sees the object denoted
by the word ‘gavaya* and recognizes it to be so. Hence upamâna is just
the knowledge of the relation between a name and the object denoted
by that name. It is produced by the knowledge of similarity because
a man recognizes a wild cow as a ‘gavaya* when he perceives its similarity
to the cow and remembers the description that ‘a gavaya is an animal
like a cow*.
t h e
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The Buddhists reduce Upamäna to perception and testimony. The
Sänkhya and the Vaishesika reduce it to inference. The Jainas reduce
it to recognition or pratyabhijnä. The Mimârhsakas recognize it as a
separate source of knowledge, but their account of it is different from
that of Nyäya, which will be considered in the chapter on Mimämsä.

VI
VERBAL

TESTIMONY

fourth kind of valid knowledge is Shabda or Agama or authori
tative verbal testimony. Its means is also called Shabda. It is defined
as the statement of a trustworthy person (äptaväkya) and consists in
understanding its meaning. A sentence is defined as a collection of words
and a word is defined as that which is potent to convey its meaning.1
The power in a word to convey its meaning comes, according to ancient
Nyäya, from God, and according to later Nyäya, from long established
convention. Testimony is always personal. It is based on the words of
a trustworthy person, human or divine. Testimony is of two kinds—
Vaidika and secular (laukika). The Vaidika testimony is perfect and
infallible because the Vedas are spoken by God; secular testimony,
being the words of human beings who are liable to error, is not infallible.
Only the words of trustworthy persons who always speak the truth are
valid; others arc not. A word is a potent symbol which signifies an
object and a sentence is a collection of words. But a sentence in order
to be intelligible must conform to certain conditions. These conditions
are four— äkänksä, yogyatä, sannidhi and tätparya. The first is mutual
implication or expectancy. The words of a sentence are interrelated and
stand in need of one another in order to express a complete sense. A
mere aggregate of unrelated words will not make a logical sentence. It
will be sheer nonsense, e.g., ‘cow horse man elephant*. The second
condition is that the words should possess fitness to convey the sense
and should not contradict the meaning. ‘Water the plants with fire* is
a contradictory sentence. The third condition is the close proximity of
the words to one another. The words must be spoken in quick succes
sion without long intervals. If the words ‘bring*, ‘a*, and ‘cow* are
uttered at long intervals they would not make a logical sentence. T h e
fourth condition is the intention of the speaker if the words are ambigu
ous. For example, the word ‘saindhava* means ‘salt* as well as a ‘horse*.
Now, if a man who is taking his food asks another to bring ‘saindhava*,
the latter should not bring a horse.
The Nyäya admits only these four pramänas. Arthäpatti or implication
t h e
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is reduced to inference. For example, when we say: ‘ Fat Devadatta
does not eat during day’, the implication is that he must be eating during
night otherwise how can he be fat? Mïmâmsâ grants the status of an
independent pramäna to implication. But Nyäya reduces it to inference
thus:
All fat persons who do not eat during day, eat during night;
Devadatta is a fat person who does not eat during day ;
Devadatta is a fat person who eats during night.
Abhâva or non-existence which also is regarded as a separate pramäna
by Bhâtta Mïmâmsâ is reduced here either to perception or to inference.
Abhâva is non-existence of a thing and the same sense-organ which
perceives a thing, perceives its non-existence also. If the thing is imper
ceptible and can only be inferred, then, its non-existence too may be
equally inferred.
V II
CAUSATION

us now consider the Nyäya theory of Causation. A cause is defined
as an unconditional and invariable antecedent of an effect and an effect
as an unconditional and invariable consequent of a cause. The same
cause produces the same effect and the same effect is produced by the
same cause. Plurality of causes is ruled out. The first essential
characteristic of a cause is its antecedence; the fact that it should
precede the effect (Purvavrtti). The second is its invariability; it must
invariably precede the effect (Niyatapürvavrtti). The third is its
unconditionality or necessity; it must unconditionally precede the
effect (Ananyathasiddha). Unconditional antecedence is immediate
and direct antecedence and excludes the fallacy of remote cause.
Thus we see that the Nyäya definition of a cause is the same as
that in Western inductive logic. Hume defines a cause as an invariable
antecedent. J. S. Mill defines it as an unconditional and invariable
antecedent. Carveth Read points out that unconditionality includes
immediacy. A cause, therefore, is an unconditional, immediate and
invariable antecedent of an effect.1 Nyäya recognizes five kinds of
accidental (anyathäsiddha) antecedents which are not real causes.
Firstly, the qualities of a cause are mere accidental antecedents.
T he colour of a potter's staff is not the cause of a pot. Secondly,
the cause of a cause or a remote cause is not unconditional.
The potter's father is not the cause of a pot. Thirdly, the co-effects of
a cause are themselves not causally related. The sound produced by the
potter’s staff is not the cause of a pot, though it may invariably precede
l e t

1 ananyathâaiddhatve sati kâryaniyatapûrvavftti kâraçam.
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the pot. Night and day are not causally related. Fourthly, eternal sub
stances like space are not unconditional antecedents. Fifthly, unneces
sary things like the potter’s ass are not unconditional antecedents;
though the potter’s ass may be invariably present when the potter is
making a pot, yet it is not the cause of the pot. A cause must be an
unconditional and necessary antecedent. Nyäya emphasizes the sequence
view of causality. Cause and effect are never simultaneous. Plurality of
causes is also wrong because causal relation is reciprocal. The same
effect cannot be produced by any other cause. Each effect has its dis
tinctive features and has only one specific cause. Further, like Western
logic, the Nyäya regards a cause as ‘the sum-total of the conditions,
positive and negative, taken together’. The cause is an aggregate of the
unconditional or necessary and invariable antecedent conditions which
are called kâranasâmagrî. The absence of negative counteracting
conditions is called pratibandhakäbhäva.
An effect (kärya) is defined as the ‘counter-entity of its own prior
non-existence’ (prägabhävapratiyogi). It is the negation of its own priornegation. It comes into being and destroys its prior non-existence. It
was non-existent before its production. It did not pre-exist in its cause.
It is a fresh beginning, a new creation. This Nyäya-Vaishesika view of
causation is directly opposed to the Sänkhya-Yoga and Vedanta view
of satkäryaväda. It is called asatkäryaväda or ärambhaväda. The effect
(karya) is non-existent (asat) before its creation and is a new beginning
(ärambha), a fresh creation, an epigenesis. It is distinct from its cause
and can never be identical with it. It is neither an appearance nor a
transformation of the cause. It is newly brought into existence by the
operation of the cause.
There are three kinds of causes— samaväyi, asamaväyi and nimitta.
The first is the samaväyi or the inherent cause, also called as the
upädäna or the material cause. It is the substance out of which the
effect is produced. For example, the threads are the inherent cause of
the cloth and the clay is the inherent cause of a pot. The effect inheres
in its material cause. The cloth inheres in the threads. The effect
cannot exist separately from its material cause, though the cause can
exist independently of its effect. The material cause is always a substance
(dravya). The second kind of cause is asamaväyi or non-inherent. It
inheres in the material cause and helps the production of the effect.
The conjunction of the threads (tantusarhyoga) which inheres in the
threads is the non-inherent cause of the cloth of which the threads are
the material or the inherent cause. The colour of the threads (tanturupa)
is the non-inherent cause of the colour of the cloth. The cloth itself
is the inherent cause of its colour. The effect as well as its non-inherent
cause both co-inhere in the material cause. The non-inherent cause is
always a quality or an action (guna or karma). The third kind of cause
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is nimitta or efficient. It is the power which helps the material cause to
produce the effect. The weaver is the efficient cause of the cloth. The
efficient cause includes the accessories (sahakäri), e.g., the loom and
shuttle of the weaver or the staff and wheel of the potter. The efficient
cause may be a substance, a quality or an action.
Sometimes a distinction is made between a general or an ordinary
(sädhärana) and a peculiar or an extraordinary (asädhärana) cause.
Space, time, God’s knowledge, God’s will, merit, demerit, prior-non
existence and absence o f counteracting factors are the eight general
causes. The extraordinary cause is called the karana or the instrumental
cause and is included in the efficient cause. It is the motive power which
immediately produces the effect, e.g., the staff of the potter. The modern
Nyäya regards the efficiency itself which inheres in this cause as the
real instrumental cause. The inherent cause, the non-inherent cause,
the efficient cause and the purpose correspond to Aristotle’s material,
formal, efficient and final causes.
VIII
SOUL

law of Causation is subservient to the law of Karma. The Nyaya,
like the Vaishesika, believes in teleological creation. The material cause
of this universe are the eternal atoms of earth, water, fire and air and
the efficient cause is God. The infinite individual souls are co-eternal
with atoms. And God is co-eternal with atoms and souls and is external
to both. Nyäya advocates atomism, spiritualism, theism, realism and
pluralism. Creation means combinations of atoms and destruction
means dissolution of these combinations through the motion supplied
to or withdrawn from the atoms by the Unseen Power working under
the guidance of God. The innumerable eternal atoms and the innumer
able eternal souls are both beyond creation and destruction. God can
neither create them nor destroy them. God is not the real creator as He
is not the material cause of this universe. And though He is called the
ruler of the Universe being regarded as the efficient cause, the real
efficiency belongs to the Unseen Power. The view of causation is
asatkäryaväda because the different combinations of atoms are regarded
as new creations, as real fresh beginnings. It is the doctrine of epigenesis
as the new products arise as real creations having the distinctive features
of their own and adding new properties to reality. The individual soul
is regarded as the substratum of the quality of consciousness which is
not its essence but only an accidental property. The soul is a real
knower, a real enjoyer and a real active agent and an eternal substance.
It is not transcendental consciousness and it is different from God who
t h e
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is the Supreme Soul. Cognitions, affections and conations are the
attributes of the soul which is one, partless and all-pervading. Each soul
has its manas during its empirical life and is separated from it in
liberation. It is distinct from the body, the senses and the mind (manas).
Bondage is due to ignorance and Karma. Liberation is due to Knowledge
and destruction of Karma. The Vedas are the work of God and there
fore claim absolute authority.
IX

GOD
accepts the metaphysics of the Vaishesika School and the
accounts of matter, soul and God are almost the same as those in the
Vaishesika. We have discussed the metaphysics of the Vaishesika School
and so we need not repeat it here. The categories, the doctrine of
asatkâryavâda, the account of creation and destruction, the nature of
atoms and souls, the account of bondage and liberation, the authority
of the Veda, the nature and function of God, the Unseen Power— all
these are accepted by Nyäya. The criticisms which we levelled against
the Vaishesika also apply against the Nyäya position in so far as both
are identical. While Kanada himself has not specifically mentioned God,
the later Vaishesikas and particularly the later Naiyayikas have given
an elaborate account of God and the latter have made God’s Grace an
essential thing for obtaining true knowledge of the realities which alone
leads to liberation. They refer to God as the creator, maintainer and
destroyer of this world and introduce the element of devotion. But in
our opinion all this can be done only by courtesy. God, as an eternal
external reality, is always limited by the co-eternal atoms and souls and
has to be guided by the law of karma. Though the later Naiyayikas are
forced to amend the absurd position that eternal consciousness is not the
essence of God by raising consciousness from the position of a separable
accident to the position of an inseparable attribute in the case of God,
yet they have failed to rise to the correct position by not taking con
sciousness as the essence of God. An atomistic and spiritualistic pluralism
can lead only to an external theism where God, souls and atoms all fall
apart and the dualism of matter and spirit can never be overcome. God
is said to possess all the six perfections in their fullness— majesty, power,
glory, beauty, knowledge and freedom. But then why are the liberated
souls not allowed to share these qualities? If liberation consists in
getting rid of all qualities, then God will be regarded as eternally bound.
Again, God is called the moral governor of all beings (prayojaka kartä).
But then, either the souls are not free or the law of karma is thrown
overboard. If the law of karma represents the self-determination of God
NYÄYA
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and therefore does not bind God, then Karma and God would become
identical and external theism would vanish. The Nyäya should reduce
its so-called eternal and independent atoms to a single material principle
and its so-called innumerable eternal souls to a single spiritual principle
aritTThen should reconcile the dualism of matter and spirit in God By
making them His aspects. Unless this Is Hone, tTié^contradictions in
Nyäya would not 6e avoided. If it wants to be self-consistent, the
Nyäya has to give up its atomistic and spiritualistic pluralism and its
external theism. Yet in spite of these defects, the Nyäya theism is a step
forward. Udayana’s arguments for the existence of God have become
classical for theism and may be briefly noted here. He gives the following
nine arguments to prove the existence of God:
(1) The world is an effect and hence it must have an efficient
cause. This intelligent agent is God. The order, design,
co-ordination between different phenomena comes from God
(käryät).
(2) The atoms being essentially inactive cannot form the different
combinations unless God gives motion to them. The Unseen
Power, the Adrsta, requires the intelligence of God. Without
God it cannot supply motion to the atoms (äyojanät).
(3) The world is sustained by God’s will. Unintelligent Adrsta
cannot do this. And the world is destroyed by God’s will
(dhrtyädeh).
(4) A word has a meaning and signifies an object. The power of
words to signify their objects comes from God (padät).
(5) God is the author of the infallible Veda (pratyayatah).
(6) The Veda testifies to the existence of God (shruteh).
(7) The Vedic sentences deal with moral injunctions and
prohibitions. T he Vedic commands are the Divine com
mands. God is the creator and promulgator of the moral
laws (vakyät).
(8) According to Nyäya-Vaishesika the magnitude of a dyad is
not produced by the infinitesimal magnitude of the two
atoms each, but by the number of the two atoms. Number
*one’ is directly perceived, but other numbers are conceptual
creations. Numerical conception is related to the mind of the
perceiver. At the time of creation, the souls are unconscious.
And the atoms and the Unseen Power and space, time, minds
are all unconscious. Hence the numerical conception depends
upon the Divine Consciousness. So God must exist (sankhyävishesät).
(9) We reap the fruits of our own actions. Merit and demerit
accrue from our actions and the stock of merit and demerit is
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called Adrsça, the Unseen Power. But this Unseen Power,
being unintelligent, needs the guidance of a supremely
intelligent God (adrstät).1
But all these proofs are ultimately unavailing. Reason, as Kant points
out while criticizing Descartes* arguments for the existence of God, leads
to antinomies which are insoluble. The Vedäntins, Shankara, Ramanuja,
Madhva, Nimbärka, Vallabha and all, have rejected the Nyäya argu
ments and have fallen back on the Shruti alone for the existence of God.
Kant in the West and the Vedäntins in India were ‘forced to destroy
reason in order to make room for faith*.
The chief value of Nyäya lies in its epistemology, logic and metho
dology which have influenced all schools of Indian philosophy. But its
ontology of atomism, pluralism, realism, theism and spiritualism
huddled together in one mass is defective. The logic of pluralistic
realism is a common-sense view of the world. If liberation means nega
tion of all qualities including consciousness and bliss, the soul liberated
is the soul petrified and Gotama by propounding such philosophy, says
Shiharsa, is justifying his name ‘Gotama*— an Excellent Bull.2

kâryâyojanadhrtySdeh padât pratyayatah shruteh. väkyat sankhyâvisheçâchcha
sàdhyo vishvavidavyayah, Nyâya-Kusumâfijali, V, i. * muktaye yalj shilàtvâya
shästram üche sachetasâm. Gotamam tamavekçyaiva yathä vittha tathaiva sah.
Nai9adha-Charita X V II, 75.
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Chapter Thirteen
PÜRVA-MlMÄMSÄ

I
INTRODUCTION

T

1 he word 'Mïmâmsâ' literally means 'revered thought' and was
originally applied to the interpretation of the Vedic rituals which
commanded highest reverence. The word is now used in the
sense of any critical investigation. The school of Mïmâmsâ justifies both
these meanings by giving us rules according to which the command
ments of the Veda are to be interpreted and by giving a philosophical
justification for the Vedic ritualism. Just as Sânkhya and Yoga, Vaishesika and Nyäya are regarded as allied systems, similarly Mïmâmsâ and
Vedanta are also treated as allied systems of thought. Both are based
on and both try to interpret the Veda. The earlier portion of the Veda,
i.e., the Mantra and the Brähmana portion, is called Karmakända,
while the later portion, i.e., the Upanisads is called Jnänakända, because
the former deals with action, with the rituals and the sacrifices, while
the latter deals with the knowledge of reality. Mimämsä deals with the
earlier portion of the Veda and is therefore called Pürva-Mïmâmsâ and
also Karma-Mïmâmsâ, while Vedäntä deals with the later portion of
the Veda and is therefore called Uttara-Mïmâmsâ and also JnânaMîmâmsâ. The former deals with Dharma and the latter with Brahma
and therefore the former is also called Dharma-Mimämsä, while the
latter is also called Brahma-Mïmâmsâ. There has been a long line of
pre-Shankarite teachers of Vedanta of whom Mandana Mishra seems
to be the last, who have regarded Mïmâmsâ and Vedânta as forming
a single system and who have advocated the combination of action and
knowledge, known as Karma-Jnâna-samuchchaya-vâda. According to
them, the sütras, beginning with the first sütra of Jaimini and ending
with the last sütra of Bâdarâyana, form one compact shästra. These
teachers held that Karma (action) and Upâsanâ (meditation) were abso
lutely essential to hasten the dawn of true knowledge. Even the great
Shankarächärya who treated action and knowledge as being absolutely
opposed like darkness and light and who relegated Karma to the sphere
of Avidyä, had to admit that Karma and Upâsanâ do purify the soul,
though they are not the direct cause of liberation and that therefore the
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study of Pörva Mimämsä, though not essential for the study of Vedanta,
was a good means for the purification of the soul. In this connection it
is also important to remember that it is the great Mimämsaka Kumärila
Bhatta himself who may be rightly regarded as the link between the
Pörva and the Uttara Mimämsä. Ramanuja and Bhäskara believe that
the Pörva and Uttara Mimärhsäs together form one science and the
study of the former is necessary before undertaking the study of the
latter. Madhva and Vallabha, though they make devotion to God as
a necessary prerequisite for the study of Vedanta, yet believe that
Vedanta is a continuation of Mimämsä.
Pörva Mïmamsâ regards the Veda as eternal and authorless and of
infallible authority. It is essentially a book of ritual dealing with com
mandments prescribing injunctions or prohibitions. Greatest importance
is attached to the Brähmana portion of the Veda to which both the
Mantras and the Upanisads are subordinated. The aim of the Mîmârhsâ
is to supply the principles according to which the Vedic texts are to be
interpreted and to provide philosophical justification for the views
contained therein. The work of finding the principles for the right
interpretation of the Vedic texts was undertaken by the Brähmanas
themselves and mainly by the Shrauta-sötras. Mimämsä continues this
work. But had it done only that, it would have been, at best, only a
commentary on the Vedic ritual. The main thing which entitles it to the
rank of a philosophical system is its keen desire to provide philosophical
justification for the Vedic views and to replace the earlier ideal of the
attainment of heaven (svarga) by the ideal of obtaining liberation
(apavarga). It undertakes a thorough investigation into the nature and
validity of knowledge and into the various means which produce valid
knowledge and also into other metaphysical problems. Curious though
it may seem, the Mimämsä has been much influenced by the NyäyaVaishesika school, many important doctrines of which it has either
borrowed or rejected.
II
LITERATURE

earliest work of this system is the Mimämsä-sutra of Jaimini
which begins with an inquiry into the nature of Dharma. It is the
biggest of all the philosophical sutras and discusses about one thousand
topics. Shabarasvämin has written his great commentary on this work
and his commentary has been explained by Prabhäkara and Kumärila
Bhatta who differ from each other in certain important respects and
form the two principle schools of Mîmârhsâ named after them. Prabhäkara’s commentary Brhati has been commented upon by Shälikanätha
who has also written another treatise Prakaraija-panchikä. Kumärila’s
t h e
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huge work is divided into three parts— Shlokavärtika, Tantravärtika
and Tuptïkâ, the first of which has been commented upon by Pärthasärathi Mishra who has also written his Shâstradlpikâ. Tradition makes
Prabhäkara a pupil of Kumärila who nicknamed him as 'Guru* on
account of his great intellectual powers. But some scholars like Dr.
Gangänätha Jha believe that the Prabhäkara school is older and seems
to be nearer the spirit of the original Mïmâmsâ.
I ll
V A L I D I T Y OF K N O W L E D G E
LET us first consider the nature of valid knowledge according to

Mïmâmsâ. Prabhäkara defines valid knowledge as apprehension
(anubhüti). All apprehension is direct and immediate and valid per se.
A cognition which apprehends an object cannot be intrinsically invalid.
Memory arises from the impression of a prior cognition and therefore
cannot be treated as valid knowledge. Kumärila defines valid knowledge
as apprehension of an object which is produced by causes free from
defects and which is not contradicted by subsequent knowledge.
Pärthasärathi defines it as apprehension of an object which has not
been already apprehended» which truly represents the object, which is
not produced by defective causes, and which is free from contradiction.
A valid cognition therefore must fulfil these four conditions. Firstly, it
must not arise from defective causes (käranadosarahita). Secondly, it
must be free from contradiction. It must be self-consistent and should
not be set aside by subsequent knowledge (bädhakajnänarahita). Thirdly,
it must apprehend an object which has not already been apprehended.
Novelty is an essential feature of knowledge (agrhîtagrâhi). Thus
memory is excluded from valid knowledge by Kumärila also. Fourthly,
it must truly represent the object (yathärtha).
The Mïmâihsaka upholds the theory of Svatahprämänyaväda which
may be translated as the theory of self-validity or intrinsic validity of
knowledge. All apprehension is intrinsically valid. All knowledge is
valid by itself. It is not validated by any other knowledge. Its validity
arises from those very causes from which knowledge itself arises. Validity
o f knowledge arises from the essential nature of the causes of knowledge.
It is not due to any extraneous conditions. Prabhäkara and Kumärila
both uphold the intrinsic validity of knowledge. Prabhäkara says: ‘All
cognitions as cognitions are valid; their invalidity is due to their disa
greement with the real nature of their objects.* Kumärila also says: ‘The
validity of knowledge consists in its apprehending an object; it is set
aside by such discrepancies as its disagreement with the real nature of
the object.* All knowledge, therefore, is presumably valid and our
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normal life runs smooth on account of this belief. A need for explanation
is felt only when knowledge fails to be valid. And its invalidity is inferred
either from some defect in the instrument of knowledge or from a sub
sequent contradicting knowledge. If a person suffering from jaundice
sees a conch yellow, the knowledge of the yellow conch is invalidated on
account of the defect in the organ of vision, i.e., on account of the
presence of the bile in the eye. If a rope is mistaken for a snake, the
knowledge ofjhe rope-snake is invalidated by the subsequent knowledge
of the rope.\Though the invalidity of knowledge is inferred, yet know
ledge itself is intrinsically presumed to be valid. Its validity is not
subject to inference. Truth is normal; error is abnormalTjBelief is
natural; disbelief is an exception. The Mîmâmsaka advocates the self
validity of knowledge both in respect of its origin (utpatti) and ascertain
ment (jnapti). The validity of knowledge arises together with that
knowledge and it is also known as soon as that knowledge is known.
The very conditions which give rise to knowledge also give rise to its
validity as well as to the belief in that validity. Validity of knowledge
and knowledge of that validity arise together with that knowledge and
from those very conditions which give rise to that knowledge. Neither
validity nor belief in that validity is due to any external condition and
neither requires any verification by anything else. The theory of self
validity of knowledge is advocated in these two aspects. If the necessary
conditions which give rise to knowledge, e.g., absence of defects in the
instruments of knowledge and absence of contradiction, are present,
knowledge arises and it arises with a belief in its validity. The conditions
which give rise to knowledge also give rise to its validity (prämänyam
svatah utpadyate). And this validity is known as soon as the knowledge
has arisen (pramänyam svatah jnäyate cha).
Mädhavächärya in his Sarvadarshanasangraha has mentioned four
theories of the validity and invalidity of knowledge. According to
Sänkhya, both the validity (prämänya) and the invalidity (aprämänya)
of knowledge are self-evident. According to some schools of Buddhism,
knowledge is intrinsically invalid and becomes valid through extraneous
conditions. According to Nyäya-Vaishesika, both the validity and the
invalidity of knowledge are due to extraneous conditions. According to
Mîmârhsâ, knowledge is intrinsically valid, though its invalidity is due
to extraneous conditions.
The Mîmâmsaka criticizes the Sänkhya view by pointing out that the
same knowledge cannot be both intrinsically valid and invalid. It would
be clear self-contradiction to maintain that. If it is said that the same
knowledge is not regarded as valid and invalid, but what is maintained
is only this that valid knowledge reveals its validity and invalid know
ledge reveals its invalidity without depending on external conditions,
then it would be difficult to distinguish between valid and invalid
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knowledge, because invalidity cannot be known without external con
ditions. The Buddhist view is criticized by pointing out that if knowledge
is not intrinsically valid it can never be validated afterwards, for the
second knowledge which is said to validate the first, being itself know
ledge is intrinsically invalid and requires another knowledge to validate
itself and so on ad infinitum.
The controversy between the Mfmarhsaka and the Naiyäyika regard
ing the validity of knowledge has become classic. Nyäya advocates the
theory of extrinsic validity of knowledge called Paratahprâmânyavâda.1
According to it, knowledge is neither valid nor invalid in itself. It is
neutral. The question of its validity or invalidity arises only after
knowledge has arisen. T he nature of knowledge is its correspondence
with its object. And the test of truth is fruitful activity (samvädipravrtti). If knowledge leads to fruitful activity, it is valid; if it does not,
it is invalid. Validity and invalidity are not intrinsically connected with
knowledge. They are the result of a subsequent test. Validity is due
to excellence (guna) in the causes of knowledge and invalidity is due
to defect (dosa) in the causes of knowledge. Knowledge arises simply
as knowledge and afterwards becomes valid or invalid due to extraneous
conditions. The Mîmâmsaka agrees with the Naiyäyika so far as the
invalidityj>f TtnojwledgeJaprämänya) is concerned^ because both regard
it as due to extraneous conditions. But he criticizes the Naiyäyika in
regard to the validity (prämänya) of knowledge. All knowledge is intrin
sically valid. If the validity of knowledge also, like its invalidity, depends
on extraneous conditions, no knowledge would ever become valid. The
Naiyäyika contends that knowledge arises simply as knowledge, that it
is neutral and that the question of its validity or invalidity arises
afterwards and depends on external test. The Mîmâmsaka points out
that the so-called 'neutral" knowledge is an impossibility. We always
experience either valid or invalid knowledge. There is no third alterna
tive; we never experience neutral knowledge. T o say so is to maintain
the absurd position that knowledge when it arises is devoid of all logical
value. Hence neutral knowledge is no knowledge at all. All knowledge
must be either valid or invalid. We admit that the invalidity of know
ledge is due to extraneous conditions, e.g., due to some defect in the
causes which produce knowledge or due to some contradiction. But the
validity cannot be due to any extraneous condition. Nothing can validate
knowledge if knowledge is not self-valid. The presence of any excellence
(guna) in the causes of knowledge cannot make it valid, for no such
excellence is known. There is no necessity of assuming any excellence
in the causes of knowledge. Freedom from defect and contradiction
is sufficient to account for the rise of valid knowledge. If the validity of
knowledge is due to an external condition like some excellence in the
1 Supra,

p. iSo.
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causes of knowledge or correspondence or fruitful activity, then this
second knowledge of excellence or correspondence or fruitful activity
would require a third knowledge to validate itself before it can validate
the first knowledge and so on ad infinitum. The fallacy of infinite regress
cannot be avoided since the knowledge of the external condition which
is said to validate any knowledge, being itself knowledge, would require
another external condition to validate it. Hence all knowledge must be
regarded as self-valid. The so-called extraneous conditions like excel
lence or correspondence or fruitful activity are really neither extraneous
nor mere conditions. Excellence means only freedom from defect.
Fruitful activity means absence of contradiction. Correspondence means
true representation of the object. Now, these things are the necessary
conditions which give rise to valid knowledge. These are the essential
prerequisites of any valid knowledge. In their absence valid knowledge
would not arise at all. They are internally and intimately connected
with the causes which produce knowledge. Hence they are neither
extraneous nor mere conditions nor tests of the validity of knowledge.
They are the essential and necessary causes which produce valid know
ledge. These causes being present, knowledge would arise and it would
arise together with its validity and the belief in that validity.
The Nyäya theory of Paratahprämänya and the Mimämsä theory of
Svatahprämänya are respectively compared to the theory of Correspon
dence and the theory of Coherence in Western logic. According to
Western realism, the nature and criterion of truth is correspondence
with external reality, while according to Western idealism, it is coherence
or self-consistency. The theory of Correspondence advocates that truth
is a determinate and external relation between two distinct and indepen
dent things. It is a one-one relation between ultimately simple elements.
Our knowledge in order to be true must correspond to the external
reality as it is. The theory is criticized on the ground that a purely exter
nal relation is meaningless as well as impossible. If the terms related
are conceived as ultimately simple and independent entities, there can
be no relation between them. The entities, being independent, the
relation cannot inhere in either or in both, and if the relation falls out
side them both, then the relation itself becomes a third entity and needs
another relation to relate it to the first two and so on ad infinitum.
Moreover, relation is possible only within a whole and a mere juxtapo
sition of the so-called atomic or independent entities does not constitute
a real whole. Again, the external substance is unknown and unknowable.
It is, what Locke has said, a ‘I-know-not-what’. Then, how can we
compare our knowledge with the unknowable substance? If we do not
know the original, how can we even say that our knowledge is a copy of
the real? How can we know that it corresponds to the real? Again,
correspondence itself must exist for a mind which actively discovers
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truth and does not invent it. Thus the so-called correspondence becomes
a subsequent experience and when we say that our knowledge corresponds
with reality what we really mean is that our two experiences are consis
tent and do not contradict. Hence correspondence glides away in
coherence. The Coherence theory is advocated by the idealists who
believe that Reality is a concrete Identity-in-difference, a real Whole
which is immanent in all its diverse parts which are organically related
to it. Reality is the ultimate subject of all our judgments and a judgment
is defined as an ideal content referred to reality. Thought is neither an
abstract identity nor a mere difference, but a diving process, a significant
Whole which- is an Identity-in-difference. It is self-consistent arid"
coherent. Reality is free from contradictions not because it has
annihilated them but because it has overcome their antagonism in its
harmonious bosom. And truth is the systematic coherence which is a
characteristic of a significant whole. This theory is criticized on the
ground that according to it no truth is completely true, because
coherence, being in discursive judgments, fails of concrete coherence
which is the absolute truth. Coherence may be the test of truth, but
if it is regarded as the nature of truth, then no ‘truth* can be completely
true. Coherence is mediacy and if validity is mediate, then no cognition
can be absolutely valid. Prof. Stout remarks: ‘In the absence of
immediate cognition the principle of coherence would be like a lever
without a fulcrum. . . . I f mediate cognition could only be mediated
by cognitions which are themselves merely mediate, knowledge could
never get a start. It is as if one should say that, in building a wall,
every brick must be laid on the top of another brick and none directly
on the ground.’
The Nyäya theory may be compared to the theory of Correspon
dence. The Nyäya advocates realistic pluralism and believes like the
Western realists that correspondence with external reality is the nature
o f valid knowledge. But whereas the Western realists make correspon
dence also the test of truth, the Nyäya realizes the difficulty and falls
back on an indirect test, that of consistent (samvadi) and fruitful activity
or practical efficiency (arthakriyäjnäna). Here it accepts pragmatism.
T h e Mimämsä rightly points out that fruitful activity really means
freedom from contradiction. It is, as the Nyäya itself half-heartedly
admits, self-consistency (samväda). The Mimämsä theory of svatahprämänya bears resemblance with the~theory of Coherence, but there
are striking differences also. The Coherence theory can be really advo
cated by idealism alone. T he Mimämsä is a system of rank realism and
believes, like the Nyäya, that every knowledge points to an external
and independent object beyond it. It admits like the Nyäya that valid
knowledge should truly represent the external object, that correspon
dence with the external obj ect is the nature of valid knowledge (yathärtham
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jnânam pramânam). It also agrees with Nyäya in maintaining that
invalidity is due to extraneous conditions. It only says that all knowledge
is intrinsically valid. T he conditions of freedom from defects and non
contradiction being satisfied, all knowledge arises as self-valid. C o 
herence and self-consistency is the nature of valid knowledge. But this
coherence of the Mîmâmsâ is not a real coherence which is a characteris
tic of a significant whole. Reality is not regarded as a concrete Whole,
but only a juxtaposition of the distinct independent atomic entities.
The realism of the Mîmâmsâ does not allow it to rise to real coherence
and taking all knowledge as intrinsically valid it simply dispenses with
the need of finding out any test for it. But by accepting non-contradiction as well as correspondence with the external object as the nature of
truth and further by accepting the view that cognition is immediate
apprehension, the Mîmâmsâ avoids the criticism levelled against the
Coherence theory.
IV
PERCEPTION AND INFERENCE

Prabhäkara and Kumârila regard knowledge itself as pramäna
or means of knowledge. Jaimini admits three pramänas— perception,
inference and testimony. Prabhäkara adds two more— comparison and
implication. Kumârila further adds non-apprehension. Let us consider
these one by one.
Both Prabhäkara and Kumârila recognize two kinds of knowledge—
immediate and mediate. Perception is regarded as immediate knowledge
by both and both admit two stages in perception— indeterminate and
determinate. Prabhäkara defines perception as direct apprehension
(sâksât pratîtih pratyaksam). Kumârila defines it as direct knowledge
produced by the proper contact of the sense-organs with the presented
objects, which is free from defects. Mîmâmsâ broadly agrees with Nyäya
in its view of perception. The self comes into contact with the mind
(manas); the mind comes into contact with the sense-organ; and the
sense-organ Comes into contact with the external object. We have already
dealt with the account of perception in the Nyäya system and need not
repeat it here. We may only note the main differences between the Nyäya
and the Mîmâmsâ account of perception. The Mîmârhsaka regards the
auditory organ as proceeding from space (dik) while the Naiyäyika
regards it as proceeding from ether (äkäsha). Again, according to Nyäya,
the indeterminate perception is a stage inferred afterwards as a hypo
thesis to account for the determinate perception. All perception is
determinate and indeterminate perception serves no fruitful purpose;
it is inferred as a necessary earlier stage in the complex process of
perception. But the Mimämsaka regards it as part of normal experience.
b o t h
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It is the vague, indefinite and primitive stage of perception, the aware
ness of the ‘that* without its relation to the ‘what*, which gains clarity
and definiteness afterwards when it becomes determinate. But like
the determinate perception, indeterminate perception also serves a
fruitful purpose. It is the basis of activity for children and animals
and even adults whose mental growth is imperfect. Even normal adults
act upon it when they are in a hurry and confusion. In determinate
perception, the self apprehends the pure object (shuddha vastu) and
though the genuine and the specific characters are given in it, their
relation to the object is not perceived. It is the bare awareness (älochanamätra) which is non-relational and therefore indeterminate.
The Mimärnsä account of inference also generally agrees with that
of the Nyäya and need not be repeated here. There are certain minor
differences also, e.g., the Mîmâihsaka recognizes only three members
of a syllogism, either the first three or the last three, thus bringing the
Indian syllogism in conformity with the Aristotelian one.
V
COMPARISON

Mimärnsä view of comparison or Upamäna differs from the
Nyäya view. According to Nyäya, comparison is the knowledge of the
relation between a word and the object denoted by that word (samjnäsamjnisambandhajnäna). It is the knowledge of similarity of an unknown
object like a wild cow with a known object like a cow. The knowledge
is like this— ‘the perceived wild cow is like the remembered cow*
(gosadrsho gavayah). The Mimärhsaka refutes this account of com
parison. He points out that the knowledge of the relation between a
word and the object denoted by that word is derived by verbal authority
(e.g., by the words of the person who tells that a wild cow is similar to
a cow) and not by comparison. It is known through the recollection of
what was learnt from the verbal authority of the person. And the
knowledge of the wild cow itself is due to perception and not com
parison. Hence comparison, according to Mimärnsä, apprehends the
similarity of the remembered cow to the perceived wild cow. This know
ledge is like this : ‘the remembered cow is like the perceived wild cow*
(gavayasadrshi gauh). It is the cow as possessing similarity with the
wild cow that is known by comparison. A person need not be told by
anybody that a w*ild cow is similar to a cow. Any person who has seen
a cow and happens to see a wild cow himself remembers the cow as
similar to the wild cow he is perceiving. This knowledge of similarity
is comparison. It is distinguished from inference because the vyäpti
or the invariable concomitance is not needed here.

t h e
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VI
VERBAL T E S T I M O N Y

has got the greatest importance in Mîmârhsâ.
Testimony is verbal authority. It is the knowledge of supra-sensible
objects which is produced by the comprehension of the meanings of
words. Kumärila divides testimony into personal (pauruseya) ajid
impersonal (apauruseya). The former is the testimony of the trustworthy
persons (äptaväkya). The latter is the testimony of the Veda (Vedavâkya).
It is valid in itself. It has intrinsic validity. But the former is not valid
in itself. Its validity is inferred from the trustworthy character of the
person. It may be vitiated by doubt and error and may be contradicted
afterwards. The Veda is eternal and authorless. It is not the work of any
person, human or divine. The sages are only the ‘seers* not the authors
of the Veda. The Veda is not composed or spoken even by God. T h e
Veda deals with Dharma and the objects denoted by it cannot be known
by perception, inference, comparison or any other means of valid
knowledge. Hence the Vedic injunctions can never be contradicted by
any subsequent knowledge. And there can be no internal contradictions
in the Veda itself. Hence the Vedic testimony is valid in itself. Prabhâkara admits only Vedic testimony as real testimony and reduces human
testimony to inference because its validity is inferred from the trust
worthy character of the person. Again, testimony may give us knowledge
of the existent objects (siddhârtha vâkya) or may command us to do
something (vidhäyaka väkya). Kumärila admits the distinction between
existential and injunctive propositions and limits the scope of the Veda
to the latter ( abhihitänvayaväda). The Veda deals with injunctions.
Prohibitions are injunctions in disguise. The Veda commands us to do
certain things and to refrain from doing certain things. It deals with
the supra-sensible dharma or duty. If we follow the Vedic commands
we incur merit and if we do not, we incur demerit. Action, therefore,
is the final import of the Veda. The Veda is broadly divided into Vidhiväda or injunctions and Arthaväda or explanations. The existential or
the assertive propositions of the Veda are merely explanatory passages
which explain the injunctions of the Veda which are its final import.
Prabhäkara takes a strictly pragmatic view of all knowledge. Knowledge
leads to successful activity. Action is the only import of knowledge.
He, therefore, refuses to accept that knowledge deals with existent
things. All propositions must be injunctive. All knowledge, whether
Vedic or secular, points to activity. The so-called assertive or explana
tory propositions in the Veda are authoritative only when they help
persons to perform their duties (anvitäbhidhänaväda).
sh abda
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Testimony is verbal cognition and is derived from the meanings of
words which compose sentences. T o uphold the eternality and the
authorlessness of the Veda, the Mimärhsaka puts forward the theory
that words and meanings as well as their relation are all natural and
eternal. A word (shabda) is made of two or more letters (varna) and is
a mere aggregate of the letters and not a whole (avayavi), though the
letters must occur in a particular order. A varna is regarded as an articu
lated sound. It is eternal (nitya), omnipresent (sarva-gata) and integral
(niravayava). It is different from its sound (dhvani) if it is spoken and
also different from its symbolic form (râpa) if it is written. The sound
and the form are merely its accidental features which reveal it. A varna
is eternal and immutable, while its dhvani and rüpa are momentary and
changing. If many varnas are spoken, they are manifested through a
temporal series of utterances; if they are written, they are manifested
through a spatial series of written symbols. The sound and the symbol
are only the vehicles of the manifestation of the eternal varna. When a
varna is pronounced or written in ten different ways, there are not ten
different varnas, but only ten different manifestations of the same varna.
Therefore a word which is an aggregate of two or more eternal varnas
is itself eternal. A word does not signify the particular things which
come into existence and pass away, but the eternal universals underlying
these particulars. Hence the meanings or the objects denoted by words,
being universals, are eternal and unchanging. And the relation between
a word and its meaning also, being natural, necessary, inseparable and
internal, is eternal and unchanging. This relation is not conventional.
It is due neither to God's will nor to convention as the old and the
modern schools of Nyäya respectively believe. It is natural and eternal.
Language is not a creation of the human or even the divine mind.
Philology is a natural science. The conventional element in language is
secondary (sahakäri) and helps the manifestation of the eternal words
and their meanings, just as light helps the manifestation of sight. The
Naiyäyika also believes in the authority of the Veda, but he regards the
Veda as the work of God and so challenges the eternality and author
lessness of the Veda. According to him, words are not eternal and
language is due to the divine will or to convention. The Mïmâmsaka
refutes this view and points out that only the sounds and the symbols
are created and destroyed, while the real words are eternal. Words are
manifested through human efforts. The sounds and the symbols are the
vehicles of the manifestation of the eternal words.
But even the permanence of the word and its meaning and the relation
between the two does not make the Veda eternal. The Veda is a literary
work consisting of sounds and symbols. According to the Mîmâmsâ
view, all the uttered or written words are really permanent, though the
sounds and the symbols through which they are manifested may be
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evanescent and changing. Then what is the difference between the Veda
and any other literary work? The Mimärhsaka answers this question by
saying that the Veda is authorless, while all other works are the creation
of their authors. The order in which the words occur in the literary
works is determined by their authors and therefore the works are
subject to defects, doubts and errors. But the order in which the words
occur in the Veda is self-determined and therefore intrinsically valid.
The Veda is not the creation of any author, human or divine. It is selfproved and self-manifesting. The particular order in which the words
occur in the Veda (ânupürvî) is self-determined and eternal. It is the
permanence of the text of the Veda which is emphasized by the Mîmâmsaka. The Veda together with its text is eternal and authorless because
the words, their meanings and their relation are all eternal and because
long-standing tradition is silent on the authorship of the Veda. This
view of the MImämsä cannot be supported by any rational argument
and remains more or less a theological dogma.
V II
IMPLICATION
p r a b h ä k a r a and Kumärila both, unlike the Naiyäyika, admit Arthäpatti as an independent means of valid knowledge. It is presumption or
postulation or implication. It is the assumption of an unperceived fact
in order to reconcile two apparently inconsistent perceived facts. If
Devadatta is alive and he is not in his house, we presume that he is
elsewhere. ‘Being alive’ and ‘not being in the house* are two perceived
facts which appear to be inconsistent. Their apparent inconsistency is
removed when we presume the fact of ‘being elsewhere*. If Devadatta
is fat and he does not eat during day, we presume that he must be
eating during night, otherwise the inconsistency between ‘being fat*
and ‘not eating during day* cannot be explained. The Naiyäyika reduces
presumption to inference. The Mïmâmsaka regards it as an independent
pramäna. Prabhäkara holds that the element of doubt distinguishes
presumption from inference. In presumption, there must be a doubt
regarding the truth of the two perceived facts which doubt is removed
by presumption, while in inference there is no such doubt. Kumärila
believes that doubt is not the basis of presumption. This basis is the
mutual inconsistency of the two perceived facts. This inconsistency is
removed by presumption. In inference there is no such inconsistency.
Prabhäkara and Kumärila both agree in holding that in presumption
there is no middle term at all which is the basis of inference. Neither of
the two perceived and apparently inconsistent facts can separately serve
as a middle term. Both the facts combined appear to be the middle
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term. But then this combination already includes the conclusion, while
a valid middle term should not include the conclusion. Hence presump
tion is different from inference. But the Naiyâyika points out that
presumption is disjunctive reasoning which might be reduced to cate
gorical form also. If alive Devadatta is not at his house, the fact of his
being elsewhere is inferred thus:
Alive Devadatta is either in his house or elsewhere,
Alive Devadatta is not in his house,
Therefore alive Devadatta is elsewhere.
This disjunctive reasoning might also be reduced to a categorical
syllogistic form thus:
All alive persons who are not in their house are elsewhere,
Devadatta is an alive person who is not in his house,
Therefore Devadatta is an alive person who is elsewhere.
Similarly, if fat Devadatta does not eat during day, then the fact of
his eating during night is inferred thus:
Fat Devadatta eats either during day or night,
Fat Devadatta does not eat during day,
Therefore fat Devadatta eats during night.
This may be reduced to a categorical form thus:
All fat persons who do not eat during day are persons who eat
during night,
Devadatta is a fat person who does not eat during day,
Therefore Devadatta is a fat person who eats during night.V
I

VIII
NEGATION

admits non-apprehension (anupalabdhi) as the sixth inde
pendent pramäna. The Naiyâyika and Prabhâkara reject it. The Naiyâ
yika, like Kumärila, admits negation as an independent ontological
category, but he, unlike Kumärila, does not believe in non-apprehension
as an independent means of knowledge to know negation. According to
him negation is known either by perception or by inference according
as the correlate (pratiyogi) of negation is a subject of perception or of
inference. The same sense-organ w’hich perceives any object perceives
its non-existence also, and the same inference which infers the existence
o f any object infers its non-existence also. Thus according to the
k u m ä r i l a
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Naiyäyika, though negation is a separate category, non-apprehension as
a separate pramâna is not required as its means. He reduces non-appre
hension either to perception or to inference. Prabhâkara does not admit
negation itself as an independent category and hence has no need to
admit non-apprehension as its means. Prabhâkara agrees with theNaiyäyika, against Kumärila, in rejecting non-apprehension as a separate
pramâna. But he differs from the Naiyäyika inasmuch as he rejects nega
tion itself as a separate category. T o him negation can be represented as
a positive entity. There is no non-existence over and above existence.
Existence may be perceived either in itself or as related to something
else. The apprehension of bare existence, of the locus in itself, is wrongly
called non-existence. Thus the so-called ‘non-existence of the jar on the
ground’ is nothing but the apprehension of the bare ground itself. T h e
so-called ‘non-existence of ajar before its production* is nothing but the
clay itself. Kumärila, siding with the Naiyäyika, refutes Prabhäkara’s
view and maintains that non-existence or negation exists as a separate
category and is different from bare existence or locus itself. Negation is
not mere nothing. When we perceive the bare ground, we perceive
neither the jar nor its non-existence. Hence the perception of the bare
ground is different from the non-existence and the non-cognition of the*
jar. Kumärila also refutes the Naiyäyika’s view that non-apprehension
may be reduced to perception or inference. Negation cannot be per
ceived, for there is no sense-object-contact. Negation cannot be inferred
for the invariable concomitance is not known here. Negation cannot be
known by testimony, for there is no verbal cognition here. Nor can it bC
known from comparison or presumption. Hence negation which is ait
independent category is known by an independent pramâna called nonj
apprehension.
IX
NATURE

OF K N O W LED G E

w e have discussed the Mimämsaka’s theory of the intrinsic valiuiuof knowledge and also the different means of valid knowledge. Betas*
we come to the problem of error, we may add a few words to expiai*
the nature of knowledge according to Prabhâkara and KumäriU
Prabhäkara’s theory o f knowledge is known as triputïpratyaksavâda. ir^
regards knowledge as self-luminous (svaprakäsha). It manifests itst
and needs nothing else for its manifestation. Though self-luminous,
is not eternal. It arises and vanishes. Knowledge reveals itself and as
does so, it also simultaneously reveals its subject and its object. In eve
knowledge-situation we have this triple revelation. The subject and t
object both are manifested by knowledge itself simultaneously with
own manifestation. Cognition is known as cognition. The self is kno\
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as the knower and it can never be cognized as an object. An object is
known as a known object. The triputi of the jnâtâ, jneya and jnäna is
simultaneously revealed in every act of cognition. The subject, the
object and the knowledge are simultaneously manifested in every act of
knowledge which is self-luminous. It does not need any other knowledge
for its revelation. The self and the object both depend on knowledge for
their manifestation. The self, therefore, is not self-luminous. The self
is not cognized in deep sleep because there is no knowledge to manifest
it. Every knowledge has a triple manifestation— the cognition of the
self as the knower (aharhvitti), the cognition of the object as the known
(visayavitti) and the self-conscious cognition (svasamvitti).
Rumania’s theory of knowledge is known as jnätatävada. He differs
from Prabhâkara and does not regard knowledge as self-luminous.
Knowledge is not perceptible. It cannot be known directly and immedi
ately. Kumärila regards knowledge as a mode of the self and it is essen
tially an act (kriyä) or a process (vyäpära). It cannot reveal itself nor can
it be revealed by another cognition as the Nyäya-Vaishesika believes.
It can only be inferred. And it is inferred from the cognizedness (jnâtata)
or manifestness or illuminedness (präkatya) of its object. It is the means
Df knowing the object and is inferred as such because without it the
object could never have become known by the subject. Cognition relates
the self to the object and enables it to know the object. It is the act of
the self by which it knows an object and it is inferred by the fact that
an object has become ‘known’ by the self. The cognitive act is inferred
T o m the cognizedness of the object. An act involves four things— an
agent (kartä), an object (karma), an instrument (karana) and a result
fphala). An action is found in the agent, but its result is found in the
bject. Let us take an illustration, that of rice being cooked. The cook is
vhe agent. The rice-grain is the object. The fire is the instrument. The
cookedness or softness of the rice is the result. The act of cooking is
found in the agent, but its result, the ‘cookedness’ or ‘softness’ (vikleda)
is found in the object cooked. Similarly cognition arises in the self, but
i's result— ‘cognizedness’— is seen in the object known. Just as a person
who has not seen the rice being cooked can very well infer from the
Vookedness* or ‘softness* o f the rice that it has been cooked, that the act
of cooking must have taken place before softness has arisen in the rice,
similarly the act of cognition is inferred to have taken place in the self
by the fact that the object has become cognized. Knowledge is the
tc/tium quid between the know'er and the known. It is a modal change
() arinäma) in the self and as such it is adventitious (ägantuka) and not
essential. It produces a peculiarity, a result (atishaya) in its object. It is
inferred from the cognizedness of the object. Cognition manifests the
object and is inferred by this fact. It cannot manifest itself nor can be
manifested by any other cognition.
O —
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X
prabh akara’s

theory

of

error

have seen that according to the theory of intrinsic validity of
knowledge, all knowledge is held to be self-valid by the Mimämsaka.
Validity is inherent iti knowledge, while invalidity is inferred on account
of some defect or contradiction in the causes of knowledge. But if all
knowledge is self-valid, how can error at all arise? Prabhäkara and
Kumârila give different answers to this question. Prabhäkara’s view is
known as Akhyäti and Kumârila’s as Viparitakhyäti.
Prabhäkara, in strict accordance with his view of intrinsic validity of
knowledge, does not admit error in the logical sense. All knowledge is
valid per se. T o experience is always to experience validly. Error, there
fore, is only partial truth. It is imperfect knowledge. All knowledge, as
knowledge, is quite valid, though all knowledge is not necessarily perfect.
Imperfect knowledge is commonly called ‘error1. But error is true so far
as it goes; only it does not go far enough. All knowledge being true,
there can be no logical distinction between truth and error. Prabhäkara
is true to his realistic position in maintaining that knowledge can never
misrepresent its object. Error is one of omission only, not of commission.
It is only non-apprehension, not mis-apprehension. It is not a unitary
knowledge, not a single psychosis, but, in fact, it consists of two
psychoses, it is a composite of two cognitions which really fall apart
unrelated. Error is due to non-discrimination between these two cogni
tions and their separate objects. It is a mere non-apprehension of the
distinction between the two cognitions and their objects. Henoe this
view of error is called akhyäti or non-apprehension. Error arises when
we forget the fact that instead of one cognition there are really two
cognitions denoting two separate objects and further forget the fact
that these two cognitions as well as their objects are distinct and unre
lated. Two factors are involved in error. One is positive and the other is
negative. The positive factor consists in the presence of two cognitions
which reveal their respective objects only partially. The negative factor
consists in overlooking the distinction between these two cognitions and
their objects. Both these cognitions may be presentative or both may be
representative or one may be presentative and the other representative.
If both the cognitions are presentative, error is due to non-discrimina
tion between perception and perception; if both are representative,
error is due to non-discrimination between memory and memory; if one
is presentative and the other representative, error is due to non-discrimi
nation between perception and memory. In all cases error is due to
non-discrimination which means non-apprehension of the distinction
w e
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between two cognitions and their objects. It is called vivekäkhyäti or
bhedägraha or asamsargägraha. Let us take some illustrations. When
a person suffering from jaundice sees a white conch yellow, two cogni
tions arise. There is a cognition of the conch as the ‘this* minus its white
colour, and there is also a cognition of the yellow colour alone of the
bile. Both these cognitions are partial and imperfect, though quite valid
as far as they go. The conch is perceived as the ‘this* and not as the
‘conch*. The bile is perceived as the ‘yellowness* and not as the ‘bile*.
And the distinction between the ‘this* of the conch and the 'yellowness*
o f the bile is not apprehended. Here, there is non-discrimination beween
perception and perception, as both the cognitions are presentative in
character. Similarly, when a white crystal is perceived as red on account
o f a red flower placed near it, there is non-apprehension of the
distinction between two cognitions which are partial and imperfect—
the cognition of the crystal minus its whiteness and the cognition of the
redness alone of the flower. Here also, there is non-discrimination
between two partial perceptions. Again, if person recollects that he
saw yesterday a long snake lying on the road when really he saw only a
piece of rope, here also two imperfect cognitions arise— the recollection
of the rope as the ‘that* minus its ropeness and the recollection of
the snake ‘robbed of its thatness*. Here, there is non-discrimination
between two memory-images. Again, when a person mistakes a shell
for a piece of silver and says, ‘this is silver’, two imperfect cognitions
arise. The ‘this* of the shell is actually perceived together with certain
qualities like whiteness and brightness which the shell shares in
common with silver, but minus its shellness. The common qualities
revive in memory the impression of silver which the person has
perceived previously elsewhere. Silver is imported in memory merely
as silver, ‘robbed of its thatness* (pramustatattâkasmarana). Silver
is represented as a memory-image, though at the time the fact of its
being only a memory-image and not perception is forgotten due to
certain defect (smrtipramosa). And the discrimination between the
perceived ‘this* of the shell and the remembered ‘silver’ without its
thatness is not apprehended. Here, there is non-discrimination between
perception and memory, between a presented thing and a represented
image. There is only non-apprehension of the distinction between these
two imperfect cognitions and their partially presented objects. But there
is no misapprehension because the ‘shell* is not mis-perceived as ‘silver’,
as the shell never enters consciousness. The ‘this* is never sublated for
when the error is known, the person says: 'this is shell*.
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agrees with Prabhäkara in maintaining the intrinsic validity
of knowledge. But he differs from Prabhäkara inasmuch as he maintains
the logical distinction between truth and error. He recognizes error as
such and regards it as misapprehension and not as mere non-apprehen
sion. He further holds that error is a single psychosis, a unitary knowledge
and not a composite o f two imperfect cognitions. Error is not only of
omission, but also of commission. Kumärila agrees with Prabhäkara in
maintaining that in the erroneous perception of ‘this is silver*, two
things are present. T he shell is perceived as the ‘this* bereft of its shellness and silver is imported in memory merely as silver bereft of its
thatAess, on account o f the qualities of whiteness and brightness which
are common to both shell and silver. But he differs from Prabhäkara
and maintains that there is a positive wrong synthesis of these two
elements— the perceived and the remembered, and that error is not due
merely to the non-apprehension of the distinction between them. T h e
two elements are not united in fact. But they appear to be so in error.
Error is partial misrepresentation. Error is not akhyäti or non-appre
hension but viparîta-khyâti or misapprehension. It is not due to non
discrimination between two imperfect cognitions (vivekäkhyäti or
bhedägraha or asamsargägraha), but it is due to a positive wrong
synthesis of the two imperfect cognitions which, though in fact unre
lated, are welded together as a unitary knowledge in error (samsargagraha or viparltagraha). Thus error becomes a single psychosis, a
unitary cognition, a positive misapprehension and therefore one of
commission. The shell is misperceived as silver. Error is a wrong appre
hension of one object as another object which in fact it is not. This
misapprehension arises due to some defect in the causes of knowledge
and is set aside by a subsequent sublating knowledge. But as long as
error is experienced it is valid as a cognition per se. Its intrinsic validity
is set aside by extraneous conditions like defects in the causes of
cognition or a contradicting cognition. Kumärila gives up his realism
to the extent he admits the subjective or the ideal element in error.
When error is regarded as misapprehension, the subjective element
creeps into it. Though the two relata are separately real, yet the relation
between them is not so.
k u m ä r i l a
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XII
NYÄYA

T H E O R Y OF ERROR

k u m ä r i l a *s Viparita-khyäti is much similar to Anyathä-khyäti of the
Nyäya-Vaishesika, though there are certain differences in details. The
Nyäya-Vaishesika also believes like Kumärila that error is due to a
wrong synthesis of the presented and the represented objects. The
represented object is confused with the presented one. The word
‘anyathä* means ‘elsewise’ and ‘elsewhere* and both these meanings are
brought out in error. The presented object is perceived elsewise and
the represented object exists elsewhere. The shell and the silver are
both separately real; only their synthesis, their relation as ‘shell-silver*,
is unreal. The shell is misperceived as silver which exists elsewhere,
e.g., in the market (äpanastha). The Nyäya-Vaishesika, like Kumärila,
recognizes the subjective element in error. Error is due to a wrong
synthesis of the presented objects. Vätsyäyana says: ‘What is set aside
by true knowledge is the wrong apprehension, not the object*. Uddyotakara remarks: ‘The object all the while remains what it actually is . . .
the error lies in the cognition*. Gangesha observes: ‘A real object is
mistaken as another real object which exists elsewhere*. The difference
between the Naiyäyika and Kumärila is that while Kumärila is boldly
prepared to forsake his realism to the extent of maintaining the ideal
element in error, the Naiyäyika in order to perserve his realism vainly
falls back upon extraordinary perception to explain the revival of
‘silver* in memory. He maintains that the revival of ‘silver* in memory
is due to a ‘complicated perception* (jnänalaksanapratyaksa) which is
a variety of extraordinary (alaukika) perception. Thus he wants to make
the represented silver as actually perceived, though in an extraordinary
way. Kumärila admits no such extraordinary perception. The Naiyä
yika further differs from Kumärila in maintaining that knowledge is not
intrinsically valid but becomes so on account of extraneous conditions.
He regards correspondence as the nature of truth. But realizing the
difficulty that correspondence cannot serve as the test of truth, he
proposes successful activity (samvädipravrtti), as the test of truth and
accepts pragmatism so far as the criterion of truth is concerned. Kumä
rila holds non-contradiction to be the nature of truth and regards all
knowledge as intrinsically valid. Knowledge becomes invalid when some
defects are discovered in the causes of knowledge or when it is set
aside by a subsequent sublating knowledge. Thus Kumärila takes a
detached and scientific view of truth as well as of error. Prabhäkara,
rejecting alike the Naiyäyika*s theory of extrinsic validity of truth and the
Naiyäyika.’s and Kumärila’s account of error as positive misapprehension
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and maintaining no logical distinction between truth and error, fails
back on the [Xaiyäyika’s pragmatic test of truth agreeing with him
that truth is that which ‘works* and error is that which does not and
lacks practical worth.
XIII
RAMANUJANS

T H E O R Y OF ERROR

view of error in earlier Sähkhya and in Ramanuja technically
called sat-khyäti is similar to the view of Prabhäkara’s akhyäti. Earlier
Sähkhya, Prabhäkara and Rämänuja all believe that error is non
apprehension and not misapprehension. Error is only partial truth.
Cognition as such is never invalid. Error means imperfect and incom
plete truth. The way to remove error is to acquire more perfect and
complete knowledge. There is no subjective or ideal element in error.
Truth only supplements error and does not cancel it. Rämänuja adopts
Prabhäkara’s theory with some modification and his theory is called
yathärthakhyäti or satkhyäti or akhyäti-samvalitasatkhyäti or ‘ Nonapprehension-cum-apprehension of Reality*. Rämänuja goes to the
extent of saying that the shell appears as silver because there are some
particles of silver in it and explains this by his interpretation of triplica
tion or quintuplication (trivrt-karana or panchï-karana). All apprehen
sion is real (yathärtam sarvavijnänam). Error is right so far as it goes;
only it does not go sufficiently far enough. The distinction between error
and truth, therefore, is not logical, but only practical. The difference
between Prabhäkara and Rämänuja is that while the former is content
with the non-apprehension of the distinction between perceived shell
and remembered silver, the latter advocates real perception of the element
of silver in the shell, and while the former takes a fully pragmatic view of
knowledge, regarding knowledge as only a means to successful activity,
Rämänuja ‘values knowledge more for the light it brings than for the
fruits it bears*. The later Sähkhya, like the Sänkhya-sütra, and Jainism
believe in Sadasatkhylti which agrees mainly with the view of K um lrila and need not be repeated. Error is here regarded as misapprehension
and is held as due to a wrong synthesis of two cognitions which are
separately real (sat), though the synthesis itself is unreal (asat).

the

X IV
T H E O R Y OF ERROR I N M A H Ä Y Ä N A
AND ADVAITA VEDÄNTA

have thus far considered the theories of error in those schools
which claim to be realistic in one way or the other. These realistic

we
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schools are divided in their view of error and may be broadly classified
under two groups according as they regard error as mere non-apprehen
sion or as misapprehension— the fact which divides Prabhäkara and
Kumârila. The akhyäti of Prabhäkara, the satkhyäti of earlier Sänkhya
and the akhyätisamvalitasatkhyäti or the yathärtha-khyäti of Ramanuja
fall under one group which holds error as mere non-apprehension and
rejects the subjective element in error altogether. Error is here treated
as partial truth. The viparïtakhyâti of Kumârila, the anyathäkhyäti of
Nyäya, and the sadasatkhyäti of later Sänkhya and of Jainism fall under
the second group which regards error as misapprehension and admits
the subjective element in error. Error is here treated as partial misrepre
sentation. But all these theories fail to account satisfactorily for the fact
o f error. Error cannot be taken as mere non-apprehension, for there is
definitely a subjective element involved in error which is later on con
tradicted by the sublating cognition. This view ignores the fact that as
long as error lasts, it is taken as true and prompts activity though it may
result in failure. There is actual presentation of ‘silver' to consciousness
and not a mere memory-image. If the two cognitions stand apart un
related and if error is due to mere non-apprehension of their distinction,
the natural question which arises is— Do these two cognitions appear
in consciousness or not? If they do, then there must be the cognition of
their distinction also; if they do not, they are unreal. Again, neither
correspondence can be taken to be the nature of truth nor pragmatic
activity its test. Again, Prabhäkara at least has no right to maintain
non-apprehension, when he rejects negation itself as an independent
category. The other group which regards error as misapprehension
equally fails to explain error. If error is purely subjective, if knowledge
can misrepresent its object, then realism stands rejected. How can the
shell be misperceived as silver? Silver cannot be perceived because it is
not there and there can be no sense-contact with it. It cannot be a mere
memory-image, because as long as error lasts, there is actual presentation
of silver to consciousness. The extraordinary jnänalaksana perception
admitted by Nyäya is a mere arbitrary assumption. The dilemma before
the realist is this: If silver is real, it cannot be contradicted afterwards
by the sublating cognition of shell; and if silver is unreal, how can it
appear to consciousness during error? Realism cannot give any satis
factory answer to this. This question is answered by the idealist schools
of Mahäyana Buddhism and Advaita Vedänta. Shünyaväda, Vijnänaväda and Advaita Vedänta advocate the view known as anirvachaniyakhyäti. Orthodox tradition, probably due to the fact that the original
works of Shünyaväda and Vijnänaväda were not available to it, ascribes
to Shünyaväda the view of asatkhyäti which means that the object of
cognition is unreal for reality itself is void, and to Vijnänaväda the view
of ätmakhyäti which means that error is the superimposition of the
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form of cognition on the so-called external object which is unreal, for
the real is only the momentary cognition. But it is a great blunder to
ascribe these views to these schools. Neither Shünyaväda is nihilism
nor is Vijhänaväda subjective idealism. Our account of these schools
has clearly proved that they believe in Absolute Idealism and are the
forerunners of Advaita Vedanta. They advocate anirvachaniyakhyâti.
O f course the school of Svatantra-vijnänaväda may be rightly charged
with subjective idealism and may therefore be regarded as an advocate
of ätmakhyäti. The theory is clearly absurd for according to it, instead
of ‘this is silver* we should bave the cognition ‘I am silver* or at least
‘the idea of “ this** is the idea of silver*. Let us now consider the true
solution of the problem of error given by the above-mentioned three
schools of Absolute Idealism. Reality is pure consciousness which is
direct, immediate and self-luminous and is the transcendental back
ground of the world of phenomena which is its appearance due to the
power of beginningless Ignorance. Affirmation and negation are the
phases of the same reality. The distinction between truth and error is
relative and empirical. Reality transcends this distinction. Error is of
two kinds. One is the transcendental or the universal error and the other
is the subjective or the individual error. The former is called by Shünya
väda as tathya-samvrti, by Vijnänaväda as paratantra and by Vedanta
as vyavahära. The latter is called by Shünyaväda as mithyä-samvrti, by
Vijnänaväda as parikalpita and by Vedanta as pratibhäsa. Both are based
on contradiction, negativity, limitation and relativity. For convenience
we call the former ‘appearance* and the latter ‘error*. Both baffle all
description and are the offspring of the real and the unreal. Both are
indescribable for they can be called neither as real nor as unreal.
Contradiction is the essence of all appearances, for non-contradiction
belongs only to reality which is of the nature of pure knowledge.
Knowledge, therefore, removes contradiction and the moment contradic
tion is removed, error vanishes. When the shell is mistaken for silver,
the shell-delimited consciousness is the ground on which silver and its
cognition are illusorily imposed by beginningless Ignorance. This ‘silver’
is not real, because it is contradicted afterwards when the shell is
known; and it cannot be unreal, because it appears as silver as long
as illusion lasts. It is therefore called anirvachanîya or indescribable
either as real or as unreal. Avidyä hides the nature of the shell and makes
it look like silver. Negatively it covers shellness (ävarana) and positively
it projects (viksepa) silver on it. Error is indescribable superimposition
which does not really affect the ground and is removed by right know
ledge. Error is true as long as it lasts and becomes unreal only when it
is contradicted by a higher knowledge. The illusory is sublated by the
phenomenal and the latter by the transcendental.
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XV
R E A L I S M OF M I M Ä M S Ä

now turn to the metaphysics of the Mïmâmsâ. The Mimämsaka
is a pluralistic realist. He believes in the reality of the external world
and of the individual souls. There are innumerable individual souls, as
many as there are living bodies, plus the bodiless liberated souls. There
are also innumerable atoms1 and the other eternal and infinite substances.
Mïmamsâ believes in the Law of Karma, in Unseen Power (apürva),
in heaven and hell, in liberation and in the ultimate authority of the
eternal authorless Veda. God is ruled out as an unnecessary hypothésis,
though the later Mïmâmsakas like Äpadeva and Laugâksi try to bring
in God. Mïmâmsâ does not admit the periodic creation and dissolution
of this world. The world was never created and never shall it be
destroyed. Though individuals come and go, though the finite material
products arise and perish, yet the world as such, the universe as a whole
goes on for ever, uncreated and imperishable. There never was a time
when the universe was different from what it is now.2
Prabhäkara admits seven categories— substance (dravya), quality
(guna), action (karma), generality (sämänya), inherence (paratantratä),
force (shakti) and similarity (sädrshya). Out of these the first five are
similar to the categories of the Vaishesika, though inherence is here
called paratantratä instead of samaväya; and the last two, shakti and
sädrshya, are added; the Vaishesika category of particularity is equated
with the quality of distinctness (prthaktva) and the category of negation
is rejected. Kumärila recognizes four positive categories, substance,
quality, action and generality, and the fifth category of negation which
is of four kinds— prior, posterior, mutual and absolute. He rejects
particularity and inherence. Like Prabhäkara, he reduces particularity
to the quality of distinctness. Inherence is reduced to identity-in
difference. It is tädätmya or bhedäbheda. It is identity between two
different but inseparable objects. Kumärila, like Shankara, criticizes
the reality of inherence and says that in order to avoid infinite regress,
inherence must be regarded as identity which is really identity-in
difference. Kumärila rejects force and similarity as independent
categories and includes them under substance. Kumärila admits the
nine substances of the Vaishesika and adds two more— darkness and
sound— which are rejected by Prabhäkara. The conception of the
categories and the substances etc. in Mïmâmsâ is generally the same as
in the Nyäya-Vaishesika.
w e

1 Kum ärila says that all Mïmâmsakas do not necessarily believe in atoms: mimämsakaishcha nàvashyam içyante paramànavah, Shlokavârtika, p. 404. * na kadàchid
anïdfsham jagat.
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XVI
SELF AND K N O W L E D G E
p r a b h â k a r a and Kumärila both admit the plurality of the individual
souls and regard the self as an eternal (nitya), omnipresent (sarvagata),
ubiquitous (vibhu), infinite (vyapaka) substance (dravya) which is the
substratum (ashraya) of consciousness and which is a real knower
(jnätä), enjoyer (bhoktä) and agent (kartä). The self is different from the
body, the senses, the mind and the understanding. The self is the
enjoyer (bhoktä); the body is the vehicle of enjoyment (bhogäyatana) ;
the senses are the instruments of enjoyment (bhogasädhana) ; and the
internal feelings and the external things are the objects of enjoyment
(bhogyavisaya). Consciousness is not regarded as the essence of the self.
Prabhâkara, agreeing with the Nyäya-Vaishesika, holds that the self is
essentially unconscious (jada) and that consciousness is only an acciden
tal quality which may or may not be possessed by the soul-substance.
Cognitions, feelings and volitions are the properties of the self and arise
due to merit and demerit. In liberation, which is due to the exhaustion
of merit and demerit, the self remains as a pure substance divested of
all its qualities including consciousness and bliss. Kumärila, differing
from Prabhâkara and Nyäya-Vaishesika, regards consciousness as a
modal change (parinäma) in the self. It is a mode, an act, a process of
the self by which the self cognizes the objects. It is neither the essence
nor an accidental static property of the self. Kumärila, like the Jainas,
regards the self as identical as well as different, as changeless as well as
changing. As substance, it does not change and always remains the same ;
as modes, it undergoes change and becomes diverse. The substance
remains the same; it is only the modes which appear and disappear.
Modal change does not militate against the permanence of the self. The
self is not wholly unconscious as Prabhâkara and Nyäya-Vaishesika
believe. It is conscious-unconscious (Jadabodhätmaka or chidachidrupa). As substance, it is unconscious; as modes, it is conscious. The
self is characterized by the potency to know. Potential consciousness is
the nature of the self (jnänashaktisvabhäva). Kumärila*too,Uike Prabhâ
kara and Nyäya-Vaishesika, believes that in liberation the self remains
as a pure substance divested of all qualities and modes including con
sciousness and bliss, though he adds that the self then, as in deep sleep, is
characterized by potential consciousness. T o the question: how is the self
known? Prabhâkara, Kumärila and the Naiyäyika give different answers.
Prabhâkara advocates the theory of simultaneous revelation of
knower, known and knowledge (triputîpratyaksavâda). He believes, like
the Naiyäyika, that the self is essentially unconscious, but unlike him,
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he maintains that knowledge is self-luminous. Self-luminous knowledge,
therefore, reveals the self as the subject and the known thing as the
object simultaneously with itself. In every knowledge-situation the self
is simultaneously revealed as the subject of that knowledge. The self is
not self-luminous because it is not revealed in deep sleep. It is uncon
scious like the object and like it requires knowledge for its manifestation.
Knowledge is not eternal, though the self is. Knowledge appears and
disappears and as it does so it reveals the self as the subject and the
known thing as the object together with itself. The self is necessarily
implied in every knowledge as the subject and it can never become an
object. It is impossible to know the self as an object. All consciousness
is necessarily self-consciousness.
Kumärila advocates the theory of cognizedness of object (jnätatäväda).
He believes, like the Naiyäyika and unlike Prabhâkara, that selfconsciousness is a later and a higher state of consciousness. But whereas
the Naiyäyika believes that both consciousness and self are directly
revealed in this higher and later state of self-consciousness through
introspection (anuvyavasäya), Kumärila believes that consciousness is
only inferred indirectly through the cognizedness (jnâtatâ or präkatya)
of the object, though the self is directly revealed as the object of selfconsciousness or the I-notion or the Ego-cognition. According to Ruma
tila, the self is not revealed as the subject by consciousness together with
itself. Consciousness can reveal neither itself nor the subject. It can reveal
only the object. Consciousness is not self-luminous. It is not known
directly. It is inferred through the cognizedness of the object. Consciousness is a dynamic mode of the self and its result is seen only in the object
which becomes illumined by it. Hence the self is known as the object of
the I-notion. Kumärila takes ‘self-consciousness* in its literal sense.
T h e self is of the nature of the T and it is apprehended by itself and
by nothing else. It is an object of the I-consciousness. The self is both
the subject and the object. There is no contradiction in maintaining
this because the self becomes an object only to itself and to nothing else.
T he knower becomes the known to itself.
It is clear from the above account that Prabhâkara and Kumärila
both struggle for the correct view of the self, though both of them miss
it. Prabhâkara is right in maintaining that knowledge is self-luminous,
and that the self as the subject is necessarily involved in every knowledge-situation and that the self which is the subject can never be known
as an object. But he is wrong in confusing pure knowledge with momen
tary cognitions and in regarding the self as the unconscious substance
and consciousness as its accidental quality. Kumärila is right in saying
that consciousness is not an accidental quality of the self and that the
self is not explicitly revealed in all knowledge and that self-consciousness
is higher than consciousness. But he is wrong in saying that consciousness
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is a dynamic mode of the self, in confusing the self with the ego,
in denying the self-luminosity of knowledge and making it a thing only
to be inferred, and in treating the self as the object of the I-notion. The
real self is the transcendental knower and, as the ultimate subject, is
identical with eternal and foundational consciousness. Prabhâkara and
Kumärila, influenced by the Nyâya-Vaishesika in their pluralistic
realism, fail to treat the self as the real subject and cling to the wrong
view that it is essentially a substance.
XVII
DHARMA

is the subject of inquiry in Mîmamsa. Jaimini defines dharma
as a command or injunction which impels men to action.1 It is the
supreme duty, the ‘ought*, the ‘categorical imperative*. Artha and Kama
which deal with ordinary common morality are learnt by worldly
intercourse. But Dharma and Moksa which deal with true spirituality
are revealed only by the Veda. Dharma is supra-sensible and consists
in the commands of the Veda. Action is the final import of the Veda
which commands us to do certain acts and to refrain from doing certain
other acts. The authoritativeness of the Veda is supported by social
consciousness as well as by individual conscience. Dharma and adharma
deal with happiness and pain to be enjoyed or suffered in the life beyond.
Actions performed here produce an unseen potency (apûrva) in the soul
of the agent which yields fruit when obstructions are removed and time
becomes ripe for its fructification. The apûrva is the link between the
act and its fruit. It is the causal potency (shakti) in the act which leads
to its fructification. Actions are first divided into three kinds— obligatory
(which must be performed, for their violation results in sin, though their
performance leads to no merit); optional (which may or may not be
performed; their performance leads to merit, though their non-perfor
mance does not lead to sin); and prohibited (which must not be per
formed, for their performance leads to sin, though their non-performance
does not lead to merit). Obligatory actions are of two kinds— those
which must be performed daily (nitya) like daily prayers (sandhyâvandana) etc., and those which must be performed on specified occasions
(naimittika). Optional actions are called kämya and their performance
leads to merit, e.g., he who wants to go to heaven should perform
certain sacrifices (svargakämo yajeta). Prohibited actions are called
pratisiddha and their performance incurs sin and leads to hell. Then,
there are expiatory acts (prâyashchitta) which are performed in order
to ward off or at least mitigate the evil effect of the performed prohibited
DHARMA

1 chodanâlakçano'rtho dharmah.
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actions. The earlier Mïmâmsaka believed only in dharma (and not in
moksa) and their ideal was the attainment of heaven (svarga). But later
Mïmâmsakas believe in moksa and substitute the ideal of heaven by that
o f liberation (apavarga). Prabhäkara and Kumarila both believe that the
goal of human life is liberation, though both conceive it in a negative
manner like the Nyâya-Vaishesika. The soul is chained to Samsara on
account of its association with the body, the senses, the mind and the
understanding. Through this association, the soul becomes a knower,
an enjoyer and an agent. This association is due to karma which is the
cause of bondage. When the cause is removed, the effect also ceases to
exist. So abstention from karma automatically leads to the dissolution
o f the ‘marriage-tie’ of the soul with the body, the senses, the mind etc.
and consequently to the return of the soul to its pure nature as a sub
stance rid of all qualities and modes including consciousness and bliss
also. It is a state of freedom from all pain and desire and consciousness,
though Kumarila adds that the soul is here characterized by potential
consciousness. Prabhäkara and Kumarila both admit that abstention
from karma does not mean abstention from all karmas, but abstention
from the optional (kämya) and the prohibited (pratisiddha) kinds of
karma only. The performance of the former leads to merit and to
heaven, while that of the latter to demerit and to hell. The seeker for
liberation has to rise above both merit and demerit, above both heaven
and hell. But even he should perform the obligatory (nitya and naimittika) actions enjoined by the Veda. Prabhäkara believes in ‘duty for
duty’s sake’. Obedience to the Veda is an end in itself and is of ultimate
value (purusärtha). These actions must be performed in an absolutely
detached manner without any consideration of reward simply because
they are the commands of the Veda. Kumarila believes in psychological
hedonism and makes the performance of these actions a means to realize
the ultimate end, i.e., liberation, by overcoming past sin and by avoiding
future sin which would otherwise surely result from their neglect.
Prabhäkara believes in the utter supremacy of action, though he admits
knowledge also as a means of liberation. Kumarila believes in jnânakarma-samuchchayaväda or in a harmonious combination of knowledge
and action as a means to liberation and thus paves the way for Advaita
Vedanta. He admits that upäsanä or meditation which is a kind of
action leads to knowledge which ultimately leads to liberation. Kumärila’s view of the self as potential consciousness, his emphasis that action
is not an end in itself but only a means to obtain liberation, his accep
tance of the view that knowledge of the self born of true meditative act
is the immediate cause of liberation, and his implicit theism— all go to
make him a veritable link between Prabhäkara and Shankara, between
the Purva and the Uttara Mimämsäs. It was Kumärila who was actively
engaged in a life-long fight against the Buddhists and if the credit for
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turning out Buddhism from the land of its birth, apart from the internal
weaknesses of Buddhism itself and the changed social, economic and
political conditions, goes to a single person, it should go to Kumärila
alone. Shankara simply beat the dead horse. Kumarila represents the
transitional phase from the Mïmâmsâ to the Vedanta and is responsible
for giving rise to a series of Pre-Shankarite Advaitic teachers of Vedanta
of whom Mandana Mishra was probably one of the last. Kumarila and
the Buddhists, like two lions, fought against each other and the fight
led both to bleed to death. Shankara corrected the defects of both and
synthesized the merits o f both in his Advaitism. This should not mean
that Shankara’s work was merely eclectic. Shankara like a true genius
built his immortal system with an originality of his own by which even
the dust that passed into his hands became an enchanted powder. What
we mean is that Kumarila paved the way by his voluminous works and
his strenuous life-long efforts for the system of Shankara and saved
much of the trouble to the latter in carrying out the spade-work.
Kumarila himself says that Mîmâmsâ was misinterpreted by some o f
his predecessors in a thoroughly empirical and materialistic manner
(the reference here is probably to Bhartrmitra and Prabhäkara) and that
his task was to give its correct (ästika) interpretation.1 Kumarila accepts
the triple spiritual discipline of the Vedanta and points out that Shabara,
the great Commentator, has proved the existence of the eternal self by
means of rational arguments and that in order to make the knowledge
of the self firm one has to take recourse to the triple spiritual discipline
of the Vedanta,2 which Pärthasärathi explains as study (shravana),
critical thinking (manana) and realization (nidhidyäsana). Though,
according to the interpretation of Pärthasärathi, Kumärila does not
regard liberation as a state of bliss, yet it is significant to note that there
were some people, for example Näräyana Bhatta, the author of the
Mänameyodaya, who thought that Kumärila advocated blissful libera
tion.3 Kumärila says in his Tantravärtika: This shästra called the Veda,
which is Sound-Brahman, is supported by the one Supreme Spirit.4
The very first verse of the Shlokavärtika is capable of two interpreta
tions.5 The word ‘somärdhadhärine* in this verse may mean ‘sacrifice
equipped with the vessels of somarasa*, and it may also mean ‘Lord
Shiva who bears the semi-circular Moon on His forehead*. Pärthasärathi
interprets it as referring to sacrifice. But the prayer to Lord Shiva is also
unmistakably implied here. All this proves our contention that Kum ä
rila is a link between the Purva and the Uttara Mimämsäs.
1 prâyepaiva hi mimärhsä loke lokâyaitkrtâ. tâm ästikapathe kartum ayam yatnafr
kfto mayä, Shlokavärtika, I, io .
* drçlhatvam etadviçayaahcha bodhah prayäti
vedântaniçevapena, Ibid, p . 728. 9 duhkhätyantasamuchchhede sati präg ätm avartinah. sukhasya manasä bhuktir muktir uktä Kumärilaih, Mänameyodaya, p. 212.
* sabdabrahmeti yachchedam shästram vedäkhvam udivate.
tadapyadhi$thitam
sarvam ekena paramätmanä, Ibid, p. 719. 9 vishuddhajäänadehäya trivedidivyachakçuçe. shreyahpräptinimittäya namah somärdhadhäripe.
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Chapter Fourteen
PRE-SHANKARA VEDÄNTA
I
GAUDAPÄDA-KÄRIK A

Upanisads, the Brahma-Sütra and the Gita are called *Prasthäna-traya* or the three basic works of Vedanta on which almost
every great Acharya has commented.
Just as the various schools of Mahäyäna recognize the MahäyänaSötras as the Agama which embody the real teachings of the Buddha
and just as their teachings were summarized by Ashvaghosa, the first
systematic expounder of the Mahäyäna, and were developed into a fullfledged school of Shünyaväda by its first systematic expounder, Nägärjuna, similarly the Upanisads are regarded as the shruti by the Vedäntins and their teachings were summarized by Bädaräyana in his BrahmaSütra and were developed into the school of Advaita Vedanta by its
first systematic expounder, Gaudapäda.
The Mändükya-Kärikä or the Gaudapäda-Karikä also known as
the Ägama-Shästra is the first available systematic treatise on Advaita
Vedanta. There can be no doubt that Gaudapada’s philosophy is
essentially based on the Upanisads, particularly on the Mändükya, the
Brhadäranyaka, and the Chhändogya. Probably he has also drawn upon
the Brahma-sûtra and the Gita. There can also be no doubt that
Gaudapäda is much influenced by Mahäyäna Buddhism— by Shünya
väda and Vijnänaväda. In fact it can be correctly stated that Gaudapäda
represents the best that is in Nägärjuna and Vasubandhu. Tradition
says that Gaudapäda was the teacher of Govindapäda who was the
teacher of Shankarächärya. Shankara himself most respectfully salutes
Gaudapäda as his ‘grand-teacher who is the respected (teacher) of (his)
respected (teacher)*,1 and quotes from and refers to him as the ‘teacher
who knows the tradition of the Vedänta’.2 Shankara’s disciple Sureshvara also refers to him as the ‘Revered Gauda*.3
The long-accepted traditional view that the Kärikäs of Gaudapäda
are a commentary on the Mändükya Upaniçad is challenged by Mm.

T

he

1 yastam pûjyâbhipûjyam paramagurumamum pädapätair nato'smi, Mäp^ükyaKärikä-Bhäsya, last verse.
2 acroktam Vedântasampradâyavidbhir ächäryaib.
sampradäyavido vadami, Shäriraka-Bhäsya, II, i, 9; I, 4, 14. * evam Gauçlair
ü rävid air nab pûjyair arthah prabhâçitah, Naiskarmya-siddht, IV , 44.
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Pt. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya. His thesis is that ‘(i) The Kärikäs
in Book I are not the exposition of the Mändükya Upanisad. (ii)
The Mändükya Upanisad is mainly based on the Kärikäs, and not vice
versa, (iii) And as such the Mändükya Upanisad is later than the
Kärikäs*.1
T o us all the arguments which Pt. Bhattacharya gives in support of
his thesis seem to be entirely unconvincing. His arguments may be
summarized thus:
(1) Madhva regards only Book I as Shruti and thinks that the
other three Books form a separate work or works which are
not commented upon by him.
(2) The Kärikäs do not explain many important and difficult
words in the Mändükya.
(3) The Mändükya has drawn upon other Upanisads and upon
the Kärikäs.
(4) By comparing some prose passages of the Mändükya with
some Kärikäs, it becomes clear that the prose passages are
later developments.
The first argument can be answered by pointing out that Shankara
and Sureshvara who are Advaitins and who flourished long before
Madhva who is a Dvaitin, do not regard the Kärikäs as Shruti. Pt.
Bhattacharya adduces no sound reasons as to why we should believe
Madhva against Shankara and Sureshvara.
The second argument can be easily answered by pointing out
that the Kärikäs are a free commentary, almost an independent work
which is based essentially on the Upanisad and hence it was not
necessary for Gaudapäda to explain every word occurring in the
Mändükya text.
In answer to the third argument we say that we also admit that the
Mändükya has much similarity with the Brhadäranyaka and the Chhändogya, and we add that many passages which occur in these two Upani
sads also occur in Upanisads other than the Mändükya, and even if we
grant that the Mändükya is later and has drawn upon earlier Upanisads,
it does not mean that it has drawn upon the Kärikäs also.
In answer to the fourth argument we say that by comparing the prose
passages of the Mändükya with the Kärikäs we find just the opposite to
be the case. The prose passages appear to be earlier ones. Moreover, w e
may also add that generally scholars have regarded the prose passages
of the Upanisads to be earlier than the verse portions.
Another contention o f Pt. Bhattacharya is that ‘these four Books are
four independent treatises and are put together in a volume under th e
1 T h e Agama-Sh&stra o f G au 4 *p&da: Introduction, p. X L V I.
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title of the Ägama-Shästra1.1 This contention too is untenable. To
support his view Pt. Bhattacharya gives these arguments :—
(1) If Book II is supported by reasoning, is there no reasoning
at all in Book I?
(2) Does one find in Book II anything improper, nonsensical,
unintelligible or incomplete without assuming its connection
with Book I? No.
(3) There is nothing against one’s thinking that Book III too
is an independent work.
(4) Certain things like Ajätiväda, already indicated in Book I
and discussed in Book III, are again discussed in Book IV.
Why should the author of Book IV indulge in such a useless
action?
In answer to these arguments we say that if Gaudapâda uses inde
pendent arguments in Book II, should he be debarred from using
reasoning in Book I? If there is nothing unintelligible in Book II without
the help of Book I, how can it necessarily mean that Book II is an abso
lutely independent work? Even in the works of many modern scholars
there are chapters which may be read by themselves. The third argu
ment, being purely negative, is no argument at all. In answer to the fourth
argument we urge that repetition is not always useless. An author may
consider repetition necessary in order to emphasize some important
points. The difficulty with Pt. Bhattacharya seems to be that he expects
strictest unity and utmost homogeneity of presentation from Gauda
pâda, the saint, as he may expect from a reputed writer on philosophy.
Moreover, we maintain that there is a considerable unity runningthrough
the different Books of the Ägama-Shästra.
The chief merit of Pt. Bhattacharya’s work is to point out the simi
larities between Gaudapâda and Mahäyäna Buddhism. Though we
differ from Pt. Bhattacharya on certain grave points of interpretation,
we generally agree with him so far as these similarities are concerned.
We agree with him in maintaining that Gaudapâda was much influenced
by Mahäyäna Buddhism, especially by Nägärjuna and Vasubandhu.
Pt. Bhattacharya is perfectly right in remarking: ‘It is true that he
(Gaudapâda) advocates the Vijnänaväda, but certainly it is originally
adopted by him from the Upanisadic source . . . Upanisadic seed of
idealism being influenced by its elaborate system in Buddhism and the
vast literature on it by the Buddhist teachers who flourished before
Gaudapâda, has developed into what we now find in the Ägama-shästra
. . . it must be accepted that it did not first originate with the Buddhists,
though it has much developed in their system later on1.2 But he does not
1 Ibid: Introduction, p. L V I I .
p. C X X X I I.

* T h e Ägama>Sha$tra o f Gaudapâda: Introduction

develop this point ; rather he sometimes seems to forget this. And there
fore we differ from him on one important point of emphasis. By pointing
out the similarities between Gaudapâda and Mahâyâna, Pt. Bhattacharya's aim» more or less, has been to prove that Gaudapâda is a
Crypto-Buddhist, while our aim, on the other hand, is to prove that
Mahâyâna and Advaita are not two opposed systems of thought but
only different stages in the development of the same thought which
originates in the Upanisads, and that Gaudapâda’s philosophy as well as
Mahâyâna so far as Gaudapâda agrees with it, both are rooted in the
Upanisads, and that therefore instead of dubbing Gaudapâda as a
Crypto-Buddhist it will be far truer to dub the Mahâyânists as cryptoVedäntins. We shall pursue this point later on.
II
AJÄTIVÄDA

fundamental doctrine of Gaudapâda is the Doctrine of N o
origination (ajätiväda). Negatively, it means that the world, being only
an appearance, is in fact never created. Positively, it means that the
Absolute, being self-existent, is never created (aja).
Gaudapâda agrees with Shûnyavâda in maintaining that origination,
from the absolute standpoint, is an impossibility. He examines the
various theories of creation and rejects them all. Some say that creation
is the expansion (vibhüti) of God; others maintain that it is like a dream
(svapna) or an illusion (mâyâ) ; some believe that it is the will (ichchhä)
of God; others declare that it proceeds from Time (käla); still others
say that it is for G od’s enjoyment (bhoga); while some maintain that
it is God’s sport (kridä). All these views are wrong. What desire can God
have who has realized all desires? Essentially therefore creation is but
the very nature of God. It is His inherent nature. It flows from Him.
It simply emanates from Him.1 But it only appears to be so; in fact
there is no creation at all. If this world of plurality really existed, it
would have surely come to an end. Duality is only an appearance;
non-duality is the real truth.2 T o those who are well-versed in Vedanta
the world appears only as a dream or an illusion or a castle in the
sky or a city of the Gandharvas.3 From the ultimate standpoint there
is neither death nor birth, neither disappearance nor appearance,
neither destruction or production, neither bondage nor liberation;
th e

1 M âo^ükya-Kàrikà, I, 7-9. Devasyai$a svabhâvo'yam SptakSmasya kâ spfhä? Ibid,
I, 9. * mâyâmâtramidam dvaitam advaitam paramârthatal), Ibid, I, 17. 1 svapnam&ye yathâ dfçtc gandharvanagaram yathä. tathä vishvamidam dfttam Vedânte^u
vichak$anaih, Ibid, II, 3 r. Compare Saddharma: p. 142, Açtasâhasrikâ pp. 39, 40,
205; LahkâvatSra: pp. 90-96, 105; Lalitavistara p. 181; Samâdhirâja p. 2 7 ;
M ädhyam ika-KärikS: X X I I I , 8; X V II , 33; V II.
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there is none who works for freedom, none who desires salvation,
and none who has been liberated; there is neither the aspirant nor
the emancipated— this is the highest truth.1 There is neither unity nor
plurality. The world cannot be regarded as manifold by its very nature.
It is neither one nor many— thus the wise know it.2 The imagination
o f the Atman as different things and the imagination of different
things themselves which in fact do not exist, depend on the Non-dual
Absolute or the Pure Atman, just as the imagination of a snake in
the case of a rope-snake depends upon the rope. The Absolute alone,
therefore, is blissful.3
Reality is No-origination. It always remains the same. It is the com
plete absence of misery. If we know this we shall at once understand
how things which in fact are never born, yet appear as if they are born.
The Absolute is Non-dual. There is no difference at all.4 When some
times the Upanisads declare the creation as distinct from its cause and
give the illustrations of earth, iron and sparks etc., they do so only as
a means (upäyah so'vatäräya) in order to make us understand the
supreme end of No-origination.6 Jagat is not different from Jïva and
Jiva is not different from Atman and Atman is not different from Brah
man. The non-dual Absolute appears as diverse only on account of
illusion. The Unborn can never tolerate any distinction. If it really
becomes diverse then the immortal would become mortal. The dualists
want to prove the birth of the Unborn. But the Unborn is Immortal
and how can the Immortal become mortal? The Immortal can never
become mortal and the mortal can never become Immortal. Ultimate
nature can never change.6 The Shruti declares: ‘There is no plurality
here* (neha nänästi kinchana; Br. IV. 4, 19 and Katha II. 1, 11); ‘The
Lord through His power appears to be many* (Br. II. 5, 19); and ‘The
Unborn appears to be born as many* (ajäyamäno bahudhâ vijâyate). It
is to be known, therefore, that the Unborn appears to be born only
through illusion. In fact He is never born. By declaring that ‘those who
are attached to creation or production or origination (sambhuti) go to
utter darkness* (Isha, 12), the Shruti denies creation; and by declaring
that ‘the Unborn does not take birth again, who, then, can indeed pro
duce Him?* (Br. Il l , 9, 28), the Shruti denies the cause of creation.7
Not only by Shruti, but also by independent reasoning can it be
proved that ultimately nothing originates. He who maintains the birth
o f the existent accepts the absurd position that that which is already
existent is being born again. And the non-existent can never be born
at all. Verily, the son of a barren woman can be born neither through
1 na nirodho na chotpattir na baddho na cha sàdhakah. na mumukçur na vai mukta
ityeçâ paramârthatâ, Ibid, II, 32. Compare M âdhyam ika-Kârikâ, Opening Verse.
* Ibid, II, 34. 3 Ibid, II, 33. 4 upäyah so'vatârâya nâsti bhedah kathafichana, Ibid,
III, 15. ‘ Ibid, III, 15. • Ibid, III, 19-21 ; IV , 6-7. Compare M âdhyam ika-Kârikâ,
X I I I , 4. 7 Ibid, 1 1 1,2 4 -2 4 .
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illusion nor in reality. The doctrine of No-origination, therefore, is the
ultimate truth.1
Dualists, says Gaudapäda, quarrel among themselves. Some say that
it is the existent which is born, while others say that it is the non
existent which is born. Some say that nothing originates from Being,
while others say that nothing originates from Not-being. We do not
quarrel with these dualists because these disputants, taken together,
proclaim, like the non-dualists, the doctrine of No-origination.(i)2 These
disputants want to prove the birth of the Unborn. But how can the
Unborn be born? How can the Immortal become mortal? Ultimate
nature cannot change. It is self-proved, self-existent, innate and
uncaused. All things by their very nature are free from decay and death.
Those who believe in decay and death, fall low on account of this wrong
notion.3
There are some (i.e. the Shünyavädins) who uphold non-dualism
(advayaväda) and reject both the extreme views of being and not-being,
of production and destruction, and thus emphatically proclaim the
doctrine of No-origination. We approve, says Gaudapäda, of the doc
trine of No-origination proclaimed by them.4
Sänkhya maintains that the effect pre-exists in the cause and that
causation consists in the manifestation of the permanent cause (avyakta)
as the changing effects (vyakta jagat). Gaudapäda objects that if the
cause is produced, how can it be unborn? If it becomes the changing
‘many*, how can it be changeless and permanent? Again, if the effect is
identical with the cause, then the effect too should be immortal or the
cause too should be mortal. How can the permanent cause be identical
with the changing effect and still be permanent?5 Verily, adds Shankara
in his Commentary, one cannot cook half a portion of a hen and at the
same time reserve another half for laying eggs.6 Again, if the effect does
not pre-exist in the cause it is like a hare’s horn and cannot be produced.
Again, cause and effect cannot be simultaneous, for then the two horns
of a bull will have to be regarded as causally related.7 Again, those who
maintain that the cause precedes the effect and the effect also precedes
the cause, maintain the absurd position that a son also begets his father.8
Therefore nothing can be produced.
Nothing can originate because:
(i) there is lack of energy in the cause to produce the effect. Cause
must have some energy to produce the effect otherwise
everything can be produced from everything or nothing can
be produced from anything. This energy can belong neither
1 Ibid, III, 27-28, 48. Com pare M âdhyamika-Kârikâ, I, 1; I, 7 ; M ädhyam ika-Vftti
pp. 13, 36, 38. 2 Ibid, IV , 3-4. 3 Ibid, IV , 10. Compare M âdhyam ika-Kârikâ,
X I, 3-8. 4 khyâpyamânâm ajâtim tair anumodâmahe vayam, Ibid, IV , 5. * Ib id ,
IV , 11-12. 8 Com mentary on IV , 12. T Kârikâs, IV , 16. • Ibid, IV , 15.
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to that which is existent nor to that which is non-existent nor
to that which is both nor to that which is neither;
(2) there is absence of knowledge of the beginning and the end.
The effect which is neither in the beginning nor in the end
must be non-existent in the middle also; and
(3) there is incompatibility of the order of succession. Antecedence
and consequence are unproved. We cannot say which of the
two is prior and is therefore the cause.
Thus, says Gaudapäda, have the Buddhas, the Enlightened, clarified
the doctrine of No-origination. Causality is therefore an impossibility.1
It cannot be proved that Samsara is without a beginning, but has an
end, nor can it be proved that Moksa has a beginning, but has no end.2
In truth, because it is the Unborn which appears as if it is born, there
fore No-origination is the very nature of the Unborn. That which exists
neither in the beginning nor in the end, cannot exist in the middle also;
that which is unreal in the past and in the future must be unreal in the
present too.3 Origination is impossible because neither the existent nor
the non-existent can be produced either by the existent or by the non
existent.4
I ll
R E A L I T Y AS P U R E C O N S C I O U S N E S S
g a u d a p ä d a also agrees with the Vijnänavädins in maintaining that
the world is ultimately unreal, for it cannot exist independently and
outside of Consciousness which is the only Reality. Even Shankara says
that Gaudapäda accepts the arguments of the Vijnänavädins to prove
the unreality of the external objects.6
Ordinary people, says Gaudapäda, cling to the view that this world
exists, because they say that things are perceived and because there is
practical utility. They are always afraid of the doctrine of No-origination. It is for such ordinary people that the Buddhast the Enlightened,
from the phenomenal standpoint, have proclaimed origination. But from
the ultimate standpoint, perception and practical utility are invalid
arguments to prove the reality of the world because even in a magical
elephant and dream-objects both perception and practical utility may be
found.4

* ashaktir aparijnânam kram akopo' thavä punal.i. cvam hi sarvathA Buddhair ajatih
paridlpitA, Ibid, IV , 19. Comparo the argum ents of ShunyavAdins. See Supra pp.,
77-78. 2 Ibid, IV, 30; Com pare M adhyam ika-K ürikä: X I, 1; X V I , 10. Sfidavamo
cna yan nüsti vartam ane'pi tal lathâ, Ibid, II, 6; IV, 31. Com pare M âdhyam ikaKârikft, X I, 2 . 4 Ibid, IV , 40. Com pare M âdhyam ika-K ârikâ, 1, 7. 4 VijnAnavädino bauddhasya vachanam bâhyArthavâdipakçapratiçedhaparatn Aohâryega
anum oditam , Com m entary on IV , 27. 6 upalambhAt sanmchArnd astivastutvavädinäm . jâtis tu deshitâ Buddhair ajätes trasatäm sadA, Ibid, IV , 42.
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The Sarvâstivâdins refute the Vijnänavädins and advocate the
existence of external objects. They say that cognition must have its
objective cause otherwise the distinction between the subject and the
object will be impossible. The external objects must exist because
cognition and suffering depend (para-tantra) upon them. This is the
view of Sarvästiväda (para-tantra).1 The Vijnänavädins reply that the
upholders of external objects want to prove that cognition must have
a cause. But the objective cause which they adduce is no cause at all.
The object exists as an object for the knowing subject; but it does not
exist outside of consciousness because the distinction of the subject and
the object is within consciousness itself. Consciousness is the only
reality and it is never related to any external object, neither in the past
nor in the present nor in the future.2
Gaudapäda is in complete agreement with the Vijnänavädins here.
The external world is unreal because it does not exist always, as Reality
must do. It is also unreal because the relations which constitute it are
all unreal; because space, time and causality are impossible. It is also
unreal because it consists of objects and whatever can be presented as
an object is unreal. Reality is the Pure Self which is Pure Consciousness
and which is at the background of everything. The waking state and the
dreaming state are on a par. Both are real within their own order. The
water in a dream can quench the thirst in a dream as much as real water
can quench real thirst. And both are alike, though not equally, unreal
from the ultimate standpoint.3 The self-luminous Self through its own
power of illusion imagines itself by itself and it is this Self which cognizes
the manifold objects. This is the established conclusion of Vedanta.4 Just
as in darkness, a rope is imagined to be a snake, similarly the Self is
imagined to be individual subjects, mental states and external objects.
And just as when the rope is known, the imagined snake vanishes,
similarly when the non-dual Atman is realized, the subject-object
duality vanishes at once.6 The luminous Self through its own power
of illusion becomes itself infatuated.6 It is Consciousness itself which
throbs as the subject and as the object in dream as well as in waking.
This whole universe, this entire duality of the subject and the object, is
therefore only the imagination of the Self. Neither the individual soul
nor the external object is ultimately real. Those who see the creation
of the individual self or of the external object see the foot-prints of birds
in the sky.7 The external objects are not the creation of the individual
self for both are only manifestations of Consciousness. That which
has empirical existence cannot be called ultimately real. Consciousness
which is immanent in the subject and in the object, yet transcends them
both. It transcends the trinity of knower, known and knowledge.
1 Ibid, IV , 24. * Ibid, IV , 25-27. * Ibid, II, 4-10. 4 Ibid, II, 12. 4 Ibid, II, 17-18.
4 m iyaifâ taaya Devasya yayâ sammohitab svayam, Ibid, II, 19. 7 Ibid, IV , 28.
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Consciousness is really Asanga; it has no attachment or connection or
relation with anything else. It is called ‘ Unborn* (aja) from an empirical
standpoint only. From the ultimate standpoint, it cannot be called
even ‘Unborn* for it is really indescribable by intellect.1 Realizing the
truth of No-origination, one bids good-bye to all sorrow and desire
and reaches the fearless goal.2
We have seen that Gaudapäda agrees with Vijnänaväda in maintaining
that Reality is Pure Consciousness which manifests itself as, and ulti
mately transcends, the subject-object duality. We shall see in the next
chapter how Shankara bitterly criticizes Vijnänaväda. Much of the
criticism of Shankara loses its force against Vijnänaväda since it does
not deny the objectivity of the external world, but only its existence
outside of consciousness. Shankara himself in a sense admits this. But
his view represents a definite advance on Vijnänaväda and also on
Gaudapäda. He emphasizes that the dream-state and the waking-state
are not on a par. He wants to prove the unreality of the external world
not by saying that it does not fall outside of consciousness, but by
saying that it is essentially indescribable as existent or as non-existent
(sadasadanirvachaniya). What we want to stress here is that this view is
not an altogether new creation of Shankara. It was developed in Shünyaväda and accepted by Gaudapäda. Gaudapäda also says that the world
is unreal because it is essentially indescribable or unthinkable either as
existent or as non-existent. He says that just as a moving fire-brand
appears as straight or curved, similarly consciousness, when it moves,
appears as the subject-object duality. And just as an unmoving fire
brand produces no illusion, similarly unflinching knowledge produces
no subject-object illusion. The appearances in a moving fire-brand
are not produced by anything else; and when the fire-brand does
not move, the appearances also do not rest in anything else; nor do
they enter into the fire-brand; nor do they go out of it. Similarly the
manifold phenomena are not produced by anything other than Con
sciousness nor do they rest in anything else; nor do they enter into it;
nor do they go out of it. They are mere appearances. And they are
so because they are essentially indescribable or unthinkablet because
they can be called neither real nor unreal, neither existent nor non
existent.3 This fact is strengthened by Gaudapäda’s agreement with
Shünyaväda, by his doctrine of No-origination, by his maintaining that
the world is neither existent nor non-existent nor both. This doctrine
of Avidyä was further developed by Shankara.

1

ajah kalpitasamvrtyä paramSrthena näpyajab, Ibid, IV, 74. Compare with Asanga
and Vasubandhu; see Supra: pp. 112, 115, 116, 120. * Ibid, IV , 78. 3 Ibid, IV,
47-52. Ibid, IV , 52.
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IV
ASPARSHAYOGA

we proceed to deal with Gaudapada’s own contribution. It is
his doctrine of Vaishäradya or Asparshayoga or Amanîbhâva. Even this
doctrine was hinted at by the Buddhists.1 But it is essentially based
on the Upanisads and its development is Gaudapäda’s own.
Taking his stand on the Brhadäranyaka, the Chhändogya and the
Mändükya, Gaudapâda identifies the Unborn and Non-dual Absolute
with the Atman or Brahman or Amätra or Turiya or Advaita which can
be directly realized by Pure Knowledge or Asparshayoga or Vaishäradya
or Amanîbhâva. This Absolute manifests itself in three forms, in Jagrat,
Svapna, and Susupti, as Vishva, Taijasa and Prâjna.2 In reality it
transcends all the three forms. It is the Turiya or the Fourth. It is the
Measureless or the Amätra. Pranava or Aurhkära is its symbol. In fact
there is no distinction between the symbol and the symbolized. Pranava
itself is the Brahman, the Fearless Goal. It is the cause as well as the
effect. It is phenomenal as well as noumenal, saguna as well as nirguna,
apara as well as para. It is the shining Self or the self-luminous Con
sciousness.
It is called Vishva (All) when it has the consciousness of outside;
it is called Taijasa (Luminous) when it has the consciousness of inside;
and it is called Prâjna (Intelligent) when it is concentrated consciousness.
These correspond to the waking state, dream state and deep sleep state
respectively. Vishva enjoys the gross; Taijasa enjoys the subtle; Prâjna
enjoys the bliss. Vishva and Taijasa are both causes and effects; Prâjna
is only the cause. Turiya is neither cause nor effect. It is called Ishäna,
Prabhu or Deva. It is all-pervading, capable of removing all sufferings,
lord of all, changeless, non-dual, luminous, one without a second.
Prâjna knows no objects and so it cannot be called even the subject. It is
a mere abstraction. It knows nothing, neither itself nor others, neither
truth nor falsehood. But Turiya being pure and self-luminons Conscious
ness is All-seeing. Though duality is absent in Prâjna and in Turiya, yet
Prâjna is connected with deep sleep where the seed of ignorance is
present, while Turiya knows no sleep. Vishva and Taijasa are connected
with dream or false knowledge (anyathägrahana or viksepa) and with
sleep or absence of knowledge (agrahana or ävarana or laya); Prâjna is
connected with sleep. In Turiya there is neither sleep nor dream. In
n o w

1 For example, Aryadeva says: nahyasparshavato nâma yogafr sparshavatä saha,
Chatuhshataka, 333. T h e Vijfiânavâdins prescribed various yogic rules for Am anî
bhâva or for the transformation o f relational intellect into Pure Consciousness.
* bahiçprajno vibhur vishvo hyantabprajftastu taijasah. ghanaprajftas tathâ prâjfia eka
eva tridhâ smftah, Ibid, 1.
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dream we know otherwise; in sleep we do not know the truth. The socalled waking life is also a dream. When the negative absence of know
ledge which is sleep, and the positive wrong knowledge which is dream
and waking, are transcended, the Fourth, the Goal is reached.1 The
fearless light of the self-luminous Self shines all round. When the
individual self (jiva), slumbering in beginningless Ignorance, is
awakened, then the Unborn, the Dreamless, the Sleepless, the Non-dual
Absolute (ätman) is realized.2 It moves nowhere; there is no going to
or coming from it. It is the Lord immanent in the universe abiding in the
hearts of all. He alone is a sage (muni) who has embraced this infinite
and measureless Aurhkära which is the cessation of all duality and which
is all bliss.3All categories of the intellect are merged in it. All plurality of
the phenom ena ceases here. It is realized by the sages who have known the
essence of the Vedas and who are free from fear, anger and attachment.4
Ätman is like space; the individual souls are like space in jars. When
the jars are destroyed, their spaces merge into Space. So do the jivas
merge into the Atman when Ignorance is destroyed by Right Knowledge.
Just as, if a particular space in a particular jar is contaminated with dust,
smoke etc., all other spaces in all other jars do not become so contami
nated, similarly if a particular jiva is contaminated with happiness or
misery etc., all jivas do not become so contaminated. Spaces in jars
differ in forms, functions and names, but there is no difference in space,
similarly jivas differ in forms, functions and names, but there is no
difference in the Atman. Just as the space in a jar is neither a transforma
tion nor a modification nor a part of space, similarly a jiva is neither a
transformation nor a modification nor a part of the Atman. Ultimately
there are no grades of reality, no degrees of truth. The same immanent
Absolute is reflected in all pairs of objects related by sweet Reciprocity
(madhuvidyä), in microcosm as well as in macrocosm, just as the same
space is immanent in the outside world as w’ell as inside the stomach.5
Just as the Mahayänists say that Buddha, on account of his excellent
skill, preached the truth to suit the different needs of the shrävakas,
the pratyeka-buddhas and the bodhisattvas, similarly Gaudapäda also
says that the Merciful Veda prescribes three different spiritual stages
(äshramas) for the three kinds of people, of lower, middle and higher
intellect. Karma and upäsanä are taught to the lower and the middle,
while jnana is taught to the higher.6 It is only the dualists that quarrel
with one another in order to strengthen their respective views. The
Advaitin quarrels with none.7 For the dualists, there is duality from the
empirical as well as from the absolute standpoint. For us non-duality is
the ultimate truth. For us there is non-duality (advaita) even between
1 Ibid, I, 1-15.
* anâdimâyayâ supto yadâ jïvah prabudhyate. ajam anidram asvapnam advaitam budhyate tadâ, Ibid, I, 16. * Ibid, I, 29.
4 Ibid, II, 3$.
* Ibid,
III, 3-12. 4 Ibid, III, 16. 7 svasiddhäntavyavasthäsu dvaitino nishchitä drdham
parasparam virudhyante tair ayam na virudhyate, Ibid III, 17.
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unity (advaita) and diversity (dvaita). The neti neti of the Shruti is not
solipcism. By negating all plurality and difference, the Shruti manifests
the positive Unborn, the Absolute. The fact is that the Absolute cannot
be grasped by the intellect and so the best method of describing the
Indescribable is by negative terms. But all these negations point to the
same ineffable Reality.1 Duality is the creation of the intellect. When the
intellect is transcended (amanïbhâva), duality and plurality disappear.*
This is pure Consciousness, devoid of all thought-determinations and
imagination. It is Unborn and is not different from the Knowable. T h e
Knowable (jneya) is the Brahman. It is calm and eternal Light. It is the
fearless and unshakable Meditation (samädhi). It is Asparshayoga or the
Uncontaminated Meditation difficult to be realized even by great yogins.
They are afraid of it, imagining fear where there is really no fear at
all.3 Verily, the absence of fear, the end of suffering, the perpetual
wakefulness and the eternal peace, all depend upon the control of mind.4
When both laya and viksepa are transcended, when the mind does not
fall into sleep nor is it distracted again, when it becomes unshakable
and free from illusion, it becomes Brahman.6 The aspirant should be
free from attachment, from misery and happiness alike. When the
Brahman is realized there is a unique Bliss which transcends misery
and happiness and which is called Nirvana. It is indescribable, highest
and unshakable. It is Unborn, non-dual and always the same. It
can be realized by the Buddhas only.6 The ignorant perceive only
the four-fold ‘covering* (ävarana) ‘is’, ‘is not*, ‘both is and is not’ ,
and ‘neither is nor is not*. The Absolute appears to be obscured
by these four categories (koti) of the intellect. In fact it is never
touched by them. He who has transcended these categories and
embraced Pure Self, realizes the Absolute and becomes omniscient.7
Omniscience results when the trinity of knowledge, knower and known
is transcended. This is Transcendental Knowledge (lokottaram jnänam).8 He who has realized this Omniscience, this non-dual Brahman,
this Goal which befits a true Brahmana, what else can he desire?0 A ll
souls by their very nature are always in the state of enlightenment. T h ey
are all unborn. All elements of existence, subjective as well as objective,
are by their very nature calm from the beginning, Unborn and merged
in the Absolute. T hey are so because they are nothing else than the
Brahman itself which is Unborn, Same and Transparent.10 Those who
move in difference can never acquire transcendental purity (vaishä1 Ibid, III, 26. manaso hyamanibhàve dvaitam naivopalabhyate, Ibid, III, 3 1 .
1 asparshayogo vai näma durdarshab sarvayogibhih. yogino bibhyati hyasmâd abhaye
bhayadarshinah, Ibid, I I I , 39.
« Ibid, III, 4 0 / 5 Ibid, III, 46. * Ibid, III, 4 7 Ibid, IV , 80.
7 kotyashchatasra etâstu grahair vâsâm sadävptab- Bhagavän äbhir
a s p ir o yena df$tab sa sarvadfk, Ibid, IV , 84. • Ibid, IV , 88, 89. • Ibid ,IV , 85.
10 Ibid, IV , 91-93. âdishântâ hyanutpannäh prakftyaiva sunirvftab. sarve dharm âb
samâbhinnâ ajam sämyam vishäradam, Ibid, IV , 93. Compare Ratna-M egha-Sütra
aa quoted in M ädyam ika-Vftti, p. 225.

radya). Their case is indeed pitiable.1 We salute that Highest Reality,
says Gaudapäda, which is Unborn, Same, Pure, and Free from all traces
of duality and plurality, according to the best of our ability.2 He who
has become the Buddha, the Enlightened, his knowledge (jhänam) is
not related to anything (dharmesu na kramate), neither to the subject
nor to the object, because it is supra-relational, nor is anything (sarve
dharmäh), neither the subject nor the object, related to his knowledge,
because there is nothing outside his knowledge. He has transcended the
duality of the subject and the object and the trinity of knowledge, knower
and known. He has become one with Pure Consciousness.3
V
CONCLUSION

WE have seen how Gaudapäda agrees with Shunyavada and Vijnânavâda.
In fact he represents the best in Nägärjuna and Vasubandhu. He has
great respect for Buddha. He says : Him, one of the Greatest of Men, who
has known the truth that the individual souls (dharmäh) are identical
with the pure Self (jneya), I salute.4 Shankara explains that this Greatest
o f Men is Purusottama or Näräyana, the sage of Badarikäshrama, the
first teacher of the Advaita School.5 But this may also refer to Buddha.
Gaudapäda uses many words which were frequently used in the
Mahäyäna works. It may be pointed out that these words were not the
monopoly of the Mahäyäna. They were the current philosophical coins
o f the day and Gaudapäda had every right to use them. They were the
heritage of the language. The impartial spirit of Gaudapäda is to be
much admired. His breadth of vision, his large-heartedness, his broad
intellectual outlook and his impartial spirit add to his glory and greatness.
He has respect for Buddha. He frankly admits that in certain respects
he agrees with Shünyavädins and Vijnänavädins. But this should never
mean that Gaudapäda is a crypto-Buddhist. He is a thorough-going
Vedäntin in and out. His mission is to prove that Mahäyäna Buddhism
and Advaita Vedänta are not two opposed systems of thought, but only
a continuation of the same fundamental thought of the Upanisads. He
has based his philosophy on the Upanisads. When he says in the end
‘this truth was not uttered by Buddha*,6 what he means is that his own
philosophy as well as the philosophy of Buddha and of the Mahäyäna
so far as he agrees with it, both are directly rooted in the Upanisads,
that Buddha preached this Upanisadic Truth not by words but by
silence, that his (Gaudapäda’s) preaching is the essence of the Vedänta,
that it is not an original contribution of Buddha or of Buddhists.
1 vaisharadyam tu vai nästi bhede vicharatâm sadä, Ibid, 94.
* Ibid, IV , 100.
* Ibid, IV , 99. 4 Ibid, IV , I. * Introduction to the Commentary on Chapter IV
and Commentary on IV , 1.
* naitad Buddhena bhä$»tam, Kârikâ, IV , 99.
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Chapter Fifteen
SHANKARA VEDÄNTA
I
M E TAPH YSIC AL VIEWS

O quote Dr. S. Radhakrishnan: ‘It is impossible to read Shankara’s writings, packed as they are with serious and subtle
thinking, without being conscious that one is in contact with a
mind of a very fine penetration and profound spirituality. . . . His
philosophy stands forth complete, needing neither a before nor an
after . . . whether we agree or differ, the penetrating light of his mind
never leaves us where we were*.1
Ultimate Reality, according to Shankara, is Atman or Brahman
which is Pure Consciousness (jnäna-svarüpa) or Consciousness o f the
Pure Self (svarüpa-jnâna) which is devoid of all attributes (nirguna)
and all categories of the intellect (nirvishesa). Brahman associated with
its potency (shakti) mâyâ or mülävidyä appears as the qualified Brahman
(saguna or savishesa or apara Brahma) or the Lord (Ishvara) who is the
creator, preserver and destroyer of this world which is His appearance.
Jïva or the individual self is a subject-object complex. Its subjectelement is Pure Consciousness and is called the Säksin. Its objectelement is the internal organ called the antahkarana which is bhautika
as it is composed of all the five elements, with the predominance of tejas
which makes it always active except in deep sleep or states like swoon
or trance. The source of the internal organ is Avidyâ which causes
individuality. In perception, the internal organ, when a sense-organ
comes into contact with an object, assumes the ‘form’ of that object.
It is the vj-tti or the mode of the internal organ. This vitti inspired by
the Sâkçin takes the form of empirical knowledge. In waking state, the
internal organ is aided by the senses; in dream state, it functions by
itself; and in deep sleep it is lost in its cause Avidyâ. In this state too
individuality persists because the Säksin is associated with Avidyâ. In
liberation, Avidyâ is destroyed by Jnäna and the Säksin is realized as
the Brahman which it always is.
Mäyä or Avidyâ is not pure illusion. It is not only absence of know
ledge. It is also positive wrong knowledge. It is a cross of the real and

T

1 Indian Philosophy: D r. S. Radhakrishan, Vol. II, pp. 446-447.
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the unreal (satyänrte mithunï krtya). In fact it is indescribable. It is
neither existent nor non-existent nor both. It is not existent for the
existent is only the Brahman. It is not non-existent for it is responsible
for the appearance of the Brahman as the world. It cannot be both
existent and non-existent for this conception is self-contradictory. It is
called neither real nor unreal (sadasadvilaksana). It is false or mithyä.
But it is not a non-entity like a hare's horn (tuchchha). It is positive
(bhävarüpa). It is potency (shakti). It is also called superimposition
(adhyäsa). A shell is mistaken as silver. The shell is the ground on which
the silver is superimposed. When right knowledge (pramâ) arises, this
error (bhränti or bhrama) vanishes. The relation between the shell and
the silver is neither that of identity nor of difference nor of both. It is
unique and is known as non-difference (tädätmya). Similarly, Brahman
is the ground on which the world appears through Mäyä. When right
knowledge dawns and the essential unity of the jiva with the Paramätman
is realized, Mäyä or Avidya vanishes.
Shankara emphasizes that from the phenomenal point of view the
world is quite real. It is not an illusion. It is a practical reality. He dis
tinguishes the dream state from the waking state. Things seen in a dream
are quite true as long as the dream lasts ; they are sublated only when
we are awake. Similarly, the world is quite real so long as true knowledge
does not dawn. But dreams are private. They are creations of the jiva
(jîvasrstâ). The world is public. It is the creation of Ishvara (Ishvarasrsta). Jiva is ignorant of the essential unity and takes only diversity
as true and wrongly regards himself as agent and enjoyer. Avidyä
conceals the unity (ävarapa) and projects names and forms (viksepa).
Ishvara never misses the unity. Mäyä has only its viksepa aspect over
him. The Highest Brahman (Para-Brahma) is both the locus (äshraya)
and the object (visaya) of Mäyä. When the jiva realizes through know
ledge and knowledge alone, karma being subsidiary, this essential unity,
liberation is attained here and now (jivan-mukti) and final release
(videha-mukti) is obtained after the death of the body.
This is a short summary of Shankarächärya's philosophy. He too is
considerably influenced by Buddhism. He preserves the best that was
in Mahäyäna in his own philosophy. He uses many words, especially
in his Upanisad-Bhäsyas, which were commonly used in Mahäyäna
literature. But outwardly he is an enemy of Buddhism. Gaudapäda had
love and respect for Mahäyäna. Shankara has nothing but strong and
even bitter words for it. It is very important and interesting too to note
that Shankara does not at all criticize the two most important schools
of Mahäyäna, the Shünyaväda and the Vijnänaväda. What he criticizes
under the name of Vijnänaväda is in fact Svatantra-Vijnänaväda; and
he summarily dismisses Shünyaväda as a self-condemned nihilism which
is below criticism. Shankara observes that there are three important
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schools of Buddhism— the Sarvästiväda, the Vijnänaväda and the
Shünyaväda. The Sarvästiväda school of Hinayäna, which, according to
Shankara, includes both the Vaibhäsika and the Sauträntika schools, was
bitterly criticized by the Mahäyänists themselves. Shankara’s criticism
against it is not new. It must be admitted that Shankara’s exposition of
Buddhism is correct and faithful and his criticism of it is perfectly justi
fied. He avoided Shünyaväda by taking the word Shünya in its popular
sense and easily dismissing Shünyaväda as nihilism. And he did not at
all touch real Vijnänaväda. By Vijnänavadins he means Svatantra-Vijnänavädins who were his immediate predecessors. It was easy for him to
criticize their momentary consciousness. No reference do we find to
Asanga or Vasubandhu or to their doctrines with the solitary exception,
however, of the Älaya-Vijnäna. On the other hand, we find verses
quoted from Dinnäga and Dharmakirti and their views correctly exposed
and criticized. And we also find references to and criticisms of the views
of Shäntaraksita as well as replies to the objections raised by Shäntaraksita. In regard to those points, however, which Svatantra-Vijnänaväda
shares in common with Vijnänaväda, Shankara’s criticism applies
indirectly to Vijnänaväda also. But here it loses much of its force
because Vijnänaväda regards Consciousness as absolute and permanent.
Shankara, however, represents a definite advance on Vasubandhu as
well as on Gaudapäda who agrees with Vasubandhu.
II
C R I T I C I S M OF THE P R A K Ç T I - P A R I N Â M A - VÄDA
OF S Ä N K H Y A

have given the arguments advanced by Sänkhya in favour of its
Prakrti.1 Shankara agrees with Sänkhya in maintaining that the design,
harmony or order in the imiverse must presuppose a single cause which
is eternal and unlimited. But he criticizes Sänkhya when it says that such
a cause is the unintelligent Prakrti. According to Shankara the Intelligent
Brahman only can be such a cause. How can immanent teleology in
nature be explained by unintelligent Prakrti? We do proceed from the
finite to the infinite, from the limited to the unlimited, from the peros
to the aperos, from the effect to the cause, from plurality to unity. But
only the Conscious Brahman associated with its Mäyä Shakti can be
the creator, preserver and destroyer of this world. Unintelligent Prakrti
is too poor and too powerless to be its cause.2 We see that stones, bricks
and mortar cannot fashion themselves into a well-designed building with
out the help of intelligent workmen. How can, then, the unintelligent
w e

1 See Supra, p. 14 1.
2

, 3*4

8Shârlraka-Bhâçya. II, 2, 1: Also Chhândogya-Bhâçya, V I
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Pradhäna account for the beauty, symmetry, order and harmony of
this great universe— internal and external? Again, how can Pradhäna
explain the original impetus, the first push, the élan which is supposed
to disturb the equilibrium of the three gunas? Mere clay, without a
potter, cannot fashion itself into a pot. Chariots cannot move without
horses etc. Why should Sänkhya hesitatingly admit that the initial
activity comes from the mere presence of the Purusa (puruça-sannidhimätra)? Why should it not frankly admit that it comes from the Con
scious Brahman?1 Again, the argument of Sänkhya that just as unintelli
gent milk Rows for the nourishment of the calf, similarly unintelligent
Prakfti works for the emancipation of the Purusa is untenable because
milk Rows as there is a living cow and a living calf and there is also
the motherly love in the cow for the calf. Again, because Prakfti is
regarded as an absolutely independent entity in itself it cannot be
related in any way to the indifferent Purusa who can neither energize
nor restrain it. Then, Prakfti should sometimes evolve and some
times should not evolve. Nor can the modification of Prakfti be com
pared to that of grass which turns into milk. Grass becomes milk only
when it is eaten by a milch cow, not when it lies uneaten or is eaten
by a bull.
Again, even if we grant activity to Pradhäna, it cannot explain the
teleology which Sänkhya takes to be immanent in nature. Unconscious
Pradhäna can have no purpose; indifferent neutral Purusa too can have
no purpose. If Sänkhya tries to solve the difficulty by pointing out that
Prakrti and Purusa combine like the blind and the lame and then Purusa,
like the magnet moving the iron, may move Prakrti to accomplish his
goal, it is mistaken, for the blind and the lame persons are both intelli
gent and active beings, while Prakrti is unconscious and Purusa is
indifferent. The simile of the magnet and the iron is also wrong. If the
mere presence of the Purusa is sufficient to move the Pradhäna, then
Purusa being always co-present, there should be perpetual movement.
Thus creation should have no beginning and no end. The liberation of
Purusa will also become impossible. Again, Prakrti and Purusa can
never be related. Prakrti is unconscious; Purusa is indifferent; and there
is no third principle, no tertium quid, to relate them. The chasm which
Sänkhya has created by postulating two independent and eternal enti
ties, one the subject and other the object, can never be bridged by it.
It must therefore recognize a higher conscious principle which trans
cends and yet gives meaning to and preserves at a lower level, the subjectobject duality.
Moreover, by regarding Pradhäna as a mere agent and Purusa as a
mere enjoyer, Sänkhya opens itself to the charge of vicarious suffering
which throws all moral responsibility overboard. Why should the
1Shäriraka-Bhäsya, II, 2, 2.
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Punica suffer for the actions of Pradhäna? And how can it be possible
that Prakjti knows only to do and not to enjoy?1
Brahman alone, therefore, is the cause and it is universally declared
to be so by all the Vedanta texts. The words like mahat, avyakta etc.
used in certain Upaniçads, e.g. in the Katha, do not denote the mahat
and avyakta of Sähkhya. They simply mean the potentiality of names
and forms in their cause Brahman. They are not independent of it.1
Sähkhya and Yoga are generally accepted by the wise as conducive to
the highest good. But these systems advocate dualism and cannot be
supported by the Shruti. The Shruti uses these words only in the sense
of knowledge and meditation respectively. Those doctrines of these
systems which do not clash with Advaita are accepted by us also.8
Shankara calls Sähkhya as the *principal opponent' (pradhäna-malla)
of the Vedanta and says that its refutation implies the refutation of
paramanukârana-vâda etc.4
Sähkhya, therefore, should let its Prakrti glide into Mäyä, its Prakjtiparinämaväda into Brahma-vivarta-väda, its satkäryaväda into satkärana-väda, its Purusa into jiva, its negative kaivalya into positively
blissful mokça, and should, instead of maintaining the plurality of
Purusas representing *a vast array of sad personalities’ and creating
an unbridgable chasm between the subject and the object, recognize
the non-dual Purusa, the Brahman transcending the subject-objcet
duality.
I ll
CRITICISM

OF A SA T -K Ä R YA V Ä D A

s h a n k a r a believes in sat-käryaväda but his interpretation of it is
different from that of Sähkhya. By it he really means satkäranaväda.
His view is known as vivartaväda. The effect, no doubt, must pre-exist
in the cause. But ultimately the effect is not something different from
the cause. The cause alone is real ; the effect is only its appearance.
Shankara agrees with the Shünyavädins and the Svatantra-Vijnânavädins in maintaining, against Sähkhya, that if the effect were real and
if it really pre-existed in the cause, then it is already an accomplished
fact and its production will be a vain repetition. He also agrees with
them, against Nyäya-Vaishesika, that if the effect were a non-entity, it
would be like a hare's horn and its production would be impossible.
We have seen that for the Svatantra-Vijnänavädin asatkäryaväda is a
misnomer for he does not advocate the production of a non-entity.
Reality itself, to him, is efficient causation.6 Shankara, however, agrees
with the Shünyavädin, against Svatantra-Vijnänavädin, in maintaining

1 Ibid,
1-3-

II, 2, 3-7: Also Prashna-Bhüçya, V I, 3. 1 Shârlraka-Bhà$ya, I, 1, 5-10; I, 4,
3 Ibid, II, I, 3. 4 Ibid, I, 4, 28. ‘ See Supra, p. 126.
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that causation in a real sense is an impossibility. Production cannot be
called ‘the own essence* of a thing for ultimately there can be neither
production nor destruction nor any momentary entity.
The effect, says Sharikara, can never exist independently and
outside of the cause either before or after its manifestation. Therefore
it cannot be said that the effect does not pre-exist in the cause. The
effect is only an appearance of the cause. Though the effect and the
cause are non-different, yet it is the effect which exists in and depends
on the cause and not vice versa.
We see that milk produces curd, clay produces pots and gold produces
ornaments. Curd cannot be produced from clay nor can pots be pro
duced from milk. But according to asatkaryaväda this should be possible
If it is rejoined that the cause has a certain peculiarity (atishaya)
according to which only certain effects can be produced from certain
causes, we reply that if this peculiarity means ‘the antecedent condition
of the effect*, asatkaryaväda is abandoned; and if it means ‘the power
of the cause to produce a particular determined effect*, then it must be
admitted that this power is neither different from the cause nor non
existent because if it were either, production would be impossible.
Again, the relation between the cause and the effect, like that between
substance and qualities, must be that of identity (tädätmya). It cannot
be of the nature of inherence (samaväya) because inherence will require
another relation to relate it to cause and effect and this relation
another relation and so on ad infinitum; or inherence itself will be
impossible for without being related to the two terms it cannot hang in
the air.
Again, according to asatkaryaväda, the effect and the cause can have
no connexion because connexion is possible only between two existent
entities and not between an existent and a non-existent entity or between
two non-existent entities. Nobody says that the son of a barren
woman was a king. He is a non-entity and never was or is or will be
a king.
Again, the theory that when the effect is produced the cause is
destroyed is absolutely wrong. The cause can never be destroyed. When
milk changes into curd, it is not destroyed. Nor is the seed destroyed
when it becomes the sprout. If the cause in the process of change is
destroyed, recognition will become impossible.
Hence it is impossible to produce an effect which is different from
its cause and which does not pre-exist in it even within a hundred years.1

1 Shâriraka-Bhâçya, II, i, 7, 9, 18; Gïtâ-Bhâçya, XVI I I , 48; Chhändogya-Bhä$ya,
V I , 2, 1-2; Brhadâranyaka-Bhâ$ya, I, 2, 1.
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IV
CRITICISM

OF THE

PARAM ÄNU-KÄRANA-VADA

OF N Y Ä Y A -V A IS H E S IK A

school maintains that the four substances (earth, water, fire and air)
in their subtle (amürta) form as causes are eternal and atomic. Akäsha,
though itself not atomic, binds the atoms together. The atoms of
Democritus are only quantitatively different, are in motion and make
up souls also. But the Vaishesika atoms are both quantitatively and
qualitatively different, are by nature at rest and are distinct from souls.
God assisted by the Unseen Power (adrsta) of the jivas generates motion
in the atoms. This motion (parispanda) joins two atoms together which
make a dyad (dvyanuka). Three such dyads make a triad (tryanuka).
Four dyads form a quartrad (chaturanuka) and so on till the gross objects
of the world aré produced. An atom is infinitesimal and spherical (parimandala); a dyad is minute (anu) and short (hrasva); and a triad and
others are great (mahat) and long (dirgha). The things produced are not
mere aggregates, but wholes composed of parts, the parts and the whole
being related by inherence (samäväya). The Vaishesika says that the
cause must transmit its qualities to the effect, e.g., white threads make
white cloth, and black threads make black cloth. Therefore conscious
Brahman cannot be the cause of the unconscious world. Atoms are its
cause.
Shankara in refuting this theory points out that it is not necessary for
the cause to transmit all its qualities to the effect. Even on the Vaishesika
hypothesis an atom which is spherical produces a dyad which is not
spherical, but minute and short; and a dyad produces a triad which is
neither minute nor short, but great and long. If this is so, why should
not the conscious Brahman produce an unconscious world?
Are the atoms essentially active or inactive or both or neither? If
active, then creation would become permanent; if inactive, then there
would be no creation; if both, the conception would be self-contradic
tory; and if neither, then their activity must come from outside and this
outside agency must be either seen or unseen; if seen, then it should not
exist before creation ; and if unseen, then it being always present near
the atoms, creation would become permanent and if the proximity of the
unseen to the atoms is denied, then creation would be impossible. In
all cases therefore there can be no creation from atoms.1

this

1 Shàriraka-Bhiçya, II, 2, 11-14.
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V
CRITICISM

OF THE

CATEGORIES

OF

N Y Ä Y A-VAISHESIKA

school assumes six categories (padärtha) which, unlike the
Aristotelian categories which are mere logical predicates, are meta
physical objects. These categories, says Shankara, are regarded as
absolutely different from one another, and still it is maintained that
qualities, actions etc. depend upon the substance. If so, then sub
stance alone should exist. I f in order to avoid this difficulty it is
maintained that substance and qualities are inseparably connected
(ayutasiddha), then this inseparable connection must be either in
space or in time or in itself, and none of these alternatives can support
the Vaishesika theory. If it is inseparable in space, then the Vaishesika
doctrine that ‘substances produce other substances and qualities other
qualities* will be upset. If it is inseparable in time, then the two horns
of a cow would be inseparably connected. If it is inseparable in itself,
then no distinction could be made between substance and qualities.1
Shankara, like Nägärjuna, Dharmaklrti and Shäntaraksita challenges
the distinction of parts and whole. The whole can be neither a mere
aggregate of parts nor can it be something apart from parts. The whole
cannot abide in all the parts taken together, for then it would not be
perceived as it is impossible to perceive all the parts. If it is said that the
whole abides in all the parts taken together through the help of other
parts, then it would lead to infinite regress as we would always be forced
to assume further parts. Again, the whole cannot abide in each separate
part because if it abides in one part, it cannot abide in another part, just
as Devadatta cannot be present at the same time in two different places.
Moreover, if the whole were present in separate parts, then they would
become so many ‘wholes*. But whereas for Dharmaklrti and Shäntaraksita, the whole is unreal and the parts alone are real, for Nägärjuna and
Shankara, both the whole and the parts are relative and therefore
ultimately unreal.2
The Vaishesika maintains that Atman is a substance which is unin
telligent in itself and becomes intelligent on account of its contact with
mind (manas). This, says Shankara, is highly absurd. To say that the
unqualified and indeterminate Atman really comes into contact with
something different from itself is to violate the established canon of logic.
Again, either the qualities of pleasure, pain etc. will be reduced to
the Atman and then they too will become permanent, or the Atman
will be reduced to the qualities and will become impermanent. By no
T

his

1 Ibid, II, 2, 17.

1 Ibid, II, I, 18.
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Stretch of reasoning can it be proved that the Atman can feel pleasure
or pain or that it is made up of parts or that it is changing.1
Action or motion (karma) is impossible and with it creation too is
impossible because the adrsta can produce no motion in the atoms. It
can inhere neither in the souls nor in the atoms. Hence there can be
neither creation nor dissolution.2
The universal is also ultimately unreal. We perceive no ‘universal
cow* in the individual cows. It is only the generic qualities that are
present in individual cows. If the ‘universal cow*, as a ‘whole’, is
present in each cow, then even the horns or the tail of a cow should yield
milk.3
Inherence too is impossible. Inherence (samaväya) is a category while
samyoga or conjunction is a quality, according to Nyâya-Vaishesika.
Inherence is regarded as an eternal, imperceptible, inseparable and real
relation subsisting between parts and whole, qualities and substance,
action and agent, universal and particular etc. A dyad is supposed to be
related to its two constituent atoms by this samaväya. Shankara, like
Chandrakîrti, Dharmakîrti and Shäntaraksita and like Zeno and Bradley,
points out that inherence must lead to infinite regress. Inherence, being
different from the two things which it relates, stands in need of another
inherence to relate it with them. This second inherence again requires
another inherence and so on ad infinitum. If it is maintained that sama
väya does not inhere in the samaväyin by another samaväya, but is
identical with it, then even samyoga should be regarded as identical with
the things it conjoins; and as both equally require another relation to
relate them to the two terms, no talk of calling samaväya a category and
samyoga a quality can remove the difficulty. Shankara’s point is that
a relation, whatever may be its nature and howsoever intimate it may be
regarded, can never be identical with the terms which it relates. If tx
and t2 are two terms which are to be related by r, the relation, then the
following difficulties are bound to occur:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

If r inheres in tlt it cannot relate it writh t2\
If r inheres in /2, it cannot relate it with
The same r cannot inhere in both and t2;
If r is absolutely different from tx and t2 and falls outside
both, then r itself becomes another term and requires a
further relation which can relate it with
and t2. Thus
infinite regress is sure to creep in.4

Thus we see that the distinction between samyoga and samaväya is
untenable. One and the same thing may be called by different names
1 Kena-Pada-Bhàçya, II, 4; M ândûkya-Kârikâ-Bhâçya, III, 5; Brhadàranyaka
Bhâ?ya, I. 4, 7. * Shärlraka-Bhä$ya, II, 2, 12. * Ibid, II, 1, 18. 4 Ibid, II, 2, 13.

according to different considerations. The same Devadatta may be
called a Brähmana, a learned man, a gentleman, a boy, a youth, an old
man, a father, a son, a grandson, a brother, a son-in-law etc. etc.
The six categories of the Vaishesika, therefore, are nothing but mere
assumption and if we proceed with mere assumptions there is nothing
to check us if we assume hundreds and thousands of categories instead
of six.1
VI
C R I T I C I S M O F T H E D O C T R I N E T H A T G O D IS
THE E F F I C I E N T CAUSE O N L Y

Yogins and some Vaishesikas and others hold that God is the
efficient cause only for He is the ruler of Primordial Matter and Souls.
This position, say Shankara, is untenable. If God is merely a ruler and
makes, according to His sweet will, some persons great, some ordinary
and others low, then He will be rightly charged of being actuated by par
tiality, attachment and hatred and hence He will be one like us and no
real God.2 Nor can the difficulty be removed by supposing that the
actions of persons and results given by God form a beginningless series
for then that series will be like a line of the blind led by the blind.
Moreover, God cannot be the ruler of Matter and Souls without being
connected with them and there can be no such connection. It cannot be
conjunction because God, Souls and Matter are regarded as infinite
and without parts. It cannot be inherence because it is impossible to
decide as to which is the abode and which the abiding thing. For us the
difficulty does not arise at all because we maintain the identity (tädätmya)
of the cause and the effect. Again, if Prakrti ceases for the liberated soul,
it must be finite and there would be nothing for God to rule. Moreover,
these three infinite principles will limit one another and will collapse
into a void. The infinite can be only one. Further, if Matter and Souls
are infinite, God cannot rule over them and then He will be neither
omniscient nor omnipotent.3
so m e

V II
C R I T I C I S M OF B R A H M A - P A R I N Ä M A - VADA

maintains Brahma-kärana-väda as he recognizes that
Brahman is the cause of the world. But his theory is called Brahmavivarta-väda because it takes the world to be only a phenomenal
appearance of Brahman. Shankara is opposed to Brahma-parinâmaväda. For him, the world is neither a real creation by Brahman nor
sh an kar a

' Ibid, II, 2, 17. * These objections arc urged by Shuntarakçita also.
pp. 127-128. * Shärlraka-Bhasya, II, ii, 37, 38, 41.
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See Supra,

a real modification of Brahman. Brahman associated with its power
Mäyä is the ground on which the phenomenal world is super-imposed.
When true knowledge dawns and the essential unity of the jïvâtman
with the Paramätman is realized, the world is sublated. Modification
or change in a realistic manner (satattvato'nyathä prathä), like the
change of gold into ornaments or of clay into pots or of milk into curd,
is called parinäma or vikära. Unreal change or seeming modification
(atattvato'nyathä prathä), like the appearance of water into waves,
bubbles, foam etc., is called vivarta. They are not, as Sarvajnätma
Muni rightly points out, absolutely opposed; parinämaväda logically
leads to vivartavada'which is only a step ahead of it.1 The world which
cannot be called real either in the beginning or in the end, must be
unreal in the middle also.
This entire diverse imiverse of names and forms, of agents and
enjoyers, of space, time and causality, says Shankara, proceeds from
that omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent cause, the Brahman which
alone is the creator, preserver and destroyer of it.8 Brahman is the
material cause as well as the efficient cause. All the sacred texts which
declare Brahman as undergoing modification or change (parinäma) do
not at all mean a real modification or change as it is illogical. Their real
aim is to teach that the world is only a phenomenal appearence of
Brahman which is in fact beyond all plurality and phenomena and which
is the same as the Real Self. Thus Ishvara or Saguija Brahman associated
with Mäyä is the cause of this world.*
Shankara gives some of the objections raised by Shäntaraksita and
others and refutes them. He says that some people object to the simile
given in some Upanisads that just as a spider produces, maintains and
devours a cob-web, similarly Brahman creates, maintains and destroys
this world. They say that a spider, on account of its desire to eat small
insects, emits saliva which produces the web. What such desire and
what external means can Brahman have?4 T o this we reply that creation
is not something ultimately real. It is only an appearance, Moreover,
Brahman being Consciousness can need no other external means except
its own potency, Mäyä. Again, it is objected that Ishvara cannot be the
creator of this world for then the charges of inequality and cruelty
will be levelled against Him. Why should He make some people happy
and others miserable? Is He not partial to some and prejudiced against
others?* We reply that He cannot be so charged. The Shruti and the
Smjti declare that the inequality in the creation is due to the merits
and demerits of the creatures. Just as a cloud rains the same water,
though different seeds fructify according to their different potentialities,
1 vivartavftdasya hi pQrvabhQmir ved&ntaväde pario&mav&dab. 1 Shärlraka-Bh&tya
I, 1 , 2. • Ibid, II, I, 27. 4 Ibid, II, I, 25; Com pare Shäntaraksita’s objections,
Supra, pp. 127-128. 1 Ibid, II, I, 34-35; Com pare Sh&ntarakçita’s objections.
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similarly Ishvara is the common cause of creation, though different
creatures reap different fruits on account of the difference in their
actions. The objection that before creation merits and demerits do not
exist is invalid, for creation has no beginning. Actions and inequality,
therefore, like seeds and sprouts, are both cause and effect.1 But it should
be remembered that ultimately creation is an impossibility. Shankara
agrees with the Shünyavädins and with Gaudapäda here. Brahman is
the only Reality. It cannot be produced from itself because there can be
neither any peculiarity (atishaya) nor any change (vikära) in the eternal.
It cannot be produced from anything other than itself for every other
thing except Brahman is non-existent and unreal.3 Again, why should
Brahman really create? It has no desire or ambition to fulfil. If it has,
it is not perfect. No desire or ambition of Brahman can be proved either
by independent reasoning or by Shruti. (Äptakämasya kä spfhä?).
Therefore it must be remembered, says Shankara, that whenever we talk
of creation, we do not mean real creation; we mean only a phenomenal
appearance of Brahman due to Avidyä and this creation-appearance is
real only as long as Avidyä lasts.3 When Avidyä is removed by right
knowledge, God, the Ruler, Soul, the Enjoyer, and World, the Enjoyed
— all are merged in the Highest Brahman.4
VIII
C R I T I C I S M OF J A I N I S M

Jainas believe in the theory of Relativity called the Sapta-bhanginaya or the Syädväda: (i) Relatively, it is; (2) Relatively, it is not;
(3) Relatively, it both is and is not; (4) Relatively, it is indescribable;
(5) Relatively, it is and is indescribable; (6) Relatively, it is not and is
indescribable; (7) Relatively, it both is and is not and is also indes
cribable. They also say that a thing may be one as well as many, eternal
as well as momentary.
Shankara, like Dharmakirti and Shäntaraksita, bitterly criticizes this
theory. He points out that contradictory attributes like existence and
non-existence, unity and plurality, eternity and momentariness etc.
cannot belong to the same thing, just as light and darkness cannot remain
at the same place or just as the same thing cannot be hot and cold at the
same time. According to this view, the theory of Syädväda itself may
not be correct. Relativity cannot be sustained without the Absolute
which is rejected by the Jainas. The theory looks like the words of a
lunatic. Again, the judgments cannot be indescribable, for they are
clearly set forth. T o describe them and to say that they are indescribable
is a contradiction in terms.6
th e

»Ibid. 1 Ibid, II, 3. 9. 3 Ibid, II, I, 33. * Ibid, III, 2, 13. 6 Ibid, II, 2, 33; Compare
with the arguments of Dharm akirti and Shântarakçita, Supra, p. 131.
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IX
C R I Ï I C I S M OF B U D D H ISM

(a) Criticism of the Sarvästiväda School:— This is the most important
School of Hînayâna. It is divided, according to Shankara, into two major
schools— the Vaibhâçika and the Sauträntika. The former attaches itself
to Vibhäsa, a Commentary on an Abhidharma work and may be called
présentâtionism or naïve realism as it maintains the independent
existence of mind and matter. The latter attaches itself to the Sutra
and may be called representationism or critical realism as it maintains
that the existence of external objects is inferred through mental presen
tations, even as eating of good food is inferred through corpulence
or a country is inferred through language. But both these schools are
equally realistic and reduce mind to fleeting ideas and matter to fleeting
sensations.
Shankara takes both these schools under the name of ‘Sarvästiväda*
and says that its followers hold that external reality is either element
(bhüta) or elemental (bhautika) and that internal reality is either mind
(chitta) or mental (chaitta). Earth, water, fire and air are elements.
Colour etc. and the sense-organs like eye etc. are elemental. The internal
world consists of the five skandhas— of sensation, idea, feeling, con
ception and forces.
Shankara objects that these two types of aggregates— external as well
as internal— can never be formed at all The unintelligent momentary
atoms and the momentary skandhas cannot form any systematic whole.
No intelligent principle— enjoyer or ruler— which may unite these
aggregates is admitted by the opponents. If it is urged that the momen
tary vijnäna unites the aggregates, it is untenable, for the vijnäna must
come into existence in the first moment and must unite the aggregates
in the second moment which would mean that the vijnäna exists at least
for two moments and is therefore not momentary. Nor can the aggre
gates be formed on account of Dependent Causation, for in the Wheel
of Causation each preceding link is the immediate efficient cause o f
the succeeding link only, not of the whole series. The momentary atoms
too cannot combine by themselves. When it is impossible even for the
permanent atoms of the Vaishesika to combine, it is more so with the
atoms in Buddhism which are momentary.1
Again, the Buddhists maintain that existence arises from non
existence, that a seed must be destroyed before a sprout can spring up
or milk must be destroyed before curd can come into being. Shankara
replies that an entity can never arise from a nonentity. Had it been so
1 Ibid, II, a, 26.
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anything would arise from anything. Nothing can originate from the
horns of a hare. And even when Buddhists themselves admit that
aggregates arise from atoms and mental states from the skandhas, why
should they confuse the world with worse than useless contradictions?1
(6)
Criticism of the Theory of Momentariness (ksanabhanga-väda):—
T h e antecedent link in the causal series, says Shankara, cannot even be
regarded as the efficient cause of the subsequent link because, according
to the theory of momentariness, the preceding link ceases to exist when
the subsequent link arises. If it is urged that the antecedent moment when
fully developed (parinispannâvasthah) becomes the cause of the sub
sequent moment, it is untenable, because the assertion that a fully
developed moment has a causal efficiency necessarily presupposes its
connection with the second moment and this repudiates the theory of
universal momentariness. Again, if it is urged (as is done by the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins) that the mere existence of the preceding moment
means its causal efficiency (bhâva evâsya vyâpârah),this too is impossible,
because no effect can arise without imbibing the nature of the cause and
to admit this is to admit that the cause is permanent as it continues to
exist in the effect and thus to throw overboard the doctrine of momen
tariness.
Again, are production and destruction the nature of a thing (vastunah
svarüpameva) or another state of it (avasthäntaram vä) or a different
thing (vastvantarameva vä)? All these alternatives are impossible. In the
first case, production and destruction would become synonymous with
the thing itself. Again, if it is said that production is the beginning, thing
is the middle, and destruction is the end, then a thing, being connected
with three moments, would not be momentary. And if it be maintained
that production and destruction are two absolutely different things like
a horse and a buffalo, then the thing, being different from production
and destruction would become permanent. Again, if production and
destruction are regarded as perception and non-perception, then too,
perception and non-perception, being the attributes of the perceiving
mind and not of the thing, the thing would become permanent. In
all cases therefore the theory of momentariness is entirely untenable.
Again, if the opponent says that things arise without a cause, he violates
his own statement that things arise depending on causes and conditions.
Then anything may arise out of anything. And if the opponent says
that the preceding cause lasts only up to the arising of the succeeding
effect, this would imply that the cause and the effect are simultaneous.
Again, there can be neither conscious destruction (pratisankhyänirodha, e.g., of a jar by a stick), nor unconscious destruction (apratisankhyänirodha, e.g., the decay of things), because these can relate them
selves neither to the series (santâna-gochara) as in all the series the
1 Ibid.
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members are causally related in an uninterrupted manner, nor to the
members of the series (bhäva-gochara) as a momentary thing cannot be
completely annihilated because it is recognized in different states as
having a connected existence.
Again, if Ignorance is destroyed by Right Knowledge, then the Bud
dhistic doctrine that universal destruction is going on without any cause
is given up ; and if it is destroyed by itself, then the Buddhistic teaching
pertaining to the ‘Path’ to help the destruction of Ignorance becomes
futile. Moreover, bondage and liberation are also impossible. If the soul
is momentary, whose is the bondage and whose is the liberation? Again,
there will be vicarious liability in moral life. He who performs an act
will lose its fruit and another will have to reap it.
The fact of memory and recognition gives a death-blow to the theory
of momentariness. The past is recognized and remembered in the present
and this implies the existence of a permanent synthesizing subject
without whom knowledge shall always remain an impossibility. Identity
cannot mean similarity. Even similarity requires a permanent subject
who knows two things to be similar. When the Buddhist himself recog
nizes all his successive cognitions, till he breathes his last, as belonging
to the same Self, should he not tremble in maintaining shamelessly the
doctrine of momentariness?1 Everything may be doubted but the self
can never be doubted for the very idea of doubt presupposes the self.
Indeed, when philosophers fail to admit a self-evident fact, they may
try to uphold their view and refute the view of their opponents, but in
doing this, they entangle themselves in mere words and, honestly
speaking, they convince neither their opponents nor even themselves.*
(c)
Criticism of *Vijnänaväda' (really of Svatantra-Vijnänaväda):— By
the term ‘Vijnänaväda*, Shankara really means ‘Svatantra-Vijnäna
väda*. These Buddhists, says Shankara, maintain the existence of
momentary ideas only. They say that Buddha taught the reality of the
external world to his inferior disciples who cling to this world, while to
his superior disciples he gave his real teaching that ultimate reality
is the momentary vijhäna only. Shankara, taking his stand mainly
on the Älambanapariksä of Dinnäga, exposes the Buddhist view as
follows :
If external things exist they should be either atoms or aggregates of
atoms like posts etc. And both are impossible. Atoms cannot be perceived
and their aggregates can be regarded neither as identical with nor as
different from the atoms. It is the ideas themselves which appear as
different external objects, as a post, a wall, a pot, a cloth etc. The fact
that the idea is identical with the external object is proved also by the
rule that the internal idea and the external object are always experienced
simultaneously— esse est prescipi (sahopalambhaniyama). There is also
1 Ibid, II, 2, 20-25.
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a Ibid, II, 2, 25.

no difference between waking and dreaming states. Just as in states like
dreams, magical illusions, mirage, sky-castles, etc. etc., it is the ideas
themselves which appear as objects though there are no external objects,
similarly in waking state too the ideas themselves appear as external
objects. The plurality of the ideas is due the beginningless impressions
(anädi väsanä), and not due to the plurality of the so-called external
objects. In the beginningless samsara ideas and impressions succeed
each other, like seeds and sprouts, as causes and effects.
Shankara vehemently criticizes this view. According to him it is
subjective idealism. And the tragedy is heightened by the fact that ideas
are regarded as momentary. Shankara’s standpoint here is that of
psychological realism which is compatible with Absolute Idealism. The
external world must exist because we perceive it. If things and ideas are
presented together it does not mean they are identical. If objects depend
on the mind it does not mean that they are a part of the mind. T o be
perceived by the mind is not to be a portion of the mind. The arguments
of the Buddhist in denying the external world though he is himself
experiencing it, are like the words of a person who while he is eating
and feeling satisfied, says he is not eating or feeling satisfied. We
perceive a black cow and a white cow. Now, the attributes of blackness
and whiteness may differ but cowness remains the same. Similarly in
‘cognition of ajar’ and ‘cognition of a cloth*, jar and cloth being objects
differ while consciousness remains the same. This proves that ideas and
o b je c t s a r e d is t in c t .1

If the Buddhist replies that he is not denying the consciousness of
objects but he is only asserting that he perceives no object apart from
consciousness, he is only making a purely arbitrary statement which he
cannot prove by any sound argument. Nobody is conscious of his
perception only, but everybody perceives external objects like post, wall
etc. Even the Buddhist while explicitly denying the external object
implicitly accepts it. Dinnäga says that ‘internal consciousness itself
appears as if it is something external*.2Now, if there is no external world,
how can he say that consciousness appears as if it is something external?
Indeed, no sane person says that Visnumitra appears like the son of
a barren woman. There can be no hypothetical without a categorical
basis. Possibility always involves actuality.3 The possibility or impossi
bility of things can be determined only through means of right knowledge.
Means of right knowledge themselves do not depend on pre-conceived
possibility or impossibility. That is possible which can be proved by
any valid means of cognition like perception etc. And that is impossible
which cannot be so proved. Now, the external objects are apprehended
1 Ib id , II, 2 , 28. taamâd arthajfiânayor bhedafr.
* ‘yadantarjneyarûpam tad bahirvad
avabh&sate’. Ibid. T h is is the first-half o f the sixth verse o f the Alambana-Parïkçâ
o f D innäga, quoted by Shankara. * Ibid.
2 55

by all valid means of cognition. How can their existence be then
legitimately denied?1
Shankara also quotes a verse from Dharmakirti to the effect that
‘non-dual consciousness itself is wrongly viewed as if it appears as the
subject-object duality’.2 Shankara criticizes this view also from the same
standpoint from which he criticizes that of Dinnâga. He objects to the
phrase *as if external'. He points out that the Buddhists should say that
Consciousness appears as the external world, and not that it appears
as if it is something external.3 Thus Shankara himself admits that the
entire subject-object universe is only an appearance of the Atman which
is Pure Consciousness. His point is simply to reject subjective idealism
and to emphasize the phenomenal reality of the external world.
Shankara also emphasizes that the dream state and the waking state
cannot be placed on a par. These states are entirely different. Things
seen in a dream are sublated in the waking state. Their falsity and
illusory character are realized when the dreamer awakes. But the things
like posts, walls etc. seen in the waking state are not so contradicted or
sublated. Dreams are private; waking life is public. Dreams are remem
bered; things in waking life are directly perceived. They cannot be
treated on the same level on the pretext that both are equally experienced
through consciousness. Even the Buddhist himself realizes the acute
difference between the two and what is directly experienced cannot be
refuted by mere intellectual jugglery.4
Again, the Buddhistic assertion that the plurality uf ideas is due to the
plurality of impressions and not due to the plurality of external objects
is also wrong, because if the external objects do not exist then impres
sions themselves cannot arise. And even if these impressions are held to
be beginningless, this position is like a series of the blind, leading to the
fallacy of infinte regress and at once negating all practices of this world.
Moreover, impressions being mental modifications require a substratum
to inhere and in the Buddhistic view there is no such substratum.5
Älayavijnäna too which is held to be momentary cannot be, like indi
vidual cognitions (pravrttivijnänas), the substratum of impressions.6
Shankara says that his criticism of the theory of momentariness
equally applies to this school also.7 Momentary ideas cannot ideate
themselves. There must be a permanent self to synthesize the fleeting
ideas and give them a unity and a meaning. The preceding and the
succeeding ideas become extinct as soon as they become objects o f
consciousness. They can neither apprehend nor be apprehended. Hence
1 Ibid.
l 'avibhâgo'pi buddhyâtmà viparyâsitadarshanaib- grâhyagrâhakasamvittibhedavän iva lak$yate’. (Pramanavàrtika, III, 354). Quoted in Upadesha-Sâhasrî,
XVIII, 142. * bahirevävabhäsata iti yuktam abhyupagantum na tu bahirvad
avabhâsata iti, Shârïraka-Bhâçya, II, 2, 28.
4 na shakyate vaktum mithyâ jägaritopalabdhir upalabdhitvät svapnopalabdhivat ityubhayor antaram svayam anubhavatä.
Ibid, II, 2, 29. * Ibid, II, 2, 30. • Ibid, II, 2, 31. 7 Ibid, II, 2, 31.

the various Buddhistic theories like the theory that fleeting ideas succeed
one another, the theory of momentariness, the theory of the Unique
Particular and the General, the theory that the preceding idea leaves an
impression which causes the succeeding idea to arise, the theory of
Ignorance, the theory of Existence and Nón-Existence of things, the
theory of Bondage and Liberation etc. all crumble down.1
If the Buddhist replies that the idea is self-conscious and is appre
hended by itself like a luminous lamp, he is wrong, for to say that the
momentary idea illuminates itself is as absurd as to say that fire burns
itself. If he again urges that to say that an idea is apprehended by some
thing else is to involve oneself in infinite regress as this something else
would require another thing to apprehend it, and therefore the only way
to avoid this infinite regress is to maintain that an idea is'self-luminous
like a lamp, both these arguments put forth by him are fallacious. In
fact it is only the permanent self which apprehends the manifold ideas
and synthesizes them into a unity and which may be regarded selfluminous like a lamp needing nothing else for its illumination. But an
idea cannot be so regarded. An idea is apprehended by the self. An idea,
therefore, is just like an object in relation to the knowing self which is
the subject. As the self which apprehends the ideas requires nothing else
for its own apprehension, the charge of infinite regress does not arise at
all. And so the second objection also becomes ineffective. The self alone
is the knowing subject; an idea is only a known object. The witnessing
self is a self-evident fact. Its existence is self-proved and can never be
denied.2 Moreover, the view that a momentary idea, like a lamp, mani
fests itself without being illuminated by the self, means that knowledge
is possible without a knowing subject. It is as absurd as to maintain that
a thousand lamps manifest themselves inside a deep impenetrable rock.3
I f the Buddhist says that by idea he means consciousness and that we
Vedântins too who accept the ultimate reality of consciousness, accept
his view, he is utterly mistaken, because for us an idea is only like an
object requiring for its manifestation the self-luminous Self which is the
knower. Again, if the Buddhist rejoins that our witnessing Self which
is self-luminous and self-proved is only his idea in disguise, he is wrong,
because, whereas his ideas are momentary and manifold and are no
better than a scattered chaos, originating and dying away, our Self, on
the other hand, is non-dual and permanent and is the ultimate knowing
subject which synthesizes these scattered ideas into a unity and gives
them a meaning.4 Therefore we see that the difficulty in Buddhism is
not removed even if we grant self-consciousness to the vijnânas, for the
vijnänas being momentary and manifold will only add to confusion.
It is only the Self, the permanent knower and the eternal seer whose
1 Ibid, II, 2, 28. 2 svayarhsiddhasya cha sâkçipo'pratyâkhyeyatvât, Ibid.
4 vijftânasyotpattipradhvamsànekatvâdivisheçavattvàbhyupagamàt. Ibid.
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sight is never destroyed.1 Even hundreds of Buddhists cannot disprove
the self-proved self nor can they replace it by their momentary idea,
just as a dead person cannot be brought back to life again.2
These Buddhists believe, says Shankara, that knowledge itself
(dhlreva), being self-luminous consciousness (chitsvarüpävabhäsakatvena), appears in its own form as subject (sväkärä) as well as in the form
of external objects (visayäkärä cha), that it is the idea (vijnäna) itself
which manifests itself as subject and as object (grähyagrähakäkärä),
and that this transparent (svachchhïbhütam) and momentary (ksanikam)
idea (vijnänam) ultimately transcends the subject-object duality
(grähyagrähaka-vinirmuktam).3
All these assumptions, says Shankara, are obstacles to the Vedic path
leading to the Highest Good.4 The illumination o f a lamp is not its own ;
it comes from the self. In this respect there is no difference between
a pot and a lamp for both are equally objects. Thus the momentary
vijnäna which is only an object to the self which knows it, cannot manifest
itself as the subject-object duality. The momentary vijnänas must be
known by the self (vijnänasyäpi chaitanyagrähyatvät). This self which
knows the manifold vijnänas and gives them unity and meaning, is
different from them and is the only light or the self-luminous knower.6
If the ideas alone were real, then they would be synonymous with pots,
cloths etc. for they are all objects to the knowing-self.6 This would lead
to the abolition of the distinction between subject and object, means
and end, actions and results and would further lead to the annihilation
of all phenomenal practices (sarva-samvyavahäralopaprasangah). Bon
dage and Liberation would be impossible. The sacred texts of the
Buddhists would be useless (upadesha-shästränarthakyaprasangah) and
their authors would have to be regarded as ignorant (tatkarturajnänaprasangah). There would be also vicarious liability (akrtäbhyägama) and
destruction of deeds (krtavipranäsha). If the self-conscious vijnäna is
the only reality and there is no self, then the qualities of momentariness,
soullessness etc. would not be imposed on it. Nor can these qualities be
regarded as a part of the vijnäna for it is impossible that qualities like
suffering etc. which are enjoyed should be a part of the vijnäna which
is the enjoyer. Nor can these qualities be natural to vijnäna for if they
were so, it would be impossible to remove suffering etc. and then libera
tion would be impossible. Nor can the annihilation of the vijnäna be
regarded as the cessation of suffering etc. for surely if a person who is
pierced by a deadly thorn dies, he cannot be said to have been cured of
the pain produced by that thorn. Death, certainly, is not the remedy of
a disease.7
1 Bfhadâraoyaka-Bhâçya, IV , 3, 30; IV , 4, 25; MundaJca-Bhâçya, I, 1, 6, Kena-PadaBhâçya, II, 4.
* Prashna-Bhâçya, V I, 2.
* Bfhadäraijyaka-Bhä^ya, IV , 3, 7 .
4 Ibid. 4 vijftänasya grahïtâ sa âtmâ jyotir antaram vijfiânàt. * Ibid. 7 Ibid.
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Now, it will be easy to see that the view which Shankara exposes and
criticizes under the name of ‘Vijnänaväda* is in fact Svatantra-Vijnänaväda. We do not find any reference to the doctrines of Lankävatära,
Asahga and Vasubandhu. But we find that Shankara has quoted half-a
verse from Dinnaga, one verse from Dharmakirti and has often referred
to the views of Shântarakçita without however mentioning the names
o f any. We also see that his exposition of ‘Vijnänaväda* is in fact a
correct and a clear exposition of Svatantra-Vijnänaväda. We should also
remember that Svatantra-Vijnanavadins were his immediate prede
cessors. All those facts support our view that the so-called criticism of
‘Vijnänaväda* by Shankara is really the criticism of the SvatantraVijnänaväda School; the real Vijnäna-väda of Asanga and Vasubandhu
is not refuted by it.
(d)
Advance on Vijhänaväda and on Gaudapäda:— It may be pointed
out however that in regard to those views which Vijnänaväda shares in
common with Svatantra-Vijnänaväda, Shankara's criticism applies to
Vijnänaväda also. But it is very important to note that here Shankara’s
criticism loses much of its force. The Alambana-Panksa of Dinnâga is
not a very original work. Almost all its ideas are based on Vasubandhu’s
works. We know that Vasubandhu in his Vimshatikä and in his Bhä$ya
on it criticized the atoms of the Vaishesikas and of the Vaibha$ikas.
W e also know that he declared external objects to be inside conscious
ness. We also know that he placed dream state and waking state almost
on equal footing.1 We also know that Gaudapäda too agreed completely
with Vasubandhu in many respects.* Shankara*s criticism, therefore,
applies in some respects to Vasubandhu and Gaudapäda. But we say
that this criticism loses much of its force because, firstly, Vasubandhu
and Gaudapäda do not deny the objectivity of the external world, as the
objects appear as objects to the knowing subject, and secondly, because
they hold pure Consciousness which is the same as the self-luminous
Self to be the permanent background of all phenomena. Their view is
not subjective idealism. It is absolutism.8 When it is maintained that
pure and permanent Consciousness, which is self-luminous and which
transcends the subject-object duality, is the only reality and that the
world is only its appearance, the criticism of Shankara falls off the mark
because he himself believes in this view.
T he difference between Vasubandhu and Gaudapäda on the one
hand, and Shankara on the other, is not the difference of kind but only
of degree. The difference is only of emphasis. We know that Vasubandhu
and Gaudapäda distinguish between the illusory (parkalpita) and the
relative (paratantra) aspects. They place these two states on a par only
in order to emphasize the ultimate unreality of the world. Shankara, on
the other hand, is keen— and herein his greatness lies— to emphasize
1 See Supra, pp. 103-104. * See Supra, pp. 233-235. JSee Supra, pp. n o and 235.
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the phenomenal reality of the world. Secondly, he wants to prove the
unreality of the external world not by saying that it does not fall outside
consciousness but by saying that it is essentially false (mithyä) because
it can be described neither as existent nor as non-existent (sadasadanirvachaniya). We have seen that this doctrine was accepted by Gaudapäda
and Shünyaväda. Thirdly, in Shankara Vasubandhu’s Vijnaptimätra
gives place to Brahman or Ätman, Älayavijnäna to Ishvara, Klista
Manovijnäna to Jiva, Visayavijnapti to Jagat, and Parinama to Vivarta.
«Shankara in fact develops the ideas found in Shünyaväda, Vijnänaväda
and Gaudapäda almost to perfection and spotless purity.
Shahkara’s criticism therefore, applies and is intended by him to apply,
with full force to Svatantra-Vijnänaväda only which degrades Conscious
ness merely to momentary and manifold ideas.
(e)
Criticism of Shünyaväda:— Shankara takes the word ‘Shünya* in
the sense of mere negation and says that Shünyaväda which is pure
nihilism is contradicted by all valid means of cognition. It stands selfcondemned. The Shünyavädin, says Shankara, cannot legitimately
negate all phenomenal practices unless he finds some higher truth
(anyattattva). Shankara therefore summarily dismisses Shünyaväda
taking it to be below criticism.1 But really Shünyaväda does admit such
higher truth (Tattva)2 and is absolutism.
(/) General Criticism of Buddhism:— The more we examine the
Buddhistic system, says Shankara, the more it gives way like a well dug
in sand. It has no solid foundation. There is no truth in it. It can serve
no useful purpose. Buddha by teaching three mutually contradictory
systems of Bähyärthaväda, Vijnänaväda and Shünyaväda, has proved it
beyond doubt that either he was fond of making contradictory state
ments or his hatred of people made him teach three contradictory
doctrines so that people may be utterly confused and deluded by accep
ting them. Therefore all persons who desire the Good should at once
reject Buddhism.3
We thus see that Shankara’s attitude towards Buddhism is that o f
hatred and animosity. He uses harsh words for Buddha and for Bud
dhists. The spirit of Gaudapäda is gone. As for his criticism of Bud
dhism we may make the following remarks: Shankara finds it easy to
dismiss Shünyaväda taking the word Shünya in its popular sense o f
pure negation or void. When he remarks that Shünyaväda cannot dismiss
the world as pure negation nor even as relative existence unless it finds
some higher truth (tattva), he takes it for granted that it has no such
higher truth. But our entire treatment of Shünyaväda bears ample
witness to the fact that Shünyaväda declares the world to be relative
1 ShQnyavadipakçastu sarvapramâQavipratiçiddha iti tan nirfikaranâya nàdarah kriyate,
na hyayam sarvapramànapraaiddho lokavyavahàro'nyat-tattvam anadhigam ya
shakyate'panhotum. Shàriraka-Bhâçya, II, 2, 3 1; Brhadâraçyaka-Bhâçya, IV , 3, 7.
9M âdhyam ika-Kârikâ, X V II I, 9. * Shârîraka-Bhàçya, II, 2, 32.
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and therefore ultimately unreal only because it emphatically believes
in the reality of the higher truth or Tattva which it calls Paramârtha.
Shankara, therefore» only avoids Shünyaväda. We have also noticed that
Shankara does not refute real Vijnänaväda. So far as Bähyärthaväda or
Sarvästiväda is concerned we know that this school of Hinayäna was
bitterly criticized by the Mahâyânists themselves and Shankara’s
criticism against it cannot be regarded as altogether new or original»
although it is perfectly valid. The full force of Shankara's criticism is
therefore directed against the Svatantra-Vijnänaväda school» especially
against its theory of momentariness. The criticism is fully justified.
We have noticed Shankara's dialectical criticism of the various
schools of philosophy where we have also explained Shankara's own
standpoint. We now turn to his exposition of his own philosophy.
X
M A Y Ä AND BRAHMAN

is a famous saying that the entire system of Advaita Vedanta
may be summarized in half a verse which runs as follows: Brahman is
the only Reality; the world is ultimately false; and the individual soul is
non-different from Brahman.1 Brahman and Atman or the Supreme
Self are synonymous terms. The world is a creation of Mâyâ. The
individual selves on account of their inherent Avidyâ imagine themselves
as different from Brahman and mistake Brahman as this world of
plurality, even as we mistake a rope as a snake. Avidyâ vanishes at the
dawn of knowledge— the supra-relational direct and intuitive knowledge
o f the non-dual self which means liberation.
The words Mâyâ, Avidyâ, Ajnäna, Adhyäsa, Adhyäropa, Anirvachaniya, Vivarta, Bhränti, Bhrama, Näma-rüpa, Avyakta, Aksara,
Bijashakti, Müla-prakrti etc. are recklessly used in Vedanta as very
nearly synonymous. O f these Mâyâ, Avidyâ, Adhyäsa and Vivarta
are very often used as interchangeable terms. There are two schools
among later Advaitins divided on the question whether Mâyâ and
Avidyâ are identical or different. The general trend of the Advaitins
including Shankara himself has been to treat these two terms as
synonymous and to distinguish between the two aspects of Mâyâ
or Avidyâ which are called ävarana and viksepa, the former being the
negative aspect of concealment and the latter the positive aspect of
projection. The advocates of the other school who treat Mâyâ and
Avidyâ as different say that Mâyâ is something positive, though abso
lutely dependent on and inseparable from Brahman, which provides a
medium for the reflection of Brahman and for the projection of this
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1 brahma satyam jagan mithyâ jîvo brahmaiva nâparalj.
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world, being an essentially indistinguishable power (shakti) of Brahman,
while Avidyä is entirely negative in character, being pure ignorance or
absence of knowledge of Reality. Secondly, Maya, the cosmic power of
projection, conditions Ishvara who is not affected by Avidyä; while
Avidyä, the individual ignorance, conditions the Jïva. Brahman reflected
in Mäyä is the Ishvara and Brahman reflected in Avidyä is the Jiva.1
Hence, though the individual ignorance is dispelled by knowledge,
Mäyä, being the inherent nature of Brahman, cannot be so dispelled,
Thirdly, Mäyä is made mostly of sattva, while Avidyä is made of
all the three— sattva, rajas and tamas. But really speaking the two
schools are not opposed. Whether Mäyä is called the cosmic and
positive power of projection and Avidyä the individual and negative
ignorance, or Mäyä and Avidyä are treated as synonymous and as
having two aspects of concealment and projection, the fundamental
position remains the same. Further, both the schools agree that Ishvara
is ever free from the negative aspect of Ignorance and that in Him
sattva preponderates. Hence, whether concealment is called Avidyä
or Tülävidyä and projection Mäyä or Mülävidyä, the difference is only
in words.
Shankarächärya brings out the following characteristics of Mäyä
or Avidyä :
(1) Like the Prakrti of Sähkhya, it is something material and
unconscious (jadä) as opposed to Brahman (Purusa in the case
of Sänkhya) which is Pure Consciousness, though unlike
Prakrti, it is neither real nor independent.
(2) It is the inherent Power or Potency (shakti) of Brahman. It
is coeval with Him. It is absolutely dependent on and insepar
able from Brahman. It is non-different (ananyä) from Him.
The relation of Mäyä and Brahman is unique and is called
tädätmya; it is neither identity nor difference nor both.
Mäyä is energized and acts as a medium of the projection
of this world of plurality on the non-dual ground of Brahman.
(3) It is beginningless (anädi).
(4) It is something positive (bhävarüpä), though not real. It is
called positive in order to emphasize the fact that it is not
merely negative. It has two aspects. In its negative aspect it
conceals (ävarana) Reality and acts as a screen to hide it.
In its positive aspect it projects (viksepa) the world o f
plurality on the Brahman-Ground. It is non-apprehension
as well as misapprehension.
(5) It is indescribable and indefinable for it is neither real nor
unreal nor both (sadasadanirvachaniyä). It is not real, for it
has no existence apart from Brahman; it is.not unreal, for
1 käryopädhir ayam jïval? kàranopàdhir Ishvara!?.
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(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)

it projects the world of appearance. It is not real, for it
vanishes at the dawn of knowledge; it is not unreal, for it
is true as long as it lasts. It is not real to constitute a limit
to Brahman and yet it is real enough to give rise to the world
of appearance. And it is not both real and unreal, for this
conception is self-contradictory.
It has a phenomenal and relative character (vyävahärikasattä).
It is an appearance only (vivarta).
It is of the nature of superimposition (adhyäsa). It is an error
(bhränti) like that of a 'rope-snake* or a 'shell-silver1. It is the
superimposition upon one thing of the character of another
thing. It is wrong cognition or misapprehension.
It is removable by Right Knowledge (vijnänanirasyä). When
Vidya dawns Avidyä vanishes. When the rope is known, the
‘rope-snake* vanishes.
Its locus (ashraya) as well as object (visaya) is Brahman and
yet Brahman is really untouched by it, even as a magician is
uneffected by his magic or the colourless äkäsha is untouched
by the dark colour attributed to it.

It is self-evident, says Shankara, that the subject and the object are
absolutely opposed to each other like light and darkness. The subject is
Pure Consciousness; the object is Unconsciousness. The one is the
ultimate T ; the other is the ‘non-I*. Neither these two nor their attri
butes can, therefore, be identified. Yet it is the natural and common
practice of people that they wrongly superimpose the object and its
attributes upon the subject and vice versa the subject and its attributes
upon the object. This co-mingling of the subject and the object, this
mixing up of truth and error, this coupling of the real and the unreal
(satyânite mithunîkrtya) is called superimposition (adhyäsa) or error
(bhrama) or illusion (mäyä) or ignorance (avidyä). All definitions of
error agree in maintaining that error is the superimposition of one thing
on another, e.g., the superimposition of silver on shell or the illusion of
the moons on a single moon. This superimposition the learned call
‘ignorance*, and the realization of the true nature of reality by discarding
error, they call ‘knowledge*. This transcendental Ignorance is the pre
supposition of all practices of this phenomenal world. Superimposition,
therefore, is the notion of a thing in something else (atasmin tadbuddih).
T h is unreal beginningless cycle of superimposition goes on leading to
the false notions of the agent and the enjoyer and to all phenomenal
practices. The study of the Vedanta texts is undertaken in order to free
oneself from this false notion of superimposition and thereby realize the
essential unity of the Self.1 This superimposition is not secondary or
1 Shixirtka-Bh&tya, I, 1, 1, Introduction.
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figurative (gauna); it is false (mithyâ). It is really pitiable that even
learned people who distinguish between the subject and the object
confuse these terms, like ordinary goatherds and shepherds.1
We do not admit any antecedent state of this world as its independent
cause. We only admit an antecedent state of this world dependent on
Ishvara. This state is called Nescience or Ignorance (avidyâ). It is the
germinal power or causal potentiality (bija-shakti). It is unmanifest
(avyakta). It depends on Ishvara (Parameshvaräshraya). It is illusion
(mâyâmayi). It is the universal sleep (mahäsupti) wherein are slum
bering the worldly souls forgetting their own real nature. All difference
is due to Ignorance. It is not ultimate. Names and forms (nämarüpe)
are only figments of Ignorance. They are neither real nor unreal.
Ishvara is limited by His own power of Nescience and appears as many
phenomenal selves even as space appears as different ‘spaces’ limited by
the adjuncts of jars etc. The omniscience, omnipresence and omnipo
tence of Ishvara are all due to the adjuncts of Ignorance ; they are not
ultimate. W'here the essential unity of the Atman is realized, they all
vanish. Creation, therefore, is due to Ignorance. It is not ultimately real.2
Mäyä is not only absence of knowledge; it is also positive wrong
knowledge (mithyâchârarüpâ). It is not only non-apprehension, but also
misapprehension.3 It makes the infinite appear as finite. It produces the
manifold phenomena when in fact there is only the non-dual Atman.
It makes the unlimited Atman appear as limited jivas. It produces the
false notions of plurality and difference. But it is not the real charac
teristic of Atman or Brahman because it is destroyed by true knowledge,
just as rope-snake is sublated by the knowledge of the rope. Brahman,
through Avidyâ, appears as the manifold world of names and forms,
just as pure water appears as dirty foam.4 The questions like: What is
Avidyâ? Whose is Avidyâ? Where does it appear? etc. are useless (nirarthaka), for if Avidyâ is not known they cannot be solved, and if the true
nature of Avidyâ is realized, the locus and object of Avidyâ is also
realized. Brahman itself is the locus and object of Avidyâ.6 Avidyâ is
the darkening power (tâmasa-pratyaya). Its essential nature is to cover
or hide the real (âvaranâtmakatvâdavidyâ). It operates in three ways:
(i) as positive wrong knowledge (viparitagrähikä), (ii) as doubt (samshayopasthäpikä), and (iii) as absence of knowledge (agrahanätmikä).6
Really it can do no harm to Reality, just as mirage-water cannot make
the sandy desert muddy.7
The phenomenal world is often condemned by Shankara as unreal
exactly in the spirit of Mahäyäna Buddhism and of Gaudapâda. It is
said to be like mirage-water (marichyambhah) rope-snake (rajjü-sarpa),
shell silver (shukti-rajata), dusty surface of the sky, (äkasha-tala1 Ibid, I, i , 4. 1 Ibid, I, 4, 3; I, 4, io ; II, I, 14.
• Prashna-Bhâçya, I, 16.
4 Brhadâranyaka-Bhâçya, IV , 3, 20; I, 4, 7. 4 Gïtâ-Bh&çya, X III, 2. 6 Ibid. 7 Ibid.
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malinatâ), city of Gandharvas (Gandharvanagara), illusion (maya),
plantain-trunk (kadali-garbha), dream (svapna), bubble (jala-budbuda)
foam (phena), moving fire-brand (aläta-chakra), magical elephant
(mâyânirmita-hastï), hair etc. seen floating in the atmosphere on account
o f defective vision (keshondraka ; timiradrsti), illusion of double-moon
(dvichandradarshana), pure magic (Indra-jala) etc.1 Like Gaudapäda,
Shankara also uses many words which were commonly used in Mahäyäna.
W e have already remarked that such words were the heritage of the
common language and not the monopoly of Mahäyäna. But they defi
nitely go to prove the influence of that age on Shankara. Many passages
are found in Shankara which can be exactly compared with some
Buddhistic writings. For example, Shankara observes : Knowing the true
nature of all phenomena which represent the cycle of birth-and-death,
which are maiiifest and unmanifest, which are the cause of mutual pro
duction like the seed and the sprout, which are beset with innumerable
evils, which are unreal like plantain-trunk, illusion, mirage, sky-castle,
dream, bubble, foam, which are being destroyed every moment, and
which are the result of ignorance, attachment and other defiled actions,
and which consist of subject and object, merit and demerit, knowing
such phenomena in their reality, a Brähmana should practice renuncia
tion.2 The beginningless samsära which is of the nature of suffering and
which is rooted in Ignorance, is like a continually flowing stream of
water.3 Just as a person of defective vision sees double-moon or mos
quitoes and flies floating in the atmosphere, or just as a dreamer sees
many things in a dream, similarly this world of plurality of names and
forms, is imagined through Ignorance.4 From the Absolute is this worldillusion expanded, like the magical illusion from a magician.5 Ultimately
the Absolute is not at all touched by it.6
It is very important to remember that the world is not condemned to
be utterly unreal even by Mahäyäna and Gaudapäda, much less by
Shankara. Shankara uses such words only to emphasize the ultimate
unreality of the world. The metaphors are metaphors and should not be
stressed beyond the breaking-point. The world is only an appearance.
It is not ultimately real. It becomes sublated when knowledge dawns.
But so long as we are in this world, we cannot take it to be unreal. It is
a practical reality. It is a workable hypothesis ‘absolutely necessary,
though in the end most indefensible’. Far from condemning this world,
Shankara claims some sort of reality even for error and illusion. ‘ No
appearance is so low that the Absolute does not embrace it.’ It is the
Real which appears and hence every appearance must have some degree
' Ka{ha-Bhâçya, I, 3, 13; II, 2, 11, II, 3, 1; Bfhadâranyaka-Bhâçya, IV, 4, 6;
Munçlaka-Bhâçya, II, 1, io; I, 2; Introduction. Prashna-Bhä$ya, VI, 4; GitàBhâçya, XIII, 26, 27; XV, 3, 4; Shâriraka-Bhâçya, II, 1,9, 13, 14. * MunçlakaBhàçya, 1,2,12. 3 Ibid, I, 2, Introduction. 4Prashna-Bhâçya, VI, 4. * Gîtâ-Bhâ$ya,
XV, 4. 4 Shârîraka-Bhàçya, II, 1, 9.

of truth in it, though none can be absolutely true. Objects, seen in a
dream are quite real as long as the dream lasts. The water jn a dream can
quench the thirst in a dream. It is only when we are awake that we can
realize the falsity of the dream state. So long as a rope is mistaken for
a snake, it is sufficient to frighten the person who mistakes it. It is only
when the rope is known that the person may laugh at his folly. Similarly,
so long as we are engrossed in Ignorance, the world is quite real for us.
It is only when true Knowledge dawns that the world becomes sublated.
Just as foam, bubbles, ripples, waves etc. exist separately, though in
fact they are not different from water, similarly the subject and the
object, the enjoyer and the enjoyed do exist separately, though in fact
they are not different from Brahman.1 The manifold world of experience
is the effect; the highest Brahman is the cause. And the effect has no
independent existence apart from the cause. Plurality of effects is only
a creation of Ignorance.
T o the objection that how can unreal Mäyä cause the real Brahman
to appear as the phenomenal world and how, again, can false personali
ties through false means reach true end? Shankara's reply is that a
person entangled in mud can get out of it through the help of mud alone,
that a thorn pricked in the body can be taken out with the help of
another thorn, and that there are many instances in this life which
show that even unreal things appear to cause real things, e.g., a reflection
in a mirror is unreal but it can correctly represent the reflected object;
the roaring of a tiger in a dream is unreal but it may make the dreamer
tremble with fear and may awaken him.2 The objection loses its force
when it is remembered that the manifold world is taken to be real as
long as the essential unity of the JIva with the Brahman is not realized.
As long as this knowledge does not dawn, all secular and religious prac
tices are taken to be real.3
The opponent again says that he fails to understand as to how unreal
Mäyä can cause the real Brahman to appear. If the world is unreal, un
real means like the Vedanta texts cannot lead to real liberation; if the
world is real, it cannot be Mäyä. The dilemma which the opponent puts »
forth is: cither frankly admit that the world is real or remembeFtïïâT
a philosophy which has nothing better to say than that unreal personalities arc unreally striving in an unreal world through unreal means to
attain an unreal end, is itself unreal. Verily, one bitten by a rope-snake
does not die nor can one use mirage-water for drinking or bathing.4
Shankara replies that the objection is wrong. If a person imagines
1 Shârïraka-Bhâçya, II, i, 13. * Ibid, II, 1, 14; Shatashloki, 36; Prabodha-sudhäkara,
99-102.
8 sarvavyavahârâoâm eva präg Brahmätma'ävijftänät satyatvopapatteh,
svapnavyavahârasyaiva präk prabodhât . . . tasmât upapannafr sarvo laukiko
vaidikashcha vyavahärah, Shârlraka-Bhâçya, II, 1, 14. 4 katham tvastyena Vedântavâkyena satyasya Brahmâtmatvasya pratipattir upapadyeta? na hi rajjusarpepa
daçfo mriyate, nâpi nij-gatf$nikämbhasä pânâvagâhanâdiprayojanam kriyate, Ibid.

himself to have been bitten by a poisonous snake, and if the imagination
is very strong, it may result in heart-failure or in some psychological
disaster. Again, the water in a dream can quench the thirst in a dream
and a person bitten by a snake in dream may feel himself to be dead in
the dream. We have seen that even unreal things can cause real things.
The opponent hopelessly confuses the two different standpoints— the
empirical and the absolute, even as he is confusing the imaginary with
the empirical. The unreality of the effects of the imaginary standpoint
(prätibhäsika) can be realized only when the empirical standpoint
(vyävahärika) is attained. Similarly, the unreality of the empirical
standpoint can be realized only from the absolute standpoint
(pâramârthika). The falsity of the dream-objects is realized when the
dreamer gets awake. And even then, though these dream-objects are
sublated, the consciousness that the dreamer had experienced these
objects in the dream is not sublated even in the waking state. Conscious
ness is, therefore, eternal and real. Right knowledge is not useless
because, firstly, it removes ignorance, and secondly, it cannot be sub
lated. It is only from the absolute standpoint when right knowledge is
attained that the Vedânta declares the world to be unreal.1
Many critics have failed to understand the real significance of Mäyä
or Avidyä and have therefore charged Shankara with explaining the
world away. But this charge is based on a shifting of the standpoints.
Shankara, as we have shown above, has granted some degree of reality
even to dreams, illusions and errors. How can he, then, take away the
reality of this world? The words ‘real* and ‘unreal* are taken by Shankara
in their absolute sense. Real means real for all time and Brahman alone
can be real in this sense. Similarly, unreal means absolutely unreal like
the hare’s horn, which this phenomenal world is not. Hence this world is
neither real nor unreal. This shows its self-contradictory and therefore
incomprehensible nature. It is relative, phenomenal, finite. But it is not
illusory. It is true for all practical purposes. What does it matter to us,
worldly people, if it is not absolutely true in the philosophical sense?
When the ‘reality* which is denied to this world means ‘reality for a ll
time\ the 1unreality’ which is attributed to it means ‘non-eternalitÿ.
Who can stand up and say that the world is not ‘unreal* i f ‘unreal* means
‘non-eternal*? Again, the world will be sublated only when knowledge
dawns and not before. This should make us humbly strive after true
knowledge rather than engage ourselves in futile quarrels. Shahkara’s
intention is perfectly clear— none can condemn this world as unreal; he
who does it, is not qualified to do so and he who is qualified to do so,
w ill not do 50 , for he would have risen above language and finite thought.
1 yadyapi svapnadarshanävasthasya sarpadanshanodakasnânâdikâryam an^tam tathäpi
tadavagatib satyameva phalam, pratibuddhasyâpyabâdhyamânatvât . . . na cheyam
avagatir anarthikä bhräntir veti shakyam vaktum, avidyânivrttiphaladarshanàt
bädhakajftänäntaräbhävät cha, Ibid.
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XI
ISHVARA AND BRAHM AN

is the only Reality. It is absolutely indeterminate and
non-dual. It is beyond speech and mind. It is indescribable because
no description of it can be complete. The best description of it is
through the negative formula of 'neti neti* or ‘not this, not this*. Yet
Brahman is not an abyss of non-entity, because it is the Supreme
Self and stands self-revealed as the background of all affirmations
and denials. The moment we try to bring this Brahman within the
categories of intellect or try to make this ultimate subject an object
of our thought, we miss its essential nature. Then it no more remains
Unconditioned Consciousness, but becomes conditioned as it were.
This Brahman, reflected in or conditioned by Mäyä, is called Ishvara
or God. Ishvara is the personal aspect of the impersonal Brahman. This
is the celebrated distinction between God and the Absolute which
Shankara, following the Upanisads, makes. Ishvara is also known as
Apara Brahma or lower Brahman as contrasted with the unconditioned
Brahman which is called Para Brahma or Higher Brahman.
The phenomenal character of Ishvara is quite evident. He is the
highest appearance which we have. Some critics have missed the signifi
cance of Ishvara. They believe that Ishvara in Advaita is unreal and
useless. But they are sadly mistaken. Missing the true significance of
Mäyä is at the root of this mistaken belief. Ishvara becomes ‘unreal’ only
for him who has realized his oneness with Brahman by rising above
speech and mind. For us Ishvara is all in all. Finite thought can never
grasp Brahman. And therefore all talks about Brahman are really talks
about Ishvara. Even the words ‘unconditioned Brahman’ refer really to
‘conditioned Ishvara’, for the moment we speak of Brahman, He ceases
to be Brahman and becomes Ishvara.
Ishvara or God is the Sat-Chit-Änanda, the Existence-ConsciousnessBliss. He is the Perfect Personality. He is the Lord of Mäyä. He is
immanent in the whole universe which He controls from within. He is
the Soul of souls as well as the Soul of Nature. As the immanent inner
ruler, He is called Antaryämin. He is also transcendental, for in His own
nature He transcends the universe. He is the Creator, Sustainer and
Destroyer of this universe. He is the Source of everything. He is the final
haven of everything. He is the Concrete Universal, the Supreme Indivi
dual, the Whole, the Identity-in-difference. He is the object of devotion.
He is the inspirer of moral life. He is all in all from the practical stand
point. Thus the description of Brahman which Rämänuja gave at a much
later date is essentially an elaboration of Shankara’s Ishvara.
brahm an
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Shankara, like Kant, believes that God cannot be proved by our finite
thought. All attempts to do so end in failure. They lead to, what Kant
has called, the antinomies. The cosmological proof can give only a finite
creator of this finite creation and a finite creator is no creator at all.
The teleological proof can only point to the fact that a conscious principle
is working at the root of creation. The ontological proof can give only
an idea of God and not God as a real object. The Nyäya arguments
to prove the existence of God are futile. God is an article of faith.
Shruti is the only proof for the existence of God. As Kant falls back on
faith, so Shankara falls back on Shruti. Shankara agrees with Gaudapäda*s view of Ajäti. There is no real creation. God, therefore, is not a
*reaV Creator. God alone is real; the creation is only an appearance of
God.
Ishvara has been a taxing problem for the followers of Shankara.
According to some, Ishvara is the reflection of Brahman in Mäyä, while
jïva is the reflection of Brahman in Avidyä. According to others,
Brahman, limited or conditioned by Mäyä is Ishvara, while Brahman
limited by Avidyä or the internal organ (which is a product of Avidyä
is jiva. The former view is called Reflection Theory (pratibimbaväda)
and the latter Limitation Theory (avachchhedaväda). Some regard jïva
as the reflection of Ishvara. The defect in the Reflection Theory is that
Brahman and Mäyä both being formless, how can a formless original
be reflected in a formless receptacle? T o avoid this some have suggested
the Identity of the Original and the Reflected Image (bimbapratibimbäbhedaväda). But this too cannot be accepted. The defect in the Limi
tation Theory is as to how can Mäyä or Avidyä constitute limitation to
Brahman? Those who do not agree with either of these theories have
suggested a third, the Appearance Theory, according to which Ishvara
and jiva are inexplicable appearances of Brahman (äbhäsaväda). The
post-Shankarites have indulged in needless hair-splitting. The problem
was not at all taxing to Shankara. He uses the similes of the reflection of
the Sun or the Moon in the waves or in the different vessels of water, the
simile of the reflection of the red colour of the flower in the crystal, as
well as the simile of the limitation of the universal space as the different
‘spaces in the jars*. He uses them only as metaphors for their suggestive
value. They should not be taken literally and stressed beyond the break
ing-point. Shankara himself seems to favour Appearance Theory
(äbhäsaväda) because for him Ishvara and jïva are the inexplicable
appearances of Brahman. They are due to Mäyä or Avidyä or Adhyäsa.
T hey are only appearances (vivarta). The ‘why* and the ‘how* regarding
Avidyä are illegitimate questions and therefore an insoluble mystery.
G od is God only to the jïva who is labouring under Avidyä. God Him
self never feels Himself as God; He feels Himself essentially one with
Brahman, for Avidyä in its negative aspect of concealment never
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operates on Him. God is the Lord of Mäyä, while jiva is constantly
troubled by Mäyä. God always enjoys the Bliss of Brahman while jiva
is tortured by the pangs of Avidyä.1 When Brahman is viewed as samsära, God, Soul and Nature arise simultaneously and when Brahm ani
own essence is realized, God, Soul and Nature vanish simultaneously.

X II
JÏVA AND BRAHMAN

Brahman is Ishvara. Phenomenally there is a difference
between jiva and Ishvara. The former is the agent and the enjoyer,
acquires merit and demerit, experiences pleasure and pain, while the
latter is not at all touched by all this. The Mundaka (III, I, i). declares
that ‘one bird (jiva) eats the sweet fruit, while the other (Ishvara)
merely looks on\ Jiva enjoys (pibati), while Ishvara makes him enjoy
(päyayati). One is the enjoyer, the other is the ruler. The Katha
(I, 3,, i; III, 3, 34) only figuratively says that both of these enjoy
(chhatrinyäyena). But ultimately there is no difference at all between
jiva and Brahman. Only so long as the jiva does not discard Nescience
leading to duality and does not realize its own true nature, he remains
the individual self. Slumbering in ignorance, when he is awakened
by the Shruti, he realizes that he is not the body, senses, or mind,
but is the non-dual universal Self— tat tvam asi (that thou art). Realizing
his own true nature, he ever dwells in himself shining forth in his own
true nature. Jiva through ignorance is regarded as tinged with the false
notions of the T and the ‘Mine* which arise when mind through senses
comes into contact with the fleeting sensations or ideas. It is viewed as
something different from the eternal and self-luminous Consciousness
which is its immanent inner controller, as the reflection of that Conscious
ness, as identical with mind and its states, as associated with the seed of
ignorance, as the possessor of momentary ideas etc. As long as these
false notions about the self persist, the result is the empirical self and
the objective world; and when these notions are destroyed by right
knowledge, the result is liberation, though ultimately both bondage and
liberation are phenomenal, because jiva is really non-different from
Brahman.2 Even the view that he becomes Brahman is only a verbal
statement (upachäramätra), for he is always Brahman.3 Just as a pure
transparent white crystal is wrongly imagined to be red on account of
a red flower placed near it, or just as the colourless sky is wrongly
imagined to be sullied with dirt by the ignorant, or just as a rope is
q u a l if ie d

1 sa Isho yad vashe mäyä, sa jivo yastayärditafr.
‘ Ibid, I, 1, 5; I, 2, 6; I, 2, 20;
Kcna-Väkya-Bhä?ya, I, 3; III, Introduction; Mupçiaka-Bhàjya, III, 1, 1; II, 2, 11.

* Bfhadârapyaka-Bhâçya, VI, 4, 6. Compare Vimshatikâ, K, 26-27.
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wrongly taken to be a snake in the twilight, or just as a shell is mistaken
for silver, similarly the non-dual Atman or Brahman is wrongly imagined
to be the empirical self. Just as the Sun or the Moon appears many on
account of the reflection in the different waves or vessels of water or just
as the same space appears on account of the adjuncts of jars etc. as
different 'spaces*, similarly the same Self appears as so many pheno
menal selves on account of Nescience.1 Shankara says that he who wants
to explain the Scripture as teaching that jiva is not really Brahman, and
who thus wants to preserve the ultimate reality of bondage and libera
tion, is indeed lowest among the learned (panditapasada).2 T o refute
such and other vain speculations which hinder the realization of the
essential unity of the self and to show that there is only one real Self,
eternal and unchanging, which is the Luminous Body of Pure Conscious
ness (Vijnäna-dhätu),3 and which, through its own power, manifests
itself as many, and that except this there is no other Reality, no other
Pure Consciousness, is the aim of the Shârïraka-Bhâsya.4
XIII
ÄTM AN AND BRAHMAN
a n is the same as Brahman. It is Pure Consciousness. It is the
Self which is Self-luminous and which transcends the subject-object
duality and the trinity of knower, known and knowledge, and all
the categories of the intellect. It is the Unqualified Absolute. It is the
only Reality. Brahman is everything and everything is Brahman.
There is no duality, no diversity at all. This Self can never be denied,
for the very idea of denial presupposes it. It cannot be doubted,
for all doubts rest on it. All assertions, all doubts, all denials pre
suppose it. It is not adventitious or derived (ägantuka). It is selfproved or original (svayamsiddha). All means of cognition (pramanas)
are founded on it. T o refute this Self is impossible, for he who tries to
refute it is the Self.6 The knower knows no change, for eternal existence
is his very nature.6 ‘Never is the sight of the seer destroyed’ says the
Brhadäranyaka. ‘He who knows Brahman becomes Brahman.’7 He who
is the knower is the Self, for he is omnipresent.8 Everything else is
relative and therefore ultimately unreal. The Self alone is not relative.
It is, therefore, self-proved.9 The tragedy of human intellect is that it
tries to know everything as an obj ect. But whatever can be presented as

Atm

1

Shàriraka-Bhàsya, I, 3, 19. * G îtà-Bhiçya, X I I I , 2. * Compare with Dharm adhitu
or Dharmakâya. See Trim shikä, K . 30. 4 Shârîraka-Bhâçya, I, 3, 19. 6 ya eva hi
nirakartâ tadeva tasya svarûpam, Ibid, II, 3, 7. ‘ na jnâtur anyathibhâvo'sti sarvadä
vartamänasvabhävatvät, Ibid. 7 Brahma veda Brahmaiva bhavati.
• yo hi jhätä sa
eva sah, sarvâtmakatvât, Kena-Väkya-Bhä$ya, I, 3. • yaddhi anapekçam tat svata eva
siddham, Ibid.
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an object is necessarily relative and for that very reason unreal. T h e
knower can never be known as an object. Ultimately there is no distinc
tion between the true knower and pure knowledge. ‘How, O dear, can
the knower be known?’ says the Brhadäranyaka. Hence all these who
rely on the intellect are deluded because they can never truly describe
the Self either as existent or as non-existent. It is essentially indescrib
able, for all descriptions and all categories fail to grasp it fully.1
As a matter of fact-Brahman ultimately transcends all categories. T h e
best method of describing it, therefore, is by negative terms. But if we
want to describe it positively, the best that we can say is that it is Pure
Consciousness which is at once Pure Existence and Pure Bliss. True,
we cannot say that Brahman is self-conscious of its consciousness or that
it enjoys its own bliss. These determinations of the intellect fail here.
The fact is that Brahman itself is Pure Existence, Pure Consciousness
and Pure Bliss— all in one. It is its very nature to be such. It cannot
be regarded as a substance having these qualities or even as a subject
knowing or feeling these qualities. All distinctions of substance and
qualities, of subject and object, all determinations of the intellect cease
here.3 Dvaita does not deserve to be taught, for everybody normally
assumes it in all phenomenal practices. Therefore taking the normal
dualism which people naturally take for granted on account of transcen
dental ignorance, the Shâstra teaches that though dualism is a practical
necessity, yet it is not ultimately real. Brahman is the only reality. It is
the End (upeya) ; and Brahmavidyâ or the knowledge of the nondifference of the jivatman and the Paramätman, is the means (upäya) to
realize this end. When the end is realized the Shâstra itself is trans
cended.3
Existence and consciousness are one. ‘The Real is the Rational and the
Rational is the Real’.4 But ultimately Brahman is devoid of all charac
teristics. It cannot be defined as mere Existence and not as Conscious
ness, for the Shâstra says that it is All-Consciousness (vijnänaghana) ;
nor can it be defined as mere Consciousness and not as Existence, for
the Shâstra says: ‘it is*; nor can it be defined as both Existence and
Consciousness, for to admit that Brahman is characterized by Existence
different from Consciousness or by Consciousness different from Exis
tence, is to admit duality in Brahman; nor can it be defined as charac
terized by Existence non-different from Consciousness for if Existence
is Consciousness and Consciousness is Existence why should there be
any controversy at all whether Brahman is Existence or Consciousness
or both?6 Again, to say, that Reality exists but is not known is a contra
diction in terms, for at least Reality is known as unknowable by intellect.
It is like saying that ‘coloured objects exist but there is no eye to see
1 Ibid, II, I. 1 Bfhadâranyaka-Bhàçya, III, 9, 28. * Ibid, II, 1, 1.
bodha eva cha sattâ, Shàrîraka-Bhâçya, III, 2, 21. 6 Ibid.
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4 sattaiva bodho

them*.1 Reality, therefore, must exist for us and it is only Pure Conscious
ness that can ultimately exist. We cannot know it by finite intellect but
wecan realize it directly through pure intuition. It is non-dual Conscious
ness where all distinctions, all plurality, all determinations, all qualities,
all characteristics, all categories and all concepts are transcended. All
determinations of language and intellect are merged in this indeterminate
and unqualified Reality. Being and not-being, one and many, qualified
and unqualified, knowledge and ignorance, action and inaction, active
and inactive, fruitful and fruitless, seedful and seedless, pleasure and
pain, middle and not-middle, shünya and ashünya, soul and God, unity
and plurality etc. etc.— all these determinations do not apply to the
Absolute. He who wants to grasp the Absolute by any of these deter
minations, indeed tries to roll up the sky like a skin or tries to ascend
space like a stair-case or wishes to see the footprints of fish in water or
o f birds in the sky.2
The Shästra, therefore, becomes silent after saying— ‘not this, not
this.* If a man does not understand that he is a man when he is told that
he is not a non-man, how can he be able to understand, then, if he is
told that he is a man?3 The two ‘no*-es in the formula ‘neti neti* are
meant for emphasizing the fact that whatever can be presented as an
object is ultimately unreal. They cover the entire field of objective
existence and point out that it is not real. There is no better way of
describing the Absolute than this negative method. But it should be
never missed that all these negations pre-suppose and point towards
the positive Brahman.4 The Absolute can be unknowable only for those
who are ignorant of the Vedanta tradition, who do not know the means
of right kowledge and who desperately cling to the world. True, the
Absolute cannot be known as an object by the intellect. But being the
only Reality and being always present and so not at all foreign, it is
directly realized through spiritual experience (samyagjnäna).6 The
phrase ‘neti neti* negates all characteristics of Brahman, but it does
not negate Brahman itself. It implies that there is something about
which something is denied. Appearances can be negated only with
reference to Reality. Effects alone can be negated, for they are unreal.
But the cause, the Brahman, cannot be negated, for it is the ultimate
ground on which all effects or phenomena are superposed.6

Prashna-Bhä$ya, II, 2. * Aitareya-Bhi$ya, II, i, Introduction. 3 Ibid. 4 Bfhadâraçyaka-Bhâçya, II, 3, 6. • Gîtâ-Bhâ?ya, X V II I, 50.
4 kifichiddhi paramârtham
âlambyâ'paramâthab pratiçidhyate yathâ rajjvâdiçu sarpàdayah . . . yuktam cha
kàryasya neti netîti pratiçedhanam na tu Brahma$ah, sarvakalpanâmülatvât. na hi
prapaftchaprati$edharûpâd âdeshanâd anyat paramâdcshanam Brahmaço'sti, Shâ^îraka-*
B h àjya, III, 2, 22.

X IV
KN OW LED GE AND ACTION

repeatedly asserts that the Absolute can be realized through
knowledge and knowledge alone; karma and upäsanä are subsidiary.
They may help us in urging us to know Reality and they may prepare
us for that knowledge by purifying our mind (sattvashuddhi), but
ultimately it is knowledge alone which, by destroying ignorance,
the root-cause of this world, can enable us to be one with the Absolute.
The opposition of knowledge and action stands firm like a moun
tain.1 They are contradictory (viparite) and are poles apart (düramete). Those who talk of combining knowledge with action, says
Shankara, have perhaps not read the Brhadäranyaka nor are they
aware of the glaring contradiction repeatedly pointed out by the Shruti
and the Smrti.2 Knowledge and action are opposed like light and dark
ness. Actions are prescribed for those who are still in ignorance and not
for those who are enlightened. Knowledge only removes ignorance and
then Reality shines forth by itself.3 A liberated sage, however, performs
actions without any attachment and works for the uplift of humanity.
Shankara’s own life bears ample witness to this fact.

sh an kar a

XV
KN OW LED GE AND LIBERATION

Reality (päramärthikam vastu) can neither be asserted nor
denied by knowledge. Knowledge does nothing ehe except removing
ignorance. Shästra only generates right knowledge (jnäpakam). It does
nothing else (na kârakam).4
Knowledge of Brahman, which leads to eternal bliss, does not depend
on the performance of any act, for Brahman is already an accomplished
fact. Religious acts which lead to prosperity depend on human perfor
mance. Religious texts enjoin injunctions or prohibitions. Knowledge
merely instructs.® Knowledge of Brahman culminates in immediate
experience and is already an accomplished fact.® Action, whether secular
or Vedic, can be done, misdone or left undone. Injunctions, prohibitions,
options, rules and exceptions depend on our thinking. But knowledge
u l t im a t e

* Ibid, 2. 1 Bfhadâraçyaka-Bhàsya, 1 1 ,4 , Introduction. * Îsha-Bhiçya, 2 , 7, 8, 9, 18;
Kena-Vâkya-Bhâ?ya, I, Introduction, 1, 2 ; Katha-Bhâ?ya, I, 2, 1; I, 2 , 4; Mun<jakaBhâçya, I, Introduction, III, 1 ,4 ; Taittiriya-Bhâ?ya, 1, 1, Introduction ; ChhândogyaBhâ$ya, 1, 1, Introduction; Brhadärai>yaka-Bhä?ya, 1,4, 7; 1,4 ,10 ; 11,4 , Introduction;
III, Introduction; Gitä-Bhä$ya, Introduction; II, io ; II, 69; X V II I, 66. 4 B fhadiraçyaka-Bhâçya, I, 4, 10.
1 Shàriraka-Bhâ$ya, I, 1, 1.
• anubhavftvaainatvid
bhûtavastuviçayatvât cha brahmajftânasya, Ibid, 1, 1,2.
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leaves no option to us for its being this or that or for its existence or
non-existence. It is not in our hands to make, unmake, or change
knowledge. Our thinking cannot make a pillar a man. Knowledge of
Brahman,- therefore, depends on Brahman itself. It is always of the same
nature because it depends on the existent thing.1 True knowledge is
produced by Pramänas and conforms to its objects. It can neither be
produced by hundreds of injunctions nor can it be destroyed by hundreds
o f prohibitions. Knowledge is not mental activity, because it depends
not on mind but on the existent fact.3 There is also no succession in
knowledge. Once it dawns, it dawns for ever and at once removes all
ignorance and consequently all bondage. Liberation, therefore, means
removal of ignorance by knowledge.8 That blessed person who has
realized Reality is liberated here and now.4 The Shruti says: ‘just as a
slough cast off by a snake lies on an ant-hill, similarly does this body lie.’
This is Jivanmukd. Final release (Videhamukti) is obtained after the
death of the body. The Shrud says ‘the only delay for him is the death
of the body’. Just as a potter’s wheel goes on revolving for sometimeeven
after the push is withdrawn, similarly the body may condnue to exist
even after knowledge has dawned, though all attachment with the body
is cut off.6 Like an arrow shot from the bow, the body continues to reap
the fruits undl it expires; but no new actions are accumulated.4
XVI
U L T I M A T E C R I T E R I O N OF T R U T H

have to discuss here the claims of Revelation, Reason and Intuition
each of which wants to be crowned as the ultimate criterion of truth
in Shankara. Shankara attaches supreme importance to the revealed
truths of the Vedas which are regarded as the ‘breath of God* (yasya
nishavsitam Vedäh). But it is only jnänakända that is stressed, not
the karmakända. He who condemns Shankara as a mere theologian
‘whose faith is pinned to the Vedas', must be either hopelessly ignorant
o f Shänkara-Vedänta or be himself nothing less than a prejudiced
dogmatist. Shankara never accepts the Shruti blindly. It is only
because he fully knows that the Shruti is the result of the highest
realization of the ancient sages, that it is the most valuable pearl that the
ocean of human experience can ever boast to yield after having been
churned by the rod of the intellect, in short, it is only because Shankara
is fully conscious of the fact that the Shruti is the shining pure gold
tested at the touch-stone of reason and experience, that he builds his
w e

1 brahmajftân&m vastutantram, Ibid.

* Ibid, III, a, 21. * mok$apratibandhanivfttimätram eva âtmajftànaaya phalam, Ibid, I. x, 4. 4siddham jîvato'pi vidufo'ahmriratvam. Ibid. 4 Ibid, IV, 1, 15. 4 Chhindogya-Bhifya, VI, 14-aa.
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many-storeyed magnificent palace of the Advaita on the firm foundation
of the Shruti.
Many passages may be quoted from Shankara where he says that
Brahman» being supersensuous, can be realized only through Revelation
or Shruti.1 Here too, intellect is not driven out of the palace of philo
sophy, but kept there as an ancillary to the Revelation-Queen.1
Shankara repeatedly asserts that discursive intellect cannot grasp
Reality. Brahman cannot become the object of perception as it has no
form, and it does not lend itself to inference and other means, as it has
no characteristic mark.1 Partly accepting the position of Bhartrhari
which is criticized by Shantaraksita, Shankara remarks that reasoning,
because it depends on individuals, has no solid foundation. Arguments
held valid by some, may be proved fallacious by others more ingenious.4
Like Asanga, Shankara declares intellect to be insecure and emphasizes
the Agama.6 But his criticism is directed towards kutarka. Shruti, says
Shankara, cannot be set aside by mere logical quibbling.6A false logician
is a quibbler saying whatever he likes.7 They, whose minds are fouled
by logical quibbling, are to be pitied because they do not know the
tradition of the Vedanta.8 What grand feats of reasoning are displayed
by such logicans who are bulls without horns and tails! They are
princes among liars and among those who violate the tradition of the
wise. They cannot enter the Fort of Brahman which is open only to
those who are of excellent wisdom, who have the knowledge of the
Shästra and blessings of the teacher.® Debators, like carnivorous animals
for the sake of bait, fight against one another and fall from Reality.
Themselves deluded they also delude innocent people. It is only for the
sake that people, who desire liberation which can be obtained by know
ledge alone, should reject false views, says Shankara, that he criticizes
other doctrines, not for any interest in discussion for its own sake.10
It is, therefore, only logical quibbling or kutarka that is condemned by
Shankara. Sutarka or refined intellect is admitted as supreme in the phe
nomenal world where its authority is said to be unquestionable. Only an
intellectual, a rational being can understand the meaning of the Shruti.
It cannot reveal itself to a beast. As Yäska said that he who only reads
or remembers the Veda but does not understand its meaning is only
a coolie carrying a load of the Veda on his head and is no better than
a pillar.11 Shankara never asks us to accept the Shruti blindly. He is
never satisfied with a mere quotation from the scripture on a vital
metaphysical issue but always defends it with reason.12 If we find appar
ent contradictions in the Shruti, we should interpret other passages of
* Shàrlraka-Bhàsya, I, I, 4. * Ibid, I, 1, 1, 2, 4. 9 Ibid, II, 1, 11. * Ibid, II, 1, 11.
6 Kena-Väkya-Bhä$ya, I, 3. Com pare with M ahäyänasüträläAkära, I, 12. See
Supra, p. 99. • Chhandogya-Bhà$ya, V III, 12, 1. 7 Kafha-Bh&çya, I, 2, 9. 8 Br.
Bhäaya, II 1, 20. • Ibid. 10 Prashna-Bhâçya, V I, 3. u Shârlraka-Bhâçya, II, 2, 1.
18 M àrtdükya-Kàrikâ-Bhàçya, III, 1.
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the Shruti in the light of that one central doctrine of the Shruti which
appeals to reason. If the Shruti contradicts reason, reason must be our
guide for it is nearer our experience.1 Even if hundred Shrutis declare
with one voice that fire is cool and without light or that the Sun does
not shine, we cannot accept them.2 Reason is the sole means of knowing
truth and falsity.3 We cannot question the validity of intellect in the
phenomenal world. Here, ‘You obey while you rebel*. Even the state
ment that ‘intellect stands condemned* must be made by intellect itself.4
Infra-relational intuition is the animal instinct and supra-relational
true intuition is the same as Pure Reason. Svanubhava or Svänubhüti
or immediate experience or direct self-realization is the same as Pure
Consciousness. Here finite intellect casts off its garb of relationality
which was put upon it by ignorance and becomes one with the Absolute
which is Pure Consciousness. Discursive intellect confesses its impo
tence only to be rejuvenated with new life and eternal vigour, and what
appears to be its suicide is, in fact, its consecration. Shall we not say,
then, with deeper meaning, that the ultimate criterion of truth in
Shankara is immediate spiritual realization in this truer sense?

1 Shârîraka-Bhàçya, II, 4. 1 Gîtâ-Bhâçya, X V III 66. Also Brhadâraoyaka-Bh&çya,
II, I, 20. * Kaçha*Bhà$ya, V I, 12. 4 etadapi hi tarkânâm apratiçthitattvam tarkeçaiva
prati$th£pyate, Shârïraka-Bhâçya, II, 1, 11.
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Chapter Sixteen
POST-SHAN KARA VED ÄN TA
I
M AND AN A - S U R E S H VAR A - E Q U A T I O N

we deal with the Post-Shaiikarites, we may briefly refer to
this controversy. Tradition identifies Mandana with Sureshvara
' and the latter with Vishvarüpa. There is no reason to disbelieve
that the household name of the Samnyâsin Sureshvara, the famous
disciple of Shankara, was Vishvarüpa. But the identification of Mandana
with Sureshvara is a very controversial matter. Prof. M. Hiriyanna has
challenged the traditional view by pointing out important doctrinal
divergences between Mandana and Sureshvara.1 And Prof. S. Kuppuswami Shastri has tried to give a death-blow to this tradition in his
long Introduction to the Brahmasiddhi. The following have been
pointed out by these scholars as the important doctrinal differences
between Mandana and Sureshvara :(i)2

B

efore

(i) Maijdana advocates Drstisrstiväda— later on championed by
Prakâshânanda— by maintaining that the seat, support or
locus (âshraya) of Avidyâ is the individual Jiva, while
Brahman is only the object (visaya) of Avidyâ. Neither in
itself nor as conditioned by or reflected in Mäyä is Brahman
the cause of this world. It is only the individual Jivas who on
account of their inherent ignorance (naisargikî avidyâ) create
the world-appearance which is destroyed by adventitious
knowledge (âgantuki vidyâ). Individual experiences agree
due to similarity and not due to identity. The worldappearance has no objective basis. Sureshvara rejects this
distinction maintaining, with Shankara, that Brahman itself
is both the locus and the object of Avidyâ. The controversy
led, later on, to the two important schools of Advaita
Vedanta, the Bhämati School of Vächaspati who followed
Mandana, and the Vivarana School of Prakäshätman who
followed Sureshvara.
(2) Mandana maintains Prasankhyänaväda. The knowledge
1 J.R .A .S.,

1923 and 1924; Introduction to the Nai$karmyasiddhi.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)

arising out of the Upanisadic Mahäväkya is only mediate,
indirect and relational. Liberation is the direct realization
of Brahman. Hence this knowledge in order to lead to
liberation must have its mediacy removed by meditation or
Upâsanâ. Sureshvara rejects this and, following Shankara,
strongly upholds the view that knowledge arising out of the
Mahäväkya is at once immediate and directly leads to
liberation, while Upâsanâ, howsoever useful it may be
■ towards liberation, cannot be taken as the cause of liberation.
Mahäväkya-jnäna is as direct as the knowledge produced by
the statement ‘Thou art the tenth* in the parable in which
each one of the ten persons, leaving out himself, counted
only nine.
Mandana supports Bhävädvaita on Sadadvaita or EnsMonism. Brahman is the only positive entity and monism
excludes only another positive entity. Dissolution of ignor
ance (avidyädhvamsa or prapanchäbhäva) is a negative
reality and its existence does not violate monism. But accord
ing to Shankara and Sureshvara, negation as a separate entity
cannot exist. Dissolution of ignorance is not a negative entity ;
it is at once positive Brahmanhood.
Mandana favours Jnäna-karma-samuchchayaväda. He has
a leaning towards Mïmâmsâ. Performance of Vedic rites is
very conducive towards liberation. Ignorance is removed by
Ignorance (actions) alone and when it has been thus removed
what remains is Pure Knowledge. Sureshvara is a bitter
enemy of such combination. Like night and day, action and
knowledge can never combine. Action may be useful for
purification, but it is knowledge and knowledge alone which
leads to liberation.
For Mandana, real liberation is Videha-mukti. He regards
Jivanmuktas as highly advanced Sädhakas only, not Siddhas.
For Sureshvara, who follows Shankara, Jivan-mukti is real
mukti and Jivanmuktas are Siddhas.
Mandana accepts Viparita-khyäti while Sureshvara accepts
Anirvachanîya-khyâti.
Mandana’s attitude towards Shankara is that of a selfconfident rival teacher of Advaita and his Brahma-siddhi is
based on the Prasthäna-traya of Vedanta, while Sureshara
frankly admits that he is a devoted disciple of Shankara and
he bases his works on the Shânkara-Bhâsya.

Professors Hiriyanna and Shastri also maintain that in none of the
available authoritative works on Advaita is Mandana identified with
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Sureshvara, while in some works on Vedanta, they are distinguished as
two different persons. The tradition which identifies them is based on
works dealing with the life of Shaiikara which are a hopeless mixture of
legend and history.
We readily admit the doctrinal divergences between Mandana and
Sureshvara pointed out by these learned scholars. Existing evidence goes
in favour of Mandana and Sureshvara being two different persons.
But there is one fact which cannot be easily dismissed. There is still
room for the hypothesis that Vishvarupa Mishra whose pet or popular
name or title might have been Mandana, and who was probably at the
end of a long line of Pre-Shankarite teachers of Advaita who accomo
dated Mimamsä also, came under the spell of Shaiikara, modified and
changed his views, became a devoted disciple of Shaiikara, and was then
known as the Samnyäsin Sureshvara. There is room for the evolution
of the ideas of a man and more so when he comes under the spell of
a great personality. Moreover, many parallel passages are found in the
Brahmasiddhi of Mandana and Brhadäranyaka-värtika of Sureshvara.1
Nothing can be said with absolute certainty and the controversy, there
fore, requires further research. Here we shall refer to the author of the
Brahmasiddhi as Mandana and to the author of the Naiskarmyasiddhi
and Värtika as Sureshvara.
II
AVIDYÄ

OR M Ä Y Ä

or Ignorance, says Mandana, is called Mäyä or illusion and
Mithyâbhâsa or False Appearance because it is neither the character
istic nature (svabhäva) of Brahman nor an entity different from
Brahman (arthäntaram). It is neither real (sati) nor absolutely unreal
(atyantamasati). If it is the characteristic nature of something else,
then whether it is identical with or different from it, it is a reality
and cannot be called Avidya. On the other hand, if it is absolutely
unreal, then it is like the sky-lotus and can serve no practical purpose
which in fact it does. It is therefore indescribable (Anirvachaniyä) as it
can be described neither as existent nor as non-existent. And all philoso
phers in order to be consistent must necessarily accept it as such.2
Mandana maintains that the locus of Avidya is the individual Jiva.
Ultimately the Jivas are identical with the Brahman but phenomenally
they are diverse. Diversity is the product of Avidya. Brahman cannot
be diverse because being of the nature of Pure Consciousness it is
devoid of Avidya. This Avidya should not belong to the Jivas because
the Jivas themselves are the product of this Avidya. Thus Avidya can

a v i d y

A

1 Shrï P. P. Subrahmanya Sastri’s Foreword to the Brahmasiddhi; p. X -X III.
vapravâdibhishcha ittham iyam âstheya, Brahmasiddhi, p. 9.
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belong neither to Brahman nor to the Jivas. But this, says Magdana,
should not shock us because Avidyâ is itself an inconsistent category
and that therefore its relation with the Jivas should also be inconsistent.
If Avidyâ becomes a consistent category, it would no more remain
Avidyâ, but would become real.1
Avidyopâdânabhedavâdins propose another solution which may be
accepted. They say that Avidyâ depends on the Jivas and the Jivas
themselves depend on Avidyâ and this cycle is beginningless so that,
like the seed'and the sprout, there is neither an ultimate begin
ning of Avidyâ nor of the Jivas.2 If Brahman is tainted with
Avidyâ then even the liberated soul would remain ignorant; and if
Brahman itself is bound and becomes afterwards liberated, then the
liberation of one would mean the liberation of all. Thus it is clear
that Avidyâ cannot belong to Brahman.3 It belongs to the Jivas.4
Through Avidyâ the Jivas become entangled in the cycle of birth and
death and through Vidyä they become liberated. Avidyâ is inherent in
them; Vidyä is not natural to them. This inherent ignorance is destroyed
by adventitious knowledge.5 Hearing of the Vedänta texts, right
thinking, meditation etc. help the dawn of true knowledge by which
one attains to Brahmanhood. Explaining the eleventh verse of the Isha
(avidyayä mrtyum tirtvä vidyayâ'mrtamashnute), Mandana remarks
that Ignorance (avidyâ) can be destroyed by Ignorance (karma etc.) alone
and when it has been thus destroyed, what remains is Pure Knowledge
o r the Immortal S elf shining in its Pure Consciousness.6

Mandana accepts two kinds of Avidyâ— absence of knowledge
(agrahana) and positive wrong knowledge (anyathägrahana). Vâchaspaii
Mishra, following Mandana remarks that Brahman is associated with
two kinds of Ignorance (avidyä-dvitaya-sachiva).7 One is psychological
ignorance. It is, as explained by Amalänanda, ‘the preceding series of
beginningless false impressions* (pürvâpûrvabhrama-samskâra). The
other is an objective entity forming the material cause of the mind as
well as of the material world outside. It is positive (bhävarüpa), begin
ningless (anädi), objective (jada), and of the nature of power (shakti).
It is indescribable (anirvachaniya). It is the material stuff the appearances
are made of. Like the Prakrti of Yoga, it is this Avidyâ into which all
world-products together with psychological ignorance and false im
pressions disappear during Mahä-pralaya, where they remain as potential
capacities (süksmena shaktirüpena), and out of which they appear again.
The locus of Avidyâ, according to Vächaspati also, is the Jiva. The
illusion is psychological for which each individual is himself responsible.
Now, a difficulty arises: Avidyâ resides in the Jiva, but the Jiva is
1 anupapadyamänärthaiva hi mäyä. upapadyamânârthatve yathârthabhâvân na mäyä
syàt, Ibid, p. io. a Ibid, p. io. * Ibid, p. 12. * jlvänäm avicyäkalu$itatvam na
brahmanab, Ibid, p. 12. 6jlve$u . . . avidyaiva hi naisargiki, tasyä ägantukyä
vidyayä pravilayah, Ibid, p. 12. • Ibid, p. 13. 7 Bhämati, Opening verse.
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himself a product of Avidyä. Mandana says that Avidyä, being itself
inconsistent, its relation with the Jiva is also inconsistent. He also
accepts the view of the Avidyopädänabhedavädin that they form a
beginningless cycle. Vâchaspati solves the difficulty by maintaining that
the Jiva arises due to a false illusion which illusion itself is due to
another previous false illusion and so on ad infinitum, that psychological
ignorance is a beginningless chain of false illusions in which each
succeeding illusion is due to its preceding illusion.
An appearance, says Vâchaspati, is an appearance because it is
wrongly identified with the self-revealing Consciousness and is thus
given a semblance of reality. It is afterwards sublated by right know
ledge. Appearances, in order to be appearances, must be confused with
Brahman. So Avidyä has Brahman as its object, which it hides and
through which it makes its appearances appear. Appearances are
neither existent (sat) nor non-existent (asat), neither real nor unreal.
They are not existent because they are contradicted afterwards. T h ey
are not non-existent like the horns of a hare because they appear, they
are expressed, they are experienced as real. They are not real because
they are made of Avidyä. They are not unreal because they have Brah
man, with which they are confused, as their underlying ground. When
Brahman is realized they are set aside because their very existence is
due to their being confused with Brahman.
For Sureshvara, unlike Mandana and Vâchaspati, Avidyä is based,
not on the individual Jiva, but on Brahman itself. Brahman is the
locus as well as the object of Avidyä. It is the Pure Self or the Brahman
itself which through Avidyä appears as this world. Avidyä is beginning
less error (bhräntishchirantani). It is the root-cause of sarhsära and is
sublated by knowledge.1 It is indescribable as it is neither real nor
unreal. It is an inconsistent category, a self-contradictory principle.
Had it been consistent, it would not have been Avidyä at all. It is based
on Brahman and yet at the same time it is a baseless illusion opposed to
all reason and cannot stand a logical scrutiny even as darkness cannot
stand the Sun.2 Nothing can surpass the inconsistency and shamelessness
of Avidyä; it despises the logical reality as well as the ontological
Absolute and yet it exists as the Brahman itself!3
Padmapäda, Prakäshätmä and Sarvajnätmä also believe that Brahman
itself is the locus as well as the object of Avidyä. Avidyä, says Padmapâdât
is a beginningless (anädi) material (jadätmikä) power (shakti). Its
function is to obstruct the self-revealing nature of Brahman. It is the
canvas on which are painted Ignorance, Actions and Past Impressions
— a complex which produces the individual Jivas.4 Brahman reflected
1 Naiçkarmyasiddhi, II, 103.
* seyam bhrSntir niràlambâ sarvanyâyavirodhinl.
sahate na vichàram sä tamo yad vad divâkaram, Ibid, III, 66. 3 Ibid, III, m .
4 Ibid, p. 20.
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in Avidyä is the Jïva (pratibimbavâda). The Jiva is a complex (granthi)
of Brahman or Atman and Avidyä, just as a ‘red crystal* is a combination
of the really white crystal and the reflection in it of the red flower. This
ego-complex is the main pillar of this world-theatre.1
Avidyä is also called Adhyäsa or superimposition. It is the appearance
of ‘this* (atadrupa) as ‘that* (tadrupa). It is the appearance of a thing
(this) as that thing (that) which in fact it is not (atadrüpe tadrüpävabhäsah). This, verily, is false (mithyä). Padmapäda distinguishes between
the two meanings of falsehood. It may mean, firstly, simple negation
(apahnavavachana), and secondly, something indescribable (anirvachanlyatävachana).2 Avidyä is not a simple negation; it is something
which cannot be described either as real or as unreal. It is an inconsis
tent category. There is nothing impossible for Mäyä. It is expert in
making even the impossible appear as possible.3
Prakäshätmä elaborates these ideas and proves that Avidyä is some
thing positive (bhävarüpä). Padmapäda says that Brahman associated
with Mäyä is the cause of this world-appearance. Prakäshätmä points
out three possible alternatives: (i) Both Brahman and Mäyä, like two
twisted threads of a rope, are the joint cause of this world; (2) Brahman
having Mäyä as its power is the cause; and (3) Brahman having Mäyä
supported on it is the cause. But in all these alternatives it is the Brah
man which is the cause since Mäyä is regarded as dependent on it.4
Sarvajnätma Muni also holds that Brahman is the locus and the
object of Avidyä. Avidyä, resting on Brahman and obscuring its real
nature, gives rise to threefold appearances; God (Ishvara), Soul (jiva)
and Nature (jagat). All the three are ultimately unreal because Avidyä
has no independent status. When Brahman is associated with Avidyä,
there are two false entities— (1) Avidyä, and (2) Brahman associated
with Avidyä. Reality is the Pure Brahman, the true ground (adhisthäna)
which underlies all appearances. Brahman associated with Avidyä is
only a false Adhära. Sarvajnätma Muni holds that illusion is not psycho
logical but transcendental. Avidyä resides neither in the individual
Jiva (which is itself a product of Avidyä) nor in the Pure Brahman
(which in fact Avidyä cannot touch), but in Brahman as it reveals itself
as the individual Jivas (pratyak-chit).5
Vimuktätmä says that Avidyä or Mäyä is neither identical with nor
different from nor both identical with and different from Brahman. If
it is to be something substantial or real (vastu) it must fall within one of
these alternatives. But it falls within neither. Hence it is not real. But
it is not absolutely unreal (avastu) too, for it is expressed and experienced
in ordinary life. Hence, the only conclusion to which we are drawn is
1 Ibid, p. 35. 2 mithyâshabdo dvyartho'panhava-vachano'nirvachanîyatâvachanashcha,
Ibid, p. 4. 3 na hi mâyâyàm asambhàvanïyam näma. asambhàvaniyâvabhâsachaturâ
hi sä, Ibid, p. 23. 4 Paftchapâdikâ-Vivarana, p. 212. 4 Sahkçepa-Shirïraka, II, 211.
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that it is indescribable (anircrxhaniya). But it is indescribable, stresses
Vimuktätmä, only in the sense that it cannot be described either as real
or as unreal, and not in the sense that nothing whatsoever can be said
about it.1
Thus Mäyä is regarded by him as ignorance, as positive, as power,
as indescribable and as the material cause of all world-appearances.*
Though indescribable, it can be destroyed by knowledge, since by its
very nature it is such that it cannot resist the stroke of knowledge.3
T o stop at the world-appearance is to confess philosophical impotence.
Avidyä is not real, for the real is only the Brahman. Avidyä is not unreal,
for it is experienced as real. This indescribable nature of Avidyä makes
it an inconsistent category. But this Sadasadvilaksanatva or Anirvachaniyatva or Durnirüpatva or Durghatatva of Avidyä is not its defect but
its glory, for had Avidyä been not such, it would not have been Avidyä
at all.4
Avidyä, for Shrïharsa also, is ignorance, is positive, is material, and
is indescribable as it is neither real nor unreal. It is therefore false.
Avidyä or Ajnäna, says Chit$ukha> is beginningless and positive and
is destroyed by knowledge.5 Ignorance is in fact neither positive nor
negative, yet it is called positive to emphasize the fact that it is not
merely negative.6 An example illustrating the positive character of
ignorance is: *1 do not know whether what you say is true’. Here what
is said is known but it is not known whether it is true. Another example
is when one, after deep sleep, gets up and says: ‘I slept happily; I knew
nothing.* This is a positive experience of ignorance in deep sleep.7 The
knowers of Vedänta have declared that all things are the objects of the
self-revealing Consciousness either as known or as unknown.8
An objection is raised by Prabhäkara that the false cannot be pre
sented in experience. Experience is always of the true and error is due,
not to misapprehension, but to non-apprehension of difference. Refuting
this Akhyäti view, Chitsukha remarks that as long as error lasts, the
object is not remembered but actually presented to consciousness. The
presentation of the false, therefore, is a fact of experience. The presented
silver (in the case of shell-silver) cannot be called absolutely non
existent like the hare’s horn as that cannot be presented even in illusion
or error. Its practical reality is admitted. Nor can it be called existent
for it is contradicted afterwards. It is therefore indefinable or inde
scribable. It is exactly this character of being indescribable either as
existent or as non-existent, says Chitsukha, that constitutes the falsity
1 tena sadasattväbhyäm anirvachanîyâ, na punar avàchyâ, I$ta-siddhi, p. 35. * Ibid,
p. 6g. 3 Ibid, V I II, 4 and 18.
4 durghatatvam avidyâyâ bhüçanam na tu düçanam,
Ibid, I, 140. 5 anâdi bhâvarüpam yad vijfiânena vilïyate. tad ajftânam iti prâjflâ
lakçanam samprachakçate. anâditvc sati bhâvarüpam vijftânanirasyam ajftànam,
Tattva-pradipîka, p. 57. 6 bhâvâbhâvavilakçanasya ajfiânasya abhâvavilakçaçamâtrena bhâvatvopachârât, Ibid. 7 Ibid, pp. 58-59. • Ibid, p. 60.
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of all world-experiences. Udayana’s criticism that ‘indefinability* means
the inability to define or describe, i.e. the silence of the ignorant
(niruktiviraha) misses the mark for the term ‘indefinable’ or ‘inde
scribable’ in Vedanta means that which cannot be described either as
real or as unreal.1
Similarly Änandajüäna also says that indescribability is not inability
to describe; its essence lies in proving that all possible ways in which the
opponent wants to describe a thing are untenable.2
Avidyâ, for Vidyâranya too, is a beginningless power which is neither
real nor unreal. It cannot stand dialectical scrutiny. The essential
nature of Avidyâ consists in this that it cannot be described in any way
by the finite intellect and it is therefore false for it cannot bear logical
examination.3 When true knowledge dawns, Avidyâ with all its worldproducts is realized as something which never was, never is and never
shall be real.* This indefinability is not a defect but a merit of Avidyâ.6
Avidyâ is the same as Mäyä for both are indefinable.6
I ll
Ä T M A N OR B R A H M A N
a n or Brahman is the only reality. It is the locus and the object
o f Avidyâ. It is the ground underlying all world-appearances. Diversity,
says Mandanat is rooted in unity and not vice versa. One sees many
reflections of the Moon in many moving ripples of water. But the
Moon does not become many on account of its reflections in various
waves. It is absurd to believe that so many reflected ‘Moons* appear
as one Moon. Similarly it is far more reasonable to believe that one
Brahman on account of its special potency appears as the world of
diverse phenomenal objects than to believe that diverse phenomenal
objects on account of false notion of similarity appear as if they are one.
A ll difference is, therefore, grounded in the supreme Brahman.7
Reality, says Sureshvara> is one and so diversity cannot be ultimate.
The unqualified non-dual Absolute which transcends human thought
is described in innnumerable inadequate ways by different people just
as in the famous parable of the ‘Blind Men and the Elephant*, the same
elephant was described in various inadequate ways by the blind
men.8 Everything else may change, everything else may be destroyed,
everything else may be momentary except the Self because the very
conceptions of change, destruction and momentariness presuppose it.9

Atm

1 pratyekam sadasattvâbhyâm vichârapadavïm na yat. gâhatc tad anirvächyam ähur
Vedäntavedinah, Ibid, p. 79. 2 yena ycna prakärcna paro nirvaktum ichchhati. tcna
tenâtmanâ'yogas tad anirvâchyatâ matâ, Tarka-Sangraha, p. 136. 3 Br-Vârtika-sàra,
Introduction, Adhikâripariksâ, 115, 117. * Ibid, 114. 6 Vivaranaprameyasangraha.
p. 175.
3 Ibid, p. 133.
7 Brahmasiddhi, II, 32.
8 Naiçkarmyasiddhi, II, 93.
* Ibid, II, 78.
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This Self is the judge presupposing whose existence and to whom
addressing their case, philosophers, like lawyers, propelled by heated
and head-aching arguments, feverishly fight and delude each other.1
Reality, according to Väckaspati, is the Pure Self (svaprakashâ chit)
which is Pure Consciousness or the self-luminous immediate self
revelation which can never be contradicted. It is the underlying ground
of all phenomena. Maya or Avidyä may be regarded as the pivot of
Advaita provided we do not forget that the Reality which underlies the
world-appearance is Brahman. The thesis which Vimuktätmä has proved
is not mäyä, but Brahman as it underlies Maya.8
Padmapada says that the nature of the self is pure self-revealing
Consciousness which, when appearing with and manifesting the objects
is called experience or Anubhava, and when shining forth by itself is
called the Atman.3 Prakäshätmä also maintains that Consciousness is
self-revealing and that its manifestation is due to no other cause.4
Chitsukha gives a full exposition of the Self. He takes many definitions
of self-revelation (svaprakasha) and rejects them after dialectical
examination. He then offers his own definition. Self-revelation, says
Chitsukha, may be defined as that which is entitled to be called imme
diate even though it cannot be known as an object of knowledge.6 Desires,
feelings, will, emotions and other subjective states are not cognized in
the same way in which external objects arc. Though they appear to be
called immediate, they have really no right to be called immediate for
they are only unreal impositions on the self-revealing Consciousness.
External objects, on the other hand, though they are found to be
unreal and therefore non-immediate when the self is realized, yet so
far as the phenomenal existence is concerned, have every right to be
called immediate; but they are known as objects of knowledge. It is
only the self which is immediate and yet not an object of knowledge.
Our definition, therefore, has the merit, says Chitsukha, of distinguish
ing self-revelation from the mental states on the one hand and from the
external objects on the other.6
Moreover, besides being immediate, self-revelation can also be
inferred. The inference is as follows:—
Immediate Experience is Self-revealing, because it is immediate;
That which is not immediate cannot be self-revealing, as for
example, a pot.7
The main argument in favour of self-revelation is that if the existence
of the ultimate self-revealing Consciousness is not admitted, infinite
* Ibid, II, 59. * ato mâyâtmaiko mayeçtah siddhah, I?*asiddhi, p. 347. * Paftchapâdika, 19. 4 Pafichapâdikâ-Vivarana, p. 52. * Tattvapradlpikä, p. 9. * Ibid, pp. 9-11.
’ anubhûtih svayamprakâshâ, anubhûtitvât, yan naivam tan naivam yathfi ghafab
ityanumänam, Ibid, p. 11.
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regress would yawn before us. Again, the fact of experience itself proves
that immediate experience is self-revealing because none can doubt his
own experience or can stand in need of confirming or corroborating it.
Everything else may be doubted, everything else may require proof,
but not the self-revealing Consciousness because even the notions of
doubt and proof presuppose it.1
This self-revealing Consciousness is not the consciousness of con
sciousness or awareness of awareness like the Anuvyavasäya of the
Naiyäyika or the Jnâtatâ of the Mîmâmsaka, for this conception is not
tenable. When one says: ‘I know that I know the pot,' what happens is
that the first awareness has already ceased when the second awareness
begins and so the former awareness cannot be directly cognized by the
subsequent awareness. So when one knows that one knows the pot, it
is only the cognized object, the pot, that is known, not the knowledge.*
The self-revealing Consciousness is the Self itself for the Self is of
the nature of self-revealing Consciousness (ätmä samvidrüpah). Except
that of identity there can be no relation between Consciousness and
Self.3 When the Shruti says that the sight of the seer is never destroyed,
it only stresses that knowledge is eternal; it does not in fact declare
any connection between the sight and the seer or the knowledge and the
knower. It says so on account of the convention or usage of language,
like the phrase ‘the head of Rähu’ even when there is no difference
between Rähu and the head.4
IV
D I A L E C T I C A L A R G U M E N T S FOR THE U L T I M A T E
U N R E A L I T Y OF D I F F E R E N C E

according to Mandano, is the only reality and it does not
tolerate difference. Absolutism alone can explain all philosophical
concepts satisfactorily. Ultimately the subject-object duality must be
transcended. If it were real, then the gulf between the two could never
be bridged over and the two could never be related. The absolutely
pure Self (drastä) which knows no change can never be really related
to the changing objects (drshya).5
Mandana tries to refute difference by means of dialectical arguments.
In fact, he says, we do not perceive any ‘difference’. Three alternatives
are possible regarding perception: (i) perception may manifest a posi
tive object; (2) it may distinguish an object from other objects; and (3)
it may manifest a positive object and may also distinguish it from other
objects. In the third alternative again there are three possibilities:
(a) manifestation of a positive object and its distinction from other
brah m an

1 Ibid. p. 16.
1 Ibid, p. 18.
5 jrtànàtmanoh sambandhasyaivâbhàvàt, Ibid p. 22.
4 Ibid. * chiteh shuddhatvât, apariijâmât, apratisankramit cha, Brahmasiddhi : pp. 7-8.
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objects may be simultaneous ; (b) first there may be positive manifesta
tion and then negative distinction ; and (c) first there may be negative
distinction and then positive manifestation.1
Now, in the first alternative where only a positive object is manifested,
no ‘difference* is perceived. The second alternative is untenable because
pure negation is an impossibility. Perception always manifests some
positive object; it does not negate anything. Hence perception cannot
reveal mere difference.2 Possibilities (a) and (c) of the third alternative
are untenable, for positive manifestation and negative distinction can be
neither simultaneous nor can there be first negative distinction without
positive manifestation. Negation is necessarily rooted in affirmation.
Difference or distinction is a relation between two positive objects
which it presupposes. Even the negation of a nonentity like the skylotus is only a denial of the false relation between two positive entities
— the sky and the lotus. Possibility (b) of the third alternative is also
untenable, for perception is one unique process and there cannot be
two or more moments in it.3
There can be four possible conceptions, says Mandana, regarding
unity and diversity :
(1) Either we should say like Mxmämsaka Samsargavädins that
both unity and diversity are separately real;
(2) Or we should say like Bhartrprapancha and the Jaina
Anekäntavädins that reality is both unity and diversity;
(3) Or we should say like the Buddhist (Svatantra-vijnänavädin)
Ätyantikabhedavadins that only diversity is real and that
unity is an appearance;
(4) Or we should say like the Vedântin Abhedavâdins that only
unity is real and that diversity is an appearance.4
Mandana vehemently criticizes the first three views showing their
hollowness and upholds the fourth view.
Against the first view he remarks that things cannot be twofold in
their nature, that it is impossible to imagine logically that realities can
be two or more.
Against the second view he urges that it is absurd to imagine that
the same thing can be both unity as well as diversity. Admitting and
negating the same thing in the same breath, the theory of Probability
lands in monstrous philosophical contradictions.
The third view is that of the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins. They main
tain that objects by their very nature are different from one another
and that therefore when an object is perceived its difference from other
objects is also perceived simultaneously by that very act. Mandana
1 Ibid, p. 44.

* Ibid, p. 39,

* Ibid, pp. 39*45.
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4 Ibid, p. 60.

replies that if difference be the very nature of things, then all things
would be of the nature of difference and thus there would be no
difference among them at all. Again, difference being ‘formless*,
the objects themselves would be ‘formless*. Again, difference is of the
nature of negation and therefore objects themselves would be of the
nature of negation. Again, difference being dual or plural, no object
would be regarded as a single object because the same thing cannot be
both one and many.1
The Buddhist replies that an object is regarded as essentially of the
nature of difference only in relation to other objects and not in relation
to itself. Mandana rejoins that objects are produced from their own
causes and they do not, for their existence, stand in need of a relation
to other objects. Relation is a mental operation. It is subjective. It
cannot, therefore, be called the essential nature of things which are
objective.2
The Buddhist tries to prove the difference among objects by his
theory of efficient causation. But Mandana points out that he cannot do
so. The same fire, for example may ‘burn* and at another time may
‘cook*, and still at another time may simply ‘shed light*. The difference
between the burning, cooking and illuminating activities of the same
fire does not prove that they are really ‘three* different fires. It only
proves that differences are unreal because they are grounded in the
same fire.3 Similarly the so-called diversity of the phenomenal world is
rooted in the supreme Brahman. The Buddhist objects that things are
different from one another because they have got different potencies or
powers. If there were only unity and no diversity then there would have
been simultaneous production and destruction of all things and then
milk would have produced oil and oil-seeds curd. Mandana replies that
the so-called different potencies or powers are in fact only different
qualities of the same thing like the burning, cooking and illuminating
qualities of the same fire. Difference in qualities does not imply
difference in substance. Just as the same fire has diverse activities of
burning, cooking and illuminating, similarly it is the extraordinary
potency of the one supreme Brahman, a potency which is beyond
human thought, that enables the Brahman to appear as this diverse
phenomenal world.4 Differences, therefore, are purely imaginary.
Mandana supports the fourth view which advocates that unity alone
is real while diversity is only an appearance. The moon does not
become ‘many moons* on account of being reflected in various waves.6
Difference is an appearance and is grounded in Brahman and not vice
versa.
Vimuktätmä also observes that difference is unreal and is rooted in
1 bhedash chet vastunah svabhâvah, naikam kifichana vastu syât, Ibid, pp. 47-48.
* Ibid, p. 48. 3 Ibid, p. 50. 4 Ibid, pp. 54-55. 4 Ibid, p. 72.
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the Brahman. He says that the relation between the perceiver (drk) and
the perceived (drshya) or between the conscious subject and the external
objects is indescribable and therefore false. The subject and the object
arc neither different nor identical nor both.
The self and the world are not different because difference is possible
between two perceived entities and the self is never perceived.1 Again,
difference is not of the nature (svarüpa) of the differing entities; for
had it been so, difference would not have been dependent on a reference
to another. Nor is difference a characteristic (dharma) different from the
differing entities; for in that case this difference, in order to be known,
would require another difference and the latter yet another and so on
ad infinitum. Again, the perceiving Self, being self-luminous, is always
present and can never be negated. So neither negation nor difference is
possible. The perceiving Self is of the nature of perception hence its
non-perception is impossible. Negation is of the nature of non-percep
tion. Hence negation is impossible. And difference is of the nature of
negation. So difference too is impossible.2
The perceiving Self and the perceived world are also not identical:
for if they were so, the perceiver would be characterized by all the
limitations and differences of the perceived world. Simultaneous percep
tion (sahopalambha) cannot prove their identity, for they are perceived
as two and not one.3 Moreover, the perceiver is self-luminous and is
never cognized as an object, while the perceived is never self-revealing
is always cognized as an object and cannot be experienced independently
of the perceiver. Again, if they were identical, all ordinary experiences
and practices of this world would come to a standstill. So the Self which
is pure Consciousness can never be identified with the perceived world.4
And the Self and the world, again, cannot be regarded as both
identical and different; for the Bhedäbheda view is self-contradictory.
Identity and difference are opposed like light and darkness.
So the manifold world-appearance is neither different from nor
identical with nor both different from and identical with the Pure Self.6
The world therefore is false and with it all its ‘difference’ is also false.
Shrihar$a also asserts that neither perception nor inference can
contradict the ultimate fact of non-duality as taught in the Upanisads.
Difference is unreal. It cannot be the essential nature of things that
differ (svarüpabheda), because had it been that it would have been
identical with the differing things themselves. Again, difference cannot
be mutual negation (anyonyäbhäva) like that pot is the negation of cloth
and cloth is the negation of pot, because if the identity of the pot and
the cloth were absolutely unreal, then the negation of such identity
would also be absolutely meaningless. Again, difference cannot be
1 Içtasiddhi, p. 2 . * Ibid, pp. 3-10. 9 Ibid, pp. 13-14. 4 Ibid, p. 14. 6 na bhinnah,
nàpyabhinnah, nfipi bhinnàbhinnah anubhùteh prapaflchah, Ibid, p. 24.
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regarded as the possession of opposite characteristics (vaidharmya),
because were it so then these opposite characteristics would require
further opposite characteristics to distinguish them from one another
and so on ad infinitum. Difference, therefore, is unreal. It is a product
o f Avidyä. From the empirical viewpoint it is valid because we perceive
it. We do not say, says Shriharsa, that difference is absolutely unreal.
W e deny only its ultimate reality.1 The empirical validity of difference,
however, cannot contradict the ultimate reality of Advaita, for the two
are on two different levels. Difference is due to Avidyä and so it is
ultimately unreal. T o contradict Advaita we require an ultimately real
difference and such difference is an impossibility.2 The reality of Advaita
cannot be set aside even by hundreds of arguments.3 T o reject Advaita
is to throw away the most precious wish-fulfilling jewel fortunately
procured, into the deep sea.4
Madhusûdana Sarasvatï in his Advaita-siddhi, which he wrote to
prove the truth of non-dualism and to reject the views of the opponents,6
ruthlessly criticizes the Dvaitins and refutes all their arguments in
favour of difference. Vyâsatirtha, the author of Nyäyämrta, is his main
target.
V
FURTHER D I A L E C T I C A L E X P O S I T I O N OF T HE
U L T I M A T E U N R E A L I T Y OF T H E W O R L D

Shriharsa and Chitsukha undertake a thorough inquiry into the nature
of the categories and concepts of the intellect and point out their
utter dialectical hollowness. Their main polemic is against Nyäya.
The Naiyäyikas and the Mïmâmsakas have given various definitions of
right knowledge (pramä), of the means of right knowledge (pramâna)
such as perception, inference etc., of the various categories of experience
(padärtha) such as substance, qualities etc., and of the concepts involved
in these categories. Shriharsa and Chitsukha take all these definitions
one by one, mercilessly criticize them and with their irresistible dialectic
tear them into pieces pointing out that they are all ‘baseless fabrics of
a vision that leaves nothing behind*.
All that is known (prameya) has a defined real existence, says the
Naiyayika. All that is known is indefinable and therefore unreal, rejoin
Shriharsa and Chitsukha. Reality is Pure Consciousness which can be
directly realized but cannot be known by discursive intellect. It is
beyond the four categories of understanding. Like the Chatuskotivinirmukta of the Shünyavädins, Shriharsa calls it as ‘the Fifth Only*, the
Panchamakotimâtra. 6 Intellect which works with its concepts and
1 Khaççlana-Khançla-Khâdya, p. 56.
1 advaitam hi päramärthikam idam päramärthikena bhedena bâdhyeta, na tu avidyâvidyamànena, Ibid p. 58. * Ibid, 59.
4 Ibid, p. 60. 4 Advaitasiddhi, 4. 4 Naiçadha-Charita, X III, 36.
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categories is necessarily relational. Therefore it can give us only a
relative world. The entire world together with all its experiences is
necessarily phenomenal. It is a semblance of reality. It is a workable
reality. Its reality is based on usage, custom and convention. The
moment we examine this so-called real world and its experiences
dialectically, they all give way. And intellect too, because it itself arises
with this world, gives way. The world is found to be indefinable. It is
neither real nor unreal nor both. Hence the inevitable conclusion is that
it is indescribable. And because it is indescribable it is false. It is based
on Avidyä and is only an appearance. The criticisms offered by Shri
harsa and Chitsukha are mostly destructive. They have undermined not
only the particular definitions of Nyäya but also the very concept of
definition which has been shown as fraught with inherent contradictions.
Chitsukha who had commented on the Khandana of Shriharsa and
who has also written an independent work Tattvapradipikä, popularly
known as Chitsukhï, has fulfilled to a great extent the work left unaccom
plished by Shriharsa. Shriharsa tried to show that all the concepts and
the categories of the intellect were indefinable as they were fraught with
inherent contradictions. But in practice he mainly criticized and refuted
only the particular definitions of the Nyäya writers. Udayana formed the
main target of his attack. He did not also develop his interpretations of
the concepts of the Advaita Vedanta. Chitsukha gives us an accurate
analysis and an elaborate interpretation of the main concepts of the
Advaita. Possessing almost the same dialectical genius as that o f
Shriharsa, Chitsukha does not restrict himself to refuting only the
definitions of the various categories given by the Naiyäyikas, but often
refutes other definitions and also the concepts underlying these defini
tions. In his refutation of the Nyäya categories, he mostly follows
Shriharsa, though he sometimes gives new arguments also. Shriharsa’s
main purpose is to show that the categories are indefinable and there
fore unreal. Chitsukha’s main purpose is to show that though they are
mere appearances, they are appearances of the Real.
Shriharsa’s work is mainly polemical. Like the Shünyavädins, he has
no thesis of his own to prove. He has no definitions to offer. How can
he when he says that all definitions are false and that this entire world
together with all its experiences is indescribable? Although the criticisms
of Shriharsa are directed mainly against the particular definitions of the
Naiyäyikas and others, they can be used with equal force against all
views and against all definitions of all systems. Shriharsa himself asks
us to apply his criticisms against other definitions and other systems.1
He goes even to the extent of assuring us that people, by simply mugging
up his arguments like a parrot, can conquer all persons in philosophical
discussions.2
1 Khandana, p. 419.
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* Ibid, p. 2.

Shrîharsa has written a long introduction, called the Bhümikä to his
work Khandana. This introduction gives us an excellent summary of
his philosophy. Formal verbalism which often mars the main body of the
work is conspicuous by its absence here. Realization of truth (tattvanirnaya) and victory over the opponent (vädi-vijaya), says Shrîharsa,
are the two aims of philosophical discussion (shâstrârtha). In the
Bhümikä the former aim predominates. The main defect which we find
in the main body of the work is formal verbalism. Shrîharsa often
criticizes the language of the definitions rather than their thought.
There is no doubt that had the main body of the Khandana been written
in the same spirit in which its Bhümikä is written the work would have
been simply matchless. Perhaps Shrîharsa may be excused if we remem
ber that in his time, challenging discussions (digvijaya) were the fashion
of the day. But all the same Dr. S. N. Dasgupta is right in remarking:
T f these criticisms had mainly been directed towards the defects of
Nyäya thought, later writers would not have been forced to take the
course of developing verbal expressions (in order to avoid the criticisms
of Shrîharsa) at the expense of philosophical profundity and acuteness.
Shrîharsa may therefore be said to be the first great writer who is
responsible indirectly for the growth of verbalism in later Nyäya
thought’.1
Shrîharsa says that this world with all its manifold phenomena
cannot be called existent because dialectical reasoning proves that it is
not ultim ately real; and it cannot be called non-existent too because

then the practical utility of all world-experiences would collapse. The
world-appearances therefore are indescribable either as real or as
unreal. Hence they are false.
Here the opponent says: If you are unable to describe and define the
world you should go to some learned teachers and learn how to describe
and define the world-experiences. Shrîharsa replies: This contemptuous
outburst of the opponent would have been valid only if we had said
that a particular person or persons was or were unable to define this
world. Our point, which the opponent has unfortunately missed, is that
we maintain that the world together with all its experiences is by its
very nature such that it cannot be described either as existent or as non
existent. Indefinability is the very nature of all world-experiences. All
that can be known by the intellect is necessarily indefinable. Our worthy
opponent who seems to be proud of his ability to define the world
should know that he is grossly mistaken, because even ‘description* or
‘definition’, being a thing which is known, is by its very nature ultimately
indescribable and indefinable.2
1 H istory o f Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 146. * yadapi nirvaktumasâmarthye gurava
upäsyantäm yebhyo niruktayah shikçyanta ityupâlambhavachanam tat tadä shobheta
yadi meyasvabhâvânugâminïyam anirvachaniyateti na brüyuh vaktfdo$àd iti cha
vadevuh, Khandana, pp. 31-32.
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The main point which Shriharsa wants to press is that the worldexperiences, being mere appearances, are neither real nor unreal and are
therefore false, that our intellect which necessarily functions with the
help of its concepts and categories is beset with inherent contradictions
and so cannot give us reality, and that reality which is Pure Conscious
ness is self-luminous and therefore self-proved and is to be directly
realized through Pure Experience. Neither the Absolute nor the appear
ances can be described. The Absolute needs no descriptions because it is
self-proved. All the categories of the intellect fail to grasp it in its fulness.
T o describe it is as useless is to throw the light of a candle over the Sun.
Appearances cannot be described because they are neither real nor
unreal nor both. And even description itself proceeds from finite
thought and is therefore self-contradictory. All arguments as such, says
Shriharsa agreeing with Chandrakïrti, are self-contradictory. T o prove
the validity of arguments, says Shriharsa like Nägärjuna and Chandra
kïrti, we shall require some Pramänas and these Pramänas in order to
be valid will stand in need of further Pramänas and so on ad infinitum.
Here .the opponent puts a formidable objection to Shriharsa. He says
that if Shriharsa denies the validity of all arguments as such, then he
has no right to utter a word. He cannot logically do so because the
argument of Shriharsa that all arguments are invalid, being itself an
argument, is invalid. It is impossible for thought to condemn itself.
How can Shriharsa logically say that the world is indefinable and that
reality is also indescribable when in doing so he is himself defining the
world and describing reality as indefinable and indescribable?1
Shriharsa, like Chandrakïrti, faces this objection bravely. He replies
that he is not denying the validity of logic or intellect from the empirical
standpoint. It is simply impossible to do so. In the phenomenal world
intellect undoubtedly reigns supreme.2 None can question its authority
here. But intellect itself points to its own limitations and finally merges
in immediate experience. The highest philosophy is the philosophy of
Silence. Reality can only be realized directly. Ultimately, Pure Conscious
ness itself shines forth. Description is possible on the phenomenal level
only. Even the distinction between the empirical and the ultimate
points of view is a distinction made by intellect itself. Shriharsa, like
Chandrakïrti, frankly admits that the moment we say that Reality is
or appearances are indescribable, we have, from the ultimate standpoint,
missed the mark because even when we say that Reality or the world
is indescribable we are in fact describing it and that therefore even this
argument, being an argument, is unreal.3 The fact is that Advaita
cannot ultimately be discussed. It is only to be realized. Intellect has to
1 tattve dvitrichatuçkotivyudâsena yathâyatham. niruchyamâne nirlajjair anirvachyatvam uchyate, NySyasiddhäfijana, p. 93.
* vyâvahârikîm pramäijädisattäm ädaya
vichärärambhah, Khandana, p. 10.
* yo hi sarvam anirvachaniyasadasattvam brüte
sa katham anirvachanïyatâsattvavyavasthitau paryanuyujyeta, Ibid pp. 32-33.
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be transformed into Spiritual Experience. How can he who has become
one with the Absolute take recourse to arguments? How can he who has
transcended intellect again descend to its level? Shriharsa, therefore, as
a Vedäntin, like the Shünyavädin, ultimately has no thesis to prove, no
argument to offer, no contention to support. He is only interested in
refuting the arguments of his opponent and that too from the point of
view of the opponent himself. Descending on the phenomenal level,
on the level of the opponent, on the level where alone arguments are
possible, Shriharsa shows that ( the opponent’s) descriptions are hollow,
his definitions are defective and his arguments are invalid. It is from
this point of view that Shriharsa says that the world cannot be described
either as existent or as non-existent and that therefore it is false. If the
opponent accepts this argument, he is giving up his position and em
bracing Advaita. If, on the other hand, the opponent challenges this
argument, he is challenging the Validity of his own logic and is thereby
accepting Advaita. In either case therefore Advaita becomes established.
Advaita can be refuted only if the opponent is successful in defending
his position and this he cannot do. Hence it is proved that the entire
phenomenal world is indefinable and therefore false and that Brahman
alone which is Pure Consciousness is the ultimate Reality.1 Having this
one Brahman-weapon with him, the Advaitin can never be defeated in
the arena of philosophical fight.3
Ckitsukha also observes that the world, when dialectically examined,
is found to be neither real nor unreal. It can be proved neither by itself
nor by anything else. Therefore the only conclusion to which we are
drawn is that it is superimposed on the self and is ultimately unreal.
Thus the falsity of the world is a proved fact.8
Another argument is that a whole, in order to be called existent, must
exist in its parts which compose it; but it is clear that simply because
it is a whole it cannot exist in the parts. And if it does not exist even in
the parts, it cannot exist anywhere else. Hence it is false. Chitsukha’s
point is that a whole is neither a mere aggregate of its parts nor anything
outside them. It is therefore false. And if the whole is false, the parts
also must naturally be false. Thus the entire world is false.4
Another argument for the falsity of the world is that there can be no
relation between the self-revealing Consciousness which is the ultimate
knower (drk) and the object known (drshya). Sense-contact does not
produce knowledge, because when we perceive illusory silver in a shell
there is no actual sense-contact with silver. Subject-object relation
1 tatah parakiyarltyedam uchyate anirvachanlyatvam vishvasya p aryavasyatlti.
vastutastu vayam sarvaprapafichasattv& sattvavyavasthäpanavinivrttäb svatabsiddhe chid&tmani Brahm atattve kevale bharam avalam bya charit&rthäb sukham
äsmahe, Ibid, pp. 33*54. Com pare with -this the arguments of Chandraklrti on
pp. 91*92 Supra. 1 Ibid, p. 47. * drshyaprapanchasya s va tab paratashch&siddher
drgfttm anyadhyastatayaiva siddhir iti siddham mithy&tvam, Tattvapradlpikâ,
p. 32. 4 Ibid., pp. 39-40.
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cannot be explained. Knowledge or knower cannot produce any change
in the object known. Mental states like will, emotion, feeling etc.
cannot change the object, for they are internal. Again, the object cannot
be contained in knowledge as a badava fruit may be contained in a vessel.
Again, the subject-object relation cannot be a vague undefined relation
because in that case the subject may as well be called object and the
object subject. Again, if that is regarded as an object which induces
knowledge, then even the senses, light and other accessories which
help the rise of knowledge would become objects. Hence the subjectobject relation cannot be satisfactorily explained. So the objective world
is false and the self-revealing subject alone is real and it ultimately
transcends the subject-object duality. Shriharsa also remarks that the
subject-object relation is indefinable. If we reduce the subject to the
object we land in crude materialism. If we reduce the object to the sub
ject we land in crude subjectivism. The subject, whether it is identical
with or different from the object, cannot be related to the object.
Nor can the object know the subject for it would be absurd to sav that
the pot knows the consciousness. Hence the subject-object relation is
false.1
Chitsukha stresses that though the world is false it is not absolutely
unreal like the hare’s horn. The world is false only when the Absolute
is realized. Till then it is true for all practical purposes. Its workable
reality cannot be denied. Chitsukha admits the similarity of the Buddhis
tic Samvrti-satya with the Vedantic Vyavahära-satya and defends the
former against the attacks of Kumârila Bhatta. Kumärila criticizes
phenomenal reality (samvrti) as follows: Samvrti is not true. How can
it then be regarded as a kind of truth? If it is true, it cannot be Samvrti;
if it is false how can it have any truth? Truth is one and it cannot be
divided into empirical truth and absolute truth. Chitsukha’s reply is
that the above distinction is made by the intellect itself. So ultimately
this distinction is unreal. Truth undoubtedly is one. And it is the selfluminous Absolute. So Samvrti is not true. It is ultimately false. But
even an appearance, because it is an appearance of the Real, exists. It
is not a hare’s horn. Samvrti is falsity which on account of ignorance is
mistaken as truth. But as long as we are in ignorance, we cannot question
Samvrti. On the phenomenal plane, therefore, the workable truth of
Samvrti is established.2

1 Khantfana, p. 341.
* idamapyapâstam yadàhur Bhattächäryah'samvjter na tu
aatyatvam satyabhedah kuto'nvayam. satyä d ie t samvftifr keyam mj-$ä d ie t satyatä
katham, iti. vastuto'satyasyaiva yävad bädham . . . satyatvena avBcärät, Tattvapradipikä, pp. 42*43-
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now pass on to the refutation of the various definitions of the
Naiyayikas and others by Shrïharsa and Chitsukha.
They criticize the various definitions of right cognition (pramä). The
definition that right cognition is the direct apprehension of the real
nature of things (tattvänubhütih pramä) is wrong, because if one guesses
the right number of shells hidden in another’s fist or makes an inference
through fallacious data which inference may accidentally be correct
(as when one infers fire on a hill from fog looking like smoke and there
may accidentally be fire there), the apprehension may be right but it is
not right cognition as it is not produced through valid means.
Another definition that right cognition is that which truly corresponds
with its object (yathärthänubhavah pramä) is also wrong, because
correspondence can neither be said to be the reality of the object itself
as the real nature of an object is indeterminable, nor can it be defined
as the similarity of the cognition to the object, for qualities which belong
to the object do not belong to the cognition, e.g., when we are aware of
two white pots, our cognition of the pots is neither ‘two’ nor ‘white’.
Criticizing Udayana’s definition of right cognition as ‘proper dis
cernment’ (samyakparichchhedah pramä) they remark that if the word
‘Samyak’ means ‘entire* then the definition is useless because it is only
an Omniscient being who can perceive all qualities and characteristics
o f a thing, and if it means the discernment of special ‘distinguishing
features’ ; then too the definition is faulty for even in the illusory percep
tion of shell as silver we perceive the distinguishing features of silver
in the shell. Moreover, it is impossible to perceive all distinguishing
features of a thing.
The Buddhists define right cognition as ‘an apprehension which is
not incompatible with the object known’ (avisamvädyanubhavah pramä).
I f this definition means that right cognition is that cognition which is
cognized by another succeeding cognition as being compatible with its
object, then even a wrong cognition, until it is contradicted, should be
deemed right. Again, the cognition of a shell as white by a person of
good eyesight may be contradicted by the cognition of a person suffering
from jaundice as yellow. And to say that contradiction must be by a
faultless later cognition is to beg the question, for faultless cognition is
right cognition in defining which we are facing these difficulties.
Moreover, unless right cognition is defined wrong cognition has no
meaning.
The definition of right cognition as cognition having causal efficiency

w e
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(arthakriyä-käritva) is not satisfactory because even a wrong cognition
may have causal efficiency, e.g. even the wrong cognition of a rope as
a snake may cause fear. Similarly Dharmakirti’s definition of right
cognition as that cognition which enables one to attain the object
(artha-präpakatva) is wrong because it cannot be determined as to
which object can be attained and which cannot.
Again, right cognitioi) cannot be defined as uncontradicted cognition
(abädhitänubhütih pramâ). Even the cognition of shell as silver, accord
ing to this definition, should be right cognition since as long as the error
lasts it is not contradicted. If it urged that right cognition is that cogni
tion which cannot be contradicted at any time, then we cannot call any
cognition right because it is not possible to assert with certainty that
a particular cognition will never be contradicted at any time. Hence it
is impossible to define right cognition.
Pramäna is generally defined as an instrument of right cognition
(pramäkaranam pramânam). But when right cognition itself cannot be
defined, it is impossible to define its instrument.

VII
R E F U T A T I O N O F T H E C A T E G O R I E S OF
NYÄYA-VAISHESIKA

The categories of Nyäya- Vaishe$ika are also criticized and refuted.
Being (sattä) cannot be defined as that which exists, for even non-being
exists. Again, being cannot be defined as that which is not a negation of
anything, for being is a negation of non-being. Pure being is as impos
sible as pure nothing. Again, being cannot be called a universal in which
all particular existent things inhere because each existent thing is a
unique individual in itself. Hence being cannot be defined. Similarly
non-being too cannot be defined. Both are relative and therefore unreal.
Substance (dravya) cannot be defined as the support (äshraya) of
qualities. If ‘support’ means ‘possession*, then even some qualities
possess other qualities, e.g. we speak of ‘two colours’, ‘three colours’,
‘white colour’, ‘black colour’ etc. If ‘support* means ‘subsistence’, then
qualities subsist in the universal ‘quality*. Substance and qualities are
both relative. We do not perceive any substance over and above qualities,
and yet qualities themselves cannot be called substance. Both are
relative and so unreal. Relation too is unreal. Relation cannot relate
itself to the two terms, for how'ever well-trained a juggler may be, he
cannot dance on his own shoulders.1 It will require another relation to
relate itself and so on ad infinitum. Universals are also unreal. They are
based on convention and convenience. A universal can be neither
1 Khandjna, p. 330.
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perceived nor inferred. We see only individual cows. How can the
‘universal cow* subsist in individual cows or jump over a new cow when
it is born or pass away from an old cow when it dies? Again, how can the
universal and the particular of that class be related? This relation can
be neither that of conjunction nor that of inherence nor that of identity.
And a fourth relation is impossible.
These criticisms of the Nyäya categories offered by Shriharsa and
Chitsukha are similar to those given by Dharmakîrti, Shântaraksita and
Kamalashila.
Causality also, remark Shriharsa and Chitsukha, is not possible.
A cause cannot be defined as mere antecedence (pürvakälabhävitva), for
then even the donkey of a potter on which he brought the clay would
become the cause of the pot. And causal operation itself, being the
immediate antecedence, will be the cause. And if causal operation is
viewed as cause then even the cause of the cause will become the cause.
Again, if this antecedence is qualified with the phrase ‘invariable*
meaning that the cause is invariably present when the effect is present
and absent when the effect is absent, the difficulty would not be solved,
for the donkey may invariably be present when the potter is making the
pot and absent when the potter is not busy with his work. Again, if
another qualification ‘unconditional’ (ananyathâsiddha) is also added,
then even the donkey which may be, and space etc. which are, present
would have to be regarded as the cause of the pot. Then, symptoms of a
disease would also be the cause of the disease because they are uncon
ditionally and invariably present before the disease. Again, the maxim
of invariable antecedence is invalidated by plurality of causes. Fire may
be produced in different ways. Again, if accessories (sahakâri) are admit
ted, then either they are identical with the cause, or if they are different,
they cannot be related to the cause. Hence the conception of causality is
ultimately false.
T he main aim of Shriharsa and Chitsukha is to show that intellect
is essentially discursive or relational and that therefore it is beset with
inherent contradictions. The world with all its manifold phenomena is
neither real nor unreal nor both. Hence it is indefinable and therefore
false. The fault is with the intellect itself. All its concepts and categories
are found to be unreal. It must proceed with the subject-object duality
and this duality is unreal, for the subject and the object can be neither
identical nor different nor both. Reality is Pure Consciousness which is
the self-revealing Self. Intellect is only a product of Avidyâ. The moment
Avidyä is destroyed by right knowledge of non-duality, intellect is
transformed into Pure Self. It then becomes one with Pure Conscious
ness. The Shruti, says Shriharsa, represents the highest stage which
finite intellect can reach. Here the intellect has shown its own limitation
and has pointed towards Reality. When one constantly ponders over the
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Mahäväkya declaring the essential unity of the individual with the
universal consciousness, then fortunately the finite intellect casts off
the garb of discursive relativity put upon it by Avidyä and gets trans
formed into Pure Experience which is the self-luminous Consciousness
shining forth in its pristine purity,1 and thus embracing the Absolute
and becoming one with it, it ever enjoys its eternal bliss.2 Avidyä is
bondage and its destruction which is the calm non-dual Knowledge is
liberation.3
VIII
PO ST-SH AN K A RITE S AND BUDDHISM
M O S T of the Post-Shankarites following Shankara but probably
missing his intention, condemn Shünyaväda as utter nihilism; take
Vijnänaväda in the sense of Svatantra-Vijnänaväda only; criticize the
momentary Vijnänas; point out the difference between Vijnänaväda and
Advaita by mentioning that while the former takes the world to be
unreal because it does not fall outside of Pure Consciousness, the latter
takes it to be unreal because it is Avidyä or Mäyä which is a positive
material stuff of ignorance which cannot be described either as existent
or as non-existent and which depends on Brahman or Pure Con
sciousness; and exhibit almost the same spirit of animosity towards
Buddhism. Thus, for example, Prakäshätmä says: He who says that
Vedänta is similar to the Buddhistic Vijnänaväda talks something which
befits an ignorant man and his case is indeed pitiable.4 Vimuktätmä
advises the Buddhist to leave aside his wrong view based on mere logical
quibbling and follow the path of the wise, otherwise deluding the dull
he will himself be deluded and destroyed.6 Vidyäranya calls him as one
who is expert in mere logical hair-splitting (shuskatarkapatu) and who
is erroneously confused and deluded (bhränta) and who is correctly
criticized by the venerable Shahkara.6 Sadänanda calls him ‘dull-headed*
(buddhi-shünya)7 and Gangädharendra calls him a ‘fool* (jada).8
But years after Shankara when the struggle died down and when
Buddhism was defeated and finally ousted from India, people began
to think dispassionately about Buddhism. Thus we find some PostShankarites expressing doubt whether Shünyaväda is really nihilism
and whether Vijnänaväda is really subjectivism which advocates the
existence of momentary ideas only. And in the same school of Advaita
Vedänta we find an eminent person like Shriharsa who tries to revive
the long-lost spirit of Gaudapäda and who correctly represents Shünya
väda and frankly and openly admits the enormous similarities between
Shünyaväda and Advaita.
1 Khan^ana, p. 60.
* Ibid, p. 60.
9 Brahmasiddhi, III, 106.
4 PaftchapädikäVivarana, p. 84. 9 Içtasiddhi, p. 54. 4 Paftchadashî, II, 30. 7 Pratyaktattvachim âmani, I, 68. 4 Svàrâjya-siddhi, I, 26.
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Mandana, like Shankara, criticizes the three schools of Buddhism.
T he Bähyärthavädins, he says, land in crude materialism. For them even
the ephemeral objects, being regarded as real, should be permanent and
even the illusory objects like shell-silver should be real. If objects are
real, there is no place for illusion and error; if objects are unreal there
is no place for the phenomenal world— this is the dilemma they have to
face. The Vijnänamätravädins land in crude subjectivism. By no stretch
of imagination can the unchanging Consciousness transform itself into
changing objects. If the objects are real they cannot be made by the
individual mind; if the objects are unreal then, like the sky-flower, they
cannot be regarded even as an external appearance of the mind. The
Shünyavädins land in nihilism. In their system, Avidya, like the skyflower, has no practical bearing and fails to explain the phenomenal
world which is said to be a mere nonentity.1 We have already noticed
Mandana’s criticism of the Svatantra-Vijnänaväda doctrine that
difference alone is real and that unity is an appearance.
Padmapäda also criticizes the Svatantra-Vijnänaväda view under the
name of Vijnänaväda. He refutes the view that reality is efficient
causation and that a permanent entity can never be efficient and there
fore real. He rejoins that, on the other hand, a momentary entity can
never be a cause. The meaningless, chaotic and momentary Vijnänas
must be brought under a unity, like loose threads made into a rope, and
must be given some meaning by the permanent Self. Vedanta has
proved the existence of such Pure Self through immediate experience
and through reasoning. The doctrine of Mahayäna, therefore, cannot
be supported by such flimsy arguments as are advanced in its support
by its followers.2
Vächaspati distinguishing Advaita from Vijnänaväda remarks that
according to Vijnänaväda the external world is unreal because it is
mind-made, while according to Advaita it is unreal because it is inde
scribable. Objects exist outside and independent of the individual mind.
O nly they are indescribable and irrational. They are neither real nor
unreal nor both. Hence they are false.3
Sarvajnätma Muni points out that though both Buddhism and
Vedänta admit Avidyä, the fundamental difference between them is
that for Vedänta the ultimate reality is Brahman which is Pure Conscious
ness and this is not admitted by Buddhism.
Criticizing Svatantra-Vijnänaväda under the name of Vijnänaväda,
Vimuktätmä, like Sankara, remarks that though objects known are
inseparable from the knower, yet it does not mean that they are identical
because while the objects change, the knower always remains the same.
Even the expression invariable association* (sahopalambha) implies the
1 Brahmasiddhi, p. 9.
* Pafichapädikä p. 28. * na hi brahmavâdino nîlâdyàkàrim
vittim abhyupagachchhanti, kintu anirvachanlyam nilàditi. Bhâmati, l i , 2, 28.
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idea that the two are different. Moreover, if the external objecta do not
exist, the Vijnänavädin has no right to talk that cognitions appear
as if they are external.1 The theory of momentariness heightens the
absurdity of this subjectivism. If cognitions are momentary, they cannot
be called self-revealing. The Vijnänavädin therefore must admit one
eternal self-revealing Consciousness.2
Again, a momentary thing can never become a cause. If both the
preceding and the succeeding things are momentary there should be
no distinction between them. Moreover, how can the Buddhist who is
himself momentary perceive two moments as causally related? He
should therefore stop such babbling and accept the doctrine of the wise,
otherwise deluding the dull he will himself be doomed.3
Vimuktätmä, like Shankara, takes the word ‘shünya* in the sense of
mere negation (asat). If the Mädhyamika, he says, persists in advocating
his theory of mere nothing, let him believe that only his doctrine is a
mere nothing.4 T o the Vedântins, on the other hand, mäyä is neither
sat nor asat. But Vimuktämä is kind enough to add that if the Shünyavädin means by his ‘asat* not a mere nothing but this mäyä, then his
position is the same as that of the Vedäntin.6 And it is needless to add
that the Shünyavädin means exactly this.
Shriharsa has done some justice to Shünyaväda. He points out that
according to the Shünyavädin, shünya is not mere negation. That
negation is necessarily rooted in affirmation is a truism accepted by
Shünyaväda. Even the asat is. It has a svarûpa.• Shünya means <unreal,
because indescribable as real or unreal*. The equation is as follows:
sadasadvilaksana—anirvachaniya. The whole world is shünya because
it is relative. It is only samvrti, not paramärtha. This Mädhyamika view
of the world with all its experiences, Shriharsa boldly confesses, cannot
be refuted by the Vedäntin because so far as the world is concerned, the
Mädhyamika view is exactly the same as that of the Vedäntin himself.7
Shriharsa frankly admits the similarity of Shünyaväda with Advaita
Vedanta by pointing out that both regard the world to be indescribable
either as real or as unreal or as both, that both agree in condemning the
intellect as essentially relational or discursive and its categories as
fraught with inherent contradictions, and that therefore the criticisms
of all definitions as such given by both Shünyaväda and Vedanta are
valid against all views of all systems.8
Shriharsa then points out the fundamental difference between
Shünyaväda and Vedanta. Shünyaväda, he says, regards everything
including even Consciousness to be unreal. Buddha has declared in the
Lahkävatära (II, 175): All things which can be known by the intellect
1 I$tasiddhi, p. 13. * Ibid, p. 115. * Ibid, pp. 114-115. 4 Ibid, p. 118. 4 Ibid,
p. 165. 4 Khançlana, p. 21.
7 mâdhyamikâdivagvyavahârânam avarûpàpalâpo na
shakyate. Ibid.
a yadi shùnyavâdânirvachanlyapakçayor àshrayanam tad i tiv td
amû$4m nirbidhaiva sârvapathînatâ, Ibid, p. 61.
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have no reality of their own. They are therefore said to be indes
cribable and unreal. But Vedanta makes an exception in favour of
Consciousness (vijhäna) which it regards self-luminous (svaprakasha).
T he Brahmavädins say that everything except Consciousness is inde
scribable as real or unreal or both and is therefore false1. So the Vedäntins find it difficult to accept Shünyaväda as they are dissatisfied with
the view that everything, including even Consciousness, is unreal.
Consciousness is ‘indescribable* in the sense that all categories of
intellect fail to grasp it fully. But most assuredly it is not unreal, for
it is self-luminous and self-proved. Consciousness which is the same
thing as the Pure Self is self-revealing and is the only reality.2 One may
doubt everything else but one cannot doubt one*s own Self for the very
idea of doubt presupposes the Self. Everything else may be denied but
not the Self for it is necessarily presupposed even by its denial. Every
thing else may require proof but not the Self for the very notion of proof
rests upon it. Hence the Self-revealing Self-luminous Consciousness
stands self-proved.3
W e may remark here that Shriharsa is wrong in saying that
Shünyaväda regards even Absolute Consciousness as unreal. Our expo
sition of Shünyaväda has proved that Consciousness is the only Reality
(tattva) recognized by Shünyaväda, though the idea is not so fully
developed as it is done in Vijnänaväda and in Advaita.
Shriharsa recognizes the genius of Dharmakirti by saying that one
should be very careful in criticizing Dharmakirti because his arguments
appear to be difficult to refute.4 Shriharsa points out that the Vijnänavädins, unlike Shünyavädins, made an exception in favour of Conscious
ness and regarded it to be self-luminous. But their sin was to treat this
Consciousness as momentary. A momentary vijnäna cannot be called
self-luminous. It is itself an object to the Self which knows it. The
momentary vijnäna must be unified by the Self. Consciousness therefore
must be admitted to be permanent. Only Vedänta which Shriharsa calls
Svaprakâsha-Vijnânavâda* or the doctrine which upholds the reality of
the self-luminous Consciousness has done this.
Chitsukha too admits the similarity between the Buddhistic samvjti
and the Vedäntic vyavahära and defends the former against the attacks
o f Kumärila Bhatta.
Vidyäranya takes the word shünya in the sense of mere negation and
condemns the Shünyavädins as nihilists who dwell in illusion and who
1 saugatabrahm avidinor ayam vishe^ab yad ädimah tarvam evânirvachaniyam varnayat i ,
taduktam Bhagavatä Lankfivatâre buddhyä vivichyam àninâm avabhävo nâvadhâryate. ato nirabhilapyäs te nibsvabhivàshcha deshitàb’ iti, vijfiànavyatiriktam
punaridam vishvam sadasadbhyâm vilak$apani brahmavfidinab sahgirante, Ibid,
p. 31. 1 apare punashchetaso'pi shûnyatàiigîkire manabpratyayam anàaidayantah
. . . manyante vijftânam tfivat svaprakâsham svata eva siddhasvarûpam, Ibid, p. 21.
* Ibid, pp. 2 1, 26 31. * durâbàdha iva chàyam Dharmakîrteh panthS ityavahitena
bhSvyam, Ibid, p. 213. 6 Ibid, pp. 21 and 31.
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are expert in mere logical hair-splitting and who are therefore rightly
criticized by Shankara.1 He points out that even negation presupposes
the seer (säksin).2 The never-flickering light of Pure Consciousness is
self-proved and can never be denied. It cannot be momentary or chang
ing. It is permanent. It neither rises nor sets.3 This Pure Self is directly
realized when the limits of finite thought are transcended. Silence is
the highest experience. This experience is not shünya, for all notions of
the intellect including the notion of shunya are transcended here.4
Vidyaranya adds that if the Shünyavädin means by ‘shunya* this Reality
which appears as the indescribable manifold world of name and form,
then may he live long for he is embracing Advaita!® And we know that
Shunyavâda really means by shunya this Reality which appears as name
and form and which transcends them all for it is essentially non-dual.®
Vidyaranya also criticizes the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins under the
name of Vijnänavädins and distinguishes the eternal Self from the
momentary ideas.7
Sadänanda also says that if shunya means not pure nothing but the
Reality which is beyond intellect, we have no quarrel with the Shünya
vädin for he has accepted Vedanta.8 But if shünya means mere negation
then he dare not steal even a glance at us.9 Sadänanda, distinguishing
Advaita from Vijnänaväda, observes that whereas for Vijnänaväda the
world exists inside Consciousness and is therefore unreal, for Vedanta,
on the other hand, it is maya or something w'hich can be described
neither as real nor as unreal nor as both and is therefore false. This
indescribability of the world which baffles intellect is a merit for Vedânta,
but not for Vijnänaväda.10
Gangädharendra condemns Vijnänaväda as doomed on account of
its momentary ideas. The foolish Vijnänavädin, he says, by refuting the
self-proved Self wants to commit suicide.11
We thus see that the Post-Shaiikarites say that if shünya means pure
negation, Shünyaväda is a self-condemned nihilism; but if shünya means
mäyä which necessarily points to the self-luminous Reality, they have
no quarrel with Shünyaväda, for Shünyaväda is then merged into
Vedänta. They also say that Vijnänaväda, instead of maintaining that
the world is unreal because it does not exist outside of thought, should
maintain that it is unreal because it is a positive material stuff of Ignor
ance called mäyä which is neither existent nor non-existent nor both
and is therefore indefinable. Again, they do not distinguish between
1 Paftchadashï, II, 30.
* shünyasyâpi hi shünyatvam tat sâk^içi satik^yate, BfVàrtika-Sâra, III, 4, 73.
* nodeti nästametyekä samvideçà svayarhprabhâ, Panchadashî, I, 7. 4 Ibid, II, 44. 6 Ibid, II, 34. 4 Shatasâhasrikâ, pp. 559 and 1676.
7 Bf-Värtika-Sära, IV , 3, 123-142. 8 shünyam nàma kiftchit tattvam asti na vä?
ädye nämamätre vivädah vedäntamatapraveshät, Advaitabrahmasiddhi, p. 104.
10 vedântasiddhântasya tvayam saugatamatäd bhedah— na jftänäkäro'rthah kin tu
b&hyànirvachaniyatvân mäyämayah, Advaitabrahmasiddhi, pp. 100 and 104.
11 Sväräjyasiddhi, I, 25-26.

Svatantra-Vijnänaväda and Vijnänaväda. They practically omit Vijnänaväda and take Svatantra-Vijnänaväda as real Vijnänaväda. They there
fore find it easy to condemn the momentary vijnänas. They themselves
maintain that vijnäna is self-luminous, but they say that this vijnäna is
the pure permanent Consciousness which is the same as the selfrevealing Self, transcending all categories of the intellect and also trans
cending the trinity of knowledge, knower and known. They accept the
criticism of all other systems by the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins, but they
point out that the criticisms may be rightly levelled against the Bud
dhists' own momentary vijnäna. If the Buddhists maintain the permanent
self-luminous Consciousness, they have no quarrel with the Buddhists,
for then the Buddhists are embracing Vedänta. They agree with
Shünyavädins in maintaining that the world is shünya or anirvachaniya.
T h ey agree with Vijnänavädins in maintaining that Reality is Pure Selfluminous Consciousness which is permanent. Thus by supplementing
Shünyaväda with Vijnänaväda and Vijnänaväda with Shünyaväda they
bring Buddhism nearer Advaita Vedänta.
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Chapter Seventeen
BUDDHISM AND VEDÀNTA
I
and Vedanta should not be viewed as two opposed
systems but only as different stages in the development of the
same central thought which starts with the Upanisads, finds its
indirect support in Buddha, its elaboration in Mahäyäna Buddhism,
its open revival in Gaudapâda, which reaches its zenith in Shankara and
culminates in the Post-Shankarites.
So far as the similarities between Buddhism and Vedanta are con
cerned, they are so many and so strong that by no stretch of imagina
tion can they be denied or explained otherwise. So far as the differences
are concerned, they are few and mostly they are not vital. Most of them
rest on a grave misunderstanding of Buddhism. We have tried to remove
it and to clear the way for a correct understanding of Buddhism.
However, there are some differences which are real and vital. But they
are very few and have been pointed out by us.I

B

uddhism

II
BUDDHA

AND

VEDANTA

fundamental philosophical doctrine which Buddha borrowed from
the Upanisads is that intellect, being essentially relational, involves
itself in insoluble antinomies and in order to be one with Reality, has
to get itself transformed into immediate Spiritual Experience (bodhi
or prajnä). Intellect, as a matter of fact, is Pure Knowledge itself; it
appears to be intellect only on account of Ignorance. Reality is not
to be philosophized; it is to be directly realized. The Unborn,
Uncreated and Imperishable Reality which is throughout implied by
all changing phenomena as their background and which, at the same
time, transcends all phenomena, all dualism (ubho ante) of the intellect,
as wrell as the trinty of knower, known and knowledge, is Pure
Consciousness and is to be directly realized by the wise. People are
surrounded by the darkness of ignorance; they have to look for the
the
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lamp of knowledge. And Buddha bequeathes the Lamp of Dharma
to them— the Lamp which he borrowed from the Upanisads.1
I ll
ASHVAGHOSA AND VEDANTA

realized that after Buddha’s Nirvana, Buddha’s teachings
were perverted by the HInayânists who reduced mind to fleeting
ideas and matter to fleeting sensations, who placed Buddha in place
o f G od and who denied the ultimate existence of mind and matter.
Ashvaghosa challenged the Hinyänists and refuted their views. He
knew well that Buddha’s real philosophy was based on the Upanisads
and he tried to revive it. The Tathatä of Ashvaghosa also called as
Bhüta-tathatä, Tathägatagarbha, Dharmakäya, Dharmadhätu, Älayavijnäna, Bodhi or Prajnä is in fact the same as the Atman or the
Brahman of the Upanisads. Relativity (pratîtyasamutpâda) is the
realm of the intellect which is a product of Avidyä. The Absolute is
untouched by it. ‘It is wrong to take the work of Ignorance as ultimate
and to forget the foundation on which it stands,* says Ashvaghosa.2
T h e Tathatä of Ashvaghosa which is Bodhi or Vijnäna or Pure Con
sciousness together with its two aspects— the Absolute ‘Suchness* and
the conditional ‘suchness* reminds us of the Atman or the Brahman of
the Upanisads with its two aspects— the higher and the lower or the
nirguna or the para and the saguna or the apara. The Tathatä and the
Brahman, both are jnänaghana or Pure Consciousness and anirvachanïya or indescribable in the sense that intellect fails to grasp them
fully. The ‘Ignorance* of Ashvaghosa is the avidyä of the Upanisads.
T h e phenomenal and the absolute standpoints of Ashvaghosa are the
vyävahärika and the päramärthika standpoints of the Upanisads.
Ashvaghosa uses those very similes commonly used in the Upanisads—
the similes of waves and water, of pots and clay, of ornaments and gold
etc. It is unmistakably clear that the Upanisads exercised a great influence
on Ashvaghosa. Indeed, avoiding all contradictions of Hînayâna,
Ashvaghosa has rightly interpreted Buddha in the light of the Upanisads
and has placed Buddhism on a firm basis.
ash vag h o sa

1 ‘T h e S'âkyan mission was out “ not to destroy, but to fulfil” , to enlarge and enhance
the accepted faith-in-God o f their day, not by asseverating, but by making it more
vital. It were Brahmans who became the leading disciples/— M rs. Rhys Davids:
A Manual o f Buddhism., p. 194. * Outlines o f Mahâyâna Buddhism: Suzuki, p. 124.
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IV
SHÜNYAVÄDA

AND

VEDANTA

exposition of Shünyaväda will at once make it clear how similar
it is to Vedanta. We have clearly proved that shunya does not mean
a mere negation nor does Shünyaväda mean nihilism. Shünya is used
in a double sense. It means Mäyä as well as Brahman. Empirically
it means that all dharmas or world-experiences, subjective as well as
objective, are svabhäva-shünya or devoid of ultimate reality. They are
pratitya-samutpanna or merely relative. They are ultimately unreal
because they can be called neither existent nor non-existent nor both.
They are indescribable or mäyä. But the mere fact that they are appear
ances implies that there must be a Reality of which they are mere
appearances. This Reality or tattva is prapanchashünya or beyond all
plurality. It is like Brahman. It is Bodhi or Pure Consciousness. It
is indescribable or chatuskotivinirmukta because all categories
of the intellect fail to grasp it fully. Samvrti and paramärtha corre
spond to vyavahära and paramärtha of Vedanta. Chandrakirti divides
samvrti into mithyäsamvfti and tathya-samvjti to match parikalpita and
paratantra of Vijnänaväda. Mithyä-samvrti, tathyasamvrti and para
märtha will now correspond to pratibhäsa, vyavahära and paramärtha
of Vedänta. We know that the two standpoints, empirical and absolute,
are found in the Upanisads which sometimes use the word ‘samvrti’
also.1
The Mahäyäna-sütras, Nägärjuna and his followers condemn all
phenomena to be like illusion, mirage, son of a barren woman, skyflower etc. etc. which expressions suggest that they are something
absolutely unreal. But this is not their intention. They use such expres
sions only to emphasize the ultimate unreality of phenomena. Their
empirical reality is, as we have seen, emphatically maintained. We know
that Gaudapäda and even Shankara use such expressions. T hey are
therefore not condemned to be absolutely unreal.
We have noticed the enormous similarities between Shünyavädins on
the one hand and Gaudapäda, Shankara and Post-Shankarites on the
other. Their dialectical arguments are essentially similar. Their method
is also essentially the same. Intellect or logic has got only negative value
for them. It has to be transformed into immediate experience so that it
may embrace the Absolute. They are interested in pointing out to their
opponents that even according to the canons of logic of the opponents
the arguments of the opponents can be proved to be false. Ultimate
Reality is Silence. It has to be realized directly. It cannot be discussed.
our

1 E.g., Brhadànmyaka, II, 5, 18.
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If the opponent accepts it, he is accepting their position. If, on the other
hand, he challenges it he is challenging the validity of his own logic.
Intellect is essentially discursive or relational. It must work with its
concepts and categories. So it gives only the relative world which must
be taken to be empirically real. Ultimately it is false because it is neither
existent nor non-existent nor both. Rejection of all views is itself not a
view ; it is an attempt to rise above thought.
We have seen that Gaudapäda frankly approves of the No-origination
theory preached by Shünyaväda. His Kärikäs bear striking resemblances
with the Kärikäs of Nägärjuna. Sharikara knows very well that Shünya
väda cannot be criticized and so he simply dismisses it by taking the
word shünya in its popular sense of negation and dubbing Shünyaväda
as a self-condemned nihilism. Shankara says that Shünyaväda has no
right to condemn this world as unreal unless it takes recourse to some
higher reality (anyat-tattva). We have seen that Shünyaväda does take
recourse to this higher reality. Nägärjuna uses the very word ‘tattva* and
defines it as that which is to be directly realized, which is calm and blissful,
where all pluraility is merged, where all cries of intellect are satisfied,
and which is the non-dual Absolute.1 The Post-Shankarites, following
Shankara, either condemn Shünyaväda as nihilism or say that if shünya
means the indescribable mäyä, as it really does mean, they have no
quarrel with Shünyaväda. Shrïharsa frankly admits that Shünyaväda
cannot be criticized because it is similar to Vedänta. The only differ
ence which he points out between Shünyaväda and Vedänta is that
while Shünyaväda declares even Consciousness to be unreal, Vedänta
makes an exception in its favour. Shrïharsa quotes a verse from the
Lankävatara (II, 175): ‘All things which can be known by the intellect
have no reality of their own. These are therefore said to be indescribable
and unreal.’2 But we know that the Lankävatara itself repeatedly makes
an exception in favour of Consciousness. Shünyaväda condemns only
the individual self to be unreal and not Pure Consciousness. Nägärjuna's
definition of Reality clearly shows that such definition can apply only
to Pure Consciousness. Nägäijuna himself in his Ratnâvalï (I, 45 and
60) identifies Reality with Pure Consciousness or Bodhi or Jnäna.
Äryadeva also identifies Reality with the Pure Self or the Chitta.3
Shäntideva in much-inspired verses praises the only Reality, the BodhiChitta or the True Self which is Pure Consciousness.4 If the Bodhi of
Nägärjuna, the Chitta of Äryadeva, and the Bodhi-Chitta of Shäntideva
are not the self-luminous Self which is Pure Consciousness, what else
on earth can they be?
The only difference between Shünyaväda and Vedänta, therefore, is
the difference of emphasis only. This difference is of a double nature.
1 M âdhyamika-Kârikâ, X V I I Ï , 9. * Khan<^ana, p. 31.
27, 28, 74. 4 Bodhicharyâvatâra, I, 8, 10 etc.
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Firstly, while Shünyaväda is more keen to emphasize the ultimate
unreality of all phenomena, Shankara and his followers are more keen
to emphasize the empirical reality of all phenomena; and secondly while
Shünyaväda is less keen to develop the conception of ultimate Reality,
Vedanta is more keen to develop this conception almost to perfection.
And this is not unnatural if we remember that Shünyaväda represents
the earlier stage while Vedanta represents the later stage of the develop
ment of the same thought.
V
VIJNÄNAVÄDA

AND

VEDÄNTA

have proved that Vijnänaväda is neither subjective idealism nor
does it advocate the reality of momentary ideas only. It is absolute
idealism. The theory of momentariness is applied to phenomena only.
Reality is declared to be Absolute Consciousness which is the permanent
background of all changing phenomena.
This doctrine clearly has its essential roots in the Upanisadic philo
sophy. The parikalpita, paratantra, and parinispanna correspond to the
pratibhäsa, vyavahära and paramärtha of Vedanta. Vijnänaväda and
Vedanta both agree in maintaining that Reality is Absolute Conscious
ness which is the permanent background of all changing phenomena
and which ultimately transcends the trinity of knowledge, knower and
known. Everything, the subject as well as the object, is its appearance.
The Tathägata-garbha or the Älaya-vijnäna of the Lahkävatära, the
Vishuddhätman or the Mahätman or the Paramatman or the Dharmadhätu of Asanga, the Vijnaptimätra or the Dharmakäya of Vasubandhu,
and the Atman or the Brahman of the Vedänta are essentially the same
pure and permanent self-luminous Consciousness. The Vijnäptimatra
of Vasubandhu corresponds to the Atman or the Brahman of Vedänta,
his Älayavijnäna to the Vedäntic Ishvara, his klista-manovijnäna to the
Vedäntic jïva, his visaya-vijnapti to the Vedäntic jagat, and his parinäma
to the Vedäntic vivarta. When the Lahkävatära tries to distinguish its
Tathägatagarbha or Älayavijnäna from the non-Buddhistic Atman, the
essential difference which it points out is that while the former trans
cends all categories of intellect (nirvikalpa) and is to be directly realized
through Spiritual Experience (niräbhäsaprajnä-gochara),the latter clings
to the category of affirmation.1 But this distinction is superficial and false.
The Atman as much transcends all the categories of intellect (nirguna
and nirvikalpa), and is as much to be directly realized through immediate
experience (jnäna) as is the Tathägatagarbha. The Atman does not cling
to the category of affirmation. No category can adequately describe it.
When it is said that Atman is Pure Existence what is meant is that though
we

1 Lahkävatära, pp. 77-79.
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the Ätman cannot be grasped by the category of existence, yet when we
describe it from the phenomenal point of view, we must avoid nihilism
and say that the Atman exists by itself and in its own right because it is
self-luminous Consciousness.
We have seen that even Shankara admits that Gaudapäda accepts
the arguments of Vijnänaväda to prove that the world is ultimately
unreal as it cannot exist independently and outside of Consciousness.1
Gaudapäda is profoundly under the influence of Vijnänaväda. We have
clearly proved this. The fact stands as it is and cannot be challenged.
We have also seen that real Vijnänaväda, like Shünyaväda, is only
avoided by Shankara. The criticism of the so-called 'Vijnänaväda* by
Shankara is really the criticism of the ‘Svatantra-Vijnänaväda* school.
Shankara’s criticism of real Vijnänaväda— and this criticism applies to
some extent to Gaudapäda also— loses much of its force because, firstly,
Vijnänaväda and Gaudapäda do not deny the objectivity of the external
world as they maintain that the objects appear as objects to the knowing
subject, and secondly because they hold self-luminous consciousness to
be the permanent background of all phenomena. They distinguish
between the parikalpita and the paratantra, and when they place the
dream state and the waking state almost on a par, they do so only to
emphasize the ultimate unreality of the world.
The main difference, therefore, between Vijnänavada, on the one
hand, and Shankara and his followers on the other, is that the latter
emphasize the empirical reality of the world and emphatically dis
tinguish the dream state from the waking state, and that they prove the
ultimate unreality of the world not by saying that it does not exist
outside of thought but by saying, like Shünyaväda, that it is false
because it is relative and can be described neither as existent nor as non
existent nor as both. This view, as we have seen, was already presented
by Gaudapäda. The advance made by Shankara and his followers on
Shünyaväda and Gaudapäda consists in the development of the view
that Avidyä or Mäyä is a positive material stuff of Ignorance which
baffles all description.
VI
SV A T A N T R A -V IJNÄN AVÄD A AND

VEDANTA

THE only fundamental and most vital difference between this school
and Vijnänaväda is that this school degrades the permanent Conscious
ness of Vijnänaväda to momentary vijnänas. Reality, according to it,
is a momentary vijnäna only. It is the unique momentary point-instant
o f Consciousness. Under the name of Vijnänaväda, Shankara really
criticizes this school and we have noticed that Shankara’s criticism of
1 Man^ükya-Kârikâ-Bhâ$ya, IV , 28.

it is perfectly valid. Post-Shankarites also» following Shankara, criticize
this school under the name of Vijnänaväda and mostly repeat Shankara’s
objections. A momentary idea can be neither self-luminous nor can
it ideate itself. The reality of permanent self-luminous Self which is
Pure Consciousness must be admitted.
We have pointed out the enormous similarities between the arguments
for the refutation of other systems given by Dharmakîrti, Shântaraksita
and Kamalashila on the one hand, and the arguments for the refutation
of those very systems advanced by Shankara and Post-Shankarites, on the
other hand. Vedanta does not reject the criticism of other systems by the
Svatantra-Vijnänavädins so far as that criticism does not militate against
its own doctrine. Vedanta criticizes only their momentary vijnanas and
their view that external world is unreal because it is a projection of mo
mentary consciousness as this view well smacks of subjectivism when
consciousness is reduced to momentary ideas. Vedanta points out that the
arguments which the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins advance against permanent
consciousness are more applicable to their own momentary conscious
ness. T o take an example, if bondage and liberation are impossible when
conscious is treated as permanent they are more so when consciousness
is taken as momentary. Vedänta accepts that Consciousness is Selfluminous and that it ultimately transcends the subject-object duality and
the trinity of knowledge, knower and known and all the categories of
the intellect. But from the empirical standpoint, stresses Vedänta, it is
far better to describe Reality as Permanent and Pure Consciousness
which is at once Pure Existence and Pure Bliss, than to call it momentary
for whatever is momentary is miserable and self-contradictory. The
momentary vijnäna can be neither self-luminous nor can it ideate itself.
It requires the Pure Self which is Pure Consciousness to know it.
Shântaraksita and Kamalashila confess that the view of the followers
of the Upanisads (i.e. of Gaudapäda and others) is very much similar
to their own view, and that it contains very little error, its only fault is
that it declares consciousness to be permanent.1 Vedänta may well
rejoin: The view of the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins is very much similar
to Vedänta ; it contains very little error, its only fault is that it declares
consciousness to be momentary.2V
I
V II
NAIRÄTMYAVÄDA

is generally said that Nairätmyaväda or the No-Soul theory and
Ksana-bhanga-väda or the theory of Momentariness are the two main

it

1 te$äm alpâparâdham tu darshanam nityatoktitah, Tattva-Sahgraha, K . 330. * teçâm
alpäparädham tu darshanam kçapikoktitah.
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and vital theories which distinguish Buddhism from Vedänta. Let us
now briefly summarize our views in regard to these two theories.
We maintain that by Nairätmyaväda Buddhism does not deny
the existence of the true Ätman, the Pure Self which is Pure
Consciousness and which is the only reality. Buddhism takes
the word ‘Ätman* in the sense of the individual ego-complex or the
Jîvâtman which is a product of beginningless Avidyä, Maya or Väsanä
and which is associated with the Antahkarana or the Buddhi. Thus
Buddha and the Mahäyänists have found it easy to repudiate this
Ätman (Jïva), while at the same time accepting its empirical reality.
It is in fact ‘the self of straw’ which they have erected simply to demolish
it afterwards. The real self is untouched by their criticism. They have,
in one sense or the other, either implicitly or explicitly, always accepted
its reality. It is called, not generally Ätman, but Bodhi, Prajnä, Chitta,
Bodhi-chitta, Tattva, Vijnäna, Chittamätra, Vijnänamätra, Vijnaptimätra, Tathatä, Tathägatagarbha, Dharmadhätu, Dharma-käya or
Buddhakâya. Ashvaghosa calls it Ätman also.1 Asariga calls it Shuddhätman, Mahätman and Paramätman.2 Even Shäntaraksita calls it
Vishuddhätman.3
Thus it is a great irony of fate that the Buddhists and the Vedäntins
fought against each other. Nairätmyaväda has been horribly misunder
stood both by the Buddhists and by the Vedäntins. And Buddha and
the Buddhists themselves were greatly responsible for creating this
misunderstanding.
T he Upanisads have repeatedly used the word Ätman as a synonym
o f Reality. Buddha admitted this Reality and termed it Bodhi or Prajnä.
But instead of frankly identifying his Bodhi with the Ätman, Buddha
degraded Ätman to the level of the Jïva and easily condemned it as
unreal. There is a famous saying of Yäjnavalkya that the husband, the
wife, the children, the worldly objects and all things are loved, not for
their own sake, but for the sake of the Ätman. Perhaps Buddha wrongly
took the Ätman in the sense of the ‘I* and the ‘mine’ which is the cause
o f attachment and bondage. He therefore condemned it as an unreal
thing imagined only by the dull.4 Love for the Ätman is like the blind
passion of a foolish lover for the most beautiful damsel (janapadakalyânï), he is represented to say in the Dïghanikâya, about whose
existence, residence, colour, size and age that lover knows nothing.
The Hinayänists denied the self.' Nägasena tells Milinda that the
so-called self is nothing apart from the fleeting ideas. The MahäyänaSutras, the Shünyavädins, the Vijnänavädins, and the SvatantraVijnänavädins all take the word ‘Ätman’ in the sense of the notion of
the T ’ and the vain-glory of the ‘Mine* and condemn it to be ultimately
1 Saundarananda, X IV, 52. * Mahâyànasûtrilahkâra, XIV, 37; IX, 23. • Tattvasangraha, 3535. 4 kevalo paripùro bäladhammo, Majjhimanikâya, I, x, 2.

unreal. Dharma-nairätmya means that all objective existents are; unreal.
Nägärjuna declares that the self is neither identical nor different
from the five skandhas.1 When the T and the ‘mine* cease, the cycle
of birth-and-death comes to a standstill.2 Aryadeva says that in the
beginning, evil should be avoided; in the middle, Atman should be
viewed as unreal; and in the end, everything phenomenal should be
taken to be unreal.3 Chandrakirti declares Atman to be the cause of all
sufferings and demerits and says that a Yogi should deny its ultimate
reality.4 Shäntideva says that just as when one goes on taking off the
layers of a plantain trunk or an onion nothing will remain, similarly if
one goes on examining the self, ultimately it will be found to be nothing.5
Asanga says that all suffering is due to the ego and the ego itself is due
to beginningless ignorance. There is no self as a substance nor even as
a subject.® Vasubandhu says that Consciousness transcends the duality
of the subject and the object, both of which are ultimately unreal.7
Dharmakirti regards the self as the root-cause of attachment and misery.
As long as one is attached to the Atman, so long will one revolve in the
cycle of birth-and-dcath.8 Shântaraksita clearly states that Consciousness
itself when associated with the notion of the ego is called Atman. It has
only empirical reality. Ultimately it denotes nothing.® Thus in Bud
dhism, right from Buddha himself to Shântaraksita, the word Atman is
generally taken in the sense of the empirical ego and its ultimate reality
is denied. It is variously called as Atman, Pudgaia, Sattva or Satkäya.
But it is very important to remember that the Pure Self which is
Pure Consciousness is always admitted by Buddhism to be the ultimate
Reality. Buddha himself identified Reality with Bodhi or Prajnâ. The
Tathata of Ashvaghosa is Älayavijnäna or Absolute Consciousness. The
Mahäyäna-sütras identify Reality with Consciousness and call it
Prapancha-Shünya, Atarkya, Sarvavägvisayätita, Advaya, Achintya,
Anaksara, Anabhiläpya, Atyanta-vishuddha and Pratyatmavedya. It is
significant to note that though Reality is not generally called Atman, it
is sometimes described as Brahman. Thus we find in the Astasâhasrikâ10
that all things are such that they neither come in nor go out, they are
neither pure nor impure, they are free from attachment and detachment,
they are undefiled, unattached and uncontaminated because they are of
the very nature of Brahman. The same Sütra tells that for supreme
enlightenment one dwells in Brahman.n The Shatasähasrikä12 and the
Lalitavistara13 describe Reality as Full of Bliss in the beginning, in the
middle and in the end, One, Full, Pure and the Abode of Brahman.
The Saddharmapundarika14 says that one who truly follows the teaching
1 Mädhyamika-Kärikä, X, 15.
* !bid, X V II I, 4.
* Chatuhshataka: Verse, 190.
4 Madhyamakâvatâra as quoted in M âdhyam ika-Vjtti, p. 340. 6 Bodhicharyâvatàra,
IX , 75. * Mahâyànasütrâlankara, X I, 47; X V II I, 77, 92-103. 7 Virhshatikâ, 9 and
10. 8 Pramânavârtika, II, 201, 213, 219.
• Tattva-Sarigraha, 204.
10 p. 476.
11 P< 34 - 11 P- 1460. 1,1 p. 3. ,4 p. 118.
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of the Buddha ever dwells in the Brahman, the Absolute, the Pure,
the Calm, the Blissful and the Undefiled. Asanga1 also says that by
becoming one with Pure Spirit, one realizes the last, the fourth medita
tion, and then one ever dwells in the blissful Brahman.
Nägärjuna’s definition of Reality as the non-dual Absolute, Calm and
Blissful and beyond all plurality applies to Pure Consciousness alone.
He also openly identified Reality with Pure Consciousness and says
that the empirical ego must embrace Pure Consciousness in order to
be transformed into Reality.2 Aryadeva says that the Jewel of Self is
absolutely pure and self-luminous and appears to be impure only on
account of ignorance just as a white crystal appears coloured on account
of a coloured thing placed near it.3 Shäntideva says that the True Self
which is Pure Consciousness or Bodhichitta can transform an impure
mortal into a pure Buddha.4 The Lankävatära identifies Reality with
Tathägatagarbha or Älayavijnäna. Asanga says that the Chitta or the
Pure Self is by its very nature self-luminous (prakrtiprabhasvara) and
all impurities are adventitious.5 He calls it Shuddhätman, Mahätman
and Paramätman.6 Vasubandhu says that ultimate Reality is Vijnaptimäträ or Absolute Consciousness which is the permanent background of
all changing phenomena. Dharmakïrti says that Reality is Consciousness
which is beyond all words, names and concepts.7 Shäntaraksita says that
Consciousness is self-luminous and free from all impositions. It is one
without a second. True knowledge consists in the realization of the
Pure Self (vishuddhätma-darshana).8
Thus we see that Buddhism generally means by Atman what Vedanta
means by Jîvâtman or Buddhi or Chitta or Antahkarana. And on the
other hand, Buddhism generally means by Chitta or Vijnäna or Vijnapti
or Bodhi or Prajna what Vedanta means by Atman or Brahman or
Samvit or Chit. Thus the Vedântic Atman generally becomes the
Buddhistic Chitta, and the Vedântic Chitta generally becomes the
Buddhistic Atman. Had Buddha refrained from committing an error
o f commission in degrading the Upanisadic Atman to the level of the
empirical ego and also an error of omission in not identifying his Bodhi
or Prajnâ with the Upanisadic Atman or Brahman, the age-old battle
regarding the Nairätmyaväda fought without any reasonable ground by
the Buddhists and the Vedantins on the soil of Indian Philosophy would
have been surely avoided.

1 Mahàyinasütrâlafikâra, V II, 2-3. * Ratnavalî, I, 45, 60. * Chittavishuddhiprakarapa, 27-28. 4 Bodhicharyävatära, I, 10. • Mahàyânasütràlarikàra, X III, 19. 4 Ibid,
pp. 37-38. 7 PramâçavârtikS, 88, 93. 4 Tattvasahgraha, 3535.
3 1 5
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theory of Momentariness loses all its force and significance in
Buddha, Ashvaghosa, Shünyaväda and Vijnanavâda since it is applied
to phenomena only. It presents a real problem only in Hînayâna and
in the Svatantra-Vijnânavâda school.
The Upanisads recognized the misery and momentariness in this
world. Nachiketä kicked away wealth, land, women, sons, grandsons,
music, dance and long life by saying that these things simply wear away
the senses. And Maitreyi, unlured by wealth, told Yäjnavalkya: ‘What
shall I do with that by which I cannot become immortal?’ Buddha also
was deeply moved by the misery of old age, illness and death and he
declared all world-objects to be momentary. The Hînayânists in their
zeal over-emphasized the dark side of the picture and unreservedly
declared everything, without any exception, to be merely momentary.
But these people who boasted that the doctrine of momentariness
(ksanikâh sarvasarhskârâh) is the roaring of the Sugata-lion ( Saugat asimhanâda) forgot that it was the Sugata (Buddha) himself who pro
claimed: The fact that things in this world appear to be born, to be
changing, to be made, and to be perishable, logically implies that there
is a reality which is Unborn, Immortal, Uncreated and Imperishable.1
They also forgot that it was the Sugata himself who called his Enlighten
ment, ‘the Middle Path’, which transcended both the ‘ends’ of intellect
including momentariness and permanence.
Ashavaghosa realized this. He reaffirmed that everything pheno
menal is momentary, fleeting and deceptive. But he proclaimed Tathatä
to be beyond all categories, to be neither momentary nor permanent,
though phenomenally it must be called permanent. Shünyaväda did
the same thing. The ‘Madhyamamärga’ is a path which at once trans
cends both the extremes as well as the middle.2 The Lankävatära also
declares its Älayavijnäna to be beyond all categories. Asanga emphasizes
the momentariness of all phenomena, but maintains that Reality is the
permanent background of all changing phenomena. Vasubandhu’s
Vijnaptimätra is openly declared to be permanent, non-dual and blissful.
Sthiramati says that whatever is momentary is misery and whatever is
permanent is bliss.3 The theory of Momentariness is applied to pheno
mena only.
In the Svatantra-Vijnânavâda, the theory is revived and is applied to
the

1 yasmS cha kho bhikkhave! atthi ajätam amatam akatam asankhatam tasmâ jStassa
matassa katassa sahkhatassa nissarenam pafiäya, Udäna, 73 Sutta.
1 Samâdhirâjasûtra, p. 30. 3 Trimshikä-BhSsya, p. 44.
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Reality also. Reality is declared to be a unique momentary point-instant
of Consciousness. The Criticism of this school by Chandrakirti and
Shankara is fully justified.

IX
A BRIEF

HISTORICAL
AND

SURVEY

OF

BUDDHISM

VEDANTA

Upanisads are the fountainhead of all Indian Philosophy. Buddha
did not preach anything absolutely new. He was disgusted with the
orthodox Vedic ritual, with the sacrifices in which animals were
butchered, with the rigidity of the caste system and with the supremacy
o f the Brähmandom. Buddha himself speaks in very high and respectable
terms about a true Brähmana whom he regards an ideal saint who has
done away with all sins and ignorance and who shines with the light of
pure wisdom.1
In the doctrines of Buddha there was nothing which would seriously
militate against the Upanisadic philosophy. It was in fact based upon it.
But after the death of the Buddha, the Hînayânists misunderstood his
teachings. Proclaiming that the No-soul theory and the theory of
Universal Momentariness were the corner-stone of Buddhism, they
reduced mind to fleeting ideas and matter to fleeting sensations.
This brought a vehement protest from Ashvaghosa and from the
Mahâyanâ-Sütras. The Sarvästivädins and others were dubbed as
Hînayânists. They were either Shrävakas or layman or at best Pratyekabuddhas or men of inferior intellect, who could not understand the real
teaching of the Buddha which was meant for the Mahäyänist Bodhisattvas. Ashvoghosa interpreted Buddha in the light of the Upanisads and
declared Reality to be Pure Existence, Pure Consciousness and Pure
Bliss— all in one.
It is to the credit of Nâgârjuna who flourished in the second century
that he for the first time synthesized the scattered doctrines of the
Mahäyäna-Sütras. His work was ably carried on by his disciple Aryadeva. Shünyaväda brought .Buddhism closer to Vedanta.
In the fourth century flourished Asanga and Vasubandhu. They
agreed with Shünyaväda in declaring Reality to be devoid of all plurality.
They also agreed with it in declaring all phenomena, subjective as well
as objective, to be mere appearances. But they developed the view that
Reality is Pure Consciousness— the view which was indicated but not
fully developed by Shünyaväda. Vijnänaväda thus brought Buddhism
still closer to Vedänta.
In the fifth century flourished Dinnäga. At that time Brähmanism

th e

1 Suttanipäta, 35.
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was undergoing a rapid revival and the rivalry between Buddhism and
Brahmanism was increasing. Dinnäga saw clearly that Vasubandhu had
merged Buddhism in Vedanta. He did not like it. In his mistaken zeal
to distinguish Buddhism from Vedanta, he turned to Hînayâna for his
inspiration and fell back on the theory of Momentariness. Vasubandhu
was so revered and was so famous that he had the unique distinction
of being called ‘the second Buddha'. Dinnäga therefore did not think it
proper to challenge the authority of Vasubandhu openly. Saying that
so far as ultimate reality was concerned he agreed with Vasubandhu, he
busied himself with the revival of Buddhistic logic. He wanted to dilute
the Absolute Idealism of Vasubandhu with the Critical Realism of the
Sauträntika. He ruthlessly criticized the Naiyäyikas whom he called
‘bunglers in logic' and founded the Svatantra-Vijnänaväda school of
Buddhistic logic. There was no harm in this. Dinnäga was perfectly
free to do this provided he did not touch ultimate reality. His greatest
error lay in declaring Ultimate Reality to be an absolutely dissimilar
particular ‘thing-in-itself’ which was a unique momentary point-instant
of Consciousness. He agreed with Vasubandhu in maintaining that
Reality was Consciousness. But his error lay in declaring this Conscious
ness also to be momentary. Thus Dinnäga, on the one hand, paid liphomage to Vasubandhu, and on the other, really undermined the very
root of Vasubandhu’s philosophy. Dinnäga therefore is the first Buddhist
philosopher who is really responsible for the downfall of Buddhism, at
least of Buddhistic philosophy. There were also other social, economic,
political and religious causes. But the new interpretation of the theory
of Momentariness and its application even to the Ultimate Reality
created a philosophical chasm between Buddhism and Vedanta. Thus
Dinnäga was the first man who sowed the poisonous seed which grew
into a plant in Dharmakirti and bore fruits in Shântarakçita, and led to
the doom of Buddhistic philosophy in India. Had Dinnäga tried to
develop or even to explain the philosophy of Vasubandhu this tragedy
would have been certainly averted.
In the sixth century came Gaudapäda who is the first known systema
tic exponent of Advaita Vedänta. He openly based his philosophy on
the Upanisads. The influence of Nägärjuna and Vasubandhu on Gauda
päda is clear. The phrases and terms used by him were not the monopoly
of any particular school. They were the heritage of the common
language. Gaudapäda is charged with being a crypto-Buddhist. If this
charge means that Gaudapäda was really a Buddhist who pretended to
be a Vedäntin, it is foolish. If on the other hand, it means that Gauda
päda was influenced by Buddhism, it is correct. Those who dub Gauda
päda as a crypto-Buddhist tend to suggest that he had a definite leaning
towards Buddhism and only outwardly professed to be a Vedäntin.
Their error lies in the mistaken belief that Buddhism and Vedänta are
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two absolutely opposed systems. Our entire treatment of Buddhism and
Vedanta gives a death-blow to such wrong notion. It is a great irony of
fate that Buddhism and Vedanta, though they are the offsprings of the
same mother, the Upanisadic Philosophy, though they are fed by the
same ideology, though they are nurtured by the same methodology,
though they are brought up in the same ontology, and though they
grow up in the same philosophical atmosphere, yet the Buddhist should
regard the Vedântin as a pagan (tirthika) and the Vedântin should regard
the Buddhist as an alien (bähya)! The Hinayäna and the SvatantraVijnänaväda are philosophically responsible for this grave misunder
standing. Fortunately the Hïnayânists were corrected by the Mahäyänists, but unfortunately no great Buddhist was born to correct the error
of Svatantra-Vijnänaväda. If one is really fond of this ‘Prachchhanna’terminology, then instead of dubbing Gaudapäda as a PrachchhannaBauddha, it will be far more appropriate for one to dub the Shünyavädins and the Vijnänavädins as Prachchhanna-Vedäntins.
We have seen that Gaudapäda represents the best that is in Nägärjuna
and Vasubandhu. While the Buddhists either kept indifferent or out
wardly professed to be, if not exactly the opponents of Vedanta, at least
the followers of a faith different from that of Vedanta, it was the mission
of Gaudapäda to convince people including the Buddhists that his
philosophy and also the Buddhist philosophy so far as it agreed with
his own, were directly rooted in the Upanisads. Gaudapäda’s impartial
spirit is highly admirable. His attitude towards Buddha and Buddhists
is one of love and even of respect. He extended his hand of friendship
towards the Buddhists, but unfortunately the Buddhists did not respond.
Bhävaviveka who flourished in the sixth century and was a junior
contemporary of Gaudapäda, in his Tarkajvälä quotes approvingly from
Gaudapäda. Bhävaviveka is the first Buddhist to recognize the impartial
spirit of Gaudapäda. But he too, instead of directing his energy towards
the bridging over of the chasm created by Dinnäga, drew his inspiration
from Dinnäga and in his zeal of founding a new school, founded the
Svatantra-Mädhyamika school which wanted to support Shünyaväda
by means of independent logical arguments. Against this school,
Buddhapälita founded the Präsangika-Mädhyamika school which
rejected all independent arguments.
The seventh century gave rise to the Shünyavädins like Chandrakirti
and Shäntideva, to the Svatantra-Vijnänavädin Dharmakirti and to the
Mimärhsaka Kumärila. At that time Brähmana religion, culture and
philosophy were undergoing a vigorous revival and the antagonism
between Buddhism and Brahmanism had much increased. Buddhistic
Tantra degenerating into Väma-märga was increasingly prevalent. Due
to the changed economic, social and political conditions. Buddhism was
loosing the patronage of the wealthy. Under the supervision of perverted
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monkdom the Buddhist monasteries were rapidly becoming nurseries
of corruption. These conditions badly required a Buddhist scholar who
could have bridged over the gulf between Buddhism and Vedanta. But
unfortunately none rose to the occasion.
Chandrakirti bitterly criticized the Svatantra-Mädhyamika School of
Bhävaviveka and the Svatantra-Vijnänaväda School of Dihnäga. But he
too failed to imbibe the spirit of Gaudapäda. Though there were enor
mous similarities between Gaudapäda and Nägärjuna, Chandrakirti
completely ignored Gaudapäda. Thus he did positively nothing to
bridge the chasm between Buddhism and Vedänta.
Shäntideva felt that it was not wise to keep silent on or leave unde
veloped the conception of Reality. He therefore fervently extolled the
Bodhichitta. But he too failed to remark openly that Buddhism and
Vedänta were the offsprings of the same philosophy.
The need of the hour was some staunch Vijnänavädin who could
revive and develop the philosophy of Vasubandhu and who could
boldly proclaim that it was based on the Upanisads. But instead we had
Dharmakirti, the Svatantra-Vijnänavädin, who glorified the error of
Dinnäga and harped on the separatistic tunes. The Naiyäyika and the
Mimämsaka were the two major opponents of Buddhism in that time.
Dharmakirti ruthlessly criticized both. T o do that was no crime. In fact
Shankara and Sureshvara also bitterly criticized Mimämsä. But nothing
happened to them. Dharmakirti ought to have accepted the philosophy
of Vasubandhu and openly declared that it was based on the Upanisads.
Then he could have well busied himself with his logic and with the
criticism of Nyäya and Mimämsä and other schools. A genius as he was,
he ought to have corrected Dinnäga’s mistake by ousting the theory of
momentariness from the realm of Reality and restricting its application
to phenomena only. Had he done that Buddhism would not have met
the fate it did. But what he actually did was to widen the gulf between
Buddhism and Vedänta created by Dinnäga and thus to hasten the doom
of Buddhism in India.
Dharmakirti's attack on Mimämsä was so damaging that it provoked
his contemporary Kumärila to write his voluminous Shloka-Värtika to
refute Buddhism and defend Mimämsä. In fact Kumärila is the first
man who dealt effective blows after blows on Buddhism.
The attacks of the Naiyäyikas and of Kumärila, in their turn, gave
rise in the eighth century to Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila who
extensively refuted them and criticized all other schools prevalent in
their time. Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila also, like Dinnäga and Dhar
makirti, paid lip-homage to Vasubandhu saying that so far as the ultimate
reality was concerned, they were following in the footsteps of Vasu
bandhu,1 but they too really undermined Vasubandhu's philosophy and
1 Tattva-sarigraha, 2084.
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repeated the Himalayan blunder of Dinnäga. They admit that there are
many similarities between Buddhism and Vedanta and that the only
error of Vedanta is that it declares Consciousness to be permanent.1
Vedanta accepts the criticism of other schools by them so far as it does
not violate Vedântic standpoint. Vedanta points out that a momentary
vijnäna cannot be called self-luminous or real. Consciousness must be
called, at least empirically, permanent, for whatever is momentary is
misery and whatever is permanent is bliss. Dialecticians of the first
rank as Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila undoubtedly were, they could
have saved the situation from taking a worse turn.
Perhaps the atmosphere was so much full of hatred and animosity that
Shäntaraksita and Kamalashila could not even think of bridging the
gulf. Shäntaraksita, of course, remarks that learned Brähmanas have
great respect for Buddha,2 that a true Brähmana is he who has removed
all sins (vähitapäpatväd brähmanäh) and that such Brähmanas are to be
found only in the religion of the Enlightened Sage.3 But such things
receded into the background when instead of real arguments dogmatic
arguments and repartees often came into the forefront. For example,
the Mimärhsaka said : Because Buddha taught his doctrine to fools and
Shüdras, therefore it is clear that his teaching was .false like a counterfeit
coin.4 In fact, just as a herbal medicine which has been touched by the
teeth of a mongoose removes, even when playfully used, all poison from
a limb bitten by a snake, similarly any argument, whether Vedic or
secular, emanating from the mouth of a follower of the Veda removes
all poisonous misconceptions of Buddhism.6 And the Buddhist retorted:
Long time has passed and women are fickle by nature. So it is very
difficult to ascertain the purity of the Brähmana race.6 The feeble and
the foolish Brähmana, at the very sight of the poisonous eyes of a
Buddhist-snake, cannot even breathe much less can he think of setting
it aside. Even a reasonable argument from the mouth of a follower of
the Veda looks ugly like a necklace or a string of beads placed on the
feet.7 Now, the result of all this was that Buddhism could not resist the
onslaught of Brähmanism and was ousted from the land of its birth.
Shäntaraksita himself was forced to retire to Tibet where he called his
disciple Kamalashila too. And with them virtually ended the Buddhistic
philosophy in India, though a Buddhist scholar here and a Buddhist
scholar there continued even up to a much later date.
Then came the great Shankara in that very eighth century just after
Shäntaraksita. He gave the final death-blow to Buddhistic philosophy.
W e have seen that Shankara was greatly influenced by Buddhism. But
the vital error of the Svatantra-Vijnänavädins together with other things
which degraded Buddhism changed the love and respect towards
1 Ibid, 330. * Ibid, 3512.
3579. 7 Ibid, 3376 - 7 -

a Ibid, 3589.
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4 Ibid, 3227.

• Ibid, 3155-6.

* Ibid,

Buddhism shown by Gaudapäda into the outward animosity and hatred
exhibited by Shankara. He has nothing but bitter and strong remarks
for Buddhism. We have seen that Shankara does not criticize Shünyaväda and real Vijnänaväda. Svatantra-Vijnänaväda is the only school of
Mahäyäna criticized and rightly refuted by Shankara. Why did Shankara
not refute Shünyaväda and Vijnänaväda? There are two hypotheses.
It is said that on account of the mutual animosity» hatred and distrust,
the Buddhists kept their texts secret from the non-Buddhists. It is also
said that Kumarila in order to know the essentials of Buddhism first
became a Buddhist and studied in a Buddhist monastery for years. It
may be that the Shünyaväda and the Vijnänaväda texts were not avail
able to Shankara. But there is another hypothesis which seems to be
more probable when we remember how faithfully and correctly Shan
kara has presented Sarvästiväda and Svatantra-Vijnänaväda. It may be
that Shankara fully knew how similar Shünyaväda and Vijnänaväda
were to his own Vedanta and that the differences were more or less a
matter of emphasis only. He also knew that the best in them was already
preserved in Gaudapäda’s and also in his own philosophy. He also knew
that their fundamental teachings could not be refuted because he him
self accepted them. Shankara’s aim was to oust Buddhism, so he
just dismissed Shünyaväda as nihilism by taking the word Shünya in
its popular sense of negation and avoided Vijnänaväda by taking it in
the sense of Svatantra-Vijnänaväda only.
Most of the Post-Shankarites, following Shankara, do the same thing
and repeat his arguments. But when Buddhism was ousted and the
struggle died down, people began to think dispassionately about
Buddhism. Thus we find some post-Shankarites remarking that if
Shünyaväda is not nihilism they have no quarrel with it for then it is
merged in Vedänta, and if Vijnänaväda is not subjectivism advocating
the reality of momentary vijnänas but is absolute idealism, they have
no quarrel with it for then it also embraces Vedänta. We find in the
same school an eminent person like Shriharsa openly admitting the
similarities between Buddhism and Vedänta.1
Even in the present time Buddhism is generally misunderstood. We
have tried to clear the misunderstandings about it and have pointed
out that throughout it is rooted in Vedänta. Mahäyäna Buddhism and
Vedänta should now be viewed, not as two opposed systems, but only
as different stages in the development of the same Upanisadic thought.

1 Khan^ana, p. 21, 31, 61.

Chapter Eighteen
RÄMÄNUJA VEDANTA
I
TH E

VAISNAVA

SCHOOLS

u j Âc h à r y a
attempts a harmonious combination of
absolutism with personal theism. The attempt is not new. We
k- find it in the Gita, in the Mahäbhärata, particularly in the sec
tion called Näräyaniya, and in the Puränas, notably in the Visnu and
the Bhägavata. This tradition was continued by the Alvar saints and
their interpreters, the Acharyas to whom Ramanuja was largely indebted.
T h e attempt to combine personal theism with absolutism took three
main lines— Vaisnavism, Shaivism and Shäktism, according as the
Personal Divinity was identified with Visnu or Shiva or Shakti. Among
the Vaisnavas there are four main sects— Shrisampradaya (Vishistädvaita) of Rämänuja, Brahmasampradäya (Dvaita) of Madhva, also
known as Änandatirtha, Rudrasampradäya (Shuddhädvaita) of Visnusvâmî and Vallabha, and Sanakasampradäya (Dvaitädvaita) of Nimbärka.
Chaitanyasampradaya (Achintyabhedäbheda) is treated as a branch of
Mädhvism. The Vaisnavas, the Shaivas and the Shäktas all have their
different sacred literature called the Agamas which are placed side by
side with the Vedas and sometimes treated as the real Vedas. They are
generally divided into four parts— Jnäna or Knowledge, Yoga or con
centration, Kriyä or acts connected with the founding of temples and
installing of idols, and Charyä or the methods of worship. The Agamas
o f Vaisnavism, Shaivism and Shäktism are respectively called the
Pancharätra Samhitä, the Shaiva Agama and the Tantra. The Shäktas
practically allied themselves with the Shaivas. But there was a long
struggle between the Vaisnavas and the Shaivas. The cultural history of
South India records a triangular fight among the Vaisnavas, the Shaivas
and the Jainas and whoever succeeded in winning over a ruler often
indulged in persecuting the members of the other two sects in that
territory. The eyes of Mahäpürna (Periynämbi), the maternal uncle and
teacher of Rämänuja were put out by the Chola king, Räjendrachola or
Krmikantha (Koluttunga I), who was a Shaiva and Rämänuja himself
was forced to take refuge in the Hoysala province where he converted
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the Jaina king Bittideva, renamed Visnu vardhanadeva, who constructed
a temple at Melukot where Ramanuja lived for twelve years and returned
to Shrirangam only after the death of Koluttunga I.
All the Vaisnava schools recognize the authority of the Pancharätra,
but it is most sacred and important for the Shrivaisnavasampradäya of
Ramanuja. The Purusa-sükta of the Rgveda is the foundation of the
Vaisnava philosophy. The Shatapatha Brähmana tells us that Naräyäna
by performing the Pancharätra sacrifice became the Great Being— the
transcendent as well as the immanent. In the Mahäbhärata we find Kara
and Naräyäna worshipping the changeless Brahman. There are the
Vaisnava Upanisads also, like the Avyakta, Krsna, Naräyäna, Gopälatâpinî etc. The Shrïvaisnavas arc also called the Päncharätras, the Bhâgavatas and the Sätvatas. Yämunächärya in his Agamaprämänya tells us
that the Pancharätra-sarhhitä is as valid as the Veda since both are
derived from the same divine source, Naräyäna or Väsudeva. The
Visnu, Bhägavata, Garuda, Padma and Varäha Puränas favour the
Päncharätras, while the Kürma, Väyu, Äditya, Agni and Linga Puränas
strongly condemn them as absolutely non-Vcdic low caste sinners.
According to Shahkara, Bädaräyana criticizes the VyQha doctrine of the
Pancharätra in the Tarkapäda of the Brahmasutra. Among the Pancha
rätra literature, the Sätvata-samhitä, the Jayäkhya-samhitä and the
Ahirbudhnya-samhitä are philosophically the most important. Päncharätra was so named because it deals with the five philosophical topics or
because it incorporates the essence of the four Vedas and the SänkhyaYoga or because it was taught by Naräyäna to his five disciples during
five nights.I
II
THE

ÄLVÄR

SAINTS

Älvärs are the most ancient Vaisnava poet-saints of South India
who with their Tamil hymns full of intense devotional love for Visnu
sang the mystic glory of the Lord. The word ‘Älvär’ means one who has
a mystic intuitive knowledge of God and who has merged oneself in
the Divine contemplation. Twelve of them have obtained canonical
recognition and include a lady, a prince and some Shudras. The collec
tion of the hymns of these Älvärs, consisting of four thousand verses,
is called Näjäyira-divya-prabandham and is placed side by side with
the Veda. It contains as its third part the famous Tiruväymoli of
Nämmälvär (Shathakopa or Paränkusha) which is called by Venkatanätha or Vedäntadeshika as Dramidopanisat and which is popularly
known as the Tamil Veda. Among the twelve ÄJvärs, Bhütatt-älvär
(Bhütayogï), Poygaiy-älvär (Saroyogî) Pey-äjvär (Mahâyogî) and Tiruthe
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marisai-älvär (Bhaktisära) are the earliest. After them come Nâmmâlvâr, (Shathakopa or Parähkusha), Madhura-kavi-alvär, Perumâl-âjvâr
(Kulashekhara), Periy-älvar (Visnuchitta) and his adopted daughter
Goda or Ändäl, Tondar-adi-podiy-äjvär (Bhaktänghrirenu), Tirupân-âjvâr (Yogivâha) and Tiru-mangaiy-älvär (Parakäla). These Älvärs
flourished from the seventh to the ninth century. In the Bhägavata
(V II. 5. 23) complete renunciation to the Lord (atmanivedana) is
described as the highest devotion.1 The Alvars with their over
flowing devotion to God completely renounced themselves to Him,
like a maid offering herself to her lover, and treated themselves as
entirely dependent on Him. The entire world is conceived as the Body
o f God and the real pleasure lies in dedicating oneself to the service of
God. The devotee forgets everything else except the Lord and his love
for God is beyond space and time. He regards himself as a maid and
through the pangs of separation loses himself in the Lord. The devotion
o f the Äjvär is compared to the pleasure the ignorant derive from the
sense-objects, with this important difference that it is directed to the
Eternal and not to the sense-objects, and that it is far more acute in its
intensity as it is the purest love for the Lord, the incarnation of Beauty.2
T h e Alvar, like the Yaksa of Kalidasa requesting the cloud, requests
the birds to take his message to Ksrna :3
‘The flying swans and herons I did beg,
Cringing: “ Forget not, ye, who first arrive,
If ye behold my heart with Kannan4 there
Oh, speak of me and ask it “ Sir not yet
Hast thou returned to her? And is it right?” *

‘Day and night she knows not sleep,
In floods of tears her eyes do swim.
Lotus-like eyes! She weeps and reels.*
The foster-mother pities the girl as too young to endure separation
and the length of the night:
‘This child of sinful me, with well-formed teeth,
Round breasts and rosy mouth, keeps saying,
“ These fair nights eternal are as my desire
For Tulasï!” 5* 8
* shravanam kïrtanam Viçnoh smaranam pädasevanam. archanam vandanam däsyam
sakhyam àtmanivedanam. 3 yâ prïtirasti vi$aye$vavivekabhâjâm saivâchyute bhavati
bhaktipadâbhidhcya. 3 J. S. M . Hooper: Hymns o f the Älvärs, p. 65. * K npa5 T u jasï stands for Krçna. * Hooper: Hymns of the Âjvârs.

Andai like Mira regarded herself as a Gopi longing for Krsna. She
bursts forth:
‘Govinda! kinship that we have with thee
Here in this place can never cease! If through
Our love we call thee baby names, in grace
Do not be wroth, for we— like children— we
Know nought— O Lord!*1
The passionate yearning of the Alvar should not be confused with
ordinary worldly passion:
‘No kinship with the world have I
Which takes for true the life that is not true.
“ For Thee alone my passion burns,” I cry,
“ Rangan, my Lord!” '2
The Alvars were succeeded by the theologian-philosophers called the
Ajagiyas or the Achäryas who provided a philosophical basis for the
personal theism of the Ajvärs and tried to combine their doctrine of
bhakti with karma and jhâna. Näthamuni (tenth century) is the first
Achärya of Vaisnavism and is said to be the disciple of Madhura-kaviäjvär, the last of the ÄJvärs and the disciple of Nämm-älvär
or Shathakopa. Nathamuni arranged the hymns of the Alvars in
order, restored the Tamil Veda, and set the hymns to music in the Vedic
manner which were sung in the temples. Nyäyatattva, the first work of
Vishistädvaita is attributed to him. Tradition says that he entered into
the image of the temple at Shrirangam and became one with God. The
second great Achärya is Yämunächärya popularly known as Ajavandär
who was the grandson of Näthamuni. In his Agama-prämänya he has
defended the Agamas and has placed them side by side with the Vedas
and in his Siddhi-traya he has expounded the doctrines of the Vishistäd
vaita. His Stotra-ratna expresses the doctrine of Prapatti in beautiful
devotional verses3 and Rämänuja is said to have become deeply attracted
towards Yämuna after hearing these hymns.
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was born in 1017 and died in 1137. He thus enjoyed a
sufficiently long life of one hundred and twenty years. He studied
rämänuja

1 Ibid. Compare G ita X I, 41.
8 Ibid, p. 48. 8 na dharmaniçtho'smi na châtmavedî
na bhaktimänstvat charanâravinde. akinchano nanyayatih sharanva! tvat pâdamùlam
sharagam prapadye, Stotraratna, 22.
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Vedanta under Yädavaprakäsha at Conjeevaram. After some time he
quarrelled with his teacher regarding the interpretations of certain
Upanisadic texts and was driven out by Yädava. Under the influence of
his maternal uncle Periynämbi (Mahäpürna), Ramanuja became deeply
attracted towards Yämunächärya who also wanted to instai Ramanuja
in the apostolic seat at Shrirahgam. But before Ramanuja could reach
Shrïrangam, Yamunâcharya died and tradition says that Ramanuja
found three out of the five fingers of the right hand of the body of
Yämuna folded which signified Yamuna’s three unfulfilled desires, one
of them was to write a right commentary on the Brahmasütra. Ramanuja
fulfilled it by writing his Shrïbhâsya. One day when Ramanuja was
greatly distressed, he heard the voice of God saying: ‘I am the Supreme
Reality, the illustrious possessor of Shri, the Divine Power ; identity is in
and through difference; complete surrender to Me is the way to libera
tion; individual effort is not so necessary (as the Divine Grace); libera
tion is bound to follow after death; Mahäpürna is the best of the
teachers’. Then Ramanuja went to Mahäpüriia and was initiated by the
latter into the Vedanta Order. After some time Ramanuja renounced
the world and was called ‘the prince of ascetics’ (yatiräja). Besides his
magnum opus, the Shri-bhäsya, he wrote Gitä-bhäsya, Vedänta-sära,
Vedânta-dïpa, Gadya-traya and Vedärtha-sangraha. He established
many temples and converted many people to Vaisnavism.
Among the followers of Rämänuja, Sudarshana Süri, the author of
Shrutaprakäshikä commentary on Shrïbhâsya; Venkatanätha or Vedantadeshika, the greatest scholar of the Rämänuja school, the author of
Tattvatikä commentary on Shrïbhâsya, of Nyäysiddhänjana, of Shatadüsanï which is a vehement refutation of the Advaita Vedänta of Shankara, and of many other works; Meghanädäri, the author of Nayadyumani, Lokächärya, the author of Tattvatraya; and Shrïnivâsa, the author
of Yatïndramatadïpikâ are to be noted.
Tw o centuries after Rämänuja, his followers became rigidly divided
into two schools. Venkatanätha is the chief representative of the Vadagalai or the Northern school and Lokächärya that of the Tengalai or the
Southern school. The Ächäryas were called Ubhaya-Vedäntins because
they equally valued the Sanskrit and the Tamil Veda. The Vadagalai
school carries on their tradition; but the Tengalai school regards the Tamil
Prabandham as authoritative and is indifferent to the Sanskrit canon.
Again, the former school believes that one has to purify oneself in order
to receive the Divine Grace, that just as the young monkey clings to
the breast of its mother, similarly one has to renounce everything else
and has to make individual effort to cling to God in order to receive
His Grace, but the latter school seems to accept the dangerous doctrine
that God enjoys sin and that no individual effort is necessary for the
dawn of Divine Grace, that just as the cat lifts its kitten by its mouth
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and carries it to a safe place, similarly God bestows His Grace on the
sinner and lifts him above.
IV
INFLUENCE

OF

BHÄSKARA,

YÄDAVA

AND

YAMUNA

was greatly indebted to the Älvärs, the Ächäryas and to
his former teacher Yâdavaprakâsha. Rämänuja tells us that he is carrying
on the Vishistädvaita tradition of the ancient writers like Bodhäyana,
Tanka, Dramida, Guhadeva, Kapardi and Bhäruchi. The Bhedäbheda
view in Vedanta is quite old and even Bädaräyana refers to Audulomi
and Ashmarathya as the upholders of this view. Sudarshana Suri says
that Yädava has carried on the Vedäntic tradition of Ashmarathya.
Shaiikara has mentioned and criticized the bhedäbheda view of Bhartrprapancha. Fortunately the commentary on Brahmasutra of Bhâskara
who preceded Rämänuja and who upheld bhedäbheda view is available.
Rämänuja, in his Vedärthasangraha, has criticized both Bhâskara and
Yädava. But their influence on him is undoubtedly very great and he
owes much to both of them. Rämänuja tells us in his Shribhäsya that
he has closely followed the interpretations of the Sutras given by
Bodhäyana.1 Unfortunately the works of Bodhayana and Dramida are
not available now. Shahkara has referred to Upavarsa and Venkatanätha
has identified Upavarsa with Bodhäyana. Rämänuja owes much to all
these Vedäntins— the Älvärs, Näthamuni, Yämuna, Yädava, Bhâskara,
Bodhäyana, Dramida, Bhartrprapancha, Ashmarathya and others,
though the greatest influence on him is exercized by Yämuna and
Bhâskara and Yädava.
Bhâskara (tenth century) upholds bhedäbheda view by regarding both
identity and difference as equally real. The same Brahman as cause is
one and identical, while as effects, it is many and different. The causal
state of Brahman is a unity, while its manifested state is one of multi
plicity.2 As the causal principle, Brahman is non-dual and absolutely
formless and pure being and intelligence. The same Brahman as the
manifested effects becomes the world of plurality. Bhâskara advocates
real modification (parinäma) of Brahman. Brahman really evolves as the
world. A jlva is Brahman limited by the mind (antahkaranopädhyavachchhinna). Matter and its limitations are real and they are not due to
ignorance. When matter limits Brahman, it becomes the individual soul.
Souls are atomic in nature. Mäyäväda is due to the influence of
Mahäyäna Buddhism.3 The jîva is naturally identical with Brahman
while its difference is due to material limitations.4 Brahman, therefore,
as the limited souls, really suffers the miseries of the world and obtains
räm änuja

1 Shrïbhâçya, I, i, j, Introduction.
* Bhâskara-Bhâçya. I, i , 4.
bauddhagäthitam mäyävädam, Ibid, I, 4, 25. 4 Ibid, IV , 4, 4.

3 mähäyänika-

liberation therefrom through a combination of action and knowledge
(jnänakarmasamuchchaya). Ramanuja criticizes Bhäskara by pointing
out that unity and difference cannot be both separately real nor can they
be affirmed of the same thing. Pure identity as well as pure difference
are mere abstractions and are equally unreal. They cannot be regarded
as two real and independent modes of the same Brahman. According to
Ramanuja unity is always qualified by difference. Difference as such
has no reality except as it modifies or determines the identical subject
to which it refers. Ramanuja rejects the conception of ‘identity and
difference* and advocates the conception of ‘identity in and through and
because of difference*. Rämänuja denies the formless and differenceless
Brahman. He thinks it stupid to say that Brahman really suffers bondage
and enjoys liberation. The essence of Brahman is always pure; it is only
His body that undergoes change and this body is constituted by indi
vidual souls and matter. The identity of the souls with Brahman is the
last word. Their imperfections and finitude etc. are due to ignorance
and become false when the souls realize themselves as forming the body
o f Brahman.
Yädavaprakäsha (eleventh century), one-time teacher of Rämänuja,
agrees with Bhäskara in upholding both identity and difference as
separately real and as belonging to everything (bhedäbheda), in believing
in Brahmaparinämaväda or the view that Brahman really changes into
this world, and in maintaining Jnäna-karma-samuchchayaväda. But he
differs from Bhäskara in leaning more on the advaita side. Yädava, unlike
Bhäskara, does not believe in the reality of the limitations (upädhis)
and does not maintain that Brahman really suffers bondage and enjoys
liberation. Brahman really remains always in pristine purity. According
to Yädava, Brahman changes into chit^souls), achit_(matter) andlshvara
(God). TheseIhree are not different and independent substances; the£
are simply modes of the same substance. They are the different states
(avasthä) of Brahman and are both identical as well as different from
Brahman. Our ignorance to mistake them as separately real is the cause
o f bondage, while the removal of this ignorance through karma and
jnäna is the cause of liberation. Rämänuja criticizes Yädava also in the
same manner in which he criticizes Bhäskara so far as both Yädava and
Bhäskara agree. Rämänuja also rejects Yädava’s distinction between
Brahman and Ishvara as unauthorized. Brahman and Ishvara are one
and the same and neither is formless and differenceless. Chit and Achit
are not the modes of Brahman; they form His real body.
Yämunächärya in his Siddhitraya gives the philosophical basis for
the teaching of the Alvär saints. He says that there are three real
categories— the omniscient and the omnipotent Ishvara, the selfconscious souls and the material world. Yämuna, agreeing with the
Nyäya, tries to prove the existence of God as the cause of the world
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which is an effect. Ramanuja improves upon Yamuna by making the
souls and the material world the body of God and by pointing out, like
Kant, that God cannot be proved through inference because there are
arguments of equal strength for and against, but only through faith,
through the scriptures.
V
SOURCES

OF

KNOWLEDGE

recognizes three sources of knowledge— perception, infer
ence and verbal testimony, and is indifferent to the rest. He admits
the distinction between the indeterminate and the determinate percep
tion, but unlike Nyäya, he holds that both equally involve a complex
content. Indeterminate perception is not the bare apprehension o f an
absolutely undifferentiated object. This a psychological myth. A ll that
is known necessarily involves some differentiation. Discrimination is
essential to all knowledge. Whatever is known is known as characterized
in some way, as qualified by some specific attribute. Determinate per
ception is itself primal. The difference between the.indeterminate and
the determinate perception Is that while in Jthe former an object is
apprehended for the first time together with its class character, yet the
class character is not recognized as such, i.e., as common to the whole
classTthe determinate perception takes place when the object is appre
hended a.SGCond or a third time and its class character is recognized as
common to the whole class. Determinate perception occurs when the
sight oTan object revives its former impression and it is apprehended
as qualified by the class character. Even in indeterminate perception
the object is perceived together with its class character, yet there the
class character is not apprehended as such. Recognition or remembrance
is regarded as valid knowledge and is granted a separate place. Deter
minate perception is distinguished from recognition by pointing out
that, though in both alike there is a revival of a past impression, yet
in determinate perception it is not necessary that the same object should
be perceived as it is in the case of recognition. Moreover, recognition
refers specially to time and place when and where the same object was
previously cognized, while in determinate perception no such specific
reference is necessary. Ramanuja’s treatment of inference is almost
similar to that of the Nyäya-Vaishesika. Regarding verbal testimony,
Rämänuja puts the Päncharätra Agama side by side with the Veda and
further holds that the earlier and the later portions of the Veda form
a single teaching. He advocates karma-jnäna-samuchchaya. The karmakända and the jnäna-kända of the Veda are complementary to each other.
He differs from Shankara who subordinates karma-kända to jnänakända and who maintains that the former is desirable only from a lower
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standpoint to purify the self. Ramanuja values both equally and believes
that the former teaches the modes of worshipping God, while the latter
describes the nature of God. Ramanuja differs from the Mïmâmsaka
also in maintaining that the assertive propositions of the Veda are as
important as the injunctive and that the various karmas are to be per
formed only to secure God’s Grace.
VI
SELF,

KNOWLEDGE

AND

ERROR

w e may now note Ramanuja’s views regarding knowledge and error.
According to him, as we have pointed above, all knowledge involves
discrimination and it is impossible to know an undifferentiated object.
Knowledge is always in and through difference, Rämänuja agrees with
the Naiyayika ana the Mïmâmsaka in maintaining that all knowledge
points to a corresponding object existing really and outside of it.
Rämänuja defines a substance as a substratum or support of qualities.
Althing may be a'substance as~ well as ah attribute. The light is an
attribute in relation to the lamp, but it is a substance in relation to its
rays. The whole world, as an adjective of God, is an attribute in relation
to Him, though it contains many substances like souls and material
objects. Similarly, knowledge is both a substance as well as an attribute.
It is a substance because it possesses the qualities of contraction and
expansion and it is also an attribute because it belongs to a self or to
God. Rämänuja assigns a curious place to knowledge. Substances are
generally classified into spiritual (chetana) and material (jada). Rämänuja
regards knowledge as neither and gives a separate intermediate position
to it. It is called ajada or immaterial and is distinguished from both
matter and spirit. It is unlike unconscious material substances since it
can unaided manifest itself as well as other objects. It is unlike selfconscious souls since it is not self-conscious and cannot know itself.
Knowledge is never for itself, but is always for another, for the self.
T h e self is also self-luminous, but it can only reveal itself and cannot
reveal the object. Knowledge can reveal both itself and its object, but
it cannot know either itself or its object. Knowledge can show itself
as well as its object just as a lamp can show itself as well as a pot, but
it cannot know either itself or its object. The self can know itself as well
as its object, but it can show only itself and cannot show its object.
Rämänuja distinguishes self-luminosity from self-consciousness. Know
ledge is self-luminous, but it is not self-conscious. The self is both
self-luminous and self-conscious. Rämänuja agrees with Prabhäkara
in maintaining that knowledge is self-luminous and that it reveals its
object, that knowledge is a subject-object relation and as such possible
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only in relation to an object. But he differs from Prabhäkara in main
taining that knowledge forms the essence of the self and is not its
accidental quality, that the self is not a jada substance, but a selfconscious subject and a self-luminous substance. Ramanuja agrees with
Shankara in maintaining that the self is an eternal self-conscious subject
and that knowledge is its essence. But he differs from Shankara in
refusing to identify the self with pure consciousness. There is nothing
like pure consciousness. Consciousness is always qualified and possesses
specific attributes. It always belongs to a subject and points to an object.
Nobody says: ‘I am consciousness*; everybody says: ‘I am conscious*.
The self is a self-luminous substance to which belongs and from which
proceeds consciousness. The self is a substance, is incapable of con
traction and expansion, cannot reveal the object, can reveal itself and
can know itself and the object and is atomic in nature, while knowledge
is an attribute, is capable of contraction and expansion, can reveal the
object as well as itself, cannot know either itself or the object and is allpervading in nature.1 Knowledge always belongs to and exists for the
self. Hence it is called dharma-bhüta-jnäna or attributive knowledge.
It is also substantive and constitutes the essence of the selves and of
God. Knowledge is like the light ; the self is like the lamp ; the dharmabhüta-jnäna is like the rays. The light constitues the essence of the
lamp and cannot be separated from it. The rays belong to and proceed
from the light and are subject to contraction and expansion. Knowledge
is a unique adjunct of the self and is eternally associated with it.2 The
self is eternal and so is knowledge. It is all-pervasive but its function in
earthly existence is obstructed by karma. Here Ramanuja agrees with
Jainism except in that he holds the self to be atomic and to be a part of
God and that he regards the presence of the objects as essential for the
function of knowledge. In deep sleep also the self remains self-conscious
together with the unmanifested dharmabhüta-jnäna for there are no
objects then to be revealed by knowledge. In dreams we have knowledge
because objects are created there by God in order to make the soul reap
the fruits of its karmas, though knowledge is dim and vague because
the objects are also dim and vague. In liberation, all karmas cease and
so knowledge becomes all-pervasive and the liberated soul acquires
omniscience like God.
Coming now to the theory of error according to Ramanuja to which
we have already referred,8 we may note that error is regarded by him
as one of omission only and not of commission. All knowledge is
intrinsically valid and can never err. It always corresponds to its object.
1 svarUpam dharmi saAkochavikâsânarham svavyatirikt&'prakäshakam svasmai
svayamprakashakam anu, jnänam dharmah saftkochavikâsayogyam svavyatiriktaprakäshakam svasmai svä'prakäshakam Ätmane prakäshakam vibhu cha, Tattvatraya, p. 35. * jnänasvarüpasyaiva tasya jnänäshrayatvam maoidyumaqipradlp&divat, Shrlbhisya, p. 61. 1 Supra, p. 218.
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His view is Satkhyâti or Yathärthakhyäti which means that in knowledge
it is the existent real alone which is cognized, i.e., there is real object
corresponding to its content. According to the doctrine of triplication
or quintuplication, some particles of silver are actually present in tjie
shell and so when the shell is mistaken for silver, silver is actually,
though partially, presented to consciousness. When a white conch is
seen yellow by a jaundiced person, the yellowness of the bile is actually
transmitted to the conch through the rays of the eyes. The objects in a
dream are actually created by God to make the dreamer reap the fruits
o f his actions. Hence there is no ideal or subjective element in error,
not even in such cases of illusion which are called ‘private* like yellowconch and dream-objects. Error is only partial knowledge and there is
no logical distinction between knowledge and error. The distinction is
merely practical. Error does not serve the practical interests of life like
knowledge; though, unlike the pragmatists, Râmânuja admits and values
the cognitive side of knowledge more than its practical side.
V II
M ETAPHYSICAL

VIEWS

f r o m the above account three things become clear and all the three
are directly opposed to the Advaitic position of Shankara. First, all
knowledge involves distinctions and there is no undifferentiated pure
consciousness. Pure identity and pure difference are alike unreal.
Ramanuja here agrees with Hegel. Identity is always qualified by
difference. Unity is always in and through and because of diversity.
Pure being is pure nothing. Shankara is wrong in saying that Brahman
is pure differenceless being. Brahman or Reality cannot be indeterminate,
undifferentiated, qualityless substance. It is determinate and qualified
(savishesa). When the Upanisads speak of Brahman as ‘devoid of
qualities*, they only mean that Brahman has no bad qualities and not
that it has no qualities whatsoever. It is the abode of all good qualities
and is the incarnation of all perfection. Hence Shankara’s distinction
between Brahman and Ishvara, between higher and lower Brahman, is
unwarranted and unjustifiable. Brahman is God and He is not a formless
identity, but an Individual, a Person, who is always qualified by matter
and souls which form His body. Secondly, the self is distinct from
knowledge. It is undoubtedly an eternal self-conscious subject, but it
is also a self-luminous substance possessing dharmabhüta-jnäna as its
essential attribute. Hence the self is not pure consciousness, but only
the eternal substratum of consciousness. All the individual souls are
real spiritual substances which are pervaded by God and form His body.
T hey are atomic in nature and in liberation they do not merge in God,
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but only become similar to Him and serve Him realizing themselves
as the body of God. Shankara is wrong in saying that the self is identical
with Brahman and absolutely merges in it. Thirdly, knowledge not only
belongs to a subject, but also points to an object which exists really and
outside of it. All objects are real. Even in error, illusion or dream, it is
always the real which is presented to consciousness. Shankara is wrong
in saying that whatever becomes an object is false. On the other hand,
the truth is that only the real is given in knowledge. Shankara is also
wrong in saying that the pure subject or pure knowledge never becomes
an object, because it is not necessary that an object should, by that very
fact, be a material (jada) object. Even God, souls and knowledge are
presented as objects— the first two are spiritual (chetana) and the last
is non-material (ajada). Shankara’s distinction between the higher and
the lower standpoints is also unwarranted and wrong. All objects,
spiritual as well as material, are absolutely real. Avidya or Mayä as
interpreted by Shankara is sheer nonsense.

VIII
VISHISTÄDVAITA

OR

ID ENTITY-IN-DIFFERENCE

r ä m ä n u j a ’ s view is vishistadvaita or non-dualism qualified by differ
ence. The Absolute is an organic unity, an identity which is qualified
by diversity. It is a concrete whole (vishista) which consists of the inter
related and inter-dependent subordinate elements which arc called
‘vishesanas* and the immanent and controlling spirit which is called
‘vishesya*. Unity means realization of being a vital member of this
organic whole.1 God or the Absolute is this whole. He is the immanent
inner controller, the Supreme Real who holds together in unity the depen
dent matter and individual souls as His body. Ramanuja recognizes three
things as ultimate and real (tattva-traya). These are matter (achit), souls
(chit) and God (Ishvara). Though all are equally real, the first two are
absolutely dependent on God. Though they are substances in themselves,
yet in relation to God, they become His attributes. They are the body
of God who is their soul. God is the soul of nature. God is also the soul
of souls. Our souls are souls in relation to our bodies, but in relation
to God, they become His body and He is their soul. The relation between
the soul and the body is that of inner inseparability (aprthaksiddhi).
This is also the relation between substance and attribute. The Nyäya
inherence (samaväya) is an external relation which is rejected by
Rämänuja because it involves infinite regress. Aprthak-siddhi is the
relation between the body and the soul, between a substance and its
attributes, between parts and whole, and may be between one substance

1 vishiçtântarbhâva eva aikyam.
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and another. It is an inner, inseparable, vital and organic relation. God
is qualified by matter and souls.1 They form His body and are insepar
able from and utterly dependent on Him.2 Ramanuja defines a body as
that which is controlled, supported and utilized for its purposes by a
soul.3 Matter and souls are called attributes (prakära) of God; they are
the controlled (niyämya), the supported (dhârya), the parts (amsha) and
the accessory means (shesa,) while God is their substance (prakârï),
controller (niyantä), support (ädhära), the whole (arhshi) and the
principal end (shesl). They are eternal with God, but are not external
to him. God is free from all external differences— homogeneous (sajâtiya) as well as heterogeneous (vijätiya), since there is nothing either
similar or dissimilar which is external to or other than Him. But He
possesses internal differences (svagata bheda) as His organic body is
made of real and diverse elements like matter and souls. His relation
with them is natural (sväbhävika) and eternal (sanätana). God is both
the material and the instrumental cause of the world. He is the immanent
as well as the transcendent ground of the world. He is immanent in the
whole world as its inner controller (antaryämi) and yet in His essence
He transcends the world. His is a perfect personality. He is full of all
good qualities— Existence, Knowledge and Bliss; Truth. Goodness and
Beauty; Lustre, Love and Power.
Rämänuja finds justification for his doctrine of the Absolute as a Triune
Unity in such following Upanisadic passages. The Shvetäshvatara4 says;
There are three ultimate existences— the eternal and all-knowing and
all-powerful God, the eternal powerless soul and the eternal matter, and
these three constitute the Absolute. The same Upanisad further tells us;
This alone need be known and there is nothing else to be known— that
there are three entities, the enjoyer (bhoktâ), the enjoyed (bhogya) and
the mover (preritä), which constitute the Absolute. If a man knows
these three he knows Brahman.3 The same Upanisad goes on: The One
God who runs through all beings, who is all-pervasive and who is the
immanent inner controller of all beings is the Supreme Reality. There
is nothing greater than He, there is nothing external to Him, He fills
the whole universe. The Taittiriya tells us that all beings arise from,
live in and return to this Brahman.6 God is the soul of Nature and also
the soul of souls. He is immanent and yet He is transcendent also. The
Brhadaranyaka describes Him as the running thread (sütra) which binds
together all the worlds and all the souls. He is the immanent inner
controller (antaryämi) of all. He is present in matter and yet He is
different from matter; matter does not know Him; matter forms His
body; He controls matter from within; He is the Supreme Soul, the
1 chidachidvishi^a Ishvarah. 2 sarvam paramapuru$eça sarvâtmanâ svârthe niyâmyam
dhäryam tachchheçataikasvarüpam iti sarvam chetanâchetanam tasya shariram, StiriBhâçya, II, 1, 9. 3 Shrï-Bhâçya, II, 1, 9. 4 I, 9. 6 I, ia . 6 III, 1.
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Antaryâmï, the Immortal.1 Just as the spokes are bound together within
the wheel, so also all the elements and all the souls are bound together
within this Ätman.2 He is like fire; they are like sparks. They are real;
He is their reality. They are true ; He is their truth. Hence He is called
the Truest of the true.3
IX
GOD

Ramanuja’s account of God, we may notice three points of impor
tance. First, God is identified with the Absolute. He is Brahman and
Brahman must be a savishesa or a qualified unity. God stands for the
whole universe and matter and souls form His body, He being their
soul. As the Absolute, the ultimate unity-in-and-through-trinity, the
concrete Whole, God may be viewed through two stages— as cause and
as effect. During the state of dissolution (pralaya), God remains as the
cause with subtle matter and unembodied souls forming His body. The
whole universe lies latent in Him. During the state of creation (srsti),
the subtle matter becomes gross and the unembodied souls (except the
nitya and mukta souls) become embodied according to their karmas. In
this effect-state the universe becomes manifest. The former state is
called the causal state (käranävasthä) of Brahman, while the latter state
is the effect-state (käryävasthä) of Brahman.4 Secondly, God is con
sidered as the immanent inner controller (antaryaml), the qualified
substance (vishesya or prakârî) who is in Himself changeless and is the
unmoved Mover of this world-process. In His essence He does not
suffer change which is said to fall to the lot of His attributes or modes
only. Ramanuja makes no distinction between an attribute and a mode.
Matter and souls may be called either attributes or modes (prakära).
They are absolutely dependent on God and are inseparable from Him.
They are His body and He is their soul. Just as in the case of an ordinary
individual only the body undergoes change while the soul is changeless,
similarly it is only the body of God, i.e., the matter and the individual
souls, that undergo changes and not God himself who is their soul.
Hence God is the unchanging controller of all change and the limitations
of matter as well as the miseries and the imperfections of the finite souls
do not affect the essence of God. Thirdly, God is also transcendent. He
is the perfect personality. He has a Divine body (apräkrtadehavishista).
Embodiment is not the cause of bondage. It is karma which is the cause
of bondage. Hence God, though embodied, is not bound, for He is the
Lord of Karma. The first two points about God are derived from the
in

1 yah prthivyäm tiçthan prthivyä antaro, yam pjthivî na veda, yasya pjthivl shariram,
yah pfthivim antaro yamayati e?a te âtmâ antaryâmï amrtah, III, 7. * II, 5, 15.
9tasya upaniçat satyasya satyam iti, II, 1, 20. 4 Shrîbhâçya, p. 82.

interpretation of the Upanisads, while this point which is theistic in
character is the result of the Bhägavata influence on Ramanuja. Rama
nuja tries to fuse the immanent Upanisadic Absolute with the trans
cendent God of the Päncharätra or Bhägavata theism. God, as the perfect
personality, is devoid of all demerits and possesses all merits. He has
infinite knowledge and bliss. He has a Divine body and is the creator,
preserver and destroyer of this universe. He has His consort LaksmI,
the symbol of power and mercy. He is called Näräyana or Väsudeva.
He lives in His citadel Vaikuntha which is made of Pure Sattva (shuddha
sattva) or Nityavibhüti. His qualities like knowledge, power and mercy
etc. are eternal, infinite, numberless, unlimited, undefiled and matchless.
He is knowledge to the ignorant, power to the powerless, mercy to the
guilty, grace to the afflicted, parental affection to the impure, perennial
attachment to those who fear separation, nearness to those who pine to
see Him, and kindness to all.1 Though One in Himself, He manifests
Himself in five forms in order to help His devotees. As the immanent
soul of the universe, He is Antaryâmï (first form). As the transcendent
personal Lord, Näräyana or Väsudeva, He is Para or Supreme (second
form). As the creator, preserver and destroyer, He reveals Himself
through four-fold Vyüha (third form). His manifestation as the Lord
is called Väsudeva (this should be distinguished from the Para Väsudeva
o f whom this is the first manifestation). His manifestation as the ruler
o f the cognitive aspect of the souls (buddhitattva or jivatattva) and as
the destroyer of this universe is called Sankarsana. His manifestation as
the ruler of the emotional aspect of the souls (manastattva) and as the
creator of this universe is called Pradyumna. His manifestation as the
ruler of the volitional aspect of the souls (ahankäratattva) and as the
preserver of this universe is called Aniruddha. All these four manifesta
tions are called Vyüha and they are the partial and incomplete manifes
tations of the Supreme Lord (Para). When God descends down on this
earth in the human or the animal form, He is called Vibhava or Avatära
(incarnation) (fourth form). He does so in order to protect the good,
punish the wicked and restore the dharma, the Law.2 Vibhava is of two
kinds— primary (mukhya) when the Lord Himself descends, like Krsna,
and secondary (gauna) when the souls are inspired by the Lord, like
Shiva, Buddha etc. O f these only the former are to be worshipped by the
seekers for liberation. The fifth and the last form of God is when out of
His extreme mercy He takes the form of the holy idols (archävatära)
enshrined in the recognized temples like Shrïrangam so that His
devotees might get opportunities to serve Him physically.4

4 Tattva-traya, p. 95.
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2 G îtâ, IV , 8.

X
SELF

now consider Ramanuja’s conception of chit or the individual
soul. Though the individual soul is an attribute or mode (prakära) of
God and forms part of His body, yet it is also a spiritual substance in
itself and is absolutely real. It is an eternal point of spiritual light. It is
beyond creation and destruction. In the state of creation, it is embodied
according to its karmas, while in the state of dissolution and in the state
of liberation, it remains in itself. But in the state of dissolution (pralaya),
it is tinged with karmas so that in the next cycle of creation, it has to
descend to the mundane life and to become embodied in order to reap
the fruits of its karmas. The relation of the soul and karma is said to
be beginningless. But in liberation, the soul shines in its pristine purity
untouched by karma and therefore can never descend to the mundane
existence any more. Though it is eternal, real, unique, uncreated and
imperishable, yet it is finite and individual, being only a part or a mode
of God. Hence it is regarded as atomic (anu) in size. As an atomic point
of spiritual light, it is imperceptible, eternal and changeless. Though it
is really subjected to earthly existence and to the various imperfections,
defects and miseries which the wordly life implies, yet these do not
affect its essence. In its essence it is changeless and perfect. Through
all its births, and deaths— which do not touch Jits essence— it maintains
its identity and essential nature^ The soul is different from its body,
sense-organs, mrnd, vital breaths and even cognition. In samsara, it
wrongly identifies itself with these due to ignorance and karma. There
are innumerable individual souls. They are essentially alike, like
the monads of Leibnitz or the jîvas of the Jainas, and they differ only
in number. Ramanuja advocates qualitative monism and quantitative
pluralism of souls. The soul is conceived as a real knbwer (jnätä), a real
agent (kartä) and a real enjoyer (bhoktä). Action and enjoyment are
regarded as merely different states of knowledge which is said to be the
essence of the soul. The soul is a self-luminous substance as well as a
self-conscious subject. It manifests itself without the aid of knowledge
and it is also self-conscious. It is the substance of its dharma-bhutajnäna which is capable of contraction and expansion. It knows the
objects through its knowledge which reveals itself as well as the objects
to be known by the self. Knowledge exists for the self and though
knowledge show's itself and the object, it can know neither. The self
alone can know itself as well as its object, though it can reveal only itself
and not its object which is revealed for it by knowledge. Knowledge or
consciousness is not an accidental property of the self. It is its very
w e
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essence. The self is of the nature of knowledge. It is the substance of
knowledge which is its essential and inseparable attribute. Knowledge
always belongs to the self and persists even in deep sleep and in libera
tion. Knowledge does not manifest itself in deep sleep for there are then
no objects to be revealed. Knowledge is essentially infinite and all*
pervasive. While the self is in bondage its knowledge is obscured by its
karmas and therefore functions in a restricted manner. When the self
obtains liberation, all the karmas are destroyed and there remains no
impediment in the way of knowledge with the result that it becomes allcomprehensive. The liberated soul becomes omniscient because its
dharmabhüta-jnâna is restored to its original status and in the absence
o f karmic obstructions comprehends all objects. Thus the soul, though
atomic in size, in infinite in knowledge. Bliss also constitutes the essence
of the soul. In its essence, it is änandarüpa or ever blissful. The imper
fections and miseries of samsara, as has been pointed out above, do not
touch its essence. In liberation, it enjoys infinite knowledge and ever
lasting bliss. It is the self-conscious T , the pure Ego and should be
distinguished from the empirical ego (ahankâra) which is the result of the
false identification of the soul with the not-soul, like body, senses, mind,
vital breaths etc. Though the individual soul is absolutely real, yet it is
not independent. It is utterly dependent on God. It is an attribute or a
mode of God Who is its substance. It is the body of God Who is its
soul. It is supported by God, controlled by God and utilized by God.
It is the supported (dhärya) and God is its support (dhartä). It is the
controlled (niyämya) and God is its controller (niyantä). It is the means
(shesa) and God is its end (shesï). It is a mode (prakära) and God is its
substance (prakäri). It is a part (arhsha) and God is the Whole (amshi).
It is the body (sharira) and God is its soul (shariri). And yet it is a real
agent and performs and reaps the fruits of its actions. Its defects and
imperfections and miseries do not affect God. Ramanuja tries to recon
cile human freedom with Divine sovereignty. God is the master of the
Law of Karma. He is the inner controller of the soul. Yet the soul has
got freedom of will and God, as a self-determined Whole, does not
interfere with it.
Râmânuja describes three classes of souls. T o the first belong the everfree (nitya-mukta) souls which were never bound. They are ever free
from karma and prakrti and live in Vaikuntha in constant service of the
Lord. They are Shesa, Garuda, Visvaksena etc. T o the second belong
the Released or Liberated (mukta) souls who were once bound but who
obtained liberation through their action, knowledge and devotion. To
the third belong the Bound (baddha) souls who are wandering in
samsara on account of ignorance and bad karmas. These are further
divided into four classes: superhuman, human, animal and immobile.
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X I

BONDAGE

AND

LIBERATION

souls are bound on account of their ignorance and karma. Mow
does the pure soul come to be at all tinged with karma? This question
is explained away by Ramanuja, like the Jainas. The relation is
beginningless. The cosmic process is beginningless. Due to its karmas,
the soul becomes associated with particular body, senses, mind and life.
This has to be taken as true. For obtaining release from samsara, there
fore, the soul has to remove its karmic obstacles, it has to purify itself
from the dross and dust of karma that has somehow surrounded it. And
this can be done by a harmonious combination of action and knowledge
(jnanakarmasamuchchaya). Ramanuja, as has been pointed out before,
regards the Purva and the Uttara Mimämsäs as one science. The study
of the Pürva-Mîmâmsâ is a pre-requisite for the study of the Vedanta.
The duties enjoined by the Veda, if rightly performed, help the soul in
removing its karmic dross. But Ramanuja insists that the karmas should
be performed in an absolutely disinterested manner simply to please
God. When the soul performs these actions, it will realize that only this
performance cannot lead to liberation. Hence it will turn towards the
study of the jnänakända, the Vedanta, which teaches the nature of God,
soul and matter. The soul will now realize that matter and souls qualify
God who is their inner ruler, that they form the body of God who is
the real soul. Ramanuja admits that knowledge is the immediate cause
of liberation, but this knowledge is real knowledge and not the ordinary
verbal knowledge. Otherwise all those who studied Vedanta would
obtain liberation. The real knowledge is identified by Râmânuja with
the highest bhakti or devotion which is obtained by prapatti or self
surrender and by constant remembrance of God as the only object of
devotion (dhruvä smrtih) which remembrance is also called pure
meditation (upäsanä) or dhyäna or nididhyasana (concentrated contem
plation). It is very important to note that constant meditation itself is
not the highest bhakti (which is the same thing as real jnâna), but only
a means to realize it. Enjoined actions (karma) and ordinary knowledge
(jfiana) are means to realize ordinary bhakti which may be identified
with prapatti or flinging oneself on the absolute mercy of God and with
constant remembrance and contemplation of God called smrti, upäsanä
or nididhyasana. This ordinary bhakti which means prapatti and upäsanä
is itself a means to realize the highest bhakti which is pure jnâna or the
immediate intuitive knowledge of God which is the direct cause of
liberation and which dawns only by the grace (prasäda) of God. T h e
Alvars and the Ächäryas emphasized prapatti as the easiest and the
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surest means of liberation. God is pleased by the utter self-surrender of
the devotee and takes care of him. Prapatti is open to all without any
distinction of caste or creed. Among the Äjvärs themselves there were
some Shüdras and one woman. God is pleased by purest devotion, says
the Bhägavata, and everything else is only a mockery. Prapatti is also
called sharanagati or flinging oneself on the mercy of God and is said to
consist o f six steps: (i) to so think, will and act as would please God,
(2) not to so think, will and act as would displease God, (3) faith that
G od would protect, (4) appeal to God for protection, (5) absolute self
surrender to God, and (6) feeling of absolute dependence on God.1 The
Äjvärs and the Ächäryas regard prapatti itself as real bhakti and take it
in the sense of extreme and supernormal emotional love and passion for
God. They do not hold contemplation as necessary (nâvashyakï cha
smrtih). They believe that God Himself takes care of the devotee when
the latter has surrendered himself to God. Ramanuja has modified these
views. He distinguishes between prapatti and bhakti and identifies
highest bhakti not with emotional love of God but with the immediate
intuitive knowledge of God and ordinary bhakti with constant contem
plation on God. Both prapatti and contemplation are means to realize
highest bhakti. But contemplation or ordinary bhakti is reserved by
Ramanuja, out of deference to orthodox tradition, for the three upper
castes, as it presupposes knowledge of both the Mîmâmsâs to which the
Shüdras are not entitled, while prapatti is said to be open to all including
the Shüdras. Liberation, according to Ramanuja, is not the merging of
the individual soul into the Absolute, but only the direct intuitive
realization by the individual soul of its own essential nature as a mode of
G od. This realization presupposes two things— firstly, the utter destruc
tion of the karmas by which the soul acquires its innate purity, and
secondly, the dawning of the Divine Grace which transforms constant
meditation into the immediate intuition of God. Hence for Ramanuja
there is no jïvanmukti for as long as the soul remains associated with
the body, the karmas persist and as long as the karmas persist, the soul
cannot acquire its innate purity. And there is no liberation without
G od ’s grace for unless the Divine grace dawns, the constant meditation
cannot mature into real bhakti or jnäna which means the immediate
intuitive knowledge of God and unless this real knowledge dawns,
liberation cannot take place. The removal of all karmas and the dawning
o f immediate knowledge of God take place simultaneously and not
successively and both are produced at once by the Divine grace which
itself dawns on account of prapatti and upâsanâ. The liberated soul does
not become identical with Brahman, but only similar to Brahman
(Brahmaprakära). It realizes itself as the body of Brahman and ever
1 ânukülyasya
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dwells in direct communion with God» enjoying like God, infinite
consciousness and infinite bliss. But it retains its individuality for
otherwise enjoyment of bliss in communion with God is not possible.1
Egoity and not individuality is the cause of bondage. Though the
liberated soul in essence becomes similar to God, it differs from Him in
two important respects. It is atomic and finite, while God is infinite.
It is a mode qualifying God. It is the body of God who is its soul. And
secondly, it does nöt share with God His immanent controlling power
and his transcendent power of being the creator, preserver and destroyer
of this universe.

X II
SELF

AND

GOD

relation of the individual soul with God should be very care
fully understood. Ramanuja has used many seemingly contradictory
expressions which have baffled most of his interpreters. He vehemently
criticizes the views of identity (abheda), of difference (bheda) and what
is most puzzling, of identity-and-difference (bhedäbheda) also. Some
people, like Mädhavächärya, therefore, believe that Ramanuja in a sense
advocates all these relations. The soul essentially is identical with God
and shares omniscience and bliss with Him. Yet it is also different from
God for it is an atomic mode of God. And because it is identical with
as well as different from God, the relation between them is also that of
identity-and-difference. But others, who are puzzled by Ramanuja’s
wholesale and vigorous attack on the conception of bhedäbheda which
he condemns as self-contradictory, have opined that he believes in a
fourth type of relation which he has called ‘aprthaksiddhi* and which
may be translated as ‘inseparable dependence’ . This means that the
relation between the individual soul and God is a unique relation which
signifies their inseparability and the soul’s absolute dependence on God.
But if so, even the Advaitin’s ‘relation of non-difference* (tädätmya
sambandha) which turns out in the last analysis to be ‘identity’ will not
be different from ‘aprthaksiddhi’ which will then be reduced to identity.
Added to this is the difficulty of Ramanuja’s using so many different
similes to signify the relation of the soul with God. Sometimes he calls
the soul as a part of God, sometimes the body of God, sometimes a mode
of God, sometimes an attribute or qualification of God and sometimes
as absolutely dependent on, and controlled, supported and utilized by
God. In our opinion this difficulty is mainly due to the loose translation
of ‘bhedäbheda* as ‘identity-in-difference’. The view of ‘bhedäbheda*
has been advocated by different Indian philosophers in different senses.
the
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When Rämänuja criticizes this view he has in mind certain interpreta
tions of this view by certain philosophers, notably Bhäskara and Yädava,
from whose interpretations he differs. This criticism is not the criticism
o f all forms of bhedäbheda. Ramanuja’s own view is a specific form of
bhedäbheda. But because this word was used in certain senses from
which Rämänuja differed he preferred to call his view vishistadvaita
rather than bhedäbheda which he vehemently criticized. If bhedäbheda
is translated into English as ‘identity-in-difference’ and if it is interpreted
in the Hegelian sense, then neither Bhäskara nor Yädava nor Nimbärka
is a real bhedäbhedavädin, while Rämänuja who is apparently opposed
to this view becomes a real bhedäbhedavädin. It is therefore wrong,
according to us, to translate the word ‘bhedäbheda* as ‘ identity-in
difference’. It should be translated as *identity-<md-difference\ and
interpreted in this sense, Bhäskara, Yädava and Nimbärka are bhedäbhedavädins, while Rämänuja is not. It is for this reason that Rämänuja
calls his view vishistadvaita and neither bhedäbheda nor dvaitädvaita.
For Bhäskara, Yädava and Nimbärka, identity and difference are both
separately and equally real, they co-exist and belong to everything and
are of equal value, while for Rämänuja both identity and difference
cannot be separately and equally real nor can they have equal importance.
For him, to affirm identity and difference in the same thing or to
maintain their co-existence is self-contradictory. Pure identity and pure
difference are mere abstractions and are equally unreal. For Rämänuja
identity is the principal thing and it is always qualified by difference
which has no separate existence except as it determines the identical
subject to which it belongs as an attribute. Rämänuja rejects the concep
tion of bhedäbheda or identity-and-difference and advocates the view
o f vishistädvaita or idenùty-in-and-through-and-because-of-diiïeTence or
ïdenüty-as-qualified-by-difîerence. The individual souls are organically
related to the Absolute. They form the body of God and have no
independent existence apart from Him. Yet they have their own
individuality and merely qualify God. As essence, they are one with
G od; as modes, they are different from Him. They become similar to
G od and share His glory and greatness. They enjoy, like God, infinite
consciousness and infinite bliss which is the essence of God and through
Him their own.
According to Rämänuja every judgment is a synthesis of distincts.
Subject and predicate are different meanings referred to the same
substance. If S and P are absolutely distinct, the judgment ‘S is P*
would be impossible; if S and P are absolutely identical, the judgment
‘S is P* would be mere tautology. Pure identity and pure difference are
alike abstractions. S and P are the two forms of the same substance.
T h ey have different meanings but refer to the same substance. They
have two different meanings, but they fall within the same complex whole.
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When we say, for example, ‘the cloth is white* the quality of whiteness
points towards a white substance which is a complex whole, similarly
the cloth also is a complex whole which has the quality of cloth-ness.
The judgment ‘the cloth is white’ points to the identity of these two
complexes. Again, when we say— 'this is that Devadatta’, the judgment
asserts the identity of two complexes— the ‘this*, i.e., Devadatta seen
at present and the ‘that,* i.e., Devadatta seen in the past. The person
seen at present and the person seen in the past differ in their meanings
because the person occupies different positions at different times, yet
both refer to the same person, Devadatta. Similarly the Upanisadic
saying ‘tat tvam asi’— ‘that thou art*— means that the two complexes
‘that* and ‘thou* are identical, that though they have distinct meanings
yet they refer to the same substance. ‘That* signifies God as the cause
of this universe and ‘thou’ signifies God as the inner self of the jiva and
both refer to the same substance. The identity is asserted between the
two forms of the same substance. Identity is never bare; it is always
qualified by some difference. The individual soul is a mode of God Who
is its inner self. God constitutes the T of the soul. ‘I live, yet not I, but
God liveth in me*. Tat tvam asi, therefore, does not teach absolute
identity (which is a mere abstraction) between soul and God as Shankara imagines, but a qualified identity which means that God as the
inner self of the soul and God as the cause of the universe are one and
the same.
XIII
A C H I T OR M A T T E R

us now proceed to describe Rämänuja*s conception o f Achit or
unconscious substance. It is of three kinds: Prakrti or Mishrasattva,
Nitya-vibhuti or Shuddhasattva, and Käla or Sattvashunya. O f these
Prakrti is ordinary matter which makes samsara. It is an object o f
enjoyment (bhogya) and suffers change (vikäräspada). It has three
qualities of sattva, rajas and tamas. It forms the body of God and is more
completely dependent on God than souls who have freedom of will. At
the time of creation, the process of world-evolution starts from Prakrti.
The order of evolution is the same as that in Sänkhya and need not
be repeated here. The important points of difference between the
Sänkhya conception of Prakrti and Ramanuja’s conception of it might
be noted. Sattva, rajas and tamas are the constitutive elements of
Prakrti in Sänkhya, but here they are merely qualities of Prakrti. In
Sänkhya, these three elements can never remain separate; but here
Nityavibhuti is made up of pure sattva. In Sänkhya, Prakrti is infinite,
but here Prakrti is limited from above by Nityavibhuti. In Sänkhya
Prakrti is independent, but here Prakrti is absolutely dependent on God
LET
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and is inseparable from Him. It is His mode or His body. It is also
called His Lïlâvibhüti because creation is His sport.
Nityavibhüti or Shuddhasattva is made up of pure sattva and is
called ajada or immaterial like dharmabhütajnäna. The ideal world
and the bodies of God and of eternal and liberated souls are made of
this stuff. ‘It is “ matter without its mutability** and has been described
as a fit means to the fulfilment of divine experience.* Vaikuntha, the city
of God, is made up of this. Also Holy Idols in sacred places like Shrirangam are said to be made of this stuff.
Kâla or time is another unconscious substance and is given a separate
status. Space is identified with äkasha which is an evolute of Prakrti.
Thus Ramanuja admits six substances of which two— Prakrti and
Kâla— are unconscious (jada), two— Chit and Ishvara— are conscious
(chetana) and two— Dharmabhütajnäna and Nityavibhüti— are imma
terial (ajada).
X IV
CREATION

IS R E A L

, according to Ramanuja, is absolutely real. The world and
souls are as real as God Himself. They are neither created nor are they
destroyed. Ramanuja believes in satkäryaväda, the theory that the
effect necessarily pre-exists in its material cause. Creation, therefore,
like that in Sânkhya, means only explicit manifestation of the effect
which was already implicitly contained in its material cause, and
destruction means only the return of the effect in the bosom of its
material cause. Ramanuja believes in the parinämaväda form of sat
käryaväda which means that the material cause really changes itself
in the form of its effect. The effect is a real transformation of its material
cause, just as curd is a real transformation of milk or a gold ornament
is of gold or an earthen pot is of earth. Change is not apparent but real.
His view is known as Brahmaparinämaväda because according to it the
entire universe including the material world and the individual souls is
a real modification of Brahman. Though Ramanuja, like Sânkhya,
believes in Prakrti, yet, unlike it, he makes Prakrti absolutely dependent
on God and controlled by God from within just as the body is controlled
from within by the soul. The world of matter and the souls, as stated
above, are as real as God. Independence, according to Ramanuja, does
not constitute the essence of reality. A thing in order to be real need not
be independent. The material world and the souls are absolutely real
though they are absolutely dependent on God. Though substances in
themselves, in relation to God they are merely His attributes or modes.
T h ey always qualify God and form His body and He is their soul. They
are organically related to Him and are not external to Him. God is
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All-inclusive and includes matter and souls within Himself as His body
controlling them both from within. Matter and souls are different from
each otherandalso differentfrom God,the controller,though theyarenot
external to Him. They are co-eternal with Him. God neither creates them
nor destroys them. Creation means that the subtle matter called Prakrti
evolves into grosselementsandtheimmaterializedsoulsbecomehoused in
gross bodies according to their karmas. The process of creation starts in
order to enable the souls to reap the fruits of their past deeds and this process
is said to be beginningless so that there ever remains the possibility of past
deeds. The law of Karma, therefore, necessitates creation. And yet
Râmânuja says that creation and dissolution of the world are due to the
sweet will of God; they are His lila or sport. The contradiction has to be
reconciled by supposing that the Law of Karma represents the will of
God. God is self-determined and Karma is the expression of His selfdetermined will. The charges of tyranny, cruelty and partiality are thus
ruled out.
XV
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OF
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passages in the Upanisads which emphatically assert the unity
of the Absolute and strongly condemn multiplicity in unambiguous
terms are simply explained away by Ramanuja by pointing out that
these passages deny only the independent existence of the world of
plurality outside Brahman and not its reality. Ramanuja strongly attacks
the Shankarite doctrine of Mäyä or Avidyâ. By the term Mäyä, he
understands the real power of God by which He creates this wonderful
world. By Avidyâ he means the ignorance of the jîva by which he identi
fies himself wrongly with the material objects like the body, the senses,
the mind etc. which are evolutes of Prakrti. He too, like Shankara,
admits that ignorance is the cause o f bondage and that the immediate
intuitive knowledge of God is the cause of liberation. But the explana
tions of ignorance and knowledge and of bondage and liberation that
he gives are radically different from those given by Shankara.
Rämänuja levels seven important charges (anupapatti) against the
theory of Mäyä:
m a n y

(i) Äshrayänupapatti: What is the locus or support of Mäyä?
Where does Avidyâ reside? If there is any such thing as
Mäyä or Avidyâ, we are justified in asking for its seat or
abode. Verily, it cannot exist in Brahman, for then the
unqualified monism of Brahman would break down. More
over, Brahman is said to be pure self-luminous Consciousness
or Knowledge and Avidyâ means Ignorance. Then how can

Ignorance exist in Knowledge? Again, Avidyä cannot reside
in the individual self, for the individuality of the self is said
to be the creation of Avidyä. How can the cause depend on
its effect? Hence Avidyä cannot exist either in Brahman or
in Jiva. It is an illusory concept, a figment of the Advaitin’s
imagination. If it resides anywhere, it resides only in the
mind of the Advaitin who has imagined this wonderful
pseudo-concept, this logical myth.
(2) Tirodhänänupapatti: How can Avidyä conceal Brahman?
If it does, then Brahman is not self-conscious and selfluminous subject. If Brahman is of the nature of self
luminosity and self-proved pure knowledge, Ignorance
cannot cover or veil its essence. It is as absurd as to say that
darkness can hide light or that night can act as a veil on day.
(3) Svarüpänupapatti: What is the nature of Avidyä? Is it
positive or negative or both or neither? If it is positive then
how can it be Avidyä? Avidyä means Ignorance and
Ignorance means absence of knowledge. T o regard Ignorance
as positive is to accept self-contradiction. Moreover, if
Ignorance is positive how can it be ever destroyed ? No
positive entity can be destroyed. As the Advaitin admits
that Ignorance is removed by knowledge, Ignorance can
never be positive. And if Avidyä is negative, then how
can it project this world-illusion on Brahman? T o say that
Avidyä is both positive and negative is to embrace selfcontradiction. And to say that it is neither positive nor
negative is to give up all logic.
(4) Anirvachanïyatvànupapatti : Avidyä is defined by the Advai
tin as Indefinable; it is described as Indescribable. This is
a clear self-contradiction. T o avoid this the Advaitin says
that Avidyä is not absolutely indescribable, that to call it
‘indescribable* means that it cannot be ‘described either as
real or as unreal’. Indescribability is equated with being
neither real nor unreal. But this is absurd. This shows that
the Advaitin is giving up all logic. How can a thing be
neither real nor unreal? T h is is merely verbal jugglery.
Reality and unreality are both exhaustive and exclusive.
They are contradictories not contraries. Between themselves
they exhaust all possibilities of predication. A thing must be
either real or unreal. There is no third alternative. All our
cognitions relate to either entities or non-entities. T o refute
this is to refuse to think. T o maintain a third alternative is
to reject the well-established canons of logic— the Law of
Contradiction and the Law of Excluded Middle.
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(5) Pramänänupapatti: By what pramäna or means of valid
cognition is Avidyâ cognized? Avidyâ cannot be perceived,
for perception can give us either an entity or a non-entity.
It cannot be inferred for inference proceeds through a
valid mark or middle term which Avidyâ lacks. Nor can
it be maintained on the authority of the scriptures for they
declare Mäyä to be a real wonderful power of creating this
wonderful world which really belongs to God.
(6) Nivartakänupapatti: There is no remover of Avidyâ. T h e
Advaitin believes that knowledge of the unqualified attribute
less Brahman removes Avidyâ. But such knowledge is
impossible. Discrimination and determination are absolutely
essential to knowledge. Pure identity is a mere abstraction.
Identity is always qualified by difference and distinction.
Hence there can be no knowledge of an undifferentiated
attributeless thing. And in the absence of such knowledge
nothing can remove Avidyâ.
(7) Nivrtyanupapatti: In the last point we were told that there
is no remover of Avidyâ. This point tells us that there is no
removal of Avidyâ. Avidyâ is said to be positive (bhävarüpa)
by the Advaitin. How, then, can a positive thing be removed?
A thing which positively exists cannot be removed from
existence by knowledge. The bondage of the soul is due to
Karma which is a concrete reality and cannot be removed
by abstract knowledge. It can be removed by Karma, Jnâna,
Bhakti and Prasäda. The ignorance of the soul is destroyed
■ when the karmas are destroyed and when the soul flings
itself on the absolute mercy of the Lord Who, pleased by
the soul's constant devotion, extends His grace to it.
All these charges of Râmânuja against Avidyâ or Mäyä are based on
the misunderstanding of the meaning of this term. It is called ‘inde
scribable either as real or as unreal’ due to the genuine difficulty of our
finite intellect to reach Reality. It is a self-contradictory notion. Rämänuja takes it in the sense of something ‘real’ and demands a seat and
a pramäna for it. However, we may say that Brahman is the seat of
Avidyâ. Avidyâ being not real, the monism of Brahman is not destroyed.
Brahman is not really affected by it. The rope is not really affected if it
is mistaken as a snake. The shell does not become silver if it is mistaken
as that. Mirage cannot make the sandy desert muddy. The power of
the magician does not affect his knowledge. And we may also say with
Vachaspati Mishra that the individual self and Avidyâ go on determining
each other in a beginningless cycle. Râmânuja himself, when he fails to
explain the cause of bondage of the pure soul, falls back upon the

notion that the relation of Kârma and ignorance with the soul is begin
ningless. Again, Avidyä does not really conceal Brahman even as a cloud
does not really conceal the sun. Agäin, Avidyä is called positive only
to emphasize the fact that it is not merely negative. In fact, it is neither
positive nor negative. There is no point in saying that indescribability
of Avidyä is a self-contradictory notion when the Advaitin himself admits
it. But its self-contradictory nature is realized only when one rises above
it and not before. As lpng as error or dream or illusion lasts it is quite
reed. Real means ‘absolutely real' and unreal means ‘absolutely unreal*
and Avidyä is neither. These two terms are not contradictories and hence
the Laws of Contradiction and Excluded Middle are not overthrown.
The Law of Contradiction is fully maintained since all that which can
be contradicted is said to be false. The Law of Excluded Middle is not
overthrown since ‘absolutely real* and ‘absolutely unreal* are not
exhaustive. Again, since Avidyä is not ‘real* but only a superimposition,
it vanishes when the ground-reality is known. The rope-snake vanishes
when the rope is known. It is only the direct and intuitive knowledge of
Reality which is the cause of liberation. Even Rämänuja admits it
though he calls it highest bhakti which dawns by the grace of God.
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, also known as Vedäntadeshika, a great follower of
Rämänuja has made a vigorous attack on the Advaita in his ‘Shatadüsai>ï* (‘Century of Refutations’) where he levels sixty-six charges on the
Advaita.1 The crux of these charges is already contained in the ‘ Seven
Refutations' of Rämänuja given above. Most of these charges are either
repetitions with minor variations or deal with minor points of detail
or are of theological and sectarian interest carrying little philosophical
or truly religious value. We may, however, note some of the most
important charges levelled against Advaita by Venkatanätha and try to
answer them :(i)
v e n k a t a n ä t h a

(i) If Brahman is a qualityless homogeneous entity, the word
‘Brahman* cannot denote it either in a primary sense or in
an implied sense (laksanä) and hence it becomes useless.
Venkatanätha forgets that words, according to Shankara
himself, can never denote the Absolute which can be realized
1 Either this work as available now is incomplete or the word ‘Shata* here is taken in
its general sense o f 'm any' and not in its specific sense o f 'hundred*. For a summary
o f these charges the interested reader is referred to D r. S. N . Dasgupta’s History of
Indian Philosophy, Voi. I l l , pp. 304-346.
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only by direct spiritual vision. Language and thought would
become insignificant only when they are transcended, not
before. As long as we are in the phenomenal sphere, they
are the only instruments available to us and we have to work
with them however defective they may be.
(2) There can be no inquiry into the nature of Brahman, for
all inquiries are possible about qualified objects only. No
knowledge, whether general or specific, is possible about an
unqualified Brahman. If it is said that this knowledge about
Brahman is ultimately false, then no purpose would be
served by such false knowledge.
Venkata forgets that real Brahman-knowledge is not verbal
knowledge, otherwise all those scholars who know Vedäntatexts should have obtained liberation. Real Brahman-know
ledge is the direct spiritual realization of Brahman. Venkata
also forgets the distinction between the relative and the
absolute standpoints so much emphasized by Shankara. He
forgets that it is only through the relative that we can go to
the absolute. He forgets the detailed classical exposition by
Shankara of the view that even ‘unreal* (only ultimately)
means like the Vedänta-texts lead to real knowledge, just
as ‘unreal’ (only from the waking standpoint) dream-experi
ences lead to real physiological reactions and that the ‘un
reality’ of the Vedânta-texts can be realized only after
Brahman-realization, not before. (S.B.II, i, 14.)
(3) Liberation can be obtained only by devotion and worship
and not by mere knowledge. Even all illusions do not vanish
by a mere knowledge of them, e.g., the illusion of ‘yellowness’
in the case of a jaundiced person does not vanish by the mere
knowledge of its falsity, but by taking medicine which removes
the excessive bile. If mere knowledge of the Unity-texts
leads to liberation, then Shankara himself would have
obtained it and then he would have been merged in Brahman
and would not have explained his teachings to his disciples.
Venkata should know that illusions can be destroyed only
by knowledge and by nothing else. Let there be no illusion
about this. If a dreamer knows he is dreaming, he is not
a dreamer but a pretender. If a jaundiced person knows that
he is suffering from jaundice and that the ‘yellowness* is
only an illusion, then certainly he is not labouring under an
illusion, though suffering he might be from a disease. Again,
how can Venkata know that Shankara has not obtained
liberation? Venkata feels as if liberation is to be obtained in
the same manner in which he can obtain a handful of rice.
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He forgets the fact that bondage and liberation are equally
unreal ultimately, that ignorance means bondage and know
ledge means liberation. This knowledge is not verbal or
intellectual knowledge but direct spiritual vision. He forgets
that the great Ächäryas kindly descend on the phenomenal
plane to preach their doctrine for the benefit and uplift of
mankind. If we do not take advantage of their teaching, it is
our fault, not theirs.
(4) Even though the final knowledge of unity be attained, the
world-appearance may still continue due to väsanä until the
body is destroyed. How can it happen?
Venkata forgets that the world-appearance may continue
due to the force of väsanä, just as a potter’s wheel may con
tinue to revolve for some time even though the potter has
withdrawn his hand from it. The jivanmukta who is liberated
here and now has no attachment with the body, just as a snake
has no attachment with the slough it has cast off on an ant
hill. If liberation cannot be attained in this life, it is futile
to talk of it as happening after death. Shankara believes in
jivanmukti it is Venkata who rejects it.
(5) If the world is false because it is knowable, then Brahman
too, being knowable, would be equally false. Again, if the
world is false, there is no sense in saying that it is negated
by right knowledge.
The world is fabe because it cannot be described either
as real or as unreal. All objects of the intellect are false in
this sense. But Brahman is not an object of the intellect and
hence it is not ‘knowable* in the empirical sense. It is the
transcendental background of all empirical knowledge and
stands self-luminous and self-proved. To know Brahman is
to be Brahman. Again, the world becomes false from the
higher standpoint and not from its own standpoint.
(6) Difference cannot be denied. The so-called ‘absence of
difference* is itself different from ‘difference* and therefore
establishes the reality of difference. If there is no difference,
there would be no identity also, because these terms are
relative. We have, therefore, to admit both.
It is true that difference and identity are relative and one
cannot remain without the other. We have, therefore, either
to admit both or reject both. It is further true that bare
identity and bare difference are mere abstractions. Identity,
in the empirical world, is always qualified by difference. But
this does not mean that that which is the highest truth for
1 S. B. I, I, 4.
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the intellect must be the highest truth for Reality also. There
is a higher ‘unity’ which is above the notion of ‘unity-indifference’. This ‘unity’ or ‘identity’ is not abstract identity
which alone is relative and opposed to difference. Shankara’s
system called ‘Advaita’ is not bare identity, but the highest
identity which transcends the intellectual notions of identity,
difference and even identity-in-difference. The best descrip
tion of the Absolute is through negative terms (neti neti),
though the Absolute itself thereby does not become negative.
Hence the term ‘non-dualism’ (advaita) is preferred to
‘monism’ (aikya), ‘absence of difference’ (abheda) to ‘ iden
tity’ (ekatva) and ‘without a second’ (advitiya) to ‘one* (eka).
(7) The falsity of the world is proved by logical proofs which
are themselves false. The distinction between the two
supposed standpoints is a distinction within thought itself
and therefore, by its own logic, false. Again, Mäyä is described
as indescribable. Again, if ‘indescribability’ means ‘falsity’,
then Brahman too, being indescribable, would be equally
false.
These charges are based on a confusion between the two
standpoints. Though this distinction is not ultimately true,
yet it is very vital and absolutely essential for the phenomenal
world which would otherwise lose even its phenomenality
and merge into nihilism. The intellect reigns supreme in
the empirical world. But it has to realize its own limitation
and point to the Absolute, even though it cannot lead us to it.
Mäyä is indescribable because it is ‘neither real nor unreal’.
Brahman is indescribable because it, being the self-proved
Real, cannot be fully described by the intellect.
X V II
RÄMÄNUJA

AND

SHANKARA

now give a general estimate of Ramanuja’s philosophy. There
are many people who believe that Shankara’s Absolute is a bare intel
lectual and abstract identity without any shade of difference. It has been
called ‘rigid and motionless, staring at us with frozen eyes’, ‘a bloodless
Absolute dark with the excess of light’ and Shankara’s philosophy has
been said to be ‘a finished example of learned error’.1 It has been com
pared to God of Spinoza and the Neutrum of Schelling. Like the former
it is said to be ‘a lion’s den* where we see the footprints of animals going
inside but of none coming outside and like the latter it has been called
L
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1 Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 659, by D r. S. Radhakrishnan.
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a ‘dark night where all cows are black’. Ramanuja shares this view about
Shankara. On the other hand, Ramanuja's Absolute has been called a
concrete individual, an identity-in-and-through-difference and has been
compared to the Hegelian Absolute. But it is much more. It is also a
personal God like that of Pringle-Pattison. Ramanuja is accredited with
reconciling the demands of philosophical thinking with those of
religious feeling. These people do justice to Ramanuja but grave injus
tice to Shankara. They forget the important fact that neither Shankara
overlooked the demands of religious feeling nor could Ramanuja
satisfactorily harmonize religious feeling with logical thinking. T o dub
Shankara's Absolute as a bare identity is to betray ignorance even of the
significant name his philosophy bears— ‘Advaita'— which means not‘bare
identity' but ‘denial of ultimate difference'. He who imagines that
Shankara's position means complete denial of this world, of the souls,
of action, of philosophy, of religion and even of God, may know any
thing but Shankara Vedanta. The veteran idealist of England, T . H.
Green has rightly remarked: ‘the fact that there is a real external world
— is one which no philosophy disputes'.1 Again, to say that Shankara
has no place for religious feeling is, to say the least, to make a mischie
vous arbitrary statement. It is to miss the depth of his philosophical
writings and to betray ignorance of his soul-inspiring hymns— a great
and a rich contribution to Sanskrit poetry— in which the words almost
burst forth due to the pressure of intense emotional devotion with which
they are packed. One need only go to any admirer of Shankara and hear
the following verse to see the heart of Shankara : ‘Although there is not
the slightest difference between Thee and me, O Lord, yet it is I who
belong to Thee, Thou dost not belong to me, just as the wave belongs
to the sea, the sea does not belong to the wave*. For all practical
purposes therefore, the distinctions remain real. They become false
only for him who has realized the unity of Brahman. This ‘unity', like
the ‘unity of apperception' in Kant, is not a category of unity, it is not
bare identity; it is the unity of the fundamental consciousness which is
the foundation of all categories. And yet, unlike Kant's ‘unity of
apperception', it is not formal. Shankara's conception of the ‘unity' of
Brahman is not an intellectual conception. It is the unity which for
want of any better word is called ‘non-difference' and this suggests that
the intellect cannot positively grasp it but only point to it. Self-realization
alone which means immediate intuitive knowledge can reveal this unity
of Brahman which is not bare identity but foundational unity which is
necessarily presupposed by and which in itself transcends all the
categories of identity, difference and identity-in-difference. Only for
those who are qualified to tread the ‘razor-like’ path and to be one with
Brahman— and they are hardly one in a million— are the distinctions
1

Works, Vol. I, p. 376.
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sublated. For others Shankara has strongly recommended the path o f
action and devotion and followed it himself in his practical life. Let no
man stand upland say that Shankara’s philosophy is the philosophy o f
bare identity or that it lacks religious fervour. One has only to turn
to the practical life of Shankara which has always been a paradox to
those who have misunderstood or half-understood the teachings of the
great Ächärya. Shankara would gladly say with Bradley that ‘the man
who demands a reality more solid than that of the religious conscious
ness knows not what he seeks’. Bosanquet, a great idealist, has said in
connection with realism-idealism controversy: ‘Certainly for myself if
an idealist were to tell me that a chair is really not what we commonly
take it to be, but something altogether different, I should be tempted
to reply in language below the dignity of controversy.’1 A follower of
Shankara might be tempted to reply similarly to one who tells him that
Shankara’s philosophy advocates bare identity or that it is devoid of
religious fervour or that it denies the world outright. Or perhaps he
would not. He would simply smile remembering the words of Gaudapâda: It is only the dualists who in order to establish their respective
views fight with one another; Advaitin fights with none.2
Let us try to do justice to both Shankara and Râmânuja. It has been
already pointed out that Ramanuja was much influenced by the Alvars
and the Ächäryas and by the bhedäbhedavädins who preceded him.
Indeed his main task was to combine the Päncharätra theism with the
Upanisadic Absolutism. He wanted to find philosophical justification
for the Vaisnava theism in the Prasthäna-traya of the Vedanta and thus
tried to harmonize the demands of religious feeling with logical thinking.
But he confined himself to justify Päncharätra theism by means of
Upanisadic Absolutism. It is one thing to combine Philosophy with
Religion, but quite another thing to combine one particular philosophical
doctrine with a particular religious creed. Shankara has attempted the
former, while Rämänuja has attempted the latter. For Shankara, the
only scriptures were the Vedäntic texts and he interpreted them so as
to harmonize logical thinking with religious feeling. For Rämänuja, the
scriptures included besides the Vedäntic texts, the Vaisnava Puränas,
the Päncharätra-Ägama and the Tamil Prabandham, and his main task
was to prove that the doctrines of the Vaisnava theism are in conformity
with the Vedäntic tradition. There are some doctrines of the Vaisnava
theism which can be harmonized with the Vedäntic Absolutism, but not
all. And if, therefore, Rämänuja failed, his failure is due not to his
personal incapacity but due to the very nature of the difficult task he
undertook to perform. It must be admitted without any reservation
and in all fairness to Rämänuja that no one else could have done it
better. He has given us the best type of monotheism pregnant with
1 Contemporary Philosophy, p. 5.
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2 Kârikâ, III, 17,

immanentism. He has emphasized the religious side but not at the cost
o f the philosophical. His intense religious fervour and his bold logic
undoubtedly make him one of the immortals in Indian Philosophy. His
task became more difficult on account of Shankara’s exposition of the
Vedanta and Ramanuja therefore had to refute Shankara almost on all
important points. And yet there is much truth in the remark that
Ramanuja's position is essentially similar to the position of Shankara
viewed from the practical or phenomenal (vyavahära) standpoint. For
all practical purposes Shankara too maintains the reality of all secular
and Vedic acts. From this standpoint the entire universe including the
material world and the individual souls is as real as it can be. And though
the highest reality is the indeterminate Brahman, yet the highest
conception open to us, finite intellectual beings, is Ishvara and Ishvara
alone. Though the universe is only a vivaria or an appearance of Brah
man, yet as long as it lasts it is as good as real. Sarvajhätma-Muni is
right in holding that Parinämaväda (the position of Ramanuja) is an
earlier stage of Vivartaväda (the position of Shankara) and that the two
are not opposed.
X V III
CRITICAL

ESTIMATE

us now turn to the dialectical unfolding of the inherent contra
dictions in the philosophy of Ramanuja. Ramanuja has failed to express
the relation between the universe and God. According to him matter,
souls and God are the three realities and all the three make up the
Absolute. And yet he identifies the Absolute with God who is only one
of the three realities. God is the underlying substratum of matter and
souls which are said to be His attributes. But if they are His attributes
or modes, how can they be as real as God? The criticism which Spinoza
levelled against Descartes that matter and souls cannot be called ‘sub
stances’ if they are dependent on God can be very well levelled against
Ramanuja also. Rämänuja abolishes the distinction between attributes
and modes and though he explicitly maintains the distinction between
attributes and substance, yet he implicitly undermines this distinction
also. According to him a thing can be a substance as well as an attribute.
T he distinction is relative. Though matter and souls are substances in
themselves yet in relation to God they are merely His attributes. The
very definition of ‘substance’ is that it has an independent existence.
Rämänuja undermines this definition when he says that independence
does not constitute the essence of substance, that a thing may be
dependent and yet be a substance. This is logically most unsatisfactory.
If matter and souls are absolutely dependent on God, how can they be
as real as God? Shankara defines the real as that which has independent
l e t
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existence for all times and tells us that Brahman alone is real. But he
does not deny the existence of matter and souls. The dilemma before
Ramanuja is this— either maintain the relative existence of matter and
souls or abolish your Absolutism. And Rämänuja is prepared to do
neither. Loyalty to the Upanisads makes him cling to Absolutism while
sympathy for Vaisnavism makes him recognize ultimate distinctions.
Thus Vishistädvaita is a house divided against itself. But Absolutism
precludes divided loyalites. One cannot nm with the hare and hunt with
the hound. Rämänuja, therefore, has been unable to solve the problem
of the relation between the universe and the Absolute. He has stated
that the universe is organically related to the Absolute, that it is the
body of God, that though it has a right to exist separately it is not
external to God who is All-inclusive, that identity is always qualified by
difference. But he fails to explain his position further. The relation
between the universe and God is not pure identity, for the very notion
is a pseudo-concept, a bare abstraction. This relation is not that of
difference for pure difference also is equally an abstraction. Difference
belongs to and cannot remain separate from identity. This relation is
not that of identity-and-difference (bhedäbheda) for it is self-contra
dictory. Both identity and difference, like light and darkness, cannot
belong to the same thing in the same sense. Then what is this relation?
Rämänuja calls it vishistädvaita or qualified identity, i.e., identity
qualified by difference or identity-in-and-through-and-because-ofdiffcrence which he also calls aprthaksiddhi or dependent existence,
i.e., dependence of the attributes or modes on the substance, of the
body on the soul. It is an inner relation and is intended to replace the
Nyäya-Vaishesika relation of samaväya which is rejected as external by
Ramanuja. While samaväya unites the different, aprthaksiddhi separates
the identical. But the difficulty is that Rämänuja cannot maintain the
relation of identity-in-difference on account of his sympathy with plural
ism. Absolutism and pluralism cannot go together. Rämänuja is keen
to preserve the differences between the attributes themselvesand between
the attributes and the substance. The simile of the body and the soul
also does not solve the problem. The body exists for the soul and perishes
when the soul departs and so cannot claim independent and absolute
existence. The simile of the parts and the whole also is of no avail for
the parts can have no separate existence from the whole and even
within the whole they cannot claim as much reality as the whole.
Rämänuja reduces all the distinct material objects to their subtle
cause— the Prakrti. But when he comes to the souls he maintains the
separate individuality of each. The souls are essentially alike, but
numerically different. But quantitave pluralism is no real pluralism.
The difference w'hich makes no difference is no difference. There is
no meaning in saying that the souls are diverse atomic points of

consciousness. Monadology is a figment of the imagination. Ramanuja,
on the one hand, identifies the soul with the individual jiva, the
T-consciousness (aham), the object of introspection, the substratum of
knowledge, the empirical ego, the finite subject of empirical knowledge
whose individuality he is anxious to preserve but whose individuality
nobody denies, and yet, on the other hand, he identifies the soul
with the self-luminous and self-conscious subject which preserves its
identity through all its births and deaths and is essentially changeless.
T h is also is a grave inconsistency. If the soul is essentially change
less and is not affected by births and deaths, then the body, the
senses, the mind, the birth, the death and all the facts of experience in
the mundane existence are not fundamental to the self. Such a self is
the transcendental Self. It is really, as Ramanuja says, self-luminous
and self-conscious and eternal and changeless. It is the pure subject,
the transcendental background of all empirical knowledge. It can
never become the object of experience and cannot be called finite and
individual. How can then it be identified with the empirical T ? How
can it be dragged to the level of a finite object? How can it be a real
agent and a real enjoyer? How can its plurality be proclaimed?
Ramanuja says that matter and souls form the body of God. But the
distinction between the body of God and the soul of God is not clearly
brought out. In order to avoid the difficulty which is present in the
Nyäya-Vaishesika that if matter and souls are co-etemal with God,
G od cannot be the real Creator nor can He be unlimited and infinite
because so many souls and atoms of matter which are all co-etemal
and external to God constitute a limit to Him, Rämänuja makes matter
and souls form the body of God. Matter and souls are not external to
G od but are organically related to Him. He is both the material cause
and the efficient cause of the universe. God’s body is the material cause
while His soul is the efficient cause of this universe. But even here the
difficulties are not solved. Neither matter nor souls are really created
by God. The soul does not create the body. They exist eternally within
Him and creation means only the manifestation of the subtle matter
as gross and of the immaterialized souls as embodied. But the distinction
between the body and the soul of God is not logical. If the entire universe
consisting of matter and souls is the real body of God, then God must
suffer all the changes and miseries and pains and defects and imper
fections of matter and souls, just as the individual suffers the pain in his
body. How can then God be perfect and changeless and infinite?
Rämänuja says that God is not affected by the change of the universe
and the imperfections and pains of the souls, even as a soul is not affected
by the change and the pains of the body. But if a soul is not affected
by the change and the pains of the body, it cannot be identified (as
Rämänuja does) with the empirical ego and the plurality of the souls
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cannot be maintained. Then» the soul becomes the Universal Atman,
the Absolute itself. Moreover, on this assertion the body becomes an
accident to the soul. Is the body of God, then, an accident to His soul ?
If so, God becomes like an ordinary soul suffering bondage and the
sooner He shakes off His body the better it is. Râmânuja answers that
it is ignorance and not embodiment which is the cause of bondage.
But then why does he not admit jivanmukti? Why does he regard the
shaking off of the body as absolutely essential for obtaining liberation?
Verily, then, Ramanuja's Absolute is Shahkara's Brahman bound to
this world, while Shahkara’s Absolute Is Ramanuja's Ishvara liberated
from this world. Râmânuja cannot sustain the distinction between G od’s
body and soul. One cannot, as Shankara says, keep half a hen for
cooking and reserve another half for laying eggs.1 It cannot be logically
maintained that the soul of God is changeless and perfect while His body
suffers change and imperfections.
Again, Râmânuja tries to combine the Upanisadic Absolutism with
the personal Theism of the Pähcharätras. Here also he fails. If God is the
immanent soul of the universe, how can He at the same time be a trans
cendent Person living in Vaikuçtha with His consort Laksmi and attended
upon by the nitya and the mukta souls? As Dr. Radhakrishnan says:
‘Rämänuja's beautiful stories of the other world, which he narrates with
the confidence of one who had personally assisted at the origination of the
world, carry no conviction. . . . The followers of Râmânuja move with
as much Olympian assurance through the chambers of the Divine
Mind as Milton through the halls of heaven*.2 The distinction between
Prakrti or Lïlâvibhûti and Shuddhasattva or Nityavibhüti is arbitrary.
If the body of God is made up of Prakjti and souls, what is the necessity
of assuming Nityavibhüti as the stuff where God dwells and which
constitutes the body of God? Is Prakrti the apparent and Nityavibhüti
the real body of God? Moreover, when sattva, rajas and tamas are the
gunas of Prakrti and as such inseparable from it how can sattva be
abstracted and made to form Nityavibhüti which limits Prakjti from
above?
The distinction between the nitya and the mukta souls is also arbi
trary. Souls may be either bound or liberated. What is the necessity o f
maintaining the third variety?
The relation between the soul and its dharmabhüta-jnäna is also
untenable. If the essence of the soul is consciousness, then how can
consciousness be its quailty which is liable to contraction and expansion?
T o say that jnäna can reveal itself as well as its object but can know
neither, is as absurd as the Sânkhya saying that Prakrti can prepare
beautiful dishes but cannot enjoy them. Revelation and knowledge are
one and the same. Though Râmânuja admits the self as the self-conscious
1 Mfinçlùkya-Kârikà-Bhàçya, IV , 12.

1 Indian Philosophy, Vol. II p. 720.
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subject, yet he is unable to shake off the Nyäya-Vaishesika influence
that the self is a substance possessing the quality of consciousness.
Again, Ramanuja, like the Jainas, cannot explain the cause of bondage.
I f the soul is essentially pure and changeless and self-conscious subject,
why should it get associated with Karma and be bound? If the soul can
be tinged with Karma it is already bound. Ramanuja explains this
difficulty by the conception of a beginningless samsara. But if you have
to fall back on something beginningless why not admit the beginningless
Avidyä?
Again, the distinction between prapatti and bhakti and between
lower and higher bhakti is arbitrary. If lower bhakti means dhyäna and
dhyäna means smrti or upäsanä and this upäsana leads, through Divine
grace, to the dawn of higher bhakti which means intuitive knowledge of
G od which is the direct cause of liberation, then why, instead of putting
the whole thing in a complicated manner, not frankly say that direct
intuitive Knowledge or Self-realization alone is the cause of liberation?

Chapter Nineteen
OTH ER SCH O O LS OF V ED Ä N TA
I
M ADHV A-VEDÄNTA

s Hegel is said to be a born foe of mysticism, so Madhvächärya
may be said to be a born foe of Shankarächärya. He was born in
- A.D. 1 197 and lived for seventy-nine years. He is also known as
Anandatirtha or Pürnaprajna. He is regarded as an incarnation of Vayu
and was the disciple of Achyutapreksa whom he converted to his views
later on. He has written thirty-seven works, most important of which
are— Commentary on the Brahmasütra called Madhva-bhäsya, Anuvyäkhyäna, Gitä-bhäsya, Bhägavata-tätparya-nirnaya, Mahäbhäratatätparya-nirnaya, Visnu-tattva-nirnaya and Tattvoddyota. Jayatïrtha, the
author of the Tattvaprakäshikä Commentary on the Madhva-bhâsya
and Nyäyasudhä on the Anuvyäkhyäna, and of Pramänapaddhati ; and
Vyäsatirtha, the author of Tätparya-chandrikä Commentary on the
Tattvaprakäshikä, and of Nyäyämrta and Tarka-tändava; and Rämächärya, the author of the Tarangini Commentary on the Nyäyämrta—
are some of the most eminent followers of Madhva.
Madhva is the champion of unqualified dualism (dvaita) and accuses
Shankara of teaching the false doctrines of Shönyaväda Buddhism under
the cloak of Vedanta.1 His hatred of Advaita is so great that he calls
Advaitins ‘deceitful demons’ who play in the darkness of Ignorance and
who must run away now that the omniscient Lord (the Sun of Dualism) is
coming to destroy their darkness of arguments and false interpretations
of the scriptures.2 Madhva advocates the reality of five-fold differences
— between soul and God, between soul andsoul, between soul andmatter,
between God and matter, and between matter and matter.3 His bias for
difference is so great that he advocates difference of degrees in the
possession of knowledge and in the enjoyment of bliss even in the case of
liberated souls— a doctrine found in no other systemof Indian philosophy.
Madhva, like Ramanuja, accepts the three sources of knowledge—
perception, inference and testimony, and like him holds that God who

A

* yachchhünyavâdinab shûnyam tadeva brahma mâyinal}. * Tattvoddyota, p. 245.
* jagatpravähah satyo'yam pafichabhedasamanvitah. jiveshayor bhidä chaiva jivabhedah parasparam. jadeshayor jadänäncha jadajîvabhidâ tathä, Mahàbhâratatâtparya-nirnaya, I, 69-70.
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is Hari, Visnu, Naräyana or Vasudeva can be known only by the
scriptures. Like Ramanuja, Madhva also regards the Pürva and the
Uttara Mïmâmsâ as forming a single science. Like the Mïmâmsaka,
Madhva upholds the authorlessness of the Veda. Madhva, unlike
Nyaya which regards God as the author of the Veda, regards God as
the great teacher (mahopädhyäya) of the Veda. Like the Mïmâmsaka,
Madhva believes that knowledge reveals the knower and the known
as independently real and upholds the intrinsic validity of knowledge.
T h e world is real and so are the differences that constitute it.
Difference is the very nature of things. T o perceive things is to
perceive their uniqueness which constitutes difference. Distinctions
o f things account for the distinctions of ideas.
Madhva, like Ramanuja, believes in God and souls and matter
as the three entities which are eternal and absolutely real, though
souls and matter are absolutely dependent on God. God alone
is independent. He possesses infinitely good qualities. Existence, know
ledge and bliss constitute His essence. He is the creator, preserver and
destroyer of this universe. He has a divine body and is transcendent.
But He is also immanent as the inner ruler of all souls. He damns some
and redeems others. His is a perfect personality. He is the Lord of
Karma. He is pleased only by bhakti. He manifests Himself in the
various Vyuhas and in incarnations and is present in sacred images.
Laksmï is His consort. She is all-pervading and eternal like Him, but
her qualities are a little less than those of her Lord. She is ever-liberated
(nityamukta) and possesses a divine body. She is the Power of God. The
individual souls are numberless and are atomic in size. The soul is by
nature conscious and blissful. It becomes subject to pains and imperfec
tions on account of its connection with the material body, sense-organs,
mind etc. which connection is due to its past karmas. The souls are
eternal and are of three kinds— eternally free (nityamukta), freed (mukta)
and bound (baddha). Though God controls the soul from within, yet
it is a real agent and a real enjoyer and is responsible for its acts. Bhakti
is the only means of liberation. It is defined as the Eternal Love for
G od with a full sense of His Greatness.1 Prakrti is primal Matter. Under
the influence of God when He wants to create the world, it evolves itself
into the various material products which return to it again at the time
of dissolution. Creation means manifestation of subtle matter as gross
and the embodiment of the souls in order to reap the fruits of their acts.
So far Madhva agrees with Ramanuja whose philosophy and religious
approach have exercised a very great influence on Madhva. But there
are certain important points of difference between them which may be
noted: Madhva is a rank dualist and does not believe in qualified
absolutism. According to Ramanuja differences have no separate
1 jfiànapürvaparasneho nityo bhaktir itiryate, Ibid, I, 107.

existence and belong to identity which they qualify. Identity, therefore,
is the last word. But for Madhva differences have separate existence and
constitute the unique nature of things. They are not mere qualifications
of identity. Secondly, Madhva rejects the relation of inseparability
(aprthaksiddhi) and the distinction between substance (dravya) and
non-substance (adravya). He explains the relation of identity and
difference by means of unique particulars (vishesa) in the attributes of
a substance. The attributes are also absolutely real. Hence, Madhva does
not regard the universe of matter and souls as the body of God. Matter
and souls are different from each other and from God. They do not
qualify God because they have substantive existence themselves. Though
God is the immanent ruler of the souls and though the souls as well as
matter depend on God, yet they are absolutely different from God and
cannot form His body. Thirdly, Rämänuja advocates' qualitative
monism and quantitative pluralism of the souls, believing as he does that
all souls are essentially alike. But Madhva advocates both quantitative
and qualitative pluralism of souls. No two souls are alike. Each has, be
sides its individuality, its peculiarity also. Fourthly, Madhva, therefore,
believes that even in liberation the souls differ in degrees regarding their
possession of knowledge and enjoyment of bliss (änandatäratamya).
Râmânuja rejects this. Fifthly, Madhva, unlike Ramanuja, does not make
any distinction between the body and soul of God. Hence, he regards
God as only the efficient cause of the world and not its material cause
which is Prakrti. God creates the world out of the stuff of Prakrti.
Ramanuja regards God as both the efficient and the material cause of
the world. Sixthly, while Rämänuja makes the liberated soul similar to
God in all respects except in some special respects like the possession
of the pow'er of creation, preservation and dissolution of this world,
and the power of being the inner ruler of the universe, Madhva empha
sizes the difference of the liberated soul from God. The soul becomes
similar to God in some respects when it is liberated, yet even in these
respects it is much inferior to God. It does not enjoy the full bliss of
God. The bliss enjoyed by the redeemed souls is fourfold: sâlokya or
residence in the same place with God; sâmïpya or nearness to God;
sârüpya or having the external form like that of God; and säyujya or
entering into the body of God and partially sharing His bliss with
Him. Thus, though according to Rämänuja the liberated soul enjoys
the full bliss of the realization of Brahman which is homogeneous,
ubiquitous and supreme, according to Madhva even the most quali
fied soul which is entitled to säyujya form of liberation can share
only partial bliss of Brahman and cannot become similar to Brahman
(Brahma-prakära) in the strict sense of the term.1 Seventhly, Madhva
* muktâh präpya param Viçpum taddeham sarnshritâ api.
‘ gupair ànandapùrvakaih, M adhva’s Gïtà-Bhâçya.
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believes that certain souls like demons, ghosts and some men are
eternally doomed and damned. They can never hope to get liberation.
Rämänuja rejects this. The doctrine of eternal damnation is peculiar
to Madhva and Jainism in the whole field of Indian philosophy.
Madhva and his followers Jayatirtha and Vyäsatirtha who are among
the greatest dialecticians of India vigorously attack the Mäyäväda of
Shankara. Most of the objections in essence are the same which Rämä
nuja has urged and may be replied to similarly. There has been a famous
controversy between Vyäsatirtha, the author of Nyäyamrta and Madhusüdana, the author of Advaitasiddhi. Shriharsa and Chitsukha had
directly attacked the very notion of difference and all possible ways of
conceiving it. The Madhvites try to answer them and are further replied
to and attacked by Madhusüdana. The defence of difference as com
pared with its refutation by the Advaitins, appears to be very weak and
the dualists do not face the attacks squarely. Even Dr. S. N. Dasgupta,
who is all admiration for the Madhvites and in whose opinion ‘Jayatirtha
and Vyäsatirtha present the highest dialectical sk ill. . . almost unrivalled
in the whole field of Indian thought’,1 has to admit that ‘This defence
of difference appears, however, to be weak when compared with the
refutations of difference by Chitsukha in his Tattva-pradipikä, Nrsimhâshrama Muni in his Bheda-dhikkära, and others. . . . Vyäsatirtha does
not make any attempt squarely to meet these arguments*.*I
II
NIM BÄRKA-VEDÄNTA

Nimbärka, Nimbädityaor Niyamänanda, a Telegu Brähmana
whose philosophy is called Dvaitädvaita or Bhedä-bheda or Sanakasampradäya of Vaisnavism is very much indebted to Rämänuja. He revives
the philosophy of the bhedäbhedavädins like Äshmarathya, Bhartrprapancha, Bhäskara and Yädava, modifying it according to his notions.
His philosophy bears a very close resemblance to that of Rämänuja and
it appears that he has borrowed the whole thing from his illustrious
predecessor adding his own important amendments and modifications
here and there. His date is uncertain. Some people believe that he
flourished after Rämänuja and before Madhva. Some think that he lived
even after Vallabha. There is no doubt that he flourished after Rämänuja.
Nimbärka refers to the Shri and the Brahma Sampradäya of Rämänuja
and Madhva respectively. A work, Madhva-mukha-mardana, which is
yet in manuscript is attributed to him. Mädhavächärya who belongs to
the fourteenth century and who in his Sarva-darshana-sangraha where
he deals with all the then-existing important systems of philosophy does

ächärya

1 A History o f Indian Philosophy, Vol. IV , Preface, viii

* Ibid, p. 179-180.

not refer to Nimbärka. On account of these reasons we shall not be wrong
if we place Nimbärka somewhere in the middle or the later half o f the
fourteenth century. He has written a short commentary called Vedäntapärijatasaurabha on the Brahmasütra, Dashashloki, Shrikrsnastavaräja
and Madhvamukhamardana. Shrinivasa has commented on his Bhäsya
in his Vedäntakaustubha on which Keshava Kashmiri has written his
Kaustubhaprabhä. Purusottama has commented on the Dashashloki in
his Vedäntaratnamanjösä and on the Stavaräja in his Shrutyantasuradruma. Mädhava Mukunda has written his Para-paksa-giri-vajra or
Hârdasahchaya to refute the absolutism of Shankara.
Nimbärka, like Rämänuja,admits three realities— God, souls and mat
ter, the last two being dependent on God. The individual soul is essen
tially of the nature of knowledge (jnänasvarüpa). But it is also the
substratum of knowledge. The relation between the substantive and the
attributive knowledge is that between the qualified and the qualification
(dharmi-dharma-bhäva). It is one of identity as well as of difference.
The Sun, for example, is of the nature of light and yet it is also the
substratum of light which is its attribute. The soul is a real knower,
agent and enjoyer. It is dependent on God, is supported by God,
pervaded by God and controlled from within by God. The souls are
atomic in size and many in number. A soul is eternal and yet it suffers
births and deaths on account of its embodiment which is due to karma
and avidyä.1 Liberation is due to knowledge which is brought about by
God’s grace which itself is due to devotion.
The inanimate is of three kinds: (i) Apräkrta which is immutable
super-matter of which the divine body is made and which is like the
Shuddhasattva or Nityavibhüti of Rämänuja; (2) Präkrta which is
derived from Prakrti with its three gunas; and (3) Käla or time.2
God, who is the highest Brahman and who by His very nature is free
from all defects and is the abode of all good qualities, who manifests
Himself in the four Vyuhas and in incarnations, who is the ruler of this
universe, is identified with Krsna.3 Rädhä is His consort. Souls and
matter are His parts in the sense that they are His powers.4 He is both
the efficient and the material cause of this universe. He is the efficient
cause because as the Lord o f Karma and as the inner ruler of the souls,
He brings about creation in order to enable the souls to reap the fruits
of their Karma. And He is also the material cause because creation
means manifestation of His powers of chit and achit; it is a real
transformation (parinäma) of His powers. The relation between the
universe and God is one o f identity-and-difference which is quite
natural. If the universe is absolutely identical with God, then God will
1 jfiânasvarüpam cha Harer adhînam sharirasamyogaviyogayogyarn. ai?um hi jîvam
pratidehabhinnam jnâtjtvavantam yadanantam ähuh, Dasha-shlokï, 1.
* Ibid, 3.
* svabhâvato'pâstasamastadoçam asiie$aka!yûnagunaikarâshim, Ibid, 4. 4 arhsho hi
shaktirûpo grähyalj.

suffer all its imperfections, miseries and pains and would lose His pure
nature. On the other hand, if the universe is absolutely different from
G od, then it would constitute a limit to God and He would not be its
all-pervading inner ruler and controller. The souls and matter have no
independent existence (svatantrasattäbhävah) and therefore are not
different from God. And yet because they have dependent existence
(paratantrasattäbhävah) and are limited, therefore they are different
from God who is independent and unlimited ruler. In the formula ‘tat
tvam asi\ ‘tat* means the eternal all-pervading Brahman; ‘tvam* means
the dependent soul; and ‘asi* means the relation of difference-cumnon-difference between them. The rays and the Sun, the sparks and the
fire, the coils of a snake and the snake are both distinct and non-distinct.
T h e main differences between Nimbàrka and Ramanuja are these:
First, while Ramanuja believes in identity-in-and-through-difference or
identity-qualified by-difference, Nimbärka believes in identity-anddifference. For Rämänuja difference cannot exist separately from iden
tity which it qualifies and to which it belongs. Thus identity is primary
for Ramanuja. But for Nimbärka both identity and difference are
separately and equally real. Secondly, Nimbärka rejects the view that
matter and souls are the attributes of God. The function of qualities is
either to distinguish the object from other objects or to make that object
better known. For example, when we say ‘ Räma, the son of Dasharatha’,
the attribute here distinguishes Räma from Balaräma and Parashuräma
who are also known by the name ‘Räma*, and it also throws light on
Rama for we know now his father also. But matter and souls as the
attributes of God serve no such purpose. As there is nothing outside
God, they cannot distinguish Him from anything else. Nor can they
throw any light on God for they do not constitute His essence. Thirdly,
Nimbärka also rejects the distinction between the body and the soul of
G od and the view that matter and souls form the body of God. If matter
and souls are the body of God, then God must be subjected to all the
pains, miseries, defects and imperfections of the universe. One portion
of God cannot be reserved for change and imperfection and the other
for eternity and perfection. Nimbärka, therefore, calls matter and souls
as the ‘parts* or ‘powers* of God.Il
I ll
VALLABHA-VEDÄNTA

a Telegu Brähmana, was born in 1479. Tradi
tion says that he developed the views of Visnusvâmï. His view is known
as Shuddhädvaita or Pure Non-dualism undefiled by Mäyä.1 He has
1 mâyâsambandharahitam shuddham ityuchyate budhaih, ShuddhâdvaitamârtaQçU*
ä c h ä r y a
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written a Commentary on the Brahmasütra called Anubhäsya, and on
the Bhägavata called Subodhinî. His son Vitthalanätha wrote Vidvanmandana. Purusottama has commented on Anubhäsya in his Bhasyaprakäsha on which Gopeshvara has commented in his Rashmi, and on
the Subodhini and also on Vidvanmandana in his Suvarnasutra. The
Shuddhädvaitamärtanda of Giridhara and the Prameyaratnärnava of
Bälakrsnabhatta are some other famous works of this school. It is also
known as Rudrasampradäya and as Pustimärga. Pusti means the grace of
God1 which dawns through devotion and is the cause of liberation.
Brahman is the independent reality and is identified with Shrikrsna.
His essence is Existence (sat,) Knowledge (chit) and Bliss (änanda).
Souls and matter are His real manifestations. They are His parts. He is
the abode of all good qualities and includes even the seemingly con
tradictory qualities. He is smaller than the smallest and greater than the
greatest. He is one as well as many. It is by His will that He manifests
Himself as matter and as souls revealing His tripartite nature of Exis
tence, Knowledge and Bliss in different proportions. Mäyä or Avidyä
is His power through which He manifests Himself as many. But this
manifestation is neither an error nor an illusion. It is a real manifestation.
Vallabha’s view is neither Vivarta nor Parinäma. It is something in
between the two and is called Avikrtaparinämaväda. The universe is
not a Vivarta for it is a real manifestation and not an unreal appearance.
But it is also not a parinäma for this manifestation does not involve any
change or transformation. The universe is a natural emanation from
God which does not involve any notion of change and is, therefore,
called avikrtaparinäma.
Vallabha rejects the relation of samaväya and explains it as tädätmya
or identity. The substance and its attributes, the cause and its effects
are identical. The substance really appears as its attributes and the cause
really appears as its effects. In place of ‘upädänakärana* Vallabha prefers
to use the expression ‘samaväyikärana’ to denote the notion of the
material cause. Thus material cause really means inherent cause which
expression suggests that the material cause is identical with its effect and
does not involve, so far as Brahman is concerned, any notion of change.
Brahman is the material or inherent cause (samaväyi-kärana) of this
universe in the above sense and He is also its efficient cause. Brahman
really manifests Himself as this universe without undergoing any
change. It is universally and unconditionally pervaded by Brahman.
Creation means manifestation of God as this universe in diverse forms
without undergoing change, in which manifestation God reveals His
tripartite nature of Existence, Knowledge and Bliss in different propor
tions. Dissolution means withdrawal of this manifestation by God with
in Himself. The universe springs forth from Brahman as sparks spring
1 poçanam tadanugrahal}.
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forth from fire or as lustre emanates from a jewel or rays shoot forth
from a lamp. Just as cotton spreads itself as threads so does God spread
Himself as this universe. From His nature as Existence spring forth
life (prana), senses and bodies etc. which act as the elements of bondage
for the souls. From His nature as Knowledge spring forth the atomic
souls which are the subjects of bondage. And from His nature as
Bliss spring forth the antaryämins who are the presiding deities of
the souls and are as many in number as the latter.1 God is the one
supreme Antaryämin, the inner ruler of the universe. In the material
world only the Existence-aspect of God is manifested, while His aspects
o f Knowledge and Bliss remain obscured. In the individual souls the
aspects of Existence and Knowledge are manifested while the aspect of
Bliss remains obscured. In the antaryämins all the aspects are manifested.
All these three forms—jagat, jiva and antaryâmî— are essentially iden
tical with God. Jagat is dissimilar to Him (vijatiya); jivas are similar to
Him (sajâtîya); and antaryämins are inside Him (svagata). He runs
through all the three forms which are non-different from Him. There
is no difference either homogeneous or heterogeneous or internal in
God.2
Vallabha distinguishes between jagat or prapancha and sarhsära.
Jagat is the real manifestation of God, while samsära or the cycle of
births and deaths is imagined by the soul on account of ignorance which
is fivefold— (i) ignorance of the real nature of the soul, (2) false identi
fication with the body, (3) with the senses, (4) with the vital breaths,
and (5) with the internal organ. When knowledge dawns ignorance
vanishes and with it vanishes the samsära. But the world, the jagat,
continues because it is the real manifestation of God.
For Rämänuja, the soul, though different from God, is essentially
identical with Him as forming His body. For Madhva, the soul, though
a dependent part of God, is essentially different from Him. For Nimbarka, the soul as limited and dependent is different from God, though
as the power of God it is identical with Him. For Bhäskara, the soul is
naturally identical with God and through limiting conditions appears
as different from Him. For Vallabha, the soul as a part of God is identical
with Him and appears as different on account of the limited manifesta
tion of some divine aspects and obscuration of others.
Bhakti which is defined as a firm and all-surpassing affection (sneha)
for God with a full sense of His Greatness is the only means of salvation.3
It is the ‘loving service’ of God. It means attachment to God which
presupposes detachment from all other things. It is neither worship nor
knowledge. Affection or prema is its dominant phase (sthäyibhavä). The
1 Bhâçya-Prakâsha, p. 161-162.
* Tattvadipaprakâsha, p. 106.
• mâhâtmyajfiànapùrvaaju sudrdhafr sarvato'dhikabsneho bhaktir iti proktas tayâ muktir na
ch&nyathi, Tattvadipa, p. 65.
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feeling of oneness with God is not its culmination. It is gained through
the grace of God which is won by the purity of heart. The Maryädamärga is the Vedic path in which bhakti is attained by karma and jnäna
and upäsanä when through individual efforts sins are destroyed. But in
Pusti-marga bhakti is attained without any individual effort simply by
the grace of God which destroys sins forthwith. God, pleased by devo
tion, takes the devotee within Himself. Or, when He is highly pleased
keeps him near Himself to enjoy the sweetness of service.

IV
MAHÄPRABHU

CHAITANYA

AND

HIS

FOLLOWERS

school of Bengal Vaisnavism of Chitanya (1485-1533) is known
as Achintyabhedâbheda or Identity-in-difference the nature of which is
essentially indescribable and unthinkable due to the unthinkable power
of God. Historically the school is associated with Madhvism and is
also called Mâdhva-Gaudîya school. But on account of certain funda
mental philosophical differences with Madhvism, it should be regarded
as an independent school. Chaitanya Mähaprabhu wrote no works. His
disciple Shrï Rüpa Gosvâmî has written Ujjvalanilamani and Bhaktirasâmrta-sindhu. Shrï Jiva Gosvâmî has commented on both these
works and has written his great work Satsandarbha together with its
running commentary, Sarvasamvâdinî. Baladeva Vidyâbhüsana has
written a commentary on the Brahmasutra called Govindabhâsya, the
introduction of which is known as Siddhântaratna. Rüpa and Jiva and
Baladeva have furnished philosophical basis for the teachings of Chait
anya which are mainly based on the Bhägavata.
Brahman or Shrï Krsna is essentially Sachchidänanda and is the
auspicious abode of infinite good qualities and powers. The attributes
are identical with the substance, though they also appear differently.
The concept of Vishesa is borrowed from Madhva to explain the unity
which appears as different. The concept of Unthinkability is accepted
to reconcile the apparent contradictions in the nature of Brahman. God
is free from all differences— homogeneous, heterogeneous and internal,
and yet He really manifests Himself as the world and the souls through
His powers which are identical and yet different from Him. In Himself,
He is the efficient cause of the universe, while in association with His
powers, He is the material cause.
His inner power which forms His essence is called Antaranga Svarüpa
Shakti and manifests itself as threefold power— as Sandhini which is
Sat or Existence, as Samvit which is Chit or knowledge, and as Hlâdinï
which is Ananda or Bliss. The power through which He manifests
Himself in the form of the atomic souls is called Tatastha Shakti or

the
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Jïva Shakti. The power through which He manifests Himself as the
material world is called Mäyä Shakti and is said to be His external power
(Bahiranga Shakti). God as Bliss is the qualified, while all His powers
are His qualifications or manifestations. The atomic souls are innumer
able and remain distinct even in liberation. They emanate from Him,
like rays from the Sun, and are absolutely dependent on Him. The world
is the manifestation of His external power and is not false. The impurities
and defects of the world do not affect Him at all. In liberation, the
wrong notions and the ignorance of the soul vanish, though the world
as the power of God remains.
Bhakti is the sole means of liberation. It is of two kinds— Vidhibhakti
which is according to the Vedas and the Shästras, and Ruchibhakti or
affection. Bhakti is the affectionate service of God for His sake alone.1
Ruchi or Rägänugä Bhakti is the end. It consists in the intense spiritual
love for God like that of the Gopis and culminates in the love of Rädhä.
T o love God as one’s lover and to regard oneself as the beloved of God
and to brook no separation from Him is the highest Bhakti. Liberation
consists in the eternal enjoyment of this blissful love for Krsna in His
Nityavrindâvanadhâma.
V
S #R I A U R O B I N D O

justification for including S'ri Aurobindo’s philosophy under
‘the Schools of Vedanta’, if any justification were required, is that almost
every page of ‘The Life Divine’ is inspired by the creative vision of the
seers of the Vedas and the sages of the Upanisads. As a free commentator
on Vedânta, S'ri Aurobindo comes after the great Ächäryas of Vedanta,
like Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhva, Vallabha and Nimbarka. ‘The Life
Divine* is a challenge to the false notion that philosophy in India died
after the sixteenth century.
The Supreme Reality, according to S'ri Aurobindo, is Brahman, the
Divine. It is eternal, absolute and infinite. In itself it is absolutely inde
terminate, indefinable and free. It cannot be completely described
either positively or negatively. Though it is indescribable in itself, yet
it is not absolutely unknowable to us, for the Spiritual Being in us is in
essence nothing but the Divine itself. For us the highest positive expres
sion of Brahman is the Sachchidänanda or Existence-ConsciousnessBliss, all in one. It manifests itself as indeterminate as well as deter
minate, as nirguna as well as saguna, as one as well as many, as being as
well as becoming, and yet it transcends them all.
The Existence (Sat) of Brahman appears to us as Atman, Ishvara and

t h e
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Purusa. The Consciounsess (chit) of Brahman which is always a Force
(shakti) manifests itself as Mäyä, Shakti and Prakrti. ConsciousnessForce, the own-Nature of the Divine, ‘measures the Immeasurable,
informs the Formless and embodies the Spirit/ The Bliss (änanda) of
Brahman underlies all these manifestations and it is out of sheer bliss
that the Divine manifests Himself as this world. These three aspects and
these powers embrace all reality and when taken as a whole, reconcile
all apparent contradictions.
The Sachchidänanda through his Consciousness-Force manifests
Himself as this world out of sheer bliss. Bliss gives us the ‘why* of
creation. ‘Out of bliss all things arise,’ says the Taittiriya Upanisad.
‘World-existence,* says S'ri Aurobindo, ‘ is the ecstatic dance of Shiva
which multiplies the body of the God numberlessly to the view; it
leaves that white existence precisely where and what it was, ever is and
ever will be; its sole absolute object is the joy of the dancing/1 T h e
Supreme in itself is the ‘timeless and spaceless pure Existence, one and
stable, to which measure and measurclessness are inapplicable/ and yet
it manifests itself as the ‘measureless movement in time and space*.2
The self-consciousness of Brahman which is at the same time the
power of self-manifestation is called by S'ri Aurobindo ‘the Supermind’.
The Supermind is a ‘Real-Idea’, a ‘Truth-Consciousness’. ‘ It is,’ says
S'ri Aurobindo, ‘conscious Reality throwing itself into mutable forms of
its own imperishable and immutable substance/3 It is the Divine alone
who can know himself in all his aspects and the Supermind is the
Divine’s own knowledge of himself which is at once his own innate
power of self-manifestation. The Supermind is absolute knowledge and
power. It is through the Supermind that the Divine manifests himself
as this world. It is with the Supermind that the process of self-limitation
and self-individualization starts in Brahman.
The unitary Sachchidänanda, out of sheer joy, puts himself under
self-limitation and self-individualization and manifests himself as
innumerable real Selves of Bliss who are always conscious of their
essential unity with the Sachchidänanda. The eternal Selves are Divine
and are untouched by the cosmic process, by the space-time matrix.
The true Self is the Unborn and Immutable Spirit of man who always
lives in the divine plane. He is not involved in the world of Ignorance,
but sends down a ray, a spark of Divinity, as it were, into this world.
S'ri Aurobindo calls this spark of Divinity which is the soul by the name
of ‘psyche’. The psyche, though it does not change its essential spiritual
nature, yet is subject to evolution. The psychic clement is inherent even
in matter and evolves towards a fuller existence in life. In man this
psyche takes the form of the Psychic Being. The Psychic Being is in
direct touch with its reality, the Divine Self, but man normally is not
1 T h e L ife Divine, V. I, p. 119.

* Ibid.

3 Ibid, p. 177.

aware of his own soul. Mind, life and matter are the instruments avail
able to the soul and however defective they may ultimately be, the
soul has to work in and through them for its knowledge and activity.
Hence, in spite of being spiritual and blissful, the soul is actually subject
to mentality, vitality and physicality. Because of this the intuitions of
the soul, in spite of giving immediate awareness of Reality, are not com
plete and comprehensive. Also, like its knowledge its power is limited.
T o have absolute knowledge and absolute power, the soul must attain
to Supermind which is the source of mind, life and matter. ‘T o merge
the consciousness in the Divine,’ writes S'ri Aurobindo, ‘and to keep
the psychic being controlling and changing all the nature and keeping
it turned to the Divine till the whole being can live in the Divine is the
transformation we seek.’1
The Sachchidananda, through the Supermind, descends into mind,
life and matter. The descent of the Divine is called ‘involution* and is
the result of the self-concealment of the Divine. The Supermind is
absolute knowledge and power. It is Vidyä. It is the knowledge of Reality
and also of the world-to-be. It never misses the essential unity with the
Sachchidänanda. But in mind the knowledge of unity is lost which
means that ignorance starts from here. Mind is Avidyä which is the
immediate manifestor of the world in which we live. Next stage in the
descent is life where the tendency towards multiplicity or fragmentation
becomes prominent. The last stage in descent is matter where each
atom is separate from the others so that fragmentation is com plete and

unity is completely lost. It should be noted that ignorance is not the
total denial of knowledge, but knowledge hiding itself and thereby
appearing as something else. Hence, there is always some element of
knowledge even in ignorance which element is a very dim sentience in
the field of matter. S'ri Aurobindo conceives of a stage where even this
sentience is absent and calls it Inconscience. This is the complete loss
o f Spirit. All this process of involution takes place behind the screen as
it were. It is an ideal process.
Involution or descent is not the end of the process. The next phase
is evolution or ascent which S'ri Aurobindo calls ‘the spirit’s return to
itself*. It is defined by him thus: ‘All evolution is in essence a heighten
ing of the force of consciousness in the manifest being so that it may be
raised into the greater intens*ty of that which is still unmanifest, from
matter into life, from life into mind, from the mind into the spirit.*2
Evolution according to S'ri Aurobindo, as Dr. S. K . Maitra explains,
‘is a widening, a heightening and an integration.’ ‘Evolution is an ascent
from a less manifest condition of the Consciousness-Force to a more
manifest condition. It is also an integration of the higher with the lower
1 L etters o f S'ri Aurobindo, Second Series, pp. 46-47.
p . 659.
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States. This means that when a higher principle emerges, it descends
into the lower ones and causes a transformation of them.’1 As matter,
where spirit is sleeping or apparently lost, is the last term of involution,
it is the first to become manifest in the space-time world and to evolve
into a higher term. The dormant spirit in matter feels an urge to rise
to life. There is a call from below and a response from above. And then
life emerges in this world. With the emergence of life, matter undergoes
a considerable change. Then, the dormant spirit in life feels an urge
for mind and with the response from above, mind emerges in this world.
The evolution of mind introduces a very great change in life and matter.
The evolution until now has been up to the mental plane and has been
through Ignorance. But Consciousness in mind itself is feeling an urge
to evolve into Supermind. The supra-mental descent, therefore, is a
logical necessity. After the descent of the Supermind, evolution will
proceed through knowledge. The supra-mental being is called Gnostic
Being. With the descent of the Supermind, mind, life and matter will
be radically transformed. Their defects and mutability will /anish. The
race of the Gnostic Beings will be above quarrels, diseases and death.
The entire personality will be revolutionized and direct communion
with the Sachchidänanda would be established.
Mind can know the Supreme in one or more of its aspects, but it
can never know it completely and as a whole. Only the Supermind can
do that. Great sages, according to S'ri Aurobindo, have achieved salva
tion. But it has been individual salvation. They have freed themselves
from the cycle of birth and death. Some of them have realized Brahman.
But their realization, though highest, has yet been incomplete and
partial, for their approach to the Supreme has been through the mind
or the Over-mind. Mind by its very nature breaks the indivisible Reality
into bits as it were. It must divide and exclude. It cannot function without
the subject-object duality. ‘Mind,’ says S'ri Aurobindo, ‘cannot possess
the Infinite, it can only suffer or be possessed by it; it can only lie bliss
fully helpless under the luminous shadow of the Real cast down on it
from planes of existence beyond its reach.’a Some of the great sages
through their intuitions did have the glimpses of the Supreme, but
their intuitions— even the highest intuitions— could not be free from
the mental coating. ‘Intuition/ says S'ri Aurobindo, ‘brings to man
those brilliant messages from the Unknown which are the beginning of
this higher knowledge. . . . (But) its action is largely hidden by the
interventions of our normal intelligence; for what we call by the name
Is usually a point of direct knowledge which is immediately caught and
coated over with mental stuff, so that it serves only as an invisible or
a very tiny nucleus of a crystallization which is in its mass intellectual
1 Studies in Sri Aurobindo’s Philosophy: D r. S. K . Maitra, p. 30.
V . I. p. 248.
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* T h e L ife D ivin e,

or otherwise mental in character.'1 Integral spiritual experience is the
sole privilege of the Supermind.
For S'ri Aurobindo the descent of the Supermind is the great logical
necessity which heralds the dawn of a new era for mankind hitherto
before unknown. It will lead to cosmic salvation here and now— ‘ihaiva’
and ‘adhunaiva' as the Upanisads put it— by transforming the human
life into the Life Divine. Our mind cannot give its complete description,
for, as S'ri Aurobindo says, ‘what is magic to our finite reason is the logic
o f the Infinite*. ‘The supramental change,* he says, ‘is a thing decreed
and inevitable in the evolution of the earth-consciousness ; for its upward
ascent is not ended and mind is not its last summit. But that the change
m ay arrive, take form and endure there is needed the call from below
with a will to recognize and not deny the light when it comes, and there
is needed the sanction of the Supreme from above.'2 The integral Yoga
o f S'ri Aurobindo aims at ascending to the Supermind and also at
bringing about the descent of the Supermind. ‘By this Yoga,* he says,
‘we not only seek the Infinite, but we call upon the Infinite to unfold
himself in human life.'3 The supramental descent will ‘make earth a
heaven and life beatitude’s kiss'. Mind cannot describe this state
through its categories. It can give only a vague and a general description.
S 'ri Aurobindo himself attempts this description thus: ‘As if honey
could taste itself and all its drops together and all its drops could taste
each other and each the whole honey-comb as itself, so should the end
be with God and the soul of man and the universe.’4 The aim of S'ri
Aurobindo’s life-long sädhanä has been to bring down the Supermind
to the world of mind, life and matter. Whether he has succeeded or not,
time alone will answer. But one thing is certain that throughout his
life he has undauntedly and with confidence marched ahead, singing:
‘And how shall the end be vain when God is guide?
The more the goal recedes, the more it lures;
However his mind and flesh resist or fail,
A will prevails cancelling his conscious choice.

There is a Light that leads, a Power that aids;
Unmarked, unfelt it sees for him and acts:
Ignorant, he forms the AU-Conscient in his depths,
Human, looks up to superhuman peaks:
A borrower of Supemature’s gold,
He paves his road to Immortality.’5
1 Ibid , p. 120 and 418.
* T h e M other, pp. 83-84.
* T h e Synthesis o f Yoga, p. 6.
4 T h ou gh ts and Glimpses, pp. 18-19.
ft Sàvitrï: A Legend and a Sym bol, Book 3,
C an to IV.
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Chapter Twenty
SHAI VA A N D

SHÄKTA SCHOOLS
I

SHAIVA

SIDDHÄNTA

worship of Shiva or Rudra goes back to the Vedas. In the
Yajurveda we have the Shatarudriya. The TaittiriyaAranyaka
tells us that the whole universe is the manifestation of Rudra.
Some of the Upanisads, the Mahäbhärata and some Puränas glorify
Shiva or Rudra. The sacred literature of the Shaivas is called Shaivägama. Shrikantha places it side by side with the Vedas. Mädhavächärya refers to the four schools of Shaivism— Nakulîsha-pâshupata,
Shaiva, Pratyabhijnä and Raseshvara. Besides these we find mention of
two more sects, Käpälika and Kälämukha, in Yamuna's Ägamaprämänya. Shaivism of the ‘Shaiva’ type is further divided into Vira
Shaivism1 or Shakti-vishistadvaita and Shaiva Siddhänta. The former
is also known as Lingäyata or Satsthala. We may select here Shaiva
Siddhänta as the representative of the Southern Shaivism and Pratya
bhijnâ or Kâshmïra Shaivism as the representative of the Northern
Shaivism and briefly deal with these two.
Shaiva Siddhänta recognizes eighteen Agamas. From the fifth to the
ninth centuries many great Shaiva saints like Sarhbandar, Appar and
Sundarar flourished in South India whose hymns constitute a magnifi
cently rich devotional literature. The collection of these hymns is called
Tirumurai. Mänikkaväsagar (seventh century) has written his famous
Tiruväsagam. Meykandar, the author of the Shivajnänabodham, who
belongs to the thirteenth century, is regarded as the first systematic
expounder of the Siddhänta philosophy. His disciple Arulnandi Shivachärya is the author of the famous work Shivajnänasiddhiyar. Shrikantha
Shivächärya (fourteenth century) has written a commentary on the
Brahmasutra, which is commented upon by Appaya Diksita in his
Shivärkamanidipikä, in the light of Shaivism in general, though not
strictly according to the Siddhänta philosophy.
Shaiva Siddhänta calls itself ‘Shuddhädvaita’, the name which
Vallabha's school bears. But whereas Vallabha means by the word

T

he

1 According

to Shrìpati P a t i t a , Vira Shaivism is Vishe$ädvaita and not ShaktiVi$hi$tädvaita.
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‘Shuddha’ ‘that which is free from the impurity of Mäyä’ (mäyäsambandharahita) and by the word ‘Advaita’ ‘the Non-dual Brahman’,
Shaiva Siddhânta takes the word ‘Shuddha’ in the sense of ‘unqualified’
and the word ‘Advaita* in the sense of ‘Dvaita devoid of duality* which
means that difference is real in existence but inseparable from identity
in consciousness. This means that though matter and souls are real yet
they are not opposed to Shiva but are inseparably united with Him who
is the supreme reality. This suggests the influence of Aprthaksiddhi of
Rämänuja. But whereas Rämänuja makes matter and souls only the
attributes of God, Shaiva Siddhânta agrees with Madhva in giving them
substantive existence.
Shiva is the supreme reality and is called Pati or the Lord who pos
sesses the eight attributes of ‘self-existence, essential purity, intuitive
wisdom, infinite intelligence, freedom from all bonds, infinite grace or
love, omnipotence, and infinite bliss’. Just as the potter is the first
cause, his staff and wheel is the instrumental cause and clay is the
material cause of a pot, similarly Shiva is the first cause, his Shakti is
the instrumental cause and Mäyä is the material cause of this world.
T h e relation of Shiva and Shakti is that of identity (tädätmya), though
it is the power of the Lord. This Shakti is conscious, unchanging and
eternal energy and is known as Svampa Shakti. Like the shuddhasattva
and the prakrti of Rämänuja, Shaiva Siddhânta also believes in pure
matter (shuddha or sättvika jagat) and defiled mattei (ashuddha or
präkrta jagat). The material cause of pure creation is called Mahämäyä
or Bindu or Vidyä, while that of defiled creation is called Mäyä or
Ashuddha Bindu. Mahämäyä and Mäyä both are the material (jada)
powers of the Lord and are called Parigraha Shakti which is different
from the Svampa Shakti which forms the essence of the Lord. The
Lord is omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient and performs the five
functions of creation, preservation and destruction of the universe and
obscuration (tirodhäna) and liberation (anugraha) of the souls.
The individual souls are called Pashu for like cattle they are bound by
the rope of avidyä to this world. The soul is really an all-pervading,
eternal and conscious agent and enjoyer (ichchä-jnäna-kriyäyukta).
It has consciousness the essence of which is in the act of seeing.
It is different from the gross and the subtle body and the senseorgans, etc. The bound souls mistake themselves as finite and limited in
will, thought and action and in liberation are restored to their original
nature.
The fetters wrhich bind the souls are called Päsha and are threefold
— Avidyä, Karma and Mäyä. Avidyä is one in all beings and is beginning
less. It is also called Änavamala or the impurity which consists in the
false notion of the soul to regard itself finite or atomic and confined to
the body and limited in knowledge and power. It is avidyä because it
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makes the soul ignorant of its inherent glory and greatness. It is Anava
because it makes the soul mistake itself as atomic and finite. It is the
bondage (pashutva) of the beast (pashu). Karma is produced by the
deeds of the souls and is subtle and unseen (adrsta) and is the cause
of the union of the conscious with the unconscious. Maya is the material
cause of this impure world. The souls are of three kinds according as
they are tainted with one or two or three of these impurities. The
highest souls are tainted with the Anavamala only; the next with the
Kârmanamala also; and the last with all the three— Änava, Kärmana
and Mâyîya. They are called respectively Vijnänakala, Pralayakala and
sakala. In order to obtain release the soul has to get rid of these three
impurities. And for this God’s grace is absolutely essential. The Divine
Grace is there for us all without the asking for it for the Lord desires
that all the souls should know Him; it is only for us to avail of it
or not.
After the removal of the Päsha, the soul becomes one with Shiva. It
becomes co-pervasive with Him and shares His glory and greatness.
It is not conscious of its individuality (which is there) on account of
the experience of Bliss. Meykandar says that just as salt dissolves into
water and becomes co-pervasive with it, similarly the liberated soul
merges in God and becomes co-pervasive with Him. It attains the
status of Shiva, though the five functions of creation etc. are reserved
for the latter alone. The essential quality or svarupalaksana of the soul
is to identify itself with its object and become co-pervasive with it
(taddharmadharmi), its essence (svarüpa) is its co-pervasiveness with
the infinite Shiva. Thus the bound soul identifies itself with matter and
the liberated soul with Shiva and realizes its own pure nature.
The binding aspect of Anava-mala when it is called Päsha is acciden
tal (tatastha) and therefore can be removed, but Anava-mala itself is
eternal. Anava-mala, in the case of the liberated, keeps the world away
and thereby indirectly helps them in their Shivänubhava. Säyujya is the
real liberation. Jïvanmukti is admitted. The ethical virtues are empha
sized as the preparation for receiving God’s grace. Siddhiyar says:
‘They have no love for God who have no love for all mankind.’
II
KÂSHMÎRA

SHAIVISM

school is also known as Pratyabhijnâ or Trika or Spanda system.
Shiva-sütra (said to have been revealed to Vasugupta), Vasugupta’s
(eighth century) Spandakärikä, Somananda’s Shivadrsti (ninth century),
Utpala’s Pratyabhijnasütra (tenth century) Abhinavagupta’s Paramärthasära, Pratyabhijnävimarshini and Tanträloka, and Ksemaräja’s

this
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Shivasütravimarshinï and Spandasandoha— are some of the most
important works of this system. The system claims to be based on the
Shaiva Ägamas.
Kâshmîra Shaivism admits thirty-six tattvas or principles of cosmic
manifestation. Through the five important aspects of Shakti known as
chit, änanda, ichchä, jnäna and kriyâ arise Shiva, Shakti, Sadäshiva,
Ishvara and Shuddhavidyä, the five transcendental tattvas. That aspect
o f Shakti which makes the Infinite appear as finite is the sixth Mäyä
tattva. It gives rise to the five kanchukas— power (kalä), knowledge
(vidya), attachment (räga), time (käla) and space (niyati). Through
these Mäyä makes the Infinite Shiva appear as finite Purusa which is
the twelfth tattva. The rest of the twenty-four tattvas are the same
as Prakrti and its twenty-three evolutes recognized in the Sänkhya
system.
Shiva is the only reality, the one without a second. He is infinite
Consciousness and absolute independence. (Svätantrya). He creates
everything by the mere force of His will. He is the subject as well as the
object. He is the foundation of all knowledge and all proof and disproof
equally presuppose His existence. ‘He makes the world appear in
Himself as if it were distinct from Himself, though not really so; even
as objects appear in a mirror. . . . By His own wonderful powfer (Shakti)
inherent in Him, God appears in the form of souls and constitutes
objects for their experiences. The only reality is the unlimited pure
self, the one and only substratum o f the universe, whose activity or
vibration (spanda) is the cause of all distinctions.* The changing mani
festations of Shiva do not stain His purity and unchanging nature since
He transcends His own manifestations (äbhäsa). Shiva is the trans
cendental eternal background of this universe. In this transcendental
aspect He is Vishvottïrna. In the immanent aspect He is called Vishvätmaka. The immanent aspect is Svätantrya or Shakti which is con
ceived as a Power of Self-consciousness by which Shiva manifests
Himself as this universe on His own transcendental background. His
Shakti has infinite aspects, most important of which are chit, änanda,
ichchhä, jnäna and kriyä. Mäyä is neither the material cause of the
universe nor the principle of illusion. It is that aspect of the power
(shakti) of Shiva through which He manifests Himself as many. The
individual soul is pure consciousness and as such identical with Shiva.
It is the ultimate reality under conditions of self-limitation. Plurality
of souls is not final. Apart from Shiva, the world is not; different from
Shiva, the soul is not.
Recognition (pratyabhijnä) of this reality is essential for obtaining
liberation. A love-sick woman cannot get any consolation and joy even
though her lover may be present near her unless she recognizes him. The
moment recognition dawns she becomes all joy. This is also the meaning
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of the famous formula ‘tat tvam asi\ Recognition at once overcomes
bondage. The liberated soul becomes one with Shiva and ever enjoys
the mystic bliss of oneness with the Lord. Jivanmukti is admitted.
I ll
S H Ä K T A SCH O O LS

worship of Shakti also dates back to the Rgveda where she is
praised as ‘the supporter of the earth living in heaven*. ‘Urna of golden
hue* of the Kena is the ‘Great Mother of the Universe*. The Shaivas
made her the consort of Shiva. The various Puränas describe her great
ness. She is known as Shakti, Devi, Chandi, Chämundä, Durgä, Umä
and Mahämäyä. Shakti is the power of Existence, Knowledge and Bliss
of Brahman and is inseparable from it. Shakti may be taken as male,
female or neutral. Shiva is the pure indeterminate Brahman, while
Shakti, the power of Maya, makes him determinate, endowed with
the attributes of knowledge, will and action. Saundaryalahari says:
‘Shiva, when he is united with Shakti, is able to create; otherwise he is
unable even to move.*1 Shiva, without Shakti, is a Shava, a corpse. Shakti
is the life of Shiva as she is his wife. The whole world of matter and souls
exists potentially in Shakti who is the inseparable power of Shiva. Mäyä
or Prakrti, the matrix of the world, lies within Shakti. The souls mistake
themselves as finite and many due to the influence of Mäyä. Liberation
is due to the knowledge that the so-called soul is non-different from
Brahman. Knowledge of Shakti leads to this knowledge. Libera
tion means ‘dissolution in the blissful effulgence of the Supreme*.
Jivanmukti is admitted. The mystic side o f Yoga is emphasized.
Mantra and Tantra are sacred, secret and divine. Awakening of
the Kundalini and piercing of the six Chakras is practiced. Nädayoga is
glorified.
The Shakti Tantra is divided into three schools— Kaula, Samayaand
Mishra. Bhâskararâya, the author of Saubhägyabhäskara, the commen
tary on Lalitäsahasranäma, and Laksmîdhara, the commentator on the
Saundaryalahari are the eminent Shäkta writers. Some Kaulas are called
Vama-margi and are generally believed to be indulging in abominable
and ghastly practices. Though most of the Kaulas must have indulged
in such practices on account of their ignorance, yet the real significance
of these practices like the five Mudräs lies in their spiritual interpreta
tion. Kula means Shakti or Kundalini and Akula means Shiva. He alone
is therefore a Kaula who succeeds in uniting Shakti with Shiva. He is
a Jivanmukta, a Sthitaprajna for whom mud and sandalpaste, enemy
th e

1 Shivah

Shaktyä yukto yadi bhavati shaktah prabhavitum. na chedevam devo na
khalu kushalab spanditum api, Saundaryalahari.
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and son» wood and gold» life and death are the same. External marks
are useless. Kulärnava Tantra says: T f the mere rubbing of thè body
with mud and ashes gains liberation, then the village dogs who roll in
them have attained it’. The highest is the union with Brahman; the
middle is the meditation on Brahman; the lower is the praise of the
L ord and the recitation of hymns; and the lowest is the external
worship*.1

1 uttamo

Brahmasadbhävo dhyänabhä vasta madhyamah. stutir japo'dhamo bhivo
bahihpùjà'dhamâ'dhamâ, Mahânirvâpatantra, X IV , 122.
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GLOSSARY
T h e glossary includes only im portant terms not im m ediately defined in the text and
term s which have widely varyin g meanings. In general, the more literal meaning is
g iv en first. The following abbreviations are used:
Buddhism
(B )
(SB ) ShQnyaväda Buddhism
(V B ) Vijfl&navfida Buddhism

(J)
(S)
(Y )

Jainism
S&Akhya
Yoga

(N) Ny&ya-Vaishe$ika
(PM ) Pürva Mlm&msft
Ved&nta
(V)

(V B ). T h at which gives rise to the “ illusion or construction of the
non-existent,“ viz., the û i a y a v i j f i â n a as manifesting itself in phenomenal reality
as> (ultim ately) illusory objects; relative reality; the stream o f ideas.
a b k ü t & r t h a . T h a t which has not happened; false; (V B ) an object as an illusory con
struction.
ä c h ä r y a . A teacher.
a c h i n t y a . U nthinkable, inconceivable.
ä d k ä r a . Support, substratum .
a d k a r m a . Non-merit, non-virtue; (J) principle of non-motion or rest (cf. d h a r m a ) .
a d h y & r o p a . (V). Superimposition (see a d h y & s a ) .
a d h y & s a (V). Superimposition, the erroneous perception of the unreal as the real
(e.g., the veiling of B r a h m a n b y m & y d and the projection of world-appearance
on it).
o d v a i t a . Non-dual; absolute.
a d v a i t i n . A non-dualist; an absolutist.
a d v a y a . Non-duality, not two; without a second.
à g a m a . T h a t which is handed down and fixed b y tradition, a traditional doctrine or
collection of doctrines.
a h a à k â r a . The ego, the principle o f individuation.
a h i i h s ä . Non-injury.
a j a . Unborn; eternal.
a j a r a . N ot subject to age, undecaying.
a j i i & n a . Ignorance.
a k a r t d . N o t an agent.
d k d s h a . Space, the ether.
a k h y ä t i (PM ). Non-perception; the doctrine of Prabh&kara school of Mlmämsft that
an error is im perfect knowledge and is due to omission only.
a k ç a r a . Imperishable (a synonym for reality); the syllable a u n t ,
ä l a y a v i j f i ä n a (V B ). The repository consciousness containing potentially all empirical
m anifestations of consciousness; the residium of all ideas and actions.
a m a r a . Undying, im mortal, imperishable.
a m d t r a . W ithout measure, boundless.
a n d t m a n . Non-self, devoid of self.
a n a b k ü à p y a . Ungraspable; unutterable.
a n a k ç a r a . U nutterable; inexpressible.
a n e k & n t a v d d a (J). The doctrine of the manifoldness of reality; pluralism; realistic
relativism .
a n i r v a c h a n i y a . Unutterable, not to be spoken of or described.
a n i r v a c h a n i y a ’ k h y & t i (V). The doctrine of A d vaita Vedänta th at perception or error
can be called neither absolutely real or valid nor unreal or invalid.
a n ir v a c h a n iy a t v a . Indescribability, inexpressableness.
a n it y a p a r a m d n u v d d a (B). The doctrine of non-eternal atom s (cf. k $ a i} a b h a ftg a v ä d a ) .
a n t a h k a r a ^ a . The internal organ, the seat of thought and feeling. In the V e d & n ta
and Y o g a this includes b u d d h i, a h a U k d r a . and m a n a s .
a n u . An atom .
a b h x ita p a r ik a lp a
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Inference. In the S d r ik h y a , a synonym for p r a k f t i , which is only “ inferred"
from its evolutes or products.
a p a r a . Lower or inferior (cf. p a r a ) ,
a p a r t S v i d y d . Lower or empirical knowledge.
a p a r o k $ d n u b h ü t i (V'). Real perception; immediate spiritual experience.
a p a v a r g a . Em ancipation (see m o k $ a ).
â r a m b h a v d d a (N). The doctrine of causation which holds that production is a new
beginning, a fresh creation, i.e. that the effect is new and not preexistent in the
cause.
a r th a . W ealth, property; object; end; reality.
ä r y a j f i d n a (B). Aryan knowledge, viz., noble or excellent knowledge.
a s a h g a . Unattached.
a s a t. Not existing, non-existent; non-being.
a s a tk â r y a v â d a (N). The doctrine of causation which holds that the effect does not
pre-exist in the cause.
a s h û n y a . Not em pty.
a s m it â . “ l-am -ness," viz., egoism.
a t a r k y a . Incomprehensible, surpassing reasoning or thought.
d tm a n . The self, the soul; the self as the ultim ate reality (see Index).
a t y a n t a v is h u d d h a . Com pletely pure or purified.
a u m k d r a . The syllable a u m ; pronouncing the syllable a u m .
a v a k la v y a . N ot to be spoken of, indescribable.
a v id y d . Ignorance.
a v y a k t a . Unmanifested, unapparent, undeveloped (a synonym for p r a k f t i ) .
a v y a y a . Undiminishing, unchanging, imperishable.
b a d d h a . Bound, fettered.
b d h y d r th a v d d a (B). The doctrine that external objects have a real existence.
b h a k t i . Devotion, worship.
b h a v a - c h a k r a (B). The wheel of becoming, of birth and death (a synonym for s a m s d r a ) .
b h e d â b h e d a (V). Difference and identity, identity plus difference.
b h i k ç u . A religious mendicant.
b h i k ç u t â . Monkhood; holy nature.
b h o k td . The enjoyer, the experient or subject of experience.
b h o g a . Enjoym ent, experience.
b h r a m a . Confusion, error, mistake.
b h û m i . Stages or degrees of perfection.
b h ü t â d i (S). The tämasa ahartkära which produces the five subtle elements.
b h û tà r t h a . T h a t which is existent, a fact; a reality.
b h ü ta ta th a tä (B). True or real suchness, the ultim ate reality.
b i j a s h a k t i . The “ seed-power," the original force or creative potency (synonym for
p r a k f t i in SäAkhya and m d y d in Vedanta).
b o d h i (B). Enlightenm ent, perfect wisdom.
b o d h is a ttv a (B). One whose essence is enlightenment (b o d h i ), one who is on the w ay
to the attainm ent of Buddhahood.
b r a h m a k d r a r ta v d d a (V). The doctrine of causation which holds that the cause of all
effects is b r a h m a n .
b r a h m a n (V). Prayer, holy word; the ultim ate principle underlying the world, ultim ate
reality (see Index).
b r d h m a r ta s . The prost» ritual texts of the V e d a (see Index).
b r a h m a p a r in â m a v û d a . The doctrine of causation in Räm&nuja Vedânta which holds
that all effects are actual modifications or transformations of b r a h m a n ,
b r a h m a v iv a r ta v a d a . The doctrine of causation in Shaftkara Ved&nta which holds that
all effects are an erroneous or illusory appearance of b r a h m a n ,
b u d d h a k â y a (B). The body of the Buddha (see d h a r m a k d y a ) ; the ultim ate reality.
anum âna.
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Intellect, intelligence; (S) the material principle which directly reflects the
pure consciousness of the p u r u ç a .
c h a k r a . A wheel; one of the psychic centers in the body.
c h d r i t r a (J). Good conduct.
c h a t u ç k o t i . The four alternative categories of thought, viz., affirmation, negation,
conjunction, and disjunction (“ A ,” “ not-A ,“ “ both A and not-A ,” “ neither A
nor not-A “ ).
c h a t u ^ k o ^ iv in ir m u k t a . Freed from the four categories of understanding.
c h i t . Thinking; pure consciousness, spirit.
c h i t t a . Thought, intelligence, mind; the mental organ or a n t a h k a r a n a .
c h i t t a m ä t r a (V B ). Thought or consciousness alone, pure consciousness.
d a r s h a n a . Perception; vision of truth; philosophy.
d e v a . Divine, a god.
d h a r m a . Social and moral order, law, duty, right, virtue, merit. (B) The Law or body
of doctrine attributed to the Buddha; a phenomenal fact or object, a thing as a
particular, an element of existence. (J) Principle of motion.
d h a r m a d h â t u (B). The realm of the Law; the R eality of dharmas or world-objects,
the ultim ate ground of phenomena.
d h a r m a k â y a (B). The body of the Law ; the Cosmic Body of the Buddha; the ultim ate
reality, the essence of all things.
d h a r m a n a i r ä t m y a (B). The doctrine that things (d h a r m a s ) “ have no self,“ i.e., that
ultim ately there is no such “ thing“ as a “ thing,“ that all objects of thought are
ultim ately unreal.
d h r u v a . Fixed, immovable, permanent.
d h y ä n a . M editation.
d r a v y a . A substance.
d r a s t a . One who sees, the seer, the true self.
d u h k h a . Suffering, misery, pain.
d u r g h a ta tv a . Difficulty in accomplishing or carrying out (a definition or explanation);
self-contradictory nature.
d u r n i r û p a t v a . Difficulty in defining or pointing out.
d v a i t a . Dualistic, dualism, diversity.
d v a i t i n . A dualist.
d v e $ a . Aversion, hatred.
g u n a . Q uality, attribute; (S) the three material constituents or attributes of p r a k f t i ,
viz., sa ttv a , r a j a s , and t a m a s .
h in a y & n a . The lesser vehicle, the earlier system s of Buddhist doctrine (see m a h d y â n a ) .
i c k c h h ä . W ish, desire.
i n d r i y a . A sense facu lty or organ.
i s h ä n a . Reigning; the ruler, the master.
ja< $a. Unintelligent, inanimate, unconscious; a synonym for p r a k f t i , viz., the objective
or material as opposed to the subjective or spiritual.
j a g a t . The world.
j o n m a - m a r a n a - c h a k r a (B). The wheel of birth and death (a synonym for s a m s â r a ) .
j i v a . The individual living soul or spirit; the soul as embodied; the empirical ego.
j i v a n m u k t i . Emancipation or release while still alive.
j i v û t m a n . The living self, the personal or embodied self (cf. p a r a m d t m a n ) .
j ii & r t a . Consciousness; knowledge.
j n ä n a k ä n 4a . The portion of the V e d a dealing with knowledge, esp. the U p a n i$ a d s .
j n & n a - k a r m a - s a m u c h c h a y a v a d a . The doctrine that j h a n a (knowledge) and k a r m a
(action) should be combined.
j n â t â . One who knows, the knower, the self, the subject.
j h e y a . T h at which can be known, a cognizable object.
j h e y û v a r a n a (V B ). The screen or covering of cognition, the veiling of reality caused
b y false Cognition; the wrong belief in the reality of the object.
b u d d k i.
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Isolation, detachm ent of the soul from matter, illusion, or transm igration;
the pure shining nature of the soul.
k ô l a . Time.
k ä m e . Sensual pleasure, love, desire.
k a r m a . Action; religious act or rite, sacrificial action; past actions as producing good
or evil results.
k a r m a k â n d a . The portion of the V e d a dealing with sacrificial action, viz., the m a n t r a s
or hymns and the b r & h m a n a s .
k a r tä . One who acts, the agent.
k a r y a . T h at which is to be done; effect, result.
k e t a l a . Alone, isolated; pure.
k e v a l a jn â n a (J). Pure or absolute knowledge.
k le s h ä v a r a r ta (YfB). The screen or covering of afflictions, the veiling of reality caused
by the afflictions or passions; moral defilement.
k l i ç t a m a n o v i j ü â n a (V B ). Afflicted consciousness, the intermediate form of con
sciousness between the d i a y a v i j n d n a or universal consciousness, and the m a n o v t j n d n a or empirical consciousness.
k r i y ä . A ctiv ity, acting.
k ç a n a . An instant, a moment.
k ? a # a - b h a n g a - v ä d a (B). The doctrine of the "instant perishing" of things, m om entary
existence, momentariness.
k ç a n i k a . Instantaneous, m omentary; existing for only an instant.
k u n d a l i n i . In esoteric Y o g a , the "serpent” power which sleeps a t the base of the spine
until awakened through yogic meditation.
k ü f a s t h a . Standing a t the top; im movable, unchangeable; highest reality.
la y a . Rest, repose, mental inactivity.
io k â y a t a . M aterialism , a materialist.
m a d h y a m a m â r g a (B). The middle path or road.
m a d k y a s th a . Standing in the middle, neutral, indifferent.
m a h â b k ü t a s (S). The gross elements, viz., ether, air, fire, water, earth.
m a h â p r a la y a . The great dissolution or devolution of the cosmos back into the m ü l a p r a k j l i (see p r a l a y a ) .
m a h d tm a n . The great self ; a great sage.
m a h â v â k y a . A sacred utterance, esp. the formulas of the U p a n iq h a d s .
m a h â y â n a . The great vehicle, the later system s of Buddhist doctrine (see k x n a y d n a ) .
m a n a n a . Thinking, active intelligence; critical reflection.
m a n a s . M ind, esp. as the central sense-organ, the coordinator of sense-organs and of
motor-organs.
m a n tr a . A prayer or song of praise, a hymn or sacrificial formula addressed to a deity.
m a r y û d ü m d r g a . The path of propriety and custom ary rules (cf. p u ç t t m à r g a ) .
m d y û . Illusion; the Vedäntic doctrine of relativity of thought.
m i t h y â - s a m v f t i (SB). False empirical (knowledge); opposed to ta th y a - s a r h v r ti or true
empirical (knowledge).
k a i v a ly a .

M ixed sa ttv a .
A foreigner, barbarian.
Em ancipation, liberation, release from

m is h r a s a t tv a .
m le c h c h h a .
m ok$a.

s a th s d r a .

Root or original nature (see p r a k f t i ) .
m û lâ v i d y â . Original ignorance; transcendental ignorance, the cause of this world.
n a ir d tm y a v d d a (B). T h e doctrine of non-self; the ultim ate unreality of the empirical
ego.
n â m a - r ü p a (B). Nam e and form or m atter; empirical or material reality as the com 
bination of these two.
n d s t i k a . A denier or nihilist; a heretic, one who denies the authority of the V e d a s ,
n ib b ä n a (B). The Pali form of Sanskrit n ir v d ip a .

m û la p r a k fli.
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W ithout qualities, devoid of attributes; the transcendental Absolute.
(B). Blowing out, extinction (specifically of the "flam e" of clinging desire);
emancipation from s a m s û r a .
n i r v i s h e ç a . Indeterminate.
n iç p r a p a r U h a . Free from phenom enality, diversity, or manifoldness; absolute.
n is s v a b h ä v a t ä (SB). Devoid of independent existence. (See s v a b h â t a s k û n y a t d ) .
n i s t r a i g u n y o . Free of the three g u n a s .
n i t y a . Eternal.
n ily a p a r a m â t t u k & r a ç a v ô d a (N). The doctrine that eternal material atom s are the
ultim ate causes.
n i t y a v i b k ü t i . Eternally pervading, abundant, powerful.
n i v f t t i . In activity; the contem plative life (cf. p r a v f t t i ) .
p a r a . Higher or superior (cf. a p a r a ) .
p a r a m d r t k a . U ltim ate, absolute; ultim ate or absolute reality.
p a r a m & r t h i k a . Relating to ultim ate reality.
p a r a m â t m a n . The highest or ultim ate self (cf. j x v â t m a n ) .
p a r a t a n t r a (V B). Phenomenal, dependent, or relative reality.
p a r a v i d y d . Higher or absolute knowledge.
p a r ig r a h a - s h a k t i . In S h a i v a , the creative energy in its acquired, assumed, or mani
fested material form.
p a r i k a l p i t a (V B ). Imagined, constructed; illusory or imagined reality.
p a r ir t ä m a . Change, transform ation, modification.
p a r i n t ç p a n n a (V B ). Perfect, real; ultim ate reality.
p a r y d y a (J). A mode or m odality (of a d r a v y a ) .
p r a b h u . M ighty, powerful; lord, king.
p r a c h c h h a n n a . Hidden, concealed, secret.
p r a d k d n a (S). The original source of the material universe, primary or unevolved
m atter or nature (see p r a k f l i ) .
p r a j f i d . Knowledge, intuition, wisdom; (B) true or transcendental wisdom, spiritual
intuition.
p r a k f l i (S). The original substance, nature as the material first-cause.
p r a k f t i p a r i n d m a v d d a (S). The doctrine of causation which holds that the effect is a
modification or transformation of p r a k f l i , or material nature.
p r o ia y a (S). The state of dissolution or devolution of the world, its reabsorpdon into
the original p r a k f l i .
p r a m ä n a . A measure or standard; a means of acquiring valid knowledge; valid
knowledge.
p r a m e y a . An object or cognition, a knowable object.
p r a y a . Breath, the vital breath.
p r a n a v a . T h e sacred syllable a u m .
p r a p a ü c h a s h û n y a . Devoid or em pty of phenomenality, diversity, or manifoldness;
non-dual, absolute.
p r â r a b d h a k a r m a . The actions done in the past which have started yielding fruits.
p r a s d d a . Kindness, grace.
p r a lib h & s a . Appearance, illusion.
p r a l it y a - s a m u t p d d a (B). Dependent origination; the doctrine of causal relativity.
p r a R t y a s a m u t p a n n a (B). Dependently originated; relative, conditioned.
p r a t y a k ç a . Direct perception, apprehension by the senses.
p r a ty d t m a v e d y a . T o be known in one's own self; to be realized through intuition.
p r a t y e k a b u d d h a (B). One who becomes enlightened b y himself, but does not concern
himself with the enlightenm ent of others.
p r a v d h a n ity a (V B ). Eternal in the sense of continuously flowing.
p r a v f t t i . A c tiv ity ; the active life (cf. n i v f t t i ) .
p r e y a s . Dearer, that which is more pleasurable (cf. s h r e y a s ) .
n ir g u n a .
n ir v d n a
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(B). T h e person, the individual, the soul; (J) matter.
(B ). T h e doctrine th at the person or soul "h a s no self." i.e., th a t
ultim ately there is no such "th in g " as a "p erson" or “ soul.”
p u r u ç a . A man, person; soul, spirit.
p u r u ç d r t h a . The goal or object of human pursuit, esp. m o k $ a .
p u ç t im & r g a . T h e path o f devotion seeking D ivine G race; the Vallabha school o f
Vedanta (cf. m a r y d d d m d r g a ) .
r a j a s . Im purity, dust (S) T h e principle of motion, pain, restless a ctiv ity as one of the
three g u r ta s or material constituents of p r a k f t i .
s a c h c h id & n a n d a ( s a t - c h i t - d n a n d a ) . Existence-knowledge-bliss, in reference to ultim ate
reality.
s a d d p r a k d s h a s v a r û p a . A lw ays shining or eternally self-luminous.
s a d a s a d v ü a k ç a n a t w . Characterized as neither existent nor non-existent.
s a d a s a tk d r y a v d d a . The doctrine of causation which holds that the effect is both
pre-existent in and different from the cause.
s d d h a k a . One who is in the process of perfecting himself.
s d d h a n d . A spiritual discipline, an effective practice in m editation or a method o f
meditation.
s a g u n a . H aving qualities or attributes.
s d k ç i . T h e witness, the subject or seer.
s a m d d h i . Intense concentration, trance.
s a m a tv a . Sameness, indifference, equanim ity, balance of mind.
s a m n y d s a . Renunciation.
s a m s d r a . Transm igration, the cycle of death and rebirth; mundane existence; phen
omenal reality.
s a m v i t (V). Consciousness.
s a r h v f t i. Covering, relative, empirical.
s a r h v f t i s a ty a (B). Em pirical or relative truth.
s a m v y a v a h â r a (J). Usual, common, conventional (knowledge).
s a m y o g j f t d n a . Com plete or true knowledge.
s a n g h d ta v d d a (B). The doctrine that a "th in g " is sim ply a (mom entary) collocation
or aggregation of discrete elements. Specifically, the doctrine that the soul is
sim ply an aggregate of the five s k a n d h a s .
s a n t ô n a v d d a (B). The doctrine of continuity, flux, or ceaseless flow.
s a n t a t i n i t y a (V B ). Eternal in the sense of cintinuous or uninterrupted.
s a r v ä s tiv d d a (B). The doctrine of the h i n a y d n a which maintains that all things,
physical as well as m ental, actu ally exist, albeit m om entarily; the Vaibhàsika.
s a r v a v d g v i^ a y d tita . Surpassing all words and objects; inexpressible.
s a t. Being, existing; existence, the real.
s a tk â r a n a v à d a (V). The doctrine of causation which holds that only the cause (i.e.,
b r a h m a n ) is real.
s a tk â r y a v â d a . The doctrine of causation which holds that the effect pre-exists in
the cause.
s a t k d y a (B). The empirical ego; a synonym for p u d g a ia .
s a t k h y d l i . Perception of the existing, the view of R&mänuja that in erroneous percep
tion the existent or real alone is cognized.
sa ttv a . Real-ness, existing-ness; the principle o f goodness, light, bliss as one of the
three g u r ta s or material constituents of p r a k f t i ; (B) the existing or living being,
the person (a synonym for p u d g a i a ) ,
s a tt v a s h ü n y a . Devoid of sa ttv a .
s a ty a . Real, actual, true; truth.
s a v i s h e ç a . H aving specific qualities or attributes, discriminate.
s d y u j y a . Identification with, absorption into (viz., the divinity).
p u d g a ia

p v d g a la - n a ir d im y a

sh a b da .
s h a k t i.

Sound; a word; verbal authority.
Force, potency, energy; (S) the active power of
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p r a k fti.

Eternal.
An authoritative composition or treatise, esp. a religious or scientific treatise.
s h r & v a k a (B). A hearer or disciple not yet enlightened.
s h r e y a s . Better, that which is more excellent or preferable; the good (cf. p r e y a s ) .
s h r u t i . T h at which has been heard, sacred knowledge orally handed down; specifically,
the Vedic literature, including the U p a n i ç a d s (cf. s t a r t i ) ,
s h u d d h a - n a y a (J). T h e pure point of view , true knowledge.
s h u d d h a - s a U v a . Pure sa ttv a .
s h û n y a . E m pty, void; (B) causally dependent, relative, phenomenal; also the non
dual Real.
s h ü n y a t d . Emptiness, vacu ity; (B) dependent causation, relativity of thought; also
the non-dual Reality.
s h û n y a t& v iv a r ta v & d a (SB). T h e doctrine of causation which holds that the effect is
ultim ately an erroneous or illusory appearance of s h ü n y a t ä (non-dual Absolute).
s h û n y a v â d a (SB). The doctrine of relativity of thought; phenomena are devoid of
self-existence and that R eality is the non-dual Absolute.
s i d d h a . One who has become perfected; one who has realized the Real.
s k a n d h a s (B). The five groups or aggregates which make up the person: r û p a , form
or m atter; v e d a n d , feeling; s a m j n â , conception; s a m s k â r a , innate predispositions
(or will); and v i j f i d n a , consciousness.
s m f t i . M em ory, remembrance; the body of sacred tradition as remembered, thus the
religious and philosophical literature exclusive of the Vedic literature including
U p a n i ç a d s (cf. s h r u t i ) .
s k & s h v a ta .

sh d stra .

sv arg a.

Heaveo-

(SB). “ Emptiness of own-being," the doctrine that things have
no nature o f their own, that they are devoid of ultim ate reality; relative, phen
omenal.
s v a b h â v a v ô d a . In materialism, the doctrine of "ow n-nature" that the nature of a
thing is only what it is perceived to be, but not what is inferable from perception,
such as a causal relation to another thing; that everything is self-caused.
s v a la k $ a it a . T h a t which has its own specific characteristics which cannot be described,
viz., a particular; unique and m om entary; an existent, ultim ate moment cognized
in pure intuition.
s v a r û p a . Som ething's own nature or character; essence.
s v a r û p a - s h a k t i . In S h a i v a , the creative energy in its own, eternal, form (cf. p a r ig r o k a sv a b h ä v a sh ü n y a tä

s h a k ti) .

(J). The doctrine of relative or limited knowledge; realistic and pluralistic
relativism.
t â d d t m y a . Identity, having the same nature.
t a i j a s a . Consisting of energy, ardor, vital power.
l a m a s . Darkness; the principle of inertia, ignorance, p assivity as one of the three
g u n a s or material constituents of p r a k j t i .
t a n m d t r a s (S). T h e five subtle essences from which the gross elements, m a h d b h û t a s ,
arise, viz., sound, touch, sight, taste, smell.
l o n t r a . A class o f esoteric literature usually of the S h a i v a and S h ä k t a schools and
certain M ahäyäna Buddhist schools; generally, esoteric teachings based on that
literature.
t a th d g a t a (B). He who is "th u s gon e," i.e., "gone into the R eal," who has realized
nirv&na, the Buddha; the Perfect Being.
ta th â g o la g a r b h a (B). T h e "w o m b " or source of the ta th d g a ta s .
sy à d vâ d a

(B). Suchness; ultim ate reality; the pure “ th a t" or pure being.
(SB). True empirical (knowledge); opposed to m i t h y d - s a m v f t i or false
em pirical (knowledge).
ta ttv a . R eality ; as a m a k ä v ä k y a or sacred utterance it is considered to be a combination
of t a t (that) and tv a m (thou), ta ttv a m thus meaning "thou are th at."

ta tk a td

t a th y a - s a r h v r ti

3 8 7

tripu&pratyakçavâda (P M ). T h e doctrine that the three-fold elements o f perception,
viz., the knower, the known, and the knowledge, are sim ultaneously revealed in
every knowledge-situation.
ud&sind. Sittin g apart, indifferent, uninvolved.
updsand. W orship, m editation.
vatkdrika. Subject to modification.
vairtlgya. Freedom from desire, dispassion, detachm ent.
vaishdradya. Infallibility, clearness o f knowledge.
edmamdrga. T h e "left-hand w a y ," doctrines of Buddhist or Sh&kta tantra usu ally
of a h igh ly unconventional or sexual character.
vdsand (B). T h e impression of anything remaining unconsciously in the m ind; force
or disposition o f karma.
ridekamukti. Em ancipation after release from the body through death.
rik&ra. A w ay of life; a dwelling; Buddhist Church; meditation.
rijUdna. Consciousness, cognition; pure awareness without content.
rijridnamdiravdda (V B ). T h e doctrine that ultim ate reality is pure consciousness.
rigfidnavâda (V B ). T h e doctrine that reality is pure consciousness.
rijftdnarivartavdda (V B ). T h e doctrine o f causation which holds that the effect is an
erroneous or illusory appearance of absolute consciousness.
rijAapti (V B ). Cognition, consciousness.
rijliaptimdtra (V B ). Consciousness only; the doctrine th at ultim ate reality is pure
absolute consciousness.
vikalpa (SB). Discrim ination, discrim inative im agination, relative knowledge; verbal
or im aginary knowledge; conceptual construction; a category of thought.
vik^epa. D istraction, perplexity; projection; the projecting power of mày&.
vipdka (V B ). T h e "ripening” place or repository consciousness (dlayarijUdna).
riparila-khyäti (P M ). C ontrary or incorrect perception; the doctrine of Kum &rila
th at an error derives from an improper com bination of an actual perception and
a memory image; th at error is misperception of a thing as something else.
ri$ayarijftapti (V B ). Consciousness as manifested in apparently external objects.
rishuddhdtman. T h e com pletely pure self.
rivarta. Appearance; illusion.
rivekajftdna (Y ). Knowledge arising from discrimination (viz., between puruça and
prakfti, spirit and m atter).
vy&pti. Inseparable association, invariable concomitance.
vyavakdra. Common, custom ary; relative, phenomenal.
vyavakarana (J). Conventional, usual, custom ary (knowledge).
vyavakdrasatya. R elative truth.
vydvakdrika. Relating to relative truth.
vyüha. Form , manifestation.
yathärthakhyäti. T h e synonym for satkhydti, the view of R&m&nuja that in error it is
the real which is perceived, th at error is only partial truth.
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D ream ing, 14
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o f SfiAkya, 138 e t sea .
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Whole, 72
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by
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HiraAyagarbha, 14
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278,279
Hota, 2
Hum anity, 24
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effect,

pre-existence of material
cause, 139, 140
Efficiency, 115
theory of causal, 63
E go, 100
bondage and liberation of, 152
Eightfold Path of Discipline, 160
Elem ents, evolution of, 12
E n d, U ltim ate, 26
Enlightenm ent, 61, 83, 87
Epistem ology, Buddhist, 112
Error—
A d va ita Vedanta theory of, 218-220
in Mlm&msä philosophy, 214-217
Mah&y&na theory of, 218-220
N yâya theory of, 217-218
RftmAnuja’s theory of, 218, 332-333
Eternalism , 75
E volution, 145-148
T able of causes and effects, 150
theory of, 12-13
Existence, 115
Pure, 14
ultim ate, 72
Extra-sensory perception, 37

IDENTITY-IN-DIFFERENCE, 4
Ignorance, 53, 72, 73, 91, 129
and Intellect, 306
and knowledge, 62
and suffering, 61, 62
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in
post - ShaAkara
philosophy,
280-285
two kinds of, 104-105
Immediate knowledge, 36
Implication in Mlmämsfi philosophy,
2 10 -2 11
Indescribable absolutism, 4
Indescribable, the, 16
Individual self, 7
Indra, 8
Inferenceexposition of, 1 19-120
in Mlm&msa philosophy, 206-207
in Räm änuja Vedänta philosophy,

fallacies,

five kinds of, 189-191
F lu x , theory of, 65
F ou r Noble Truths, 59-60
Fourth Reality, 14
<»ANDHI, M ahatm a, 20
GaAgesha, 112
G audapäda, 4, 227 e t s e q ., 308, 309, 318
ShaAkara’s criticisms of, 259-260
G autjapäda-K ärikä, 227
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validity of, 30, 31, 32
Inferential knowledge of N yäya phil
osophy, 185-191
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Inherence, 248
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Pure, J4, 89
relativity of, 39
sources of in Räm änuja V edanta,
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and Pure Knowledge, 306
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Ishvara, 14
and Brahman, 268-270
Ishvarakrsna, 138
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225, 226, 319, 320, 322
five categories of, 221
theory of error, 216-217
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bondage and liberation, 53-54
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ethics and religion, 54-55
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sects of, 56
ShaAkara's criticism of, 251
three jewels of, 54
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Path of, 49
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and ShQnya, 91, 92
Buddhist, 1 12
Jaina, 42-43
N yàya, 185-191
Sànkya, 153-154
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Lokächärya, 327
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Love, Supreme, 25
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K aivalyapäda, 157
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Kambal&shvatara, 29
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K âpâlika sect, 374
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theory of, 62
Vaisheçika philosophy of, 167
Karma-KSrtcja, 2, 6
Karm ayoga, 23
Käshmira Shaivism, 376-377
Kàshyapa, 163
K atha, 5, 8, 10, 26
Keith, Professor, 187
Kena, 5
Knowledge, 14
and ignorance, 62
in ShaAkara philosophy, 274-275
inferential of N yàya philosophy,
185-191
Jainas classification of, 36 e t seq .
nature of in Mlmämsä philosophy,
212-213
nothing purer than, 25
N yäya philosophy and, 180-i8 i
path of, 22

MADHVA Vedänta, 360-363
M adhvächärya, 360
M adhyam ä Pratipat, 61
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M ädhyam ikas, 74
M ahäbhärata, 20, 29
MahäparinirväpasQtra, 57
MahäpQrna, 323, 327
MahäsäAghikas, 58
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both cause and effect, 150
M ahavira, 36
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M ahäyäna Buddhism, 59, 63-64
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theory of error, 218-220
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M ediate knowledge, 36
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M editation, 161, 225
M editations, four, 84
Meghan&d&ri, 327
M em ory, not valid knowledge, 201
M etaphysics, 1
Buddhist, 112
condemned b y Buddha, 58
H lnayäna, 65-69
Jaina, 38-39
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of Mlm&msä, 221
o f N yäya, 196
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of ShaAkara, 240-242
M iddle Path, 61, 74, 84
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Questions of, 67-68
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PQrva M lm ämsä philosophy)
M Imämsä-sütra, 200
M ind, 12
M ishra, Krsnapati, 29
M ishra, V&chaspati, 113, 120
M odem Indian Logic, 112
M odes, 39
Mok$a, 224
Momentariness, theory of, 62, 05, 70,
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revival of doctrine of, 114-118
Shankara’s criticisms of, 253
M onism of Upaniçads, 6
M onks, Jaina, 54
M otion, 1 15
M ukerji, Professor A. C ., ix
M uktikopaniçad, 5
M üller, M ax, 3, 4
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Nisk&ma K arm a, 24
Niyam a, 160
No-Ego, theory of, 63
No-origination, doctrine of, 78, 230232, 309
No-Soul theory, 312, 313-315
Noble Eight-fold Path, 60
Noble Truths, Four, 88
Non-apprehension in Mlm&msä philo
sophy, 211-212
Non-dual Absolute, 85
Non-existence, 115
in Vai$he$ika philosophy, 170-171
Numbers, philosophy of, 138
N yäya philosophy, 179-198
and Vaishesika, 179-180
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causation, 193-195
comparison, 191-192
God, 196-198
inference, 185-191
knowledge and perception, 180-185
soul, 195-196
theory of error, 217-218
verbal testim ony, 192-193
N yäya-Bhä$ya, 113
Nyäya-SQtras, 113
N yäya-Vaishesika, criticisms of cate
gories of, 122-124
N y&ya-Värtika, 113
OMNISCIENCE, 37
One Real, The, 4
PADÄRTHA, I63-I64
Pain, 156
annihilation of, 1
three kinds of, 151
Pâli Canon, 58, 59, 64, 69, 70
Param&rtha, 48, 49, 50, 86
Pärshvanätha, 36
Particularity in Vaisheçika philosophy,
168-169
Passions, 53
P&taAjala Yoga, 158
Patafijali, 157,162
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I*ürva-Mlmämsä philosophy, 199-226
comparison, 207
dharma, 224-227
error, Kum arila's theory of, 216
N yâya theory of, 217-218
Prabhâkara's theory of, 214-215
Räm&njuja's theory of, 218
theory of in Hînâyâna and A d va ita
Vedânta, 218-221
implication. 210-211
knowledge, nature of, 212-213
validity of, 201-206
literature of, 200-201
negation, 212-213
perception and inference, 206-207
realism of, 221
verbal testim ony, 208-210

Perception—
exposition of, l 18-1 19
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N yâya philosophy and, 181-185
in post-Shahkara philosophy. 287291
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pure, 36
Perceptual knowledge, 36
Perfections, six, 82, 83
Perpetual Consciousness, 12
Philosophy, meaning of Indian, 1
Pluralism, 38, 39
atom istic, 179
of Hlnayâna Buddhism. 77
of the Puruças, 145. 156
Mlmâihsâ, 221
Vaisheçika, 163, 174. 175
Prabhäkara, 200, 212
seven categories of, 221
theory of error, 214-215
Prajapati, and self, 8-10
Prâjna, : 1, 72
Prakfti. 140-145
and C h itta, 158
and Puruça essential to evolution,
146-147
based on theory of causation, 139
cause, not effect, 150
criticism of, 126
root-cause of world of objects, 140
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Shartkara’s criticism of, 242-244
PramfiAa, and N aya, 37-38
Pramärtäs, 118—119
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criticism of, 120
P r a m ä n a - S a m u c h c h a y a , 113
P r a m â n a - V ä r t ik a , 113
Prâpàyâm a, 160
Prashna, 5
Praütya&amutpàda, 60-63
Pratyabhijftä School, 374t 376
Pratyäh&ra, 160
Pre-Upani$adic philosophy, 3
Pure Bliss, 272
Pure Consciousness, 101 e t s e q ., 112,
113, 128, 129, !32-*34. 240, 272,
273, 286, 291, 294, 306, 307t 312
Reality as, 233-235
Pure Existence, 272
Pure Experience, 294
Pure Knowledge, 89, 102
and Intellect, 306
Pure Seif, 129
Pure Soul, 102
Pure Spirit, 72
Puru$a, 3, 4, 11, 26, 143-145
and C hitta, 158, 159
mere spectator of evolution, 150
not bound, 151
Puruçottama, 25

quality,

Vaishe§ika philosophy, 178-9
178-9

RADHAKRISHNAN, Hr. S., ÌX, l8, 2 1 , 24I
Rahasya, 5
R âja Y oça, 158
Râmânuja Vedânta, 3 * 3“359
A dvaita. refutation and evaluation,
349-352
Ä lvär saints, 324-326
bondage and liberation, 340-342
creation is real, 345-346
critical estim ate of, 355~359
general estim ate of, 352-355
God, 336-337
history and literature, 326-328
identity-in-differenco, 334-336
influence of Bhaskara, Vada va. and
Yâm una on, 328-330
matter, 344"345
maya, 346-348
m etaphysical views, 333-334
self, 338-339
self and God, 342-344
self, knowledge and error, 331-333
sources of knowledge, 33°-33l
theory of error, 218
Vaiçnava Schools, 323-324
Râm ànujàchârya, 15, 323
Râmâyarta, 29
Ranade, Professor, R. D., x, 17, 18
Rasesshvara School, 374
Ratnaküta-Sütra, 86
Read, C arveth, 193
Realism of Mlmâmsâ, 221
Reality, 1, 4. 5 . 6 , 13, 21, 25, 44, 61,
65. 72, 73. 74. 75. 82 e t s e q ., 89,
90, 91, 92, 99 et s e q ., 112, 113, 115,
124, 132-134. 272. 273, 291
and Spiritual Experience, 306
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Brahman the only, 268
Fourth, 14
in post-Shartkara philosophy, 286
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is No-origination, 231
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R elativity, 72, 86
R elativity of Knowledge, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43
ShaAkara's criticism of, 251
Richard, T ., 72
Right Knowledge, 129
Rk, 2
Rsabhadeva, 36
Rais, 2
Rta, 4
Rudra, worship of, 374 et seg .
Rudrasam pradäya, 323
SAC HHI DÀNAN'DA, (4
Sad, meaning of, 5
S a d d h a r m a - p u n f r l k a - S u t r a , 76, 82
Sädhanäpäda, 157
Sâlcçî, 7
Sàm a, 2
Sam ädhi, 160, 161
Samâdhipâda, 157
Sam ädhiräja Sûtra, 77, 84
Samâdhis, three, 84, 85
Sâm ânya, Vaisheçika philosophy, 167168
Sam avâya, 169-170
Sam hitä, 2, 6
Sam nyäsa 23
Sams&ra, 61, 72, 76, 90
Sam vfti, 86
Sanakasam pradâya, 323
Sanatkum&ra, 6
Sanghfttavâda, theory of, 65
SäAkhya philosophy, 126-127, 137—157
allied to Yoga, 157
and C ita , 152
bondage and liberation, 151-152
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